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CambrAjge santiqiian'an ^ocietp*
SELECTION FROM THE PUliLICATIONS.

The Place-Names of Cambridoeshire. I'>y the Rev. Walter
W. Skeat. pp. vi+ 80. Octavo Pul)licatioiis, No. XXXVI.

Coutentu: 1. rrefatory Jlemarks. 2. The siiClix -ton. 8. The suffix -ington.

4. Tho Kullix -liam. 5. The Huf'lix -stead. 0. The Huffix -worth. 7. The
suffixes -wick and -cote. 8. The sufHxes -bridge, -hithe, -low, and -well.

9. The suffixes camp, Chester, dike, hale, hirn, lode, port, reth, wnre.
10. The suffixes beach, bourn, den, down, ea, fen, field, ford, heath, lea,

mere, pool, wade. 11. Some other names :—Borough Green, Bourn, Burnt
Fen, Chatteris, Elm, Kennet, Kirtling, March, Newmarket, Over, Prickwillow,
Quy, Keach, Spinney, Stane, Staplow, Stow, Toft, Tydd, Wicken, Wratting.
12. List of Ancient Manors. 1'^. Conclusion. Index.

An Index to the Reports and Abstracts of the Proceedings;
INCLUDING Subjects and Authors of the Communications and
Publications, 1840—1897. Octavo Publications, No. XXX. pp.
xvi + 80. 3s. 6d.

The scope of this work is indicated by the title.

The references to Publications and Communications being given

under authors^ as also under titles, subjects, and the names of places,

it will be easy to see what has appeared in the pages of the Society^

s

publications under either of these heads.

The Manuscripts in the Library at Lambeth Palace. By
Montague Rhodes James, Litt.D. Octavo Publications, No.
XXXIII. pp. 64, 1900. 3s. 6d

The Sources of Archbishop Parker's Collection of MSS.
at Corpus Christi College, Cambridge. With a Reprint of the

Catalogue of! Thomas Markaunt's Library. By Montague Rhodes
James, Litt.D. Octavo Publications, No. XXXII. pp. 84, 1899. 5s.

The Priory of Saint Radegund, Cambridge. By Arthur
Gray, M.A., Fellow of Jesus College. Octavo Publications,

No. XXXI. pp. viii + 197, 1898. 5s.

Illustrations : Fig. I. Seal of the Priory, p. viii ; 11. The Manor House of

5. Eadegund, facing p. 48 ; III. Plan of the Nunnery Buildings, p. 53.

Proceedings, Yol. IX. (New Series III.), October 1894

—

May 1897. With Communications No. XXXYIL to No. XL.
pp. viii +458, 1898. 20s.

The 4 Parts are sold separately, 7s. 6c?., 5s., 5s., and 2s. ^d.

LOCAL TOPOGRAPHY.
Ancient Cambridgeshire. By C. C. Babington, M.A., F.R.S.,

E.S.A. Octavo Publications, No. XX. Second edition much
enlarged. pp. \'\\\-\-\^^ ^illustrations in the text and a map.
1883. 5s.

A Description of the Sbxtry Barn at Ely, lately de-

molished. By Professor R. Willis, M.A. Quarto Publications,

No. YIL pp. 8 + 4 plates. 1843. 3s.

Historical and Architectural Notes on Great St Mary's
Church. By S. Sandars, M.A.
Together with the Annals op the Church. By Canon E.

Yenables, M.A. Octavo Publications, No. X. pp. 98 + folding
plan and 4 illustrations in the text. 1869. 3s.

The History and Antiquities of the Parish of Bottisham
AND OF the Priory of Anglesey. By Edw. Hailstone, Jun.

Octavo Publications, Nos. XIY. and XYI. pp. xii + 372 + 7 plates.

With Supplement, pp. 35. 1873—8. 13s.
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PROCEEDINGS

OF THE

CanTbriiffe ^intiquanan ^omtp;

WITH

K COMMUNICATIONS MADE TO THE SOCIETY.

\ Professor RiDGEWAY, President, in the Chair.

Mrs Gibson made the following communication :

On two Hebrew documents of the 11th and

The two pieces of written Hebrew paper which I have

the honour to exhibit to-night came from Cairo, and there

is hardly any doubt that they have lain for centuries in

the lumber room of the Synagogue, the "Genizah," which

Dr Schechter cleared out last year with so much tact and

zeal. Dr Schechter got the whole of its contents as a present

C. A. S. Comm. Vol. X. 1

1898—1900.

Monday, November 14, 1898.

12th centuries.



2 TWO HEBREW DOCUMENTS

from the Grand Rabbi, and he had them tied up in sacks on

the spot for transportation to Cambridge. Before as well as

during this operation their bulk had a tendency to diminish,

so that Mrs Lewis and I were able to buy a portmanteau full,

piecemeal, from various Cairo dealers. We have no doubt

whatever that these, as well as the similar fragments we had

purchased in the same quarter the two previous years, in-

cluding the first identified leaf of Ecclesiasticus, had come

from this Genizah without the cognizance of the Grand Rabbi.

Dr Schechter has got much older vellum leaves than these

two
;
possibly he or we have got older bits of paper, but these

two, so far as I know, have the supreme value of being dated.

The date of the larger one is A.D. 1038. We read this

in the last four lines, and in two different forms. The first is

:

that is, 4798 years since the Creation. To turn this into

Anno Domini, you have first to take off the thousands, and

then add 240. This makes 1038.

The second date is given as an explanation of the first

:

r\\im p^S ny^ni n'^yi^ nix^ ^hi^ si^x n^sj^

that is 1349 from the Contract = Seleucid era. We must

subtract 311 from this figure, and we then get again 1038.

In the last line we have the words D'^^ICto tDXtOD3!3, Fostat

of Egypt. Also immediately before the first date we have

hh^ t^nn:3 DV nnXI p^y the 21st day of the month of

Elul, nearly corresponding to September.

The document itself is not without interest. A great part

of it has bafiled even Dr Schechter's ingenuity to decipher.

Not only is the penmanship crabbed, but the language is a

mongrel of Hebrew and Arabic.

It is a deed executed by a young woman named Zacchsea,

the daughter of Isaac son of Ephraim, niece of Shalmoh the

Elder, son of Musappir. She had deposited 80 gold pieces

with the Elder Japhet, son of Habosher (the flesh), son of

Al-Mufulful (the Peppery), against the time when a husband

should fall to her lot. The husband had fallen to her lot, but
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she had lost the receipt. Japhet evidently was an honest man,

for he paid her the 80 gold pieces, and this is the deed which

she executes, declaring that no document which may hereafter

purport to come from her against Japhet is to be held as

of any value, as anything better than a l^t^^^n C'^lllD a broken

potsherd, even if it is sanctioned by a Court of law. This deed

is binding on herself and on her heirs after her.

The smaller document, which is even more mutilated, reads

thus :
" In the presence of us witnesses signed under this

bill on of the month Tammuz (nearly corresponding to

July) in the year 14G0 ptT pH^TI n^^D ^5;n1^^1 XSS^^ =

1460 from the Contract era (by subtracting 311, we get

A.D. 1149) in Fostat, situate on the river Nile, under the

authority of Master Samuel the prince ^''^y, may his name
last for ever ! have we the undersigned bought from the

Sheikh Master Tamim the youth or the bachelor, the

Elder, for ever, the properties and a receipt from the

Sheikh Ibn el Fursu, Son of the Oven (perhaps a baker)...

Master Joshua the bachelor, son of Shalmoh the Elder" (we

had a Shalmoh the Elder in the first document). The other

words I have been able to make out are " gold," " at the full

moon," "in the land of Anher the little, the distant and the

near," " at the price," " the whole of the house and the place,"

"between the merchant." Some of the words are misspelt,

and I have obtained them by transliterating the Hebrew

letters into Arabic.

The art of paper-making was learned by the Arabs from

the Chinese, who are known to have practised it in the second

century of our era. I am informed by Professor Giles that

the first substance the Chinese used for the purpose was old

fishing-nets, then flax, and afterwards mulberry bark as well

as bamboo. I have learnt from another source, " Notes on

Chinese Literature" by A. Wylie, that anciently Chinese

documents were mostly written on bamboo tablets. When
close-wove silk came into use it was called paper; but the

cumbrous character of the tablets and the expense of the

1 1 Sam. ix. 16 ; Daniel ix. 25.

1—2
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silk rendered })f)t]i unfit for goricral use, and it was Tsae

Liln who invented the nianufacture of paper from the inner

bark of trees, ends of hemp, old rags and fishing nets. In

A.D. 105 he laid his project before the Emperor, who com-

mended his ability and from that time it came into general

use under the name of Marquis Tsa'^'s paper.

Professor Karaba^ek of Vienna, in his preface to the Cata-

logue of the Archduke Rainer's collection of Oriental MSS.,

relates that a great battle took place between the Arabs, who

were allied to the Turks, and the Chinese in A.D. 751 at a

place which he describes as " im fernen Transoxanien," that

is, beyond the Oxus, on the eastern boundary of the empire,

by which he means the empire of the Arabs. This statement

has been confirmed from Chinese sources by the researches

of Friedrich Hirth, who found in the annals of Td.ng-shu, that

the general Kao-Hsien-fa, a Korean by birth, suffered a severe

defeat at the hands of the Arabs in July, 751, at a place called

Kang-li, a town in the territory of the Tharez river. I am
sorry to say that I have been unable to identify the spot.

Professor Giles has kindly enquired into the subject, and

has found that in A.D. 751, a Korean by birth named Kao-

Hsien-chih, who was a general in the Chinese army, led his

forces to Tashkend. The King of Tashkend at once submitted,

and was put to death. His son fled to the Ta-shih Arabs,

and with their aid attacked Kao, but was defeated. The

place is given in the History as Hang-lo-ssu, a city; but on

looking into the biography of Kao-Hsien-chih, Professor Giles

found the place called Ta-lo-ssu. Though Kao is said by Arab

historians to have been defeated, and by one Chinese authority

to have been victorious, we need not doubt that he is

one and the same man. It appears to me that Kang-li and

Hang-lo-ssu are sufficiently alike to justify our accepting them

as the same name, if we may judge from the analogy of Arabic

names with the strong guttural h. Such words as Khan,

Khartoum, for example, are pronounced by some as Han,

Hartoum, while others give them a hard k. We have a fa-

miliar example of the same thing in the New Testament

name Kleophas or Alpheus, in the latter of which the guttural
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has been dropped ; both of them being from the Aramaic

= Halfai.

According to Karabayek, a number of Chinese were taken

prisoners at the battle, amongst them some paper-makers, who

were obliged by their captors to set up a factory at Samar-

cand. The Arabs proved themselves apt pupils. Forty years

afterwards, in A.D. 794 or 795, a second factory was established

by Haroun al Raschid at Bagdad. Others soon followed in

Persia, Egypt, North Africa, Spain, and in particular at

Brombadsch (Hierapolis), in Northern Syria, from whose name,

by a slight change of letters, the material came to be called

Bambycin. We know how m and h are frequently confused

with each other by the modern Greeks, and an erroneous idea

got abroad that the silkworm, /3o//</3uf, had something to do

with the matter. The Arabs first used new cotton, but as

the result was not very satisfactory, they next tried new flax

;

flax in the form of rags coming in at a later time. A doctor

of Bagdad, named Abd-el-lateef, who visited Egypt in A.D.

1200, found paper so common in Cairo, that a particular kind

was used in the bazaars, to wrap groceries in, which was made

of mummy-cloth, after the said mummy- cloth had been used

to supplement the clothing of the inhabitants. You will

observe that our specimens are prior to this time.

We get our word " ream " and the Germans their " Riess,"

French '*rame," from the Arabic word a^Jj, a bundle. The

Arabs understood how to give their paper a brown or yellow

tint by using saffron or the sap of the sycamore. Violet

and red were got from aloe-sap mixed with gum secreted by

insects on the cocoa-tree. The use of red paper was a high

privilege of exalted persons. Green was also got from aloes.

Indigo gave them blue, which they used for paper to roll

up medicines in and to write death-sentences upon.

I enquired at the British Museum for the oldest Oriental

MS. there, and I saw the only one for which an earlier date

is claimed, an Arabic codex in much better preservation than

these are ; it seems to be of the previous century, A.D. 960.
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Professor MAiisiiAi.L Wakj) made the following explanatory

conniiiiiucation :

The materials of which papers are made, and which receive

the general name of fibres, are principally of three kinds,

botanically considered.

(1) The long cellular external hairy coverings of parts

of plants, especially those found attached to the seeds of the

cotton-plant and known as cotton. A common example is well

known in the form of cotton-wool, and sewing-cotton consists

of these long flexible hairs twisted and spun into thread. This

type IS termed by botanists the vegetable hair, and is not

technically a fibre proper.

(2) The elongated flexible fibres obtained from the inside

of the bark or cortical covering of various plants, especially

Dicotyledons, by soaking them in water until the fibres

separate by rotting, or retting, as it is technically termed.

These are best known in the form of flax and hemp. The

principal point of agreement in all these is that they are

simple, long, pointed hollow prisms, all alike, and separated by

the process of preparation, however closely they were stuck

together in the living plant. It is these structures especially

which are termed fibres by the botanist.

(3) The long and complex strands which can be obtained

by tearing asunder the leaves and stems of Monocotyledonous

plants, especially such as palms, Phormium tenax (the so-

called New Zealand flax, but a very different plant from

true flax, and quite different in structure), grasses, rushes, &c.

These strands are well known in coir or cocoa-nut matting, and

contain vessels, cells, woody fibres, &c., mingled in various

ways according to the plant they come from. We thus see

they are not simple fibres, and indeed they do not necessarily

contain true fibres at all. Botanically these are known as

vascular bundles or strands and we may term them strands.

These are not the only vegetable materials which have

been used for making paper—using the term in the broad

sense as something to write or draw on—for the so-called
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"rice paper" of China consists of thin slices of the pith of

an ivy, and the papyrus of Egypt was made of slices of a

sedge, and so on ; while straw-paper, wood-pulp, &c., also

consist of other parts of plants than those named. But the

list given embraces the three chief sources of all woven fila-

mentous papers, and we may leave the others out of account.

Now it is an extremely easy matter to decide, by mere

microscopic examination of a piece of paper, whether it consists

of the more complex strands mentioned above, under heading

no. 3, or not ; and this method of analysis of the ancient papers

referred to me by Mrs Gibson at once showed that we were

concerned with a woven paper composed of fibres or of hairs.

To decide whether the filamentous elements of the paper

were true hairs (heading no. 1), or true fibres (heading no. 2),

requires more care ; but since true fibres possess certain minute

characteristic marks, discernible under high powers of the

microscope, which are not exhibited by hairs, it is possible

to approach certainty with the microscope alone.

In the case in question, these indications were observed,

and not only so, but here and there the fibres of the paper

showed certain bits of adjacent plant-tissues still sticking to

them, which at once betrayed their origin from the inside of

the cortical tissues of some plant from which they were im-

perfectly freed.

Moreover, some hairs such as cotton have characteristic

features of their own not present in these fibres, and the con-

clusion was arrived at that the fibres are true fibres, and come

under heading no. 2.

Here the real difficulties of the examination begin, for

there are many kinds of such fibres which could possibly be

used for paper-making. Broadly speaking these can be put

into two categories, according to certain peculiarities which

depend on the prominent chemical composition of the solid

substance of their walls. We must remember that a fibre is

a hollow prism with pointed ends. In the most valuable tough

and pliable fibres such as flax, these walls are composed

of practically unaltered cellulose, a substance which turns blue

in a certain well-known reagent consisting of iodine dissolved
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ill chloride of zinc (jukI shortly tcjrinod chlor-zinc-iodirie), and

whicli (lis.'iolves in arioLlier iimch used roagcnl, made by adding

copper sulphate and ammonia together (and shortly termed

Schweizcr's reagent). In certain other fibres, however, the

walls of the fibres have been so altered as to be stiffer and

more brittle, and more woody in character (lignified) and do

not turn blue in chlor-zinc-iodine, or dissolve in Schweizcr's

reagent. Jute affords an example.

Several other micro-chemical reactions are also available

in determining whether a fibre consists entirely or principally

of cellulose only, or has been altered and lignified.

The fibres in question are undoubtedly not lignified, and

this reduced the field of investigation considerably.

It then remained to compare the lengths and diameters,

microscopic markings, exact process of swelling and dissolving,

and other reactions of the fibres of these papers with known
fibres selected from the plants themselves, and the results,

worked out in detail by Miss Dawson, left practically no doubt

that the fibre used was flax. Moreover, as shewn in her

paper in the Annals of Botany, there is historical evidence,

according to De Candolles and Karaba9ek, that the Chaldaeans,

Egyptians, Hebrews and Arabs knew and used flax for such

purposes long prior to the date attributed to these papers.

It may be added that among the flax-fibres of the paper

were found traces of starch-granules, possibly used in the

manufacture of the paper, and fungus-hyphae and bacteria-

like organisms abounded. Whether the latter could be re-

garded as other than recent saprophytic forms—moulds, &c.

—

is doubtful, but they seemed to have partially destroyed the

starch and fibres in places.
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Monday, November 28, 1898.

R. C. BosANQUET, M.A. (introduced by Professor Ridge-

way, President), delivered a Lecture, illustrated by lantern

slides

;

On the recent Excavations at the Camp at

BOKGOVICUS (HOUSESTEADS) ON THE EoMAN WaLL.

Mr A. Dickie exhibited a number of drawings, mouldings,

and a quantity of pottery.

The members of the Philological Society were invited.

Monday, February 13, 1899.

Professor RiDGEWAY, President, in the Chair.

The election of the following members was announced:

Mr Arthur Gardner, King's College.

Mr W. A. Macfarlane-Grieve, Clare College.

Mr John Jennings, Lagrange House, Newmarket.

Mr George Owen Mead, High Street, Newmarket.

The Rev. J. G. Clark made the following communication :

On a Denarius of the Empress Plotina.

The coin now exhibited to the Society is a denarius, struck

by the Emperor Trajan in honour of his wife Plotina. It was

recently found at Lode in this county, and is in a fine state of

preservation. The obverse of the coin bears the head of

Plotina to the right, with the legend plotina avg imp traiani

(Plotina Augusta Imperatoris Trajani), and on the reverse is

an altar, on the front of which is a small draped figure standing

upon a curule chair, below the altar are the words ARA PVDic

(Ara Pudicitise). The altar is no doubt a representation of
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that dedicated to I'udicitia Patricia in the Foruiri ]-]oarium at

Rome. The inscription on this side of the coin continues the

titles of the Emperor from the obverse, CAES AVG GERMA DAC

cos VI p p (Cai'saris Augusti Germanici Dacici Consulis Sextum

Patris Patriae). The date of it is thus fixed, since Trajan's

sixth consulship was in the year A.D. 112 or 113. The coin is

one of great rarity ; Stevenson in his Dictionary of Roman
Coins gives an engraving of a similar denarius of Plotina found

at Caston in Norfolk in the year 1820, and described in

ArchcBologia, Vol. 20, as being " perhaps the only denarius of

that Empress with the legend ARA PVDIC which has been

found in England." There is however apparently a slight

difference between this coin and that described and illus-

trated in Stevenson's Dictionary, for whereas the reverse of

this denarius has clearly depicted on the front of the altar a

draped figure standing on a curule chair, there is shewn in

Stevenson's illustration, to use his own words, " sculptured on

the altar a stolated figure, standing on an oval base, which rests on

three feet." Either therefore the reverse of this denarius differs

somewhat from the one described by Stevenson, or he was not

able, owing to the condition of the coin found at Caston, to

describe it very accurately in its minute details ; and this latter

supposition is confirmed by the fact that Cohen, in his exhaus-

tive work on the Roman Imperial Coinage, describes a denarius

of Plotina in the French National Collection having exactly

the same reverse as this coin, but does not mention any piece

of the Empress Plotina with a reverse as above described by

Stevenson,

Mr Searle exhibited some coins struck at Omdurman by

the Khalifa; and also some rubbings of monumental brasses,

specimens of a collection of about 300 which he presented to

the Society.

Professor Hughes made a communication on some ancient

ditches near Cambridge, and exhibited a large number of

examples of local ware collected by himself and Mr Freeman,

and photographs of a kiln, now destroyed, near Chesterford.
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Saturday, February 18, 1899.

Professor Ridgeway, President, in the Chair.

Mr A. Forbes Sieveking, F.S.A., introduced by Mr J. W.
Clark, gave a lecture, illustrated by lantern slides, on some

old gardens.

Mr Sieveking also exhibited several old books on the

subject of gardens, and a MS. " the feats of gardening" lent by

Trinity College.

Monday, March 6, 1899.

Professor RiDGEWAY, President, in the Chair.

The election of the following member was announced

:

Mr Michael Sheard, Sutton House, Cambridgeshire.

Mr J. W. Clark, Registrary, made the following com-

munication :

On the Vatican Library of Sixtus IY.

I. Introduction.

Before entering on the subject of this paper, I feel it

necessary to make a short personal explanation.

In the course of my work on Libraries, I naturally paid

a good deal of attention to the splendid room which Sixtus V.

constructed for the Vatican collection in 1588; and I often

wondered whether it would be possible to find out anything

about the libraries of his predecessors. I knew that there was

a Library attached to the old Basilica of Constantine, but 1 did
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I

not foul sure vvlicthcr it belonged to the Pope or to tlie Chapter <

of S. Peter's ; and as for any Library private to the Pope, I
'

conceived that it would be impossible to disinter its history

from the secret archives of the papacy. One day, however,

while working in the Bibliotheque Nationale at Paris, my
friend M. Leon Dorcz told me that ho had seen in Rome some

!

volumes of Accounts dealing with these earlier libraries—that

the books were chained to the desks—and that he had made a

few extracts for his own use. Subsequently, with his usual

kindness, he gave me some of these, and referred me, for fuller
'

information, to the work of M. Eugene Muntz, Les Arts a, la

Gout des Papes. I there read, with the greatest interest,

minute details of what the French call the installation of the

Library by Sixtus IV,, drawn up by Platina, the Librarian; and

it was evident that if I could find the room or rooms to which

these payments referred, I should be able to reconstruct the

Library. With this object in view, I went to Rome in March,

1898, with letters of introduction to Father Ehrle, Librarian of

the Vatican, and to others, in the hope of obtaining permission to

examine parts of the palace not usually accessible to strangers.

I was received with the greatest kindness and courtesy, and

was about to begin the examination of the rooms once

occupied by the Library of Sixtus IV., when Father Ehrle
j

put into my hands an essay by M. Paul Fabre^, La Vaticane de
j

Siocte IV., which had appeared in the Melanges d'Archeologie

et d'Histoire of the J^cole Frangaise de Rome for December I

1895, but of the existence of which 1 had never heard.

On reading it, I found that M. Fabre had completely antici-

pated me ; he had done exactly what I had come to Rome
to do, and in such a masterly fashion that I could not hope to

j

improve upon his work. After some consideration I determined <

to verify his conclusions by carefully examining the locality, i

and to make a fresh ground plan of it for my own use. I have

also studied the authorities quoted by Miintz from my own

1 I had hoped to have made the acquamtance of M. Fabre, and discussed
j

this interesting subject with him
;
but, by a sad coincidence, on the day after I .

had read this paper I received a formal intimation of his premature death,

20 February, 1899, at the age of thirty-nine.
i
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point of view, and I venture to differ from M. Fabre as to the

probable arrangement of the bookcases in some of the rooms.

In general, however, I wish it to be clearly and distinctly

understood that I have based my paper on that of M. Fabre

;

and I esteem myself fortunate in being the first to draw the

attention of English readers to this brilliant piece of work\

In what I have written I have followed the usual plan of an

Architectural History. I have collected in the first place all

the entries in the Account-books that refer to the fabric, and

then compared them with the building in its present state;

secondly, I have collected the entries that refer to the fittings,

and, by their help, and that of the catalogues, I have attempted

to shew what the probable arrangement of the Library was.

II. History.

A few years ago the idea prevailed that the Library of the

Vatican had been founded, in a remote and mysterious period,

by the immediate successors of S. Peter ; and that its contents

therefore represented the accumulated literary treasures of the

Christian world from the very beginning to the present time.

Modern research has scattered this notion to the winds, and

has shewn that until the fifteenth century the Library of the

Vatican cannot be said to have been a substantial reality. On
the other hand it would be erroneous to suppose that the Popes

anterior to this period had been destitute of books. Examina-

tion of the manuscripts now in the library shews that many of

those which were brouQ^ht back to Rome from Avignon had

belonged to Gregory XI. (1370-78), while some may be assigned

to even a remoter date-.

^ There are two works to which I shall frequently refer : Les Arts a la Cour
des Papes pendant le xv" et le xvi^ siecle ; par Eugene Miintz : Part in. 1882

(Bibl. des Ecoles Fran^aises d'Athfenes et de Rome, Fasc. 28): and La
Bibliotheque du Vatican au xv'' Siecle, par Eugene Miintz et Paul Fabre;

Paris, 1887 (Ibid. Fasc. 48). The former will be cited as "Miintz"; the latter

as "Miintz et Fabre."

^ See the essay of De Rossi "De Origine Historia Indicibus scrinii et biblio-

thecae Sedis Apostolicae commentatio," prefixed to "Codices Palatini Latini

Bibl. Vat." 4to. Romse, 1886.
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This being th(? case, it is not easy to fix the exact period
i

at which the present collection of books may be said to have
|

been begun, and, as the history of their acquisition, apart from

that of the room intended to contain them, is quite beside my
present purpose, I will pass over this portion of the subject

very rapidly. Those who wish to claim as great an antiquity as

possible for the library would probably date its beginning from

1420, when Pope Martin V. entered Rome on the termination of

the schism ; but he was compelled by circumstances to put his

literary tastes aside, and to leave to his successor, Eugenius IV.

(1431-47), the restoration of most of the books which their
;

predecessors had used at Avignon^; and a catalogue drawn up

in November, 1443^ enumerates about 340 volumes. Nicholas V.

(1447-55) was a real lover of books, and increased his collec-

tion with so much energy and discretion, that he may well

claim the title of founder of the Vatican Library. It was his !

intention, says one of his biographers, to build "a spacious
|

library lighted by a range of windows on each side (ingens et
\

ampla transversalihus utrimque fenestrisY" which he proposed l

to throw open to the public ^ In the letter of commendation i

which he furnished to one of his collectors, he says expressly :
I

"we are trying by every means in our power to obtain a
!

library of Greek and Latin books such as the Pope and I

the Holy See ought to possess, for the general use of learned \

menV
|

The library which Nicholas V. succeeded in accumulating I

was more than respectable, the Latin MSS. alone amounting to

824 volumes'', as shewn by the catalogue made 16 April, 1455,

for the use of his successor Calixtus III. This collection was

arranged in eight presses, set against the wall of a room

1 Miintz et Fabre, Bibliotheque du Vatican, pp. 1-6.

2 Ibid. p. 6. The catalogue is printed, from the original in the Vatican,

pp. 9-32.

3 Manetti, in Muratori, S. R. I. in. Pt. 2, col. 933 d. I owe this quotation

to M. Fabre.

Miintz et Fabre, p. 39.

5 Ibid. p. 47.

6 Ibid. p. 42. The catalogue is printed pp. 48-112.
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lighted by a single window, six on the right, and two on the

left\ but the position of the room is unknown.

During the sixteen years that intervened between the death

of Nicholas V. and the election of Sixtus IV. little or nothing

seems to have been done for the increase of the Library ; but

with the accession of Francesco della Rovere a new era begins.

The new Pope had studied, as a young man, at the Universities

of Paris and Bologna ; and subsequently, had been a successful

Professor not only at those Universities, but at Padua, Siena,

Florence, and Perugia. He was distinguished, moreover, as a

writer on theology and philosophy. No man, therefore, could

have been better able to judge of the value of a library, or of

the importance of establishing one in a prominent position, to

which all who wanted knowledge might resort, as to a fountain-

head. The need of such a library in Rome had probably been

long in his mind, for in December, 1471, only four months after

his election, his chamberlain commissioned five architects to

quarry and convey to the palace a supply of building-stone "for

use in a certain building there to be constructed for library-

purposes^"; but the scheme for an independent building, as

indicated by the terms here employed, was soon abandoned,

and nothing was done for rather more than three years. In the

beginning of 1475, however, a new impulse was given to the

work by the appointment of Bartolommeo Platina as Librarian

(28 February)^; and from that date until Platina's death in 1481

it went forward without let or hindrance. This distinguished

man of letters seems to have enjoyed the full confidence of the

1 Ibid. p. 44. The catalogue begins with: "libri repositi in primo armario

a dextera versus fenestram," and so on.

2 This document, dated 17 December, 1471, has been printed by Miintz,

p. 120. It begins as follows : Cum pro oportunitatibus certi edificii biblio-

tecarum in palatio apostolico Sancti Petri construendarum necessarium sit

ex diversis locis habere magnam quantitatem petrarum ad id necessariarum

:

Iccirco,..universis et singulis...mandamus quatenus...dummodo ad privatas

personas non pertineant, effodere ac exportare ad praefatum palatium per-

mittant. I am afraid that this order can have but one meaning: viz. the

excavation and destruction of ancient buildings.

^ This is the date assigned by Platina himself. See below, p. 56. Messrs

Miintz and Fabre (p. 137) adopt 18 June 1475, the day on which he signed the

catalogue of the books he was to take charge of {lb. p. 249).
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Pope, to have been liberally supplied with funds, and to have
;

had a free hand in the employment of eraftsmen and artists to

furnish and decorate his Library. It is pleasant to be able to

record that he lived to see his work completed, and all the

books under his charge catalogued. The enumeration of the

volumes contained in the different stalls, closets, and coffers,

with which the catalogue of 1481 concludes, is headed by a

rubric, which records, with pathetic simplicity, the fact that it

was drawn up " by Platina, librarian, and Demetrius of Lucca

his pupil, keeper, on the 14th day of September, 1481, only

eight days before his death
\"

It is evident that the Library had suffered considerably

from the negligence of those in whose charge it had been.

Many volumes were missing, and those that remained were in

bad condition. Platina and his master set to work energeti-

cally to remedy these defects. The former engaged a binder,

and bought materials for his use^; the latter issued a Bull

(30 June) of exceptional severity ^ After stating that "certain

ecclesiastical and secular persons, having no fear of God before

their eyes, have taken sundry volumes in theology and other

faculties from the library, which volumes they still presume '

rashly and maliciously to hide and secretly to detain " ; such :

persons are warned to return the books in question within

forty days. If they disobey they are ipso facto excommuni-

cated. If they are clerics they shall be incapable of holding

livings, and if laymen, of holding any office. Those who have

knowledge of such persons are to inform against them. The
1

effect produced by this document has not been recorded ; nor \

are we told what the extent of the loss was. It could hardly !

have been very extensive, for a catalogue which Platina pre-

pared, or perhaps only signed, on the day of his election,
\

1 MS. Vat. Lat, 3947, fol. 118 b. Notatio omnium librorum Bibliothecse
I

palatinae Sixti quarti Pont, Max. tam qui in banchis quam qui in Armariis et
\

capsis sunt a Platyna Bibliothecario et Demetrio Lucense eius alumno custode
i

die xiiii. mensis Septemb. m.ccoc.lxxxi facta. Ante vero eius decessum dierum
j

octo tantummodo. This Notatio has been printed, Miintz et Fabre, p. 250, but ;

without the catalogue to which it forms an appendix. This, so far as I know,
j

still remains unprinted,
i

2 Miintz et Fabre, pp, 148—150, passim. ^ Ibid. p. 32.
j

1

t

I
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enumerates 2527 volumes, of which 770 were Greek and 1757

Latin \ The number of the latter had more than doubled in

the twenty years that had elapsed since the death of Nicholas

v., an augmentation due, in all probability, to the activity of

Sixtus himself.

The place selected to contain this extensive collection was

the ground-floor of a building which had been erected by

Nicholas V. The position of it, and its relations to neighbour-

ing structures will be understood from the accompanying plan

(fig. 1), which I borrow from M. Fabre's paper. In the present

arrangement of the Vatican the building with which we are

concerned extends across the south end of the court of the

Belvedere (Cortile basso del Belvedere) for about three-quarters

of the distance from east to west ; but in the fifteenth century,

before the galleries connecting the palace with the Belvedere

were built, the site of this court was laid out as a garden, and

neither the Torre Borgia at the west end of the building of

which I am speaking, nor certain other constructions at the

opposite end, between it and what is now the Cortile di San

Damaso, had been erected ; so that the north fa9ade was much
more free and better lighted than it is at present. M. Fabre

draws attention to the interesting historical and artistic

associations of this building. The ground-floor became cele-

brated as the Library of the Vatican ; the first-floor as the

Appartimento Borgia, decorated by Pinturicchio ; and the

second floor as the Stanze of Raphael.

The entrance to the rooms on the ground-floor is on the

south side, from the small back court called Cortile del Papa-

gallo^. In the fifteenth century this court was of larger extent,

and was used, as the Cortile di San Damaso is at present, to

provide access to the different parts of the palace. On the

1 Ibid, p, 141. The catalogue is printed pp. 159—250.

2 The name is derived from the frescoes with which its external walls were

decorated during the reign of Pius IV. (1559-1565). They represented palm

trees, on which parrots (papagalli) and other birds were perching. Fragments

of these frescoes are still to be seen. The court beyond this "del Portoncin di

Ferro" was so called from an iron gate by which the passage into it from the

Cortile del Papagallo could be closed,

C.A,S. Comm. Vol. X. 2



Fig. 1. Ground-plan of part of the Vatican Palace, shewing the building of Nicholas V.,

arranged for library purposes by Sixtus IV., and its relation to the surrounding structu:

From Letarouilly, Le Vatican, fol. Paris, 1882, as reproduced by M. Fabre.

I
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south side the floor of the building is on the same level, or

nearly so, as the court, but on the opposite or north side the

ground falls away abruptly, and the general level of the ground-

floor is more than thirty feet above that of the Cortile del

Belvedere. On this side therefore there is a basement, once

used as a kitchen, or perhaps a cellar.

The former destination of the rooms fitted up for library-

purposes by Sixtus IV. is indicated in the following epigram

by Aurelio Brandolini

:

De hihliotheca ex poenu facta. Epygramma xiii.

Que fuerat quondam cereri madidoque lyeo

Nunc phoebo est Sixti munere sacra domus.

Sic versat fortuna vices hominumque deumque
Omnia sic fiunt Hoc meliora Duce^

I presume that these classical allusions mean that the rooms

had been used as a provision-store, and that corn and wine had

been laid up in them.

The floor is divided into four rooms by party-walls which

are probably older than 1475, but which are proved, by the

catalogue of 1481, to have been in existence at that period.

The first of these rooms, entered directly from the court, con-

tained the Latin Library ; the second, the Greek Library.

These two, taken together, formed the Common, or Public,

Library (Bihliotheca communis, B. piihlica, or merely Bihliotheca).

Next to this room, or these rooms, was the Bihliotheca secreta

or Reserved Library, in w^hich the more precious MSS. were kept

apart from the others. The fourth room, which was not fitted

up till 1480 or 1481, was called Bihliotheca pontificia. In

addition to MSS. it contained the papal archives and registers

(Regesta). In the catalogue dated 1512 this library is called

the Intima et idtima secretior hihliotheca, and seems to have

contained the most valued treasures. This quadripartite

division is also commemorated by Brandolini (Epigram xii.).

After alluding to the founders of some of the famous libraries

of antiquity, he says in conclusion :

1 MS. Vat. 5008, fol. GO.b., quoted by Miintz, p. 118. My transcript has

been collated with the original.

2—2
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Bibliotlicca fuit, fatcor, .sua cuique, sed vna.

Sixtc pator viiici.s: quatuor vnuH habcs.

Thanks to the care with which Platina set down his ex-

penditure, we are able to follow step by step the gradual trans-

formation of the rooms. His account-books\ begun 80 June

1475, record, with a minuteness as rare as it is valuable, his

transactions with the different artists and workmen whom
he thought proper to employ. It was evidently intended that

the Library should be beautiful as well as useful, and some

of the most celebrated artists of the day were set to work

upon it.

These precious volumes—now in the State Archives at

Rome—are unique documents for the history of libraries. We
can gather from them the whole process of fitting up a library

in the fifteenth century; and further, the sort of establishment

required for its proper maintenance and organisation.

The Librarian prudently began by ordering the bookcases,

being evidently well aware that many months would elapse

before any of them could be delivered. A carpenter {faber

lignarius) signed a contract for the first part of the work

15 July, 1475 ; but in this place I shall say no more about the

furniture. Soon afterwards (9 August) masons were set to

work on the fabric ; but unfortunately no particulars of the

work are given. The most important item is the insertion

of a window "on the side next the court." The name of

an architect, Donatus, is mentioned once in the course of the

work, but whether he was acting professionally, or merely lent

one of his workmen, does not appear ^

1 These accounts have been printed with great accuracy (so far as I was

able to judge from a somewhat hasty collation) by Miintz, Les Arts a la Gour

des Papes, Vol. iii. 1882, p. 121 sq.; and by Miintz and Fabre, La Bibliotheque

du Vatican au xv« Siecle, 1887, p. 148 sq. The former work contains the

entries having reference to art (in its widest sense); the latter those having

reference to the organisation of the Library. It is to be regretted that an

arbitrary division of the accounts should have been made, for in documents

of this nature much depends upon the order in which expenditure is set down.
2 Dedi ducatum unum muratoribus ob tectorium opus dealbationemque

parietum ipsius bibliothecae, die nona Augusti, 1475. Item dedi carlenos duos

fabro quem Donatus architectus ad banc operam conduxerat...die xiiii Augusti,
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The glazing of the windows was entrusted to a German, who

is called simply Hormannus, i.e. Hermann. It may be con-

cluded from the first of the following extracts (which is also

the first in the Accounts referring to glass) that the work was

actually done in the Library, with glass bought partly in Rome,

partly in Venice.

I gave on the 16th September 1475 3 papal carlini to Hermann the

German who is making the glass windows in the Library, to buy coals for

melting lead.

I gave to [the same] one gold ducat for glass of various colours bought

for the use of the Library.

I gave to Hermann the German, Master of the Windows, 15 carlini for

50 lb. of lead, and 6 lb. of sawder, 13 October.

I gave to Hermann the German 90 lb. of wrought iron.

I gave to the aforesaid Hermann 4 ducats for his journey to Venice to

buy glass for the use of the Library, it being understood that this money
is for his expenses on the road, 1 November, 1475 1.

The exact number of windows provided in the Latin and

Greek Libraries is specified in a memorandum dated 7 June,

1476, which records an arrangement made with Francis of

Milan, the carpenter who supplied the fittings, as we shall see

presently

:

"Moreover I make myself the debtor of the said Francis in a sum of

one hundred and twenty-two ducats for five large windows and two of

smaller size ; for eight planks of chesnut-wood, {talariis 7mcis), for a

grille for the door, for the piercing of four doors, and for a bench for the

1475. Dedi ducatum unum muratoribus qui fenestram camerre bibliothecEe

fecere quae ad curiam vergit. 21 Sept. 1475.

1 Dedi die xvi Septembris 1475 carlenos tres papales Hormauno Theutonico

qui vitreas fenestras in bibliotheca facit ad carbones emendos ut liquefaciat

plumbum.

Dedi Hormanno Theutonico qui fenestras vitreas fabricat in bibliotheca

ducatum unum aureum pro vitro varii coloris empto ad vsum bibliotheca, die

supradicta et millesimo.

Dedi Hormanno Theutonico magistro fenestrarum car. xv. pro quinquaginta

libris plumbi et sex stamni die xiii 1475.

Dedi Hormanno Theutonico libras nonaginta ferri fabrefacti.

Dedi dicto Hormanno ducatos iiii. ituro Venetias ad emenda vitra pro usu

bibhotheese, has autem pecunias datas esse pro expensis itineris intelligendum

est, die primo Novembris 1475. Miintz, p. 122.
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kocpcr.s: tliu actu.il value of all which thiiig.s .shall be set out when they

are i)aid for \"

When the account was discharged it is sot out as follows

:

For 150 boards {tahidis) 6 ducat,s

For 5 large windows 21 „

For 8 ijlanks of chesnut-wood {talariis nucis) also large . 28 „

For 2 windows (also large) which look into the court. 4

For the grille of the great door 30 „

For the great door 16 „

For the keepers' bench and settle . . . . . 10

For piercing four doors 7 „

122 ducats

This is the actual value I promised to set out, together with that of

the boards which I had omitted 2.

The glass and the stamnum, a word which I have ventured

to translate sawder, arrived 15 December, 1475, when a carlino

was paid to the porters who carried the boxes from the custom-

house to the Vatican ^ and 77 ducats for carriage to the mer-

chantman who brought them by sea from Venice. Between

this date and 11 April 1476, 1100 pounds of lead were bought

at different times ; and there is a single payment for coals

(15 January). The work was completed by the beginning of

May, 1476, when the last payment was made to Hermann,

ending with the significant words " there is no more for him to

have {nil amplius restat habere)" His own wages, from

September 1475 to May 1476, exclusive of the purchase of

materials, had amounted to 56 ducats.

The door at the principal entrance to the Library from the

Cortile del Papagallo was decorated with special care. Marble

was bought for the doorcase, and the door itself was studded

with 95 bronze nails, which were gilt, as were also the ring and

1 Mtlntz, p. 126. 2 jjj^^ 128.

3 Dedi his qui portarunt cassas vitri et stamnum e dovana [dogana?] ad

palatium car. un. die xv decembris 1475. Expendi ducatos xv et b. [bonone-

nos] Lxiii pro vectura et expensis factis ab urbe Veneta hucus pro vitro et

stamno ad vsum fenestrarum conducto die xv decembris 1475. Ibid., p. 123.

Solutum est xxii Januarii 1476 Dominico Petri mercatori veneto pro vitris

emptis et stamno ad usum bibliothecsB ducatos lxii, bl. iii. ut superius apparet.

Ibid., p. 124.
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knocker, and the frame of trellised ironwork (cancellus), which

hung within the outer door. The following entries refer to

this work, which was begun in April or May 1476, and not

concluded till the following November.

Dedi Paulino Albertino pro clavis a3iieis quos factums est pro magna

porta bibliothecai ducatos duos ad emendum ses, die secunda mail.

Dedi m". Andrece mediolanensi qui inauraturus est clavos portse maguse

bibliothecoe ducatos iiii pro parte solutionis die x Aprilis 1476.

Dedi m°. loanni lapicidoo ducatos duos pro marmore fabrefacto ad

portam Bibliothecte die xvii maii 1476.

Dedi eidem Paulino ducatos duos pro clavis seneis die xviiii maii

1476.

Dedi Paulo et Dionysio pictoribus cancelli et portse bibliothecse ducatos

II, die XXII maii 1476.

Dedi Paulo et Dionysio pictoribus ducatum vnum die xxvi maii 1476.

Dedi eidem magistro Andrese aurario ducatos septem die xxvii maii

1476.

Dedi eidem Paulo et Dionysio ducatum vnum die xxviii maii.

Dedi Paulo et Dionysio ducatum vnum pro pictura die v Junii 1476.

Dedi pictoribus videlicet Dionysio et Paulo ducatos x pro pictura

cancelli et portse magnse die octava Junii 1476.

Dedi Paulino suprascripto pro clavis nonaginta quinque seneis magnis,

pro annulo eiusdem portse, cum rosa, scuto, clavo ad percutiendum hostium,

ducatos xiiii cum dimidio die vii novembris 1476. Nil amplius restat

habere.

Dedi carlenos quinque magistro Andrese aurario pro reliquo inauraturas

clavorum eeneorum portse majoris. Summa est xi ducatorum et quinque

carlenorum, nil amplius restat habere, die vii novembris 1476.

Dedi Paulo et Dionysio pictoribus pro reliquo picturse factse in cancello

et auro ibi posito, pro restaurata pictura bibliothecse [? grecse], ducatos x
;

nil amplius restat habere. Omnino sunt d. xxv, die vii novembris 1476.

Dedi magistro Andrese aurario ducatos tres cum dimidio pro inauratura

annuli portse magnse, pro clavo ad percutiendum, scuto et rosa, nil restat

habere, die xiii novembris 1476

If these payments be analysed it will be seen that the

bronze nails, ring, and knocker cost 18 ducats and a half; that

Andrew of Milan was paid 11 ducats and 5 carlini for gilding

the said nails, with 3 ducats and a half more for gilding the

knocker and its appurtenances ; and that Paul and Dionysius

received 25 ducats for painting the door and the grille behind

1 Miintz, pp. 125—127.
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il: k)la,l, 5(S ducats—only 7 ducats less than tho sum paid

to tho brothers Ghirhxndajo for decorating the whole of the

Common Library.

The floor, at any rate in the Latin and Greek Libraries,

seems originally to have been paved, from the terms in

which the repair of it is recorded, 21 August, 14*7 5\ But not

long afterwards, before the end of the century according to

M. Fabre, it was replaced by encaustic tiles, singularly beautiful

both in design and colour. In the Latin Library, this pavement

is so much worn by long use, that the design can hardly be

made out; but in the Greek Library, and in the Bihliotheca

secreta beyond, the tiles are nearly as fresh as when they were

laid down^ The pattern is worked in pale blue or pale green

upon a ground which has become, by lapse of time, of a

yellowish colour, like ivory. The tone of the whole is

deliciously soft. The purchase of these tiles is not mentioned

in the Accounts of Sixtus IV., and it most probably took place

after his death. They are precisely the same as those used in

the Borgia apartment on the first floor over the Library, and

were doubtless laid down at the same time (1492—1503).

M. Fabre records the opinion of Professor Tesorone, director

of the Museo artistico-industriale at Naples, under whose

direction the pavement of the Borgia apartment has been

admirably restored, that these tiles were probably made in

Umbria, either at Perugia or at Deruta^

The decoration of the walls and roof was begun in November,

1475. The artists selected were Domenico and David Ghir-

landajo, of Florence ; a mason and his mate {murator et socius

ejus) were engaged to build two scaffolds, apparently one

for each artist, and move them as required (28 November);

and it is distinctly stated that Domenico began to work on

the same day^ His brother David is not mentioned until

1 Dedi muratori qui pavimentum ex brevioribus lapillis restituit in biblio-

theca ducatum unum...die xxi Augusti. Miintz, p. 122. These small pieces of

stone used for paving are called mattonelli.

M. Fabre, 'La Vaticane, p. 462, gives a drawing of a small piece of this

pavement.

3 Fabre, La Vaticane, pp. 461, 462.

Dedi ducatos x auri Dominico Thomasii pictori florentino pro pictura
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14 December. The last payment is made 4 May, 1476, by

which time the decoration of the Latin Library was probably

complete. Up to that date the sums paid had amounted to

65 ducats.

A still more important entry in the accounts referring to

artistic work is the following

:

I gave to Maestro Melozzo, painter, six ducats to buy gold for the

painting in the Library, 15 January, 1477^.

The painter thus designated is Melozzo da Forli, an eminent

artist who had come to Rome in 1472, through the influence,

in all probability, of Girolamo Riario, one of the nephews

of Sixtus IV., on whom the town of Forli had been conferred

as a fief.

The entries which I have collected from the Accounts up

to this point show that the Common Library and the Greek

Library were practically finished by the end of 1477. The

Inner Library or Bihliotheca secreta was undertaken next
;
and,

before it was finished, the Bihliotheca pontificia and the rooms

for the Librarian and his assistants were begun. The whole

was finished by the end of 1481, but in that year and the

previous one, the three separate pieces of work above mentioned

were proceeding together, and it is often difficult, if not im-

possible, to be certain to which a special entry refers.

The furniture for the Bihliotheca secreta was ordered in

January, 1477, of a workman who is described as John the

Florentine (Joannes florentimis), and at a later date as

Joanninus ; but the consideration of these important entries,

as of those referring to the furniture of the rooms previously

considered, must be postponed for the present.

In December, 1477, a German glass painter, called simply

bibliothecaa quam inchoavit die xxviii novembris 1475. Dedi Xanthine muratori

pro lignis et funibus ad pontes faciendos ducatos tres et car. iiii, ii pontes pro

pictura fiunt in bibliotheca, die xxviii, 1475. Dedi Santino {sic) et Joanni

ejus socio die ultima Novembris 1475 ducatos quatuor pro ponte confecto

mutatove ubi oportuit. Dedi ducatos quinque David pictori fratri Dominici

supradicti xiiii decembris 1475. Muntz, p. 123.

^ Dedi magistro Melotio pictori pro auro emendo pro pictura quam pingit

in bibliotheca ducatos sex die xv Januarii 1477. Miintz, p. 127 ; see also p. 95.
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(Joiirad, is employed upon tlie wiu<lows, aud in May, 1478, he,

or his workmen, make a wooden trellis to protect tlie glass:

llabuit ComviduH Thcutonicus qui rcstituit fenestras vitreas et tres

denuo [do novo] fecit ducatos duos ct carlenos quinque die xi decembris

1477.

Item dedi ducatuni uiiuni hiw qui fecerunt fenestras ex ramo pro tutella

fenestraruru vitrearum die vim niaii 1478.

Item dedi ducatos duos his qui fccere prajdictas ramatas^ die xviiil

maii 1478

At this juncture the work seems to have been interrupted

for two years or more ; for the next entries concerning the

glass and other matters belong to the latter half of 1480
;
by

which time the new library ordered by the Pope {Bihliotheca

pontificia) had been begun.

Emi libras xii vitri albi pro armis faciendis in fenestra vitrea biblio-

thecte novse k vi b. [bononenos] la libra.

Item uncias nil smalti h h. nil 1' onza, et xxx filcete (filzette?) de

paternostri pro eisdem fenestris b. vi, die qua supra [27 August, 1480]

d. I. b. XVIII 3.

In this year a second German glass-painter, Georgius

theutonicus, is employed. In October he was paid four ducats

for working up into a window for the new library the glass

bought in the previous August

:

Item habuit Georgius theutonicus pro factura fenestras vitrese magnse

in bibliotheca nova factse ducatos nil auri, die xviii octobris 1480*.

While this work was going forward, considerable changes

were effected in the fabric, such as the blocking of windows

and doors, and the repairs of the walls. It is evident that the

room destined for the " new library " had previously been put

to some other use^ At about the same date the same work-

men set up a scaffold in the Bibliotheca secreta for the painters,

and openings were made in the wall between the Greek and

^ Ducange, s.v. Ramata, says that it is equivalent to the modern French

treille.

2 Muntz, p. 131. 3 Hid., p. 132. ^ j^^-^.^ p. 133.

^ Habuit m. Gratiadeus murator pro claudendis fenestris, hostiis (?), fora-

minibus, pro reficiendis muris, calce puteolanaque emenda in bibliotheca nova

ducatos vii et b. xxv die xxv Augusti 1480. Ibid., p. 132.
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Latin Libraries. With reference to the latter work the follow-

ing important entry occurs under the date 27 August, 1480 :

Item pro piirganda bibliotheca veteri et asportandis calcinaciis duarum

fenestramm factarum inter groecam et latinam b. xx die qua supra

The painters employed in the Bibliotheca secreta and

Bibliotheca pontificia were Melozzo da Forli and another called

simply Antonazzo. It is evident, from the way in which the

first entry concerning them is expressed, that the fourth room

of the series was an afterthought

:

Habuere Melotius et Antonatius pictores pro pictura facta in biblio-

theca secreta et in ilia additioue quam nuper fecit d. n. ducatos decern die

XXV Junii 1480 2.

They received in all 89 ducats and a half for their work,

about which hardly any details are given. In the centre of the

ceiling of the Libraria secreta was a coat of arms, probably

those of the Pope, carved in wood. These were gilt and

painted, as shewn by a subsequent entry for the purchase of

colours; and coloured lines seem to have been drawn round

the doors and \vindows. This last payment marks the con-

clusion of the whole work.

Habuit magister Antonatius per un arma de legno intagliata per

mettere nel sopracelo della libreria secreta ducati doa die xvi augusti

1480.

Item habuit magister Antonatius ducatos duos cum dimidio pro linia-

mentis hostiorum et fenestrarum pictarum in ipsa bibliotheca die x aprilis

1481, nil amplius restat habere 2.

Rooms for the librarian and keepers were fitted up in

1480 and 1481. The only detail of interest is a payment
to Francis of Milan for a door of inlaid wood between the

Library and the librarian's room. Further, it appears that

this latter room was wisely provided with a window looking

into the Library, so that the librarian could see what was

going forward there.

Habuit Gratiadeus pro fabrica quae fit apud Bibliothecam pro duabus
cameris ad usum bibliothecarii et custodum, ubi erat coquina vetus^.

1 Ibid., p. 132. 2 jft^-^,^ p, 134.

3 Miintz, pp. 133, 134. This payment and several that follow were made
18 October, 1480.
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Ituiti habiiit Mi;igi,stcr Frurici.scu.s do Mcdiolaiio labor ligiiarius pro una

l)orta do pino iiitarwiata che va de la camera a la libreria ducati tre. Item

per una porta do pino [oho] va ncla corte ducati doa. [8 January, 1481.]

Item habuit magister loanncs de Caravagio faber lignariuH pro duabus

portis duplicibuH Htudii et camera) ducatos trc«, pro fenestra studii ot ea

qua) rospicit in librariam ducatoB duos. [Same day.]

III. Comparison of the building with the Accounts.

We will next compare the various extracts from the Ac-

counts which I have collected together with the building,

assisted by the accompanying plan (fig. 2), drawn from measure-

ments taken by myself during my visit to Eome in March last.

The building is entered from the Gortile del Papagallo

through a marble doorway (fig. 2, A) in the classical style

surmounted by the arms of Sixtus IV. On the frieze are the

words SIXTUS PAPA nil. The doorcase is doubtless that made

in 1476 ; but the door, with its gilt nails and other adorn-

ments, has disappeared. Within the doorway there has been

a descent of three steps at least to the floor of the Library^

The four rooms of which it was once composed are now used as

the Floreria or Gardemeuble of the Vatican Palace ; a use to

which they have probably been put ever since the new Library

was built at the end of the sixteenth century. My plan shews

the building as it was when first built, before other structures

abutted against it. To understand its present condition the

plan of Letarouilly (fig. 1), must be studied.

The rooms at the east end, by which one of the windows

(H, fig. 2) of the Bibliotheca pontificia is blocked, are part of

the substructions of the gallery which extends along the

greater part of three sides of the Gortile di San Damaso,

and were added by Julius 11. (1503—1513) ; the small building

which blocks the other window (ibid., G) is connected with the

Galleria del Belvedere ; and at the west end the Torre Borgia,

built by Alexander VI. (1492—1503), takes away some of the

light from the Latin Library.

^ The difference of level between the floor of the court and the floor of the

library is eighteen inches. An inclined plane of wood now replaces the steps.
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The Latin Library, into which the door from the court

opens directly, is a noble room, 58 ft. 9 in. long, 34 ft. 8 in.

wide, and about 16 ft. high to the spring of the vault. In the

centre is a square pier, which carries the four plain quadri-

partite vaults, probably of brick, covered with plaster. The
room is at present lighted by two windows (B, C) in the north

wall, and by another, of smaller size, above the door of entrance

(A). That this latter window was inserted by Sixtus IV., is

proved by the presence of his arms above it on a stone shield.

This is probably the window "next the court" made in 1475.

The windows in the north wall are about 8 ft. high by 5 ft.

broad, and their cills are 7 ft. above the floor of the room.

Further, there were two windows in the west wall (6, c) a little

smaller than those in the north wall, and placed at a much
lower level, only a few feet above the floor. These were blocked

when the Torre Borgia was built, but their position can still

be easily made out\ This room must have been admirably

lighted in former days.

The room next to this, the Greek Library, is 28 ft. broad

by 34 ft. 6 in. long. It is lighted by a window (fig. 2, D) in

the north wall, of the same size as those of the Latin Library,

and by another (ibid., E) a good deal smaller, opposite to it.

This room was originally entered from the Latin Library by

a door close to the north wall (d). But, in 1480, two large

openings (e,f) were made in the partition-wall, either because

the light was found to be deficient, or because it was thought

best to throw the two rooms into one as far as possible. At

some subsequent date the door (d) was blocked up, and the

opening next to it (e) was carried down to the ground, so as to

do duty as a door. The other opening (/), about 7 ft. 6 in.

square, remains as constructed.

In one of Platina's memoranda quoted above, under date

1 M. Fabre (without whose help I probably should not have observed these

windows) says of them :
" L'amorce de I'une d'elles (celle de gauche) est encore

apparente; quant a la seconde les barreaux (inferriata) en etaient encore

visibles du c6t6 de la Torre Borgia (je le tiens d'un employ6 de la Floreria)

avant qu'on eut construit, a I'int^rieur de la Tour, le pilastre qui la cache, et

qui fut 6tabli sous Pie IX pour soutenir la salle de I'lmmaculee Conception

cr^^e au second 6tage." Fabre, p. 460.
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7 June, 1476, ^' five largo windows and two of smaller size " are

mentioned; and, in the more detailed account which follows,

the cost of the latter is set down as " pro duabus fenestris

etiam magnis qua) vergunt ad curiam." I conceive that in

this memorandum Platina is referring to the Latin and Greek

Libraries taken together. The " five large windows " are the

three in the north wall (B, C, D), and the two in the west wall

(6, c); the " two of smaller size looking into the court " are the
\

window at the south end of the Greek Library (E), and that ;

over the door of entrance (A). Four doors are mentioned in
I

the same memorandum. It is not easy to identify these. The

door of entrance (A) and the door into the Greek Library (d)

are certainly two of them ; the other two may be the door

between the Greek Library and the Bibliotheca Secreta, and

the door into the Librarian's room (a); or that door and the

door into his room from the court.

The decorative work of the brothers Ghirlandajo can still i

be made out, at least in part, though time has made sad havoc
I

with it. The edges of the vaulting were made prominent
j

by classical moldings coarsely drawn in a dark colour ; and at
|

the key of each vault is a large architectural ornament, or coat

of arms, surrounded by a wreath of oak-leaves and acorns, to

commemorate the Delia Rovere family. They are tied together

on each side with long flaunting ribbons, which, with their

shadows, extend for a considerable distance over the vaults.

The semi-circular lunettes in the upper part of the wall under \

the vaults, are all treated alike, except that those on the sides of

the room, being larger than those at the ends (fig. 2), contain
I

two subjects instead of one. The lower part, for about 3 feet

in height, is painted to represent a solid marble balcony, behind

which a Doctor or Prophet is supposed to be standing. He is

visible from rather below the waist upwards, and holds in his

hand a scroll bearing an appropriate text. On each side of the

figure in the smaller lunettes, resting on the balcony, is a large

vase of flowers ; and behind it a clear sky. Round the upper

edge of the lunette is a broad band of oak-leaves, and fruits

of various kinds. The figures, of which there were evidently

twelve originally, are the following, beginning with the one at
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the north-east corner over the door leading into the Greek

Library, and proceeding to the right

:

1. HiERONYMUS. Scientiam scripturarum ama^ et vitia carnis non

amahis.

2. Gregorius. Dei sapientiam sardonyco et zaphyro non confer.

3. Thomas. Text illegible.

4. BonaVENTURA. Frnctus scripturoe est plenitndo ceternce felicitatis.

5. Aristoteles. \

6. Diogenes.

9. Socrates.

10. Plato.

IL AuGDSTiNUS. Nihil heatius est quam semper aliquid legere ant

scrihere.

12. Ambrosius. Diligentiam circa scripturas sanctorum posui.

Jerome and Gregory occupy the east wall ; Thomas Aquinas

and Bonaventura the first lunette on the south wall, over the

door of entrance ; Aristotle and Diogenes the next\ succeeded

by Cleobulus and Antisthenes on the west wall ; on the first

lunette on the north wall are Socrates and Plato ; in the second

Augustine and Ambrose, facing Aquinas and Bonaventura.

Thus the east half of the library is presided over by doctors of

the Christian Church, the western by pagan philosophers.

The space on the north wall (gh) nearly opposite to the door

of entrance, was occupied by the fresco on which Melozzo da

Forli was working in 1477. It was intended to commemorate

the establishment of the Library in a permanent home by

Sixtus the Fourth. The Pope is seated on the right of the

spectator. On his right stands his nephew Cardinal Pietro

Riario, and before him, his head turned towards the Pope, to

whom he seems to be speaking, another nephew. Cardinal

Giuliano della Rovere, afterwards Pope Julius the Second.

At the feet of the Pope kneels Bartolommeo Platina, the newly

appointed Librarian, who is pointing with the fore-finger of his

1 There was evidently a window in this wall before the frescoes were executed,

corresponding to that over the door of entrance. This was blocked by the build-

ing which contained the Librarian's room. Its existence shews that the library-

building is the older of the two.

7.

8.

Cleobulus.

Antisthenes.
Legends illegible.
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right hand to tho inscription below the fresco. Behind Platina

are two young men with chains of office round their necks.

They have been identified with Girolarno Riario and Giovanni

della Revere.

The inscription, said to have been written by Platina

himself, is as follows :

Templa, domum expositis^, vicos, fora, mgenia, pontes,

ViRGINEAM TrIVII QUOD REPARARIS AQUAM,

PrTSCA LICET NAUTIS STATUAS DARE MUNERA PORTOs,

Et Vaticanum CINGERE, SIXTE, JUGUM,

Plus tamen Urbs debet ; nam qum squalore latebat

Cernitur in celebri Bibliotheca loco.

The fresco is now in the Vatican picture-gallery. It was

transferred to canvas soon after 1815, when the present gallery

was formed, and has suffered a good deal from what is called

restoration ^.

The decoration of the Greek Library is not alluded to in

the Accounts^; but an interesting note of it, with an account

of the other rooms also, is to be found in the description of the

Vatican by Pietro Chattard, written in 1766 :

II primo stanzone...fa vedere nelle sue lunette che le girano attorno

dipinte a buon fresco, molte mezze figure rappresentanti alcuni Profeti

Dottori di Santa Chiesa e Filosofi antichi col nome di ciascuno. II campo

di queste lunette h ricoperto da diverse architetture e paesi...Nella facciata

incontro la porta esiste un quadro dipinto a fresco dell' altezza palmi venti

e largo dieci rappresentante Sisto IV, assiso in una sedia con avanti a se

un cardinale genuflesso ed un altro in piedi con diversi prelati che le fan

corona ed alcuni versi latini al di sotto indicanti 1' elogio delle gesta di tal

pontefice...

Le quattro facciate della seconda stanza vedonsi da meravigliosa archi-

tettura d' ordine corintio ricoperte, con colonne parte verdi e parte gialle,

architrave, fregio, cornice, e capitelli gialli da alcuni festoni interrotte*.

1 A Foundling Hospital : see below, p. 59.

2 Fabre, La Vaticane, p. 464. Bunsen, Die Beschreihung der Stadt Rom,

ed. 1832, Vol. ii. Part 2, p. 418.

The following entry is curious : Habuere Paulus et Dionysius pictores

duos ducatos pro duobus paribus caligarum quas petiere a domino nostro dum
pingerent cancellos bibliothecae et restituerent picturam bibliothecae grsecae, ita

n. Sanetitas sua mandavit, die xviii martii 1478. Miintz, p. 131.

4 Nuova descrizione del Vaticano, t. ii. Roma, 1766, p. 455: quoted by Fabre,

ut supra, p. 466.
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The lunettes have been ornamented on the same system as

those of the Latin Library, but without figures; and their

decoration still exists, though much damaged by time and

damp. Below the lunettes the walls are covered with white-

wash, under which some decoration is evidently concealed. The

whitewash has peeled off in some places, and colour is beginning

to make its appearance.

The Bihliotheca secreta is 20 ft. wide by 38 ft. 6 in. long.

This additional length is due to the thinness of the south wall,

observable in this room and the next. It is evident that this

wall is not an outside wall. In all probability the building

containing the Library was always returned along the east side

of the Gortile del Papagallo ; but I am not able to say for how

great a distance. The room is lighted by a single window

in the north wall (fig. 2, F), of the same size and shape as the

rest. The light is sufficient, even under present conditions.

The Accounts tell us nothing about the decoration. Pietro

Chattard, the author quoted above, reports on it as follows

:

Segue la terza ed ultima stanza tutta foderata di tavole, come ancbfe la

volta nel mezzo della quale scorgesi un' armetta di Giulio II ornata all'

intorno nella guisa stessa che le pareti da diversi rabeschi, vasi, e fiorami

con somma maestria a chiaroscuro dipinti.

The arms here mentioned are those of which the arrival

in 1480 is recorded above. M. Fabre points out that Julius II.

had the same arms as his uncle Sixtus IV.

The expression of Chattard, " foderata di tavole," meaning
" panelled," adds a new fact to our knowledge of the fittings

of the Library. If we may believe Pansa, whose work on the

Library of Sixtus V. was published in 1590, all the rooms in

the old Library were similarly treated. After mentioning

the care bestowed upon the MSS. in the way of binding, he

proceeds

:

Accioch^ r humiditk non vi potesse far danno alcuno, fece Sisto IIII.

foderare le stanze tutte (perch^ erano un poco terrene, e humide) di tavole

si di sotto e di sopra come da lato, nelle quali fece per ornamento far

diverse pitture di fiori e altre cose come pur oggi si vedono^.

^ Delia Libraria Vaticana Ragionamenti di Mutio Pansa. 4to. Roma, 1590,

p. 320.

C. A. S. Comm. Vol. X. 3
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This writer cannot be accurate when he states that the

rooms wore panelled above, i.e. on their ceilings. We know

by the remains still existing in the Latin and Greek Libraries,

that the vaults there were treated in quite a different manner,

but I see no reason for doubting his accuracy respecting the

walls, and I beg leave to suggest that by " panels whereon he

caused divers pictures of flowers and other objects to be made,"

inlaid work with which the panels were decorated may be

meant. We shall see presently that there was some beautiful

inlaid work in the Library, part of which still exists.

The fourth and last room—spoken of in 1480 as " that

addition which our Master lately made "—is 29 ft. wide by

40 ft. 6 in. long. It is at present lighted by only a single

window in the north wall (fig. 2, G), and is very gloomy. But

in former days, as explained above, it had another window in

the middle of the east wall (ibid., H), where there is now a

door. Nothing certain can be made out about its decoration.

It is much to be regretted that so little is said about the

glazing of the windows throughout the Library. Great care was

evidently bestowed upon them, and the engagement of foreign

artists, with the purchase of glass at Venice, because, apparently,

none good enough could be found in Kome, are proofs that

something specially beautiful was intended. Coloured glass is

mentioned, which may have been used either for coats of arms

—

and we know that the Papal Arms were to be set up in the

Bibliotheca secreta—or for subjects. But, in forming conjec-

tures as to the treatment of these windows, it should be remem-

bered that the transmission of light must always have been the

first consideration, and that white glass must have preponder-

ated. I am not aware that any Library-glass (properly so

called) has survived in Italy; so that we cannot obtain help

from any contemporary example, or from any windows in a

similar position. The windows of the Bibliotheca Laurenziana

at Florence were glazed, in or about 1558, with singularly

beautiful glass by Giovanni da Udine, which still, I am glad to

say, exists, to the delight of all beholders
;
but, when the design

is analysed, it will be seen that these windows are, practically,

all alike, and that the design adopted has no special reference
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to books. The arms of the Medici are repeated in the centre

of each light, surrounded by wreaths, arabesques, and other

devices—infinitely graceful and varied, but not distinctive.

They would have been as suitable for a palace as for a library.

Tlie rooms for the Librarian and his assistants were in a

small building which abutted on the Library at its S.W. corner,

and stood between the two courts, obtaining light from each.

Over the door of entrance was the inscription:

SIXTUS . IIII . PONT . MAX.

BIBLIOTECARIO . ET . CVSTODIBVS . LOCVM . ADDIXIT^

The accommodation provided was not magnificent, two

rooms only being mentioned. A door (fig. 2, a), now blocked,

gave access to the Library from this building. It is interesting

to note, as a proof of the richness of all the work, that it was

of inlaid wood (pino intarsiata). The window mentioned in

the accounts cannot now be discovered. It is probably con-

cealed by some of the contents of the Floreria.

The work of fitting up this Library occupied about six

years. It began in September 1475, and proceeded continuously

to January 1477, when Melozzo's fresco was in progress. In

December of that year the windows of the Bihliotheca seereta

were begun; but during 1478 and 1479 nothing was done.

In 1480 work was resumed, and the last payment to painters

was made in 1481. _ ^ ^ .

1782012
IV. The furniture.

Let us now consider how these rooms were fitted up for the

reception of books. I will first collect the notices in the

Accounts respecting desks, or hanchi, as they are called, and

then compare them with the rooms themselves, and with the

descriptions in the catalogues, which are fortunately extremely

full; and I think that it will be possible to give a clear and

consistent picture of the arrangements. As mentioned above,

^ Fabre, La Vaticane, p. 465, citing Bandini, Bibliotheccs Mediceo-Lauren-

tiance catalogus, i. p. xxxviii.

3—2
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Platina's first care on entering office was to order the desks

for the Latin Library. This is set down in the following terms :

T havo counted out, in tlio pro«encG of Clcinont, steward of tho hoii.sehold

of Ili.s IToliiicsH our Master, Salvatus th(; lil)rary-kccpor {lUyrarius)^ and

Demetrius tlic reader {lector)^ 45 ducats to ]<>aiicis the carpenter of Milan,

now dwelling in the fishmarket of the city of Rome, towards making the

desks in the library ; and especially ten desks which stand on the left

hand, the length of which is 38 jjalms or thereabouts ; and so having

received a part of the money, the total of which is 130 ducats, he promises

and binds himself to do that which it is his duty to do, this 15th day of

July, 14751.

The full name of this carpenter is known, from his receipts,

to have been Francesco de Gyovane di Boxi da Milano. He
received in all 300 ducats instead of the 1.30 mentioned in

the first agreement, and when the last payment was made to

him, 7 June, 1476, the following explanatory note is given :

Moreover I have paid to the same [Francis the carpenter] 30 ducats

for what remains due on 25 desks for the Library : for the longer ones,

which are 10 in number, there were paid, as entered above, 130 ducats;

for the rest there were paid 170 ducats, making a total of 300 ducats,

and so he has been paid in full for all the desks, this 7th day of June,

14762.

We shall see presently that these twenty-five desks make
up the number required, on the evidence of the catalogues,

for the Greek and Latin Libraries taken together; for, as has

been already mentioned, these two rooms are often described

in the Accounts as one room, and are called simply the

Library.

1 Enumeravi, praesente Clemente synescalcho familiae s. d. n., Salvato librario,

et Demetrio lectore, ducatos xlv Francischo fabro lignario mediolanensi habi-

tatori piscinae urbis Romfe pro banchis Bibliothecae confieiendis, maxime vero

decern quse ad sinistram jacent, quorum longitude est xxxviii palmorum, vel

circa, et ita accepta parte pecuniarum, cujus summa est centum et xxx duca-

torum, facturum se debitum promittit et obligat, die xv Julii 1475. Miintz,

p. 121.

2 Item solvi eidem ducatos xxx pro reliquo xxv banchorum bibliothecae : pro

longioribus autem qui sunt x solvebantur centum et triginta, ut supra scriptum

est
;
pro reliquis solvebantur centum et septuaginta

;
quae summa est tricentorum

ducatorum : atque ita pro banchis omnibus ei satisfactum est, die vii Junii 1476.

Miintz, p. 126. The rest of the money had been paid to him by instalments

between 15 July, 1475, and this date.
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In 1477 the furniture for the next room, the Bibliotheca

secreta or Inner Library, was begun. The work was entrusted

to a Florentine, called in the Accounts merely Magister Joan-

nimis faber lignarius de Florentia, but identified by M. Fabre

with Giovannino dei Dolci, one of the builders of the Sistine

chapel. The most important entry referring to him is the

following

:

Master Giovannino, carpenter of Florence, had from me Platyna,

librarian of His Holiness our Master, for making the desks in the inner

library, for the great press, and the settle, in the said room—all of which

were estimated by Master Francis of Milan at one hundred and eighty

ducats—he had, as aforesaid, sixty-five ducats and sixty groats on the

7th May, 14771.

The last payment on this account was made 18 March,

1478 ; on which day he also received eight ducats for three

frames " to contain the names of the books," and for some

repairs to old desks^. These frames were painted by one of

Melozzo da Forli's workmen

^

The desks for the fourth room or Bibliotheca jmitificia

were ordered in 1480-81. The workmen employed were

Giovannino and his brother Marco.

Master Giovannino of Florence and Master Marco his brother, a

carpenter, received xxv ducats in part payment for the desks which are

being made in the library now added by His Holiness our Master,

18 July, 1480*.

1 Magister Joanninus faber lignarius de Floreiitia habuit a me Platyna

s. d. n. bibliothecario pro fabrica bancliorum Bibliothecfe secretae, pro Armario

magno et Spaleria ejusdem loci, quae omnia extimata fuerunt centum et octua-

ginta ducat' a magistro Francisco de Mediolano
;
habuit, ut praefertur, ducatos

sexaginta quinque et bononenos sexaginta die vii mail 1477. Miintz, p. 130.

There were 100 bononeni in each ducat.

2 Habuit ultimo ducatos octo pro tribus tabulis ex nuce cornisate (?) ad

continenda nomina librorum e per le cornise de tre banchi vechi ex nuce die

supradicta ; nil omnino restat habere ut ipse sua manu affirmat, computatis in

his illis Lx bononenis qui superius scribuntur. Miintz, p. 130.

3 Dedi Joanni pictori famulo m. Melotii pro pictura trium tabularum ubi

descripta sunt librorum nomina carlenos xviii die x Octobris 1477. Ibid.,

p. 131.

Magister Joanninus de Florentia et m. Marcus ejus frater faber lignarius

habuere ducatos xxv pro parte solucionis banchorum quae fiunt in bibliotheca

addita nunc a S""". d. nostro, die xviii Julii 1480. Ibid., p. 134.
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These workmen received 100 ducats up to 7 April, 1481,

but the account was not then settled. Up to this period the

bookcases had cost the large sum of 580 ducats or, if the value

of the ducat be taken at six shillings and sixpence, £188 10s.

of our money.

I will next notice some of the other purchases belonging to

this part of my subject.

The purchase of chains began in January 1476.

Item solutum est bancho de Medicis in Mediolano eadem die [22 Jan.

1476] LI ducatiim (sic) pro cathenis emptis ad usum bibliothecse et b. xxv.

Item solvi pro vectura octo balletorum catenarum ad usum Bibliothecse

ex Mediolano Romam avectarum ducatos x et b[ononenos] xxiii, compu-

tatis etiam gabellis quas solvit in multis locis, maxime vero in terris Ducis

Mediolani, die secunda Aprilis, 1476.

Dedi calonibus qui portarunt catenas et reportarunt a magistro Joanne

fabro carlenos quinque, reficere n[am] anulos oportuit (sic) qui parvi erant

die iiii maii.

Item dedi eisdem carlenos iiii qui portarunt ferramenta quibus catenae

innituntur, eadem die.

Dedi eidem Francisco fabro lignario pro catenis librorum e Mediolano

avectis ducatos xxi, erant autem docense centum xxxxiiii, dedi autem

dimidium ducatum pro qualibet docena, adduntur superiores soluti medio,

et erit integra solutio catenarum omnium die vii Junii 1476^.

It is worth notice that so simple an article as a chain for a

book could not be bought in Rome ; but had to be sent for

from Milan
;

where, by the way, the dues exacted by the

government made the purchase irksome and costly. The total

number of chains bought was 1728, and the total cost 102

ducats, or rather more than £33. The rings were found to be

too small, and were altered in Rome. Nothing is said about

the place from which the rods came (ferramenta quibus catenw

innituntur).

In 1477 (14 April) " John the chain-maker {Joannes fabri-

cator catenarum)" doubtless the workman who is called simply

magister Joannes in the previous account, supplies "48 iron

rods on which the books are strung on the seats 2" and also

1 Miintz, pp. 124—126.

2 Magister Joannes fabricator catenarum habuit a me die xiiii aprilis 1477

ducatos decem, ad summam centum et quinque ducatorum quos ei debebam pro
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48 locks, evidently connected with the same number of rods

supplied before. In the same year a key-maker (magister

claviuvi) supplies 22 locks for the seats and cupboards in

the Bihliotheca secreta^; and in 1480, when the Bihlioiheca

pontificia was being fitted up, keys, locks, chains, and other

ironwork were supplied by Bernardino, nephew of John of

Milan ^ There are many other payments for iron, which was

often bought in the gross and worked up as required ; but

enough has been quoted to shew that ironwork, such as was

required elsewhere by the medieval system of chaining, was in

use here also.

For further information we must turn to the Catalogues.

For my present purpose the first of these^ is that by Platina,

of which I have already spoken, dated 14 September, 1481. It

is a small folio volume, written on vellum, with gilt edges, and

in plain binding that may be original. The first page has a

lovely border of an enlaced pattern with the arms of Sixtus lY.

in a circle at the bottom.

The compiler of the catalogue goes through the Library

case by case, noting (at least in the Latin Library) the position

of the case, the subjects of the books contained in it, and their

titles. This is succeeded by an enumeration of the number

of volumes, so as to shew, in a couple of pages, how many
the whole Library contained. MM. Miintz and Fabre print

this enumeration, but, so far as I know, the catalogue itself

has not as yet been printed by any one. For my present

purpose I shall combine the headings of the catalogue, the

subjects, and the number of the volumes, as follows:

Inventarium Bibliothecoe Palatinoo Divi Sexti Quarti Pont, Max.

[I. Latin Library.]

Ad sinistram ingredientibus

In primo banco

[Bibles and Commentaries] 51

tribus miliaribus et libris octingentis ferri fabrefacti ad usum bibliothecEe,

videlicet pro quadraginta octo virgis ferreis ad quas in banchis libri connec-

tuntur [etc.]. Miintz, p. 128.

1 Ibid., p. 127. 2 p. 135.

3 MSS. Vat. 3947.
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Ill .socuiulo haiico

HieroiiymuH. Aior/ustmus 55

In tcrtio banco

Augustinus. Attihrosias. (ji'e<)orius .... 47

In quarto banco

loannes Chrysostomus 50

In quinto banco

Thomas . . . 47

In sexto banco

In Theologia. hi divmo oj^cio ..... 54

In septimo banco

lus canonicutn 43

In octauo banco

lus ca?iomcu?n 41

In nono banco

lus civile 42
430

In primo banco ad dextram ingredientibus

Philosophi 53

In secundo banco

Astrologi. In Medicina 48

In tertio banco

Poetce 41

In quarto banco

Oratores .......... 43

In quinto banco

Historici .......... 33

In sexto banco

Historici ecclesiastici . « 48

In septimo banco

Grammatici 47
313

[II. Greek Library.]

In primo banco Bibliothecse Grecae

Testamentwn vetus et novum ...... 42

In secundo banco

Auctores clariores [Fathers^ . . . . . . 31

In tertio banco

Auctores clariores ........ 46

In quarto banco

Auctores clariores ........ 49

In quinto banco

lus civile et canonicum ....... 58

In sexto banco

In Philosophia .59
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111 septimo banco

Oratores et Rhetores........ 57

In octcauo banco

Ilistorici. Poetw et Grammatici ..... 58
400

[III. Inner Library.]

[A. Banchi.]

In primo banco Bibliothecoe SecretfB

[Bibles, Fathers, etc.] 29

In secundo banco

In Theologia . 37

In tertio banco

In Philosophia 41

In quarto banco

lus canonicum 20

In qiiinto banco

Concilia .......... 34

In sexto banco

In Astrologia. In Hebraico. In Dalmatico)

In Arabico )

190

[B. Armarium.]

In primo armario Bibliotheca) Secretse

Libri sacri et in divino ojjicio 173

In secundo armario

lus canonicum. Ins civile ...... 148

In tertio armario

Expositiones. hi sententiis. Poetce)

Grammatici et Ilistorici Greci J

In quarto armario

In medicina. Mathematici et Astrologi \

lus cano7iicum et civile. Oratores et Rhetores > . . 186

Platonis Opera. In Philosophia )

In quinto armario

Auctores clariores . . . . . . . . 189
938

[C. Caps^.]

In prima capsa primi banchi Bibliothecse Secretse

In Theologia 107

In secunda capsa primi banchi

Diversa facidtas [Miscellanea] ...... 66
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In prima capH.a Hccuiidi banclii

[Priviler/es a7id Royal Jjcttcrs in 3 volumes] ... 3

In sccunda cap.sa Hccuiidi banchi

\^Miscellanca\ 124

111 prima capsa tcrtii banchi

Philosophi 90

In secunda capsa tcrtii banchi [00]

In prima capsa quarti banchi

Historici 65

In secmida capsa quarti banchi [00]

In prima capsa quinti banchi

{Official forms] 43

In secunda capsa quinti banchi

In Arahico 23

In prima capsa sexti banchi

In Historia ecclesiastica. Ceremonialia .... 67

In secunda capsa sexti banchi

Libri sine nomine ad quinquaginta parvi)

et modici quidem valoris ]
'

'

638

[D. Spalera.]

In prima capsa spalerse Bibliothecse secretse

In Poesi. Oratores Rhetores 69

In secunda capsa

In divino officio et sermones 59

In tertia capsa

Concilia et Canon. De potestate ecclesiastica ... 54

In quarta et ultima capsa

In Medicina. In Astrologia 34
216

[IV. BiBLIOTHECA PONTIPICIA.]

[A. Banchi.]

In primo banco Bibliothecse Pontificise

Testamentum vetus et novum 19

In secundo banco

Expositores 22

In tertio banco

Angustinus 14

In quarto banco

Hieronymus .23
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In quinto banco

Li Theologia

In sexto banco

In Theologia

In septimo banco

Thomas ....
In octavo banco

In Philosophia .

In nono banco

[Greek and Latin Classics]

In decimo banco

hos canonicum .

In undecimo banco

[Civil Law]

In duodecimo banco

[New Testament, Fathers]

[B. Spalera.]

Regestra Pontificum hie descripta in capsis Spalerse Biblio-

thecse PontificisB per Platinam Bibliothecarium ex

ordine recondita et in capsa prima ....
Grego7'ius.

Innocentius III.

Hono7'ius III.

Gregorius VIII.

In secmida capsa Spalera3 Bibliothecse Pontificise

Innocetittits IIIL Nicolaus III.

Alexander IIII. Martinus IIIL

Clemens IV. Honorius IIIL

Gregorius X. Nicolaus IIIL

Innocentius V. Bonifacius VIIL

loannes XXL Clemens V.

In tertia capsa Bibliothecae Pont. Regestra recondita par Platy-

nam Bibliothecarium

loamies XXII.
Benedictus XII.

In quarta capsa Spalerse BibHothecae Pontificise Regestra

recondita

Clemens VI.

Innocentius VI.

In quinta capsa Spalerse Bibliothecse Pontificise Regestra

recondita

Vrhanus V.

Gregorius XL
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These IlsIs give Uie following results

:

Latin Library, loft hand, 9 scats 430

right „ 7 „ 'SU
743

Greek Library 8 „ 400

Inner „ 6 „ 190

Armaria 938

Capsa) 638

Spalera 216
1982

Bibliotheca Pontificia 12 seats 259

5 Capsse (Regestra) 115
374

Total 3499

Before proceeding farther, it should be noticed that, on a

rough average, each seat in the Latin Library, left hand,

contained 47 volumes, and in the same Library, right hand,

43 volumes. In the Greek Library, each seat contained 50

volumes ; in the Inner Library, 31 volumes ; in the Bibliotheca

pontificia, 21 volumes.

In the next place I will give the results of the examination

of a catalogue^ of the Library, which M. Fabre, with much
probability, assigns to the year 1512^ It begins as follows

with the Latin Library:

Ad sinistra' Pontificis bibliothecam introeuntibus

In primo scanno supra [27]

„ „ infra [27]

Finis primi scanni sub et supra . . . [54]

The nine seats (hanchi) of the left side of the Latin

Library are gone through in the same way as the first, with

the result that each is shewn to have two shelves. The total

number of books is 457, or 27 more than in 1481.

On the opposite, or right hand side of the Library, the

first two seats have three shelves, and are described as follows :

In primo scanno supra [22]

infra [27]

„ eodem scanno inferius siue sub infra . . [26]

Finis primi scanni sub et subter .... [75]

1 MSS. Vat. 7135. ^ Vaticane, etc., p. 475.
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On this side of the Latin Library the number of books has

risen to 360 as against 313 of the previous catalogue.

In the Greek Library there are similarly two shelves to

each seat, and the total number of volumes is 407 as against

400.

The account of the Inner Library begins as follows

:

In secretiori bibliotheca

In iijo. scanno supra [16]

[17]

„ „ inferius sine sub infra . . . [21]

Three of the seats have three shelves ; the rest two ; and

the total number of volumes has become 222 as against 190 :

or, an average of 37 to each seat.

The Bibliotheca pontificia is introduced with the following

heading

:

In intima et ultima secretiori bibliotheca ubi libri sunt pretiosiores.

Each seat has two shelves, and the total number of volumes

is 277 as against 259 in 1481. Among the MSS. occurs

" Virgilius antiquus litteris maiusculis "—no doubt the Vatican

Virgil {Codex romanus), a volume which fully justifies its place

among those termed libri pretiosiores.

This catalogue closes with the following sentence :

Finis totius Bibliothece Pontificie : viz. omnium scamnorum tam

Latinorum quam Grecorum in prima, secunda, tertia, et quarta eius dis-

tinctione et omnium omnino librorum : exceptis armariis et capsis : et

iis libris, qui Gra3ci ex maxima parte, in scabellis parieti adherentibus

in intima ac penitissima Bibliotheca parte sunt positi. Deo Laudes

et Gratias.

The increase between 1481 and 1512 in the number of

volumes in the parts of the Library defined in the above

catalogue will be best understood from the following table,

which shews that 131 volumes had been added in 31 years.

1481 1512

Latin Library 743 817

Greek „ 400 407

Bibliotheca secreta 190 222

„ pontificia 259 277

Total 1592 1723
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Another catalogue, imfortimately without (late\ but wliich

has every appearance of belonging to the same period, notes

the rooms as Bihliotheca magna puhlica, i.e. the Latin and

Greek Libraries taken together, the Bihliotheca parva secreta,

and the Bihliotheca magna secreta.

The catalogue drawn up by Zenobio Acciaioli, 12 October,

ISIS'*, offers no peculiarity except that in the Inner Library

each seat is noted as having three rows of books, thus :

In primo bancho bibliothece parve secrete

Infra in secundo ordine

„ tertio „

We may now proceed to arrange the Library in accordance

with the information derived from the Accounts and the cata-

logues, compared with the ground-plan (fig. 2).

The authorities shew that in each of the rooms the books

were arranged on what are called 'banchi,' or, as they would

have been termed in England, ' desks ' or ' seats,' which were

fitted with bars, locks, and chains. These fittings prove that

the Library must have been intended as a place to read in,

not merely as a receptacle for books. A further proof of this

is afforded by the lavish decoration of the ceiling and the

windows.

At this point I must explain what is meant by the word

banchus or seat. In England in the 15th century it meant

a piece of furniture consisting of three stout planks set on end,

and connected together by two or more shelves, to which the

books were chained. A desk on which the reader could lay

his book was attached to each side of this piece of furniture,

and a bench on which he could sit stood between each pair of

desks. Such bookcases are still to be seen in various places,

as, for instance, at Corpus Christi College, and the Bodleian

Library, Oxford. Their general arrangement will be under-

stood from the sketch here appended (fig. 3).

South of the Alps a slightly different arrangement was

adopted. The shelf for the books, and the desk and seat

for the reader, were combined, and pieces of furniture were

1 MS. Vat. 3946. 2 mS. Vat. 3948.
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produced such as we can still see at Cesena where the library

was fitted up by Malatesta in 1452, and at Florence, where

the bookcases were designed by Michael Angelo about 1530.

No one, however, can study the two sets carefully, without

being convinced that the older served as a model for the

more modern. Moreover, as I have often urged when speak-

ing on this subject, no forms are so persistent as those of

pieces of furniture, and I feel sure that in these libraries

we have survivals of what was once in general use. Again,

it must be remembered that Sixtus IV. was General of the

Fig. 3. Diagrammatic sketch of a bookcase with reader's desk and seat,

in an English Library of the fifteenth century.

Franciscans when elected Pope, and would of course be

familiar with the houses of his Order, and, as the Library of

the Malatestas was attached to a Franciscan convent, it is most

probable that he had visited it. We shall not be far wrong,

I feel sure, in taking the general design of the seats at Cesena

as a model for those of the Vatican.

I need not, for my present purpose, describe the desks at
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either Cesena or Florcnoo mirmtoly'. Tlicir general scheme

will be ui)(ler.stoocl from the illustrations (figs. 4, 5), and from

the elevations (figs. 6, 7). It will be sufficient to mention that

at the former place the width of one desk and seat with the

Fig. 5. Book-devsks and reader's seats in the Biblioteca Laurentiana, Florence.

interval between it and the next is 4 ft., and at the latter

3 ft. 4 in. In the Vatican Library I have allowed 3 ft. only,

as it was evidently necessary to pack the desks as close

1 I have given an account of the library at Cesena in Camh. Ant. Soc. Proc.

and Comm. viii. 2-6,
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together as possible. The height of both sets of desks is about

4 ft.

As a proof that the desks in the Vatican Library could not

have been much higher than this, I will quote the following

curious rule, copied, as it would appear, in the Library itself,

by Claude Bellievre of Lyons, who visited Rome about 1513 :

Nonniilla quae collegi in bibliotheca Vaticani. Edictum S. D. N. Ne
quis in bibliotheca cum altero contentiose loquatur et obstrepat, neve de

loco ad locum iturus scamna transcendat et pedibus conterat, atque libros

claudat et in locum percommode reponat. Ubique volet perlegerit.

Secus qui faxit foras cum ignominia mittetur atque hujusce loci aditu

deinceps arcebitur^.

Another point is worth notice as bearing on the question of

the style of desk used. At Cesena and at Florence the bar of

iron along which the rings of the chains play, is under the edge

of the desk ; and the opposite end of the chain is fastened to

the middle of the lower edge of the right hand board. I have

examined a good many manuscripts now in the Vatican Library

which formed part of the older collection ; and wherever the

mark of the chain has not been obliterated by rebinding, it is

in the precise position required for the above system.

The arrangement of each room is not quite so simple as

it might appear at first sight; and, besides the desks, there

are other pieces of furniture to be accounted for. We will

therefore go through the rooms in order with the ground plan

(fig. 2). On this plan the cases are coloured gray, the reader's

seats are indicated by transverse lines, and the intervals are

left white.

Latin Library. The Accounts tell us that there were

10 seats on the left hand of the Latin Library, and that

these were longer than the rest, measuring 38 palms each, or

about 27 ft. 9 in. English^

As the distance from the central pier to the west wall is

just 27 ft. 6 in., it is obvious that the cases must have stood

north and south—an arrangement which is also convenient

1 Bibl. Nat. Paris, MSS. Lat. 13123, fol. 220, quoted by Miintz et Fabre,

p. 140.

2 I have taken 1 palm = metre 0-223; and 1 mMre= 39-37 in.

C. A. S. Comm. Vol. X. 4
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Scale of Feet

12 9 3^ I f

Fig. 6. Elevation of book-desks and reader's seats, Cesena.

12 6 0
liii II II Hill

Scale of Feet

Fig. 7. Elevation of book-desks and reader's seats, Biblioteca Laurentiana,

Florence.
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for readers, as the light would fall on them from the left hand.

For this reason I have placed the first desk against the pier,

the reader's seat being westward of it. A difficulty now arises.

It is stated in the Accounts that ten banchi are paid for, but

all the catalogues mention only nine. I suggest that the

explanation is to be found in the fact that ten pieces of

furniture do occur between the pier and the wall, the first

of which is a shelf and desk, and the last a seat only. This

arrangement is to be seen in the Medicean Library at Florence.

The room being 32 ft. 6 in. wide, space is left for a passage

along the south wall to the door (a) of the Librarian's room,

and also for another along the opposite ends of the desks.

For the arrangement of the rest of the Library, the

Accounts give a most important piece of information. They

tell us that the whole of the seats for the Common Library,

i.e. the Latin and Greek Libraries taken together, 25 in

number, cost 300 ducats, of which sum the 10 long seats

above-mentioned absorbed 130 ducats, leaving 170 to pay for

the remaining 15 \ From these data it is not difficult to

calculate the cost of each palm, and from that the number of

palms that 170 ducats would buy. I make this to be 510

palms, or about 373 feetI

It is, I think, obvious that there must have been some sort

of vestibule just inside the door of entrance, where students

could be received, and where they could consult the catalogue

or the Librarian. Further, the catalogues shew that the seven

desks arranged in this part of the Library were in all proba-

bility shorter than those of the opposite side, for they contained

fewer volumes. If we allow each of them 21 ft. 4 in. in lengthy

^ See above, pp. 36, 37.

2 My calculation works out as follows. Each of 10 seats was 38 palms

long : total length, 380 palms. As these 10 seats cost 130 ducats, each palm
cost ^ ducats = ^ of a ducat nearly.

As the total paid was 300 ducats, this first payment, viz. 130 ducats, left 170

ducats still due for the 15 remaining seats. As each palm cost a third of a

ducat, 170 ducats would buy 510 palms= 113-73 metres= 4477 inches (nearly)

= 373 feet.

3 By an unfortunate error, for which I alone am responsible, these desks

have been drawn too short.

4—2
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we shall dispose of 149 ft., which leaves 224 ft. for the 8 desks

of the Greek Library, or, 28 ft. for each, with one foot over.

Greek Library. In this room there were eight seats, and,

as explained above, each was about 28 ft. long. The room

being 28 ft. wide, this number, with a width of 3 ft. for

each, is very convenient, and leaves a passage 4 ft. wide

along the west wall. The length, moreover, does not interfere

with the passage from door to door, and leaves a short interval

between the ends of the desks and the opposite wall.

Inner Library. In this room space has to be provided for

(1) six seats, each holding on an average about 30 volumes
;

(2) a press (armarium) with five divisions, and holding 938

volumes
; (3) a settle (spalera). This piece of furniture, in

modern Italian spalliera, French, epauliere, is common in

large houses at the present day. It usually stands in an

ante-room or on a landing of one of the long staircases. A
portion at least of the spalliere used in this Library are still in

existence. They stood in the vestibule of the present Vatican

Library until a short time ago, when the present Pope had

them removed to the Appartimento Borgia, where they stand

against the wall round one of the rooms. There are two

distinct designs of different heights and ornamentation. The

photograph here reproduced (fig. 8) was taken specially for my
use. The spalliere have evidently been a good deal altered in

the process of fitting up, and moreover, as it is impossible to

discover whether we have the whole or only a part of what

once existed, it is useless to make any suggestion, from the

length of the portions that remain, as to which room they may
once have fitted. They are excellent specimens of inlaid work.

That on the right, with the row of crosses along the cornice, is

6 ft. 2 in. high, and 66 ft. long. That on the left is 5 ft. 10 in.

high, and 24 ft. 7 in. long. The capsce project from the wall

1 ft. 4 in., and are 2 ft high. Their lids vary a little in length,

from 3 ft. 11 in. to 4 ft. 10 in.

I have placed the armarium at the end of the room,

opposite the window. It was 20 ft. wide, and had 5 divisions,

each, we will suppose, about 4 ft. wide. Let us suppose further

that it was 7 ft. high, and had 6 shelves. If we allow 8 volumes
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to each foot, each shelf would hold 32 volumes, and each

division six times that number, or 192. This estimate for each

division will give a total of 960 volumes for the five divisions, a

number slightly in excess of that mentioned in Platina's cata-

logue.

After allowing a space 5 ft. wide in front of the press,

there is plenty of room left for 6 desks, each 27 ft. long. The
last seat, that on the west side next the passage leading to

the end of the room, might be the spalliera, with its four

coffers (capsce) under the seat.

But the presence of a spalliera is not the only peculiarity

in the furniture of this room. Platina's catalogue shews that,

connected in some manner with each seat, were two coffers

(capsw). What are we to understand by this ? M. Fabre

considers that these capsw were independent chests, placed at

the end of each seat. I feel disposed to think that they

formed part of the desks. They are described in the catalogue

in precisely the same language as those of the spalliera, viz.

In prima capsa spalerse

In prima capsa primi banchi,

and I am inclined to place them under the seats of the desks,

which are left open both at Cesena and at Florence, but would

have been equally convenient to readers had they been closed.

I do not mean to suggest that two chests extended over the

full length of each seat, but that chests were contrived under

the seat, perhaps at each end of it, of the same length as those

of the spalliera, each of which was 7 ft. long.

In favour of the other view I have to admit that room was

evidently scarce in this part of the Library, for it has been

shewn that a second, and in some cases a third, shelf was added

to the desks as the number of volumes increased. It is

possible, therefore, that they were shorter than I have drawn

them, in order to leave room for a chest to stand at their ends.

Further, there is a note at the end of the catalogue of 1512

which records the position and contents of some of the capsce.

I confess that I do not understand it, though I have bestowed

much time and thought upon it, but I print it, in the hope
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that some one else may be more fortunate. It will be

observed that the fifth bench or scat (scamnum, a word which

I take to be etjuivalent to banchus) has two capstu attached to

it ; and that the sixth scat has three.

In prima capsa 1-105

In secunda sequenti capsa 106-179

In tertia capsa per ordinem sequonte 180-251

In quarta capsa : non que statim sequitur nam ea est libris

vacua ad vsum custodum : sed pone sequenti : et v°.

scamno adherenti 252-301

In quinta capsa immediate sequenti 302-384

In sexta capsa immediate sequenti et sexto scamno adherenti

:

(\ue prima se ofi'ert 385-447

In septima capsa, videlicet sexte coniuncta .... 448-559

In octaua capsa muro adherenti que post septimam ad in-

gressum sexti scamni prima offertur .... 560-606

Lastly, there is an entry which escaped my notice when
I first wrote this paper, recording the arrival of twelve capsce,

as though they were independent pieces of furniture

\

Innermost Library, or, Bibliotheca pontificia. This Library

contained 12 desks. These, from their number, must have

stood east and west. There was also a spalliera, which held

the Papal Registers. I have placed it in the recess on the

north side of the room, which looks as though made for it.

It should be noted that there was a map of the world in

the Library, for which a frame was bought in 1478'^; and a

couple of globes—the one celestial the other terrestrial. Covers

made of sheepskin were bought for them in 14771 Globes

^ Item pro xii capsis latis in bibliothecam secretam. Miintz et Fabre,

p. 158.

2 Per lo tellaro del mappamondo b. 52. Miintz, p. 129. Habuere pictores

armorum quae sunt facta in duabus sphaeris solidis et pro pictura mappemundi

ducatos III, die xii decembris 1477. Miintz et Fabre, p. 151. This map bad

probably been provided by Pius II. (1458-1464), who kept in his service

Girolamo Bellavista, a Venetian maker of maps. Miintz et Fabre, 126.

^ Expendi pro cohopertura facta duobus sphseris solidis quarum in altera est

ratio signorum, in altera cosmographia, ducatos im videlicet cartenos xvi in octo

pellibus montoninis, cartenos xxv in manifactura; sunt nunc ornata graphio

cum armis s. d. n., die xx decembris 1477. Miintz et Fabre, p. 152. M. Fabre

quotes an extract in praise of the map and globes from a letter written from

Rome in 1605, La Vaticane de Sixte IV, p. 471 note.
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with and without such covers are shewn in the view of the

Library of the University of Leiden taken in 1610; and

M. Fabre reminds us that globes still form part of the furni-

ture of the Library of the Palazzo Barberini in Rome, fitted up

by Cardinal Francesco Barberini, 1630-40 \

Comfort was considered by the provision of a brazier on

wheels "that it may be moved from place to place in the

Library 2."

Before concluding, I must quote two important descriptions

of this Library. The first is by Francesco Albertini, who,

in 1510, only nineteen years after Platina's death, published

the description of Rome known as Mirahilia Urhis RomcB.

De Bibliotecis novse Urbis

In Palatio apostolico in Vaticano est ilia pra3clara biblioteca a

Syxto nil constructa cum eius imagine, ac pulcherrimis picturis exornata

cum his carminibus

:

Templa [etc.] as quoted above.

Sunt picturie Doctorum et alia carmina ut dicam in opusculo epi-

taphiorum.

Est et alia bibliotheca apud prcedictam quae grseca dicitur ab eodem
Syxto constructa cum camera custodum.

Est et tertia biblioteca pulcherrima, in qua sunt codices auro et

argento sericinisque tegminibus exornati, a pra3dicto Syxto constructa

in quo loco Vergilii opera vidi litteris maiusculis conscripta.

Omitto strumenta geometriae et astronomies et alia quae in liberalibus

disciplinis pertinent auro et argento picturis exornata^

The following description is by Montaigne

:

Le 6 de Mars [1581] je fus voir la librerie du Vatican qui est en cinq

ou six salles tout de suite. II y a un grand nombre de livres ataches

sur plusieurs rangs de pupitres; il y en a aussi dans des coftres, qui me
furent tous ouverts; force livres ecris h mein et notamment un Seneque

et les Opuscules de Plutarche. J'y vis de remercable la statue du bon

Aristide^ k tout une bele teste chauve, la barbe espesse, grand front, le

1 Ibid. 2 Miintz, p. 130.

3 Francisci Albertini Opusculum de Mirabilibus novge Urbis Rom£e : ed.

Schmarsow. 8vo. Heilbronn, 1886, p. 33. Albertini never published the

promised "Opusculum epitaphiorum.

"

This statue, found in Rome in the middle of the sixteenth century, repre-
,

sents Aristides Smyrneeus, a Greek rhetorician of the second century after Christ.

It is still in the Vatican Library, at the entrance to the Museo Christiano.
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rogai-d plcin do douceur ct do iiiagcstc : sou iioiii est cscrit on sa base trc.s

antique...^

Je la vi.s [la Bibliotlicquc] .saiiw nullc difiicultc ; chacun la voit eiusiii et

on cxtrait ce qu'il vcut; ct est ouvcrtc quasi tous les rnatiiiB, ct si fu,s con-

duit partout, et coiivie par un jaiitilhommc d'cii user quand jc voudrois'-^.

The statue of Aristides was placed by Pope Pius IV.

(1559-65) in the Common Library, on one side of the door

of entrance, opposite to the statue of S. Hippolytus, found in

1551 near the church of S. Lorenzo fuori le mura^.

V. Administration.

Sixtus IV., like his predecessor Nicholas V., intended the

library attached to the Holy See to be of the widest possible

use. In the document appointing Demetrius of Lucca

librarian, after Platina's death, he says distinctly that the

library has been got together " for the use of all men of letters,

both of our own age, or of subsequent time^ and that these

are not rhetorical expressions, to round a phrase in a formal

letter of appointment, is proved by the way in which manu-

scripts were lent out of the library, during the whole time that

Platina was in office. The Register of Loans, beginning with

his own appointment and ending in 1485, has been printed

by Muntz and Fabre, from the original in the Vatican Library^

and a most interesting record it is. It is headed by a few

words of warning, of which I give the general sense rather

than a literal translation.

Whoever writes his name here in acknowledgment of books received

on loan out of the Pope's library, will incur his anger and his curse unless

he return them uninjured within a very brief period.

This statement is made by Platina, librarian to his Holiness, who
entered upon his duties on the last day of February, 1475^.

1 In the omitted passage Montaigne describes a number of books shewn to him.

2 Journal du voyage de Michel de Montaigne en Italie, ed. Prof. Alessandro

d' Ancona. 8vo. Citta di Castello, 1895, p. 269. I owe this quotation to

M. Fabre,

3 Fabre, La Vaticane, p. 481. ^ Miintz et Fabre, p. 299.

5 Ibid., pp. 269—298. MSS. Vat. Lat. 3964.

^ Quisquis es qui tuum nomen hie inscribis ob acceptos commodo libros e

bibliotheca pontificis, scito te indignationem ejus et execrationem incursurum

nisi peropportune integros reddideris. Hoc tibi denuntiat Platyna, S. sure

bibliothecarius, qui tautse rei curam suscepit pridie Kal. Martii 1475.
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Each entry records the title of the book lent, with the

name of the borrower. This entry is sometimes made by the

librarian, but more frequently by the borrower himself. When
the book is returned, Platina or his assistant notes the fact,

with the date. The following entry, taken almost at random,

will serve as a specimen :

Ego Gaspar dc Ozino sapientissimi domini nostri cul)icularius anno

salutis MCCCCLXXV die vcro xxi Aprilis confiteor habuisse nomine mutui

a domino Platina Lcctm-am sive commentum in pergameno super libris

X Etticorum Aristotelis, et in fidem omnium mea. propria manu scripsi et

supscripsi. Liber autem pavonatio copertus est in magno volumine.

Idem Gaspar manu propria. Restituit fidcliter librum ipsum etrepositus

est inter philosophos die xviii April 1475.

It is occasionally noted that a book is lent with its chain,

as for instance

:

Christoforus prior S. Balbine habuit Agathium Historicum ex banco

viiio cum cathena... Restituit die xx Octobris post mortem Platyne.

When no chain is mentioned are we to understand that the

book was not so protected, and that there were in the library a

number of books without chains, perhaps for the purpose of

being more conveniently borrowed ?

A few words should be added on the staff of the library.

At first—that is during the year 1475—Platina had under his

orders three subordinates, Demetrius, Salvatus, and John.

These are called writers (scriptores) or keepers (custodes)
;

and Salvatus is once called librarian (librarias), but it will be

shewn below that this word means a writer rather than a

librarian, as we understand the word. The position of these

persons was extremely humble ; and Salvatus was so indigent

that his shoes were mended at the Pope's expense, and a

decent suit of clothes provided for him at the cost of eight

ducats\ Besides these there was a book-binder, also called

John. In the following year two keepers only are mentioned,

Demetrius and Josias. The latter died of the plague in

1 Dedi die XIII Septembris 1475 ducatum unum Salvato scriptori pro

emendis calligis. Item expend! pro veste una Salvati scriptoris seminudi et

algentis ducatos VIII de mandate sancti domini nostri. Miintz et Fabre,

p. 148.
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1478. The salary of the librarian was at the rate of ten

ducats a month, and that of each of his subordinates at the

rate of one ducat for the same period. This arrangement

appears to have been confirmed by a Bull of Sixtus IV. before

the end of 1477^; and it subsisted till 1480, when the Pope

formally appointed Demetrius keeper, with a salary of three

gold ducats a month, and other emoluments, the amount of

which is not specified I Shortly afterwards (28 April, 1481)

the Pope appointed a second keeper, Jean de Chadel of Lyons^

These officers and Platyna appear to have lived together in

the rooms adjoining the Latin Library, as shewn by the accounts

for the purchase of beds, furniture, and the like* ; and when

Josias falls ill of the plague, Platina sends away Demetrius

and John, the book -binder, "for fear they should die or infect

others'."

Besides the regular staff, we meet with special engagements

to do certain definite pieces of work. For instance, in 1476

a person called Cassius of Parma—but whose real name, as

appears by his receipt when the final payment was made to

him, was Johannes Antonii de Sasso de Parma—is engaged to

write a Register of Bulls and other documents in three

volumes. He is usually described as librarius—a word which

evidently at that date meant a maker of books—a writer^—as

Cassius is in fact called in the last entry relating to him.

Another waiter, Simon of Cologne, is engaged in 1478 to

transcribe the works of Celsus; and two others, whose names

are not given, to transcribe certain treatises of Jerome and

Augustine.

All articles required for the due maintenance of the library

1 Habui ego Platyna sanctissimi domini nostri bibliothecarius ducatos

triginta pro salario meo, quod est decern ducatorum in mense, ab idibus Julii

usque ad idus Octobris 1477, quemadmodum apparet in bulla de facultatibus

of&ciis et muneribus a sanctissimo domino nostro papa Sixto IIII facta. Ibid.

p. 150.

2 Ibid. p. 299. 3 ij^id^ 4 Miintz, pp. 129, 133.

5 Item dedi ducatos quinque pro quolibet Demetrio et Jobanni ligatori

librorum quos ex mandato domini nostri foras misi, mortuo ex peste eorum

socio, ne ipsi quoque eo loci interirent vel alios inficerent, die VIII junii 1478.

Miintz et Fabre, p. 153.

6 This is the signification of the word in Ducange.
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were provided by Platina. The charges for binding and

lettering are the most numerous. Skins were bought in the

gross—on one occasion as many as 600—and then prepared for

use. All other materials, as gold, colours, varnish, nails, horn,

clasps, &c., were bought in detail, when required ; and probably

used in some room adjoining the library. Platina also saw to

the illumination {miniatio) of such MSS. as required it.

Comfort and cleanliness were not forgotten. There are

numerous charges for coals, with an amusing apology for their

use in winter " because the place was so cold" ; and for juniper

to fumigate {ad suffiimigandmii). Brooms are bought to clean

the library, and fox-tails to dust the books {ad tergendos

libros^).

It should further be mentioned that Sixtus assigned an

annual income to the library by a brief dated loth July, 1477.

It is therein stipulated that the fees, paid according to custom

by all officials appointed to any offiice vacated by resignation,

should thenceforward be transferred to the account of the

library^.

Postscript.

After reading this paper I paid a second visit to Rome, in

April of the present year, in order to re-examine the Floreria,

and also to talk over what I had written with Father Ehrle,

whose interest in my researches has been throughout of the

greatest value to me. I can never be sufficiently grateful to

him for the help which he has ungrudgingly given me on all

occasions ; and I am glad of this opportunity of publicly stating

how much I am indebted to him.

Father Ehrle had already informed me by letter of the

existence of a fresco in the Ospedale di Santo Spirito, which he

had not had an opportunity of examining himself, but which

was said to give a view of the interior of the library of Sixtus

IV., with the books and furniture.

This vast Hospital, situated on the right bank of the Tiber,

1 The entries alluded to in this account will all be found in Miintz and

Fabre, pp. 148—158.

2 The document is printed by Miintz and Fabre, p. 300.
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a short dislanco below the Poutc S. Aiigclo, was rebuilt by

Sixtus IV. on an enlarged scale, and after its completion in

1482, one of the halls on the ground floor was decorated with

a series of frescoes representing the improvements which he

had carried out in the city of Rome\ This hall is of great

height, and lighted by a row of large windows just beneath the

roof. The frescoes decorate the spaces between these windows,

one between each pair. In such a position the light is not

good, and the paintings have suffered somewhat from the effects

of time ; but the subjects and even the details can be readily

made out.

It is curious that notwithstanding the attention bestowed

of late years on Italian art, and the interest that has always

been taken in the Ospedale di Santo Spirito itself as a specimen

of the architecture of the early Renaissance, no one should

have thought these frescoes worth studying before 1884, just

five hundred years after the more important pictures of the

series were painted. The criticism to which they have been

submitted since the above date has failed to discover the name
of the artist ; but it has shewn that the tradition which

attributes to Platina the choice of the subjects, and the

wording of their inscriptions, is probably true ; and further,

that the earlier pictures in the series, of which the Library is

one, were executed before his death in 14811 I am now able

to append a photographic reproduction of the fresco represent-

ing the interior of the Library (fig. 9), which Signer Danesi has

executed for me, under the superintendence of Father Ehrle,

with even more than his usual success.

Those who have been engaged in researches similar to mine

will readily understand my feelings of satisfaction as I stood in

front of this fresco, and saw that my suggestion as to the

probable style of the desks in the Library of Sixtus IV. had

been correct. Though not so massive as those at Cesena, they

are on precisely the same plan.

1 For an account of what Sixtus accomplished at Santo Spirito see Pastor,

History of the Popes, Engl. Tran. iv. 460—462.

2 Brockliaus, Janitsclieli's Repertorium fur Kunstio issenschaften, Band vii.

(1884) ;
Schmarsow, Melozzo da Forli (1886), pp. 202—207.
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The artistic merit of such a work as this may not be great

;

but I feel certain that the man who painted it, faithfully re-

produced what he saw without drawing on his imagination

;

and that we may therefore trust the picture as a true record of

what once existed.

The desks are of a convenient height for a reader to use, as

shewn by the three students at work in different parts of the

Library. The books lie on sloping desks with a ledge in front

to prevent them from slipping off. Each desk has a single

shelf, and the seat is attached to the desk as at Cesena and

Florence, instead of being a separate piece of furniture, as

would have been the case in England. The chains have un-

fortunately been omitted, probably from a wish to avoid detail.

It will be noticed that each desk is fully furnished with volumes

laid out upon it, and that these vary in number and size, and

have different bindings. It may be argued that the artist

wished to compliment his patrons by making the most of their

property; but I should be inclined to maintain that this was

the normal condition of the Library, and that the books, hand-

somely bound and protected by numerous bosses of metal,

usually lay upon the desks ready for use.

If this fresco be compared with the earlier work of Melozzo

da Forli, it is not difficult to identify four of the persons present

in the Library (other than the readers). The central figure is

obviously Sixtus IV., and the Cardinal to whom he is speaking

is, I think, meant for Giuliano della Rovere, afterwards Julius II.

The figure immediately behind the Pope may be intended for

Pietro Riario, and the figure behind him is certainly Platina.

The others, I take it, are simply attendants.

Nor must it be forgotten that, important as this fresco is

in connexion with the Library of the Vatican, it is of even

greater interest as a contemporary representation of a large

fifteenth century library.

12 September, 1899.
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Monday, May 8, 1899.

Professor RiDGEWAY, President, in the Chair.

The election of the following nnember was announced :

Mr A. S. Campbell.

Mr William Corner made a communication:

On the ruins and remains at Mitla, State

OF Oaxaca, Mexico.

The greater part of the communication was devoted to an

exposition of the architectural remains at Mitla, the lecturer

reviewing in detail a complete survey of the Ruins made by

him in 1891. Ground plans, drawings and sections on a large

scale were produced to explain peculiar construction. The

lecture was illustrated by many photographic lantern slides,

not only of views from various points of observation but of

each detail which makes Mitla an interesting mark to students

of Archaeology and Anthropology. The rather complex and very

beautiful ornamentation of primitive mosaics or grecques was

fully described and most of the numerous patterns were thrown

upon the screen. This friction-dressed stone-work, constructed

without cement in the joints of the surface patterns, seems to

be the most interesting and distinguishing characteristic of the

Mitla remains. The principal factor that has kept intact for

many centuries these beautiful framed plates of mosaics is the

superincumbent courses of heavy dressed stone. A concise

description was given of the foundation mounds and their

retaining facings, the frame or band-like courses of finely

dressed stone encircling the " Palacio " groups' walls, the indi-

vidual stones of the mosaic patterns, the monolithic pillars,

lintels and jambs. Specimens of red plaster cement, the

building stone,—(a quartz trachyte),—and other materials

were exhibited.
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Mr Corner made an endeavour, also, to place these remains

in their correct ethnological perspective, and to trace their

relationship to other Mexican and Central American remains.

He described them as being a sort of half-way house between

the Nahua and Maya QuiCHifi cultures. Referring to Mr

A. P. Maudslay's splendid work on the latter remains,—many

of whose casts are in the Museum of Archaeology,—Mr Corner

pointed out that the wall picture-paintings of Mitla indicated

a marked Aztec influence, on the one hand, and that the

mosaics on the other hand, apparently, drew their inspiration

from Maya sources, that this connection was curious and

mysterious because not a vestige of the well-known Maya
glyphs is found at Mitla.

In additional illustration of the paper there was a collection

of antiquities from Mitla and the valley of Oaxaca such as

jadeite and other stone deities, figures, charms, many pierced

for suspension round the neck, tools, clay masks, pottery,

copper half-moon or celt shape currency, specimens of polished

plasters and materials of the Teocallis or pyramidal mounds.

i Chipping, flaking and lapidary work was represented by ob-

sidian arrow and spear heads, cores, knives, saws, etc. Life

effigies found in ancient graves in Oaxaca were illustrated by

! lantern slides.

5
Some interesting analogies were suggested by a subsidiary

collection of North American Indian ornaments and im-

[!
plements. A representative collection of wampum and other

I

beads of shell and stone was exhibited. The fine photographs

of individuals of many tribes of Indians of the North American

I
continent were taken in the autumn of 1898 at the U. S. Indian

I Congress at Omaha, Nebraska, by the official photographer.

I
After the paper. Baron VON HuGEL made a number of

i\ similar exhibits, and comments were made by Mr Duckworth
!! of Jesus College, and by the President. There was a large

I attendance.

1
A

i
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ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING.

Wednesday, May 24, 1899.

Professor Eidgeway, President, in the Chair.

The election of the following member was announced :

P. Giles, M.A., Emmanuel College.

The following officers were elected :

President : J. W. L. Glaisher, Sc.D., Trinity College.

Vice-President : Arthur Gray, M.A., Jesus College.

Treasurer : Robert Bowes, Esq.

Secretary : T. D. Atkinson, Esq.

Members of Council: W. Ridgeway, M.A., Disney Professor;

J. B. MuLLiNGER, M.A., St John's College; J. W. Clark, M.A.,

F.S.A., Registrary.

Auditors : Alderman George Kett ; James Bennett

Peace, M.A., Emmanuel College.

Dr Glaisher made a communication on

ASTBURY THE PoTTER AND VOYEZ THE MODELLER

of which the following is an abstract.

The character of the fine hard red earthenware made by

the brothers Elers in Staffordshire is well known, although

there exists no piece which can be ascribed to them with

certainty. The body of the ware is very dense ; the pieces

after being thrown were turned on a lathe, and the decoration,

in relief, was impressed upon the ware by small intaglio metal

stamps. It is probable that the brothers confined themselves

to tea ware, and that they only made small articles. They

arrived in Staffordshire from Holland about 1690 and left

about 1710. John Astbury, it is believed, obtained employ-

ment at their works in order to learn surreptitiously their
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processes, and having done so he commenced business upon

his own account. The brothers Elers were the introducers of a

much higher kind of pottery than had ever been known before

in Staffordshire, but they kept their methods secret, and it is

to Astbury that we owe their development and popularisation.

Although the manner in which he obtained his knowledge of

the Elers' processes cannot be justified, he stands out as the

first English potter of note, and heads the long series of

practical potters who by their ability, originality, and invention,

gave to Staffordshire its well deserved celebrity. The author

is not aware that any pieces have hitherto been recorded which

bear Astbury's name : but some years ago he met with a set of

four pieces of a red ware tea-service, viz. (1) teapot, (2) milk-

jug, (3) smaller milk-jug, (4) sugar basin, of which the first two

have the name 'Astbury' impressed underneath, the third has

a Chinese mark, and the fourth is unmarked. They all belong

to the same set, and are almost completely covered with wavy

engine turning : there is no stamped ornament. The body is

very hard and dense, superior to any later red wares, the shapes

are pretty and dainty, and the lathe-work is beautifully exe-

cuted. It is believed that the Elers never moulded their spouts

or handles. In these Astbury pieces the spout of the teapot is

turned on the lathe, but the handles are moulded. Taking these

pieces as a starting-point the author traced the same form of

handle and style of decoration through various specimens of

glazed ware, made by Astbury or his successors, which were

exhibited.

Voyez was a modeller who was employed by Wedgwood in

1769 : but the engagement did not last long and then Voyez

worked for others and on his own account. His best known

work is the 'Voyez jug' with figures in high relief representing

on one side a lad offering a bird's nest to a girl seated on a log,

and, on the other side, a huntsman with a glass in his hand.

Copies of this jug, as figured on p. 89 of vol. IL of Miss

Meteyard's Life of Wedgwood, are not very scarce. The one

exhibited was a peculiarly fine specimen, on which the model-

ling was clear and the colours soft and harmonious, suggesting

Whieldon's work ; but the point of interest which connected it

C.A.S. Comvi. Vol. X. 5
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with the main subject of the paper was that besides tlie usual

'J. Voyez, 1788' on the log, it bore also, on the side, the letters

R. M. A. and on the bottom the name ' Astbury ' impressed in

two places. We know that John Astbury died in 1743, and

that his son Thomas commenced buvsiness about 1725, so that

this jug would point to some hitherto unknown Astbury being

in business in, or after, 1788. Last year the author met with

a specimen of this jug with the name 'Astbury' underneath,

and without Voyez's name or other mark. It was therefore

satisfactory to obtain this specimen, proving that the jug, in

spite of Astbury's name, was at least as late as 1788, so that

it could not introduce confusion into the nature of the work

executed by the early Astburys.

Monday, November 13, 1899.

Dr Glaisher, President, in the Chair.

Dr Peile, Master of Christ's, was elected a member of

the Council.

The Annual Report for 1898—9 was read.

The Council record with regret the deaths of several

members : Mr Francis William Balls, Mr Marshall Fisher,

Mr William Crabb Hall, Lady Paget, the Reverend William

Graham Foster Pigott, M.A., Osbert Salvin, M.A., F.R.S.,

the Reverend Charles Stopford Frere Warren, M.A., and Mr
Frederic Warren ; of Colonel Harry Frost, one of the Local

Secretaries of the Society, though not a member ; and of the

last of the original members of the Society, Sir Henry Edward

Leigh Dryden, Bart., M.A., which has taken place since the

Annual General Meeting of 1899.

The members of the Society now number 255, and the

honorary members 14.
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During the past session seven meetings have been held

:

two in the afternoon and five in the evening. The average

attendance in the afternoon has been twenty-eight and in the

evening fifty-three.

Seven communications have been made, namely : By the

Rev. J. G. Clark : Exhibition and description of (a) a coin of

Plotina ; (h) a bronze celt recently found at Reach. By Mr
J. W. Clark : On the architectural history . and arrangement

of the Library established in the Vatican by Pope Sixtus the

Fourth. By Mr W. Corner: On the ruins and remains at

Mitla {State of Oaxaca), Mexico. By Mrs Gibson : On tiuo

Hebreiv Documents of the eleventh and tiuelfth centuries. By
Dr Glaisher: On Astbwy the potter and Voyez the modeller.

By Professor Hughes : On some ancient kilns near Cambridge.

By the Rev. W. G. Searle : Exhibition of (a) coins struck at

Omdu7^man by the Khalifa; (b) two rubbings of mo7iumental

brasses (specimens of a collection numbering about 300 which

he presented to the Society).

Two lectures have been given, namely : By Mr R. C.

Bosanquet : On the recent excavations at the camp at Borgovicus

(Housesteads) on the Roman Wall. By Mr A. F. Sieveking

:

On some old gardens.

Four publications have been issued, namely:

The Proceedings for the year 1897—1898 (No. XL.).

Index to the Reports and Abstracts of Proceedings,

1840—1897.

The Priory of Saint Radegund, Cambridge, by Mr Arthur

Gray.

The Sources of Archbishop Parkers Collection of MSS., at

Corpus Christi College, Cambridge, by Dr James.

The following works are in the press and will be issued

shortly

:

A Calendar of the Feet of Fines for Huntingdonshire,

edited by Mr J. C. Tingey and Mr G. I. Turner.

5—2
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Tlie (Jharlers oj Ui,(i lioroiujih of Camihridfje, edited by

])r Maitlarid; published jointly by the Town Council and

the Society.

The Council have also undertaken the publication of the

following

:

Records of the University (Luard Memorial), Volume II.,

containing the first half of Grace Book B, edited by Mr W.

A. J. Archbold and Mr J. F. Leaf.

The Boohs of Matthew Stokys and John Buck, Esquire

Bedels, edited by Mr J. W. Clark.

Documents relating to the Gilds of Corpus Ghristi College,

edited by Dr Cunningham and Miss Ruth Anderson.

A new History of the County of Cambridge, on the lines of

Lysons' History of Cambridgeshire.

The Accounts of the Churchwardens of Saint Mary the

Great, edited by Mr J. E. Foster.

The Liber Memorandorum of Barnwell Priory, edited by

Mr J. W. Clark.

Cole's History of Fen Ditton, edited by Professor Ridgeway.

A Memoir of Professor Vigani, edited by Professor Fer-

guson.

The Sacrist Rolls of the Convent of Ely, relating to the

building of the Lantern.

Two excursions were proposed during the summer of 1898,

namely a two days excursion to Norwich, and a one day

excursion to Lynn. Both were, however, abandoned on account

of the small number of persons who announced their intention

of joining. The Council decided not to propose any excursion

during the year 1899.

The University has allotted an excellent site for a new
Museum of Archaeology and of Ethnology on the land lately

acquired from Downing College, with a frontage towards Tennis

Court Road.
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Mr W. H. Bullock-Hall made the following communi-
cation :

On the Icknield Way.

The Icknield Way, which is probably the oldest thorough-

fare in Britain, being a kind of natural high and dry chalk

bridge, crossing England diagonally from Norfolk to Dorset, is

that by which successive waves of early invaders passed from

East to West. It was never paved or gravelled like a Roman
via, and seems to have been carried in a course apart from

Roman lines of communication.

Seeing that the Icknield Way passes my front gate and

runs through, or along, my property for about three miles of its

course between Newmarket and Royston, I cannot be charged

with going out of my way in selecting the subject of my paper.

Having been familiar with a portion of this road for more than

half a century, I have in the last two or three months, for the

first time, endeavoured to trace its course in both a south-

westerly and north-easterly direction beyond the limits of our

own county.

The labours of the late Dr Guest, Professor Babington and

others having dealt in considerable detail with the subject of

the Icknield Way in Cambridgeshire, I think that the most

useful contribution in my paper will be the light I may throw

on the Icknield Way as a whole. I will at the outset state

that I was quite unprepared to find that its features would

prove, as they do, far more distinct and interesting as one

proceeds westwards, through Hertfordshire, Bedfordshire,

Buckinghamshire and Oxfordshire.

But before I attempt to lay before you the result of my
explorations of the Way itself, I will sketch briefly the early

history of the British tribe, with whose name it is connected.

I will next proceed to glance at the written evidence throw-

ing light upon the course of the Icknield Way.

That the first syllable of the word "Icknield" is derived

from the root ' Ic ' in the name of the British tribe Iceni,"
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who ucciipicil the <^r('Lilcr poi Lion oi' Llic Maul An^Hian {iciiiiisula

at the dale ol" the Uoinan Cornjuost, there is a practical

consensus ol" opinion. As to the second syllable, Dr Ouest'

su<,^gcsts that it is the Saxon word ' hild ' meaning war, making

the whole name read * Icen-hild-weg,' or war path of the Iceni.

lloi-sley, however, connects the second syllable with the Saxon

word 'elde' (old). Nearly all the authorities, including Dr

Guest, hold that the Icknield Way was originally an ancient

British track. I am inclined to go even farther than this in

doubting whether it ever became a Roman road. It does not

lit in with any Iter mentioned in the Antonine or any other

ancient Itinerary. Although the Romans planted garrisons at

some few points on the Icknield Way, most of the vestiges of

them which have been discovered in its vicinity, must be rather

attributed to the Roman road, of which several sections still

exist, parallel to, and at no great distance from, the Icknield

Way.

Almost all we know about the Iceni is derived from the

Annals of Tacitus, the son-in-law of Agricola and contemporary

with the incidents I am about to touch upon. Referred to

incidentally in Book v. c. 21 of Caesar's commentaries under

the name of "Cenimagni" as joining their neighbours the

Trinobantes in making terms with the Romans, without taking

up arms, the Iceni are first mentioned under their proper name

by Tacitus.

Taking advantage of the facilities for breeding and rearing

horses afforded by the plains they inhabited, the Iceni became

famous amongst the British tribes for their war chariots—

a

taste probably brought with them from Belgium. The Iceni

were thus the fitting progenitors of the horse-loving inhabitants

of Newmarket.

That the Iceni were a Celtic tribe may be inferred from the

names of their King Prasutagus and his Queen Boadicea, both

of which are held to be Celtic. From the position we find

them occupying in East Anglia, it is probable that they entered

Britain by the mouth of the Yare, up the estuary of which they

sailed to Norwich, which became their central stronghold, and

^ Guest, "The Four Roman Roads," Archaeological Journ. pt. 54.
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was called by the Eomans " Venta Icenorum." Had the Iceni

come up the Thames valley they would hardly have found their

way into Norfolk.

Kemaining true to the cause of Rome during the period of

the invasion conducted in person by Claudius, the Iceni revolted

a few years later against his lieutenant Ostorius Scapula.

As soon as this rising in East Anglia was put down, the

Romans saw the necessity of planting a colony at Camalodunum
(Colchester) to hold the Iceni and the Trinobantes, their allies,

in check for the future.

A few years later the Iceni, taking advantage of the

absence of the bulk of the Roman forces on the western side

of the island, made another effort to throw off the Roman yoke.

For the exactions of the procurator Catus and the excesses of

the colonists of Camalodunum had become quite intolerable.

That this revolt was fully justified is clearly shown by the

statement of Tacitus \

Prasutagus, King of the Iceni (famed for his long and

prosperous reign), in hopes of securing after his death a portion

to his widow Boadicea and his daughters, had by his will made
the Emperor Nero co-heir with them of his fortune. But this

precaution proved of less than no avail. For it drew attention

to the wealth he had amassed, and exposed his family to every

form of insult and pillage.

Nor were the Roman depredations confined to the family of

the late King. For Tacitus adds that all the chief men of the

Iceni were stripped of their ancestral possessions, as if Rome
had received the whole country as a gift. With Boadicea and

her daughters at their head, the Iceni, their ranks swollen by

contingents of the Trinobantes and other neighbouring tribes,

swept down in irresistible numbers on the devoted colony of

Camalodunum, not yet defended by those walls, which have

defied the ravages of time down to our own day.

How Colchester fell, and then London—not yet dignified

by the title of colony—and then St Albans, and how in all

three hardly a Roman life was spared, is circumstantially

related in the fourteenth book of the Annals of Tacitus. This

1 Annals, Book xiv. 31.
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rising was in sonic icspccls a coiinLerpart ol the Indian Mutiny

in our day, as the Uoniaiis were thereby all but swept out of

Britain.

ljut the triunipli of Boadicca and the Icerii was short-lived.

For, hurrying across the island from Chester by a line of march,

which subse(|uently became the Via Devaiia, Suetonius Pauli-

nus lost no time in hurling his legions upon the entrenchments,

behind which the revolted Iceni were drawn up. That the

decisive battle, which finally imposed the Roman yoke on our

Icene ancestors, took place on the slopes of one or other of the

Dykes, drawn across the invadable chalk bridge into Icenia,

has been shown by my friend Professor Ridgeway to be highly

probable.

As the colony of Camalodunum (Colchester) had proved

too distant to hold the Iceni effectually in check, the Romans
planted an entrenched camp at Caistor, four miles south of

Norwich, on the river Taes, over against the native stronghold

" Venta Icenorum."

The vallum of this camp still exists on all four sides, of

which the longer measures about 430 yards and the shorter

360. It was composed of square-faced flints, bonded with

courses of Roman bricks, still existing intermittently along

the northern side. The vallum is not less than 20 feet high.

A portion of the masonry of what is believed to have been the

Porta Decumana may still be seen near the centre of the

western side which rests on the river Taes. The Camp at

Caistor is the best specimen of a Roman camp I have ever

seen, in Britain or elsewhere, and should be acquired as a

national monument.

Of the numerous writers—mediaeval and modern—who

have treated of the Icknield Way, not one, as far as I know,

has devoted a separate treatise to it. Almost all refer to it as

one of a group of four ancient roads, mentioned in the Laws of

Edward the Confessor as enjoying the high privilege of the

King's Peace, and as exempt from the jurisdiction of the local

courts. Henry of Huntingdon, who composed his Historiae

Anglorum in the first half of the tw^elfth century, places the

Icknield Way at the head of his list. On page 12 of the
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Rolls Edition we read (I quote from Dr Guest's translation,

which I have compared with the original Latin) :

—

" In such estimation was Britain held by its inhabitants

that they made in it four roads from end to end, which

were placed under the King's protection, to the intent that no

one should dare to make an attack on his enemy on these

roads.

" The first passes from East to West and is called Ichenild,

the second runs from South to North and is called Erminge

Strete, the third crosswise from Dover to Chester, i.e. from

South East to North West, and is called Watlinge Strete ; the

fourth, the greatest of all, begins at Toteness and ends in

' Catnes ' (Caithness). It is called ' Fossa ' and passes through

Lincoln."

I have selected this extract from Henry of Huntingdon

—

himself an Icenian—as constituting the clearest and most

authoritative statement of the case for the four great roads of

Britain.

It is interesting to observe that Henry of Huntingdon and

successive chroniclers ignore completely any connection of these

British roads with the Romans. According to an authority of

no great weight, Geoffrey of Monmouth, King Belinus, son of

King Molmutius, constructed these roads some four centuries

before Christ. Elton (p. 326 of his Origins of English His-

tory) thinks that each of them represents a combination of

portions of Roman roads. With this opinion, as far as the

other three roads are concerned, I am much inclined to agree.

But I do not think it holds good of the Icknield Way, or at

all events not of its eastern half, with which we are mainly

concerned this afternoon.

As my purpose is to be above all things clear, rather than

exhaustive, I will not introduce an element of confusion by

laying before you all the variations of the names of these

roads. I shall limit myself to the single prose extract from

the early chroniclers which I have just quoted, and to one in a

kind of verse from Song XVI. of Michael Drayton's Polyolhion

(composed in the reign of Elizabeth), which corroborates the

enumeration of roads by Henry of Huntingdon. I should
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promise! Mial, in DiJiylori's poem, iiio Watling Street is the

imji^niiary s[)(>kesman

:

*' My soii^ i,s of myself of my sister streets,

Which way each of us ranne, where each her fellow meets.

From the South into the North taketh the Erning Street

;

From the Est into the West goeth Ickcneldc Street.

From South li^st to North West, that is somdel grctc

From Dover unto Chester goctli Watlyng street.

From the South-West to North-Est into England's End
'Fosse' man calleth thilke way, that by many town doth wend.

As Icning that set out from Yarmouth in the East,

By the Iceni then being generally possesst,

Was of that people first termed Icning in her race."

I shall content myself here with the bare mention of such

authorities as Higden of Chester, Geoffrey of Monmouth, Robert

of Gloucester, Leland, Stukeley, Spellman, Camden, Horsley

and Lysons, all of whom I have consulted.

While all these writers indicate the general course of the

Icknield Way and its relation to the other great British and

Roman roads, none of them affords much assistance to the

identification of its course between the German Ocean and the

Thames.

For this purpose, as far as Cambridgeshire is concerned,

Babington's Ancient Cambridgeshire, and Guest's Essay on the

Four Rornan Ways, are much more helpful. But I have

depended mainly on my own observation and on the sheets of

the Ordnance Survey, where all the generally accepted sections

of the Icknield Way are clearly laid down.

Although there can be no doubt that the Icknield Way
started from the banks of the Yare, on which the chief strong-

hold of the Iceni—Venta Icenorum—rested, no distinct trace

of its course through Norfolk can be discovered. Only so much
can be made out of its general direction that it followed a

south-westerly course towards Thetford, where it crossed into

Suffolk by a ford over the Little Ouse just below its junction

with the Thet. It is proved by an ancient deed (quoted at

p. 55 of Babington's A7icient Cambridgeshire) apparently dated

in the reign of Henry III. that the Icknield Way passed
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through Newmarket. To reach Newmarket, it could not

have diverged materially from the course indicated above.

While the Icknield Way started from Venta Icenorum on

the south-westerly course, which it maintained right across the

breadth of England, the later Roman road—No. IX. of the

Antonine Itinerary—was carried due south up the valley of

the Taes through Caistor to Colchester and London. As I

have already observed, the Icknield Way never served to

connect any of the important Roman stations, and if the

Romans used parts of it, they never adopted it as a whole.

Between the Yare and the Thames, no Roman post-stations,

mile-stones, temples, nor wayside tombs, nor other distinctive

features of Roman roads are to be found along its course. The

only conspicuous tomb of any kind as far as I could ascertain,

is that of the British King Cunebolinus (Shakespeare's Cym-

heline) in the village of Kimble (in Buckinghamshire) said to

be called after him.

That the Romans occupied settlements on various points of

the Icknield Way is proved by the remains of villas, forts,

cemeteries and coins found near or upon it, as at Thetford,

Icklingham, Mutlock Hill (part of the Balsham Dyke) and

other places.

Parallel to the Icknield Way and on a lower level, at an

average distance of about a mile and a lialf from it, another

grass road, believed to be Roman, runs on the right hand of the

traveller from east to west, appearing intermittently in the

plain below.

This road is called variously the Street or Peddar Way by

Professor Babington, who brings it into the Icknield Way
(I believe erroneously), at Worsted Lodge. For it is of the

essence of the Street Way—its proper appellation—to run

parallel with the Icknield Way—a fact proved by the

direction of its sections still existing, which I have lately

explored.

The Icknield Way gave Cambridge and London the go-by

altogether, keeping to the northern slope of the Chiltern Hills,

which it struck first at Dunstable, after crossing the river Lea,

near its source. It crossed the chief Roman roads at more or
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less ol" 51 liglil iin^lc, just as it docs now all the main railway

lilies, leading north wards from London.

Vol the reason tliat it avoick^d London and all other busy

haunts of men, the Icknicld Way has remained an almost

untrodden and igiiorcMl road. It is a paradise of drovers, rovers

and all lovers of solitude, fine air and short-cropped turf.

Speaking broadly, its habit is to leave all villages and the

places through which it might be expected to pass, at least

1000 yards away. This is what it does, for instance, with

Chesterford—the chief Roman centre in our neighbourhood

—

with Tring, Bledlow, Watlington and Ewelme, in its course

through Buckinghamshire and Oxfordshire.

The Icknield Way, as I have already observed, hugs the

chalk range, keeping much nearer the base than the ridge, but

is always sufficiently elevated to be high and dry, and to com-

mand a view over some twenty or thirty miles of the blue

plain stretched out like the sea at its feet.

The Icknield Way seems to have dispensed altogether with

the use of bridges, invariably crossing the few streams it en-

counters, in its passage along the chalk, by means of fords. It

even makes no exception to this rule in the case of the Thames

between Goring and Streatley, at which point I am informed

that waggons occasionally still cross the river in very dry

seasons by the ford.

The Icknield Way, which probably began as a mere track

along the chalk downs, developed later into a green road from

30 to 40 ft. broad. Where it has not been converted into a

modern stoned road, that is to say, for about one-sixth of its

course between the sea and the Thames, it presents the attrac-

tive feature of a broad gently curving green band, bordered by

high hedgerows—sometimes overshadowed by trees, giving it

the appearance of a grassy avenue.

The hedges and trees are most conspicuous, where the Way
is carried through the property of some great landowner, as for

instance near Watlington in Oxfordshire. It would be difficult

to find in any part of Great Britain, a more charming ride or

walk of eight or ten miles than that section of the Icknield

Way which runs along the northern face of the Chilterns,
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commanding the branch line of railway from Princes Ris-

borough to Watlington.

It is at a point about half a mile to the north of the village

of Icklingham in Suffolk that the first trace of the Icknield

Way as a broad grass thoroughfare presents itself to the

explorer proceeding from east to west. In spite of the state-

ment in Babington's Ancient Cambridgeshire, that the Icknield

Way can be easily traced between Thetford and Icklingham, I

found it quite impossible to detect it anywhere nearer Thetford.

It may be that the blowing sands of Icklingham Heath have

quite obliterated it at the present day. At the point where it

emerges from the sandy desert on to the arable zone, within

the fertilizing influence of the river Lark along the north bank

of which the village of Icklingham straggles, the Icknield Way
presents the familiar features described above as characterizing

its course onwards intermittently to the Thames.

Were the Icknield Way traceable near Thetford either to

the north or south of the Little Ouse, which divides Norfolk

from Suffolk at that point, Mr Russel, the active Board School-

master, who with his sons scours the neighbourhood in search

of objects of interest connected with the ancient history of the

place, must have discovered some trace of it. When I called

upon him recently, Mr Russel informed me that not even the

tradition of the passage of the Icknield Way is kept alive at

Thetford.

The total absence of any earlier trace of the Way between

the German Ocean and Icklingham is probably the reason why
the late Dr Guest adopted Icklingham as its starting point.

Dr Guest considers Icklingham to have been the principal

home of the Iceni, to the prejudice of their more generally

recognized centre " Venta Icenorum " or Norwich.

Icklingham, which can still boast of its two parish churches,

has doubtless been an important centre from the earliest times.

It has even been preferred by so considerable an authority as

Horsley to Cambridge, as the site of the ancient Camboritum.

Its name plainly connects Icklingham with the history of

the Iceni, and Roman remains of all kinds, including hundreds

of Roman coins, abundantly prove its subsequent occupation by
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llonmns. 'I'wo vory Jinciorit siono coffins, with lids in

pertbct prcHorvation, now exposed in the ground.s of the Rectory,

are of great anticjuarian interest.

The Jidjoining and alnnost disused churcli of All Saints,

with its old tower and thatched roof, overshadowed by the

ancient trees which shut in the churchyard, contains features

of the greatest interest, pointing to its early Saxon origin.

The quaint half dislocated tiles, let into the altar steps, are

well worth inspection, but cannot be attributed to the Romans.

It is probable that the Roman Icklingham like the modern

village rested immediately on the river Lark, which is nowhere

fordable there. The ford, by which the Icknield Way crossed

the Lark, is about two miles higher up the stream at 'Lack-,'

or, as it should be called, ' Lark-ford,' where I observed that

its bed is gravelly. The site of the British Icklingham was

probably on higher ground on the edge of the sandy plateau

stretching northward to Thetford.

From Lackford onwards through Kentford to Newmarket

the Icknield Way is identical with the modern road, as is

clearly indicated by the Ordnance Survey. That the Way
passed through Newmarket is proved by the deed of Henry III.

referred to by Professor Babington, to which I have already

alluded.

From Newmarket the Icknield Way proceeds across the

Heath to Six-Mile Bottom, and thence in a south-westerl}^

direction through Ickleton to Royston, leaving Chesterford to

the left. During the portion of its course between Newmarket

and Ickleton—a distance of 15 miles—the Icknield Way
mostly presents the appearance of a wide and straight road.

I believe however that this appearance is attributable not to

the Romans, but to the engineering of the road in the reign of

the Stuart Kings to facilitate their access to their favourite

sporting headquarters at Newmarket.

The habitually winding course of the ancient British Way
would have brought it alternately to the right or left of the

rectified modern highway. It is probable that it did not

invariably pass through the dykes by the same gaps as the

modern road. For it is in this section of 15 miles that the
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Ickiiield Way crosses the Cambridgeshire Dykes of which my
friend, Professor Ridgeway, has treated so ably in a pamphlet,

which ought to be known to all of you, that it seems quite

unnecessary for me to touch upon them this afternoon in any

detail.

I must however observe that I cannot accept the theory of

my friend Professor Hughes that the line of the Via Devana is

really that of a fifth dyke, and not of a Roman road. At certain

points, for a short distance on either side of Worsted Lodge,

where the Icknield Way cuts it at a right angle, the Via Devana

might perhaps pass for a dyke. But no one who has followed

it, as I have done, beyond Horseheath into the woodlands where

the chalk leaves off, and where our dykes lose their raison

d'etre, can have any doubt that he is on the track of the Roman
road from Colchester to Chester.

Diverging from the Newmarket-Chesterford road to the

right at a point called " Stumps Cross," the Icknield Way, now
a green road, crosses the Cam at the entrance of the village of

Ickleton—like Icklingham, once an important centre of the

Iceni.

Between Ickleton and Royston the Icknield Way pursues a

course independent of any highway, maintaining for the greater

part of the distance (about ten miles) the character of a grass

or field road. It crosses the Brent Dyke below Heydon.

At Royston the Icknield Way crosses the Ermine Street

at a right angle, the point of intersection being undermined by

the famous Royston cave, which is curiously carved with quaint

designs from profane and sacred history, offering an interesting

puzzle to the antiquarian.

Immediately beyond Royston, the Icknield Way mounts on

to the breezy common, where the dry exhilarating air of the

golf links—now much frequented by Cambridge students

—

offers a refreshing contrast to the depressing atmosphere of the

valley of the Cam.

Identical with the modern highway as far as Baldock, the

Icknield Way at that point severs its connection with the

modern Hitchin road, making for Ickleford, past the camp of

Wilbury Hill, by a grassy track, which my friend Mr AUix,
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to whom I ain much iiidobtcd for assistance, followed

throughout.

Crossing the insignificant streamlet the " Hiz," about two

miles to the north of Hitchin, the Icknield Way makes nearly

due west from Ickleford for Dunstable, by high chalk downs,

the most striking of which is known as " Ravensburg Castle"

(on the maps) or more generally as the " Beacon Hill." From

the summit of this very striking eminence, which bears signs

of having been an important British " oppidum " in pre-Roman

times, the view over the Bedfordshire plains would alone amply

repay the trouble of a journey from Cambridge expressly to

enjoy it. It is within six miles of Hitchin by the Hexton road,

which should be followed up to the point where the Icknield

Way, in its full width, and showing its most attractive features,

crosses the Hexton road to mount the down as a grass road.

Hitchin should be regained by "Lilly Hoo," a two-mile ridge

of crisp turf, the neck of which is cut by the Icknield Way
at a right angle, at the point of connection of the Hoo with

the headland of Ravensburg Castle. I am sure I can appeal

to Professor Ridgeway, who was my companion, to endorse my
recommendation of this excursion.

Between Ravensburg Castle and Dunstable the exact track

of the Icknield Way is lost in the low-lying bays of clay of the

Bedfordshire plain, which run up into the chalk downs. It is

known to have passed through Limbury, adjoining Lea-grave,

the source (I believe) of the river Lea.

At Dunstable, in the centre of the town, the Icknield Way
crosses the Watling Street at a right angle, and continuing on

its south-westerly course immediately outside the town, strikes

the chalk downs again, never to leave them till it reaches the

Thames.

It can hardly fail to interest a Cambridge audience to learn

that the Icknield Way was in former days the recognised line

of pilgrimages between Oxford and Cambridge. Although not

the shortest, it was the surest way of getting from one Univer-

sity to the other, because of its distinctive merit of offering a

high and dry thoroughfare, well raised above the swamps of the

Ouse and its tributaries.
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At a point about six miles to the east of Dunstable, the

Icknield Way branches into an Upper and Lower Way. The

Upper—a grassy track—scales the chalk down to the south,

while the Lower is identical with the modern road to Ivingho, a

place which gave its name to Scott's novel Ivanhoe, which was

suggested by an old rhyme

Tring Wing and Ivinghoe (Ivanhoe)

For striking of a blow,

Hampden did forgoe

And glad he could escape so.

The blow in question is said to have been dealt, during a

game of tennis, by an ancestor of the famous Hampden to the

Black Prince, whose name is associated with Princes Pis-

borough, where he had a palace.

My friend Mr Allix and I did not hesitate a moment about

giving the preference to the Upper road, which culminates in

a beacon hill, overlooking the rolling plains of Buckingham-

shire, the towers of Mentmore standing out in the distance.

Avoiding^ Tring-, which it leaves a mile to the southward,

the Icknield Way passes through Wendover to Princes Risbo-

rough—mostly in the guise of a modern road. It is between

the two last-named places that a striking chalk mound is

pointed out as the tomb of Cymbeline at the village of Kimble,

as I have already mentioned.

I have already suggested to you a short excursion from

Cambridge by Hitchin to Ravensburg Castle. I would now

strongly recommend to your more active members a longer

one, necessitating sleeping out two nights. It is that via

Dunstable, Wendover, and Princes Risborough to Watlington,

embracing most of the best preserved and beautiful features

of the Icknield Way.

The Hare and Hounds Inn at Watlington provides excellent

food and fair sleeping accommodation.

Onwards from Watlington to Goring, a distance of about

fourteen miles, through Ipsden, the Icknield Way presents

features for the most part much less striking. As it approaches

Goring, it goes by the name of the " Hackney road," which

becomes elsewhere " Hackneld Way." A roadside farm is

C. A. S. Comm. Vol. X. (j
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however iHark(!(l as "Ickriield Farm," and at Goring you find

an "Icknield Villa."

Crossing the Thames by the ford to Streatley, the Icknield

Way continued thnnigh Berkshire and Wiltshire, reaching the

sea in Dorsetshire. But to-day we take leave of it at Goring,

its course onward beyond the Tliames presenting almost hope-

less difficulties of identification.

Wednesday, November 29, 1899.

Dr Glaisher, President, in the Chair.

The election of the following members was announced :

Francis Henry Hill Guillemard, M.D., Gonville and

Caius College.

William Henry Bullock-Hall, Six Mile Bottom.

J. W. Clark, M.A., gave a lecture, illustrated by lantern

slides

:

(1) On the Vatican Library of Sixtus IV.

(2) On the Library of Merton College, Oxford.

Monday, February 12, 1900.

Dr Glaisher, President, in the Chair.

The election of the following member was announced

:

E. H. Minns, B.A.., Pembroke College.

Dr James read a paper

:

On the Manuscripts at Lambeth,

which has been published as a separate octavo publication.
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Wednesday, March 7, 1900.

Dr Glaisher, President, in the Chair.

Professor HADDON gave a lecture

:

On pottery making and other industries

IN New Guinea.

Monday, May 14, 1900.

Dr Glaisher, President, in the Chair.

The election of the following members was announced

:

George Brimley Bowes, M.A., Emmanuel College.

Walter Ambrose Heath Harding, Peterhouse.

Louis Tebbutt, Esq., 4, Salisbury Villas.

EoNALD Livett, Esq., ]4, Blomfield Street, London, E.C.

William Warburton Wingate, M.B., Jesus College.

Professor Hughes read a paper:

A COMPARISON OF THE SoTOS AT MaRATHON
with Bartlow Hills.

This paper has been published in the Classical Review,

Vol. XV., No. cxxx.

6—2
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ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING.

Wednesday, May 28, 1900.

The following officers wore elected

:

President: James Whitbread Lee Glaisher, Esq.,

Sc.D., F.R.S., Trinity College.

Vice-President : John Ebenezer Foster, Esq., M.A.,

Trinity College.

Treasurer: Robert Bowes, Esq.

Secretary: Thomas Dinham Atkinson, Esq.

New ordinary Members of Council : John Peile, Esq.,

Litt.D., Master of Christ's College ; Alfred Cort Haddon,

Esq., Sc.D., F.R.S., Christ's College; The Rev. William

George Searle, M.A., Queens' College ; Stanley Mordaunt
Leathes, M.A., Trinity College.

Auditors: Alderman George Kett; James Bennett

Peace, M.A., Emmanuel College.

The Annual Report was read.

The Council record with regret the deaths of several

members: Mr Archibald Samuel Campbell, Mr Thomas

John Proctor Carter, Mr George William Fitch, the

Reverend Robert Goodwin, Mr Richard Reynolds Rowe,

F.S.A., the Reverend Canon Underwood, and of an honorary

member. Lieutenant-general Pitt-Rivers, F.R.S., F.S.A.

The members of the Society now number 259 and the

honorary members 13.

During the past session six meetings have been held

;

four in the afternoon and two in the evening. The average

attendance in the afternoon has been 31, and in the evening 20.

Seven communications have been made, namely : By Mr
J. W. Clark: {a) Supplementary note on the Vatican Library

of Sixtus IV.: (b) On the Library of Merton College, Oxford.

By Mr J. E. Foster and Mr F. Baldrey : Exhibition of objects

from the Transvaal. By Mr W. H. Hall : The Icknield Way,
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from the Tare to the Thames. By Professor T. M*^K. Hughes

:

On some points of comparison between the So7^os at Marathon

and the Bay-tlow Hills. By Colonel W. H. Hurrell : Exhibition

of objects found at Hauxton. By Dr M. R. Jaraes : On the

Manuscripts in the Library of Lambeth Palace.

One lecture has })een given, namely : By Dr A. C. Haddon

:

Pottery-making and other industries in New Guinea.

The following works are in the press and will, it is hoped,

be issued shortly

:

The Proceedings for the year 1898—1899 (No. XLL).

A Calendar of the Feet of Fines for Huntingdonshire, by

Mr J. C. Tingey and Mr G. I. Turner.

The Charters of the Borough of Cambridge, edited by Dr
Maitland and Miss Bateson

;
published jointly by the Town

Council and the Society.

The Accounts of the Churchwardens of Saint Mary the Greats

edited by Mr J. E. Foster.

A Calendar of the Episcopal Registers at Ely, by the

Rev. J. H. Crosby.

Progress has also been made with the following works, to

which reference was made in the last Annual Report

:

Records of the University (Luard Memorial), Volume II.

The Books of Matthew Stokys and John Buck, Esquire

Bedels.

Documents relating to the Gilds of Corpus Christi and

St Mary.

A History of the County of Cambridge.

The Liber Memorandorum of Barnwell Priory.

Cole's History of Fen Ditton.

A Memoir of Professor Vigani.

The Sacrist Rolls of the Convent of Ely relating to the

building of the Lantern.
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'J'hc lollowiii^'^ new works have been undertaken:

Liber de ohitihus et aliis 'iiieriLorabilibus istius cenobii [Christ

Church, Canterbury] autore Joh. Stone [1415—1472], edited

by the Rev. W. G. Searle.

An Illustrated Catalogue of the Murray Collection of Irish

Antiquities, by Professor Ridgeway.

The Council has received from Mr J. W. Clark a generous

offer of £50 a year for three years, towards the cost of obtaining

copies of the University Wills removed in 1860 to the Diocesan

Registry at Peterborough.

The Council is glad to be able to state that the University

has appointed a Syndicate to consider the question of a new

Museum of Archaeology and of Ethnology, and that Mr T. G.

Jackson, R.A., has been instructed to prepare sketch plans.

Colonel HuRRELL exhibited objects found at Hauxton.

Mr J. E. Foster and Mr F. Baldrey exhibited objects

found in the Transvaal.



LIST OF PRESENTS TO THE LIBRARY

RECEIVED FROM

MAY 1898 TO MAY 1900.

A. From various Donors:

From the Museum of Science and Art, University of Pennsylvania

:

Department of Archaeology and Palaeontology : Bulletin, No. 1, 1897
;

Nos. 3, 4, 1898 ; Nos. 1, 2, 1899.

The Babylonian Expedition of the Univ. of Pennsylvania. Ser. A.,

Cuneiform Texts. Ed. by H. V. Hilprecht. Vol. ix. 1898.

From A. N. Disney, Esq., M.A.

:

Fouilles faites k Carnac (Morbihan). Les Bossenno et le Mont-Saint-

Michel. Par James Miln. Paris, 1877.

From the Secretary of the Royal Societies' Club

:

Rules, List of Members, etc. London, 1897.

From the Corporation of the City of Norwich

:

Revised Catalogue of the Records. 1898.

From Felix Klein, Esq.

:

Mathematische Annalen. Generalregister zu den Bdn 1—50. Leipzig,

1898.

From the Author

:

Was middle America peopled from Asia? (Reprint.) By E. S. Morse.

1898.

From the Society

:

The Journal of the Society of Architects. Vol. vi, Nos. 5—12, 1899;

Vol. vii, Nos. 1—6, 1900; The Year Book, 1900.

From the Authors

:

Etude d'ethnographie prehistorique, V. (Extrait.) Par E. Piette et

J. De Laporterie.
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Fn.iii t,li(^ AiilJior:

Address to llic N iiiiii,siii;d>ic, SocJcity of Ijoiidoii. I>y Sir- .). I^^vank.

Junu 1808.

IVoiii tho Author

:

Address hy V. W. I'utnam, tho retiring PresidcMit of the American

Association lor tlie advancement of Science, Aug. J 891).

I'rom tho Agent-Ociieral for Queensland:

Guide to (Queensland. Compiled by C S. RuTLiDGii]. London.

From the Monumental Brass Society

:

Transactions, Nos. xxi—xxiv, 1898—99.

Portfolio, Parts 5, 7—10, 12. 1896—99.

From the Author

:

Excavations in Cranborne Chase near Rushmore. By Lt.-Gen. Pitt-

' Rivers. Vols, i, ii, iv, 1887—8.

Excavations in Bokerly and Wansdyke. Vol. iii, 1892.

King John's House, Tollard Royal, 1890.

From the Author

:

Les temps prehistoriques en Norv^ge. Par S. Petersen. 8vo,

Kristiania, 1900.

From the Editor

:

The Antiquary.

From W. M. Fawcett, Esq.

:

Fenland Notes and Queries.

Ely Diocesan Remembrancer.

B. Purchased by the Society:

The Church Bells of Huntingdonshire. By Rev. T. M. N. Owen.

8vo, London, 1899.

Index of Archaeological Papers for 1898.

B;i/ Suhscriptio7i

:

An Archaeological Survey of Lancashire. By Wm. Harrison. 1896.

Cartae Antiquae of Ld. Willoughby de Broke. Pt. 1. Ed. by Rev.

J. tl. Bloom.

The Reliquary and Illustrated Archaeologist.

The East Anglian.
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C. From Societies, etc. in union for the exchange op publications :

1. Society of Antiquaries of London {Assistmit Secretary, W. H. St J.

Hope, M.A., Burlington House, Piccadilly, W.)

:

Proceedings, Vol. xvii, Nos. 1, 2.

2. Royal Society of Antiquaries of Scotland {Curator, J. Anderson,

Esq., F.R.S,, F.S.A., National Museum of Antiquities, Edinburgh) :

Proceedings, Vol. xxxii.

3. Royal Society of Antiquaries of Ireland {Hon. Secretary, R. Coch-

rane, Esq., F.S.A., 6, St Stephen's Green, Dublin)

:

Journal, Fifth Series, Vols, ii, iii ; Vol. vii. No. 1; Vol. viii,

Nos. 2, 3, 4; Vol. ix ; Vol. x, No. 1.

4. Cambrian Archaeological Association {Secretary, Rev. Canon R.

Trevor Owen, M.A., F.S.A., Llangedwyn, Oswestry)

:

Archaeologia Cambrensis (Fifth Series), Nos, 59—66.

5. Royal Archaeological Institute of Great Britain and Ireland {Secre-

tary, A. H. Lyell, Esq., M.A., 20, Hanover Square, W.):

Journal, Nos. 218—224.

6. British Archaeological Association {Hon. Secretary, G. Patrick, Esq.,

32, Sackville Street, W.)

:

Journal, New Series, Vol. iv. Parts 2—4; Vol. v; Vol. vi. Part 1.

7. Folk-lore Society {Secretary, F. A. Milne, Esq., M.A., 11, Old Square,

Lincoln's Inn, London, W.C.)

:

Pubhcations : Vols. 2, 4, 7, 9, 12, 13, 17, 22, 23, 25, 26, 29, 31, 33,

35, 36, 39, 41.

Folk Lore Record : Vols. 1, 3, 5, 6, 8, 10.

Folk Lore Journal : Vols. 18, 19, 21, 24.

Folk Lore : Vols. 42—44.

8. Society of Architects {Secretary, A. Montefiore, Esq., St James's

Hall, Piccadilly, W.)

:

Journal, New Series, Vol. v. Part 8 ; Vol. vi. Parts 3, 4.

Year Book, 1899.

9. Guildhall Library, London {Librarian, Charles Welch, Esq., F.S.A.,

Guildhall, Gresham Street, E.G.):

Nothing received this year.

10. Architectural, Archaeological, and Historic Society of Chester {Hon.

Secretary, T. J. Powell, Esq., 14, Newgate Street, Chester)

:

Journal, Vol. vi. Parts 2, 3.

Catalogue of Roman Inscribed Stones in the Grosvenor Museum.
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11. (MilToii Aii(,i(|u;iri.-iii (!lul) illon. Secretary, A. K. Hudd, Esq., F.S.A.,

U4, romhroku Koad, (Jlil'tou):

ProccodingH, Vol. iv, Parts 1, 2.

12. Derbyshire Archaeological and Natural History Association {Hon.

Secretary, Arthur Cox, Esq., Mill Hill, Derby):

Journal, Vols, xx—xxii.

13. East Riding Antiquarian Society (//on. Secretary, Ilcv. A. N. CoorER,

The Vicarage, Filey)

:

Transactions, Vols, iii, vi.

14. Essex Archaeological Society {Hon. Secretary, G. F. Beaumont, Esq.,

F.S.A., The Lawn, Coggeshall, Kelvedon)

:

Transactions, Vol. vii; Vol. viii, Fart 1. Index to Transactions,

Vols. I—V, and Vols, i—v New Series.

Register of Admissions to the Grammar School, Colchester,

pp. 75—108, + i—ix, and title-page.

15. Exeter Diocesan Architectural Society {Curator, J. Jerman, Esq.,

5, Bedford Circus, Exeter):

Nothing received this year.

16. Glasgow Archaeological Society {Secretary, W. E. Black, Esq., 88,

West Regent Street, Glasgow)

:

Nothing received this year.

17. Hampshire Field Club {Hon. Secretary, W. Dale, Esq., 5, Sussex

Place, Southampton)

:

Papers and Proceedings, Vol. iv, Part 1.

18. Societe Jersiaise {Secretary, M. Eugene Duprey, Queen Street,

St Helier, Jersey):

Bulletin Annuel, 1882, 1892, 1899.

Actes des Etats de I'lle de Jersey (Pub». 14^).

19. Kent Archaeological Society {Hon. Secretary, G. Payne, Esq., F.S.A.,

The Precinct, Rochester)

:

Archaeologia Cantiana, Vol. xxiii.

20. Lancashire and Cheshire Antiquarian Society {Secretary, G. C. Yates,

Esq., F.S.A., Swinton, Manchester)

:

Transactions, Vols, xv, xvi.

21. Historic Society of Lancashire and Cheshire {Hon. Curator, Rev.

J. Mansell, 12, Kremlin Drove, Liverpool)

:

Nothing received this year.

22. Leicestershire Architectural and Archaeological Society {Hon. Secre-

tary, Colonel G. C. Bellairs, The Newarke, Leicester)

:

Transactions, viii, Parts 2, 3, 5, 6.
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23. Architectural Society of the counties of Lincohi and Nottingham

and the Associated Societies {General Secretary, Rev. A. F. Sutton,

Brant Broughton, Newark)

:

Reports and Papers, Vol. xxvi. Part 1.

24. London and Middlesex Archaeological Society {Hon. Secretary,

Charles Welch, Esq., F.S.A., London Institution, Finsbury

Circus, E.C.):

Archaeological Album, 1899.

25. Society of Antiquaries of Newcastle-upon-Tyne {Secretary, R. Blair,

Esq., The Castle, Newcastle-upon-Tyne)

:

Archaeologia Aeliana, Vols, xx, xxi; Vol. xxii, Part L
Proceedings, Vol. viii, Nos. 18—31, and pp. i—viii ; Vol. ix,

Nos. 1—22, and pp. xxi—xxviii.

Parish Registers of Warkworth, Parts ii—v, and pp. i —xxxvi.

Parish Registers of Elsden, pp. 125—148. Parish Registers of

Dinsdale, pp. 1—4, 29—56.

26. Norfolk and Norwich Archaeological Society {Hon. Secretary, L.

Bolingbroke, Esq., The Library, Guildhall Hill, Norwich):

Original Papers, Vol. x. Part 3; Vol. xiii ; Vol. xiv, Part 1.

Norfolk Records, Vol. i.

27. Oxford Architectural and Historical Society {Hon. Librarian, Capt.

the Hon. B. J. Stapleton, 30, Leckford Road, Oxford)

:

Nothing received this year.

28. Powys-Land Club {Hon. Secretary, T. Simpson Jones, M.A., Gun-

grog, Welshpool)

:

Montgomeryshire Collections, Vol. xxix, Parts 1,3; Vol. xxx.

Parts 2, 3 ; Vol. xxxi. Part 1.

29. Architectural and Archaeological Society of St Albans {Hon. Secre-

tary, the Rev. H. Fowler, M.A., Lensfield Road, St Albans)

:

Transactions, New Series, Vol. i. Part 2 (1897—8); Index to

1895.

30. St Paul's Ecclesiological Society {Hon. Secretary, E. J. Wells, Esq.,

4, Mallinson Road, Wandsworth Common, S.W.):

Transactions, Vol. iv. Parts 3, 4.

31. Shropshire Archaeological and Natural History Society {Secretary,

F. GoYNE, Esq., Dogpole, Shrewsbury):

Nothing received this year.

32. Somersetshire Archaeological and Natural History Society {Hon.

Secretary, Lieut.-Col. J. R. Bramble, F.S. A., The Castle, Taunton)

:

Proceedings, Vols, xliv, xlv.
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:V.l Siillolk liisiihiU^ (.( Arcli.-Miolotjj hauI N;ilur;il lli.story (//on. Sacre-

l(tn/, lU;v. V. I ly\,si-K\V()(H), l^'.S.A., St iVIaUlujw',s Rectory, Jp.swicli) :

l*i'()C(!(!(liiigH, Vol. X, I'ju'Ls I, 2.

31. SiiiTc^y Ai'(;li;i(;ologi(;;i,l So(;i(!ty {//on. ^wrcLary., M. S. (hiJH.SKri'i, Ew^.,

(J.'istlo Arcli, (jiuiUUord) :

(.V)llcctioii.s, Vol. XIV, Pnrts I, 2.

35. SuHKOx Archacologiciil Society {//on. Librarian., (J. T. 1'iiilliph, E«q.,

Lewe.s)

:

Collections, Vol. xlil (1809.)

36. Thoresbj Society, Leeds {^llon. {Secretary., G. D. LuM]3, Esq., 65,

Albion Street, Leeds)

:

Leeds Parish Registers, Vol. vii, Part 3 ; Vol. x. Part \.

Miscellanea, Vol. ix. Parts 1, 2.

Couclier Book of Kirkstall Abbey, Vol. viii, No. 1.

37. 'Vorkshire Archaeological Society {Hon. Sea-etary, W. Brown, Esq.,

Trenholme, Northallerton) :

Journal, Vol. xv. Part 3.

Reports, &c. 1898, 1899.

38. Societe Nationale des Antiquaires de France (Musee du Louvre,

Paris)

:

Bulletin 1897, 1898.

Bulletin et Memoires, Nos. 57, 58 (1896, 1897).

Annuaire, 1849, 1854, 1855.

Memoires, Vol. x.

39. Societe Frangaise d'Archeologie {Tresorier, M. Emile Travers,

18, Rue des Chanoines, Caen, Calvados, France)

:

Congr^s Archeologique de France ; Seances generales : Sessions

LVII—LXII.

40. Societe Archeologique de Constantine (Algeria) {Secretaire, M. Vars,

Maison des Domaines, Rue de France, Constantine, Algerie)

:

Recueil des Notices et Memoires, Ser. 4, Vol. 1. (1898.)

41. Societe Polymathique du Morbihan (M. le President, Vannes,

Morbihan, France)

:

Nothing received this year,

42. Societe Archeologique de Touraine {Tresorier, M. Martin, Quai

S. Symphorien, Tours, Indre et Loire, France)

:

Bulletin, Vol. xi. Parts 2—4 ; Vol. xi (sic). Parts 1—4 ; Vol. xii,

Parts 1—4.
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43. Verein fur Thiiringische Geschichte und Altertiimskunde {Vor-

sitzender, Jena)

:

Zeitschrift, Vol. x, Parts 3, 4; Vol. xi, Part 1.

44. Historische Gesellschaft fiir die Provinz Posen (Der Vorstand der

historischen Gesellschaft, Posen, North Germany)

:

Zeitschrift, Vol. xiii. Parts 1, 2.

45. British and American Archaeological Society of Rome {Secretary^

Professor R. H. Borge, Via Pici di Marmo, 18, Roma):

Journal, Vol. ii, Parts 6, 8 ; Vol. iii, Part 1.

46. Norwegian Archaeological Society {Sekretcer, N. Nicolaysen, Kris-

tiania)

:

Nothing received this year.

47. Bibliotheque de I'Universite Royale de Norvfege \ Christiania {Biblio-

thecaire^ A. C. Drolsum, Kristiania)

:

Dombog for 1599, Parts 1, 2. (1897, 1898.)

Bang. Dokumenter, 1893.

48. Kongl. Vitterhets Historic och Antiqvitets Akademien, Stockholm

{Secretary, Hans Hildebrand, Stockholm):

Antiqvarisk Tidskrift for Sverige, Vol. xiv. Part 1.

Manadsblad, 1895.

49. Commission Imperiale Archc'ologique de la Russie {Secretaire, M.

Tiesenhausen, k I'Hermitage, Petersbourg)

:

Nothing received this year.

50. 'H ^Adrjvais 'Apx^LoXoyiKi) 'Eraipia (M. E/ca^/SoSia?, ypafx^aTevs,

Athens)

:

'E^rZ/iepi? ^ApxatoXoyLKT], 1898, 1899.

UpaKTiKci Trjs 'Eraiplas, 1897, 1898.

To 'lepov Tov 'AcrKXrjTTLOV 'ETridavpcoi, 1900.

KardXoyos, 1899.

51. Societe d'Archeologie de Bruxelles (Secretariat General, Rue Raven-

stein, 11, Bruxelles)

:

Annales, Vol. xii. Parts 3, 4; Vol. xiii ; Vol. ix. Part 1.

Annuaire, Vols, x, xi.

52. Institut Archeologique Liegeois {Secretary, Dr Joseph Halkin,

36, Rue des Houblonni^res, Liege)

:

Bulletin, xxvi—xxviii.

53. American Antiquarian Society {Librarian, E. M. Barton, Esq.,

Worcester, Massachusetts, U.S.A.)

:

Proceedings, Vol. xii, Parts 2, 3 and Index ; Vol. xiii, Parts 1, 2.
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54. Archaeological Institute of America {Secretary, E. H. Greenleaf, Esq.,

Museum of Fine Arts, Boston, Massachusetts, U.S.A.)

:

Nothing received tViis year.

55. l)avcn})ort Academy of Natural Sciences [Corresponding Secretary

and Curator, Professor W. H. Bakres, Davenport, Iowa, U.S.A.)

:

Nothing received this year.

56. Johns Hopkins University {Secretary of the Publication Agency,

N. Murray, Esq., Baltimore, Maryland, U.S.A.):

University Studies in Historical and Political Science, Fifteenth

Series, Parts 3—12 ; Sixteenth Series, Parts 1—12 ; Seventeenth

Series, Parts 1—5.

57. Numismatic and Antiquarian Society of Philadel2)hia {Corresponding
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WITH

COMMUNICATIONS MADE TO THE SOCIETY.

1900—1901.

Wednesday, November 7, 1900.

Dr Glaisher, President, in the Chair.

Dr James made the following communication:

On two series of Paintings formerly at

Worcester Priory.

I.

The chapter-honse of Worcester Cathedral Priory is not

without celebrity among such buildings. In essence it is a

circular Norman structure, refaced, buttressed, and windowed

in Perpendicular times. This insertion of fifteenth century

windows has done away with a remarkable series of paintings,

C. A. S. Comm. Vol. X. 8
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of which no trace is now to be seen. We have, however, a

record of their subjects, which I am able to place before

students of our early art for the first time in this paper.

In June of this year I was allowed to examine some

of the MSS. in the Chapter Library at Worcester, and I

should like to thank the Rev. J. K. Floyer, the Chapter

Librarian, for his courtesy and kindness to me on the occa-

sion. Among the books that I looked at was a twelfth

century folio (marked F. 81) of St Jerome on the Psalter.

It is in its original binding, and has a label on the cover,

inscribed

:

leronimus super Psalterium et in fine quidam uersus super hihlia.

Of the Jerome I can say nothing : the Verses on the Bible,

which occupy the last leaf of the book and are written in

doutile columns, are my subject. Their date is most likely the

end of the twelfth century or beginning of the thirteenth, to

judge by the writing, which is not by the same hand that

wrote the bulk of the MS. The titles, including the short

designation of each subject, are written in red and here printed

in italics. They run as follows :

Versus capituli.

In circuitu domus.

Cernens picturas homo rerum disce figuras.

Ut uideas clarum qwod misterium sit earum

;

Hec domus insignis celestibus indita signis,

Plena sacramentis est et fidei documentis.

Hino sunt historie sensus, hinc allegorie;

Hinc lex inuoluens, hinc gratia clausa resoluens.

Quodque prophetia de Christo sine Maria

Voce prophetauit, lex umbris significauit,

Ars hinc pictoris uariauit nube coloris,

Et foris expressit quod clausum litera gessit.

Hinc sol iusticie uelatus nube Marie

Pingitur ingressus mundum sursumque regressus,

Morte trihumphata uitaque suis reparata:

Hinc quoque stella maris, patriarchis edita claris

. Stat cum prole pia uirgo depicta Maria,

Lactans infantem celi terreque tonantem;

Cui quia mamillam genitrix dedit esurienti,

Pro genitrice dabit maxillam percutienti.
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I. a. De natiuitate Christi.

Virgo, superna, deus, vir, pastor, stella, Sabeus

Gignit, ouant, rorat, stupet, intrat, ducit, adorat.

Manauit diua de uirginitatis oliua

Infirmis oleum cum parit ilia deum.

h. De uirga Aaron.

* Virga nucem fert, uirgo ducem, natura stupescit

In lericho fructu deico crucis uua rubescit^.

c. De Daniele.

* Cernit per uisum Daniel de monte recisum

Absque manu lapidem : deus est et homo lapis idem,

Qui de matre patrem, qui nescit de patre matrem^.

d. De Moyse et Ruho.

Qui uelud ardebat rubus et non igne calebat

Virgo Maria fuit que dominum genuit.

II. a. De ohlatione Christi in templo.

Hostia preclara, Christus puer, agnus et ara,

Hie presentatur: Symeon uidet et recreatur.

h. De ohlatione Chain et Abel.

* Agnus Abel munus agnum prius obtulit unus:

OfFertur magnus nunc a populo deus agnus.

c. De Melchisedec et Abraham.

OfFert Melchisedec Abraham et munus decimarum

Offert et Christo decimas gens Christicolarum.

d. De ohlatione Samuelis.

* Eegis in exemplo miles datur hostia templo.

Rex puer Emanuel • tyro puer Samuel.

III. or. De Baptismo Christi.

* Baptizat regem miles, noua gratia legem;

Et mundo noua lex, noua lux, nouus intonuit rex.

h. De Archa Noe.

Archa, columba, Noe, uindex aqua, coruus, oliua.

Sunt typus ecclesie, lauacri sunt flumina uiua.

c. De Moyse et Egiptiis suhmersis.

* Vltio digna, rei, Moj^ses, baptissmus, Hebrei

Fernet, merguntur, iuuat, intonat, eripiuntur^.

^ Also at Bury : vide infra.

2 cm. Eton.

^ Eton : Merguntur minat intingitur eripiuntur.
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d. J)e circumcisione Isaac.

* Precesnit lauacrurn .sacra circumciMio sacrum

Et qiios castrauit petra fontiH gratia lauit^

IV. a. Be Christo poriante crucem.

Sic alapis cesus trahitur pia iiictima lesus

Vt siibeat funus pro nobiH omnibus unus.

Ecce ferendo crucem formam dedit ipse magister

Vnde sequatur eum si quis cupit esse minister.

h. De signatis in frontihus Thau.

t Frontibus infixum Thau precinuit crucifixum. +

e. De Helia et uidua Sareptana.

Misterio digna crucis en duo colligo ligna;

Crux geminos munit populos, crux saluat et unit.

d. De Abraham offerente filio suo{\).

* t Ligna puer gestat, crucis unde typum manifestat f

Quam portauit ita spes mundi ueraque uita.

V. a. De crucifixione domini. ^

Hostia solennis, uia regni, uita perhennis,

In cruce mactatur, perit anguis, ouis reuocatur.

Verba Christi ad ecclesiam.

Vt regnes mecum, felix homo, dormio tecum:

Nil tibi prodesset natus nisi mortuus esset.

b. De serpente eneo.

* Serpens serpentem^, Christus necat ignipotentem^,

c. De immolatione Isaac.

Temptans, temptatus, Isaac, ariesque paratus,

Laudat, laudatur, custoditur, iugulatur.

d. De Heliseo resuscitante filium uidue{\).

* In cruce uita deus nos suscitat, hunc Heliseus;

Kem monstratura preco fuit ante figura,

VI. a. De resurrectione domini.

Surrexit uere dominus, nolite timere.

Viuit, gaudete • locus ecce • uenite ui(dete).

b. De Samsone et Gaza.

* Samson de Gaza conclusus ab hostibus exit:

Surgit de tumulo petra Christus quem petra texit.

1 In the Eton MS. the subject is the circumcision of Gershom by Zipporah,

but the verses are the same as at Worcester.

t Occurred in windows at Canterbury Cathedral.

2 Eton: -es.
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c. De Joiia et ceto.

* t Redditur ut saluus quern coeti(!) clauserat aluus, t

Ordiiie sic pulcro surrexit uita sepulcro.

d. De leone suscitante catulum suum.

A tumulo mortis pater omnipotens, leo fortis,

Cariie soporatum iiocat ad celestia natum.

VII. a. De Domino reducente electos ah infeHs.

Sic mortem morti mors iiifert, uasaque forti

Diripuit fortis, superato princijje mortis.

h. De Samsone ferente portas Gaze.

* Ablatis portis Samson Gazam spoliauit,

Infcrnum spolians Christus celos penetrauit.

c. De Dauid et vrso.

Ursus ouem^ ledit. Dauid iuuat, hunc quoque cedit.

Mors homiuem strauit, deus hanc ligat, hunc relegauit.

d. De Samsone et leone.

* Virtus Samsonis uicit strauitque leonem.

Christus tartareum uicit uinxitque draconem.

VI 11. a. De Asscensione domini.

Quo caput adscendo, mea membra ueiiite sequendo.

Versus angelorum de adscensione. Vnus interrogat.

Facta stupeuda dei quid conspicitis, Galilei ?

Respondet alius.

Vt discedentem, sic cernetis uenientem.

b. De hirco emissario.

Probra ferens populi deserta petit caper iste.

Probra crucis passus uictor pctis ethera, Christe.

c. De Enoch.

* Enoch translatus sacraque quiete locatus

Christum signauit qui celsa poli penetrauit 2.

d. De Helia.

* Igneus Heliam currus leuat ad theoriam:

Causa sacramenti Christo fauet astra petenti.

IX. a. De Sinagoga.

* Hactenus obscuris legis uelata figuris,

Adueniente hde rem, synagoga, uide.

t Occurred in windows at Canterbury Cathedral.

1 These two words in the Eton MS. : the rest of the couplet differs.

The lines transposed in the Eton MS.
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Expoliat'i, toga Icgis iioua lit siiiagoga,

Cumqiiu «t()la lidci gratia Mplciidot ci'.

1). De lohanne Bapi'mta.

* Vox uta-ljum uitc prcccdeu.s danio Veidte

Paiido uiam, numen • tcnoljrc cogiioscite lumen.

c. De Ezechiele et rotis.

* Spiritus^ in cclis su8])enditur Ezcchiclis,

Cum diuinarum cernit sccrcta rotarum.

cl. J)e Salomone et regina Austri.

* Dona dat etherea regi regina Saljea;

Scilicet ecclesia quam palliat allegoria.

X. a. De Ghristo et ecclesia.

Dote subarrata fidei meritisque sacrata

Sponsa coronatur sponsoque dec sociatur^.

h. De ludea et gentilitate.

* ' Hinc se ludea Christo ligat, hinc Idumea.

Vt fiat domino grex unus de grege bino.

c. De Misericordia et Veritate.

* Virtus uirtu<ti ue>nit aucta^, salusque saluti

Gratia cum legi datur obuia, sponsaque regi.

d. De lusticia et Pace.

Pax cum lusticia gaudet pariente Maria

Cum puer accessit quern uirgo puerj^era gessit-^.

Super hostium.

lanua sum uite; mea gens, mea regna subite.

Aureus abscedat Symon qui secula fedat.

Such is the text of the verses. Here follows my own

commentary upon them.

The general title of the verses in the manuscript is

versus capituli. This means beyond doubt that they were

inscribed in a Chapter-house. That the particular Chapter-

house which contained them was that of Worcester is made
highly probable by their being found in what is seemingly

by origin a Worcester manuscript. It becomes almost a cer-

tainty when we notice that the paintings to which they

1 Lines 3, 4 are not in the Eton MS., but occurred on a retable at Bury

St Edmunds.

2 Eton : Cristus (1)
3 Also at Bury.

4 Eton : fit sancta(I). ^ Verses omitted in Eton MS.
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belong furm a set of ten, and when we couple this with

the fact that the Worcester Chapter-house consists, unlike

most others, of ten bays.

The first set of lines—those headed in circuitu domus—
must, I suppose, have been painted in rather large capitals

on a band of stonework running all round the Chapter-house,

and probably below the paintings, for so they would be nearer

to the eye. There are eighteen of the lines: and the circuit

of the Chapter-house, as I said just now, is divided internally

into ten bays. I am inclined to guess that the set of eighteen

lines was thus divided : each of nine bays (starting from the

left of the entrance-door) had two lines. The tenth bay, in

which is the door, had its own couplet inscribed over it ; this

couplet forms the conclusion of my text.

These eighteen verses give in general terms a description

of the scheme of the pictures. They are a series of types

and antitypes. What the Law foreshadowed under a veil of

symbolism, Grace has interpreted ; and " what the Law or

the Prophets signified conceining Christ or the Virgin, the

painter's art has here set forth in a cloud of varied colours."

We may here see how the Sun of Righteousness entered into

the world and how He left it. Here too is pictured the Star

of the Sea with her Cliild, the Ruler of earth and heaven, at

her breast. The versifier ends with a highly ingenious and

rather pretty antithetic couplet. The emphasis which he

lays on the mention of the effigy of the Virgin and Child

makes me suspect that somewhere in the Chapter-house,

whether over the entrance or opposite to it, there was some

large and conspicuous representation of these persons without

a special inscription attached thereto.

Next come the verses descriptive of the individual paintings.

They fall, as I have said, into ten groups, one for each bay of

the building. Each group consists of a New Testament sub-

ject and three types illustrative of it, four subjects in all.

This number four gives me some slight pause. The propor-

tion of three types to one antitype is a little unusual, chiefly

because it is difficult under such circumstances to give the

antitype a central and prominent place. At King's College,
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jiiid ill many other places, type arul antitype are arranged in

pairs. At Peterborough, in the paintings which once adorned

the choir, they were in sets of three
;

so, too, in the cloisters

of" St Albans, and in the Biblia Pauperam] so, again, in the

ancient windows of Canterbury Cathedral. Groups of four

occurred seemingly on an altar-piece at Bury (see my Essay,

p. 192): and the Speculum Humanae Saluationis is arranged

in similar groups. In this last instance, however, the com-

piler has not been concerned to give a series of elaborate

decorative compositions. His work is not even always illus-

trated. When it is, the arrangement of the pictures is dictated

by the text, which outweighs the pictures in importance. One

is placed at the head of each column of the writing, the anti-

type occupying the left hand: and the whole group of four is

contained on two open pages.

We shall have to consider later on whether the structure

of the Worcester Chapter-house is likely to have made these

uncommon groups of four subjects necessary or convenient.

Meanwhile I must call upon the scene a remarkably similar

series of pictures, whose arrangement offers a way out of the

difficulty.

There is a manuscript in the Library of Eton College

(no. 177 in my Catalogue) which contains, prefixed to an

illustrated Apocalypse of cent, xiii, seven leaves, on which

are twelve full-page compositions by another hand, also of

cent. xiii. The first two of this series illustrate the story

of Genesis as far as the death of Abel in consecutive scenes

without inscriptions. The remaining ten coincide exactly in

subject, and very often in respect of the verses attached to

them, with the series at Worcester. Each of the composi-

tions consists of a series of medallions. In the centre is the

New Testament antitype : in three of the angles are the three

types : the fourth is occupied by a medallion containing two

figures of prophets, and inscribed, not with verses, but with

quotations from their prophecies. The intervening spaces are

filled with (1) two half medallions at the sides, in which

are nameless figures seated or kneeling (perhaps ancestors of

the Virgin)
; (2) a figure of a Virtue, sometimes named, some-
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times not; (3) one of the Ten Commandments, written in the

lower margin.

If we should hereafter see reason to think that the Worcester

pictures were arranged in fives and not in fours, it is evident

that the Eton MS. will supply us with the means of filling

the fifth medallion. The presence of such a medallion would

naturally not be indicated by our Worcester MS., inasmuch as

no verses were iuscribed on it\

There is enough in what I have said to show that the Eton

pictures are very closely related to those once at Worcester,

but I do not think that the relationship can be precisely

defined. That the Worcester series is the earlier of the two

is certain : and beyond that I will only say, as I have said

already in my Catalogue of the Eton Manuscripts, that the

pictures there have very much the look of designs for painted

windows or frescoes.

Not that I have altogether done with the Eton MS. We
must investigate somewhat more exactly the extent to which

its verses correspond with the Worcester verses : and we shall

have to refer to it for other details.

There are forty subjects in our series, each of which, with

a few exceptions, has a couple of descriptive lines. In twenty-

five cases these lines are identical at Worcester and at Eton

:

in another there is a partial correspondence. I have indicated

by an asterisk the cases in which the two coincide.

I must add that, on a retable in the Abbey Church of

Bury St Edmunds, there were verses coinciding with both

of our series : I have notes of three identical inscriptions'-'.

There seem, however, to have been only eight subjects in all

:

and doubtless many of these lines were used over and over

again by our old artists, so that I do not lay very much stress

1 A precisely analogous case is afforded by the transcription of the verses

from Peterborough in a MS. at the Heralds' College, compared with the

reproductions of the Peterborough paintings in a Psalter now at Brussels.

In the Psalter-pictures there are prophets : they are not noticed by the

transcriber of the verses. See the Proceedings of t^is Society for 1895-96,

p. 188, note 1.

'•^ Tioo Essays on the Abbey of St Edimmd, p. 192.
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upon tliis niatU;f. Tlien; ;irc also oiio or two coincidences with

inscriptions on windows at Canterbury.

The next step is to annotate, as far as seems necessary, the

series of verses,

Tlie second of the lines on Aaron's "Rod, In lericho fructu

deico crucis uua rubescit, is undeniably strange : but the

reading is confirmed by the Eton M8. I do not altogether

understand it, but it does remind me of one of the prodigies

reported in the Legenda Aurea as having occurred at the

time of the Nativity. The balsam-vines of Engedi burst

into flower and fruit.

In III. c. I prefer the reading mmat (i.e. leads) of the Eton

MS. to the iuuat of the Worcester one.

In III. d is the only semblance of a divergence in subject

between Eton and Worcester. Worcester calls it the Circum-

cision of Isaac: the Eton picture shows Zipporah and Gershom,

and refers expressly to Exodus iv.

In IV. h. the subject is taken from Ezek. ix.

In V. a. I see an indication that the pictures in the Eton

MS. may be taken as giving us some idea of the composition

of the Worcester paintings. Two of the Worcester verses are

headed :
" The words of Christ to the Church," implying that

the Church was represented in the picture : and in the Eton

MS. figures of the Church, the Synagogue, and the Cherub

sheathing his sword are introduced into the representation of

the Crucifixion.

In the title of \.d. "widow" is of course a mistake for

" Shunammite," for Elisha, not Elijah, is mentioned in the

verses. The same mistake occurs in the Eton MS.

The picture to VI. a. was clearly (as in the Eton MS.)

a representation of the Women at the Sepulchre, not of the

Resurrection itself.

The subjects of the first eight groups are such as might be

easily paralleled from other sources. It is in groups IX. and

X. that the cycle of subjects becomes peculiar, though I should

not like to say that it stood quite by itself. These two groups

represent the Unveiling of the Synagogue and the Triumph

of the Church.
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In the Eton MS. the first of these is thus portrayed. The

Synagogue (a female figure) is seated fall-face on a throne,

holding in her right hand the tables of the Law, which are

green and appear to be sprouting, and in her left a gold

vase. A hand from above draws a veil off her face and head.

A bearded man (a prophet) stands on each side and points

to her.

The other picture shows us Christ, with a book in His

right hand, seated in a chariot with a female (the Church)

on His left. Her hands are joined, and she wears a crown,

which He touches with two fingers. The four cherubic beasts

surround them.

Unusual also is the subject of X. b. This is its picture in

the Eton MS. Two female figures (Judah and Edom) support

a cross, at the intersection of which is a disc bearing the bust

of Christ, with the cruciform nimbus.

The last couplet (X. d.) contains an allusion to the Nativity,

and it should be remembered that, in the circular Chapter-

house which these paintings adorned, this last subject would

come next to the representation of the Nativity, which was

the first. I suspect that the series began in the bay on the

left of the entrance. The picture of the Crucifixion (V.) would

then be immediately opposite the entrance—a very fitting and

honourable position.

The last verses in our MS. are those over the entrance-

door, presumably inside. The second of the two lines is a

warning against the " golden Simon " by whom either avarice

in genera] or simony in particular is indicated.

The question may naturally be asked at this point whether

we can fix the position which these paintings occupied in the

Chapter- house. As I have already said more than once, the

building is internally circular, divided into ten bays. Each

of these bays consists of three portions. The uppermost, re-

modelled in the fifteenth century, now contains a four-light

Perpendicular window. Below this the second stage is occu-

pied by a Norman arcading with seven arches to a bay. The

lowest stage has a stone seat, over which are a number of

quite plain, round-headed stone niches, which do not range
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in any way with the bays. Over these arc still traceable

some remains of painting, representing angels holding up

drapery. There is not much variety in these, and they may
be regarded as merely decorative. The want of correspondence

between the niches over the stone seat and the bays precludes

us from supposing that the paintings were on this lower portion

of the wall.

The arcading of the second stage would restrict the form

of the pictures very materially ; and I cannot see any satis-

factory method of arranging four subjects, even eked out by

figures of prophets, in the seven tall, narrow arches which each

bay contains.

It is most likely, I think, that the paintings were arranged

in a series of medallions (probably five to a bay, the fifth

containing pairs of prophets) below the small Norman windows

which I take to have occupied the uppermost bay. When
these windows were replaced by larger ones in the fifteenth

century, the paintings, perhaps already decayed, were done

away with.

I have no doubt that the arcading of the second stage was

decorated with painting of some kind. There are said to be

traces of figures discernible in it; but I cannot speak to this

from my own observation. The lines that run round the

whole Chapter-house rather suggest to my mind the proba-

bility that in the 56 openings of the nine bays (the tenth

being occupied by the entrance) there may have been figures

of the ancestors of the Virgin. The genealogy in Matthew

contains forty-two steps and that in Luke seventy-five, so

that the latter would supply material enough and to spare

for the filling of the required spaces.

II.

An interesting manuscript at Clare College furnishes me

with another record of an ancient monument of art formerly

at Worcester.

The book is a copy of St Gregory's Dialogues and other

tracts. Its mark in the Library is Kk. 5. 6. It is of the
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eleventh century and is remarkable for a very fine initial

prefixed to the Dialogues.

The provenance of the volume is rendered to my mind

fairly certain by the presence of certain records on one of its

fly-leaves. There are four letters written in a charter-hand of

cent. xiii. The first is from a Prior of Bordesley to a Prior

of Worcester, and narrates a miracle done by the Virgin and

St Wulstan on a young monk who had suffered from paralysis.

Its date is 1219.

The second is from W. (either William de Blois or Walter

Cantilupe), Bishop of Worcester, to Edmund, Archbishop of

Canterbury, asking him not to carry out his intention of

holding a visitation of Worcester Priory.

The third is the Archbishop's reply, acquiescing in the

request.

The last is from W. de Cantilupe, Archdeacon of Stafford,

to the Prior and Convent of Worcester, thanking them for

electing him to the Bishopric, which he held from 1236 to

1266.

All four letters, therefore, are connected with Worcester

;

and Worcester must almost certainly have been the home of

the book.

The same fly-leaf contains the verses which form my sub-

ject. The title of them has been added at the end by another

hand (of the thirteenth century : the verses themselves are in

writing of cents, xii, xiii). This title is

:

Hii sunt versus Oolie super picturam Machaheorum.

"These are the verses of Golias on the painting of the

Maccabees."

The name Golias is a famous one in the history of medieval

Latin verse. It is attached to a number of rhyming poems,

chiefly satirical, of which the most famous is the Apocalypsis

Goliae. The completest collection of these poems is that pub-

lished for the Camden Society in 1841 by Thomas Wright,

under the title of Poems Attributed to Walter Mapes. The

editor, in his preface, shows good reason for believing that

Mapes was the author of at any rate the most widely known
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of tliCKC poems, aiid that ho used Golias as his mm de plume.

It is not my purpose to dwell upon the career of Walter

Mapos, though much might be said about both the man and

hiw writings. I will only note one fact. He held the living

of Westbury on Trym, three miles from Bristol: and in that

parish there was a priory which for a time was a cell to the

monastery of Worcester. Later on it became a Collegiate

Church, but the connexion with Worcester was kept up until

the Dissolution.

The conclusion that I wish to draw from these various facts

is sufficiently obvious. I believe that the verses I am about

to print were written by Walter Mapes for the Worcester

monks, with whom he was brought into connexion by his

tenure of the living of Westbury.

Now for the verses themselves. They are 57 in number,

and each line describes a scene taken from the Books of

Maccabees. I will print them and add to each the reference,

and any explanatory remarks that seem necessary.

1. I cito, perge uiam, dare sacra iube Mathathiam.

The words of Antiochus or his commissioner to the messengers

who were to enforce heathen sacrifices at Modin. We may ima-

gine a throned figure giving orders to armed men. Cf. 1 Mace,

ii. 15 sqq.

2. Hi proficiscuntur et regis iussa sequuntur.

The commissioners on their journey. 1. c.

3. Ferte diis thura linquens legalia iura.

The commissioner to Mattathias. I.e. ii. 17.

4. Non ego thura dabo, nec legis cita (?scita) negabo,

Mattathias refuses to sacrifice, ii. 19.

5. Mactantem porcum Mathathias mittit ad orcum.

He slays the apostate Jew. ii. 23, 24,

6. Pergunt ad montes isti (?iusti) linquunt quoque sontes.

They retire to the hills, ii. 28.

7. Princeps efficitur ludas sceptroque potitur.

iii. 1—3.

8. Pugnat Apollonius simul ac exercitus eius.

Quosdam prostrauit ludas quosdamque fugauit.

iii. 10—12. Probably a large battle-scene.

9. In turrim cessit. ludas uictorque quiescit.

There is no mention of this in 1 Mace.
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10. Seron prostrauit ludas multosque necauit.

Battle of Beth-horon. iii. 13-24.

11. Rex contristatus, miserasque suas miseratus

Gentis (gentes ?) dispersas, petit auxilium dare Persas.

Antiochiis goes to Persia to collect tribute, iii. 27—31.

12. Belli tutores hos linquit eisqiie minores.

Lysias and others are left to guard Judea. iii. 32—36.

13. Auxiliante deo bellum cedit Machabeo.

Battle of Emmaus. iv. 1—23.

14. Victrix multimodas domino plebs concinit odas.

iv. 24.

15. Hie decantatur domino laus, urbsque nouatur.

Cantatur citharis et uocibus undique claris.

Panes proponunt altari, thuraque ponunt.

Lumine septena lucent candelabra plena.

Septem sunt ara coram candelabra clara.

Cimbala tanguntur, laudesque deo referuntur.

iv. 41—58. A large composition illustrating the cleansing and

dedication of the Temple, in which the seven-branched candle-

stick, the shewbread, and the musicians were evidently prominent

featiires.

16. Hie Timotheus occurrunt et Machabeus.

Milia raactantur octo, reliquique fugantur.

V. 31—34.

17. Masfhat uastatur gladio flammaque crematur.

v. 35. Destruction of Mizpeh by Judas.

18. ludas torrentem ui pertransit uehementem.

V. 42, 43.

19. Angelicus cetus ludam fouet undique letus.

Here the MS. reads Anlicus or Aulicus, which I emend as

above. The reference is to 2 Mace. x. 29, 30, where five heavenly

horsemen appear to lead the Jews, and two of them take Judas

between them and protect him.

20. Fulminis e celo perit hie plebs hostica telo.

Milia quina quater rogus urit fulminis ater.

2 Mace. X. 30, 31.

21. Hie faciunt rursus ad menia nota recursus.

2 Mace. X. 32. Retreat of Timotheus to Gazara.

22. Gazara destruitur, cinerum tumulo sepelitur.

ib. X. 33—36.

23. Hie gladius (l. gladio) uictus Timotheus cadit ictus,

ib. X. 37.
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24. Rogi rumoroH rcferunt augentqiie doloren.

1 Mace. vi. 5—9. Tho news of defeat brought to AntiochiiH.

25. Et cadit ot frangit colliim rex quern dolor angit.

2 Mace. ix. 7. ATitiocliuH did not break his neck by the fall.

2G. Hie a Lisia iuueni diademata dia

Anthioco dantur, de mf)rte patris recreantur.

1 Mace. vi. 17.

27. Viribus hie multo.s rex eongregat undique fultos.

1 Mace. vi. 28—30. 2 Maee. xi. 1—4.

28. Hie intestina fodit et perit ip.se ruina.

2 Ma.cc. xiv. 37—46. The suicide of Razis.

29. Hie turrim fortem iubet igne eremare cohortern.

Hie is Nieanor. The occasion is the attempt to capture Razis.

1. c. 41.

30. ludas hortatur socios et pugna paratur.

2 Mace. xv. 7—10.

31. Mucro quiescenti datur ex auro renitenti.

2 Mace. xv. 15, 16. The vision of Judas, when Jeremiah gave

him a sword.

32. Onias memorat leges et sedulus orat.

ib. 12. Onias appeared, praying, in the same vision.

33. Sternunt (1. -nit) ter dena ludas et milia sena

Mille minus tantum. laudum reboant {I. -at) tuba cantum.

2 Mace. XV. 26—29. Defeat of Nieanor and slaughter of 35,000

men.

34. Est caput ingratum contra sacra templa levatum.

Coruis lingua datur, et dextra superba seeatur.

2 Mace. XV. 30—35. Nicanor's head and hand cut off and hung

on the tower.

35. Vndique pugnatur • tantum (? tandem) ludas superatur.

1 Mace. ix. 16, 17. Defeat of Judas at Mount Azotus.

36. Hie ludas moritur et in urbe Modin sepelitur.

1 Mace. ix. 18, 19. Death and burial of Judas.

37. Fratri succedit lonathas • plebs omnis obedit.

1 Mace. ix. 28—31.

38. Hie captiuatur Io[z]hannes atque necatur.

1 Mace. ix. 35, 36. John captured and slain by the " children

of Jambri."

39. Hostilem eetum lonathas post prandia letum

Post mortem fratris sternens tenebris dedit atris.

1 Mace. ix. 37—42. Jonathan attacks the Jambrites at a mar-

riage feast and slaughters them.
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40. Mille uiros strauit lonathas, Bachidemque fugauit.

1 Mace. ix. 43—49. Battle near the Jordan.

41. Victus Apollonius fugit ac exercitus eius.

uel Corruit indigne gladio pars, pars perit igne.

1 Mace. X. 77—85. I do not quite see a reason for the alter-

native verse, unless it be that Golias was conscious that the

scansion of the other line was hardly tolerable.

42. <Hic> obprobrose lonathas cadit atque dolose

1 Mace, xiii, 23. Jonathan slain by Tryphon.

43. In Modiu allatus fletur lonathas tumulatus.

1 Mace. xiii. 25—30, Burial and lamentation for Jonathan.

My division of the verses into separate scenes is of course

conjectural : but it is not likely to be very far wrong. I do

not know that there is much to be added beyond a few words

on the question of the position of the paintings. I feel fairly

confident that they cannot have been in the Cathedral Church.

The only other great series of pictures of the Maccabees that

I know of' was that in the painted Chamber at Westminster.

The coloured reproductions of Stothard's drawings of these

are readily accessible in Vol. vi. of the Vetusta Monumenta.

A hall devoted to more or less secular uses is, in my opinion,

a far more likely place for them than a church : for so large

a series as is here described would take up a very consider-

able space. Subjects from the Books of Maccabees might

very well be allowed to occupy two or three painted windows,

but to devote so large an area of wall to scenes of war

and bloodshed would be a proceeding for which I can find

no parallel. It is possible that these pictures adorned the

refectory, the Cloister, or the Guest Hall; but I know of

no evidence which can help us to a decision on the matter

at present.

C.A.S. Comm. Vol. X. 9
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Wednesday, November 21, 1900.

Dr Glaisher, President, in the Chair.

The election of Mr Harry Gidney Aldls was announced.

The President exhibited specimens of English pottery not

enamelled, 1500—1750, of which the following is a brief

description :

The principal objects exhibited were: (1) A puzzle-jug

covered generally with a green glaze but yellowish in places,

dated in relief 1571, similar to the one in the Jermyn Street

Museum with the same date, but much larger. This is the

earliest date recorded on any piece of pottery, believed to be

English. (2) A tyg with three handles, each with three loops,

and one terminating in a spout ; dark brown with a great

number of green impressed ornaments (masks, sprigs, roses,

leaves, etc.), two of which have the initials T. B. and 1. B.

respectively, while another has the date 1632 ; the whole

covered with a rich lead glaze. This tyg had long been in the

possession of a family at Trimingham in Norfolk ; it would

seem to be the only tyg recorded with green ornaments. (3) A
tyg with three handles, and a spout running up close to the

body: yellowish-brown, no impressed ornaments, decorated

with rude incised designs and the initials R.T. and the date

1684 : covered with a rich lead glaze. This tyg is provided

with a cover ornamented (besides the incised decorations) with

raised open-work, highly suggestive of a design in metal. As

this tyg also came from Norfolk it would seem probable that

there were potteries in that county in the l7th century. (4) A
slip-ware cradle, brilliant yellow ground and decorated in rich

brown slip with a mask at one end and having in large charac-

ters the inscription "Joseph Glass, 1703." This cradle is

referred to by Solon, second edition, p. 76, and generally

resembles another cradle (dated 1700) there drawn and ascribed

to Joseph Glass, who was a potter at Hanley. (5) A larger

and rougher cradle, yellow, lead-glazed, having rude incised

decorations of the same character as those on the tyg of 1684.
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(6) A cylindrical pot or bowl, 8| inches in diameter : on three

feet : surmounted by a cover from which springs a tall steeple-

like pinnacle : height 14J inches to top of pinnacle ; reddish-

brown, with numerous light-yellow impressed ornaments (cats,

ships, grapes, etc.), lead-glazed. The cover is decorated with

very numerous indentations made with the end of a stick, as

on cinerary urns. The whole piece was probably suggested by

a standing or loving cup with pinnacled cover which the potter

had seen, but in which he was obliged to exaggerate greatly

the size of the pinnacle.

The other objects exhibited were costrels (one very large,

13| inches high, with red, white, and black, marbled deco-

ration), a posset pot, pilgrim bottle, and a streaked or marbled

jug. All the pieces were intended to represent the natural

bias of the old English potter, when quite unaffected by foreign

influence : and they showed how picturesque could be the

objects which were decorated only by the most primitive

methods.

Wednesday, February 13, 1901.

Dr Glaisher, President, in the Chair.

The election of Mr Arthur Beales Gray was announced.

Professor Skeat made a communication on

Cambridgeshire Place Names,

which has been issued as an Octavo Publication.

9—2
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Thursdciy, February 21, 1901.

Dr Glalsher, President, in the Chair.

The election of Adolphus William Ward, Litt.D., Master

of Peterhouse, was announced.

A Lecture was given by Mr David MacRitchie,

F.S.A. Scot, (introduced by Dr Haddon):

On Underground Dwellings in the British Isles.

The Lecture was illustrated by lantern slides.

Wednesday, February 27, 1901.

Dr Glaisher, President, in the Chair.

J. E. Foster, M.A., and Mr E. McD. H. Jackson exhibited

the pre-reformation paten of which an illustration is annexed

(PI. v.). It belongs to the parish of Parson Drove in the

north of the County, six miles to the west of Wisbech. It

seems to be the only untouched piece of pre-reformation

Church plate in the County. The small paten at Westley

Waterless which was exhibited at a previous meeting of the

Society is altered so much by the attempt made to refashion

it in the ordinary form of an Elizabethan cover-paten that its

original character is almost entirely lost.

The paten now in question belongs to the type which

Messrs Hope and Fallow called " type D " in their account of

the pre-reformation chalices and patens in England which

appears in the 43rd volume of the Archaeological Journal.

The paten has a sexfoil depression, and in the centre is a

Yernicle surrounded by a circular riband in which are placed

a number of very short rays, 18 in all. The head in the

Vernicle is full-faced with a forked beard, the hair faUing

straight on to the shoulders. It is surrounded by a four-

rayed nimbus, and the ground is hatched. There are no hall-

marks.
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The number of pre-reformation patens now known to be

in use in English Churches is about 90. The larger number
of these belong to the type of which the present one is a

specimen, and range in date from 1450 to 1520.

The practice of hall-marking was not introduced till the

later part of the above period, and consequently only about

20 are hall-marked and have their dates accurately fixed.

The dates of others can be arrived at with some degree

of probability by a comparison of their style of manufacture

and of the execution of the engraving upon them ; but the

characteristics of this paten are not sufficiently marked to

enable its date to be fixed, but it may be put at about 1500.

More than 30 of the pre-reformation patens belong to

parishes in the County of Norfolk, a fact worthy of notice

in connexion with the present discovery, as Parson Drove is

not more than six miles from the boundary of that County,

though the diocese is not the same. It is also noticeable

that, though so many pre-reformation patens escaped destruc-

tion in the County of Norfolk under the orders made by the

bishops at the beginning of Queen Elizabeth's reign, there is

no pre-reformation chalice left in that County nor in this. It

is suggested that the survival of the patens was caused by the

fact that the order for destruction mentioned specifically the

chalice, meaning thereby the chalice and cover-paten, but that

it was taken literally by some parochial authorities to mean
the chalice only.

It is probable that this particular paten escaped because

of the inaccessibility of the village, as approach to the district

must have been very difficult till the drainage of the fens was

carried to its present development.

C. E. Sayle, M.A., made the following communication :

A Tinder-box attributed to Shakespeare.

This tinder-box (PI. VI.) and the papers in it were placed in

my hands in December, 1900. It is the property of Mrs R. I.

Severs, of 10, King's Parade, Cambridge, and was found by

her among her husband's goods shortly after his death. She
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is of opinion that Mr Severs was unaware that it was in his

possession, and that it came to liini with other assets when

he took on the establishment from Mr Dimmock, a stationer,

in January, 18G9.

The size of the box is 10 x 2 x 4J inches. The wood

is oak.

The documents are to the following effect:

Document 1.]

Love is like the flint that strikes upon the steel,

Gives coldness heat, exerts the hidden flame,

And spreads its sparkles round to warm the world.

This Tinder box was given amongst other Household

Gods, by John Shakespeare to his son William Shakespeare

when , he married Anne Hathaway 1582 and as {sic) re-

mained in the family of the Hathaways ever since—Was
Bot {sic) by David Garrick at the sale of M. Hathaway's

Coal Merchant in Colman Street in the City of London in

the year 1701 {sic), and sold at his sale at Richmond.

The lines upon the Top of this Paper was {sic) found in

the Tinder box when it was sold at Hathaways Sale and sup-

posed to have been written by our Immortal bard\

Water-mark, " Rocklesby & Morbey 1827."

Document 2.]

Lines written upon a Tinder Box in the Possession of

M Forster 4 Lower James Street Golden Sqr (Suposed {sic)

to have been Shakespeares)

Love is like the flint, etc. (as above).

Upon the bottom of the box appears the name of John

Shakespeare.

Endorsed " Shakespeares Tinder Box Double Rotunda

with a Witness." No water-mark.

The attribution to Shakespeare may be dismissed at once.

It is wrong to say that the name John Shakespeare appears

on the bottom of the box. All that can be seen are the

initials "L. S." (the J turned the wrong way) and the date

1 These lines do not occur, so far as I can discover, in Shakespeare's works.
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''1569." The figures are not in Elizabethan character. The
attribution to Shakespeare, if it rests on this inscription,

therefore falls to the ground.

The date 1701 in connexion with David Garrick is unfor-

tunate, inasmuch as he was not born till 1716. As he died

in 1779, we are driven to suppose that 1701 is written in

error for 1761 ;
and, as we can see from three other mis-

takes in the two documents that the writer was not a person

of education, we may give him or her the benefit of the

doubt.

I have not been able to trace the sale of Garrick's

effects. His books were sold at Richmond in 1823, and

a copy of the sale catalogue, which I have examined, is

in the British Museum Library. If the Garrick tradition is

to be received favourably, the fact that one of the docu-

ments is written on paper with the water-mark of 1827,

and the other probably at the same time, may be borne

in mind.

I have shown the box to Mr C. H. Reed, the Keeper of

the British and Mediaeval Antiquities and Ethnography at

the British Museum. He at once pronounced the object to

be of Dutch workmanship ; but was unwilling to assign a

date to it, as traditional ornamentation of this character

would naturally continue unchanged through a long period.

He informed me that the last work of this kind which he

had acquired, also Dutch, had come from New Guinea. But

unfortunately he was unable to find in the Museum Collection

the purchases to which he referred.

I also showed the box to Mr Hodge, of the firm of Sotheby,

Wilkinson and Hodge, through whom it will shortly be offered

for sale^ Mr Hodge affirmed also that the character of decora-

tion appeared to him to be similar to that which he had seen

on New Guinea clubs which had passed through his hands.

He added that " the sale of Mr Hathaway's Coal Merchant

in Colman Street " mentioned in the first document appeared

to him, upon recollection, familiar : but I have not been fortu-

nate enough to find any further confirmation.

1 It was purchased by Mr Tregaskis, 232, High Holborn.
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I regret that, through the illness and absence from

Cambridge of Baron A. von Hugel, I have been unable to

discover if we possess in our own Museum of Archaeology

and of Ethnology any objects of Dutch or New Guinea work

which would show any affinity to that now exhibited.

The Curator of the Pitt Rivers Collection, of the Ethno-

graphical Department, at the University Museum in Oxford,

Mr Henry Balfour, to whom I sent a photograph of the box

now exhibited, writes to me as follows

:

22 January 1901.

Your tinder box is very interesting and I am glad to have seen

the photograph. Wooden tinder boxes of this rectangular type with

compartments have a wide distribution and I have a number of

them from various regions, though none carved like yours. From
the nature of the carving I should suppose that it is of Dutch

pi'ovenance, the shape of the projecting flanges of the lid and base

being very characteristic of Dutch domestic carving, e.g. the hand-

mangles which present this feature very commonly. The surface

carving too might, I think, well be Dutch, though the particular

design of the circular rosette on the lid occurs again and again in

Norwegian and other Scandinavian carving, and this fact may make
one inclined to locate the specimen further north in a region where

Dutch and Scandinavian styles find a meeting ground. This would

point to Denmark as being a likely spot. The date I should imagine

might be anywhere between say 1720 and 1820 or 18301. I regret

that I have no specimen in my collection similar to this, although

I have collected as a private hobby fire-making and lighting ap-

pliances for many years, and have a very good collection at my
house.

Mr J. L. Andre, of Horsham, has also kindly given me his

opinion

:

24 January 1901.

All the tinder boxes which I have seen have been round tin

ones, but the shape of the one of which you send me a photograph

resembles that of old English knife boxes which were hung up in

a similar manner, and I have one resembling your tinder-box in

the outlines of the back and of the lid. The chip carving on your

example would suggest that it has a Scandinavian origin, and may
be of late 17th century date 2.

1 I was careful, in writing to Mr Balfour, to give him no clue by which he

might be misled as to the date.

2 Again, I gave Mr Andr^ no lead as to the date of the box.
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I may here add that I have recently learnt of the existence

of a tinder-box in the Home for Poor Travellers at Rochester,

the house celebrated by Dickens: but in that example there

was an absence of all attempt at decoration, though I am
told that it is similar in design. I regret that I have been

unable to obtain a photograph of it in time to exhibit it at

this meeting.

I am indebted to Mr Albert Hartshorne, of Shepton Mallet,

for assistance in the preparation of this note.

The Rev. H. P. Stokes, LL.D., pointed out the scandal of

attaching the name of Shakespeare to such forgeries.

Mr W. B. Redfern mentioned that he had heard the

box alluded to by those who had known Mr Dimmock, and

that Mr Dimmock had been in the habit of putting it to

a practical use. Mr Redfern also drew attention to a

similar tinder-box bearing the date 1761 in the collection

of Mr R. T. Mole of Edgbaston, Birmingham, a drawing of

which appeared in the Cambridge Graphic of 27 October,

1900, page 5.

Mr T. D. Atkinson made the following communication

:

The Seals of the Commonalty and of

THE Mayor of Cambridge.

After the great riot of 1381, certain chosen representatives

of the Town appeared before Parliament in the enquiry as to

the tumult. On being asked if they had authority under the

common seal of the town, they replied in the negative, saying

that the town had no common seal\

For nearly half a century after this the town had not a

common seal. But on the Thursday after the Nativity of the

Virgin [the 8th of September], 1423, that is, quite early in the

1 Cooper, Annals, i. 123 (1381). MS. Cole, xii, 128 h.
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reign of King Henry VI, the Four-and-Twenty made the

following ordinance

:

That there whould be a common -seal ordained, which .should V)C kept in

the treaHury under the keys of the mayor and aldermen ; and that all

leases of houses, and all matters touching the commonalty, should be

sealed therewith. And that the seal of the office of mayor should remain

in the custody of the mayor for the term of his office

The seal affixed to a deed dated 29th September, 1434, is

If inches in diameter, and repre-

sents an embattled bridge of four

complete and two incomplete

arches, and thereon, an es-

cutcheon of France modern and

England quarterly, supported

by two angels kneeling. The

legend is: S. COMUNITATIS

VILLE CANTEBRIGE^ (PI. VIIL,

1 ; and fig. 1).

The matrix of this seal is

still preserved in the Town
Clerk's Office (PI. VIL). It is

of bronze or some similar metal,

gilded, and of admirable design. It has been mutilated, but

the mutilations are not without interest, for they were done

officially when, at some later time, probably in 1575, a new

seal was obtained. I have attempted restorations of this and

of two other seals. These restorations, I may explain, are not

quite so conjectural as might at first appear; they have been

made from an examination of the originals from which, with

the aid of a magnifying glass, almost all the details can be

made out^

First Common Seal of
Cambridge, made 1423. Con-
jectural Restoration.

1 Cooper, Annals, i. 171 (1423).

'^ Cooper, Annals, i. 171. British Museum, sulphur cast, Ix. 5.

^ Plate VIII., Nos. 1, 2, 3 are from photographs of casts of old impressions,

and in the three processes some of the detail has inevitably been lost. Fig. 1,

for the loan of which I am indebted to Messrs Macmillan and Bowes, was made
before I knew of the existence of the matrix reproduced on Plate VII. from

which the reader will be able to correct some details. Plate VIII., No. 4 is from

a cast of the matrix.
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The face of the seal is circular but the handle is hexagonal

;

it is trumpet-shaped, and probably terminated

in a ring originally, but the end is broken off.

Almost the Avhole of the rim is missing, only

one-eighth of an inch of the circumference being

preserved. This small fragment of the rim

happens to be at the head of the seal and bears

a small star which marked the head so that

when the seal was being used it could be seen

that the device was quite vertical (fig. 2). ^'l423. Conjec-

This seal probably continued in use till
tubal Restor-
ATION*

1575, when Robert Cooke, Clarencieux, granted

to the town the coat of arms which appears on the seal now in

use (PL VIII., 4). The grant is as follows

:

To All and Singular whereas, the most noble Prince of

famous memory, King Henry the First, son of William Conqueror, did,

by his letters patent, incorporate the town and borough of Cambridge

with sundry liberties, whereby they are to use about their necessary

affairs, one common seal of arms, as all other corporations do; since

which time they have not only used in the same seal the portraiture of a

bridge, but also made show thereof in colours, being no perfect arms, in

such place and time, as by the magistrates of the said town and borough

was thought most meet and convenient. And forasmuch as usually all

incorporate towns do bear arms, I have not only set forth that their

ancient common seal is a true and perfect arms, but also augmented and

annexed unto the same arms, a crest and supporters, due and lawful to be

borne, in manner and form following, that is to say, Gules a bridge, in

chief a flower de luce gold between two roses silver, on a point wave three

boats sable; and to the crest, upon the healme on a wreath gold and

gules, on a mount vert a bridge silver. Mantled gules doubled silver.

The arms supported by two Neptune's horses, the upper part gules, the

nether part proper, finned gold, as more plainly appears depicted in the

margin the seventh day of June, Anno Domini, 1575 1.

Among the payments made by the Borough Treasurers in

1575, we find :

Item, to y^ Herault for grauntinge & settinge out y^ townes armes &
patent thereof, v^^^

1 Grant of Arms preserved in the Town Clerk's Office. See also Cooper,

Annals, ii. 330 (1575).

2 Cooper, Anjials, ii. 332 (Accounts of Town Treasurers 16 and 17 Eliz.).
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The seal bears the legend : SIGILLUM COMMUNITATIS VILL^E

CANTA 151110 M<:. The composition is very inferior to the earlier

designs. Moreover crests are generally considered to be in-

appropriate to corporate bodies and were not given to them

till the sixteenth century. This particular crest, a bridge on a

hill, is especially absurd. It will be noticed that the earlier

seals are not coats of arms, but devices of which the Royal

Arms, those of the grantor, form a part.

On the 25th of May 1736 " the Right Honble Edward Earl

of Oxford & Mortimer, Lord High Steward of this Corporation

made a present to the sd. Corporation of a New Seal when the

Old Seal was taken out of the Chest & broke into peices\"

Although, as we have seen, the corporate body had no

common seal till 1423, there had been for a long time past a

seal belonging to the office of Mayor. This is indicated by the

wording of the ordinance of 1423, quoted above, ordering a

common seal. The ordinance also shews that the Mayor's

seal was to be continued after the common seal had come

into use. Affairs of minor importance were to be sealed, and

are still sealed, with the Mayor's seal.

William Cole mentions^ a seal bearing the arms of France

and England on a deed of 1351, but he does not state whether

it is the common seal or that of the Mayoralty. From the fact

that it was used in the reign of King Edward III before his

conquest of France, and yet bears the arms of France, Cole

concludes that the seal is earlier than the reign of Edward

III. But Edward adopted the fleurdelis in 1340.

The earliest example known to me of an official seal of the

Mayor of Cambridge is one attached to a document dated

1352. In that year the Alderman and brethren of the Gild of

Corpus Christi executed a deed appointing John Hardy curator

of their estates, and in the deed^ they request William Horwood,

Mayor, to seal it with his official seal* because it was better

1 Corp. Common Day Book, 25 May, 1736.

2 MS. Cole, xii. 128 h.

3 Deed preserved in Corpus Christi College Muniment Eoora : 31. 85. See

also Cooper, Annals, i. 100 (1349), and MS. Cole, xii. 127 h.

^ "le seal de sonn mairealtee."
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Fig. 3. Mayor's Seal in use
IN 1352. Conjectural Re-
storation.

known than their own^ The seal affixed in compliance with

this request is an inch and a half in diameter and is inscribed

s[ig]illum majoritatis viLLE c[antebrigie] (PI. VIII., 2; and

fig. 3). The device is an embattled

bridge of four round arches, over a

river. In the middle of the bridge

is a gateway tower surmounted by

an object which might be a crock eted

spire. On either side of the tower

is a shield bearing the lions of

England, and supported by a lion.

This seal is an excellent piece of

work. Not perhaps quite so beauti-

ful in design as the common seal

of 1423, it is nevertheless full of

good crisp drawing and minute de-

tail. The strange-looking cusps in the arches are, I believe, a

rude attempt at perspective.

In 1471 the Mayor used a seal with a device slightly

different from that of 1352 (PI. VIII., 3; and fig. 4). A dispute

had arisen between Corpus Christi

College and William Godfrey, a bur-

gess, respecting a piece of land in

St Mary's Parish. The matter was

referred to John Connyngesburgh,

clerk, Doctor of Law, President of the

University, and John Croft, Mayor.

They made their award on the 15th

of November, 1471, and to it affixed

their seals^. That of the Mayor is

circular and is about the same size as

the earlier seal and bears the legend

SIGILLU. majoritatis ville [can]t. The device consists of a

level bridge of four arches over a river, and thereon an

Fig. 4. Mayor's Seal in

use in 1471. Conjectural
Restoration.

1 "Donee a Cantebrigge le demayn de 1' annuciacion de lire Dame 1' ann

de fire Seign le Roy Edward tierce apres la Conquest vijnt & sisme."

2 have sette our Seeles of our Offices aforesaid the xv day of november

thellevnth year of the reigne of Kyng Edward the fourth.
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escutcheon of France ancient and England quarterly supported

by two lions*. The design is bald and uninteresting. The

level bridge is ugly and in strong contrast witli the bold rise

of those in the earlier seals, the arches are four-centred and

poor, and there is a general lack of detail. The use of France

Ancient in heraldry at so late a date is remarkable.

In the seventeenth century'-* the Mayor used a seal bearing

the present town arms, but without the helm, crest, or sup-

porters. It was oval and measured 1| in. by 1/^ in., and on the

border was the legend : SEAL OF the mayoralty of the

BOROUGH OF CAMBRIDGE. There is a slight leaf enrichment

round the edge. The matrix is preserved in the Town Clerk's

Office.

There is a seventeenth century variant^ of this seal, oval,

and measuring 1 J in. by 1^ in. It has no legend nor the

enrichment round the edge.

The seal at present used by the mayor is exactly like the

last, bearing the town arms, without crest or supporters, legend

or enriched border. It is an oval measuring Ij^^ in. by in.

and has a neat turned wood handle. It was probably made

early in the eighteenth century or in the latter part of the

seventeenth century^.

I have to express my thanks to Mr Alderman Kett, Mayor,

to Mr H. M. Taylor, M.A., late Mayor, and to the Town Clerk,

for shewing me the seals in their possession and for allowing

me to reproduce them ; and also to the Master and to the

Bursar of Corpus Christi College for the same kindness.

1 Award preserved in Corpus Christi College Muniment Room : 31. 13. See

also MS. Cole, xii. 127 b, and Cooper, Annals, i. 219.

2 Brit. Mus. Catalogue of Seals in MSS. Department, Ix. 9; and sulphur cast.

3 Ibid. Ix. 7.

* It appears to be identical with No. Ix. 8 in the Brit. Mus. Catalogue,

attributed to the seventeenth century.
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Wednesday, March 13, 1901.

Dr Glaisher, President, in the Chair.

The election of the following was announced :

Mr Edward Broome.

The Rev. John Vavassor Durell, M.A.

Mr William Mortlock Palmer.

The Rev. W. G. Searle, M.A., made the following commu-
nication :

On a Medal of Justinian I.

In the year 1751 there was found by some Turkish

labourers, in the ruins of an old fort near Csesarea of

Cappadocia, a gold medallion of the celebrated emperor

Justinian I. (527-565), the prince whose general was the

renowned Belisarius, the conqueror of Africa and Italy.

It was purchased by Count Desalleurs, the ambassador of

France at Constantinople, for the sum of 758 frs. (or £30),

being of the estimated value of 540 frs. (or about £22). This

medallion the Count forwarded to M. Rouille, count de Jouy,

minister and secretary of state of King Louis XV, to be pre-

sented to him. It was placed in his coin-cabinet, which then

for many years had been kept in the Bibliotheque du Roi, in

the building now known as the Bibliotheque Nationale.

In 1759 M. de Boze published an account of this splendid

acquisition of the royal collection in the Mem. de VAcad. des

Inscriptions, Vol. xxvi., but without adding anything further to

our knowledge.

This medallion, of almost unique character, being three

inches in diameter and weighing half a Roman pound, or 36

of the ordinary gold coins or solidi, was justly considered one

of the greatest ornaments of the Paris coin-room, and remained

there in safety until and through the dangerous period of the

Terror.
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In that wild time men possessing more zeal than know-

ledge proposed to the National Convention to melt down the

gold coins of the collection, but M. J. J. Barthelemy, the

author of the Truvels of the Young Anacharsis, then in his

77th year, who had for many years, indeed since 1745, been

keeper of the coins, pleaded so earnestly with Gilbert Romme,
one of the members of the Convention and president of the

Committee of Public Instruction, who had been commissioned

to make a report on this proposition, that the latter persuaded

the Convention to abandon an act of such transcendent van-

dalism ; and so the medallion of Justinian escaped the crucible

for some years longer.

All through the Directorate, the Consulate, the Empire

and the Restoration this unique medallion remained un-

harnied in its home in the Rue de Richelieu. It was there

also when described by Mionnet in his well-known Catalogue

of Roman coins. In that Catalogue the coins are priced, and

this wonderful medallion was valued at £80, a sum very far

below what it would have fetched if it ever could have been

put up to auction.

At last, in 1831, its long existence came to an end.

In the night of the 5th to the 6th day of November the

coin-room of the Bibliotheque Royale was broken into, and an

immense booty was gathered together and carried off.

According to M. du Mersan the culprit was a certain

Fossard, who had made his escape from the galleys. He
had hidden himself in a dark corner in the library of printed

books, and as there was only one door between the library

and the coin-room, when all was quiet he made his way into

the latter through a hole which he made in the door by

means of a centrebit and hand-saw. Once there, he broke

open a cupboard which contained the keys of the coin-

cabinets, and so was master of the situation. Having the

whole night before him, he lit a lantern and went system-

atically through the cabinets; he pulled out the drawers to

inspect their contents, but did not take the trouble to push

them back into their places, and they were found next morning

in that condition. At last he came to the cabinet containing
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the series of imperial Roman coins. This he emptied into his

bags, adding to the coins whatever else he found of the same

metal.

Having got his booty together towards the dawn, he made
his escape by means of a rope from a window of the coin-

room which looked into the Rue de Richelieu. A patrol of

soldiers, which passed a few minutes afterwards, noticed the

rope which Fossard had left hanging from the window
;
they

roused the porter of the establishment, who gave the alarm

—

but it was too late.

It was a grievous loss, the most daring and dreadful blow

that any criminal had ever dealt a historical museum. What
was astounding was the cool way in which the authorities of

the Bibliotheque at first behaved themselves. They sent to

the newspapers notes, stating that they had lost the value of

£4000 in gold, making no mention of the artistic loss, giving

no description of the medals, and offering no reward for their

recovery. A mere grocer of the Rue de St Denis would have

shewn more energy if he had lost his dog. However, as public

opinion began to speak out, the authorities improved their

circular; then, on more careful investigation, they found that

the intrinsic value of the lost objects was £20,000.

The intrinsic value of the plunder must surely be ex-

aggerated, unless the Revue des Deux Mondes has got con-

fused between the value of the antiquities and the value of

the metal, as £20,000 worth of gold would at £4 an ounce

weigh 400 lbs., a somewhat heavy weight for one man or even

two men to carry off. A rough calculation of the weight of

the booty would perhaps reduce it to the half

So spoke the Revue des Deux Mondes (14 Nov. 1831, Vol. iv.)

soon after the robbery ; it then went off into hysterical invec-

tives against the keepers of the collections, especially Raoul

Rochette, and finished the article by suggesting that the

nation should offer the thief £40,000 on condition of the

restoration of the coins
;

and, if he did so, that it should

appoint him keeper of the coins, since he who knows how

the medals could be taken would certainly know how to keep

them in safety.

C. A. S. Comm. Vol. X. 10
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Now Fossard had a brothci- who was a woi-king jeweller;

with liiin he at once deposited the bags of coins, of which a

great portion were immediately melted down in the hope that

so the evidence of the stolen articles would disappear.

The next day all the newspapers announced the sacri-

legious crime, and the receiver, dreading discovery, passed

the following night with his son in conveying away the bags

with the coins; he hid them in the river Seine by one of

the piers of the bridge de la Tournelle. The burglar was,

however, arrested shortly afterwards, as was also the receiver,

who confessed his share in the deed and pointed out the

place where the stolen articles that remained intact were

hidden. These were then recovered and returned to the

coin-room.

Fpssard the burglar was condemned to the hulks for life,

and his accomplices received proportional sentences.

So far M. du Mersan, one of the officials, in his history of

the coin-room, writing before 1838. M. Babelon, however,

though referring to him, mentions more than one thief being

engaged in the plunder of the coins, but without giving any of

the details mentioned by M. du Mersan.

The sentences, according to the Moniteur of 17 Jan. 1883,

were

:

Etienne Fossard 40 years,

Drouilhot 20 „

Fossard pere 10 „

two others being acquitted. Fossard pere was probably the

working jeweller spoken of by du Mersan as the burglar's

brother, and Drouilhot the assistant burglar.

The booty was considerable every way, even enormous.

According to M. E. Babelon and the Revue des Deux Mondes

there were carried off

:

Roman gold medallions ... 95

Other gold coins 3192

Gold medals of the Kings of France ... c. 700

„ „ „ Popes ... ... ... 65

Other gold coins 30

Greek gold coins ... ... .,. 60
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Other articles that were carried off were

:

The patera of Rennes, a beautiful gold plate 6 inches

in diameter, with a has relief of Hercules and

Bacchus in the centre, and 16 gold coins of the

period A.D. 150-220 mounted in artistic frames

round the edge.

The gold cup of Chosroes, the Sassanidan king of

Persia.

The jewels of the tomb of Childeric I., king of the

Francs, who reigned 458-482, before the arrival of

Hengist and Horsa in Britain, discovered in 1653,

consisting of arms, fibulae, a great number of small

gold ornaments formerly attached to the king's

mantle, which Napoleon I. called bees, replacing

therefore on his imperial robe the Capetian fleur-

de-lis with actual bees ; the king's seal, &c.,

and other priceless objects in gold.

The cameos having no metal value, the robber did not

meddle with them. The patera of Rennes was recovered,

and some other articles.

When the plunder was recovered, it was found that most

of the gold jewels of Childeric's tomb and more than 2000

gold coins had been melted down. Of the coins many were

unique, others not recorded or of an archsGological and artistic

importance quite exceptional. This would leave 2000 coins

and medals as having been recovered according to the state-

ment of M. Babelon, the head of the Paris coin-cabinet, in

his paper in the Mem. de la Soc. Nationale des Antiquaires

de France of 1898, but M. Maurice Prou, also in the coin-

room, says :
" They only recovered the gold articles which

were not coins." Surely both these gentlemen cannot be

right.

The two medallions which M. Babelon in his paper most

regrets are one huge medallion of Justinian and some fairly

large ones, a gold medallion of Domitian and two similar

medallions of Commodus. These latter were the more in-

teresting because Roman gold medallions did not become

10—2
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comparatively conuiiori till the rci<^m of Caracalla. He com-

forted himself, however, with respect to the Domitian and

the Justinian, with the knowledge that engravings, though

incorrect ones, of these two coins existed, of the latter in

Mionnet, of the former by M. de Boze.

This paper of M. Babelon recalled to the memory of

M. Grueber, of the Biitish Museum coin-room, that a num-
ber of sulphur moulds of the rarest coins of the French

cabinet had been sent over to the Museum before 1831.

He looked at the collection, and was pleased to find that

it included the moulds of the great Justinian medallion.

He wrote to M. Babelon, whose delight may be imagined.

Sulphur casts were sent to Paris, and soon the French

coin-room possessed once more practically, thanks to the

galvanoplastic art, its long lost medallion in all its historic

interest.

Learning this history, I begged M. Grueber to let the

Fitzwilliam Museum have a replica, and to the kindness of

the authorities of the coin-room we owe it that I have the

pleasure of exhibiting it to-day to our Society. Mr Eeady,

who is employed by the British Museum for such purposes,

made the electrotype reproduction of the medallion.

The real medallion weighed (as I have said) 36 solidi,

or half a Boman pound. It was not the biggest of these

elephantine coins. The Frankish King Chilperic, who began

to reign in the year 561 and died 584, shewed to Gregory,

the bishop of Tours, who mentions the fact, some similar ones

weighing 72 solidi or a pound of gold, and in the Imperial

cabinet at Vienna there are medallions of Constantius II. and

of Valens weighing 40, 48, 56, and even 90 solidi. The coins

in the possession of King Chilperic were struck by order of

the Emperor Tiberius Constantius (578-582) and bore, ac-

cording to the bishop's account, on the obverse the inscrip-

tion : Tiberii Constantini perpetui augusti round his head,

and on the reverse a triumphal chariot drawn by four horses,

with the inscription Gloria romanorum. It must, however,

be stated that no such type now is found even on coins

of the ordinary size of Tiberius Constantius, and that the
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inscription on the reverse is not found after Justinian I., who
died in 565.

Other large medallions there are of the later emperors in

the great collection, but they consist of smaller coins let into

very wide and decorated frames of gold. There are very large

gold coins found among the Oriental series.

The medallion, which was struck about 1850 years ago,

but bears no mark of date, has unfortunately no matter of

historical interest to tell us. The obverse represents the

emperor nearly full face, helmeted, in armour, wearing a

military cloak and holding a javelin in his right hand; the

inscription is D. N. Justinianus P. P. Aug. On the reverse

he is represented in full military habit and holding a spear,

as riding from left to right, preceded by a winged Victory

holding a trophy, a star being in the field of the coin ; the

inscription is Salus et gloria romanorum. (This inscription is

not apparently found on any other coins. Gloria Romanorum
is frequently found, but Salus Romanorum is only found on

silver coins of Eugenius, who usurped the purple.) In the

exergue, or the part of the face of the coin cut off by

the ground-line, on which the emperor is marching, the

word CONOB is seen. This word is commonly found on the

solidus (a gold coin) from the time of the emperor Valen-

tinianus L (364-375), implying (as is commonly stated) that

the coin was struck at Constantinople, and further that 72

of them weighed a pound, OB being the Greek numerals for

72. Similar words are found for other mints: trob (Treves),

ANTOB (Antioch), SIROB (Sirmium), AQOB (Aquileia), MDOB

(Mediolanum), tesob (Thessalonica), and, what is most in-

teresting to us, AVGOB (London, on a coin of Magnus

Maximus). But that OB signifies 72 is disputed in the

new edition of Cohen's great Catalogue of Roman coins

;

the letters certainly occur on silver coins, though not fre-

quently ; on at least one bronze coin of Justinian and his

uncle Justin of the year 527 ;
besides this the word CONOB

occurs not only on the solidus, but also very frequently on

the half and on the third of the solidus, when the formula

OB =72 is manifestly incorrect.
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In Koinc cases also on coins of the later Western empire

wo iind, in conjunction with CONOB in the field of* the

coins, RM for Rome, KV for Ravenna, AR for Aries, md for

Mcdiolanum (Milan) ; this seems to shew that not even can

the CON be considered as the mint-mark of Constantinople.

It would seem, then, that the presence of the word CONOI}

on a medallion of this weight does not cast any doubt on the

genuineness of it.

I mentioned the seal-ring of King Childeric as having

been carried off with the coins. It was melted up, and the

only traces remaining of it were a mutilated plaster im-

pression and some incorrect engravings, till in 1857 one of

the assistants in the Paris coin-room (M. Dauban) found a

sealing-wax impression of it fastened into a MS. of a life

of Ste-Genevieve in the Library of Ste-Genevieve. This

impression was very well made, and is in perfect preser-

vation ; it had been made 200 years before by Pere du

Molinet, the author of the above life. Thus this wax im-

pression and the moulds of the British Museum fortunately

restored to students the true appearance of the two inte-

resting monuments of antiquity, the seal of the Frankish

King Childeric, and the medallion of the Roman Emperor

Justinian.

Dr James made the following communications :

On the Sculptures on the South Portal of the

Abbey Church at Malmesbury.

The south portal of Malmesbury Abbey Church is a very

famous monument of Ancient English sculpture. Over and

over again has it been engraved, and a good deal has been

written about the interpretation of the reliefs wuth which it

is covered. I venture to come forward with a fresh inter-

pretation of some of these subjects; and of course I do not

doubt that mine is the only one possible. I am at any

rate quite certain that my predecessors are wrong in several

cases.
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The great door is surrounded by three rows of medallions

containing figured subjects. Two detailed descriptions of these

are known to me. One was made in 1634 by an anonymous

tourist whose notes are preserved in Lansdowne MS. 213,

and are reproduced in Mackenzie Walcott's Guide to the

Abbey (1897). The other is in Professor C. R. Cockerell's

Iconography of the West Front of Wells Cathedral (1851 :

Appendix D, pp. 40—46). In both an attempt is made to

identify the subject of each sculpture.

These two authorities are at variance with me and with

each other as to the number of medallions, to begin with.

The possibility of a discrepancy is due to the very mutilated

condition—I might almost say annihilation—of the sculp-

tures on the lower part of the portal. Towards the bottom

several of them are absolutely undecipherable. The surface of

the stone has entirely perished. There need, however, be no

uncertainty as to the number of medallions which originally

existed. In the two inner arches these medallions are of

two kinds: small circular ones on the upright piers, and

larger ones, approaching an oval form, round the arch. It

is important to note that " there is no impost-moulding to

divide the upright or pier ribs from the voussoirs," to use

Cockerell's words ; but the form of the medallions effect-

ually separates off arch from pier in the case of the two

inner cordons.

In the innermost cordon there have been 8 small medal-

lions on each side of the piers, and 11 large ones on the

voussoirs : in all, 27. So far I agree with Cockerell : the

tourist of 1634 counts 28.

The second cordon has the same number of small

medallions, 8 on each side on the uprights, and 14 on the

voussoirs : in all, 30. Cockerell agrees here : the tourist

makes 27.

In the third or outermost cordon all the medallions are

large ellipses of uniform size throughout. On the uprights

there are 4 on each side, on the voussoirs, 13; in all, 21.

Cockerell agrees again : the tourist makes 23.

My reckoning of the total number of medallions for the
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several archea is therefore 27 for the innermost arch, 30

for tlie second, and 21 for the outermost. In all 78. The

tourist accidentally agrees in this total, but is wrong in

detail. Cockerell agrees in detail with me, but when he

comes to speak of the whole he reckons 70 subjects only,

omitting by accident the eight subjects on the uprights of

the outermost arch. There is therefore no real discrepancy

between his calculation and mine : and my disagreement with

the tourist causes me no uneasiness, for he is very wild in his

reckoning and in his identification.

One preliminary remark of a general nature must be made

at this point. The medallions on the uprights are not con-

nected in subject with those on the voussoirs. In the two

inner arches they are marked off from these by their different

form' and size. In the case of the outer arch the size is uni-

form throughout : but the internal evidence of the subjects

themselves is decisive. This has been seen by Cockerell, but

not by the tourist: the latter tries to make a consecutive

series of subjects run through the whole of each cordon, and

fails disastrously.

We will now take the arches one by one and go through

the sculptures of each in detail.

I. Innermost arch. We begin at the bottom on the

left-hand side, and take in one group the eight medallions

on the upright pier. My description is as follows, reading

upwards

:

1. Mutilated seated figure.

2, 3. Quite gone.

4. Single human figure, mutilated.

5. Peacock, with head to Z., looking back to R.

6. Man with head and hands on the ground to Z., apparently about

to turn a somersault.

7. Two beasts, back to back, with their heads turned inwards.

8. An angel, full-face.

The tourist of 1634 also reads the subjects upwards. He
interprets thus :

1. Defaced.

2. Light from chaos.
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3. Sea divided from land.

4. The Lord sits and beholds.

5. He makes fowls.

6. He makes fish.

7. He makes the beasts.

8. The Spirit moves on the face of the waters,

Cockerell, reading downwards, sees generally, in the 32

small medallions on the uprights, a scheme of the signs of

the Zodiac and occupations of the months. In detail, he

reads our medallions thus :

8. The Almighty.

7. Capricornus, for January.

6. Defaced : action unintelligible, perhaps Aquarius.

The remaining medallions he characterizes as " too de-

graded and imperfect to attempt an illustration."

I now pass to the eleven larger medallions on the

voussoirs of this same cordon. There is a general agree-

ment that they represent the early history of man, and read

from left to right.

1. Christ creating Adam, who is an inanimate figure on L.

2. Christ creating Eve from Adam's side. Adam sleeping on L.

3. The Prohibition of the Tree of Knowledge. The Tree is on Z.,

then Christ, then Adam and Eve.

4. The Fall. Adam on L. Eve takes the apple from the mouth of

the serpent coiled round the Tree on R. The serpent is not human-

headed.

5. Adam and Eve crouch behind two trees, and face R.

6. (Key-stone.) Christ stands facing L. with hand raised. In His

L. hand He holds a curious curved object, probably a scroll.

These two medallions (5 and 6) form one subject, the

Detection of Adam and Eve.

7. The Expulsion. Christ, on Z., thrusts Adam and Eve away to R.

8. An angel, standing in the centre, gives a spade to Adam on L. and

a distaff to Eve on R.

9. Eve sits spinning on L. : Adam, on R.^ digs.

10. A seated figure (probably Eve) on L. with a child (Cain or perhaps

Seth) on her lap. Adam (?) on R.^ facing Z., speaks. Most likely this is

the Birth of Cain.

11. Much mutilated. A figure on L. leans on a stafi! A mutilated

figure in the centre. A smaller figure on R. faces L.
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1 sus|)(3cl that this represents tlie death of Cain, who was

accidentally shot with an arrow by the blind Larnech, guided

thereto by the youth Tubal Cain, who mistook the move-

ments of Cain, concealed in a bush, for those of a wild

beast. It is almost as common a subject in the cycles of

Genesis-illustrations as any that are derived directly from

the canonical text. I may be wrong here, but I cannot

see that the medallion can possibly represent either the

sacrifice of Cain or the death of Abel. In my view, the

figure on the L. would be Lamech leaning on his bow, that

in the centre the dying Cain, and that on jR. the young

Tubal Cain.

The tourist of 1634 gives the following inter[)retations :

(9) 1. Adam made.

(10) 2. Adam sleeps and woman made.

(11, 12) 3. Paradise. (12) Adam left there.

(13) 4. Devil tempts Eve.

(14) 5. They hide themselves.

(15) 6. God calls to them.

(16) 7. God thrusts them out.

(17) 8. A spade and distaff given.

(18) 9. Adam digs: Eve spins.

(19) 10. Eve brings forth Cain.

(20) 11. Abel tills the earth.

An error in numbering has here crept into the tourist's

notes. He makes two scenes out of the third medallion, and

calls them (11) Paradise, (12) Adam left there. Otherwise the

only disagreement with me is in his interpretation of the last,

very much mutilated, subject.

Cockerell's interpretations are as follows :

1. The creation of Adam.
2. The creation of Eve.

3. The Paradise.

4. The temptation.

5. The fall, Adam and Eve hide in the garden.

6. The Almighty (in the key-stone) discovers them.

7. The condemnation.

8. The expulsion from Paradise, the gate of which is seen.

9. Adam delves and Eve spins.
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10. The Almighty enthroned and a small figure before Him, possibly

the acceptance of Abel's sacrifice.

11. Much defaced, may be the murder of Abel or the lamentation over

his body.

The description of nos. 7, 8, 10, 11 I take to be certainly

misleading.

Next come the eight smaller medallions on the right-hand

pier. These I read downwards :

I, 2, 3. Single mutilated figures.

4. Two figures stand and converse.

5. Single figure, mutilated.

6. 7, 8. Quite gone.

The tourist tries to continue the series of Biblical sub-

jects :

(21, 22) 1, 2. Two angels for keepers.

(23) 3. Abel walks in the field.

(24) 4. Cain meets him.

(25) 5. Cain kills Abel.

(26, 27, 28) 6, 7, 8. Demolished quite.

There is nothing to be said in favour of these interpre-

tations.

Cockerell speaks in general terms, reading the two uprights

(of the first and second cordons) together. He says :

" On the east side, the sixteen are scarcely more intelligible (than on

the west) ; here are five human figures, and groups, and we trace Leo,

Virgo, Gemini, and Sagittarius (like a Centaur) sufficiently to confirm

the belief that the corresponding months, and perhaps their labours and

productions, were intended."

II. The second aixli. The eight small medallions on the

left-hand pier, reading from the bottom, are as follows

:

1. Crouching figure, mutilated.

2, 3. Quite gone.

4. Two fish (1).

5. Seated figure.

6. Figure with knees somewhat bent.

7. Two figures standing.

8. An angel.
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Thu tourist only cnunierates five inedallioriH, evidently the

five uppermost

:

1, 2. God wits and bchold.s the world
i
= my iio.s. 4, 5),

3. Cain is a fugitive ( = iny no. 6).

4. IIo comes to Eve ( = no. 7).

5. An angel ( = no. 8).

Cockerell's identifications, picked out of his continuous

text, are (reading from above):

8, An angel, which may probably -signify "the Spirit of God which

moved upon the face of the waters."

7. A male and female figure, the latter draped : on which I offer no

other conjecture than the possibility of their meaning " the morning and

the evening were the first day."

He offers no other explanations of the individual medal-

lions.

\Ve continue with the larger medallions on the voussoirs,

fourteen in number. It is agreed that these illustrate Old

Testament history, and read from left to right.

1. Christ (on L.) gives an axe to Noah, commanding him to build

the Ark.

2. Noah, facing L., works at the ark with an adze.

3. Seven or eight figures (one with a paddle) in the ark.

4. An angel on L., flying down, holds the blade of Abraham's sword.

Abraham holds the hand (?) of Isaac (mutilated) on R
5. Abraham, stooping, holds the horns of the ram (on B.).

6. A nimbed figure on L. stands and speaks to a seated figure on

M. with staff. Over the head of the latter and outside the medallion is

a rounded mass of broken carving, which might represent either sun,

moon, and stars, or the heads of cattle.

I believe that this scene is either God shewing Abraham

the stars (Gen. xv. 5) and promising to make him a great

nation: or, more probably, Joseph telling his dream to Jacob

(or interpreting Pharaoh's dream). If it represents the pro-

mise to Abraham, there has been a confusion made between

the promise of Gen. xv. and that of Gen. xxii.

7. The Burning Bush. God in a tree on L. Moses on R. : one hand

to his face, the other taking off his shoe.

8. Moses (Aaron on L.) strikes the rock on R.

9. On L. two figures seated on the top of a battlemented enclosure.

They look up. On R. Moses (horned) stretches his hand to L. and
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takes the tables of the Law(?) from a head or hand on the edge of

the medallion.

10. Samson rends the lion.

11. Samson, with the gates of Gaza on his back, goes to R.

12. Samson pulls at columns suppoi-ting a roof on which are seen

figures.

13. David, with his knee on the back of a lion or bear, takes a lamb

out of its mouth.

14. David on L. with sling, Goliath (broken) on R.

The tourist of 1634:

(6) 1. God delivers Noah the axe.

(7) 2. Noah works in the ark.

(8) 3. Eight persons saved.

(9) 4. Abraham offers Isaac.

(10) 5. The lamb caught in the bush.

(11) 6. Moses talks with his father.

(12) 7. Moses keeping sheep.

(13) 8. Moses and Aaron striking the rock.

(14) 9. Moses reads the law to the elders.

(15) 10. Samson tearing the lion.

(16) 11. Samson bearing the city gates.

(17) 12. The Philistines put out his eyes.

(18) 13. David rescues the lamb.

(19) 14. David fights with Goliath.

I am in agreement with the tourist iu all but four cases.

Cockerell's interpretations are :

1. The command to Noah.

2. Noah builds the ark.

3. The family in the ark, which is supported by many pillars.

4. Noah's sacrifice.

5. The sacrifice of Isaac; the ram caught in the thicket, etc.

6. The promises to Abraham.

7. The Almighty in the burning bush.

8. Moses and Aaron : these two last forming the centre and key-

stones of the arch, not without their symbolical meaning.

9. Moses stretches his rod over Egypt.

10. Samson rends "the lion as he would a kid."

11. He carries off the gates of Gaza.

12. He diverts the Philistines.

13. David slayeth the lion and the bear.

14. David slays the Philistines.

The explanations of nos. 4, 8, 9 are not successful.
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Tho small niodallions on the right-hand pier:

1. A man on Ij. Jibout to kill a boast on li.

% P(M-hai),s an aiigcl.

3. A .single figure mutilated.

4. Cjone.

5. A single figure.

G, 7, 8. Quite gone.

The tourist draws on his fancy and continues tlie series of

subjects from the life of David, thus

:

(20) 1. Goliath slain.

(21) 2. An angel.

(22) 3. David rests himself.

(23) 4. Defaced quite.

(24) 5. David walks to Beth-horon.

(25) 6. David's entertainment there.

(2^, 27) 7, 8. Demolished quite.

We have already seen what Cockerell says of these medal-

lions. He appears to recognize Leo, Virgo, Gemini, and

Sagittarius as a centaur, amongst them : but I own I cannot

follow him.

III. The outermost cordon. As has been already stated,

the medallions on the uprights number only four on each

side; they each occupy two stones, and are twice as large

as those on the inner piers. Those on the left hand are

the only ones decently preserved : but it is impossible not

to see that the motif of those on the right was a similar

one. In each we have an upright figure, sometimes armed,

standing on a prostrate one. I have no doubt that these

are meant for Virtues conquering Vices, a theme derived from

the Psychomachia of Prudentius, and exceedingly popular in

early medieval art. It is well known that the poem in

question occurs copiously illustrated in a good many manu-

scripts. One, perhaps the finest of all, now at Corpus Christi

College, belonged to the Abbey of Malmesbury.

There appears to have been originally eight of these groups

in our sculptures. In the Psychomachia only seven contests

are described at length : but this is not really a stumbling-

block, Where more than seven Virtues and Vices were
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required by the artist, it was the habit to supply them.

Thus on the portal of the Chapter House at Salisbury

there are fourteen such groups, and in a window of the

Collegiate Church of St Florentius at Niederhaslach there

are twelve.

The individual groups on the portal hardly admit of

being assigned specially. I describe them as following, from

the bottom

:

1. Quite defaced.

2. A Virtue strikes a Vice on the head with a club (which projects

outside the medaUion). Trace of a figure on L.

3. A Virtue stands on a Vice and pierces her with a spear.

4. A Virtue with shield and spear stands on a Vice.

Of the four corresponding reliefs on the right I can say

no more than I have already said : that they are very badly

defaced, but evidently represented groups like those on the

left pier.

The tourist is not fortunate in his explanations of these

eight reliefs. He says :

1, 2. Defaced quite.

3. John the forerunner of Christ.

4. Michael the archangel.

On the right he tries, as usual, to connect the reliefs with

those above them, and in this case he allows for six scenes

instead of four. Thus :

(18) 1. Michael overthrows the devil.

(19) 2. Mary mourning for Jesus.

(20, 21, 22, 23) 3, 4. Demohshed quite.

Cockerell is on the right track, but comes to a wrong

conclusion. He says :

"We now proceed to the subjects of the outer rim (of the New
Testament) and its corresponding uprights or piers. These contain four

angels in each, who are vanquishing vices or demons in various attitudes

;

and these eight, together with the Gabriel in the annunciation, of which

they form suite, complete the nine angels, the constant accompaniment

of ecclesiastical symbolism, and the fitting guardian of every sacred right

{does he mean rite?) and locality."

The reliefs on the voussoirs of this arch are thirteen in
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nuinbor, each ocru[)ying two Htoiios, and they illustrate the

Now Testament history

:

1. Tho Aiiminciation, (Ja})riGl on L. The Virgin on R.

2. Tlio Nativity, Tho Virgin in })od, her h(vi(l to R. Johci)1i at her

feet. Tlie manger above in the centre.

3. The lower halves of three flraped figures (the surface of tho upper

stone is quite gone). The scene may have been the angel and the shep-

lierds: less probably the Magi on their way to Bethlehem. They are

almost always mounted.

4. Three figures looking to R. In Basire's engraving in the Vetusta

Monumenta one of them appears to be carrying a cup. This, if correct,

would make it pretty certain tliat they are the Magi, which is in any

case probable.

5. Joseph (?) on L. The Virgin carrying the Child towards a building

on R. The Presentation, probably.

6. Baptism of Christ. John, on Z., pours water on the head of

Christ. Water surrounds His feet. There seems to have been a third

figure on i?., most likely an angel holding the clothes.

7. Entry into Jerusalem. Christ riding to R. on an ass.

8. The Last Supper. Christ, a larger figure than the rest, in the

centre,

9. Christ on the Cross. The Virgin on Z., St John on R. The

crucified figure projects obliquely (to R.) outside the medallion.

10. Entombment. Two bearded figures bury the body. Three lamps

hang above.

11. The Eesurrection, Christ steps ut of the tomb. The lid lies

obliquely across it. No other figure remains.

12. The Ascension : a group of seated figures. Christ's feet seen in

the cloud above.

13. Pentecost. A similar scene to the last, but with the dove above.

The tourist of 1634 says:

1. The angels come to Mary.

2. Mary in childbed.

3. The three wise men come to Christ.

4. They find Him.

5. Joseph, Mary and Christ go into Egypt.

6. Christ curses the fig-tree.

7. He rides on an ass to Jerusalem.

8. He eats the Passover with His twelve apostles.

9. He is nailed to the cross.

10. Laid in the tomb by Joseph.

11. He riseth again.

12. He ascendeth into heaven.

13. The Holy Ghost descending on the Apostles.
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Cockerell

:

1. The Annunciation.

2. The Nativity.

3. The Adoration of the Magi.

4. The FHght into Egypt.

5. The Dispute with the Doctors.

6. The Saviour betrayed (singularly unfortunate, as it precedes the

Entry into Jerusalem).

7. The Saviour's Entry into Jerusalem, in the centre or key-stones.

8. The Last Supper.

9. The Crucifixion.

10. The Entombment.

11. The Resurrection.

12. The Ascension.

13. The Day of Pentecost.

I will only add that in my opinion the assignment to an

earlier period of the two great reliefs of the Apostles in the

inner porch and the tympanum of the inner door is very likely

to be correct.

There is only a fragment of the western portal remaining:

but from this fragment we can see that, like the south

porch, it had an arch surrounded by medallions. Three of

these remain on its southern side. Beginning from above,

they show :

1. A figure on L. On R. an object resembling the carcase of a beast

hung up.

2. A man with a bar to which buckets are attached across the middle

of his body. A figure on R.

3. A man seated, full-face, at a table. A figure on each side.

It seems to me likely that the series of medallions

represented the occupations of the months and signs of

the Zodiac. The third would do very well for the man
feasting, who is usually the emblem of January, but some-

times of December. The second would be Aquarius with

his buckets. The third might be the man slaughtering or

curing a pig, which usually typifies December. It is not

unheard of that the series should end, instead of beginning,

with January.

On the N. face of the capital below is a Centaur, who may
stand for Sagittarius. The west face is now obliterated.

C. A. S. Comm. Vol. X. H
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Sculptures at Lincoln Cathedral.

An unique feature in the West Front of Lincoln Cathedral

is the fragmentary series of bas-reliefs built irregularly into

the Norman portion of the structure. One point about them

must at once become obvious to any one who looks at them,

and that is that they were not designed to occupy their

present position ; and a little closer inspection will shew that

the order in which they are arranged cannot possibly be cor-

rect. As to these two matters all who have written about

the sculptures are agreed. There is not, however, a similar

unafiimity either as to their date or as to their provenance.

Some have thought that they were brought by Remigius,

the first bishop of Lincoln, from the earlier Cathedral of

Dorchester; others that they are a relic of a church of

St Mary Magdalene, which occupied the site of the present

Cathedral. It has been held, on the one hand, that they are

Saxon work of the tenth or eleventh century, and on the

other that they were inserted in the front built by Remigius,

at a date later than his episcopate. To me they seem to be

rather Saxon than Norman in character; and I suspect that

they are not earlier than the middle of the eleventh century.

A consideration in favour of their being early works is the

evident respect felt for them by those who assigned to them

so prominent a place, in spite of their fragmentary condition

:

works of comparatively recent date would not, I think, have

been so carefully preserved.

My present concern with these sculptures is to point out

their subjects, some of which have, I am sure, been wrongly

interpreted by previous writers. Two descriptions are before

me : that of Professor C. R. Cockerell ( Wells Cathedral,

Appendix L.), and that of Archdeacon Trollope (Archaeol.

Journal, XXV.), which latter is adopted by Mr Kendrick, the

writer of the excellent volume on Lincoln in Bell's English

Cathedrals.
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I shall enumerate the slabs from left to right, and shortly

describe those whose subject is not at once plain and obvious.

1—4. Groups of devils tormenting souls.

These form part of an Inferno, which itself most probably

belonged to a large composition illustrating the Last Judg-

ment. According to precedent, this Inferno should be placed

on the spectator's right, and on the Judge's left hand, if the

composition were complete.

5. Hell-mouth on L. and broken figures in it. Two draped figures

of larger scale stand upright.

This may be part of the Inferno, representing two poten-

tates cast into Hell : or it may be the Descent of Christ into

Hell. It would do very well for the latter scene, but the fact

that no other events in the Life of Christ figure in the series

makes me hesitate to adopt this explanation.

6. Six draped figures : the one on R. points upward to R.

I think this must also be a portion of the Last Judgment,

and must represent either the Apostles as assessors of the

Judge, or the Blessed being led toward Paradise.

7. Abraham's bosom. The patriarch is seated and holds a cloth full

of little figures of souls. Above, and at the lower angles, are angels,

doubtless bringing more souls.

This subject appears prominently as an incident of the

Last Judgment, on the portal of St Trophime at Aries, and

on one of the two northern portals at Rheims ; as well as at

Moissac, Vezelay, and elsewhere. Here it has a context of

a more strictly appropriate character, as will appear.

8. On Z., under architecture, three men seated at table eating and

drinking. On R. a narrow compartment with defaced remains of figures,

including three heads of dogs.

This represents Dives and two friends banqueting. On the

JR. was Lazarus at the door and dogs licking his sores.

Trollope's interpretation (Christ at Emmaus) is untenable

in view of the fact that none of the figures are nimbed, and

that there are clear traces, even in his plate, of the dogs and

Lazarus.

11—2
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9. In two ticr.s. Above, a man reclining on a bed. Two angels over

hira. Below, three men falling headlong into Hell-mouth, where a demon

awaits them.

This is evidently a picture of the death of Lazarus, " carried

by angels into heaven," and of Dives, whose two friends share

his doom. Nos. 7, 8, 9, therefore, all illustrate the Parable of

Dives and Lazarus : and no. 7 should be placed last.

10. A fragment of drapery, which belonged to a figure apparently

inclining to R.

The careful preservation of this fragment (which cannot be

interpreted as it stands) is noteworthy.

This carries us up to the L. hand of the central portal.

Of the sculptures which formed the central portion of our

series none have been built in ; but fragments found buried

in tbe Cathedral close and now kept in the cloisters show

that, as we should expect, it represented a "majesty," i.e.

Christ, enthroned in glory, surrounded by the Evangelistic

emblems.

All the slabs on the right of the central door belong to

a series illustrating Old Testament history.

11. The Expulsion of Adam and Eve from Paradise.

12. Two figures tilling the ground with an adze and another tool.

Above is a band of conventional foliage, and on R. a hand, immediately

under this, holds a bag(?). The figure on L. is beardless, that on R.

bearded.

This is generally taken to represent Adam toiling, after

the Fall. But both figures, as I think, are male : and the

absence of Eve spinning constitutes a very strange devia-

tion from the accepted scheme. I am more inclined to see

in it Noah cultivating the vine. If the object which the

Divine Hand is holding can be a cluster of grapes, this

would be certain. If it really is a bag, I do not see what

it means.

13. Above, a band of foliage: below it a figure (?) reclining (head

to R.) with hand on body. A mutilated figure in a stooping position is

near this point. Below, on Z., a headless figure seated: one in excited

motion on R.

Cockerell calls this the Death of Isaac, with Jacob, Esau

and Rebekah.
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Trollope, Hannah with the infant Samuel, and (below)

Samuel prophesying to Eli.

I venture to connect it with the last subject (the band of

foliage shows that there is a close connexion), and to see in it

the Shame of Noah and Noah cursing Canaan.

14. Christ speaks to Noah and commands him to build the ark.

15. Noah and one of his sons make the ark.

16 (interpolated). Daniel in the lions' den.

17. Five figures in the ark. Above, on Z., are a bird or birds (the

Dove and Raven)
;
below, in front, are animals.

18. Eight figures, two and two (leaving the ark), face E.

19. Christ speaks to Noah (after the Deluge).

20. The Deluge.

This slab is only visible from the interior of the south-

western Chapel, which was added before 1250, and thus gives

us a terminus ad quern for the insertion of the sculptures into

the west front.

We have so few relics of early medieval narrative-sculpture

in this country that it is well worth while to see that we

understand and value such as we do possess.

When we have instanced the two slabs at Chichester (evi-

dently part of a larger series), the portals at Malmesbury and

Glastonbury, the Lincoln reliefs, those on the west front of

Wells, those in the Chapter-house at Salisbury, in the Lady

Chapel of Ely, and on the roofs of the Cathedral and cloisters

of Norwich, our list of continuous Bible histories is well-nigh

exhausted.

It is not probable that such things were ever so common
here as they were in France ; nor did our workmen commonly

attain to such high excellence as the sculptors of Auxerre,

Bourges, or Chartres. For all that, they produced beautiful

and interesting work ; and a good deal has yet to be done

before the remains of it have been fully elucidated.

Lincoln, for instance, offers, besides its bas-reliefs, a series

of figures of angels which are so noble in conception that they

have given a name to that part of the Church in which

they are—the Angel-choir. In spite of their excellence, it

is impossible to procure any satisfactory illustration of the
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whole scries, much less any tolerable interpretation ; for that

of Professor Cockerell is to the last degree forced and un-

natural.

Will not some one who is a competent photographer as

well as a lover of beautiful things, procure us good pictures

of these Lincoln angels ? We should then be in a position to

judge whether it is really possible to assign a definite meaning

to each of the figures.

W. M. Fawcett, M.A., exhibited to the Society a Cyprian

coin.

Wednesday, May 15, 1901.

Dr Glaisher, President, in the Chair.

The election of the following was announced :

Mr Edward Macdonald Hugh Jackson.

Mr Charles Peter Allix.

Dr C. Hose and Dr A. C. Haddon made a communication :

On Stone Implements from Sarawak.

The publication of the communication is delayed owing to the

absencefrom England of Dr Hose.

Dr Haddon also exhibited specimens of Stone and of native

pottery from Rhodesia, presented by Mr Franklin White.
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ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING.

Wednesday, May 29, 1901.

Dr Glaisher, President, in the Chair.

The Treasurer submitted his annual statement of accounts.

The following were elected officers for the year 1901—1902 :

President: Arthur Gray, Esq., M.A., Jesus College.

Vice-Presidents: John Ebenezer Foster, Esq., M.A.,

Trinity College; James Whitbread Lee Glaisher, Esq.,

Sc.D., F.R.S., Trinity College; Francis John Henry
Jenkinson, Esq., M.A., Trinity College, University Librarian.

Treasurer: Robert Bowes, Esq., 13, Park Terrace.

Secretary: Thomas Dinham Atkinson, Esq., St Mary's

Passage.

Ordinary Members of Council: Thomas McKenny
Hughes, Esq., M.A., F.R.S., F.S.A., Clare College, Woodwardian

Professor ; Edwin Charles Clark, LL.D., F.S.A., St John's

College, Regius Professor of Civil Law
; William Ridgeway,

Esq., M.A., Gonville and Cains College, Disney Professor;

James Bass Mullinger, Esq., M.A., St John's College,

University Lecturer in History; John Willis Clark, Esq.,

M.A., F.S.A., Trinity College, Registrary of the University
;

John Peile, Esq., Litt.D., Master of Christ's College ; Alfred

Cort Haddon, Esq., Sc.D., F.R.S., Christ's College; The

Reverend William George Searle, M.A., Queens' College;

Stanley Mordaunt Leathes, Esq., M.A., Trinity College

;

William John Corbett, Esq., M.A., King's College

;

William Milner Fawcett, Esq., M.A., Jesus College;

Montague Rhodes James, Esq., Litt.D., King's College,

Director of the Fitzwilliam Museum; Charles Edward
Sayle, Esq., M.A., St John's College.

Editor of Proceedings : Charles Edward Sayle, Esq.,

MA., St John's College.

Auditors: Alderman George Kett; James Bennet

Peace, Esq., M.A., Emmanuel College.
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The Report of the Council was read.

The Council record with regret the deaths of several

Members : Dr Creighton, Bishop of London, Dr Porter, Master

of Peterhouse, and Dr Sidgwick, Professor of Moral Philosophy;

and of one Honorary Member: Professor Emil Htibner of

Berlin.

The members of the Society now number 246, and the

honorary members 12.

During the past session eight meetings have been held,

at which the average attendance has been 25.

Twelve communications have been made, namely: By
Mr J. E. Foster and Mr E. M. H. Jackson : Exhibition of a

Pre-Reformation Paten from Parson Drove. By Dr Glaisher,

President : Exhibition of some specimens of English pottery

{not enamelled), A.D. 1500—1750. By Dr C. Hose and Dr A. C.

Haddon : Stone Implements from Sarawak, with exhibition of

specimens. By Dr M. R. James : (a) On paintings formerly in

the Chapter House at Worcester
; (6) On another set of paintings

formerly at Worcester; (c) On sculptures at Malmesbury,

Lincoln, etc.
;

{d) On a series of early windows at Canterbury

Cathedral. By Mr W. B. Redfern : Exhibition of old metal-work.

By Mr C. E. Sayle : Exhibition of a Tinder-box said to have

been the property of Shakespeare. By the Rev. W. G. Searle :

An account of a lost medallion of Justinian I. illustrated by

an electrotype copy of the medallion. By the Rev. Dr Skeat

:

On Cambridgeshire Place-names. By the Secretary : Exhibition

of the remains of the Borough Seal of 1423.

A Lecture has been given by Mr D. MacRitchie : On Under-

ground Dwellings in the British Isles.

During the year the following works have been issued

:

The Manuscripts in the Library, Lambeth Palace, by M. R.

James, Litt.D.

The Charters of the Borough of Cambridge. Edited by F. W.
Maitland, LL.D. and Miss Mary Bateson. Published

jointly by the Corporation of Cambridge and the Society.
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The following works are in a forward state and will be

issued shortly

:

The Proceedings (No. XLi.).

Liber de ohitibus et aliis memorabilibus istius cenobii [Christ

Church, Canterbury] autore Joh. Stone [1415-1472]. Pre-

served in Corpus Christi College Library. Edited by the

Rev. W. G. Searle, M.A.

CambHdgeshire Place-names. By Professor W. W. Skeat,

Litt.D.

The Feet of Fines for Huntingdonshire. Edited by J. C. Tingey

and G. I. Turner.

The following new work has been undertaken:

By Dr M. R. James: The Twelve Theological Windows at

Gantei'bury Cathedral.

The progress made with the Histoi^y of the County is

described in the appended Report of the County History

Committee.

A large part of The Accounts of the Churchtvarde^is of Saint

Mary the Great is in type and it is hoped that the volume will

be published in the autumn.

The work of photographing the more important objects

contained in the Murray Collection is proceeding.

The Society has purchased for the Museum the whole of

Mr S. J. Freeman's collection of local earthenware, and Mr
Freeman has presented a small collection of objects, chiefly of

bronze and bone, found in the neighbourhood.

The Society has arranged an exchange of publications with

the following additional Societies :

La Societe arch^ologique du Midi de la France.

The East Hertfordshire Antiquarian Society.

La Societe d'Histoire et d'Archeologie de Gand.

Our Society now receives the publications of 37 corre-

sponding English societies and of 27 Continental and American

societies.
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The Report of the County History Committee was read.

COMMITTEE

:

The Lord Bishop of Kly, The Palace, Ely.

A. Peckover, LL.D., F.S.A., Lord Lieutenant, Wisbech.

C. P. Allix, M.A., Swaffham Prior.

T. D. Atkinson, Esq., 5 St Mary's Passage, Cambridge.

R. Bowes, Esq., 13 Park Terrace, Cambridge.

Rev. J. W. E. CoNYBEARE, M.A., Stokeslea, Union Road,

Cambridge.

W. J. CoRBETT, M.A., King's College, Cambridge.

J. E. Foster, M.A., 10 Trinity Street, Cambridge.

A. Gray, M.A., Jesus College, Cambridge.

Professor T. McKenny Hughes, Hills Road, Cambridge.

J. Bass Mullinger, M.A., St John's College, Cambridge.

W. M. Palmer, Esq., Linton House, Linton.

Professor W. Ridgeway, Fen Ditton.

C. E. Sayle, M.A., 9 Brookside, Cambridge {Secretary).

Rev. W. G. Searle, M.A., 11 Scroope Terrace, Cambridge.

The Committee beg leave to report on the progress made with

the new history of Cambridgeshire undertaken by the Society.

The Committee has met, since its formation, on the first Friday

of every month.

The list of parishes, with a view to the separate parochial

history, has been worked through systematically, and a considerable

amount of correspondence has been undertaken. As a result 27

parishes have been definitely allotted, and the accounts of two have

already been received.

A Memorandum was issued by the Committee on 1 May, 1900.

In this it was announced that Mr W. J. Corbett had made himself

answerable for the earlier Manorial History of the County, and

Professor Skeat for the Place-Names.
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Messrs J. E. Foster and R. Bowes have compiled a manuscript

Index of the Cambridgeshire entries in the following works :

Publications of the Record Commissioners and of the

Master of the Rolls.

Calendars,

Patent Rolls for years

1200-1216 1327—1330 1377—1381

1281—1292 1330—1334 1381—1385

1292—1301 1334—1338 1461—1467

1301—1307 1338—1340 1467—1477.

1307—1313

Close Rolls for the years

1204—1224 1318—1323 1330—1333

1307—1313 1327—1330 1333—1337.

1313—1318

Papal Letters, Vol. 1. 1198—1304.

Vol. 2. 1305—1342.

Vol. 3. 1342—1362.

Papal Petitions, Vol. 1. 1342—1419.

Placita quo warranto (Lond. 1818).

Documents in France relating to England 918—1206.

Inquisitiones post Mortem in folio.

Vol. 1. Henry III. to Edward II.

Vol. 2. Edward III.

Vol. 3. Richard II. and Henry IV.

Inquisitiones post Mortem in 8vo.

Vol. 1. Henry VII.

Feudal Aids, VoL 1. 1284—1431.

Letters Foreign and Domestic of Henry VIII.

Vol. 3. 1519—1523.

Vol. 4. Part 3.

Vol. 5. Part 1.

Catalogues of Ancient Deeds in the Record Office, Vols. 1, 2

and 3.

Index to Rymer's Foedera.

Issue Roll of Thomas de Brautingham, 1376.

Charters of Duchy of Lancaster.
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Issues of Exchequer, Henry TIT. to Henry VI.

„ James I.

Red Book of the Exchequer.

Ramsey Cartulary.

Other Publications.

Pipe Roll Society, Publications of.

Index to Charters in the British Museum.
Cartularium Saxonicum (W. De Gray-Birch).

Calendar of Wills proved in Hustings Court of the City of

London.

This index is at the disposal of any contributor.

Messrs T. D. Atkinson and J. E. Foster have made considerable

collections for a volume of Official Lists.

Mr H. G. Fordham has undertaken the Cartography.

Mr W. H. Bullock Hall has promised an account of the

Roman Roads.

Mr A. E. Shipley has consented to act as General Editor of the

section of the prefatory matter relating to the Natural History.

The Committee hope that this statement will be found satis-

factory to members of the Society. When it is remembered that

the whole of the work is undertaken by the contributors without

any sort of remuneration, the Committee are of opinion that they

are to be congratulated on the amount of work already done.

It is obvious that in many ways, by the employment of paid

clerical assistance, the work might be very easily developed : but

the Committee do not, at this stage, propose to ask for help of

this kind. It has been realized from the first that a great deal of

useful work can be done by mere co-operation, and by the adoption

of a regular plan.

The Committee hope to gain the assistance, however small,

of other members of the Society or of independent workers. There

is abundant work to be done if only workers would come forward
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either with definite offers or with a willingness to undertake some

definite piece of work which could quite readilj^ be pointed out.

Signed on behalf of the Committee,

CHARLES SAYLE,

General Editor and Secretary,
3 May, 1901.

Subjoined are the headings to which attention is to be given

in the parochial descriptions reprinted from the original prospectus

issued 25 July, 1899.

Name of Village (spelling in Domesday).

Acreage.

Population.

Manors.

Church.

Patron Saint.

Advowson (with previous history).

List of Rectors and Vicars.

Architecture.

Bells. Glass. Plate. Chantries.

Registers &c.

Gilds.

Charities.

Feasts and Fairs.

Earthworks.

Antiquities and Customs.

Coins, Medals and Tokens.

Noteworthy Houses, Families, Events, Legends.

Natural History.

Industries (past and present).

Other points of interest.

The President proposed the following alteration in Rule X.

" To add after the words ' members of the Society ' :
' Provided

that it shall be in the power of the Council, in the event of the

member appointed to edit the Proceedings of the Society not

being a Member of the Council, to co-opt such Member as an

additional Member of the Council, in which case the number of

ordinary Members of Council may be thirteen.'
"

The motion was agreed to.

Mr W. B. Redfern exhibited specimens of old metal-work.



LIST OF PRESENTS TO THE LIBRARY

RECEIVED DURING THE YEAR ENDING

29 MAY 1901.

A. From various Donors:

From Mr A. N. Disney

:

Camden's Britannia. Ed. by E. Gibson. London, 1695.

Panorama of the Thames. London. S. Leigh.

From Mr W. M. Fawcett

:

Fenland Notes and Queries.

Ely Diocesan Kemembrancer.

From the Editor

:

The Antiquary.

From the Bradford Historical and Antiquarian Society

:

The Bradford Antiquary, Parts 1—10.

From the Monumental Brass Society

:

Portfolio, Vol. II, Parts 1, 2.

Transactions, Vol. iv, Parts 1, 2.

From the Society of Architects

:

Journal, Vol. vii, Nos. 7—12.

The Architects' Magazine, Vol. i, Nos. 1—7.

Year Book, 1901.

From the Public Museum, Milwaukee

:

17th Annual Report.

From the Free Museum of Science and Art, University of Pennsylvania

Bulletin, Vol. ii. Parts 3, 4.

From the Old North West Genealogical Society :

The Old North West Genealogical Quarterly, Vol. iii, Part 3.
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Mdmoires, Vol. xxxix (1899).
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(
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:
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:
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{Secretary, Hans Hildebrand, Stockholm)

:
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50. Gommission Imperiale Archeologique de la Russie {Secretaire, M.

Tiesenhausen, k I'Hermitage, Petersbourg)

:
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:

'E(f)rjnepls 'ApxaioKoyiKT], 1900.

UpaKTiKa TTjS 'Eraipias, 1899.
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52. Societe d'Archdologie de Bruxelles {Secrdariat Gdneral, Rue Raven-

stein, 11, Bruxelles)

:

Annales, Vol. xiv. Parts 1—4.

Annuaire, Vol. xii.

53. Institut Archeologique Liegeois {Secretary, Dr Joseph Halkin,

36, Rue des Houblonni^res, Li^ge)

:

Bulletin, Vol. xxix. Parts 1, 2.
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54. American Aiiti(iuarian Society {Librarian^ E. M. Barton, Esq., I

Worcester, Massachusetts, U.S.A.)

:

Troceedings, Vol. xiii, Part 3 and Title, &c., pp. i—viii
;
Index,

pp. 511—538 ; Vol. xiv. Part 1.

55. Archaeological Institute of America {Curator, B. I. Oilman, Esq.,

Museum of Fine Arts, Boston, Massachusetts, U.S.A.)

:

Nothing received this year. !

56. Davenport Academy of Natural Sciences {Corresponding Secretary

and Curator, Professor W. H. Barris, Davenport, Iowa, U.S.A.):

Proceedings, Vol. ii, Nos. 1, 2 ; Vol. iii, Nos. 1—3 ; Vols, iv,
i

V, VII.

j

57. Johns Hopkins University {Secretary of the Publication Agency,
\

N. Murray, Esq., Baltimore, Maryland, U.S.A.):
'

University Studies in Historical and Political Science, Seven-

teenth Series, Nos. 6—12; Eighteenth Series, Nos. 1—4.

58. Numismatic and Antiquarian Society of Philadelphia {Corresponding

Secretary, B. S. Lyman, Esq., Philadelphia, U.S.A.):

Nothing received this year.

59. Peabody Museum, Cambridge, Massachusetts, U.S.A. {Curator, F. W.

Putnam, Esq.)

:

Memoirs, Vol. i. Part 2.

60. Smithsonian Institution, Washington, U.S.A. {Secretary, P. Langley,

Esq.):

Bureau of Education: Report, 1898—99. Vols. 1, 2. 1900.

An old Indian Village. By J. A. Udden. Rock Island, 111., 1900.
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—

Athenceum.
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PROCEEDINGS

OF THE

Cambritrcre antiquarian ^omtp;

WITH COMMUNICATIONS.

1901—1902.

All meetings this ye^tr were held in the Museum of

Archaeology and of Ethnology.

Monday, 28 October 1901, at 8.30 p.m.

Mr Gray, President, in the Chair.

Professor Hughes read the following note (communicated

by Mr H. G. Fordham) :

Note on a supposed Eomano-British

Settlement at Odsey.

In the autumn of 1899, in digging the foundation of a wall

on the north-east side of the kitchen garden at Odsey, in the

extreme south-western point of Cambridgeshire, a section across

a ditch and bank was exposed, of which a drawing to scale is

given below.

C. A. S. Comm. Vol. X. 13
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Almost exactly similar sections of ditches and ramparts arc

figured by the late General Pitt Rivers in his great work on

SECTION ON LINE A-B OF PLAN.
o' 3^ii ii 41 43 47 ti CO ca

;

'•

;

olrck. ;
bank.

H.G.K dek. I90i: Scale t-^ ^^"^
i--f °̂ SURFACE MOULD & LOAM

.
[~3 UNDISTURBED.Iil

the excavations undertaken by him in Cranborne Chase, near

Rushmore, on the borders of Dorset and Wilts, Good ex-

amples of these sections are shown in Plates III. and IV. of

Vol. I. (1887), referring to ground plans (Plates II. and III.) of

a Romano-British village, Woodcuts Common, Dorset, in the

same volume.

Before the kitchen-garden was laid out, and its boundary

walls built at Odsey, there was a fairly well-defined bank, form-

ing three sides of a rectangular space measuring about 100 feet

by 120 feet within the bank. The fourth side (that on the

north-east) had disappeared. The whole enclosure was situated

in a meadow on ground sloping slightly towards the north, and

mostly within the area of the new garden. A little further to

the north, on the same slope, are the present farm-buildings,

some parts of which, if not themselves of any great antiquity,

contain, at all events, ancient materials.

At the present time only so much of the remains of the

bank are extant and traceable on the surface as lie outside the

area of the garden, the rest having been destroyed in levelling

for the garden. A sketch-plan of the bank, with the ditch as

assumed to exist alongside it from the evidence obtained of their

relative position where both are cut by the section (A—B), is

given by way of illustration on a small scale.

For the purpose of obtaining a sound foundation for the

wall the earth and chalky loam and rubble with which the
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ditch was filled, and of which the bank, so far as it now remains

in its degraded form, was made, were cut through down to the

f §5
SHRUBBERY o

a

H G F delt 1901

solid chalk. Both slopes of the ditch and the bottom were

shown to be clean cut in the rock. The slopes were at an

angle of 41", the depth from the present ground line measured

about 5 ft., and from the surface of the solid chalk 3 ft. 3 inches
;

the extreme widths were, at the surface of the rock 11 feet, and

at the bottom of the ditch 2 feet.

The ditch was filled up with earth mixed with a certain

quantity of chalk, forming a compact material of a light brown

13—2
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colour; tho bank contained the chalk thrown from the ditch,

apparently, mixed with some soil. Nothing of any interest was

found in the sections made for the foundations of the garden

walls, nor in any of the levelling necessary for laying out the

garden itself, a few broken fragments of bones and portions of

apparently modern tiles being the only adventitious substances

in the sub-soiP.

There is nothing improbable in the idea of a very early

settlement at Odsey. The locality gives its name to a Hert-

fordshire Hundred, although it is itself now just within the

borders of Cambridgeshire, and here one may assume that the

Hundred Moot was held. Situated in a shallow valley on the

outcrop of the chalk, a little above the horizon of the Melbourn

Rock, and 250 feet above sea-level, with the Icknield Way
bounding it on the south-east, and a number of well-defined

barrows on the adjacent hills, it is not an unlikely place for

a village of the Romano-British period. Adjoining the present

farm buildings is a deep pit or hollow which may have been a

pond 2, and on both sides of the shallow valley in which this

depression exists are traces on the present surface of banks,

hollows, and pits, which may probably some of them have

belonged to an early period.

Such a ditch as is here found, with the corresponding bank

supporting a timber palisade, would be effective for defensive

purposes at the period to which they are attributed, and there

seems no other probable object for which so wide and deep

a ditch could have been cut, especially as no surface drainage

of any consequence could ever have been necessary on so dry

a soil. In every respect the ditch and bank resemble those

examined in so much detail by General Pitt Rivers in Dorset-

shire, where the situation and underlying rock formation are

closely comparable to those at Odsey.

Although the conclusion that there was a centre of popula-

tion here in late prehistoric times seems a sound one, Odsey

1 An iron arrow-head has, however, since been found and will, it is hoped,

be described later.

2 See History of Hertfordshire: Hundred of Odsey, by J. E. Cussans:

London, 1873, Fo., p. 6, note.
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appears never to have been in any sense a populous place.

Forming a narrow extension of the parish of Guilden Morden

jutting out into Hertfordshire, it is first knov^^n in historic

times as a Manor or Grange belonging to the Bedfordshire

Abbey of Warden, of the annual value at the dissolution of the

monasteries, when it passed into the hands of John Sewster

(1543), of £6. Os. lOd. There is no documentary evidence as

to its ownership from that time till 1705. It was then sold

for £1600 by Thomas Fountaine and John Duckett, both of

Lincoln's Inn, to Robert Chester, of Cockenhatch. In 1722

Chester sold the estate to William, Duke of Devonshire, for

£2310, by whom a house, cottages and stables were built, and

a racing establishment was maintained in connection with the

Odsey race-course, which lay in the parish of Kelshall, Herts.,

on Kelshall Heath, on the south-east side of the Icknield Way.

This course is marked on most of the county maps of Hertford-

shire, published in the 18th century, and regular race-meetings

were held there. The property was sold to Edward King

Fordham and George Fordham by the then Duke of Devonshire

in 1793 for £3600, and has remained in the Fordham family

since that date.

The Manor is described in the particulars of the sale of

1798 as a "manor within itself," and has presumably always

remained in the hands of the lord ; at all events it has never

in recent times had any tenants.
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0^^ THE J'OTTEU'S FIKLI^ AT HoilNlNClSKA , WI'IJI A

COMPARATIVE NOTICE OF THE KILNS AND FUR-

NACES FOUND IN THE NEIGHBOURHOOD.

By Professor T. M^Kenny Hughes.

PART 1.

In endeavouring to make out the early history of any

country there is perhaps no line of enquiry which might be

expected to give more trustworthy data than an examination

of the potters' fields. The nature of the clay employed, the

convenience of obtaining fuel, the facilities for constructing

deep or shallow kilns, combine to impress a character of its

own upon the ware turned out from any pottery.

The conservatism of primaeval man and of the labouring

classes of all ages tends to keep up a fashion in form and orna-

ment. Moreover the requirements of a district as shown in the

kind of ware most in demand, and the law of supply and

demand, must have been much the same with regard to such

commodities through all time, and therefore we may expect

to find in the potters' refuse-heaps a record of the mode of life

of the people amongst whom they found a market.

If there was any national style, or any family tradition as

to the manufacture, it would be likely to be handed on and to

change but slowly, and, with increase of population and its wider

dispersal, with greater facility of transport and growing reputa-

tion for the quality of the ware, the range of distribution would

increase.

How important therefore for those who are trying to make

out the history of the races that have successively been ab-

sorbed, and now form the inhabitants of our islands, to collect

carefully and arrange so as to facilitate comparative study

every type of ware manufactured in each centre, in order that,

when we are examining the various settlements scattered over

the country, we may be able to say that the inhabitants used

partly, chiefly, or wholly, the ware of certain potteries which
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have become for us what the various mints are to the mimis-

matist.

Thanks to the Treasurer of the Cambridge Antiquarian

Society, excavations have recently been undertaken by it, and

the occurrence of what appeared to be a potter's field at

Horningsea induced those to whom the carrying out of the

work was entrusted to commence operations on that site.

In all excavations of this kind it is important to bear in

mind that many questions not before the explorers at the

commencement of their work may arise out of it or may be

asked about it in the future in consequence of knowledge

obtained elsewhere, and therefore what is done in any locality

should be complete, and the whole of the evidence preserved.

Moreover care should be taken as far as possible not to

hinder later investigations by leaving spoil heaps where there

is a probability of further research being desirable, or merely

cutting a trench to find the objects in the upper soil without

clearing it out to the bottom of the made-ground. The

exact area dug over should be indicated on a plan, and, if

the circumstances permit, by stakes or other marks on the

ground. These rules were followed as far as practicable in all

our excavations.

In connection with these enquiries it is interesting to note

how many of our ecclesiastical and monastic establishments

were placed upon or near sites previously occupied by the

Romans. The original of Barnwell Priory was on the Castle

Hill, which, as well as the site to which the Priory was removed

in the 13th century, is full of Roman remains.

The ground round St Sepulchre's Church was occupied by

them ; Chesterton has yielded a great many Roman relics and

has part of its ruined friary still standing.

Round Biggin Abbey Roman bronzes and other relics have

been found, and we find that there was a monastic establishment

at Horningsea \ in the immediate neighbourhood of which the

important discoveries now described were made and the various

^ See Eev. Wm. K. Clay, History of the Parish of Horningsey in the County

of Gamhridye {Canib. Ant. Soc. Octavo Publications, No. vii.).
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iuLorcstiiig objcclH brought t(3gcthcr by Mr Saunders and now

in the Archaeological Museum were collected.

Let us first consider what is the nature of the proof that

we have at Horningsea the site of a potter's field.

The most important evidence is the occurrence of fragments

of vessels marred in the making, that is to say burst, owing to

there having been bits of lime or other stone in the clay, or

deformed because the clay was not sufficiently firm when put

into the kiln. The ground is covered with a thick layer of

wasters, and these are seen to be mostly of one class of ware,

that is, such as could be made of the same clay and baked in

the same kiln. A few fragments of imported ware of a different

kind and remains of the food and food-vessels and various

implements used by the workmen occur among them, but they

are the exception. Lumps of clay are found which seem to

have been kneaded by hand and still show the imprints of

fingers and even the pattern of the skin, the importance of

which as a means of identification has been pointed out by

Mr Francis Galton. These lumps are about the size that would

be put on a lathe at one time in making earthen vessels. Some
may be samples of clay on trial. They are sun-dried and

sometimes slightly fired, and it may be that some of them,

especially when moulded into a ring, were used to support or

prop up the vessels while still soft.

Another proof of the existence of a potter's field is the

occurrence of kilns. Unfortunately in the case of Horningsea

no competent observer has seen any of the kilns which the

w^orkmen are said to have come upon in the course of gravel

digging upon the site of the supposed pottery, and we have to

rely solely upon hearsay. Other kilns have been carefully

explored in the neighbourhood of Cambridge, but it is very

doubtful if not improbable that any of these were used for

firing earthenware.

In the year 1875 the railway cutting at Fulbourn Station

was widened, and as I was informed some 30 or more human

skeletons were found lying at full length at a depth of about

two feet. I saw fragments of two skeletons lying about but in

place I found only the skeleton of an ox at (a), see Fig. 1,
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and some small human bones at (b). These were both inter-

ments. The surface was covered by a layer of mould (c) to

a depth of from two to six feet. Where excavations had been

made through this soil the surface soon got levelled up, and

it was not easy to tell how much of the surface-soil had been

formed since the excavation was made.

Below the surface-soil were some natural pockets and

pipes (d) of sand and gravel, easily distinguished by their form

and contents from the excavations.

The greater part of the cutting was in chalk-marl (e), which

however was much contorted and shown to be remanie by the

occurrence in it of (/) pockets and lines of reddish sand,

scattered flints and pebbles of quartzite. At the bottom of the

cutting the undisturbed chalk (g) was seen in places.

t) a

g g

Fig. 1. Eailway Cutting at Fulbouen.

At (h) there was an excavation in the chalk-marl to a depth

of about 13 feet, around the lower part of which a shelf ran.

The whole was lined with stones selected from the gravel.

There was a flue constructed round the base, and cross flues as

if for the purpose of distributing the heat. Some coked wood

and fern remained at the bottom, and the upper part of the

chamber was full of burnt chalk, the top of which had been

slaked into a soft white paste, while in the lower part it had

run and crystallized in the interstices of the larger fragments,

forming a hard chalk breccia. I found some broken Roman
ware in tlie kiln but not of such uniformity of character as to

indicate that it had been made there.

This looked like a lime-kiln which had been prepared,

lighted, and then suddenly deserted.

Mr Carter^ has recorded the occurrence of similar kilns and

interments at an earlier stage in the progress of the work and

1 Excavations, apparently of Roman date, recently discovered at Fulbourn

by Jas. Carter, Esq., F.R.C.S., 1875 {Camb. Ant. Soc. Comm. iii. 313).
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expressed Uie opinion that these furnaces were lirue-kihis of

Roman date.

At Chesterford, which is the nriost distinctively and ex-

clusively Roman town v^e have in East Anglia, a kiln was

discovered in 1879 in the pit immediately beyond the mill and

public-house near the station, on the north side of the road

leading up to the village. In digging gravel for road-mending

the workmen came upon some masonry which they broke

through, destroying the greater part of an elliptical window-

like opening (see Fig. 2), which unfortunately happened to be

on the side first approached.

Fig. 2. Kiln at Chestebford.

This masonry consisted of a wall lining a circular pit, the

bottom of which was 15 feet from the surface. The top was

destroyed and the pit, having been used in Roman times as a

rubbish hole, was filled with the same kind of objects as those

which occurred in rubbish pits all over the area (see Fig. 3).

Its inside diameter was 12 feet at the top but decreased down-

wards, till at a depth of 10 feet its diameter was 10 feet 9 inches.

Here a ledge (see Fig. 3) 13^ inches broad ran round the

interior, reducing the diameter of the pit by just the width of

the ledge. The pit then tapered off like the narrow end of
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an egg with a flat bottom about 2 feet across. The plaster

uniformly covered this ledge and the basin-like hollow of which

it formed as it were the rim.

The kiln had been constructed by digging a circular hole

in the gravel and lining it with a wall, 1 foot 8 inches to

2 feet in thickness, which was built almost entirely of stones

out of the gravel or perhaps picked up on the flanks of the

adjoining hills, the tops of which are covered with the boulder

clay, which furnished far-travelled boulders to the gravel and to

the surface soil.

Fig. 3. Kiln at Chesterfokd.

The stones consisted of carboniferous and other sandstones,

gneiss, basalt, and, more rarely, flints and Jurassic limestones,

both of which last were ill adapted for bearing the heat of

the kiln and had often been nearly destroyed. A few Roman
bricks were built in near the entrance. The whole of the

masonry was cemented together with a slightly calcareous

mud and the inside was plastered all over with the same,

which was baked hard and flaked off easily. Opposite to the

oval window there was a large door reaching down to the level

of the ledge, with projecting plastered sides in continuation of

and similar to the rest of the wall.
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A passage cut in the gravel on the north side (see Fig. 2)

led to the door and the gravel on either side of" this passage

was Iield np by a wall similar to that of which the kiln was

constructed and similarly plastered.

On the opposite side of the kiln from the door at about

9 feet from the base was the elliptical opening mentioned

above which appeared to have been about 2 feet in longest

diameter (see Fig. 3) and carefully built in with blocks some-

what larger but otherwise similar to those in the rest of

the wall.

The exterior of the wall was rough as it had been built up

to the irregular surface of the gravel.

The top of the wall appeared to be broken all round so that

we could not say whether it had been originally domed or open,

and' the large quantity of debris, similar to the wall with its

burnt plaster, which was found inside especially near the base,

proves that the kiln must have been originally much higher

than when we saw it.

The kiln seems to have been given up in the time of the

Romans so far as regards the purpose for which it was originally

intended, and to have been used as a rubbish pit by them.

There was a slight depression in the surface of the ground

and all the material that filled the kiln was looped downwards

;

showing that the lower layers had kept sinking in, especially

towards the centre (see Fig. 3). On top there was a consider-

able accumulation of humus or common surface-soil {a) with

some burnt earth and pottery at the base of it (6). Below this

there was some blackish stony earth (c) with pottery, oysters,

and snail-shells—also some bones and among them the horn core

of a small ox {Bos longifrons). Then there was a quantity of

burnt earth and stones {d), apparently the ruin of some of the

upper part of the wall ; the burnt earth being the plaster lining

of the wall. Associated with this was a quantity of brown

stony earth (e) like that seen outside the upper part of the

kiln and in the adjoining rubbish pits, and suggesting that it

was used as a rubbish pit while the upper part of the walls

was exposed to the weather and was crumbling into the in-

terior. The lower part was chiefly tilled with the burni
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mud-plaster and the ruins of the wall (/) which represented

the first collapse of the upper part of the kiln. All the relics

from this kiln were carefully kept separate from other objects

found in this area and were deposited in the Archaeological

Museum. They were described in a communication made to

the Society by Mr Jenkinson and myself and published in

abstract in the Report of the Proceedings of the Society

\

A chamber constructed with so much care, having plastered

sides and a smooth shelf running round the inside at 4 or

5 feet from the base was evidently intended for repeated and

permanent use. But it appeared to have been given up and

swept clean, so that no evidence of its original purpose re-

mained, and, before the upper part of the wall crumbled in, it

was used as a rubbish pit. There were no remains of unfinished

vessels, no layers of charcoal at the base, no burnt human
bones, no masses of slacked lime, caked in the basement or

lodged on the shelf. Charcoal is almost indestructible and if

there had been large quantities left we should have observed

it, but we saw only the ashes and other burnt material of a

kitchen midden scattered through the mass that filled the

chamber.

For aught we could see in the contents of the kiln we

might speculate freely as to whether it was intended for baking

pottery which could have been conveniently stacked all round

the centre on the shelf : or for a limekiln as suggested by its

resemblance to the Fulbourn kilns, in which case the shelf or

ledge would be useful to check the downward settlement of

the great mass of chalk on to the fuel at the base : or for an

ustrinum or crematorium, as we know that cremation was

practised there but we do not know how it was done : or it

might have been intended for an underground storehouse fired

once for all to harden the plaster or periodically to dry and

purify the interior.

Mr Wm. White in a letter addressed to me and published

in the Report of the Proceedings of the Society ^ contended

^ Camh. Ant. Soc. R. xl. p. xvi.

R. xxxix. p. xvii.
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that its fonn was not that of any known pottery kiln of Roman
date and strongly supported the view that it was a limekiln.

There is no doubt that the absence of any waste heap over

the adjoining area which has since been cleared to a consider-

able distance beyond this chamber, as well as its general

resemblance to the kilns at Fulbourn, support this view. Lime
was largely used for mortar and plaster at Chesterford, and in

those days could not well be carried far, therefore it is probable

that there would be limekilns at hand, while there does not

appear to be any clay close at hand of the kind usually em-

ployed by the Romans for the manufacture of earthenware.

Earthenware moreover could be easily carried a great part of

the way by river.

This interesting relic has not been preserved. I purchased

it for £3. IO5. Od., but when I visited the pit soon after I found

that it had been pulled down and the large stones of which it

was constructed removed. There was no use crying over spilt

milk,, and I had not time to follow the matter up any further.

There is strong reason for believing that there was a

potter's kiln of Roman date somewhere by the alluvium be-

tween the grounds of Jesus College and of Sidney^ from the

character and condition of some pottery which has recently

been found there, but no trace of a kiln has yet been dis-

covered.

Some small furnaces have also been recently found in the

War Ditches- near Cherryhinton, but they are more probably

cooking ovens.

The potter's field at Bablin or Babylon, near Ely, as far as

can now be seen belongs to a quite recent period and different

methods.

So it really appears as if in the present state of our know-

ledge Horningsea offers the only example of an ancient potter's

field in our district, but unfortunately where we are sure of the

potter's field we have to get our information as to the kilns

from hearsay, and where we are sure of our kilns they were not

potters' kilns.

The surrounding district shows evidence of occupation

1 See post, p. 194. 2 p 235.
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through the Palaeolithic, Neolithic, and Bronze ages, and the

actual site which we are examining is full of Roman remains.

We have no record of what it was called by the British or

Romans. The Romanized British must have carried on the

traditions for a short time. Then came the Saxons, and before

the 9th century was out they in their turn were harried by the

Danes.

The name^ is by some derived from Horning, the son of

Horn, and by others from Horningas, the descendants or clan

of Horn. That however is not of much importance for our

present enquiry. What is however of special interest for us is

that all writers are agreed that the last syllable whether written

ea or ey signifies an island. The small islands in the Thames

are to this day called eyots or eyts. It may be that a place on

the waterside and inaccessible for other reasons on the other

side would be called an eye. There is a town in such a

situation called E}e in Suffolk, and near it a manor named

Eye Hall. One of the two hamlets ancientl}^ belonging to the

parish of Horningsey, as we learn from the Rotuli Hundredorum,

was designated Eye, and in this hamlet was a manor, styled

sometimes by corruption High Hall, but more properly Eye

Hall as the name used anciently to be written.... The island

would appear to have soon ceased to exist as such. Therefore

though Horningescie is in Domesday Book said to possess a

mill, and from the date it could only have been a watermill, it

may have been across some small stream quite independent of

any which originally bounded the island or ey. The Inquisitio

Eliensis asserts that there were two watermills at Horningsea.

The island, the seat of the Horningas, constituted one of the

two divisions of the parish ; the other which was more than

twice its size, so soon as the whole came to be considered from

a parochial point of view (as it did, at least, by the year 700)

being made up of that skirt land which bounded in some

measure the island.

We frequently read of the parish of Horningsea in the

Liber Eliensis as occupying, at all events in the ninth and

1 Wm. Keatinge Clay, A History of the Parish of Horningsea in the Gountij

of Cambridge {Camb. Ant. Soc., 8vo. Ser., No. vii.) 1865, p. 1.
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tenth coiiturioH, a conspicuoiLS position iir)»oi]<^ tho inhabited

districts round Cambridge, and learn that there existed here

monasteynwn reqiae dignitatis before 870, when the country was

laid waste by the Danes.

We find the first abbot of Ely, Brihtnothus, residing oc-

casionally at Horningsey in the tenth century, naost likely at

the monastery, or conventual church.

The soil of Horningsea was so good that the tenant had to

furnish to Leofsinus, Abbot of Ely (in the time of Canute

about A.D. 1030), about double as much as was required from

others towards the maintenance of his monastery. Thus we

have evidence more or less complete of the prosperous con-

dition of Horningsea in the eighth, ninth, tenth and eleventh

centuries.

Clayhithe is considered part of Horningsea, and its name is

said to be "justified by the existence of a large manufactory of

bricks and tiles, for w^hich there is here, and always must have

been, an abundant supply of the proper material." The clay

referred to here is the Gault, and the probability is that the

site was chosen not so much on account of the abundance of

the clay as of the convenience of the hithe.

All this shows that the area was occupied as far as we can

learn continuously down to the water's edge, at any rate from

Roman times to the present day, and excavations for one

purpose or another, mill leets, foundations, wells, &c., must have

made the inhabitants well acquainted with the nature of the

soil and the occurrence of alluvial clay suitable for pottery and

Gault for bricks and tiles.

Creeks for loading and unloading boats have been cut from

the river far inland towards the site of existing buildings, that

is a little further north than the area over which the waste was

thrown, and therefore presumably nearer to the actual pottery

with its lathes and kilns. Some of these short canals may
have been dug originally for the alluvial clay, which, as may
still be seen in the banks, was of a lead colour, uniform texture

and consistency, and altogether well adapted for the manu-

facture of earthenware.

I have already called the attention of the Society to the
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interesting remains discovered in this locality* and have

gathered myself and secured from Mr Saunders large collec-

tions which have been placed in the Museum, but I fear that

the vicissitudes through which they have passed owing to the

want of room and consequent difficulty in keeping the relics

from different areas apart, has now lessened the value of this

collection of pottery for historical purposes.

A terrace of gravel runs along the margin of the alluvium

here, the next rise to the east being due to the Chalk-marl

coming on over the Gault. In digging gravel along the lower

terrace the workmen exposed first a surface-soil from 1 to 2 feet

or more in thickness which indicated a considerable antiquity

for the underlying deposit, but seeing that over this long-culti-

vated area it had not accumulated under natural conditions,

this cannot be accepted as a perfectly trustworthy measure of

time. Under the surface-soil was a layer made up in places

almost entirely of potsherds. This attained a thickness of

18 inches opposite the old cottage, but thinned out north and

south. It looked as if the rubbish may have been heaped up

when first thrown out, but was spread at some subsequent time

and the ground levelled for agricultural purposes.

The pottery of which it was composed consisted for the

most part of fragments of large vessels of a coarse rough ware,

but contained a considerable number of fragments of a much
better quality and rarely a small bit of Samian. There was

evidently some household rubbish as well as the wasters from

the kilns lying about.

There is often a rough ornamentation such as incised

markings or a frill round the neck. They were of every size,

from vessels that probably stood two feet high down to the

smallest crock used for cooking purposes. There was also a

great variety of form from that of a common earthenware

bread-pan to a more or less globular vessel with a constricted

neck.

Some of the smaller vessels, for which a finer clay was used,

were more carefully made. There were basins and pans and

bottles and jugs of a dark-coloured ware on which a pattern

1 jR. Lxv. xxxiii. May 4, 1885.

C. A. S. Comm. Vol. X. 14
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was produced by alternations of black and j,^rey, and less

commonly red and yellow, and sometimes by incised lines and

criscross markings. Pieces showing any kind of vitreous glaze

were exceedingly rare, and those that did occur appeared to be

due to accidental fluxing of the surface by over-firing than by

the application of any matter such as salt or lead with a view

to producing a glaze.

A smooth shining surface, which seems to have been given

by rubbing or polishing on the lathe, was however sometimes

introduced by way of ornament, the black burnished portion

alternating with the original rough grey surface. Karely bands

of darker colour laid on vertically seem to indicate that some

metallic or carbonaceous substance was painted on to produce

a 'chiaroscuro' ornament and to assist the burnishing.

The site of the potter's field as far as already known is

confined to a small area on either side of the road south of

Eye Hall and of Mr Saunders' farm, but the collection made

by Mr Saunders was chiefly from other sites near by. Some
was from the garden on the north-east of the house, where, as

Mr Saunders informed me, many Koman remains have been

found which indicate a residence of people of wealth and taste
;

—such as highly decorated Samian bowls, black ware orna-

mented in slip and resembling the best Durobrivian, bronze

cooking pans, fibulae, &c., &c. The relics found here were of

a higher class and occurred in quite a different manner from

the fragments of rough pottery which were spread over the

surface of the ground on the south side of the farm.

Some of that which found its way into Mr Saunders'

possession was, as I was informed, obtained during the ex-

tensive excavations for coprolites for which the whole of the

rising ground east of the river was turned over, yielding a rich

archaeological harvest, only an infinitesimally small share of

which was secured for the University Museums. As far as

I can learn none of the bronze and Samian vessels were found

within the potters' field.

In at least two places over this area, at about 3 feet

below the surface of the ground as I was informed, the

workmen came upon what they called ovens. These, as de-
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scribed to me, wore bccliive-shapcjd buildings about 8 feet

in height. They were appioached by a steeply-inclined path

excavated in the gravel and entered by an arched door reaching

about half-way up the building. Considering the water level

and the depth of the excavations these estimates are however

probably somewhat too large. They were filled with rubbish

like that which lay around them, but, alas, there is no record

of the details. I made a large collection of the varieties of

ware found in the best part of the pit and placed them in the

Archaeological Museum.

Such being the history of the district and such the character

of the objects found upon the site, it was thought desirable to

make a systematic exploration of the margin of it to see whether

we could find a clue to any part of its history, and with this

object in view we broke ground on the east of the road in the

field south of Eye Hall (see plan, p. 187).

I must here acknowledge the kindness and hospitality of

Mr Baily and his manager, Mr Nelson, without whose co-

operation the work could not have been so successfully

carried on.

South of Eye Hall the ground has been much disturbed,

though fortunately the first field, in which the most interesting

remains were to be expected, was not turned over by the

phosphate diggers. We can therefore still see the reason for

most of the existing features. Before the phosphate diggings

around had altered the drainage of the area, it is evident that

considerable springs were thrown out here and there froni the

base of the Chalk which rests on the impervious Gault. One of

these springs was caught in the well or tank (A) which, though

now dry, still exists on the brow of the slope at the back of the

group of poplars (B). This spring fed a pond (C) below it out

of which rose a mound (D) which was the principal object of

our investigation on this occasion.

At some later time the water was diverted along a channel

(E), which it is still easy to trace, in order to feed the moat (F),

but the area of the pond was still permanently or occasionally

under water, and the last episode was the drying of this pond

and the adjoining low ground, which was still water-logged in
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wet seasons, by a drain which was cut about the year 1884 to

the south-west corner of the field.

We made no excavations along the moat (F) or the lighter

ditches (G) to the north and east of it. They look like the

moat and outer bailey of a mediaeval fortified mansion. The

present house is not exactly on the site of the older buildings

of which portions remain, but it is probable that the earthworks

are much older than any masonry now seen within them.

Considering how rich the district is in Roman remains one

would like to speculate on the possibility of our having here

a Roman camp with its procestrium, but this is mere guess-work
;

as it stands, the modified structure is certainly mediaeval.

We dug some way down into the well (A) on the brow of

the hill, east of the triangular hollow with poplars (B), and

cleared the west face. It was found to be constructed of very

strong coarse concrete faced with bricks and cemented on the

inside and outside. It was therefore obviously intended to hold

water. Mr Saunders informed us that he had cleared it out

and that it was about 5 feet in depth and similarly cemented

down to, and all over, the bottom ; that he found no remains of

any kind which would indicate its age ; and that some dogs have

been to his knowledge subsequently buried in it. We did not

therefore think it worth while to go to the bottom of it again.

The bricks were red with a stain of creamy white pene-

trating to some depth and indicating that they had been set

while dry and absorbent in a very thin mortar. They were

small and thin, in form and size resembling the Ely bricks of

about two centuries ago.

We next turned our attention to the mound (D) which rises

out of a shallow circular depression in the field west of the

poplars. We approached this, bearing in mind several possi-

bilities :

—

(1) That it might be a kind of island-dwelling protected

by the marsh which we have above referred to as caused by the

spring which was subsequently diverted.

(2) Seeing that we were certainly near the site of an

ancient potter's field, it might have been raised round and over

a subterranean kiln, and
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(li) It iiii<^hl; liavo been a raised floor on wliich ilic pottery

was dric3d ]:)rovious to being fired.

We therefore decided to cut a trench (7/) across it from

side to side due east and west through the middle, carrying it

down to the level of the undisturbed gravel or (iault, which-

ever it might be found to rest upon.

E

Antler Skull of Horse

Fig. 4.

A pit was sunk to the Gault (c) at the east end of the

mound (see Section, Fig. 4) which showed mould {a) with frag-

ments of pottery and bones to 3 feet 10 inches, then sand

6 to 10 inches on Gault. This carried us about 3 feet below

the level of the grass outside the mound. The proportion

of sand in this part of the gravel was very large. The Gault

was weathered and stained, showing that we had here the

natural surface.

Between the centre of the mound and the west margin our

trench crossed a floor {d) of fine clay which looked as if it had

been exposed to great heat ; but there was no charcoal or other

evidence of fire in the surrounding earth. It was near the

bottom of the made-earth and rested on a thin layer of mould

such as might have grown naturally upon the surface of the

sand and gravel. All the mould above it seemed to have been

artificially heaped up, and here and there were lenticular

masses of pond-mud full of large freshwater shells, Planorhis

corneus, Paludina vivipara, &c., the condition and age of which

showed that they had grown in a place permanently under

water, and suggested that an excavation within the area of the

pond might yield some very important results. This floor ran

in a path or belt about 18 inches to 2 feet broad obliquely across

our trench in which it was exposed for about 7 feet. It might

have been the raised floor on which the vessels were placed to

dry before being fired in the kiln. Whether it was made of

burnt material or baked by lighting a fire on it or represented

w.

Floop ^
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the floor of a kiln, it is, with the small evidence before us,

impossible to say.

The mould (a) was of uniform character throughout and

was all of made-earth, the pottery occurring down to the bottom

where it rested on the sand and gravel. The fragments of

pottery occurred throughout, but were most numerous about

half-way down and at the base. We did not detect any

difference in the character of the pottery at the different

levels. The surface of the gravel was irregular, the thickness

of mould varying from 3 feet to 4 feet 6 inches.

At the bottom of the mould, on the east margin of the

mound, we found a large quantity of pottery and a considerable

number of bones, among which we recognised ox, sheep, red

deer and horse, of which there was a skull. Here we found a

pick (PI. IX., Fig. 1) made of the antler of a red deer which had

been cut off immediately above the third point and whittled to

form a convenient handle, while the second tyne also had been

removed leaving the brow tyne only to form the head of the

pick. This had also been chamfered off on one side so as to

form an axe-like edge instead of a point as was more usual.

This primaeval form of implement has been found also in

tumuli of the bronze age at Upper Hare Park and in the feus

and in the Lake Dwellings, and was used for excavating the

chalk at Cissbury and Grimes Graves.

The pottery was similar to that previously found on the

other side of the road ; it did not however occur here in a thick

continuous layer but sporadically throughout the mould or in

small lenticular deposits here and there. Some points not

observed before were noticed here as might be expected where

the variety is so great, and the quantity of fragments found

not only now but during many previous examinations of the

adjoining area is so large that some generalizations are

justified.

In the first place most of it appears to have been lying

about on the surface so that the chances were that any large

piece that did not lie flat and was not readily covered but

offered projections and protuberances, was broken up and the

fragments scattered about. Very rarely have any two pieces of
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tlic same vessel been found except in the case of tliose which

had obviously been just broken in getting them out.

By far tlie greatest part consisted of fragments of coarse

ware and of large vessels (Pis. X. and XI.)^ which seem to

have been moulded on a lathe, while a free hand was used for

form and ornamentation. It is very difficult to find any two

pieces of rim, for instance, exactly alike. Some of the pieces

are about an inch in thickness and pieces half an inch thick are

common. The rim is either widely developed with sometimes

a pinched ornament (PL XI., Fig. 6), or strongly recurved

(PI. X., Figs. 9, 10, 11), in both cases allowing a good grip as if

to facilitate the lifting of the vessel by its rim. This suggests

that these large vessels may have been buried with grain or

other provisions because it would have been very difficult,

withcKut such a rim, to lower the vessel into the hole intended

to receive it or to haul it out again when necessary. There is

every gradation of size from these large pans down to the small

olla only a few inches in height.

The ware is generally of a lead-grey colour throughout, but

occasionally, both among the larger and smaller vessels, we find

some burnt red throughout, or burnt red on the surface only,

or in patches. In some cases this may be due only to the accident

of a current of air having got through part of the kiln, and

produced a greater oxidization of the iron in the clay ; as

we see that where a clamp of white bricks has cracked, the

bricks opposite the opening are burnt red.

A few fragments of a higher class of pottery occur spora-

dically. Samian is very rare, as is also the fine wedgewood-like

ware with the neck or other portions burnished on the wheel.

One piece showed a sun-like repousse boss about J inch across

with short incised rays all round (PI. IX., Fig. 6), while others

were ornamented with vertical bands and dots about ^ inch

broad. These remind us of Saxon work and suggest that the

manufacture may have been still carried on here long after

Roman times.

A very common object found with the fragments of pottery

is a flat stand of dried clay which seems to have been formed by

1 The figures are ^ natural size.
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rolling a lump of clay into a ball and then squeezing it flat and

pinching it into any required shape with the fingers. When it

did not lie flat and give a horizontal surface above, it was

pinched out into a kind of calkin or foot, as was commonly done

in later times in the case of mediaeval vessels which had sagged

a little in the drying. We can only guess at the use of these

objects. They do not appear to have been baked, so that they

were not used as stands for the vessels in the kiln, althous^h

they may have been intended as stands to lift the vessel above

the ground on which it was placed to dry. These are special

examples of the lumps of clay mentioned above (page 176)

which show even the skin markings of the fingers that pinched

them into shape.

There was also a fragment of a very thick basin-shaped

object in sandstone (PL IX., Fig. 3). It was carefully ground

all over and had been subjected to the action of fire. This may
have been a kind of mortar but it is too small a fragment to

furnish satisfactory evidence as to its use.

A fragment of a horse-shoe was found which showed the

general form and bulging margin, due to the hammering out

of the holes for nails, which is said to characterise the earliest

known horse-shoes of Gallo-Roman times

\

These small bits of evidence taken together with the traces

of native feeling in some of the ornament and the quantity of

very coarse ware suggest that this potter's field began some-

where in the early ages of Roman occupation. The Horningsea

waste heap furnishes us with samples of most of the common
ware found at Chesterford, our most typical Roman station, and

also of the common ware found in the War Ditches which

I would refer to a much later date than Chesterford. While on

some fragments we see an ornamentation suggestive of still

later times, and also find a large quantity of ware exactly like

that which occurs in the early mediaeval middens and laystalls

of Cambridge. We have also negative evidence, but still

evidence of a very trustworthy kind, that this potter's field

ceased to be used in early mediaeval times, for there is in it

^ See post, p. 256; also George Fleming, 'Horse-Shoes and Horse- Shoeing,'

1869.
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no trace oF the glazed pitchers and pans and jugs with a

pinched base which arc characteristic of post-Norman crockery.

In discriminating between these different classes of ware we
are dealing with minute details which it is very difficult to

explain even with the help of illustrations, and this shows the

importance of classifying and labelling all the specimens found
;

and preserving them in such a manner that they may be readily

accessible for comparison.

On some indications of a Roman potter's field

NEAR Jesus College.

By Professor T. M^Kenny Hughes.

One of the most suggestive finds of ancient pottery that

have recently come under my notice was that made in the early

part of the year 1901 on the east or far side of the King's

Ditch as it crosses Jesus Lane from the grounds of Sidney

College and runs down Park Street by the Friends' Meeting

House.

I have already described the mediaeval pottery found in

the ditches of King John and Henry III. which here cross

Jesus Lane and have referred some of it to the type that was

the result of native work modified under Roman direction,

and which, I take it, disappeared but slowly before the early

Scandinavian and German incursions.

Over the adjoining area we have plenty of evidence of

Roman occupation from the pottery and other remains
;
they

cover the area in the neighbourhood of the Castle
;
they are

common on the border of the marsh along Bridge Street and

Sidney Street
;

they are abundant in Barnwell, and occur

at intervals along the banks of the river here and there far out

into the Fens wherever rising ground could be found.

The only limitation was that, although banks and cause-

ways may have been already made in places, the Fens generally

were not yet so far reclaimed as to make it possible for farmers
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to reside there throughout the year, or villas of the well-to-do

to be erected within the area of periodic floods.

Still less should we expect to find traces of earlier occu-

pation except in cases where the marshes were sought for

protection or for material—but as the alluvial clay was what

the Roman chiefly sought for pottery, many of the most im-

portant potter's fields are situated on the edge of the marshes.

I was much interested therefore when specimens of pottery

were brought to me by Mr Mackenzie Wallis from Jesus

Lane which showed a general fades different from that of

any previously known Roman Station in our district. Some
better specimens were afterwards procured by Mr Freeman

and placed in the Archaeological Museum. From these the

figures, PI. XII., are taken.

I examined the spot and made enquiries and I found that

it was being thrown out in considerable quantity from a silty

soil further out into the marsh than where we had already

proved the existence of the King's Ditch.

The King's Ditch when flushed by water being turned into

it near Mill Lane, must have emptied into the river opposite

Magdalene College, and therefore, so near the outfall as Jesus

Lane, it must have been taken along the lowest ground possible

in order to secure a flow. In still earlier times the marshes

beyond where the ditch was cut would hardly have been

occupied by houses. The character and condition, however,

of the remains found suggested a simple explanation. There

was not that great variety which is usual in middens and

rubbish pits ; a considerable proportion of the vessels were of

the same character though there was some variety of form.

Closer examination showed that they were very commonly

vessels which had been spoiled in the making. Some were

deformed as if they had sagged before they had been suffi-

ciently dried (PL XIL, Fig. 1). Some had no fault except that

they leaked, owing to a boil or crack caused in the burning by

the accidental inclusion of a fragment of flint or lime (PL XIL,

Fig. 2). These were vessels which would be thrown away

as soon as taken out of the kiln. In fact, all the evidence

went to show that somewhere close by there was a potter's
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field, wliere vessels were made from the alluvial clay which

exists there, though none that can now be seen is of a very

good quality. Perhaps the manufacturers had been accus-

tomed to a better material and no more care was taken here

than had been necessary where large supplies of clay with no

inchidcd fragments had been available. At any rate here we

found the misfits and wasters from a kiln and the ware was

different from the general fades of that seen in the ordinary

Roman refuse heaps so common in this part of the country,

although specimens of the Jesus Lane type are found in every

one where a better class of ware occurs ; that is to say, there

are none peculiar to this deposit. The type is not that of the

Horningsea manufactory, where very thick, coarse vessels pre-

dominate, those being probably such as would be most required

by an agricultural population for storing and burying grain

and other provisions. What then is this Jesus Lane ware?

Is it the pottery of any of the people whom the Romans found

here ?—the people who, Caesar tells us, were in constant com-

munication with the mainland of Europe, whence they would

have introduced that and many other useful arts, the traces

of which when found have always been put down to the

Romans. The evidence is against this view.

On PI. XIL, Figs. 3— 6, I have represented a series of late

Celtic vessels from Mr Arthur Evans' valuable paper on the

discoveries at Aylesbury, and in Fig. 7 indicated the difference

between those and our Jesus Lane ordinary Roman hooped-

barrel type.

The hooped-barrel type (Fig. 7) of Jesus Lane occurs in all

the Roman rubbish heaps near Cambridge, but is nowhere

common. It was more expensive or less generally useful, but

it is a well-marked ware in material and workmanship, and

it would be of very great interest to find the potter's field

from which the country was supplied.
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On a Box of Weights and Scales for testing

MoiDORES, ETC.

By Professor T. M^Kenny Hughes.

The box of scales and weights which I exhibit is of some

interest as pointing to political and commercial conditions which

have long passed away.

The name of the maker appears inside the box,

' William Hawkins Scale maker At Angel and Scales Against Gold
Smiths hall in Maiden Lane near Foster Lane London.'

A figure of an angel with scales in the right hand and a

palm branch in the left occupies the middle of the label.

There is an inscription in ink inside the lid

'gold 2'^ pr grain 4 pounds ounce.'

The scales are of steel with silken cords and equal brass

dishes.

There are ten round weights like thick coins, and nine thin

brass plates for the lighter weights.

The heaviest weight is stamped £3. 12. 0. If this indicates

the price per ounce of gold it should give a clue to the date.

The MS. inside the lid gives £4 as the weight per ounce, and is

probably much later.

The next in size is inscribed on the obverse with a bust

of Queen Anne surrounded by ' Anna Dei Gratia,' and on the

reverse a crown, below which is 1 Guinea W. ; W. probably

standing for weight.

The next has on the obverse the head of George the

Second, surrounded by ' Georgius II Rex,' and on the reverse

' ^ Guinea W.'

Then there are three coin-like weights, on the larger of

which is inscribed ' 1 Moidor '—the stamp has been struck so

much on one side that the final e is lost—and on the two

smaller ' ^ Moidore.'

The moidore was a Portuguese coin worth about 27 shillings.

The name comes from moeda d'ouro, meaning gold money or

coin.
s.

The other coin-like weight, the largest, is marked '18': two
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others about half that weight are marked '9', wliile the smallest,

K. I).

about half the weight of these, is marked ' 4 0.'

Of the nine thin brass plates three a,i'e stamped with five

impressions and a sort of hall mark, one with four impressions

and the hall mark.

The other five have the corners clipped off and carry simple

statements of value headed L. S. D. The relative but not the

actual weight of these agrees with the values indicated.

L. S. S. S.

The first is stamped '3 12,' the next '36,' the next '21/

S. D. S.

the next ' 13 6,' the next ' 9.'

There are four square pieces of brass, of which the two

larger of an inch square) are stamped with five holes, and a

sort of hall mark which may be a lion.

The third is similar but smaller (j'g of an inch square),

while the fourth, about
-J

inch square, has only four of the

impressions and the hall mark.

These are probably much more recent than the stamped

dots indicating the weight in grains.

Mr Deck has kindly examined them and assigns the follow-

ing weight to each

:

£. s.

3 . 12

Queen Anne Guinea Weight .

George II. ^ Guinea

624

129

65

grains

grains

grains

1 Moidore W
^ Moidore W

166

83

grains

grains

18 110 grains

s.

9

s. d.

4.6

56

28

grains

grains

£. s.

3 . 12 27 grains

s.

36 16 grains

s.

21

s. d.

13 . 6

11

9

grains

grains

s.

9 7 grains
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On a Kaffir Pillow with a Handle.

By Professor T. M^Kenny Hughes.

Some time ago an interesting collection of objects from

South Africa was exhibited at a meeting of the Society.

Among these were some wooden pillows having the shape

of a small four-legged stool. I then remarked that I had seen

a similar head-rest with a handle by which it could be more

easily adjusted to the position required. This statement was,

however, received with some incredulity, and I have therefore

Length 24^ inches. Height 4| inches. Breadth of back 2 inches. Breadth of

legs 3| inches. Length of handle 17^ inches. Length of head 7 inches.

Thickness of head 1| inch. Average diameter of handle | inch.

hunted up the specimen and now produce it. It was brought

back from Africa by my sister, who was informed that it

was in use among the Kaffirs, and that when they travelled

it served to carry some of their belongings, slung over the

shoulder after the fashion of the old commercial traveller's

pack, and when they rested was used as a pillow,

Monday, 11 November 1901.

Mr Gray, President, in the Chair.

Exhibition of dated pieces of Nottingham stone-

ware AND SGRAFFIATO WARE.

By Dr J. W. L. Glaisher.

Dr Glaisher exhibited three pieces of Nottingham stoneware.

(i) A jug, 8J inches high, bearing, in the middle, in front

> under the lip, an incised floral design (leaves and a flower

somewhat resembling a tulip in shape), and on one side, also

incised, the date "April 28th 1702." The jug is of a pro-

nounced red hue, unlike the usual colour of Nottingham w^are,

which is brown. There are horizontal lines round the top of the

jug, and also at the bottom of the neck, separating the neck
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from the body, between the lip and the floral design. The glaze

is bright and smooth, witli slight granulations, principally in the

colour. The lip is small and upright, and the material of the

jug is thin at the top: on the whole it is a well-potted piece,

bringing out well the excellence of fine stone-ware over ordi-

nary pottery. This jug is represented in fig. 1. It will be

noticed in the inscription that the cross-line of the A is omitted

and a curious mark is used for the ' th.'

The general shape of the jug is somewhat similar to No. 649
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of Hodgkin's 'Early English Pottery,' but the neck is much

shorter and narrower, and the lip stands upright (without

projecting) so that the section is vertical. The earliest re-

corded piece of Nottingham stone-ware is the posset-pot with

the names of the Mayor and the Mayoress of Nottingham

and the date 1700, described and illustrated by Mr Llewellyn

Jewitt (No. 630 of Hodgkin). The present piece is therefore

the second in order of date that has been recorded. The glaze

is so bright and clear that except for its date and reddish hue

the jug might easily have passed for a century later.

(ii) A two-handled cup (8f in. high, the bowl 8|- inches

in diameter) with the inscription "Thomas Smeeton & Mary

His Wife 1730" incised in front, between two wide bands of

raised crossed diagonal lines, forming a kind of lattice work.

The colour is the usual brown of Nottingham stone-ware, very

slightly lustrous in places. There is no incised decoration

:

only the lattice bands, which, though of course made with a

pointed tool, give the impression of protuberance rather than of

incised work. This cup is represented in fig. 2 : it has a rough

general resemblance to No. 635 of Hodgkin ; the base is nearly

the same, but the shape of the cup is very different, No. 635

having more curves.

(iii) A two-handled cup (6 inches in height, the bowl

5f inches in diameter). No inscription. Decorated with three

bands, the lowest consisting principally of upright lines, the

middle one (which is quite thin) of a wavy pattern, and the

highest one of small rough shards, like the shards forming the coat

of the well-known Nottingham bear-jugs, only smaller. The

colour is a rather dark brown, and somewhat lustrous. The

piece is interesting for its good quality, and for its exact re-

production in stone-ware of the shape and style of a silver

loving-cup. The material is thin (but not so thin as in pieces

in Staffordshire white salt-glaze) and shows how much fineness

and delicacy brown stone-ware is capable of By comparison

the larger cup (ii) is heavy, and clumsy in shape. This cup is

represented in fig. 3. It is to be noted that the figures are

not drawn to scale. The Smeeton cup (fig. 2) is much larger

than the cup drawn in fig. 3.

C. A. S. C^inm. Vol. X. 15
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Dr Glaisher alHo exhibited a sgraffiato-vvare cup (8J inches

high, the bowl 4J inches in diameter), with four handles and the

inscription 'Mohn Jenkins his dish Dicenber (sic) 1634." The

underneath clay is brown, and the upper one yellow: the whole

covered by a lead glaze. The inscription occupies the space

between two consecutive handles. The three similar spaces

between the other handles are occupied by three different

flowers, in all of which a considerable portion of the upper clay

has been removed. Each flower is enclosed by a rough frame

of dots. The outsides of the handles are decorated with hori-

zontal scratches, and beneath them tree-shaped decorations are

scratched. Fig. 4 shows the cup and one of the flowers, and

fig. 4a the inscription. In fig. 4 the shaded portion represents

the underneath (dark) clay, and the unshaded portion the

yellow clay.

The earliest piece of sgraffiato ware recorded by Hodgkin is

dated 1670 (No. 206), so that the present piece is 36 years

older if the date is to be relied upon. The possibility of doubt

in regard to the date arises from the fact that the line forming

the loop of the 6 is continued beyond the long stroke, so that

the figure somewhat resembles an 8 with the upper half of the

top loop erased (see fig. 4a). Apart from the shape of the figure,

however, the character of the piece and the use of the word
' dish ' for an upright vessel render the date 1834 unlikely.

The exhibition of these four pieces was accompanied by

a historical account of the manufacture of salt-glazed and

sgraffiato wares in England, illustrated by specimens. Sgraffiato

wares have never been much made in England, and attention

was directed to a Doulton vase, decorated in this manner, with

the date 1879.

Exhibition of Delft Pharmaceutical Ware.

By Mr W. Ambrose Harding.

Preserved in the comparative security of the apothecary's

shelf considerable numbers of these drug vessels have survived

the fate which has overcome so many of the domestic pieces, and
j

so have the merit of being examples of Delft-ware of fairly I
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frequent occurrence; the inscriptions upon them throw an

interesting light on the state of pharmacology at the period

of their manufacture, whilst their quaint and varied forms and

simple directness of decoration give them a peculiar charm

sometimes wanting in pieces of purely decorative intention.

It is unnecessary to do more than summarise the chief

points in the history of Delft-ware, referring the reader for

fuller information to the work of M. Havard\ to Dr Glaisher's

monograph-, and amongst writers on English Delft-ware to

Mr Hodgkin^, M. Solon ^ and Professor Churchy

Herman Pietersz, a potter of Haarlem, came to Delft in the

height of its prosperity. We hear of him first in 1584, when he

married and acquired considerable property. In 1600 he paid

hearth tax on one potter's kiln. In 1611 the artists and crafts-

men of Delft gathered themselves together into the Gild of

St Luc ; in its Act of Constitution occurs the first mention of

pottery, and first among the eight master-potters mentioned

in its Meesterhoek commencing in 1613 stands the name of

Herman Pietersz. Little more is known of him. It is not

clear how he obtained his knowledge of tin enameP.

The Gild of St Luc founded a school of design, insisted on

a long and effective apprenticeship, secured its members from

unauthorised competition, attended to their wants in sickness

and old age, registered and protected the signs and marks

placed by master-potters on their wares.

The earliest productions of the Delft potters, usually painted

in blue, are remarkable for the fulness of their decoration, which

chiefly consisted of crowded battle scenes and historical subjects,

such as would appeal to a people just emerging from a long and

strenuous struggle for freedom and independence. The absence

1 Havard, Histoire de la Faience de Delft. Paris, 1878.

J. W. L. Glaisher, Delft Ware (Journal of the Society of Arts, Vol. xlv.,

p. 665).

^ Hodgkin, Examples of Early English Pottery, 1891.

" Solon, The Art of the Old English Potter, 1883.

5 Church, English Earthemoare (South Kensington Art Handbooks).

^ M. Havard has brought forward indisputable evidence to prove that Herman

Pietersz first promoted the manufacture of Delft-ware, and that sometime

between 1596 and 1611, probably in the year 1600, the first pieces were made.

15—2
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of Oi'iciitixl. ornaiiHint on those early pieces tends to refute the

theory that Delft-ware originated in an attempt to imitate the

porcelains of the East. It was only in 1G41 that the T3utch

East India Company, after the expulsion of the Portuguese

from Japan, established themselves on the island of Deshima,

in the harbour of Nagasaki^, and commenced to export porcelain

in any quantity, and so furnish the Delft potters with fresh

means of inspiration.

The Delft potteries produced their best work between 1650

and 1710 and reached their greatest prosperity about 1680, when

thirty factories were in existence. To this period belong the

masterpieces of Fictoor, the Pynackers, and Van Eenhoorn,

decorated in polychrome and gold, sometimes upon a black

ground, and the finest examples of the still more successful

imitations of porcelain in blue for which Delft became par-

ticularly celebrated.

In the 18th century Delft pottery assumed a commercial

aspect. Utilitarian pieces of every kind and quality were

manufactured in immense numbers, and as the output of the

factories increased the artistic excellence of the ware diminished.

Before the middle of the century the potteries had begun to

decline. In 1794 only ten factories remained ; in 1850 the last

one disappeared, and this beautiful but friable ware gave way to

European porcelain and the more durable earthenwares and

stonewares of modern times. Meanwhile Delft-ware had been

manufactured, in some cases with considerable success, in England,

Germany, Switzerland, Italy and other countries. In England,

where tin-enamelled ware approached most nearly to the Dutch

original, Delft-ware was made at Lambeth in the 17th century

and at Bristol 'as early as 1706 and as late as 1784^.' The

Bristol imitations of blue Oriental porcelain equalled at times

the work of the Dutch potters, and with these pieces was

frequently associated a floral decoration in pure white upon the

greenish-blue tint of the white enamel. Delft-ware was also

made in Liverpool and in Staffordshire, whilst the very large

amount of tin-enamelled ware found in the Eastern Counties

1 Audsley and Bowes, Keramic Art of Japan, 1881.

2 Prof. Church.
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suggests the possible existence at one time of Delft factories,

doubtless small and isolated, in eastern England^

Owing to the immense amount of Delft-ware exported from

Holland the name 'Delf was used, and still is used in some

places in England, to denote all kinds of common domestic

earthenware just as the name China has become a generic

term for all kinds of porcelain.

We now come to the consideration of Delft pharmaceutical

ware.

Delft drug vessels painted in polychrome are rare ; the

devices on all the pieces exhibited are executed in the usual

blue, and a glance at the accompanying plate will convey far

more clearly than any written description an idea of their great

variety of form and decoration.

The diverse forms of these pieces may be traced to three

distinct types, viz., the bottle, the drug pot, and the syrup pot.

Only one example is shown of the pharmacy bottle (Fig. 32).

This piece is lOf inches high and its decoration is tricked in

black. The blue colour has crazed, showing the white enamel

through the cracks, and appears to have been applied after the

enamel had been fired. Decoration upon baked enamel was not

unknown to the potters of Delft, but this piece judged as a whole

does not seem to be of Dutch origin.

The drug pot usually takes the form of a cylindrical jar with

straight sides, generally relieved by mouldings round the neck

and base (Fig. 40), provided with a vertical rim surrounding its

mouth for the reception of a fiat brass cover (Figs. 20, 21, 23

and 24). A modification of this vessel consists of a more or less

oviform pot in which the vertical rim is superseded by a lip,

which is curled over possibly to enable a vellum cover to be tied

down with string (Figs. 42 and 43).

The syrup pot has a spherical or oviform body furnished

with handle and spout supported on a slender pillar spreading

out into a wide circular base. The profile and front aspect of

a common variety of this vessel may be seen in Fig. 10 and

Fig. 29. The handle is occasionally absent as in Figs. 14 and

^ Downroau : English Pottery and Porcelain, 1896, p. 12, and Dr Glaisher

ut supra.
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;
iho vcrLical liin a-nd curled lip suggest covers of brass

or vellum as in the case of dj-ug pots, and it is not impossible

that in some instances the Avell-formed spout was designed to

receive a metal cap (Figs. 35 and 41). The syrup pot v^as

one of the test pieces which the apprentice was required to

throw and fashion correctly when examined by the Gild of

St Luc.

The hybrid combination of syrup pot and drug pot seen in

Figs. 11 and 15 may be considered as the prototype of the

pharmacy jug, a fourth kind of drug vessel of which no example

is exhibited.

The decoration on Pharmaceutical Delft-ware is generally

confined to the label which is often elaborately ornamented.

Whether the angels, peacocks, baskets of fruit, scallop shells

and other devices were mere decorative artifices or have an

emblematic or other meaning is a matter which it is difficult

to determine. They are not always associated with a particular

factory. The well-known peacock design (Fig. 40) seems to

have been a favourite one with the potters of Delft ; the pot

seen in Fig. 26 bears the monogram of Anthony Pennis (1759),

that seen in Fig. 27 is signed by Johannes Van Duyn (1764)\

The scroll surmounted by an angel's head with wings (Figs.

6 and 37) is a characteristic English pattern, and Mr Hodgkin

illustrates a similar syrup pot and drug pot of Lambeth manu-

facture dated respectively 1666 and 1673. The example dated

1653 (Fig. 5) may also be ascribed to Lambeth.

The pot shown in Fig. 2 bears the mark of the Delft

factory of the Greek A as seen on the base shown in Fig. 28.

The base of Fig. 7 is seen in Fig. 25 inscribed ' L. P. Kan,' the

mark of the Delft factory of 'The Ewer.' Fig. 4 bears the

mark of the same factory.

The syrup pots had their bases usually filled up and glazed

(Fig. 9). In Fig. 1 is seen the hollow unglazed base of the

vessel shown in Fig. 30. The base of Fig. 35 is seen in Fig. 9,

that of Fig. 38 is similar to the smaller base seen in Fig. 36.

The marks on both these pieces are unknown to me. Fig. 19

1 The dates given are the years in which they deposited their marks in the

Gild of St Luc.
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shows the base of a piece which appears to have been put

during the second firing upon the mouth of a similar pot placed

below it in the seggar—an unusual and careless proceeding.

These hand-produced pharmaceutical vessels solve the

whole mystery of decorative art by satisfying the taste without

encroaching upon the demands of utility, and their quaint and

varied forms contrast favourably with the cylinders of harder

earthenware and glass which superseded them in the early

part of the nineteenth century\

The following is a list of names of drugs found by the

writer inscribed on Delft Pharmaceutical Ware''.

Aqua Arthemisiae, a simple distilled water pre-

pared from Mugwort {Arthemisia vulgaris^ Linn.).

Conserva Anthos. A conserve of Rosemary {Ros-

marinus offijcinalis, Linn.). Syn. Anthos.

Extractum Absinthii. Extract of Wormwood.

E. Cardui Benedicti. Extract probably of the

Blessed Thistle {Carduus henedictus).

Extractum corticis Peruviani. Extract of Peruvian

bark.

Extractum Gentianae. Extract of Gentian.

Electuarium Hyoscyami, an Electuary prepared

from Henbane {Hyoscyamus niger).

E. Necotiana Unguentum. An ointment of tobacco.

'Is the best ointment that is for gouts of all sorts'

(Culpeper).

E. Styrace pilulae. Pills of Storax. Styrax Cala-

mita was used.

Extractum Rhei. Extract of Rhubarb.

E. Rosarum rubrarum, an Electuary (probably) of

the Red Rose {Rosa Gallica).

El. Theriac. Andr. Electuaria Theriaca Andromachi, or Venice treacle.

' It resists poyson^ and bitings of venomous beasts,

inveterate Head-ach, Vertigo, Deafness, the Fall-

ing sickness, Astonishment, Apoplexies, dulness

^ Cf. 'Pharmaceutical Ceramics' in The Chemist and Dniggist, 27 Jan. 1900.

2 The quotations from Culpeper are taken from: ^Pharmacopoeia Londi-

nensis ; or, the London Dispensatory .. .By Nich, Culpeper, Gent., Student in

Physick and Astrology.^ London. George Sawbridge, 1675. Cf. also ' Pharma-

copoeia Collegii Regalis Medicorum Londinensis.' Londini, MDCCXLVL, and

'Pharmacopoeia Collegii Regii Medicorum Edinhurgensis,' Ed. 3. Edinburgi,

MDCCXXXV.

A. Arthemisiae

C. Anthos

E. Absinthii

E. Absinth f

E. Card. Bened.

E. CoRT. Peruv.

E. Gentianiae

E. Hyoscyami

E. Necotian. U.

E. Pill Styrac.

E. Rhei

E. RosAR. Rub.
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Mel Album]

M. Album j

Mel Rosar.

O. Hyper.

0. ViOLARUM

R. RiBESIOR. R.

S. Altheae Fern.

S. Capillor. Vene.

S. Caryophil

S. Flor. Chamom.

S. Corral. Simp.

S. CORT. AUR.

S. Cydonior.

S. Erisimi

S. FOENICULI
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of ni'^lit, \v;iJit of voice, A,stlini;LC,s...Ku;ivcrs,

Dro[)Hios, Jjoprosi(i.s, ...and i.s ii good remedy in

Pestilential Feavcrs' (Culpeper). This mixture

contained more than sixty ingredients, including

the dried flesh of vii)ers. It is said to have been

composed by Andromachus, physician to Nero.

White honey.

Mel Rosarum or Honey of Roses. A syrup of the

flower of the Red Rose (liosa (Jallica) made
with honey.

Oleum Hyperici. Oil of St John's Wort {Hype-

ricum perforatum^ Linn.).

Oil of Sweet Violets
(
Yiola odorata, Linn.).

Rob Ribesiorum rubrorum or Rob of Red Currant

{Rihes ruhrum). 'Rob or Sapa, is the Juyce

of a Fruit, made thick by the heat either of the

Sun, or the Fire... it is usually made...some-

times thicker than the honey ' (Culpeper).

Syrup of Marshmallow {Althaea offi^cinalis, Linn.).

Syrupus Capillorum Veneris or Syrup of English

maiden-hair fern {Adiantum Gapillus- Veneris,

Linn.).

Syrupus Caryophillorum or Syrup of Cloves

{Eugenia caryophyllata, Thunb. Caryophyllus

aromaticus, Linn.)

Syrupus florum chamomillarum, or Syrup of

Chamomile Flowers.

Syrupus e Corralis simplex, or Simple Syrup of

Red Coral. Composed of powdered red coral

dissolved in juice of Barberries boiled into a

Syrup with Sugar. 'Special good for Hectic

Feavers, etc. And indeed it had need be good

for something, for it is exceeding costly. Half

a spoonful in a morning is enough for the

Body, and it may be too much for the purse "

(Culpeper).

Syrupus Corticis Aurantii, Syrup of Orange peel.

Syrupus Cydoniorum, Syrup of Quinces {Pyrus

Gydonia, Linn.).

Syrupus Erisimi, or Syrup of 'hedge mustard'

{Sisymhrium offi,cinale, Scop. Syn. Erysimum

vulgare).

Syrupus Foeniculi. Fennel {Foenicula vulgare,

Gaetn.)
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S. De Hysopo Syrup of Hyssop {Hyssopus ojicinalis).

S. De Mentha Sympus de Mentha or Syrup of Spearmint

{Mentha viridis^ Linn.). Peppermint {Mentha

piperita, Sm.) was not used till the eighteenth

century.

Syrup of Mulberries {Morus nigra, Linn.). ' Being-

eaten in the morning' they cure 'Inflammations

...of the Mouth and Throat, mixed with Mel

Rosarum in which Eeceipt they do best^.'

Syrup of Peonia corralina.

Syrup of horehound {Marruhium vulgare, Linn.

Syn. Prasium).

Syrupus quinque radicum aperientium. The
roots were Smallage, Fennel, Parsley, Butchers'

broom and Asparagus.

Simple Syrup.

Syrup of Ginger.

Succus Liquoris Anisi. Juice of Aniseed {Pim-

pinella anisum, Linn.).

Unguentum Altheae Simplex. Simple ointment

of Marsh-mallow.

Unguentum Basilicum. There are four kinds of

this ointment. The 'Flavum' consisted of

olive oil, yellow wax, Burgundy pitch, etc.

A 'detergent' ointment^.

Unguentum Egyptiacum, an ointment composed

of verdigris, honey and vinegar.

Unguentum Neapolitanum. One receipt is as

follows :
—

' Take of Hogs grease washed in

juyce of Sage a pound, quicksilver strained

through leather killed with spittle four ounces,

Oyl of Bays, Chamomel and Earthworms, of

each two omices
;

Spirit of Wine an ounce
;

yellow Wax two ounces
;
Turpentine washed in

juyce of Elicampane three ounces. Powder of

Chamepitys and Sage, of each two drams ; make

them into an Oyntment according to Art.'

The writer is greatly indebted to Dr Glaisher for much

valuable information given when these Delft drug vessels were

exhibited to the Society.

^ J. Evelyn, Silva, or a discourse of Forest-Trees, 1706 (Ed. 4).

The composition of this is unknown to me.

S. Mprorv.

S. POENIAE

S. Prasio

Syr. 5. Bad. Ap.

S. Simplex

S. ZiNZIB.

Succ. LiQ. Anis.

U. Altheae Simpl.

U. Basilic.
)

U. Basilicum >

U. Basilic. F.)

U. Deterg.

U. Egyptiac.

U. Neapolitanum
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Monday, 25 November 1901.

Mr Gray, President, in the Chair.

A Visit to the Coptic Monasteries of Egypt.

By Mrs Lewis.

The pictures which I am to shew you to-night are from

photographs taken this year between February 18th and March

20th. They represent a visit made by my sister, Mrs Gibson,

and myself, to six Coptic Monasteries in Egypt, into some of

which no woman had ever previously set foot during the 1600

years of their existence. Leaving a new monastery on the

eastern bank of the Nile, just opposite Benisouef, we spent five

days in crossing the desert ; for the most part over an upland

plain, whose sand was thickly strewn with grey and black flints,

specimens of which lie on the table before you. These often

make the ground appear in the bright sunshine just as if a

huge brush, dipped in wet Britannia black, had been passed

over it. Professor Hughes can perhaps explain to us how those

flints came there, but I for one have no doubt that they gave

to the country its ancient name of Khemi, which in Coptic

means black, the land of Ham, of which we read in the 105th

Psalm. Please remember that the Arabic word Sudan means
" the black people," not the black land. Travellers on a Nile

boat do not see this, because the flinty country on both sides of

the river is separated from it by low sandstone or limestone

hills.

The first monastery at which we arrived was Deyr Mar

Antonius, built in the 4th century by the followers of

St Antony, one of the fathers of monasticism, the contemporary

and friend of St Athanasius, Bishop of Alexandria, Patriarch

or Pope of the Egyptian Church ; for we must remember that

in the early centuries Alexandria contended with Constanti-

nople and with Rome for the primacy of the Christian world.
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Deyr Mar Antoniiis is built in precisely the same style as all

the other Coptic monasteries. When we look at the splendid

remains of monasteries in our own country, so graceful and

ornate in their architecture, such as Fountain's Abbey, we feel

that these could only have been reared in a land where the

whole nation held one faith, and was inspired by one ideal.

They seem to typify the strength and the beauty of the Christ-

ian religion.

When the monasteries were destroyed at the time of the

Reformation, the cathedrals remained, and are with us to this

day. But the Egyptian nation had no such happy history.

The Christian portion of it has been so ground down by

oppression that it has never had a chance of developing into

anything worthy of the name it bears. Its monasteries have

been shaped by the stern necessity for self-defence. From the

days of persecution under Decius and Diocletian, from the era

of Martyrs, A.D. 284, whence so many Coptic and Arabic MSS.

are dated, till the time of Constantiue, the soil of Egypt was

drenched with Christian blood, and after that period her Church

was distracted by quarrels, for she took the side of her own
Athanasius against the Arians, and of her own Monophysite

Dioscorus against the Orthodox. From the time of the Arab

conquest, say about A.D. 640, till the accession of Mohammed
Ali, A.D. 1802, the Egyptian Christians have been an easy prey

to the spoiler. Insulting laws have been enforced against

them
;
periodical riots and massacres have forced them to flee

from the cities and villages of the Nile valley, and to take

refuge in those dens and caves of the earth where no mob and

no army could easily reach them. These circumstances have

been eminently favourable to asceticism, which was indeed

making a virtue of necessity, and they fully explain the con-

struction of the Coptic monasteries.

We first notice the enclosing walls broken by no entrance

gate, but having a semicircular recess roofed by stout beams,

from which men and provisions may be raised or lowered by

means of a rope and a windlass. No Egyptian monastery had

any other mode of entrance until 50 years ago. The chief

feature of the interior is a square tower, or Casr, surrounded by
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;ui ornpty inoat, and jippruachcd by a rough woodtjM di'awbridgc,

easily lifted. This was designed as the last refuge of the

inmates in the event of a siege, and its dark, dusty rooms,

approached by a steep, winding stone stair, still serve as a

depository for any valuables of the convent which are not in

use
;
amongst these MSS. are included.

The monasteries of Deyr Mar Antonius and Deyr Anba
Bolos are, in their present condition, only 400 years old. After

an existence of more than 1100 years the original buildings

were destroyed during a revolt of some Moslem slaves, whom
the monks had imprudently bought, and had treated with

rigour. The ruins lay uncared for during a period of eighty

years, and were then rebuilt after the ancient pattern.

Deyr Anba Bolos is fifteen hours' march from Deyr Antonius.

It is perched on the top of a bare sandstone crag. It has not

yet been furnished with a door, and the only means of entrance

is by the windlass and the rope. For Mrs Gibson and me
a basket had to be improvised, made out of the rope-netting

which protected our camel furniture. After we were safely

hoisted a procession was formed, with crosses and banners,

which marched into the little church and, after a two hours'

service, the Hegoumenos delivered an Arabic oration, expressing

the great delight which he and the monks experienced at our

visit ; their gratitude to Lord Cromer and the noble nation of

the English for the deliverance of their " nation " from Ahmed
Arabi Pasha, for the works of irrigation, the schools and other

benefits ; their grief at the death of Queen Victoria ; and their

belief in the ultimate triumph of the Cross.

After our return to Deyr Mar Antonius we had to listen to

a similar address, drawn up in less poetic terms.

The MSS. in these two convents are almost all paper Arabic

of late date. They are kept in cupboards amidst thick layers of

dust.

The four convents which we visited in the Wady Natrun or

Nitrian Valley, to the N.-W. of Cairo, were all built in the

4th century. They are named respectively Deyr Abu Macarius,

Deyr Suriani, Deyr Anba Bishoi, and Deyr Barramous. Only

one of them, Deyr Suriani, has ever been entered by a woman,
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when in 1838 Miss Piatt accompanied her stepfather, Arch-

deacon Tattam, on that memorable expedition which resulted

in the transfer of so many valuable Syriac MSS. to the British

Museum, among them being the Curetonian Syriac Gospels.

Deyr Macarius has now an entrance gate in its massive wall,

at the foot of the recess where travellers were once hoisted by

a rope and a windlass. But the aperture is so low that you

cannot enter without stooping, and two great granite millstones

stand waiting to be rolled into it on the first threatening of

danger. The convent has three churches, dedicated respectively

to Abu Macar, to the 40 Shiukh or Elders, and to Abu Iskharun.

The leading feature in their architecture^ as in that of all Coptic

churches, is the dome ; a style of construction which, we have

little hesitation in saying, Europe learnt from Christian Egypt.

There is some evidence that the dome was not unknown in

ancient Babylonia ; but the first great specimen of it appeared

when the architect Anthemius constructed the church of St

Sophia at Constantinople, and it is supposed that he got many
of his ideas from Alexandria. In all three churches of this

convent there is a huge shrine or bier of very old wood. That

in the church of Abu Macar is filled with the bones of three

saints, all of whom were named Macarius, and all lived in the

third century. The monks are not quite sure as to which

of these founded this monastery, and they therefore pay equal

reverence to all three. When a service is held once a year in

the church of the Shiukh, or in Abu Iskharun, the bones are

carried thither in solemn procession. This seems to be a survival

of the ancient Egyptian idea of the ka or ghost, which was

always supposed to hover near its own mummy.
We were greatly surprised to find that these devout people

are in the habit of using the floors of their churches as store-

houses. A heap of corn lay over the tomb of the Forty Elders,

whilst olives, pomegranates, and other fruits of the earth were

spread out to dry over the floors.

Deyr Abu Macarius possesses a hermit of peculiar sanctity,

who, after living within its walls as an ordinary monk for

30 years, betook himself to a cave about two miles away, where

he has dwelt for the last six years, subsisting on bread and
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water, and coming to tlie church scrviccj only on Sundays, or

whenever the Wakeel or steward happoriK to visit the monastery.

He is an old man, with a finely shaped head, hollow cheeks, and

red, watery eyes. He was quite sociable, and acted as our guide

round the monastery.

The Coptic Church lays great stress upon fasting. For

170 days in the year, that is, 40 before Christmas, 45 before

Easter, 40 before Pentecost, 80 in spring (the Fast of Nineveh),

and 15 in August in honour of the Virgin Mary, no meat is

partaken of, nor eggs, nor milk, nor butter, nor fish. In some

families no food is tasted till three o'clock in the afternoon.

This severe abstinence has weakened the stamina of the race

;

the Copt, though quick and intelligent, is physically inferior to

his Moslem neighbours, and engages in no pursuit which would

tax his muscles.

The manuscripts in Deyr Macarius are kept in a large room

in the Casr, whose floor is thickly carpeted with a layer of dust.

Loose leaves, and books which have lost something more than

their bindings, are piled up on a large table, the fragments

which fell from it on the dusty floor being trampled by every

passing foot. I made an attempt to purchase these from the

Wakeel, but, though he confessed that in five years' time little

would remain of this pile, he was too much afraid of the curses

which are written therein to entertain the idea of allowing any

of them to be carried out of the monastery gate.

Deyr Suriani and Anba Bishoi are only some twelve miles

distant from Deyr Macarius. In the former place we foiind

that the monks were not in the least aware that their pre-

decessors had ever possessed a Syriac manuscript. They gave

us every facility for photographing, with a dark room in which

to change our films. They too have a hermit, a man who lived

for twelve years in a desert cave, subsisting on herbs and on

the charity of the poor Bedawin. He moved his habitation

from one place to another, and one night in his wanderings he

suddenly came on the lofty bare wall of Suriani, of whose

existence he did not know. But seeing a bell-rope, he pulled

it, and was admitted. For nine years he has lived peacefully in

a cell within the walls ; but he never speaks, except to ask for
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necessary things, and never attends the church services. We
managed to secure a photograph of him with our kodak and the

eager help of the monks.

At Anba Bishoi the oldest MSS. we saw were two Coptic

Bibles, dated a.d. 1220 and 1256.

Deyr Barramiis is less dusty and altogether better kept

than the other monasteries of the Wady Natrun. It is the

only one easily accessible to the modern tourist, for the little

railway of the Egyptian Salt and Natrun Company stops at

Bir Hooker within two hours' ride of it. The few manuscripts

and printed books which it contains are also well kept. But

when we looked at its dull grey walls, and reflected that from

them or from those of three other ancient monasteries—Deyr

Abu Macarius, Deyr Mar Antonius, and Deyr Anba Bolos—all

the Bishops of the Coptic Church, and therefore her Patriarch,

must come ; that from these monasteries the monks are not

allowed to go out, even to take a walk in the desert, and that

thence a few of them will be called to occupy positions where

the utmost tact and the greatest knowledge of men will be

required, we ceased to wonder that the reforming party

amongst the laity periodically give up hope, and migrate in

their hundreds to the Church of Rome, and in their thousands

to the American Mission, thus getting rid of all the chains

of ecclesiastical restrictions and oppressive ordinances which an

unenlightened zeal has forged for them in the course of ages.

But we who know this ancient community only in the period

of its degeneracy, must not forget the tribute of admiration

which we owe it for its constancy under trials to which

no Christian Church has been subjected for quite so long a

period.

The Sepulchral Brass of St Henry of Finland.

By Dr M. R. James.

The magnificent brass, or series of brasses, which I am
bringing to your notice this evening, has, I believe, never

before made its appearance in so full a form in England.

At any rate, Mr Creeny, who has diligently investigated the
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sepulchral brasses of the Continent, did not penetrate to it,

though lie rnt;ntions it in a list of unvisited brasses in the

preface to his work on (vontincntal brasses.

A glance at the rubbings I exhibit will assure you how
remarkable a work of art it is, and brass-rubbers will see that

in some respects it may fairly be called unique.

My own attention was first drawn to it by a woodcut

of part of it in an illustrated History of Sweden (Sveriges

Historia, six volumes, 1877-1888): and I applied to Professor

J. J. Tikkanen, Professor of Art at the University of Helsingfors,

to procure me two rubbings of the whole monument, one set for

the South Kensington Museum, the other for the Fitzwilliam.

He was most kind and helpful in the matter, and the rubbings

arrived here safely a week or two ago. I feel that we owe

Dr Tikkanen our best thanks for the pains he has taken to

procure us so good a reproduction. He has also been so good

as to furnish me with a copy of a printed description of the

monument, drawn up in 1874. The monument is preserved in

the church of a small place called Nousis in South Finland.

All that I know of its history may be put in a very few words.

It was executed for a Bishop of Abo, Magnus Olsson Tavast,

between 1412 and 1480. The stone tomb on which it is placed

was somewhat earlier, having been put up by Bishop Johannes

Petri, who died in 1370. It is, I ought to say, a cenotaph, for

the body of St Henry was translated to the Cathedral Church

of Abo in 1300. Of the aspect of the tomb apart from the

brasses I know nothing; the printed article referred to above

gives a description from which we gather that it is an altar-

tomb in length measuring 2*277 metres, in breadth r220, and

in height 0 652. The stonework is ornamented, but only to a

modest extent.

These facts are all that I have to give as preliminary to

a description of the rubbings which I exhibit. They need an

unusual amount of explanation, for a large portion of them is

concerned with the life and miracles of St Henry, a topic on

which I cannot assume much knowledge on the part of my
audience. The knowledge in fact is not very easy to attain.

The principal sources of information are the Acta Sanctorum
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(Jan. 19), Johannes Magnus's Lives of the Archbishops of Upsala,

the Scriptores rerum Svecicarum (ii. 334), and finally the first

number of the Finska Fornminnes foreningens Tidskrift (1874)

which contains small illustrations of the brasses, and a descrip-

tion signed with the initial N. I am relieved to find that this

writer's explanations of the subjects represented agree com-

pletely with those which I had myself made out before reading

his article.

The life of St Henry, in so far as it concerns us, is as follows.

He was by birth an Englishman, it is agreed, though no more

precise indication of his birthplace or parentage is given. He
became Bishop of Upsala about 1150, and accompanied King

Eric IX., commonly called St Eric, on a voyage to Finland, one

of whose objects at least was the conversion of the heathen

Finns. How far this expedition was successful I do not know

:

but some baptisms no doubt took place, and at least one

church, that of Nousis, was built. Henry was left in Finland

by St Eric, and (apparently about 1158) was killed by a native

named Lalli, a man of some consideration, who was annoyed at

having been excommunicated for the commission of a murder.

We will now take the brasses in order, beginning with the

large plate on the upper face of the tomb. In the centre is

St Henry, vested in mitre, amice, chasuble, maniple, dalmatic,

and alb. His hands are gloved ; on the middle finger of the

right hand (which is held up in blessing) is the pontifical ring.

In the left a crosier. The mitre is surrounded by a cusped

nimbus ; the head rests on an embroidered cushion. A small

angel on each side swings a censer. Below the feet is the

saint's murderer Lalli with his axe. Something like a cap is

falling from his head ; we shall soon see the meaning of this.

On the left is a small figure of a kneeling bishop, vested much
like the saint. Over his head goes a short scroll inscribed with

the word Gommenda. This has to be read along with the in-

scription on the border, as we shall shortly see.

This bishop is Magnus Olsson Tavast, for whom the brasses

were made.

The rich canopy which arches over the central portion

contains a number of small figures in niches.

G.A.S. Comm. Vol. X. 16
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At tlic top is our Lord holding an orb between censing

angels. On 11. and L. are two figures of prophets with blank

.scrolls.

The next row contains Apostles : on L. Peter and Paul, on

R. Andrew and John.

Below these on L. two martyr kings. Eric with mace and

sceptre, nnd Olaf with axe and sceptre.

On R. two Confessors, both Bishops, of whom neither can

be identified with certainty. One has been called St Nicholas

in virtue of the balls he holds in his hand. But they are not

really balls : they are more like loaves. I think it likely that

they are Swedish saints, such as St Eskil and St Sigfrid,

or the rather problematical Stephen. All three were early

missionaries, and the two first at least Englishmen. St Sigfrid,

I see, is represented on some Swedish altar-pieces as holding

three objects which sometimes look like human heads and

sometimes like loaves.

In the lowest stage are four female saints : on L.

St Katherine and St Margaret, on R. two veiled women, of

whom the one on the B. may probably be St Bridget of

Sweden, the other, who has a sword, I think must be St Helen

of Sweden, a widow and martyr, venerated at Skofde, near

Varnhem, and also at Tidsvilde in Jutland. Outside this is a

broad border containing the inscription, which is in rhyming

verse and begins at the top

:

0 vita commendabilis

0 mors desiderabiUs

propter que venerabilis

hie pontifex fit similis

in gloria sanctorum.

Commenda nos amabilis

pater et honorabilis

martyr regi celorum.

The word Commenda in 1. 6 has to be read from the scroll

over Bishop Tavast's head.

At the angles of this border are the emblems of the

four Evangelists holding scrolls inscribed with names of the

Evangelists Halfway down each side is a shield. That on L.
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bears a cross, the other a human arm mailed : this latter is the

shield of the Tavast family.

We now come to the unique feature of this monument, the

series of brass plates which decorate the sides of the tomb, and

represent the life and miracles of the saint. I cannot find any

record of a similar treatment of brasses in the literature of the

subject. Scenes from the lives of saints do very occasionally

occur. The stories of St Eligius and St Martin, for instance,

are portrayed on the great brass of the two bishops at Lubeck

:

but I believe there is nothing to be found anywhere on the

scale of this brass of St Henry. We must consider it, I think,

as an adaptation of the custom of representing the lives of

saints on the sides of the metal shrines containing their relics.

These representations are usually in repousse work or enamel,

but the effect of them is not unlike that which we see here.

The first of the four plates is on the south side of the tomb.

On it are shown :

1. The landing of St Eric and St Henry in Finland.

St Eric's ship, the upper one, bears the standard of Sweden.

St Henry is in the lower ship. The heathen Finns with their

dragon standard (a not uncommon badge of a Pagan host) are

gathered on the shore ready to oppose the landing of the

Swedes. Their cannon, with an ample provision of ammunition,

is conspicuous, and so is their champion, clad in plate-armour,

with a large beaked helmet. Men are bendiug their cross-bows,

and bringing up sheaves of bolts and a basket of stones or balls.

In the background is a nude idol with spear and shield on a

pillar.

2. The battle between Eric and the Finns is raging in the

background. In front Henry is seen baptizing the conquered

men by affusion. He is attended by his cross-bearer and other

clerks, and behind them is a small chapel.

3. St Henry is either greeting St Eric on a second visit

(unrecorded in history) or else, as I rather think, is saying

farewell to him. The Bishop is attended by a crosier-bearer,

and behind him is a handsome church—no doubt just built

—

in the doorway of which stands a canon in his almuce.

The king's ships are, as I take it, just setting sail.

16—2
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4. Tn two sccneR : the left-hand one precedes the right in

order. Here we see the Finnish convert Lalli murdering a

Swedish warrior. For this deed he is excommunicated by

Henry, who stands witli two tonsured clerics in front of his

church.

We pass to the second plate, on the west end of the tomb.

5. Lalli irritated at his excommunication attacks St Henry

with his axe. This on the left. On the right Henry is fallen.

His mitre lies on the ground. Lalli has taken his skull-cap, and

is putting it on his own head.

6. On the left, Lalli with his axe and newly acquired cap

returns home and tells his wife of his achievement. What he

actually said was that he had killed a bear.

On the right he takes off the bishop's cap, and to his own

discomfort and his wife's obvious horror he finds that the skin

of his head comes off as well. This incident is again alluded to

in the representation of Lalli on the large plate.

On the north side of the tomb are the following subjects

:

7. St Henry's body is carried to the church of Nousis.

8. The body is laid in the tomb.

9. A father and mother bewail their dead child, which is

already shrouded for burying.

10. The same parents kneel. St Henry appears in the sky.

The child arises. Tw^o miracles of this nature are attributed to

St Henry. Either may be represented here.

11. St Henry's finger with the episcopal ring is found

floating on a piece of ice with a crow by it which dares not

touch it. The murderer had cut off this finger, and it was not

recovered until the spring when the snow melted.

Among the trees in the background is one of those lions of

which Finland may be supposed to be as justly proud as is

Iceland of its snakes.

On the east end of the tomb are two plates which were

originally hung on hinges and formed doors, giving access to

the interior of the tomb. It is conjectured that objects, such

as rings and the like, were placed within in order to gain

sanctity or healing power from contact with the martyr's former

resting-place. The scenes on these plates are

:





I
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12. On the left two men at table, of whom one is
o

drinking. This is Gudmund, a retainer of the Bishop of Abo,

who was once at the priest's house at Sandheem in Westgoth-

land in Sweden. At the end of supper he drank to St Henry,

whereupon the priest laughed at him and said. ' If he be a

saint let him be angry with me, if he can.' That night the

priest as he lay in bed was troubled with a dreadful pain in his

body. He called Gudmund to him, begged pardon of St Henry,

and made a vow then and there to fast on his eve as long as he

lived. This scene, with the addition of St Henry's figure in a

cloud, is shown on the right of the plate.

13. St Henry appearing in the sky rescues a crew of seal-

fishers in a storm. Demons (as often) are seen breaking the

masts of the vessel : and on the right the ship is going prosper-

ously on its course.

This splendid series of brasses was I suppose executed in

Flanders or in North Germany : the former district is perhaps

the more likely of the two. The great Lubeck brasses and

that of King Eric Menred at Ringsted in Denmark (on the

whole the finest brass in the world) are both said to be

Flemish. They are something like a century earlier in date

than that of St Henry.

Upon the veneration of this saint in England I have one

chance light to throw. William of Worcester (p. 346, ed.

Nasmyth) has this sentence : St Henry the bishop, born in

England, bishop of Upsal in the kingdom of Sweden, lies

buried in the city Abo in Finland ; who died on the 14th

(read 19th) of January in the days of St Eric, King of Sweden,

as in the table in the Chapel of St Henry of the Carmelite

friars at Yarmouth is set forth

\

Then follows a similar notice of St Henry the Emperor

of Germany, without reference to the aforesaid table, from

which, nevertheless, it is most likely taken. I take this table

to have been a written scroll nailed on boards and hung up in

^ Sanctus Henricus episcopus quondam de Anglia natus et episcopus Uspa-

lensis {sic) in regno Sweciae jacet sepultus in civitate Abo in terra Finlandiae,

qui obiit 14 die Januarii tempore sancti Erici regis Sweciae, ut in tabula capellae

Sancti Henrici fratrum Carmelitarum Jernemuthiae patet.
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the chapel in question. The dedication of a chapel at Yarmouth

to St Henry is quite noteworthy. We can easily imagine how

the story of the saint may have been brought to the seaport

town by some merchant or ship-master whose business took

him to the northern seas.

A Legend of St Stephen \

By Dr M. R. James.

Among the oddest perversions of the canonical New Testa-

ment story that I know is one which has attached itself to

the name of St Stephen. Our first literary record of it is in

English ; and the English form of the tale is, like most of the

other literature I have to cite, a ballad or carol. It is found

in a MS. (Sloane, 2593) of cent, xiv., xv. and was first printed

by Ritson, Ancient Songs (CI. ii. No. 11). Since then it has

appeared in several not ancommon collections of carols. I do

not think I can avoid quoting it at length.

A Carol for St Stephen's day.

St Stephen was a clerk in King Herod's halle

and served him of bread and cloth as ever king befalle.

Stephen out of kitchen came with boares head on honde

he saw a star was fair and bright over Bethlem stonde.

He kyst adown the boares head and went into the halle :

I forsake thee king Herodes and thine werkes alle

I forsake thee king Herodes and thine werkes alle

There is a child in Bethlem borne is better than we alle.

What aileth thee Stephen ? what is thee befalle

Lakketh thee either meat or drinke in king Herodes hall ?

Lakketh me neither meat ne drinke in king Herodes' halle :

there is a child in Bethlem born is better than we alle.

What aileth thee Stephen ? art thou wood or thou ginnest to brede

lakketh thee either gold or fee or any rich weede ?

Lakketh me neither gold nor fee ne none rich weede :

there is a child in Bethlem born shall helpen us at our neede.

That is all so sooth, Stephen, all so sooth, I wiss

as this capon crowe shall that lyeth here in mine dish.

1 For additional remarks, see post, p. 264.
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That word was not so soon said, that word in that halle,

the capon crew Christus natus est among the lordes alle.

Kiseth up my tormentors by two and all by one

and leadeth Stephen out of this town and stoneth him with stone.

Token they Stephen and stoned him in the way
and therefore is his even on Christes owen day.

There is another much longer English carol which seems to

have been printed in broadside form as late as the eighteenth

if not the nineteenth century. It is called The Carnal and the

Crane (Carnal being I suppose a young crane) from the open-

ing stanza

:

As I passed by a river side

and there as I did reign

in argument I chanced to hear

a Carnal and a Crane.

The Carnal said unto the Crane:

" If all the world should turn

Before we had the Father,

but now we have the Son."

In this later carol the episode of the cock is found, but in

this case it is not connected with St Stephen but with the

Wise Men. They announce the appearance of the star, and

its meaning, to Herod. Whereupon:

If this be true, king Herod said

as thou tellest unto me,

this roasted cock that lies in this dish

shall crow full fences three.

The cock soon freshly feathered was

by the work of God's own hand

and then three fences crowed he

in the dish where he did stand.

" Rise up, rise up, you merry men all,

see that you ready be

!

all children under two years old

now shall destroyed be."

And so the ballad proceeds to the story of the flight into Egypt.

Now let us turn to another and more numerous series of

documents in which either the story of the cock or St Stephen

is connected with Christmastide. I mean the Scandinavian
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ballads. A Danish carol has preserved the tale best. Its

history is this: before 1736 it was sung by an old beggar

woman before the door of Erik Pontoppidan's house. He
noted it down and asked her if she believed it, to which she

replied, "God forbid she should doubt it." Pontoppidan printed

the song in 1736 in a small Latin tract entitled "Sweepings

of the old leaven or the relics of heathendom and popery in

the Danish world brought into the sunlight." But before this

in 1695 Peter Syv quoted a couple of lines of this same ballad

in a slightly varying form.

This is the Danish ballad as printed in Svend Grundtvig's

Danmarks Gamle Folkeviser, 1856, ii. 525

:

1 En Jomfru ren oprunden er,

en Eose over alle Kvinder

:

hun er den vaeneste, i Verden er

hun kaldes Himmeiens Kejserinde.

2 Hendes Hals saa hvid som Hermelin,

hendes kinder saa roselig reide :

for hun var saadan en Jomfru fin,

skulde hun vor Herre f£^de.

3 Gabriel Engel blev til hende sendt,

til Jomfru Maria med ^re :

'
' Min Herre han haver mig til eder

sendt,

I skulle Christi Moder vaere."

4 Maria svarede saa dertil,

som Gud gav hende i Sinde:

" Mig ske alt efter Guds Villie!

jeg er vor Herre bans Tjenestekvinde."

5 Udi to Snese Uger med Barnet hun
gik,

foruden al Sorrig og M£fde

:

men det var paa en Julenat,

den Herre han lod sig f£^de.

6 Sanct Stefan han leder de Foler i Vand

alt ved den ljuse Sjserne

:

"For vist er nu Profeten f/sSd,

som frelse skal al Verden!"

7 Kong Herodes han svarede saa dertil

:

" Jeg tror ikke denne Tale

:

foruden den Hane, paa Bordet staar

stegt,

slaar ud sine Vinger at gale."

1 A virgin pure upsprungen is

a Eose beyond all women
she is the fairest in the world

she is called the Queen of Heaven.

2 Her neck so white as Ermine

her cheeks so rosy red

for she was such a Virgin fair

as should our Lord bring forth.

3 Gabriel angel was to her sent

to maiden Mary with honour,

my Lord hath me unto you sent

you shall become Christ's mother.

4 Mary answered then thereto,

as God put her in mind

:

Be it unto me after God's will

I am our Lord's handmaiden.

5 For two score weeks with child she

went

without any sorrow or trouble

but it was on a Christmas night

the Lord He would be born.

6 St Stephen he leads the foals to water,

all by the bright star light

For sooth now is the Prophet born

that shall save all the world.

7 King Herod he answered then thereto

I believe not this talk

except the cock that lies roasted on

the board

spread out his wings and crow.
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8 Den Hane slog ud sine Vinger og gol, 8 The cock spread out his wings and
vor Herre hans F£^dsels Time : crew

Herodes faldt af sin kongelig' Stol, the hour our Lord was born

af Sorrig begyndte at svime. Herod fell off his kingly seat

with sorrow he 'gan to swoon.

9 Kong Herodes bad sadle Gangeren 9 King Herod bade saddle his courser

graa, gray

til Bethlehem lyster ham at ride : to Bethlehem list he to ride

han vilde der drgebe det lille Barn, he would there kill the little child

som agted mod hannem at stride. that thought with him to strive.

10 Maria tog Barnet udi hendes Arm, 10 Mary took the child in her arms

og Josef tog Asnet tillige : and Joseph he took the ass

saa rejste de gjennem det j£(diske Land, so fared they through the Jewish land

til Egypten, som Gud dennem viste. to Egypt as God shewed them.

11 Vel fjortentusinde Befrn saa smaa 11 Full fourteen thousand children so

deres Blod lod han udgyde : small

men Jesus var tredive Mile derfra, their blood did he pour out

fjefr Solen den gik til Hvile. but Jesus was thirty miles away

ere the sun went to his rest.

Next comes a ballad from the Faroe Islands: the text of

this I have not seen, but depend on Svend Grundtvig's ac-

count of it in his introduction to the Danish ballad just quoted.

The essential points as given by Grundtvig are these

:

Stephen is Herod's servant. He goes out and sees the star

in the East which shows him that the great king is born.

When he proclaims this Herod bids them put out Stephen's

eyes. We shall see, he says, whether your king will help you.

Stephen's eyes are put out: but he now sees as well in the

dark as he did before in the bright daylight. A roasted cock

cut up into pieces is next brought in and set before Herod

who says

:

If the cock stood up and began to crow I would believe in Stephen's

word.

Herod he stood and looked thereon : how the cock came together, that

lay on the dish.

The cock flew up on the red gold stool : he clapped his wings and so

fair he crew.

Thereupon Herod bade saddle his courser and ride to Bethlehem

to find the newborn king. When he came riding into the

court, Mary stood and greeted him.

Welcome Herod hither to arrive. We have here mingled both mead
and wine.
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lloiod answers

:

You should not ho gladly welcome me : 1 will have your son to nail on

the tree.

Mary answers tliat if Herod wishes to take her son he must go

to Heaven after him. This Herod tries to do but is taken by

twelve angels and dashed to the earth and there the devil

lays hold on him.

Lastly there is a Swedish ballad from which the story has

disappeared and only the chief actor is left

:

Stephen was a stable boy. Hold thee well my foal

He watered all his five foals. Help, God and St Stephen.

Day comes not yet, but only the bright stars that come before day.

This is the introduction to a song of which there are

several forms. It was sung by waits who ranged the country-

side on St Stephen's Day; and the bulk of it resembles the

ordinary wassail songs or Mayday songs, and is in fact an

appeal for contributions. Corrupt as it is, it retains just enough

of its original story to connect it with the other ballads.

When I was in Sweden this summer I saw three medieval

representations of parts of this legend. They are all earlier

in date than the English carol which is the first literary

document in our series. So far as I can gather none of the

three monuments has been interpreted by other antiquarians.

All three are sculptures. The earliest is an exceedingly rough

production which in England we should assign to the eleventh

century, but which as it is in Sweden may date from the

twelfth. It is one of three slabs discovered not long ago just

outside the cathedral church of Skara. One of these represents

the expulsion of Adam and Eve from Eden, the second as I

think St Gregory with a book in his hand and a dove at his

ear, and the last has the following scene. A man in a tall

head-dress and shirt (of mail), evidently a chief, is seated

facing I. His legs are crossed, a posture which is generally

in medieval art a sign of bad temper or lively emotion. Before

him is a large cup and over it a bird whose head is gone. It

is unmistakably meant for a cock. Behind the chief on the

r. is an attendant with drawn sword.
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The second example is of late xiith century. In the

National Museum at Stockholm is a fine altar-front in gilt

metal divided into a number of panels with scenes from the

life of Christ and figures of the Apostles. The scene following

the adoration of the Magi shows us a king at a table on which

are various dishes, and conspicuous among these a cock. On
the right is a kneeling man, and behind him, a soldier killing a

child. The next scene is the Flight into Egypt. One of the

inscriptions surrounding the frontal serves, I think, to commend
and confirm my interpretation. It runs thus

Virgineum regem mortis re(s)cindere legem

Pre(s)cit cor vatum divinitus irradiatum.

that is: the heart of seers, illuminated by God, foretells that

the virgin-born king is annulling the law of death.

There are no prophets on the frontal, and thei e is no subject

to which these lines apply so well as they will to the legend

of Stephen's prophecy, " there is a child in Bethlehem born

who shall save all the world." The words "divinitus irradia-

tum," moreover, fits in exactly with the vision of the star.

This altar-front came from the church of Broddetorp, near

Skara: and Hr Hildebrand is inclined to suspect that it may
have been originally made for Skara Cathedral.

The third representation dates from the xivtli century. It

is on one of a remarkable series of sculptured brackets, in-

tended to support statues, which are on the columns of the

choir of Upsala Cathedral. On the two westernmost of these

on the south side are the two following scenes

:

1. A man on horseback : three or four other horses beside

him. He raises his hands and stretches them out to the r. in

the direction of a large star.

2. The Stoning of St Stephen.

I submit that these monuments can be best interpreted in

connexion with the legend contained in the ballad.

The Skara relief shows us an angry king at table (indicated

-by the cup) and a cock on the table. The Broddetorp altar

gives the king at table, the cock, and a kneeling man, in con-

nexion with this. The Upsala sculpture shows a horse-tender

powerfully aftected by the appearance of a star, and im-
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iiicdiaboly furnishes us with a clue to the identity of the

person (as I cannot but think) by showing us the martyrdom

of St Stephen.

It is quite interesting to find that this picturesque legend

is at least as old as the twelfth century, and, incidentally, to

learn, though Sweden has not preserved any literary record of

it, that it was well known in that country at an early date.

I must add to my interpretation a few words on the origin

of the tale. There are tw^o strange elements

:

1. The story of the cock.

2. St Stephen as a- stable-boy.

1. Grundtvig in his remarks on the Danish ballad has

collected most of the parallels to the story of the cock. The

leading story is that of two German pilgrims, a father and son,

to Compostella, who were falsely accused of theft by an inn-

keeper at Toulouse (or Tolosa). The son was hanged and

remained alive on the gallows, supported by St James, for

36 days—in fact, until the father, who had continued his pil-

grimage, returned to the spot. So far the common tale, which

occurs in the Legenda Aurea, and other places. But later writers

make the following addition, one placing the occurrence at

S. Domingo, the other at Caussade, in the south of France.

The father applied to the judge to have his son taken down.

At the moment of his arrival, the judge was at table, with two

chickens before him. He stoutly denied the possibility of

what the old man reported, saying that he would believe it

if the fowls before him would rise up and crow. This of

course they did. They were kept in the parish church for

some seven years afterwards and were much visited. Everyone

who came to see them got a feather, and a new one im-

mediately grew in the bird's body. Their progeny, a single

pair, had the same peculiarity.

A second story says that two travellers were dining at

Bologna: one cut up a roast chicken. His friend rashly said,

" St Peter himself couldn't put that bird together again now."

" St Peter ? " retorted the other, " why, if our Lord Himself

willed it, that cock could never get up again." The cock sprang

up fully feathered, clapped his wings and crew : the sauce that
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had been poured over him was sprinkled upon the two men,

and they became leprous till their life's end.

To these I add what is probably an older form of the tale.

It is found in Greek in some late copies of the so-called Gospel

of Nicodemus ; and in Latin also, but only so far as I know in

a detached form. It tells how Judas after the betrayal came

home and told his wife or his mother of what he had done.

She reproached him bitterly, and said among other things that

the prophet whom he had betrayed would rise again from the

dead. I will believe that, said Judas, when the cock that you

are boiling in that pot crows. In the Greek the parts are

reversed: Judas is repentant, his wife is the mocker. "As

the wretched man was yelping this out like a fox, the half-

cooked cock was made alive again, came out of the boiling-pot

forthwith and appeared with all his plumage restored, and so

flew up upon the roof of the house, and there abode a long

time exulting and rejoicing, as if he were proclaiming the

time of the resurrection of Christ. Now the edition of the

Greeks affirms that it was this same cock that in that very

night convicted Peter by crowing when he denied." This

story of Judas and the cock has a very obscure relative in

the literature of Abyssinia. There is an Ethiopic document

never yet printed, usually found in company with certain

Passion-services, which is called the Book of the Cock. M.

d'Abbadie has given a very brief account of the principal

contents in the following terms. Immediately after the Last

Supper (more probably the feast at Bethany) Akrosina (pro-

bably a corruption of Euphrosyne), wife of Simon the Pharisee,

brought a roasted cock in a cooking-pot, put it into a handsome

dish and presented it to our Lord. He touched it and restored

it to life, and then sent it to watch the proceedings of Judas

in Jerusalem, endowing it at the same time with a human
voice. Rigrimt, the wife of Judas, sent it to the Jews. It

was present at the interview of Judas with the priests, and

returned and repeated the matter to our Lord, who thereupon

dismissed it to fly about the sky for 10,000 years. Hereafter

follows the history of the Passion with some legendary additions.

Will not some one translate in full this curious writing ?
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In all Uh;so stories (and there are most likely others of the

kind to be found) the function of the cock is the same. It

converts the unbeliever. It is probable that the salient inci-

dent has been directly borrowed. I am inclined to think that

the incident has been elaborated out of the story of Peter's

denial, and that the first step taken was to connect the cock

with Judas, and then possibly with Herod. As to the date

of the various stories as we have them thus much may be

said. We can trace the form in which St Stephen appears, to

the eleventh or twelfth century. The Judas-legend (as I

judge from the Latin form) is not later. The miracle of the

pilgrims is traceable in art in the middle of the fifteenth

century. Pietro di Foligno has painted it in the church of

SS. Giacomo ed Antonio at Assisi. The story of the two

travellers appears first in Helinandus, an author of the twelfth

century.

2. St Stephen as a stable-boy. On this point the Scan-

dinavian editors of the ballads have much to say which seems

to me sound and interesting. I shall put their results quite

shortly. They lay special stress on these points :

1. Dec. 26, St Stephen's Day, was universally celebrated

in Scandinavian lands, and also to a large extent in North

Germany, by horse-races, and all manner of rites connected with

horses were performed on that day.

2. The season of Yule or Christmas was anciently the

season of the great feast of the god Frey.

3. Frey was the special patron of horses.

To put the matter as shortly as possible, Stephen in his

capacity as stable-boy is a reminiscence of the god Frey.

St Urith of Chittlehampton.

By Dr M. R. James.

The church of Chittlehampton in Devonshire is dedicated

to St Urith. No tradition about the patron is preserved there

beyond this, that there is an empty niche at the east end

of the church, with a late inscription, " To the memory of

S. Hieritha, foundress of this church,"
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Leland in two passages of his Itinerary which, owing to the

nature of the index to that work, I have not yet discovered,

has the following remarks :

" Chittlehampton in time past hath been notable for that

Hieritha, born at Stoford {read Stowford) com. Devon, canon-

ized a saint and was here interred, unto whose memory the

church was dedicated, and she was esteemed to be of such

sanctity that you may read of many miracles ascribed to her

holiness in his book that penned her life."

Also :
" The hamlet of Stowforde did sometime belong to

the Duchy of Lancaster. In this place was Hieritha, patroness

of Chittlehampton, born, also, as the legend of her life makes

mention, suffered the next year after Thomas Becket in the

reign of Henry II., in which history the names of her parents

are set down."

These passages are quoted by Parker, Calendar of the

Anglican Church, 1897, pp. 290, 291.

Camden in his Britannia mentions that at Chittlehampton

lies the body of S. Hieritha, a female saint, but has no more

to say ; and Roscarrock in his MS. register of English saints

merely copies Camden. The official Roman Catholic Menology

of England and Wales does not so far as I can find include the

name of our saint in any form.

William of Worcester at an earlier date has been called in

as a witness. He speaks (p. 106) on the authority of Thomas

Peperell, notary public of Tavistock, of a St Herygh. This

person is a bishop, brother of St Uny and St la. His feast is on

Oct. 31 and he lies in a certain church situate under the cross

of the church of St Paul in London. A thoroughly obscure

statement, which suggests a confusion (as has been remarked)

of St Herygh with St Erkenwald. It is likely enough that

St Herygh existed, and that he is no other than St Erth,

patron of a Cornish parish whose church is called in Latin

documents Ecclesia Sancti Erci. But there is no reason for

bringing him into the question here. Even on the evidence

we have had, we may feel confident that St Hieritha is a

female saint. I have a new document which not only confirms

that view, but also tells us something of the legend of the saint.
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ft is a rhyming Latin i)()crri, properly calhid an Oratio

rliyth'uiicd, which I found in a manuscript in the Gale collection

at Trinity College (O. 9. 38). The volume is of paper, written

in the fifteenth century and is the commonplace book of a

Glastonbury monk. It contains a large quantity of medieval

Latin verse, some of which has been printed, while a great

deal is as yet unknown.

My poem is on almost the last leaf, and this leaf has lost

its outer edge, so that the ends of a good many lines are

unfortunately gone. However with the help of my friend

Mr Stephen Gaselee, of King's College, I have produced a

text which is at least better than nothing.

Oracio

Cotidiane lux di<ei> rr -.7

^ , T , T
, . Urithae memoriam

Protulit ad laud<em> dei

Hec pudica et formosa , . , „ ,

., . , nic xiwiella...)
Sua vita virtuosa

Holocaustum deo gratum . , ^ .

. , °, se m etate tenera
Virgo vouit celebratum

Munda carne pura mente . . ^ , t ^

^, . ,
^

, ,
inter mundi ^{relia)

Vixit Christo protegente

Gaudet quia falcatorum ... ,.

^ , ^ , X ,
• • martirium sustin?*2^

Fasce {perhaps falce) prato miquorum

Virgo martir nunc sanctorum .

. , m premium promerwz^
Consorcia angelorum

Hostium minas non expauit , ^ i •

, , .f- hostis quos Q,movouit
Hostes morte superauit

Vbi virgo expirauit . , n
, T , sicca terra novmt

Ions nabundo emanauit

Nunc gaudet tota patria

Quod sue nouerce odia

0 villa chitelhamptonia

Letare cum deuonia

innocens v^rgo vicerit

quod tslamum sponsi suhiit

Ora pro nobis virgo martir Christi

Vt liberemur a morte ivisti

Oracio

omnipotens sempiterne deus qm sanctum

Vritham et virginitatis et ma,rtirn
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angelico decorasti gaudio concec^e

nobis ftxmiilis tuis vt suis meritis

et intercessionibus eterna celi gaudia

pertingere mereamur per christum dominum nostrum.

From these lines the main points of the legend emerge

clearly enough. Urith is a maiden who has dedicated herself

to a religious life. She has a jealous—possibly a heathen

—

step-mother who bribes the haymakers on the estate to attack

Urith and put an end to her—doubtless with their scythes. A
fountain springs out of the ground where she falls, and flowers

deck the dry soil. Divine vengeance falls on the murderers

;

perhaps they are struck by lightning, perhaps swallowed up

in the earth.

If it had not been for the occurrence of the name of

Chittlehampton in the poem (if poem it may be called) and

that of Uritha in the prayer, the hagiologist would, I think,

have concluded not unfairly that the saint spoken of was

St Sidwell or Sativola of Exeter. The legends of the two are

extraordinarily similar. Each has a wicked stepmother, each

is killed by a haymaker, and for each a fountain springs up

on the site of the martyrdom. St Kyneburga of Gloucester,

again, had a very similar fate.

The general complexion of the legend—a thoroughly myth-

ical one—raises grave doubts in my mind as to whether

Leland's statement that St Urith suffered the year after

Thomas Becket can be accepted. It has not by any means

the aspect of a twelfth century tale, to my thinking. Leland

may quite probably have been misled by a statement in the

legend which he evidently inspected in a very perfunctory

way, omitting to state the manner of Urith's death and her

parents' names. The legend may have given the day after

St Thomas's as her feast day, or the discovery of her relics,

or even the date of its own composition. But in the absence

of the original document—now, I fear, not very likely to be

brought to light again—these doubts, though worth expressing,

must not be insisted upon.

I do not feel myself competent to enter upon the discussion

of the Sidwell-Urith legend from the comparative mythologists'

G.A.S. Comm. Vol. X. 17
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point of view. I havo little doubt that parallels in Celtic

hagiology would be forthcoming if one had time to spend in

looking for them. It must suffice for me to call your attention

to the subject, and to express a hope that some one specially

interested in this department of romance may be able to supply

my defects.

I cannot end without expressing my thanks to the Yen.

Archdeacon Seymour, Rector of Chittlehampton, who has

been good enough to supply me with a statement of all that

was known about St Urith in her own parish and county.

Monday, February 17, 1902.

Mr Gray, President, in the Chair.

Excavations in the War Ditches near

Cherry Hinton.

Professor HuGHES, before describing the results of continued

excavations, acknowledged the assistance he had received from

Mr Freeman, and expressed his regret that they had lost the

services of Mr Kaines Smith, whose other engagement had

prevented his giving much time to the work.

He then went on to report as follows :
' I have received

confirmation of the local use of the name " War Ditches." Since

my last report (Feb. 3) the course of the great fosse has been

quite straight, pointing towards the centre of the reservoir, but

now it is beginning to curve round to the east. The fosse is

not here as deep by nearly 3 feet as it was proved to be where

first crossed in the entrance to Mr Tebbutt's pit.

The most interesting discovery which has been made in the

fosse was that of a kind of oven or fireplace which was fortu-

nately exposed before the visit of the Society to the spot and

seen by the members on the 5th.

This fireplace was made by digging a hole in the debris

which filled the fosse and lining it with from 6 to 8 inches of
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clay roughly plastered on the loose and crumbling sides. It

was fired so as to harden the clay but yet not enough to convert

it into a solid mass which could be removed, and from the

appearance of the sides in section it seemed probable that the

clay lining had been renewed from time to time and the falling

sides repaired. In the lining there were some broken pieces of

the long wedge-shaped bricks, and lumps of half-baked clay to

8 inches in diameter were packed into the upper part on one

side. These were burnt red to a depth of to 2 inches on

the outside, while the inside part remained black.

Several layers of black carbonaceous humus occurring down

to a much lower level indicated successive infillings of the fosse

at an earlier date than the construction of the fireplace, with

intervals of slow accumulation and growth of weeds. Through

the upper layers the hole was dug in which this symmetrical

bell-shaped chamber was formed as above described. It

measured 42 inches across the top, 20 inches across the bottom,

with a depth as now seen of about 41 inches
;
but, as the finer

made-earth extended across at the level of the unfinished top

as now seen, that is at about 2 feet from the surface of the

ground, we cannot tell what the rim was like nor what was the

, original depth. It was filled with rubbish like that around it.

Its manner of occurrence furnishes an additional proof of the

ancient date of the infilling of the fosse.

The pits with burnt clay, charcoal, half-baked bricks, &c., &c.,

which they had come upon in several places in the course of

the excavations were probably remains of similar structures.

Their use was not at present clear. This one would hold

water, but there is no evidence that it was used for that

purpose, and the traces of burning were such as to suggest that

its last use at any rate was for firing something.

Its small size and rounded base made it improbable that it

could have been a potter's kiln or a limekiln. Moreover the

class of pottery found about is not such as would have been

made in that way, and they had found no refuse heaps com-

posed of the inevitable wasters of a kiln.

On the whole it seemed more probable that it was an oven

or cooking place of some kind, and he hoped that further

17—2
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excavations might enable them to find the tiue explanation

of these interesting remains which probably would throw much
light upon the domestic life of the people who constructed and

used them.

Following the fosse a few feet further they came upon a

human skeleton at a depth of about 10 feet. It appeared to

have suffered rough treatment, as was the case with the one

found on the other side of the roadway. The skull was gone

and the legs were doubled back upon the body. Whatever

may be the explanation of the manner of occurrence of the

skeletons, it is clear that they were not buried in the earth

which had partly filled the fosse because the layers extended

uninterruptedly over them. After being placed there they

were covered by the debris which crumbled off the sides or was

thrown in. Nor were they carried there with the material

which was thrown in from the surrounding surface, for they

must have been left where we find them and covered up while

the ligaments and soft parts were there to keep the bones to-

gether.

Not far from this skeleton the workmen picked up some

fragments of pottery near the bottom of the fosse. I did

not see these got out, but from the character of the ware I

feel sure that most of them had fallen in from the sides and

got trodden in where the men were working. This view is

confirmed by the occurrence among them of a bit of the

bottom of a quite recent glass bottle, the surface of which was

corroded by the action of the alkalis in the manure with

which it had probably been carried on to the land. This

unfortunately throws doubt on all the specimens then collected,

the characters of some of which make it not improbable that

they did occur at the base. It has however been proved that

fragments of a rough black and red pottery with white angular

chips of calcined flint do occur in the lower layers below the

skeletons.

About the level of the top of the fireplace above described

is the horizon whence we have obtained the greatest quantity

and the finest quality of pottery. There is a large proportion

of thin black, red, and white ware with bands or circles painted
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on or produced in slip in high relief, while others were orna-

mented with rings or triangular groups of dots, also in high

relief. Seeing that there was so much pottery of the better

kind, the almost entire absence of Samian is very marked

and indicates that Roman art still survived, but that the

importation of distinctively Roman objects had ceased.

A little further still in the direction of the reservoir at

a depth of about 2 feet from the surface, that is from the

same horizon as that from which most of the pottery was

obtained, a plain bronze fibula^ was found. It was unfortunately

broken by the pick in getting it out and had previously lost

a portion of the narrower end. The fragment was about

2J inches long with a square expansion at one end. This

was f of an inch in length and inches in breadth with a

curved lunette front. The back was very thick and strongly

bent. The lost part must have added from 1^ to 2 inches to

the length. On the under side there are two loops into which

the pin must have passed, but there is no trace remaining of

any spring. This fiddle-shaped brooch is not like any Roman
or Saxon specimen which has so far occurred in this district,

and, like the pottery, suggests that it belongs to an age when

the Romanized British still kept up the general types they

had learned from the Romans.'

On some Earthworks at Boxworth and
Knapwell.

By Professor T. M^Kenny Hughes.

There is a look of antiquity about the parishes of Lolworth,

Boxworth, and Knapwell, but there are few records or traditions

to help us in making out their history. There are traces of

ancient enclosures and cultivation everywhere and very old

trees stand about in rows and clumps. The names are Scan-

1 This interesting specimen will, it is hoped, be figured when the final

report is made to the Society—as also the pottery, much of which is new to

our district, and the ovens, which are dilSerent from anything of which I can

find record.
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dinavian. But who knows when Scandinavian immigrations

began ?

The churches as they stand are not very old. Knapwell

church looks like a new one built out of old material on a new
site, for there is no high churchyard round it. Boxworth

Church is Decorated and Perpendicular and has a 14th century

coffin-lid recently built into the wall. It is interesting to

Cambridge men for the tomb of Sanderson, the blind Lucasian

Professor of Mathematics (1711-1739).

Knapwell probably owes its position to the stream which

runs along the bottom of the valley to the west of it, and

perhaps to the spring which issues from the Elsworth Rock

at the bottom of the bank opposite the church. This well

must have given its name to Knapwell, near which it is,

though it is now in Boxworth parish. It is strongly chalybeate,

and one would think from the ancient brick-work in it that it

was more thought of in old times and was very likely regarded

as a holy well. Its name, the Red Well, was obviously given to

it from the deep red stain of the iron oxides. Tradition says

that this district was densely populated till the Black Death

carried off nearly all its inhabitants.

But what I would now call special attention to are some

earthworks of great strength and extent in Overhall Grove,

between Boxworth and Knapwell. They were pointed out to

me by Mr Edmund Thornhill of Boxworth, whose brother owns

the property.

The most ancient, I take it, is the moated mound or ' burh

'

which stands on the Knapwell side of the stream, at such a

low level that the moat is easily kept full of water. It is

peculiar in this that it does not occupy a strong position on

a hill nor command any important stream-crossing. It looks

as if it had been thrown up here for concealment, when this

district was covered by dense woods, and for security against

surprise, for it could have held out for some time against a

sudden attack.

On the Boxworth side of the stream a thick wood covers

the slope, forming a well-known fox covert and concealing in

its depths some strong artificial earths. In the midst of this
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wood there is a strong irregularly rectangular platform with a

deep fosse round it. This work is about 70 yards across.

Outside this there is a strong vallum and fosse, also roughly

rectangular except that it is drawn out into a point in the

direction of the well, while from this corner a covering bank

runs down more directly towards the stream immediately

opposite the moated mound. The north-east side also where

part of the fosse is still full of water extends beyond the

corner in a straight line to the south-east.

This looks like the site of a fortified mediaeval residence of

later date than the moated mound—but so completely has it

passed out of the memory of man that I was unable to learn
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aiiytliing more about it, and, buried in its deep woods, it escaped

the notice even of the Ordnance Survey. When however I

called the attention of the officer in charge of that district to

it he had it surveyed at once, and has kindly placed at my
disposal a tracing of the works which will appear in the next

edition of the map.

Village of Eomanized Britons on the banks of

THE Cam between Chestebton and Milton.

By Professor T. M^Kenny Hughes.

In September of last year Mr Bell, of Trinity Hall, kindly

informed me of the disco-very of a large quantity of pottery

and bones at the east corner of the Sewage farm on an area

which was being excavated with a view to some further exten-

sion of these works. Through his good offices I heard from the

Town Clerk, Mr J. E. L. Whitehead, that the Sewage Disposal

Committee were willing to hand over the various antiquarian

objects found to me in order that I might see to their exami-

nation and safe -keeping. I am glad to have the opportunity

of publicly thanking these gentlemen for their courtesy in the

matter.

The discovery proved to be of great interest. It is in fact

the unearthing of another Roman settlement along the river

terraces north of Cambridge. Unfortunately I did not receive

the information in time to see the objects excavated and note

their exact relation to one another, but an examination of the

spot and of the surrounding area and careful enquiry from the

workmen enabled me to make out pretty clearly their manner

of occurrence and the character of the remains.

There were a good many human remains and most of these

came from graves of irregular occurrence over the area. They

seem to have been those of well-built people of large stature

and good dolichocephalic skulls.

The pottery and the remains of domestic animals were

found chiefly in pits such as are so common in and around every
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Roman settlemeDt, as for example at Chesterford—but also to

some extent scattered over the surface. The pottery is very

mixed in character. There was much of the coarse ware such

as we find at Horningsea, some of the hooped barrel type such

as I have recently brought under your notice from Jesus Lane.

But there is very little that is at all comparable to the finer

class of ware which we are now digging up in the War Ditches.

The scarcity of Samian may indicate the poverty of the in-

habitants, or the late date of the settlement, or the absence

of the more distinctively Roman element.

It was probably an agricultural village of Romanized

Britons.

On modifications of design on an Indian cloth.

By Professor T. M^Kenny Hughes.

The curious example of modifications of design which we

find on British coins struck in imitation of Greek money has

often been noticed. The head of Philip of Macedon degenerated

into a ear of corn.

The quadriga or four-horse chariot became a sort of Medusa

head.

It is interesting therefore to see the same sort of thing in

the treatment of hunting scenes or fights between wild beasts

in modern Asiatic designs.

The piece which I exhibit has a stag, with conventional

antlers, walking out to feed ; also a tiger or cheetah arriving

upon the sceue ; the tiger seizes the stag. But now a change

is seen, the stag's antlers become part of the floral decoration,

though occasionally one of the designs which do duty for plants

elsewhere remains attached to or near the stag's head.

In another place the antlers remain, but the row of tynes

suggests the teeth of an animal turned back towards the at-

tacking tiger. When this has been accepted, various parts of

the rest of the animal are modified to suit the idea, and colour

strengthens the illusion. Portions of the tiger develope into

the serpent-like body and tail of the dragon on which the
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paw of the tiger become.s a wing. Here however the changes

come to an end and tlie red colour of the rest of the dragon

does not appear in his wing.

Friday, February 28, 1902.

Mr Gkay, President, in the Chair.

Mr E. J. Rapson, M.A., gave a lecture, illustrated by lantern

slides,

On the Eecent Arch^ological Explorations of

Dr, M. a. Stein in Chinese Turkestan.

He explained that it had long been known that the district

to the north of Khotan, generally known as the Taklamakan

Desert, was in ancient times the site of a civilization partly

Indian in character. Bilingual coins having inscriptions both

in ancient Chinese characters and in the ancient Indian alpha-

bet, known as Kharoshthi, placed this fact beyond doubt, and

in recent years the evidence of this ancient civilization in the

shape of fragments of manuscripts, various works of art, etc.,

had become very numerous ; but no systematic exploration of

this region had been made until the Indian Government in

1900 entrusted the task to a well-known Sanskrit scholar and

Indian archaeologist, Dr M. A. Stein, of the Indian educational

service. The lantern views exhibited by the lecturer consisted

partly of places of geographical interest on the route followed

by Dr Stein, and partly of the various ancient sites in the

desert excavated and of the different classes of objects dis-

covered by him. Archaeological evidence shewed that the

encroachment of the sand which eventually covered the whole

of this region was gradual, leaving the inhabitants abundant

time to remove everything of value. Almost all the objects

found in the houses and temples excavated were such as might

be left behind as not worth transport, or, like the numerous

colossal statues discovered, too large to be carried away. The
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most valuable find of all came from an ancient rubbish heap.

This yielded hundreds of wooden tablets and many parchments

inscribed in Kharoshthi characters, somewhat similar to those

found on the coins of the Indo-Scythic kings of the first

century, A.D. Many of these are dated in years of the reigning

sovereign, together with the month and day. The difficulties of

decipherment are very considerable, owing partly to the cursive

character of the writing, partly to the dialect, which, however,

is certainly an Indian dialect and related to Sanskrit, and

partly to the numerous non-Aryan words presenting strange

groups of consonants for the resolution of which no analogies

have yet been found. The decipherment of these inscriptions

would, no doubt, be a work of time and patience, but when

accomplished it would restore for us some of the outlines of

a lost chapter of human history.

Professor Kidgeway proposed a vote of thanks to the lecturer

and said Mr Rapson had given an exceedingly vivid picture of

the wonderful discovery of Dr Stein, which they hoped was

only the prelude to much more, and they might have come

face to face with a new development of history.

Sir Henry Howarth seconded the proposition, and said he

hoped they would soon have some of the monographs of the

coins of the district as well as on the tablets, which would

clear up a great deal of their difficulties. Mr Rapson had

given a most graphic account of the mountainous district

through which Dr Stein travelled, and on getting north of

those mountains they had a tremendous amount of puzzles.

It would be of great advantage to them, if it were possible,

to know the race which lived in that area before the Hindoo

colonies were placed there. It was very difficult to know

what race it was, because the Thibetians were hardly in that

western part at that very early date, while the Turks did not

seem to have come down quite so far south ; so there was room

there for some race, which probably corresponded to that of

whom the classical writers told so much.
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MoT)(]a,y, Marcli J902.

Mr Gjiay, President, in the Chair.

Baron Anatole VON HOgel read a report upon

A Month's Flint Implement Collecting in the

Libyan Desert,

near Abydos, Upper Egypt. The paper was illustrated by

lantern slides. This report is held over for future publication,

owing to the illness of the writer.

He also exhibited the collections of flint implements and

prehistoric pottery now preserved in the Museum of Archaeology

and of Ethnology.

Wednesday, March 12, 1902.

Mr Gray, President, in the Chair.

Dr A. C. Haddon, F.R.S., delivered a lecture on

The Evolution of the Cart.

Dr Haddon traced the gradual improvement in the lightness

and symmetry of the wheel and axle of the cart. The primitive

wheel consisted simply of a log, the two ends of which formed

the wheels, and the axle hacked away from the beam. There

were two kinds of wheels—spoke and frame wheels. The

spoke-wheel was a very ancient invention, the Assyrian war

chariots being constructed on that principle several centuries

B.C. The greatest number and variety of survivals in the

shape of wheels was to be found in Spain and Ireland. The

wheels of a Spanish ox-cart were built up of several pieces of

wood, the rim being studded with nails, and these would stand

a tremendous lot of knocking about.

Lantern illustrations were given.
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Monday, April 28, 1902.

Mr Gray, President, in the Chair.

On the Remains of the Dog, Prehistoric, Roman,
AND Medieval, found near Cambridge.

By Professor T. M^Kenny Hughes.

It has been noticed that almost all animals that have been

thoroughly domesticated are gregarious, and it has been sug-

gested that they only transfer their allegiance from the leader

of the herd to man. However that may be, it is certain that

the animals most like dogs and those from which, considering

all the circumstances and probabilities, dogs most commonly

appear to have been derived, are gregarious, and that dogs

which have returned to a feral state are apt to become gre-

garious, so far at any rate as to hunt in packs, as do wolves

and jackals. We should expect therefore to find that dogs

were domesticated in very early times, and as far back as

pictorial illustration and history carry us, we do find that

the more highly civilized peoples had many breeds of dogs.

Several of the more marked varieties existing at the present

day were represented on the monuments of ancient Egypt.

The Romans knew and imported the powerful dogs of Britain.

Among primaeval races, however, or peoples of a lower

civilization, selection of breeds does not appear to have been

practised to any great extent and therefore the characters of

the wild animal from which the dogs were derived continued to

prevail.

Thus we find that the dogs of North America resemble

the great grey wolf of Arctic regions, while some of the smaller

North- American-Indian dogs resemble the prairie wolf (G.

latrans). The central European and Indian dogs are like the

wolves of their own country, while in those more southern
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regions, where the jackal takes the place of the wolf, the

native dogs are of the jackal type.

We must remember that although there may not have been

much selection of breeds among primaival peoples, still the

tribal isolation which eventually affected the racial characters

of man may well have perpetuated any variety which appeared

among his domestic animals, and it may be that dolichocephalic

and brachycephalic dogs may help us by and by to trace the

migrations of his masters.

Although there may have been no attempts to arrive at a

number of fancy breeds, still the rudest people who made use

of dogs would endeavour to procure such as were best adapted

for their purpose. The Esquimaux wanted a powerful dog for

hunting and for draught ; the Hungarian shepherd a dog that

could fight a wolf—and so on.

Even where there may have been many different breeds

introduced from time to time, if there were no isolation and

selection, a common type would be arrived at by the crossing

of various kinds and the absorption of any newly introduced

variety into the common stock which was numerically the

strongest and had nearly reverted to an original more stable

form.

A common ancestor of the race is seen in the Tertiary Cuon

Cynodon and Cynictis^ which really do not differ so much as

might have been expected from the form to which the common
dog reverts when breeding is unchecked by selection.

We have a good example of this in Constantinople, where

the dogs roam about unowned and unrestrained, living on the

street refuse, and, therefore, protected as scavengers. In

eastern and southern towns the climate facilitates this and

people are more tolerant of animals quartered on the whole

community in this manner. Even in Florence the cloisters

of S. Lorenzo furnish a home to an immense number of cats,

to which as a sort of charity food is regularly given at noon.

In Constantinople where I was looking "out for any varieties

that might appear I found a most remarkable uniformity of

1 H. Filhol, Reclierches sur les Phosphorites du Quercy, Paris, 1876, 8°.
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type. The resultant breed is a small yellow mastiff with a

more tapering muzzle and a more close approach to the form

of a wolf than is seen in our English breed. There is a smaller

grey breed, with a still sharper nose and longer pointed ears,

which is more like the jackal and may be a later introduced

breed not yet absorbed. When we remember the numerous

southern lands dependent upon or at any rate in close touch

with Constantinople it would be curious if the jackal, the

essentially southern type, had left no mark on the breed of

dogs.

Dogs are mentioned in the Bible not so much as the faithful

friends of man but as despised and often dangerous animals

that showed their teeth and ran about the city and yet were

tolerated as useful for certain purposes.

The references to them in Latin writers are of the same

kind, and the word was applied to man as a term of abuse as

is the word cur among us, or, in milder forms of depreciation,

as dog-Latin, dog-rose.

We cannot in any English town now see what would be the

result of unselected breeding. Almost everyone who keeps a

dog has chosen it for some definite object, but only to a small

extent does this seem to have been the case in Egypt, Greece

or Rome, and there remained the great majority of unowned

dogs that obtruded themselves upon the public notice every-

where. Judging from the bones of dogs found in our ancient

ditches and lay-stalls, we should infer that the same sort of

thing prevailed in English towns in mediaeval times. The

great majority of skulls found belong to the type of dog now
seen in Constantinople. At Chesterford, the most distinctively

Roman town we have in this district, we find that this same

type is by far the most common. There is associated with

it a smaller breed with what the French would call a 'front

bombee,' a fuller brow and orbits set more forward, and thus

in one important character differing more than does the other

breed from the wolf, in which the eyes are set more obliquely,

that is, drawn out along, rather than across the head.

From the cast^ of the lower jaw of a dog recently dug up in

1 Now in the Woodwardian Museum.
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tlic Forum in Rome wc should infer tliat the common breed

which was uncared for and left unburied was of the same

normal type from which dogs descended and to which they

revert.

Carrying our enquiries still further back into pre-Roman

times, we must admit that it is not always easy to fix the exact

age of the bones found in the fens.

Remains of dogs of all ages and of various breeds are dug

up along the banks of the rivers, but it is of course not suf-

ficient that a dog's skull has been procured from peat or river

silt. We must be sure that it is not a modern specimen

covered up in the marginal deposits of the existing stream.

We must satisfy ourselves that it is out of peat or silt far

from where the stream has run in recent times.

If we reject all examples in which the bones are not

thoroughly stained and so get rid of all those specimens which

belong to the more recent river deposits, and have regard also

to the associated remains, we may often satisfy ourselves on this

point sufficiently for our present purpose.

Our next difficulty is to distinguish between wolf and dog.

In those early times the dog had not been so far modified as to

offer any very marked difference of structure as compared with

the wolf. The strength and prominence of the parietal ridge

is generally regarded as a test, as this bone, being a protection

to the brain cavity, is developed in the wild beast and lost by

degrees in the domesticated form. It moreover is an indication

of the strength of the great muscles which, passing through

the zygomatic arch, move the lower jaw, and these again might

be expected to be more developed in the wolf than in his

descendant, which had softer food.

These points of difference would naturally be less marked

in a breed of dogs but recently reclaimed from the wolf, still

existing under not very dissimilar conditions, and, moreover,

not unfrequently crossed with the wolf. This is conspicuously

the case with the Esquimaux dogs, which, as Sir John Richard-

son has pointed out, are often undistinguishable from wolves

in general appearance, and accordingly in the skull of the

Esquimaux dog, as may be seen in the specimen in the Wood-
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wardian Museum, the parietal ridge and zygomatic arch are

strongly developed. Therefore, although the lower ridge and

weakly developed arch may be considered as generally distinc-

tive of dogs, we cannot infer from a strong ridge and largely

developed arch that the animal was a wolf.

The dog or wolf of the fens belongs to what I have called

the normal type, but there is less difference between what is

called a wolf and what is called a dog than there is between

the fen wolf and the Esquimaux dog. The fen wolf approaches

the dog type, and the fen dog approaches the wolf type. It

may be that the wolves are only the poor degenerate remnant

of a dying-out race ; or it may be that we have not procured

any wolves at all from the fens. At any rate I know of no

criteria by which the fen wolf and fen dog can be distinguished.

In the peat of the fens we have also some smaller dogs of

the same character as those found at Chesterford, and perhaps

of the same age. From the researches of Studer^, we should

be led to expect that we may find a considerable variety of

breeds among the pre-Roman inhabitants of this country. At

any rate it is quite clear that the remains of domestic animals

found associated with man should be carefully preserved and

the nature of the association carefully recorded.

[Specimens or figures of the various types referred to were

exhibited at the meeting.]

Professor HuGHES, secondly, read a paper

On Ancient Horse-shoes.

The history of horse-shoes is of considerable importance in

archaeology. They are continually being dug up and it would

help us greatly if we could assign a date to the various forms

which occur. They are said to have been found in this district

associated with the remains of Roman, Saxon, Norman, and

every later age ; but it is very difficult to obtain any satisfactory

^ Dr Th. Studer, 'Die prae-historischen Hunde in ihrer Beziehung zu den

gegenwiirtig lebeuden Rassen.' {Abhandl. d. Schiveiz. Paldontologischen Gesell-

schaft, Vol. xxvii.) 1901, p. 1.

G.A.S. Comm. Vol. X. 18
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evidence as to the nature ol" this aKsociation. They have often

been referred to Roman or Saxon times merely because their

shape is different from those of our day and Roman or Saxon

remains have been found near. It rofjuires great care to deter-

mine exactly the age of objects found in the course of ordinary

excavations. Pieces of metal work down into the soil in

various ways, or fall into the diggings and get trodden into the

sand or clay at the bottom of the pit, and, without any inten-

tion to mislead, workmen give a wrong impression of the

relative position of the objects found, while sufficient attention

has not yet been paid to old horse-shoes and to the doubt which

exists as to their age and origin, to make collectors generally as

careful as they should be on this point.

Moreover comparatively recent shoes, which have been

m^de for a special purpose, are often more peculiar than any of

those which, in the present state of our knowledge, we call the
i

most ancient.
|

Again, we do not know which of the successive races and
j

tribes which have from time to time occupied this country
j

brought with them horse-shoes of their own, and which of them,
|

if any, adopted the patterns of the people who were there

before them.
|

In this enquiry I use the terms British, Roman, Saxon,

Norman, to indicate chronological not racial divisions. The

inhabitants of the British Isles were in constant communica-

tion with the Continent, and the civilization and arts of[

northern and north-western Europe had reached this country
[

long before the Roman conquest.
[

What we call Roman was an age of long duration, even if
j

we limit it to the time before the withdrawal of the legionaries, i

while the Romanized British, who can hardly be distinguished!

from them, held their own for a very much longer time ands

overlapped post-Roman Teutonic invaders everywhere.
|

The introduction of the remains that we refer to the age of

the Saxons was gradual and intermittent; and, although the

Norman like the Roman conquest was a sharply defined

episode, the English changed their habits and customs but

slowly, and there must have been plenty of purely Saxon or
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other German and Scandinavian communities here long after

the arrival of the Normans.

In the case of horse-shoes therefore, which, although

numerous in certain localities, do not, like pottery for instance,

turn up almost wherever ancient remains are found, we must be

careful to ascertain if possible whether those which seem to

belong to the pre-Roman inhabitants (call them Celtic, Gaulish,

British, or what not) are not of later date than the Roman
invasion ; and whether some of those which we should refer to

the Saxon age may not have belonged to Saxons who lived here

after the Norman conquest.

We must remember also that the area which was selected

and cleared by the earliest inhabitants for settlement and

cultivation would certainly be that which their conquerors

would occupy, at first at any rate, and that in a country so

diversified as ours this rule would apply to every successive

invasion.

We must expect therefore Saxon horse-shoes, if there were

any, on ground which had been occupied by the Romanized

British, and Norman horse-shoes among late Saxon relics.

Very little is known about the horse-shoes of the ancients.

They may have been introduced from the East through northern

Europe, but, instead of finding frequent mention of them in

history, we should infer from many passages in ancient writings

that horses were not shod in Southern Asia, in Greece, or in

Italy till many centuries after the Christian Era. Alexander

and Mithridates had to leave their cavalry behind because their

hoofs were worn out. The advantages of a strong sound hoof

were continually dwelt upon. Isaiah says " the hoofs of their

horses shall be counted like flint," and Xenophon and Vegetius

describe the best kind of floor for preserving the horse's feet and

give instructions how to harden their hoofs.

All the supposed references to horse-shoes in ancient writers

are either obviously founded in error or can be easily explained

away.

For instance the ringing of a good sound hoof upon the

ground was supposed by some to imply that the horses had

metal shoes ; and Xenophon's advice as to clamping the pave-

18—2
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niciit on which llio horses were trained was taken to refer to

fasteninf,^ the shoe on witli metal.

None of tlie Oreek or Latin authors who wrote especially

about the treatment of horses make any mention of horse-

shoes or farriers. They had some kind of protection for the

feet of camels, cattle, horses, mules, and asses, but these were

either sandals of straw or hemp {sparteae sole(ie) tied on in

cases of emergency such as a long journey, hard roads, or

injury, or they were leathern shoes (soleae), something like

those put on the horses employed to draw the mowing machine

on our lawns, with such differences as might be suggested by

the different object in view, ours being to prevent the lawn

from being cut up, theirs to protect the horse's hoof. Ves-

pasian's coachman would not have had time to fit and nail on

horse-shoes or half-moon shaped metal plates (selenaia) on all

his horses, but he could have fastened on sandals with straps

and thongs; while silver and gold plates would have been

much more conspicuous attached to such sandals or to the

upper part of the hoof for the purposes of display, which was

all that Nero and Poppsea wanted. The word 'induere'

would be more appropriately applied to pulling on a leather

shoe of this kind than to nailing on a metal plate.

We must however bear in mind at this stage of our enquiry

that horses were not so commonly used as mules and donkeys

for ordinary commerce or travelling, and therefore we do not

find such frequent mention of them, except for war purposes,

as to make this negative evidence with regard to horse-shoes

as trustworthy as it would otherwise have been.

Still the case remains very strong against the view that

horse-shoes were in use in Italy at the time of the Roman
occupation of Britain.

There is no sign of a shoe on the hoofs of the horses

represented in ancient sculpture
;
yet they could be easily seen,

if present, in the frieze of the Parthenon, in Persepolis, on

Trajan's Column, or on the monuments of Antoninus or Marcus

Aurelius.

Winkelmann describes a carved stone on which there is the

figure of a naked boy on a horse and another kneeling on the
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ground and holding up the near fore-foot of the horse as if

examining the sole. But there is nothing to show that he is

attempting to nail a shoe on; nor could anyone hold up a

horse's foot in the way indicated—much less shoe him.

Fabretti refers to the hunting scene preserved in the

Palazzo Mattel in Rome as in his opinion proving that horse-

shoes were in use in the time of Gallienus, but Winkelmann

has shown that this foot is a modern restoration.

Nor is there such necessity for, or even such great advantage

as might at lirst appear in nailing iron shoes on to the horse's

hoof. Of course if one of our horses casts a shoe he cannot

without injury carry us far over a hard load. But in this case

we are dealing with a hoof that has been pared and kept

subject to all the vicissitudes of dryness and moisture, cold and

heat, which are aggravated by keeping it covered by a shoe.

With a view to keeping the hoof hard the most important

thing is to protect it from moisture. This explains one reason

why an unshod animal can accommodate itself to hard roads,

that is because hard roads are more apt to be dry. A shoe

keeps the water against the rim of the hoof and moreover

prevents the sodden spongy part, which also retains moisture,

from being worn away.

It is the same kind of reason as that which makes some

people advocate letting children run about barefoot. They are

sure to get damp feet, but shoes and stockings keep the damp
on the feet and chill them, whereas the bare foot soon gets dry

and circidation quickly returns. In the case of horses as of

children, you have to balance the advantages of protection

against one kind of injury against another in the circumstances

in which they are placed.

The hoof of a horse or ass which is allowed to grow naturally

without being subjected to much wear, developes enormously

in front and turns up into a long horny process curving back

towards the crown of the hoof and protecting with an elastic

shield the whole of the front of the foot. A worked animal's

hoof if cared for does not differ much in general appearance

from the shod hoof of our day.

In many parts of the world horses, mules, and asses are still
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commonly riddoii and driven without .shoos; and in parts of

our country whore the ground they have to travel over is mostly

soft, as on peat bogs and on uncultivated turf-covered land,

they are often not shod. Even where they have to travel over

hard roads the hoof soon accommodates itself to the work it

has to do, as people who habitually run about barefoot can

travel with impunity over ground that would cut the unused

foot to pieces. Some of the finest horses in Rome when I lived

there in the sixties were those belonging to Prince Piombino,

and these were driven about up and down the Pincian Hill and

over the pavements with no shoes on their hind feet, which

were as sound and as round as you could wish to see a hoof. In

India also horses are still frequently shod on the fore-feet only.

There is therefore no reason whatever for assuming, from

the high civilization of the Greeks and Romans, that they

must have shod their horses, for we see that horses can get on

very well without shoes
;

and, further, we know that the

ancients were aware that the hoof could be rendered harder by

treatment.

If then there is no evidence that the practice of nailing

iron shoes on to the horses hoofs prevailed in Italy in the first

few centuries of our era, it is obviously very improbable that

the Romans introduced the custom of shoeing horses into

Britain.

Much doubtful speculation always accompanies researches

into remains of this kind, and we need not admit that the

hundreds of horse-shoes found in the bed of the Vingeanne

were left there after a great cavalry engagement between the

Gauls and Romans, nor that the shoes picked up on the field

where Attila is said to have been defeated necessarily belonged

to his time.

There is, however, a great deal of cumulative evidence that

horse-shoes have been found associated with Celtic or Gallo-

Roman remains in such a manner as to lead to the conclusion

that they were in use in Gaul during the age which we dis-

tinguish as Roman in Britain ; and there is considerable reason

for believing that horse-shoes of the same date have been found

in England.
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The ahoes which have been referred to this age are of small

size and narrow, and remarkable for their wavy outside margin,

which is produced by the stamping of the nail-holes which

causes the iron to bulge out along the edge.

If tliese do occur in Britain they ought to occur in the

country of the Belgse and of the Iceni, and this is the earliest

form of shoe which we might expect to find in this district,

but I am unable to offer any reliable information upon this

point, which however I commend to the notice of the members

of our Society.

The large flat shoe with no calkins (Fig. 1) which is some-

times brought to us from near where Roman remains have been

discovered is not the kind of thing we should expect to find

with pre-Roman or Roman objects, and I am unable to offer

any evidence as to the occurrence of any horse-shoes of those

periods in our district.

Nor does the uncertainty cease when we get on to Saxon

times. No horse-shoes are found in Merovingian tombs, which

so closely resemble our Saxon graves. There is no written

evidence that the Germans shod their horses before the 12th

century. Professor Skeat writes to me, '* There is very little

evidence for the early use of horse-shoes to be had from English

literature. The earliest occurrence of horse-shoes is in 1387.

There would have been no difficulty in forming such a word as

hors-scoh in Anglo-Saxon : only as a matter of fact it does not

occur. Nor can I find any early reference at all to the shoeing

of horses. The turned-up end of a horse-shoe was called a

calkin. The word occurs in The Two Noble Kinsmen, a play

attributed to Shakespeare and Fletcher, Act v. Sc. 4, and it is

found as early as 1445, which is not remarkably soon.

" The jocose carving called ' shoeing the goos'e,' i.e. nailing a

horse-shoe on to a goose's foot, occurs on a miserere seat in a

choir-stall somewhere in England : but I don't suppose it is

necessarily older than the fifteenth century.

"After 1400 I think there is good evidence for the shoeing of

horses in England. But I know of no clear evidence going

back to the 13th century."

In the face of all this we must reconsider the evidence,
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which has generally been accepted so far, that horse-shoes have

been commonly found in this district associated with Saxon

remains.

The kind of shoe which has most constantly been brought

from areas where Saxon remains are numerous is a broad fiat

shoe prolonged a little and squared at the heel ends, but with

no calkins (Fig. 1).

An ordinary modern horse-shoe is a flat band of iron bent

into an incomplete circle. It is sometimes of nearly uniform

breadth and sometimes expanded on either side, and sometimes

narrower towards the heel and bent inwards so as to offer more

protection to the back of the frog.

Sometimes it is straightened out at the heel, and in a

donkey's shoe this part is prolonged into two parallel bars.

The various forms are determined by the nature of the

work the horse has to do and the character of the ground he

has to travel over ; while some are surgical, being intended for

cases of disease or injury.

Where there is a difficulty in getting a sure foothold from

the slippery nature of the road or the steepness of the hills,

the heel ends of the shoes were turned up to form calkins, and

sometimes, as seen on one of the shoes from Brigsteer in

Westmoreland, a sort of front calkin like an inverted clip was

hammered out on the toe.

In the oldest form of shoe known, namely the Gaulish shoe,

the heel ends are hammered back on to the bottom of the shoe

so as practically to come to little more than a thickening of that

part of the shoe.

The upturned flange in front, known as a clip, was made

chiefly to prevent the shoe being knocked off by coming in

contact with the ground or stones, but it also provides a con-

siderable protection to the hoof.

Sometimes the shoe was made circular like a quoit. The

specimen exhibited (Fig. 2) is from Stuntney near Ely and was

given to me by Mr Cole Ambrose. These were probably used

for a cracked foot or one very apt to pick up stones. I have

no means of assigning any date to this specimen.

Horned cattle were generally shod when they had to be
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driven long distances by road, as for instance out of Wales to

the English markets. I have frequently seen it done. The

process was rough. The animal had a rope thrown round its

legs and was turned on to its back, with its feet fastened

together and held up in the air. Plates of iron were nailed on

to the hoofs where required or a flat shoe much like that used

for horses was fastened on. This was always done when there

was a tendency in the foot to spread open and crack.

I exhibit (Fig. 3) one of these pairs of plates from West-

morland, for the shoe was in two parts, a plate being nailed on

to each half of the divided hoof, so as to allow of the free play

of the toes.

It would be very difficult to point out any means of dis-

tinguishing between the whole shoe of an ox and one of the

flat early horse-shoes, with no calkins.

Another special kind of shoe is that made for horses which

have to travel over very soft ground. Xenophon records that

an Asiatic people drew some kind of snow-shoe over their

horses' feet to prevent their sinking in the snow.

Jonathan Binns in his description of the reclamation of Chat

Moss in Lancashire says that "the horses were shod with pattens

or boards of about ten inches square, with the angles taken off."

In the fens a large iron shoe (Fig. 4), extending beyond

the hoof, with the nails on the inside curve was used for the

same purpose. A casual observer who did not notice the

position of the nail-holes, which were perhaps obscured by rust,

might infer from the great size of the shoe that the horses of

those times were very large.

These devices were intended to prevent the horse from

sinking into the peat ; but of course if the animal's foot did

break through the crust the shoe would be sucked off or the

horse stand a great risk of being mired.

It would appear therefore that the shoe which we should

expect to find with pre-Roman or Roman remains is a not very

heavy shoe with a wavy margin such as is recorded from Gaul,

but not the broad thin shoe which in this district has so often

been called Roman because it has been found in the same area

as Roman remains.
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Wo liavcj not liowcvor yet got any proof of their occurrence

here.

There is a great deal of cumulative evidence, from the

continual finding of the same type of broad, square-ended shoe

over areas in which Saxon remains are common, that we have

in this district Saxon or Norman-Saxon horse-shoes, but nothing

that can be accepted as scientific evidence respecting their

exact age is yet forthcoming.

The common broad flat uniformly curved shoe came down
to very late times, and the various shoes of exceptional form of

which I have exhibited and described a few this evening are

either pathological or made for special work.

On a Turf-paree, from Westmoreland.

By Professor T. M^Kenny Hughes.

Earthworms are always negotiating an exchange of mineral

for vegetable soil, but where for any reason earthworms are

scarce the vegetable soil grows apace, and on the unbroken

ground the surface of the soil consists largely of vegetable

matter due to the roots and stems of grass and other plants.

This surface layer of vegetable soil is often sliced off and dried,

and furnishes a useful fuel, though the practice is to be de-

precated, as it renders the land useless for grazing purposes for

many years. Peat is merely a very deep vegetable soil due to

similar causes^ The blocks of peat cut from below the layer

with living plants are called peats, and the top slices whether

from the surface of the soil or of the peat are called turfs, but

this distinction is not everywhere strictly observed.

With a view to stacking either kind for winter use as well

as for convenience of laying on the fire these pieces are cut of

uniform size ; the peats are of the size and shape of a brick, the

turfs are thinner, square, and of about the area of two peats.

In order to facilitate cutting these peats and turfs different

instruments are employed. The peat is cut in terraces, the

1 Cf. Journal of the British Archceological Association, Dec. 1899, ' Arch£eology

and Geography of the Fenland.'
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height of each terrace being determined by the quality and

i

condition of the peat. The tool used for this purpose is a peat-

spade, or slane, as it is called in Ireland, which is a long narrow

1 keen-edged spade with one side turned up at right angles to

the blade, so as, with each drive of the spade, to cut the peat on

two sides.

' The instrument formerly used for paring off the top of the

peat moss or the vegetable layer on the hill-side was a heart-

shape blade, like an ordinary shovel, the point of the blade

I

being quite sharp, and one side of it turned up so as to cut

and detach the turf from the adjoining sod, the peat on the

other side having been previously removed. To a socket in

I

the blade of this instrument a curved pole or shaft was attached

with a cross handle against which the workman leaned his

breast, holding it with his hands at either end. The instru-

i ment was therefore in some districts known as a breast-plough^.

j

It was used sometimes for breaking up the soil to a small

depth without any idea of using the surface for fuel. Where

;

the object was to pare off the turf and flay the soil as it were,

(it was sometimes called a flawter-spade, afterwards corrupted

into slaughter-spade—a not inappropriate term considering the

i
damage often done to a hill-side pasture by it.

The specimen exhibited was found on the margin of Brig-

steer Moss, an extensive peat-bog, growing over the submerged

i and silted-up estuary of the Gilpin in Westmoreland. Similar

implements ought to be found round our fen-land and pro-

bably have been, but where their use has been forgotten they

would be thrown away as bent and broken shovels.

A pre-Christian Cross from North Ireland.

By Dr A. C. Haddon.

' It is the custom in the North of Ireland for certain peasants

to place cross-like objects over their beds in order to ensure

good fortune. These objects are made of straw in co. Donegal,

1 Cf. 'The last breast-plough to be used in the Cotswolds,' The Sphere,

March 22, 1902, p. 296.
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and of ruHhos in C(j. Antrini. SoiriotiincH tliey h;ivc blic form of

an cqual-liinbed cross, Liit vory frequently tliey consist of a

central square or lozenge, or even of a triangle, the sides of

winch are produced into four or three long rays. It is obvious

that the latter are not true Christian crosses and they ap-

proximate in form to the swastika or fylfot^ ami with the

triskele^. It is suggested that they are indeed survivals of

those prehistoric emblems which have persisted in the North of

Ireland, where they have been confounded with the Christian

cross

^

Stages and Rejects in the manufacture of Stone

Implements at Piny Branch, Washington, U.S.A.

By Dr A. C. Haddon.

Immediately to the north of the city of Washington, about

halfway up the wooded slopes of Piny Branch and its streams,

are the quarry-shop sites from which the specimens exhibited

were obtained. The bed-rock consists of gneisses overlaid by

beds of Potomac gravels; the lower of these beds consists

largely of water-worn boulders of quartz and quartzite, which

were quarried by the aborigines. The trenches dug by Dr W. H.

tlolmes have revealed the original quarry face, and in front of

this are innumerable boulders more or less chipped into shape

;

but those that have been most worked are generally to be

found in pockets or heaps which indicate the site of what is

termed a quarry-shop.

The work on a site was extremely limited in range, it con-

sisted in reducing the boulders by flaking to thin leaf-shaped

blades which were no doubt intended either for use as simple

blades for cutting and scraping, or designed to be subsequently

1 This is the equal-limbed, right-angled cross, the arms of which are bent at

a right angle.

2 A similar three-rayed figure.

'^ Since making the exhibit of what he believed to be a pre-Christian rush

cross from co. Antrim, Dr Haddon has visited Ireland and has obtained fresh

Information which he will communicate to the Society when he has heard from

certain correspondents.
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specialised, as occasion demanded, into arrow points, spear

heads, perforators, and the hke. It is interesting to note that

the latter implements are not found on the spot, the blades

were carried away and worked up in other localities. The good

blades were taken away, but poor ones that exhibited some

defect were left behind as not worth taking away. Frequently

a good blade is found, but it is invariabl}^ broken across,

evidently in the effort of giving it a final finishing touch : the

two halves were then dropped.

Dr Holmes very kindly conducted the exhibitor to a good

quarry-site and he was then enabled to secure a complete series

of specimens, which started with an untouched boulder, and

passing through stages of which one, two, or more flakes were

chipped, finished off with the perfect blade which broke at

the final blow. Dr Holmes also presented him with some of

the finished arrow-points and other implements which had been

manufactured elsewhere from the quarr}'^ blades

^

Eecent Excavations in the Market-Place.

Professor Hughes having been called upon by the Presi-

dent to state the result of any observations he may have made

on the recent excavations in the Market-Place for public

lavatories, said that he had watched the sections from the

commencement and what struck him most was that all the

brickwork of the foundations exposed appeared to be of very

recent date. He had not seen any that he would suppose to be

more than a century or a century and a half old. He was

inclined to think that they did not form part of the original

houses shown in Le Keux's sketch, but were modern extensions

of cellars and coal-holes, possibly under the streets or gardens

adjoining those houses. The whole of the surface was covered

with an irregular layer of made-earth which was levelled up

when the Market-Place was laid out.

^ In the Fifteenth Annual Eeport of the Bureau of Ethnology 1893-94

(1897) Dr Holmes has published an exhaustive and copiously illustrated memoir

on this subject, entitled Stone Lnplements of the Potomac-Chesapeake Tidewater

Province.
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BcJow tliiw vv(;r-o holes and cesspools and S(;cLioiJS of porjxJs or

ditches dug down from 8 to 10 feet into the gravel which forms

the rising ground known as Market-Hill and Pease-Hill. There

was an old disused well at the east side.

Some very modern relics were found in the surface soil,

and some to which he would assign a greater antiquity, which

were probably thrown out during earlier excavations, and sub-

sequently mixed with the surface soil.

The foundations above referred to were sunk through the

black earth and rubbish of the cesspools and ditches into the

ground in such a manner as to show that these had been

completely filled, and their site and very existence been lost

sight of before the buildings were erected of which they formed

the foundations. The cesspools and ditches were of different

age and were evidently places where rubbish had been shot for

ages. There were bones of domestic animals broken up in the

manner of kitchen rubbish, and there were remains of pottery,

some of which might go back to the fourteenth, but a good deal

of which might belong to the seventeenth century. A fair col-

lection of these has been secured for the Society's museum,

thanks to the promptitude and liberaUty of Mr Freeman.

The pottery found consisted chiefly of fragments of large

globular jugs, some with a dark green glaze, and ornament

incised, or in relief, some with no ornament or glaze, some black

cooking vessels.

Monday, May 5, 1902.

Mr Gray, President, in the Chair.

Major-General Sir Charles Wilson, R.E., K.C.B., gave a

lecture on

Some Eecent Results of the Palestine

Exploration Fund.

The lecture was illustrated with lantern slides.

A vote of thanks was proposed by Dr Macalister, and seconded

by Professor Ridgeway.
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SIXTY-SECOND ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING.

Monday, May 12, 1902.

Mr Gray, President, in the Chair.

The Officers of the Society were elected for the ensuing

year.

President : Arthur Gray, M.A., Jesus College.

Vice-Presidents : Thomas M^Kenny Hughes, M.A., F.R.S.,

F.S.A.. Clare College, Woodwardian Professor.

William Ridgeway, M.A., Gonville and Caius Colletje,

Disney Professor.

Ordinary Members of Comicil : John Ebenezer Foster,

M.A., Trinity College.

Francis John Henry Jenkinson, M.A., Trinity College,

University Librarian.

The Rev. Charles Lawford Acland, M.A., Jesus College.

Treasurer : Robert Bowes.

Secretary : Thomas Dinham Atkinson.

Auditors : Alderman George Kett, Mayor.

James Rennet Peace, M.A., Emmanuel College.

The Annual Report was read (p. 265), and the Treasurer's

statement received (p. 272).

Mr W. A. Harding read

:

Notes on the History of Histon.

Mr Freeman then exhibited some pottery found on the

Market-Hill, which he said was but a small part of what he

hoped to see restored from the quantity of fragments found on

the Hill. Most of the objects before them were large pitchers,

and some were of special interest, as they illustrated the style
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of decorated pottery in usii IVoiii about the 1 1 Lli century to

almost the middle of the 18th. The fragments of pottery found

on the Market-Hill were mainly of large and small cooking

vessels.

SPECIAL GENERAL MEETING.

Thursday, May 22, 1902.

Mr Gray, President, in the Chair.

Mr W. GowLAND, F.S.A., gave a lecture on

Excavations at Stonehenge,

illustrated by lantern slides and by an exhibition of Objects

found.

Note on a Legend of St Stephen (p. 222).

By Dr M. R. James.

Since I wrote this paper I have been favoured by the kind-

ness of Dr A. Andersson of Upsala with a copy of a recent paper

by G. Djurklon in which the same field is traversed and the

monuments here described are figured, with the addition of a

part of an antemensale from Logum in Schleswig. There is no

mention of the sculpture at Upsala. In respect of the litera-

ture, there is some information about a mummers' play still in

use in Sweden, in which Herod and Stephen (but not the cock)

appear, and a fragment of a Swedish ballad unearthed in 1901

is given, which closely resembles the Danish ballad quoted in

my paper. I conclude from the dates of the books cited, that

Herr Djurklon and I must have been writing on the subject

simultaneously.
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REPOET

PRESENTED TO THE SOCIETY

AT THE

SIXTY-SECOND ANNUAL MEETING,

12 May, 1902.

The Council record with regret the deaths of the following

Members of the Society : Mr Thonaas Hyde Hills, Mr Hobert

Alexander Neil, M.A., and Sir Ciithbert Edgar Peek, Bart.,

M.A., F.S.A.

The Members of the Society now number 243 and the

Honorary Members 12.

During the past session eleven meetings have been held, at

which the average attendance has been 37.

Twenty-four communications have been made, namely: By
Mr H. G. Fordham : (a) Traces of a Romano-British Enclosure

at Odsey
;
{h) Exhibition of an iron arroiv-head found at Odsey.

By Mr S. J. Freeman : Exhibition of Pottery from the Market

Hill. By Dr Glaisher : Exhibition of some early Notthigham

ware and of a sgraffito cup. By Dr Haddon : (a) Exhibition of

a pre-Christian cross from the north of Ireland; (b) Stages and

Rejects in the manufacture ofstone implementsfrom Piny Branch,

Washington, D.C., U.S.A. By Mr W. A. Harding: (a) Exhibition

of Delft ware
;

(b) Notes on the parish of Histon. By Baron

A. von HUgel : {a) A month's flint implement collecting in the

Libyan Desert near Abydos, Upper Egypt; {b) Exhibition of

the collections of flint implements and prehistoric pottery now
C.A.S. Comm. Vol. X. 19
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preserved in the Musewni of Archxmlogy and of Ethnology. By

Professor lIu<,^hos: (a) Report on excdvatiom at Horningsea;

(h) On a Ronumo-British Kiln in Jesus Lane; (c) ExJdhition

of a box of weigJits for testing moidores\ (d) Exhibition of

a Kaffir pilloiu
;

(e) >S7/o?^^ Report on the excavations at Cherry

llinton
; (_/) Further Report on the excavations at the ' War

Ditches ' at Cherry Hinton
; {g) On some earthworks etc. at

Boxiuorth\ (h) On Roman remains found in the course of recent

excavations on the sewage farm near Milton
; (^) On the sub-

stitution of design as exemjjlified by an Indian cloth
; (j )

Comparison of the cast of the jaw of a dog from the Forum in

Rome with those found at Chesterford and in the Fens
;
(k) On

ancient horse-shoes; (l) Exhibition of a turf-parer and other

objectsfrom Biigsteer in Westmorland. By Dr James : {a) The

sepulchral brass of St Henry the Apostle of Finland
;

(b) A
legend of St Stephen

;
(c) St JJrith of Chittlehampton.

Four Lectures have been given, namely: By Mrs Lewis:

A visit to the Coptic Monasteries of Egypt. By Dr Haddon

:

On the evolution of the Cart. By Mr E. J. Rapson, M.A. : On the

recent archceological explorations of Dr M. A. Stein in Chinese.

Turkestan. By Major-General Sir Charles Wilson, R.E., K.C.B.:

On some recent results of the Palestine Exploration Fund. A
Lecture by Mr W. Gowland, F.S.A., on Excavation at Stonehenge

has been arranged.

During the year the following works have been issued

:

The Proceedings, Nos. XLI. and XLii.

The Verses formerly inscribed on the Twelve Windows in the

Choir of Canterbury Cathedral, by M. R. James, Litt.D.

(Octavo series No. xxxviii.)

The following works are proceeding and will, it is hoped, be

issued before Christmas

:

Liber de obitibus et aliis memorabilibus istius oenobii [Christ

Church, Canterbury] autore Joh. Stone [1415-1472]. Pre-

served in Corpus Christi College Library. Edited by the

Rev. W. G. Searle, M.A,
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The Feet of Fines for Huntingdonshire. Edited by J. C. Tingey,

M.A., aud G. I. Turner.

The Accounts of the Churchwardens of Saint Mary the Oreat
Edited by J. E. Foster, M.A.

Documents relating to the Gilds of Cambridge. Edited by

Miss Mary Bateson.

Books of the Esquire Bedells. Edited by J. W. Clark, M.A.

The Luard Memorial edition of the Records of the University

is proceeding. Grace Book B is to be issued in two parts and

these are in a forward state. The Council regret to announce

that Mr Archbold, under whose editorship the two volumes

were to have appeared, is about to leave England for more

than a year and is in consequence unable to continue his

work. The Council hope, however, that little delay will be

caused by the change of editor.

In view of the publication of the series of Victoria County

Histories by Messrs Constable and Co. which was announced

subsequently to the decision of the Council to undertake

a History of Cambridgeshire, the Council have decided, on the

recommendation of the County History Committee, to abandon

the History begun by the Society. The Report of the Com-

mittee is appended. The Council wish to express the thanks

of the Society to Mr Sayle, who first suggested that the Society

should undertake the History and has acted as the General

Editor and Secretary, and also to the other gentlemen who

have contributed material for incorporation in the Society's

proposed County History, or have otherwise assisted in the

preliminary work.

Excavations have been made by the Society under the

direction of Professor Hughes at Horningsea and Cherry Hinton,

the results of which have been reported from time to time at

meetings of the Society.

A revision of the Ordnance Survey of the county has been

in progress and the names of such antiquities as it is proposed

to mark on the new map have been submitted to a committee

19—2
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of tlio Coiinoil. Tlio work of ihr. oorrirnittoo has not extended

to the northern and some other parts of thci county, but nearly

two hundred names have been considere(]. Several important

alterations have been suggested, more particularly with the

object of giving a less definite attribution to particular periods

of prehistoric and other early works.

An Excursion was made on the 4th of July to Sawston

Hall and Whittlesford. The party numbering forty -seven left

Cambridge at two o'clock. At Sawston Hall they were kindly re-

ceived by Mr D. A. S. L. Huddleston, who shewed the tapestries,

the priests' hiding-place and other features of interest. Thence

they proceeded to Whittlesford Chapel. After tea at the Red
Lion Inn, the party drove to Whittlesford Church. The Vicar,

the Rev. James Robertson, read a short paper on the history of

the church and the Rev. Edward Conybeare explained its

architecture.

A second Excursion was made, on the 25th of July, to the

Devil's Ditch and Swaffham Prior, but owing to the inclement

weather the attendance was small. Leaving Cambridge at

three o'clock the party drove to the Devil's Dyke. Professor

Hughes commented on this and on similar works in the

neighbourhood. At Swaffham the visitors were hospitably

entertained by Mr and Mrs Allix, and Mr Allix gave an account

of the early and recent history of the ruined church.

The Council have decided to revive the office of Excursion

Secretary. They are happy to announce that Mr G. B. Bowes,

M.A., has consented to undertake the duties.
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COUNTY HISTORY COMMITTEE.

REPORT TO THE COUNCIL.

In their report to the Council, dated November 1, 1901,

the Committee recommended that Mr Doubleday, the editor of

the Victoria County History series, should be approached with

a view to obtaining definite information as to

(1) the time proposed for undertaking the Cambridge-

shire volumes,

(2) the control and supervision of the Cambridgeshire

portion, and

(3) the general character and extent of the parochial

histories.

Since the date of this report, the Editor, Mr Doubleday,

supplied the Committee with proof sheets of the history of a

large Hertfordshire parish, Wheathamstead. The Committee

were of opinion that this specimen practically covered the

entire ground which was contemplated in the parochial histories

of the Society's work, and that in point of scholarship and re-

search it satisfied fully the conditions which they required.

Mr Doubleday attended a meeting of the Committee on

April 25 and explained the scheme which has been adopted in

the preparation of the volumes in the Victoria County series.

While the general editing and supervision of the work rests

with himself and a staff of assistants in London it has been the

usual practice to appoint local editors of various sections as

weir as of the parochial descriptions. A small executive com-

mittee, consisting mainly of such local editors, superintends,

under the control of the central staff, the collection and arrange-

ment of the materials for each County. The names of local

editors are printed with their contributions. Mr Doubleday

cordially welcomed the suggestion that the Society should

nominate gentlemen to serve on the local committee and aid
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in tlu! produolioii of tlio Caiiihi'idgcsliiro volumes, ll is con-

templated tliat tlies(3 would be tliree in number, one of them

to be pul)lislied in two parts, of which one part should be

devoted to the History of the University. Mr Doubleday was

desirous that the work should be proceeded with at once.

In view of the satisfactory assurances of Mr Doubleday the

Committee recommend that the History undertaken by the

Society be abandoned, and that the Committee be dissolved.

They further recommend that the Council appoint a smaller

committee, of not more than six, with the object of nominating

gentlemen, not necessarily members of the Society, to serve

on the Executive Committee which, in consultation with Mr
Doubleday, would select the editors and writers of the several

sections and of the parish histories.

Signed on behalf of the Committee,

ARTHUR GRAY,
Chairman.

May 3, 1902.
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NEW MEMBERS ELECTED 1901—2.

1901. Nov. 11.

Alfred Barker, Esq.

John Gibb, D.D. (Lond.)

Frederick Waldegrave Head, M.A.

Nov. 25.

Albert Evans Bernays, M.A.

George Alfred Matthew, LL.M.

1902. April 28.

George Ambrose Sherwin, Esq.

May 5.

Walter Durnford, M.A.

Herbert George Fordham, Esq.

May 12.

Arnold Clarkson Ingle, M.D.

August 11.

Arthur Clark Kennedy, Esq.

John Gregory Stutfield, Esq.
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EXCURSIONS.

4 July 1901 \

An excursion was made to Sawston Hall. The Hall was

kindly shewn to the visitors by the owner, Mr D. A. S. L.

Huddleston. The tapestry and panelling were inspected, and

the secret chamber, in which it is supposed that priests were

hidden in the time of persecution, was visited.

Afterwards the party proceeded to Whittlesford Bridge,

and saw the Chapel of the fourteenth century ; now used as

a barn.

Whittlesford Church was shewn to the visitors by the Rev. J.

Robertson, Vicar ; and remarks were made by the Rev. G.

Conybeare, Mr Maynard, and by Mr T. D. Atkinson, Secretary

of the Society.

Thursday, 25 July 1901.

The second excursion of the season was made to Swaffham

Prior. Here they were welcomed by Mr C. P. AUix, M.A.

Mr AUix here read a paper on the architecture and history,

and together with the vicar, the Rev. Lawrence Fisher, M.A.,

pointed out the objects of interest, including the tower of

St Mary's and the brasses removed from the older church to

St Cyriac's. It was due to an ancestor of Mr Allix's that the

work of destruction of St Mary's, which had been begun at

the end of the eighteenth century, was arrested, and thereby

so much of the fabric preserved. Recently, owing to the

liberality of Mr AUix and others, a scheme of restoration de-

signed by the late Sir Arthur Blomfield, A.R.A., has been set

on foot. The chancel has been already restored.

1 Accounts delayed from the previous year.
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TIk! pai-Ly drove on to Rcacli. At this point, wliich marks

tlu! Tiorthorn end of Devil's Ditch, a paper by Prof. M'-Kenny

Iluo'he.s was read by Jlev. L. Fisher on the ])evirs Ditch.

St Mauy's Church, Swaffham Prior.

By Mr C. P. Allix, M.A.

The present parish of Swaffham Prior consisted formerly of

two parishes, that of St Mary^ and that of St Cyriac with

St Julitta. They were united by Act of Parhament in 1667,

the preamble of the Act declaring that the boundaries of the

respective parishes and the glebe lands had become so con-

fused that it was impossible to say which lands belonged to

which parish. The patronage of the two parishes before the

amalgamation iiad been held, one by the Bishop and one by

the Dean and Chapter of Ely, and the Act prescribed that

henceforth the patronage of the united parishes shall vest

alternately in the Bishop and the Dean and Chapter. In

Cole's manuscript the Church of St Cyriac is said to have be-

longed to the Knights Templarl The united parishes are

called the Township of Swaffham Prior. The number of vicars

that we can trace are, of St Cyriac 32, the earliest being one

Richard in 1219, and in 1251 another Richard, de Kirkham.

Of St Mary's we can trace 24 vicars, the earliest being Henry

de Bradeken, 1307. Since the amalgamation of the parishes

there have been 7, the latest being the Rev: Lawrence Fisher,

the present vicar. The two churches stand in the same

churchyard, only some fifty paces apart, hence this village has

sometimes been called Swaffham Two-Churches, among its

other synonyms of Great Swaffham and Swaffham Prior.

Lysons, in his history in 1808, says, "The Church of St Cyriac

having been for some years dilapidated is now rebuilding;

the old tower, which is square below, and octagonal at top,

1 Sometimes written St Margaret.

^ Compare Wilbraham Temple and Cliurch.
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remains." " The Church of St Mary has been pulled down, but

the tower remains."

This description is not altogether accurate as regards

St Mary's, for, so far from being pulled down, the entire fabric

remains standing to this day, with the exception of the south

wall of the south aisle, and the clerestory windows above it on

the same side—roofless it is true, but soon to be put into repair

and rendered again available for divine service as the chancel

was in 1878. In a marginal note in Sandars' annotated copy of

Lysons in the University Library, we read that this church was

purchased (after the issue of the faculty for its demolition that

would be) about 50 or 60 years ago, and is used as the burial-

place of the Allix family. This explains the continued exist-

ence of so much of the building, the work of demolition having

stopped after the sale of the materials of the fabric. The

purchaser was Mrs Sarah Allix, the widow of John Peter Allix,

and the money received was used in the building of the modern

nave of St Cyriac after they had swept away the ancient nave

then standing, to make room for the horror that they erected

in its place. The demolished aisle of St Mary's was then

enclosed with iron railings, and the windows and doors of the

church made secure by similar means and kept under lock and

key, and maintained by the family ever since as a burying-

ground. In 1878 the chancel of this church was restored and

vestries and organ-chamber added.

The tower of St Mary's is Norman and, as the late Sir Arthur

Blomfield said, unique in England. The base is square and

very early, the next tier is also Norman, but later and more

decorated, and from the square it changes into the octagonal.

The third story is transitional in character and merges into the

pointed arch. This tier again changes its form, and from

octagonal becomes sixteen-sided. The interior view of this

tower is very remarkable
;

looking upwards all the angular

arches in both tiers can be seen. One of these being necessary

at every angle where the angle had to be converted into the

face of an octagon, or a sixteen-sided figure for the story above

it. On the exterior every tier is separated from the next by

a stone string-course prettily worked. The first, which is
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br()a(l(!st, lias Uirco rows of bill(its
; the second is narrower and

is ornaTnented witli a single I'ow of arrow-heads; the third is

a plain overhanging dripstone without ornament, and the fourth

at the top of the tower is much more solid, and is supported in

the middle of each of the sixteen faces by a corbel in the shape

of the head of a grinning monster. It is at this point, as an

old print shows, where the steeple sprung. Only one face of

the tower out of the sixteen is perfect at this height. The

masonry is extremely solid, some six feet thick at the bottom,

and is composed of a mixture of flint and pebbles with chalk '

blocks. Wlierever these occur the surface has receded from the

action of the weather some five or six inches, and if the tower

is to be preserved no time should be lost in replacing these with

hard stone. The nave and aisles are intermediate between

the decorated and perpendicular styles of architecture. The

columns dividing the nave from both aisles are still intact and !

sound. The chancel shows the remains of Norman times, and
|

the round heads of the Norman windows on either side are still

!

to be seen in the walls marking the end of the old Norman i

chancel before it was extended eastward at the close of the
|

14th century. It contains three stained-glass windows (modern),
j

all monuments of the Allix family. Under that which com- {

memorates Colonel Allix is placed the old sword with its
j

scabbard which he carried at the battle of Waterloo. On the
|

south wall of the sanctuary is the original pewter stoup be-

1

longing to " Ste Marie," with the name engraved thus upon the
!

handle. It was found among some torn books and other ',

rubbish in an old chest in the vestry of St Cyriac and has now

'

been restored to its place. It has evidently been used for some

other purpose than for that which it was intended, as the rim

!

at the bottom has been partly melted away by being placed i

upon a stove or some other heated surface. Before the church
\

was dismantled it possessed four slabs with two brasses in each, ^

namely, a man and a woman, and a smaller one with the

children. The first one was to Johnes Tothyl, 1462 ; the second

to Walter de Rech et Alicia consortis ejus, 1521; the third is

unknown, and the fourth—a single figure of Robert Chambers

— 1638. He is represented in tall boots turned down to the
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thigh. These will all be moved back into St Mary's at the

completion of the building. It had formerly three bells, one of

which bore the word Maria upon it. These were melted down

when the peal was recast in 1791 by John Briant, of Hertford,

and now form part of the peal of six which hang in the tower

of St Cyriac. The registers date from the year 1559.

12 December 1901.

An excursion was made to the War-Ditches at Cherry

Hinton, where excavations undertaken by the Society are in

progress.

6 February 1902.

Another excursion was made on the 6th of February to the

War-Ditches at Cherry Hinton. The party was under the

guidance of Professor Hughes.

15 May 1902.

An excursion was made to Arbury Camp and Histon.

Arbury Camp was shown by Professor Hughes.

The party proceeded by way of Impington to Histon

Manor, where they were received by Mr and Mrs W. Ambrose

Harding. Mr Harding also conducted the party over Histon

Church.

Arbury.

By T. M^Kenny Hughes, M.A., F.R.S.

i. General description of the existing remains.

Very little is known about this remarkable earthwork except

what we can see for ourselves.

It consists of a well-marked semicircular earthen rampart,

which we will call the vallum, with traces of a ditch along the
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outsi(l(!, vvliicli wo will speak of as (,h(; fosse. We know that it

is artificial because its form does not agree with the natural

features of the district, and because the gravelly subsoil which

was obviously thrown out of the fosse now forms the surface of

the vallum.

Local tradition says that it formerly extended further west,

but if so, the opening of gravel-pits, the process of levelling for

the purpose of facilitating agricultural operations, and subse-

quent cultivation have entirely obliterated all traces of its

further extension on that side.

I have no information as to whether anything was found

when all that destruction of a great historical monument took

place but we may derive some comfort from the way in which it

appears to have been done. For in levelling the ground they

w6uld not have dug out the fosse, but must have simply thrown

back the material of the vallum into it. As in such a structure

the archaeological relics are nearly all found in the fosse, down

the steep banks of which they tumble and get buried in the

earthy accumulations at the bottom, and there is rarely any-

thing preserved in the vallum, we may hope that, if anyone

should hereafter wish to excavate and collect all the informa-

tion that can be obtained about this lonely record of an

unknown past, the evidence has not been entirely destroyed

even under that part which has been levelled, but that the

fosse, along the western part, may still hold objects to which ai

date can be assigned.

Sometimes a good deal of evidence is obtained from the old 5

surface soil on which the vallum has been heaped up. Much
I

of this also remains, even beyond where the bank is still con-^

spicuous. This evidence is of great importance because if any

objects to which a date can be assigned are found in the

ancient soil under the vallum they must clearly limit thej

antiquity of the earthwork thrown up on it.

The enclosure was of enormous size as such things go. The

circle, assuming that it was a circle of which we see about a half,

has a diameter of about 900 feet.

The original height of the top of the vallum above the

bottom of the fosse we can now only guess at
;
but, having
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regard to the stratigraphical eoixlitions and the breadth of the

rampart, it is not likely to have been less than 25 feet.

The fosse must have been full of water from springs in the

base of the gravel, and the water level would determine the

depth to which the fosse was excavated.

If on the top of the vallum there was a strong fence of some

kind, the whole structure with its moat, steep bank, and pali-

sade would be difficult to ' rush ' in the face of a determined

body of defenders.

ii. The probability of its being a pre-Roman structure.

It does seem most probable that it was intended for defence

and in form and extent it agrees with some of the British

strongholds
;
but these were mostly on high ground.

Yet, on the other hand, pre-Koman remains are not un-

common in this district. In the fens near Stretham a gold

tore was found in one place, a bronze sickle in another. In

the fens between Stretham and Wilburton a British urn

was found near the remains of a urus ; while from the fens

south of Wilburton we have the great collection of bronzes

now in the possession of Mr Pell of Wilburton Manor, these

were found altogether as if the boat in which they were being

carried had gone to the bottom. Gold ring-money was found

on Hoghill Drove, and a bronze spear on the old West River.

There is no doubt that a sufficient number of pre-Roman

relics have been found to make it probable that this part of

the fenland and the banks and terraces around it were in-

habited in pre-Roman times. It would have been of little use

to the inhabitants of this district to have a stronghold on the

nearest hills, even if these were not already occupied by other

and possibly hostile people. If they wanted a defensible

position to which they could retreat and drive their cattle, and

which they could hold till the raiders had gone, it must be

a place near and quickly accessible. The area on which

Arbury Camp stands was then, as now, a dry gravel terrace

above the level of the fen-floods, and if the pre-Roman dwellers

along the margin of the fenland had a stronghold at all, this

was a suitable spot for it.
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iii. The vniprobahility of its being a Roman work, notwitlt-

sUtndinfj the occurrence of Rornan remains with/In it.

D.and S. LysoriH^ record that 'Roman coins have boon found. .

.

within tlio site of the camp at Arbury '; but that docs not go

for much, as all that district is full of remains of the Romans or

Romanized British. Roman coins are still commonly picked

up in and around Arbury Camp. On the occasion of the visit

of the Society I procured a dozen or more from the labourers

who were hoeing within the area of the camp. These were

mostly so corroded and worn as to be unrecognisable, and if

most of those which have been found here were in the same

condition, one would be inclined to regard that as a proof that

they had been long in use and as indicating the late age of the

people who dropped them there. T referred them to the

Rev. W. G. Searle, who tells me that the dates of the only

determinable ones are

Tetricus A.D. 267-273.

Constantinus Maximus (with Gloria Romanorum on the

reverse) A.D. 306-337.

Helena ; of whom there were several.

I do not know what coins were found in old times nor in

what condition they were.

But the occurrence of coins and such objects in the soil does

not prove that the earthworks were thrown up by the people

who left the coins there. They might be dropped within an

ancient enclosure at any date subsequent to its construction or

they may have been in the soil of which the bank was con-

structed. But when systematic excavations are carried out

such questions as these can generally be settled.

The same authors'"^ further remark that a Roman road, the

course of which they trace from the north-east coast of Norfolk,

runs from Ely ' by the east end of Grunty fen to Stretham,

and over the old river at a ford near an Ozier-holt, half-a-mile

below the ferry-house ; after which it goes over the road and

ditch, into the fen
;
being visible until it drops into the fen,

^ Cambridgeshire, p. 43.

2 lb. p. 45.
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where as usual it disappears. It comes out into better ground

at Denny-hedges, and the crest of it is plainly to be seen as it

quits the turnpike road at the gate going into Landbeach

common, where it leaves the modern road on its left, and

crosses the common to some closes near Landbeach, leaving

that village about a furlong to the east. It has now the form

of an ancient drove road, passes a place called King's-h edges,

leaving Impington on the right
;
goes within a short distance of

Arbury camp, which is also on its right, and to which it seems

to throw off a road ; then proceeds between the Chesterton and

Histon roads, straight over the lands to the windmill ; and so to

the north-east gate of Cambridge Castle.'

The writers are evidently inclined to refer Arbury to the

Romans from the coins found on the site and its connection

with the supposed Roman road.

But we must notice also that they point out a difference in

the character of the road near Landbeach, and the termination

of it at the north-east gate of the Castle.

Another old account, probably published locally and largely

based on the History by Lysons, states that 'at a short distance

from this village [Chesterton] are the vestiges of an ancient

camp, of a square form, called Arbury, or Harborough. Three

parts of the vallum still remain, and enclose nearly six acres of

ground, on which Roman coins are frequently found.'

Such guesses as to the form and area are of course easily

corrected by reference to the Ordnance maps, on which the camp
is seen to be part of a circle enclosing a much larger space than

that mentioned.

Its size alone would be sufficient to prevent our accepting

the view that it is a Roman camp, for the Romans always made
their camp proportionate to the number and character of the

troops to be accommodated within it.

Its form also is conclusive on this point, for the Roman
camps were always rectangular ; its gates were always disposed

in the same manner, and every man knew his place when the

work was being constructed and his position in the line when
it had to be defended. But what remains of Arbury Camp is

part of a circle.

C. A. S. Comm. Vol. X. 20
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Roman remains may })0 found in a British camp if the

Romans stormed it and held it for a time, but if they con-

templated its permanent occupation they modified it or

constructed a regular Roman camp within it, as may be seen

at Ardoch^ in Perthshire, where strict military discipline had to

be maintained in the face of a powerful enemy. Arbury Camp
is certainly not a Roman structure, though it may have been

occupied by Romans or Romanized British.

iv. The possibility of its having been made by Romanized

British.

We must next consider the possibility of its having been

corlstructed by Romanized British either during or after the

Roman occupation. There are plenty of traces of communities

of this age not far off. They followed the banks of gravel

along both sides of the river, and occur sporadically far out into

the fens. Unfortunately there is no place where the fragments

of pottery from the several different settlements have been

arranged so as to enable us to compare each new find with

those previously discovered and thus endeavour to make out

a chronological sequence among them.

What throws most doubt upon this hypothesis as to the age

and origin of Arbury Camp is the unity of design in it and its

gi?eat size. From the nature of the enclosures of this age as

described by General Pitt Rivers, and from what we see in our

own district, we should expect to find irregular systems of

ditches and enclosures such as could be added to from time to

time as the growth of the community called for more room.

We could explain away the symmetrical form because the

irregularity of outline in ancient defensive works is generally I

due to the builders taking advantage of the inequalities of
j

the ground and strengthening the naturally most defensible
]

positions, but here on a flat gravel terrace there would be no

object in making a wavy and therefore longer line except they

1 Proc. Gamb. Ant. Soc. Vol. viii. N. S., Vol. ii. p. 57. Archceologia, Vol. liv,

1895, p. 267,
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could throw out protecting forts which would enable them to

take the attacking enemy in flank as is done in modern fortifi-

cation. As the Cambridge roads are straight because no

physical features nor enclosures nor boundaries of properties

called for deviation when the roads were made, so an ancient

camp or ditch may in still earlier times have been made
symmetrical because there was no reason for making it ir-

regular.

But a great circular enclosure like Arbury Camp must have

been planned at the outset with a view to what it had to

contain, and is not the result of gradual expansion.

V. Is it Danish or Saxon?

When the Scandinavian rovers invaded our shores they

sailed as far as they could up the rivers and kept within reach

of their ships, which thus served them as a camp of refuge if

they were hard pressed, but, when they advanced inland in

larger, stronger bodies and occupied a district permanently,

they constructed camps, and it has been stated that these

camps were circular. I have not, within my own knowledge,

a single instance where this has been proved, and, even granting

its probability, the size of Arbury makes this an improbable

explanation of its age and origin, but the hypothesis must be

kept in mind.

It has always been a source of wonder that the early post-

Roman invaders did not keep up and live on in the comfortable

towns built by the Romans and Romanized-British which they

found in Britain, and we may speculate on the possibility of

their having some kind of enclosed village here and there in

the wilder parts of the county.

vi. Is it Norman?

We are not far from Belsar's Hill, which some associate

with the advance of the Norman General, Bellasis, against the

Saxons of the Camp of Refuge in the Isle of Ely. Belsar's

Hill is a circular entrenchment, in that respect like Arbury
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Camp, l)ul; mucli smaller, 'i'hc tradition may bo founded on

fact, and y<,'t tlie Normans may not have constructed tlie earth-

work but only have occupied a convenient pre-existing strong-

hold. Here is another place where systematic exploration

might add greatly to our knowledge, not only of the archfeo-

logy of our district but of the history of England.

vii. Is it in any way connected with the King's Warren?

We have yet another supposition which cannot be dismissed

without consideration. Between Arbury and the river are the

earthworks known as the King's Hedges, a rectangular en-

closure resting upon the raised road which runs from the Royal

Castle of Cambridge, through the King's Warren, and is pro-

longed into the fens by the great Mere Way, Is it possible

that we have in Arbury a permanent work connected with the

mode of hunting in Norman times, when the game was driven

into an enclosure by a crowd of beaters raised by the conditions

of land tenure from all the surrounding district ? An obvious

objection to this theory is that the place seems constructed to

resist attack from without rather than to retain wild beasts

within it.

On the whole our first suggestion seems the most probable,

namely, that it was thrown up in pre-Roman times and was

subsequently occupied by the Romans or Romanized-British.

There is room enough to give the imagination free play, but

for scientific proof we must wait for some one with a spade

and a stout heart, who will not be easily discouraged in an

exploration in which from the nature of the case results may

be slow of achievement.

I am glad to be able to add that Mr Ambrose Harding of

Histon Manor has promised to carry on some excavations in

co-operation with the Society as soon as the condition of the

crops admits of the ground being broken up.
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17 July 1902.

An excursion was made to Fleam Dyke, Via Devana, and
Pampisford Ditch.

At each halt, Professor Hughes gave some account of the

ancient earthworks visited, and explained their relation to the

physical geography of the district.

7 August 1902.

The third excursion of the season took place on August 7th,

twenty-eight in all being present. The party proceeded to

Bottisham, where they were met by the Rev. J. B. Ellis, vicar,

who conducted them over the church.

The next halt was made at Bottisham Hall, whither the

members went by invitation of Mr Roger B. Jenyns, who con-

ducted the party through the grounds.

Thence the party proceeded to Anglesea Abbey, where

they were entertained by the Rev. J. G. and Mrs Clark.

Mr Clark gave some account of the Abbey.

20—3
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Mondiiy, Novcmb(!r 1002.

Mr Gray, Pn^sidciTit, in tl)(3 Chair.

On the Work done to the Library of Exeter
Cathedral in 1412 and 1413.

By J. W. Clark, M.A.

Items of work done by masons and carpenters in medieval

libraries are by no means rare in fabric-rolls and account-books

generally ; and the officer who records them occasionally sets

down also repairs done to the manuscripts under his care.

But it is rare to find a separate account devoted to the fitting

up of a library in its widest sense—I mean one which starts

with the work of carpenters and ends with that of binders.

I think therefore that the document preserved among the

muniments of Exeter Cathedral, which I have been allowed to

copy, will be foand interesting. It does not, I admit, give us

much information that is absolutely new, but it is so complete

in itself, and supplies such a vivid picture of the way in which

an important medieval library was dealt with, when it was

moved into new quarters, and the books were thoroughly

repaired, that I have thought it worth while not merely to

print the original document, but to translate it for the benefit

of those readers who are not familiar with medieval Latin.

Before I proceed further let me thank the Dean and Chapter

of Exeter Cathedral for their kindness in allowing me free

access to their muniments, and for giving me leave not only to

copy, but to print, this particular document. I am also much

beholden to the Rev. W. J. Edmonds, canon of the Cathedral,

and Chancellor, for valuable assistance most generously given.

I have shewn in The Care of Books that the establishment

of a library near the room or building in which Christian com-

munities held their services, may be traced back to very early

times^; and I have suggested that such collections of books

were the parents of the extensive libraries which, in subsequent

ages, were connected with monasteries and cathedrals. The

decree of Charlemagne, issued in 781, for the establishment of

schools under the supervision of capitular and monastic bodies'^

1 The Care of Books, ed, 2, pp. 51—54. . ^ Labbe, Concilia, xviii. 81.
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may have given an impulse to the acquisition of certain works

;

but, so far as England is concerned, imperial intervention need

not be invoked. Her cathedrals, as well as her monasteries,

were rich in libraries of native growth, the beginnings of which

date from a remote antiquity

\

The library of Exeter Cathedral was begun by Leofric, first

bishop, who died 10 February 1072. He gave to his cathedral

nearly sixty volumes, twenty-eight of which wwe in English.

This remarkable collection, a list of which has been preserved^

though I am not aware that it has been examined and edited

as it deserves to be, was no doubt a centre of attraction, for

when we reach our next landmark, in 1327, we find a large

and well-selected library. In that year a catalogue was drawn

up by Richard of Brailey, sub-dean which contains about 230

titles, without taking account of service-books ; and as several

of the works were in two, or even three, volumes, the number of

books was of course greatly in excess of the number of titles.

In this catalogue the books are at first sorted under the names

of their authors : viz. Augustine (22) ;
Gregory (10) ; Jerome

(10); Ambrose (9); Bede (6); Isidore (9); Fathers (6);

Anselm (3); then under subjects, as Histories (11); Civil and

Canon Law (20); The Bible (9); and, lastly, under the names

of donors, as Books given by Bishop William (11); Gifts of

various donors (104).

We do not know where these books were housed, nor to

what number they had increased by 1412. Probably, as in

other places, they had by that time become so numerous that

it was necessary to provide a special room to contain them.

I will next print the account for completiug this, and for

repairing the books to be placed in it, with my translation

;

and I will then make a few observations on it. These will be

extremely brief, as the account virtually explains itself. In

order to save space, and avoid needless repetition, I have

summarized the account for wages after the first two weeks.

The account for them is printed in extenso as a specimen.

1 The Care of Books, ut supra, pp. 110—124. - Hon. Angl. ii. 527, 528.

^ Printed in Lives of the Bishops of Exeter and a History of the Cathedral

:

by Rev. Geo. Oliver, D.D. 8vo. Exeter, 1861, p. 301.

21—2
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Ttfe LiiviiAitY A(;(;ouN'i\

CompotuH Ri(!;mli Skyiiiicr clcrici opori.s cccleHic Exonie do omnibiiK

receptis ct ox})cnHi.s circ;i librariam ciuHclcni occlcHic factis anno doniini

niillcsinio quadringcntcsinio duodecimo ; ct anno Rcgni Regis Ricardi

[lienrici] quarti tcrciodecinio.

Memorandum. Idem recepit de xviij. li. vj. s. vij d. ob. rece[)tis de

residencia magistri Johannis Lydeford Arcliidiaconi Totton et Canonici

Exonie post mortem eius de terra de Louencterra^ Et de xvj. li. xvij.*'ix.'l

receptis de senescallo scaccarii per Indenturam.

Summa totalis recept' xxxv. li. iiij.^ iiij.'' ob.

Inde computat de grosso meremio et paruo empto xxxix.**. iiij.'^ Item

in alio meremio vocato Rosterys^ vij.^ vj.'^ Item in Ij tabulis de Regel-'

emptis precio tabule .xiiij.*^ lix.^ vj.'^ Item in xiiij tabulis de Regel precio

tabule ;.xij.'^ xiiij. « Item in iiij°^ tabulis de Regol et in tabulis do Wanscoto

emptis de Waltero Hows de Crediton cum cariagio versus Exoniam

vj.^ viij.^ Item iiijoi" tabulis de Regel emptis precio tabule xiiij. iiij.^ viij.<^

Summa vj. li. xj.'' viij.^

Item in .xlix. tabulis quercinis pro plonchyn* emptis precio tabule

iij.^ ob. xiiij. s iij.^ ob. Item in v. tabulis quercinis pro formulis-^ .v.s.

Item in ij. libris de glew .xij.^ Item in iij.^ et di de Bordnayl emptis

vij,<^ ij.s ob.

Summa xxij.^ iiij.<^

Item in potu dato Carpentariis ex precepto senescallorum viij.'^

Summa viij*i.

Summa expensarum vij. li. xiiij. ^ viij.^^

1 I have not been able to identify this place.

2 I suggest that this word means "roof-timbers." See Skeat s.v. roost,

where he compares the Norwegian rost, "roofing", with the Scotch roost, the

inner roof of a cottage.

^ This word is usually spelt Rigal, and occurs in lists of building-materials

as Rigalbord. It denotes the timber largely imported from Kiga in Eussia.

See Ilie Builder, iv. 365, on "Eiga and Dutch Wainscot for Building Purposes."

^ Plancher denotes a floor : i.e. the whole structure of joists and boards

which separates one storey of a house from another ; and I need hardly say

that planche is the same as the English "plank." Boards for plonchyng or

planking are those to be used for the floor.

^ The word forma, and its diminutive formula, are shewn by Ducange, s.v.,

to mean the whole of a church stall, including the seat and desk ; but

occasionally the same word is used for a part only
;

e.g. prosternere &c. super

formas (the desks)
;
and, complicantur formae (the part of the stall commonly

called a misericorde).
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The Library Account.

The account of Richard Skinner, clerk of the works in the church at

Exeter, of all his receipts and expenses regarding the library of the said

chiu'ch, drawn up in the year of our Lord one thousand four hundred and

twelve, and in the year of the reign of King Richard [Henry] the Fourth

the thirteenth. [30 Sept. 1411—29 Sept. 1412.]

[Receipts]

He acknowledges to have received £18. (js. Thd. out of the

residence-money of M^' John Lydeford Archdeacon of

Totness and Canon of Exeter after his death from the

land at Loveneter ; and £16. 17s. 9d. from the steward of

the chancery by indenture

Total receipts

£ s. d.

35 4 4i

[Expenses]

In the next place he brings to account the following sums

:

Large and small timber bought ... ... ... ... 119 4

Other timber called Rosterys ... ... ... ... ... 76
51 Regel boards at 14^ a board 2 19 6

14 Regel boards at 12^^ 14 0

4 Regel boards and wainscot do. bought of Walter Hows of

Crediton with carriage to Exeter ... ... ... ... 68
4 Regel boards at 14*^^ a board 4 8

Total 6 11 8

49 oak-boards bought for flooring, at 3^'^ a board 14 3|

5 oak-boards for desks and seats 5 0

2 lb. of glue 10
350 board nails at 7*^^ a hundred 2 0^

12 4

In drink given to the carpenters by the stewards order ... 8

Total expenses : [as above ... ... ... 611 8

12 4

8]

7 14
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I'riiiw i,s wucccicsdod \>y IIk; uccoimt Iwr vv;ig(!,s|

ill (n-aHtino (l.uiiundo Jakyl (Jai'[)Oiitan() opcraiiti il>idcrn circa

llTd??^'idb
l(5^triiium in claustro per .v. dies capieiiti ... ij.« vi.

p'riina
' ' ^ '<^''^i"jco Attcwat' [Attcwator] Carpcritario ojKiraiiti

ibidem per idem tcrnpuH capiciiti ij.« j

Surnma iiij.** vij.''

Ebdoiiiada Uamimdo Jakel (sic) car[)eiitari() operaiiti ibidem
secunda pQ^. y (J^q,^ capicnti ij.« vj.

Henrico Attewator carpentario opcranti ibidem

per idem tempus capientibus ij.^ j.

Noyl Luddere et Dauid Alyn sarratariis operantibus

ibidem per idem tempus cap)ientibus ... iiij.''
ij

Summa viij.'^ ix.^

£ s. d.

l^t week 4 7

2d „ 8 9

Third week. Jakyl 3/0, Attewater 2/6 5 6

Fom-th do , 5 6

Fifth do 5 6

Sixth do 5 6

Seventh do 5 6

Eighth [2/6 each] 5 0

Ninth do + 2 sawyers for 2^ days ... 6 10

Tenth [Jakyl 4 days, Attewater 5 days] 4 6

Eleventh [as in week i] 4 7

Twelfth [Jakyl 5 days, Attewater 5^ days] 4 9

Thirteenth [each 2 days only] 1 10

Fourteenth " [as in week iii] 5 6

Fifteenth [each 3 days only] 2 9

Hie accidebat festum omnium sanctorum

Sixteenth week. Jakyl 2/6, Attewater 2/1 ... 4 7

Seventeenth do do 4 7

Eighteenth do do [1 sawyer for 6 days added] 6 0

Nineteenth do [5 days each] 3 9

Twentieth do [6 days each] 4 7

Twenty-first Jakyl 2/6, Attewater 2/1 ... 4 7

Twenty-second do do. ... 4 7

Twenty-third do [one day each] 9

Twenty-fourth Jakyl, 5 days at \^d. ; Attewater 4 days at /5(i. 4 2
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Weeks [Account for wages.]

I. To Hamund Jakyl, carpenter, work-

fSO Ma 1
there at the reading-room

The mln-ow ^" ^^^^^^^^ five days ... 2 6

of Trinity To Henry Atwater, carpenter, at

Sunday. the same work for the same
time ... ... ... 2 1

Total 4 7

II. Jakyl and Atwater, as before 47
To Noyl Ludder and David Allen, sawyers,

at the same work for the same time 4 2

Total 8 9

III. Jakyl, six days 3 0
Atwater „ ... ... ... ... 2 6

5 6

IV—VII. 4 weeks at 5/6 12 0
VIII. Jakyl and Atwater each 2/6 5 0

IX. Jakyl and Atwater ... ... ... 56
2 sawyers for 2^ days 14

6 10
X. Jakyl 4 days 2 0

Atwater 5 days 2 6

4 6
XL Jakyl 5 days 2 6

Atwater ,, ... 2 1

4 7
XII. Jakyl 5 days 2 6

Atwater 5^ days 2
^'

4 9^
XIII. each 2 days 1 10

XIV. [as in week iii] 5 6

XV. each 3 days 2 9

Here fell All Saints' Day.

XVI. XVII. Jakyl and Atwater, 2 weeks at 4/7 9 2

XVIII. The same, with a sawyer for 6 days 6 0§

XIX. Jakyl 5 days 2 6

Atwater do. at 3'^ a day 13
3 9

XX—XXII. Jakyl and Atwater, 3 weeks at 4/7 13 9

XXIIL Jakyl 6^, Atwater 3^ 9

XXIV. Jakyl 6 days 2 6

Atwater 4„ 18
4 2
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'^rw(Mily-lii"th

'J'wciity-.sixtli

Twuiiiy-Hovcnth

'r\v(Mity-oi<^'litl)

Twoiity-iiintli

Hie accidebat fu.stuin Purificatioiiiw Ixjato Marie die doiriinica

[as in week i]

do

do

do

[Jakyl « day«-3/0, Attowater r,c/.=2/l]

Thirtieth

Thirty-first

Thirty-second

Thirty-third

Thirty-fourth

Thirty-fifth

Thirty-sixth

Thirty-seventh

Thirty-eighth

Thirty-ninth

Fortieth

do

do

do

do

do

[as in week iii]

[Attewatcr only for 3 days].

[Jakyl 5 days, Attewatcr 6 days].

[as in week ni]

do

[as in week i]

[Jakyl only for 6 days]

[do for 3 days]

[do for 6 days]

4 7

4 7

4 7

4 7

5 1

5 6

5 G

5 6

3

0

6

6

7

3 0

1 6

3 0

£9 3 6

Summa omnium septimanarum ix. li. iij. s. vj. d.

In expensis factis in ligacione librorum et in aliis vt patet sequenter.

XX
In iiij xj coreis vitulinis emptis precio pellis iiij.*^^ xxx.^ iiij.^

XX
In iiij ij pellibus ouium emptis precio pellis iij.'^ xx.^ vj.'^

In xij pellibus rubeis emptis precio pellis vj.*^ vj.''

In vj duodenis de velym emptis pro custod' librorum precio

duodene ij.^ x,<i xvij.^ ij^

In ix pellibus pygameni (sic) emptis ad idem xiij-^ ob.

In duabus duodenis de velym emptis ad idem precio duodene

ij.s x.<i v.s viij.d

In tribus zonis rubiis (sic) de coreo emptis pro claspys ij.« iij.*^
^

In glew empto ij.^ vj.'^ In filis rubiis blodiis et diuer-
|

s
• d

sorum colorum xiiij.*! In latyn et wyr empt' pro

claspys v.^

In coreo equino empto iij.'^ ob. In acubus emptis pro libris

suendis ijA In cordulis emjjtis iijA In farena empta

pro past vj.*^ In encausto empto ij.*^ In .j. olla et ij

patellis emptis factis de terra iij.^ In sirpis pro domo

sua emptis ij.*^ In sarcina focalium empta ij.*^ ob. In

stramine empto pro lecto suo iiij.*^ ^

In Ixvij libris suendis precio operis libri jd. ob. plus in toto

xiij.d ix.^ v.^* ob
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£ s. d.

XXV—XXVIII. 4 weeks at 4/7 18 4
XXIX. Jakyl 6 days 3 0

Atwater 5 days ... ... ... 2 1

5 1

Here fdl the festival of the Porifieation of Blessed Mary on Sunday.

XXX- XXXII. 3 weeks at 5/6 16 6

XXXIII. Atwater only for 3 days ... ... ... ... 13
XXXIV. Jakyl and Atwater 5 0

XXXV—XXXVI. 2 weeks at 5/6 110
XXXVII. Jakyl and Atwater 47
XXXVIII. Jakyl only for 6 days 3 0

XXXIX. „ „ 3 „ 1 6

XL. „ „ 6 „ 3 0

Total 9 3 6

Of expenses incurred in binding hooks and in other matters., as is set forth

below.

91 calfskins at 4'' a skin 1 10 4

82 sheepskins at a skin 106
12 red skins at 6"^ a skin 6 0

6 dozen velym for book-guards at 2^ 10'^ a dozen 17 2

9 skins of parchment for the same purpose ... ... ... I \h

2 dozen velym for the same at 2^ 10'^ a dozen 5 8

3 red straps of leather for clasps ... ... 23
Glue 2 6

Red and blue string, and string of various colours 1 2

Latyn and wire bought for cliisps 5 0

10 11

Horse-skin ... ... ... ... ... 3^

Needles to stitch books 2

Short cords 3

Flour to make paste ... 6

Ink 2

One pot and two saucers of earthenware ... 3

Rushes for his own house ... ... ... 2

A bundle of firewood ... ... ... ...

Straw for his own bed 4

— 2 4

Stitching 67 books at 1^*^ a book, with 13'^ in addition ... ^ ^2
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In expensis factis apud Ayshortou .super libn>,s vt patct per ^

vnam cedulam.
j

In auricalco cmpto iiij.'' In .j. zona cni])ia' ij.'' In vj pelli-

buH pargamcni eni[)tis xvj.'' Jn v(;l_yni empto ij.** Jn iij
'

• « •

,i

pcllibus ouiinn crnptis v.'' In vj pelli})U,s vituliniw
^

eniptis prccio pellis iiij.'' ij." In filo eolorato ciupto j.*^

In ij tabulis de Wenwcote eniptis x.'^ In cooporturis

lij librorum suendis pro quolibet j. d. iiij,** iiij.*^ ...

In X pellibus vitulinis emptis precio pellis iiij.<^ ob. iij." ix.''

In xij pellibus ouium emptis precio pellis ij.'^ ij.« In

xiiij. libris suendis pro quolibet libro j.<^ xiiij.*^ In filo

empto }A

In ij tabulis de novo emptis ij.'^ iiij.'^ In ij tabulis de antiquo
,

...
^

emptis xvj.*i

Item domino Willelmo Hayforde pro suo labore et pro re-

wardo operantis circa predictos libros

Itern Eicardo famulo suo operanti cum illo circa predictos

libros xxxvj.^ viij.*^

XX
In iiij catenis emptis pro libris pendendis in libraria ... liij.^ iiij.*^

In xl catenis emptis pro libris pendendis in libraria precio

cathene viij.^ xxvj.^ viij.'^

Item in ix boltys ferreis factis ponderantibus cv. libras precio

librej.'^ob xiij.^j.dob.

Summa xviij.li. xv.s. v.d. ob.

Summa expensarum in tabulis meremiis et aliis, vt patet in

paruo computo vij li. xiiij. ^ viij.'^

Summa septimanarum in carpentariis ix li. iij.^ vj.<^

Summa omnium expensarum xxxv. li. xiij.^ vij.^ ob. ; et sic excedit in

in ix.s iij.
'I quos recepit xj die Aprilis anno regni regis H. quinti et aeq.
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Expenses incurred at Ashburton about books, as appears by a schedule.

Gold 4

A strap 2

6 skins of parchment ... ... ... ... 14
Velym 2 0

3 sheepskins 5

6 calfskins at 4'^ a skin 2 0

Coloured thread 1

2 wainscot boards ... ... ... ... 10

For stitching the covers of 52 books at T' piece 4 4

10 calfskins at 4-|d 3 9

12 sheepskins at 2^^ 2 0

For stitching 14 books at 1'^ a piece 12
String 1

2 boards recently bought 2 4

2 boards bought some time since 14

To Ml" William Hayford for his pains, and in consideration

of the work he did to the aforesaid books

To Richard his servant when he worked with him as

aforesaid

80 chains for hanging books in the library

40 do. fit 8*^ a chain

For making 9 iron bars weighing 1051b. at l^*^ a pound

Total

11 6

7 0

3 8

6 0 0

1 16 8

2 13 4

1 6 8

13 1^

18 15 5|

Spent on boards, timber, and other things, as set forth in

the small account ... ... ... ... ... ... 7 14 8

Wages of carpenters 93 6

Total of the whole expenses £35 13 7i
Total recei})ts, as above 35 4

Excess of expenses over receipts £0 9 3

This sum the accountant received 11 April in the year of the reign of

King Henry V, and so his account balanced.
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Tlic slid I ol" th(3 building- had evidently been completed

before our account begins, for no bricklayers or masons are,,

mentioned in it, only carpenters and sawyers.
j

The account is divided into three parts. The first is

occupied with the purchase of timber ; the second with wages

;

and the third with the repair of books. In the first division it

is specially mentioned that the oak boards bought are for the

floor, and for benches and desks— if my interpretation of the

word formula be accepted. The benches would be for readers,

while the books, which were chained, lay upon the desks. In

other words, the library was fitted up on what I have called

elsewhere the lectern-system

\

The library is known to have been over the east cloister

—

subsequently for the most part destroyed ; but the unusual word

lectern {lectrinum) employed to denote it deserves attention.

This word usually means a church-desk or lectern ; and in the

oldest catalogue of the library at Peterhouse, dated 1418, it is

used to denote a desk for books. Certain MSS are described

as chained " to the sixth desk {lectrino) on the west side^." In

our account the part is clearly used for the whole, and I have

translated the word " reading-room."

The work began on the Monday after Trinity Sunday

(80 May) 1412 ; and occupied two carpenters, with occasional

assistance from two sawyers, for forty weeks. It is evident,

however, that it was interrupted, for we are told incidentally

that All Saints Day (1 November) fell in the fifteenth week.

Now the fifteenth week, counting the week beginning with

Monday 30 May as the first, would be the second week in

September, instead of the last week in October. The amount

paid in each week shews that, after the fashion of workmen in

all ages and all countries, there was no hurry to get the job

done. After All Saints Day, 1412, work went forward with

greater regularity, and the 29th week falls correctly with regard

to the Purification of Our Lady, if the note stating that the

festival fell on a Sunday means that it was kept on Sunday,

' The Care of Books, Chap. iv.

2 A descriptive catalogue of the MSS. in the library of Peterhouse. By
M. E. James, Litt.D. 8vo. Camb. 1899, p. 3.
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5 February, 1413. On the assumption that this regularity was

maintained, the last week would be Easter week, 1413 (Easter

Day in that year being 23 April). It is, however, hardly likely

that work would go forward as usual either in that week or in

Holy Week ; so that in all probability the room was not com-

pletely finished until some date in May 1413—that is, nearly a

year from the beginning.

Of the two carpenters, Hamund Jakyl, and Henry Atwater,

the former received sixpence a day, and the latter fivepence.

The payments recorded in the third division of the account

deal for the most part with the purchase of the materials

required for the binding of books, all of which were bought by

the clerk of the works, down to needles, glue, and flour to make

paste. The work was done in Exeter, with the exception of

52 books, which were repaired at Ashburton. Lastly, a

Mr William Hayford, about whom we are told nothing except

that he had " done work upon the aforesaid books," is paid £6,

equal I suppose to £72 at least of our money, while Hichard

his servant receives £1. 16s. 8d.

When the room was ready for the books, and the books for

the room, we find, at the close of the account, a charge for the

purchase of 120 chains, and 9 iron bars. The total cost of the

work thus bi'ouglit to account had reached nearly £36, or £432

at the present value of money.

The roll of general expenses for the same year contains a

further charge for 43 chairs and 3 iron bars to carry them^; and

in the year following 28 more are bought, so that the total

reaches 191. This large quantity probably indicates that

before the new library was built a number of books were

unprotected.

This library, or " place to read in " was, as I have said, in

the cloister. So much is told us in the accounts which I have

just analysed. But a catalogue made in 1506, and printed

by Dr Oliver, enables us to determine its position there with

^ Expe)is. necess. (1412—1413). In xliij cathenis emptis de JohanneHamelyn,

precio cathene, viij^. xxxviij'*. viij'^. Item predicto Jobanni pro iij boltis ferreis

pro cathenis portandis in libraria ponderantibus xxxxj^^''. precio libre j*^. ob.
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tolerable accuiacy. Tho compiler oTiiimcrates the contents of

each desk (descus) beginning with the first desk on tlie east

side. He then goes round the room, and enumerates eleven

desks. Unfortunately he does not tell us at which desk the

opposite side of the room begins ; but as we learn incidentally

that there was a door on the west side, I think it probable

that there were six desks on the east side and five on the

west side, the sixth bay being occupied by the door, which, we

may conjecture, was approached from an external stair or

'vice.' If this view be correct the library occupied the east

part of the cloister, south of the chapter-house. No data

whatever are given in this catalogue for even a conjecture as

to the form of the desks.

A few words on the after-history of this library will not be

out of place
; but it is a sad story of alienation and ruin.

In 1566 the Dean and Chapter ceded to Archbishop Parker

a manuscript which Leofric had given to his cathedral, a copy

of the Anglo-Saxon Gospels now in the library of Corpus

Christi College, Cambridge ; and in 1602 they ceded to Sir

Thomas Bodley 81 latin MSS. Mr Macray records that "they

nearly all bear more or less sign of having been exposed to

great damp^"

In 1656 "the civil incorporation" of Exeter, called 'the

chamber,' purchased the cloisters from the person who had got

possession of them after the Dean and Chapter had been turned

out of the Cathedral, pulled them down, and in the following

year removed the serge-market into them. The Library, or

what was left of it, was taken into the Lady Chapel, where it

remained until 1820. It seems to have been fairly well cared

for during its sojourn in that inconvenient locality, which was

prolonged until 1820, when it was transferred to the Chapter

House. In 1887 a new library was begun on the site where

the original one is believed to have stood, from the design of

Mr J. L. Pearson.

1 Annals of the Bodleian Library, ed. ii. p. 28.
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On two pieces of furniture in Exeter Cathedral
formerly used for the protection of books.

By J. W. Clark, M.A.

In the course of a visit to Exeter Cathedral in September

last I caught sight of the two boxes or desks which I am about

to describe. As, however, their general appearance will be better

understood from a figure than a description, I will at once

place before my readers reproductions of the photographs which

I was kindly allowed to have taken for my special use, merely

premising that the objects to which I wish to draw attention

are placed at the east end of each choir-aisle, quite symmetri-

cally with reference to each other, on the north and south sides

respectively of the piers which intervene between the Lady

Chapel and S. Mary Magdalene's Chapel on the north (fig. 1),

and the Lady Chapel and S. Gabriel's Chapel on the south

(fig. 2). Moreover, as the figures shew, they are close to the

screens which separate these chapels from the choir-aisle or

ambulatory, and have therefore no connection with the Lady

Chapel. From their position, however, they would always

have attracted the attention of any person who was walking

towards that chapel, as they attracted mine.

The two boxes are so exactly similar that it would be a

mere waste of time to give a minute description of each. I

will therefore begin by stating, with reference to both, that the

material is oak, now black with age. Of the two halves each

is cut out of a solid block of wood ; in fact the whole box looks

as though it had once been a beam, which was afterwards sawn

into two longitudinally. There is no fastening, nor trace of

any ; nor is there any ornament or molding to give the slightest

indication of date.

Each box rests on four stout iron supports, sunk into the

pier. Of these the two lower are considerably longer than the

two upper, so that the box is set at an angle. The distance

from the ground to the top of the upper support is 4 ft. 9 in., a

convenient height for use when a man is standing in front of it
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(fi^. I), vvliiitover iriay lia,vc bueii its destination. Each longer

support is connected with the shorter Kup[)()rt on the same side

by a piece of iron which is turned up behind the box at right

angles to its former direction, and carries a long hinge, attached

to the inner side of tlic lid, or upper half, of the box.

On the outside each box is 17 in. long, by 9f in. broad, and

4-^ in. thick when closed; on the inside each half is hollowed

internally into a tray measuring 13-^ in. by 7f in. The depth

differs slightly in the lid and in the fixed half of the box,

being 2J in. in the latter, and l^in. in the former; so that the

total depth of the space inside is 3| in.

The box next to S. Gabriel's Chapel has a hole 2 in. square

cut in the lid (fig. 1). This hole is not cut with clean sides

right through the wood, but at an eighth of an inch below the

surface it is rebated, as if it had been intended to support

something, say a plate of metal. I have heard that these boxes

are sometimes called money-boxes, probably from the presence

of this hole ; but this attribution can hardly be correct, in the

absence of any fastening. On the other hand I feel myself

wholly unable to suggest any use for the hole in question.

Let us now turn to the box next to S. Mary Magdalene's

Chapel (fig. 2). The only difference worth notice is that the

external angles of the lid are roughly chamfered ; and that the

hinges, instead of being sunk into the lid, are nailed to the

inner face, with a groove cut into the sides of the lower half to

receive them. At the bottom of this lower half is an object

which reveals, as I think, the original destination of the two

boxes. It is a piece of wood about an eighth of an inch thick,

and 4J in. wide, filling the tray from top to bottom. Along the

edge of it nearest to the centre of the tray are six grooves,

each about If in. long by about 1J in. wide, and J in. apart.

A hole has been bored through the end of each groove, as is

well shewn in the illustration (fig. 2). That this piece of

wood—which is securely nailed to the tray—was once the

left-hand board of a book, is placed beyond doubt by the

presence, in the third and fourth grooves counting from the

top, of a piece of the leather thong which, in medieval binding,

was commonly fastened into the board by a peg or other
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device, whence it was carried along a groove, through a hole at

the end, and round the back of the volume, into the corre-

sponding board on the other side^ On some now forgotten

occasion the book was violently wrenched out of its case, but

the board which still remains as a mute witness of what then

took place was so securely fastened down that it effectually

resisted the efforts of the spoiler to remove it. Whoever he

was, he was evidently in a hurry, and cut through the leathern

thongs rather than wait for a few moments until a hammer
and chisel could be brought to bear upon the stubborn nails.

In the box on the opposite side of the Cathedral there are

marks of at least four nails in the bottom, and part of one nail

is still sunk in the wood.

It should be noticed that the books which were once fixed

in these boxes—whatever may have been their original desti-

nation—must have been far smaller than those which after the

Reformation were kept in churches for the use of the public.

It may, however, be suggested that the comparative smallness

of their size may account for the extraordinary precautions

taken to preserve them. It is possible, too, that they were

remarkable for the beauty of their penmanship, or of their

illuminations.

I think it not improbable that before the invention of

printing books of general use were frequently placed in

Cathedrals for the public benefit. At Exeter itself in 1327

there was a Breviary and a Missal chained in the quire for the

use of the people (ad deserviendum popido"^); and in 1433-34 a

copy of the Rationale divinorum officiorum of Durand was

given to the Cathedral, and a chain was bought for it^ but

nothing is said as to the part of the church in which it was

placed. It further appears from an inventory taken in 1506,

that at that time there were two sets of books chained in the

Cathedral. The following seven volumes were ''behind the

1 A medieval book was exhibited, to illustrate the method here described.

2 Lives of the Bishops of Exeter [etc.]. By Geo. Oliver, D.D. 8vo. Exeter,

1861, p. 309.

3 Roll of Accounts, Mich. 12, Hen. VI.—Mich. 13, Hen. VI. Exp. riecess....

In j. cathena empta pro libro vocato Rationale diuinorum cathenando in

ecclesia cathedrali Exon' dato eidem per B. Bolter, xvjd.

22—2
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trcasur(!r's staJI"; njuruily, a J>ibl(j in tlircc volumes, Nicholas

do Lyra, also in three volumes, and a Concordance; and "behind

the succentor's stall" a far larger collection, in fact, a small

library containing the Tuost important text-books in civil and

canon law. I give a list of thein, slightly expanded fi'om the

Latin original.

Codex of Justinian.

Commentary of Cinus, a Bolognesc jurist (1270-1336), on the Codex.

Digest, in three parts (vetus, inforciatum, novum).

Primum volumen (the first volume of the Corpus Juris).

Decreta.

The Decretals.

Commentary of Hugutio, bp. of Ferrara, d. 1212, on the Decretals.

Sext, or sixth book of the Decretals.

Clementine, with the glosses of all the Commentators : a collection of

Decretals in continuation of the Sext.

Summa of Henry of Susa, called Nostiensis, on the Titles of the

Decretals.

Commentary of Pope Innocent IV on the five books of the Decretals.

Speculum judiciale of William Durantis^.

A few instances of the practice elsewhere may be quoted.

At Canterbury Erasmus observed in the nave of the cathedral

" some books fixed to the pillars, among which is the Gospel of

Nicodemus^." In S. George's Chapel, Windsor, is the following

inscription, arranged in eight lines, incised upon a stone 4^7^ in.

long, by 17 in. deep, inserted in the space immediately below

a niche which doubtless once contained the book, probably a

breviary, referred to in the text

:

Who leyde this booke here [?] The Eeverend Fader in god Richard

Beauchamp Bisschop
|
of this Diocyse of Sarysbury and wherfor [?] To

this entente that Preestis and ministers
|
of goddis chirche may here have

the occupacion therof seyyng therin theyr divyne servyse
|
and for alle

othir that lystyn to sey therby ther devocion.

Askyth he any spirituall mede [?] |
Yee as moche as oure Lord lyst to

reward hym for his good entent praying euery man
|
wos dvte or de-

uocion is eased by this booke they woll sey for hym this commune Oryson
|

Domine Jesu Christe : kneling in the presence of this holy Crosse for the

wyche the Reuerend Fadir
|
in god aboueseyd hathe grauntid of the

tresure of the Churche to euery man xl dayys of pardun ^
|

^ These two lists are printed by Oliver, ut supra, p. 359.

^ Peregrinatio religionis ergo, ed. J. G. Nichols. 8vo. Lend. 1875, p. 41.

* I have to thank my friend the Bev, J, N. Dalton, M.A., Canon of Windsor,
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Richard Beauchamp was made Bishop of Salisbury in 1450,

and Dean of Windsor in 1481. The niche bearing the above

inscription is on the north side of the south choir-aisle at its

eastern end. There are three similar niches in the chapel

:

one opposite to this against the south wall of the same aisle

;

and two in the north aisle, similarly placed with reference to

each other. Each is 52 in. broad by 50 in. high, and 18 in.

deep, and would easily hold a large folio volume laid open,

while their height above the pavement, 44 in., would be con-

venient for readers.

In the Cathedral of Le Mans there is a small niche against

one of the piers of the south choir-aisle, with an inscription

recording that one of the canons "gave this breviary for the

use of those who have none of their own. Pray God for him\"

Unfortunately no date is appended.

Dr M. R. James suggested that perhaps the building of a

new Library at Exeter had been rendered necessary by the

accretion of a large number of books given by Bishop John

Grandison (d. 1369). This bishop was a great collector of

books : his hand is traceable as correcting or annotating a

good many of the Exeter MSS. in the Bodleian. In a Lambeth

MS. (203) and in a copy of Gregory of Tours at Trinity College

(O. 10. 23) his notes are particularly copious. In the latter,

especially, he calls attention more than once to the rarity of

the book and to the faulty Latinity of Gregory.

It would be well worth while to hunt up, in the Bodleian

and elsewhere, the books that once belonged to him.

Exeter has been fortunate in respect of book-collecting

bishops. The name of Leofric was familiar in this respect.

Out of the fifty-two books he left to his Cathedral thirteen are

readily recognizable as now extant, and there are two or three

others in our libraries which are not named in his catalogue.

for kindly copying this inscription for me. See also Davis and Tighe, Atmals

of Windsor, i. 424, n.

1 The words are: " dedit istud breviarium pro usu indigencium. Orate

deum pro eo." I think that the word "indigencium " does not signify a poor

man in the ordinary sense of those words, but as I have translated it in the

text. I visited Le Mans in September, 1890.
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The UwiVKRsi^rY Wills at Peterbohough.

By C. J. B. Gaskoin.

The Chancellor's Court of the University of Cambridge

possessed from an early date the right of proving wills. Th(i

similar privilege of the Cliancellor's Court at Oxford is traced

to the confirmation of the Chancellor by the diocesan, the

Bishop of Lincoln, though it was described in 1280 as having

existed from time immemorial, and after the Papal Bull of

exemption of 1368 was claimed by the Chancellor as an

inherent right of his office. Possibly in like manner the

testamentary jurisdiction of the Cambridge Chancellor v^as

originally derived from the Bishop of Ely. Its extent was

defined in 1714, when Dr Bentley, as Archdeacon of Ely, was

compelled to recognise, for himself and his successors, the

undoubted right of the University to the probate of wills

and granting administrations of goods of

(i) All persons...declared to be under privilege in the

' Processus Bernwellensis/ or described or mentioned as

Scholars' Servants in the Royal Charters of the University,

especially those granted by Elizabeth, and in the ' Composition

between the University and the Town' referred to in the

Charter of 31 Eliz.

(ii) All Children and Servants of Scholars, or of any

privileged person as above mentioned, if—at the time of their

death—of the Family of such Scholar &c. ; all Widows of

Scholars or privileged persons, if they remain widows ; and

all Children and Servants of such widows being—at their

death—of the family of such widows ; other rights or privileges

which might be here omitted being expressly reserved.

In the middle of the 18th century the practice of proving

wills in the Chancellor's Court fell into disuse. The last grant

of probate was made on Feb. 12, 1765.

In 1828 the Vice-Chancellor—in compliance with a resolu-

tion of the House of Commons— made a return describing, with

fair accuracy, the testamentary documents under his care. The
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return is reprinted with others in the Parliamentary Papers for

1845.

The Act 20 and 21 Victoria c. 77 not only abolished the

testamentary jurisdiction of all existing Courts, substituting

for them a single Court of Probate in London with a Principal

Registry and District Registries throughout the kingdom, and

ordering the deposit in future of all original wills in the

Principal Registry exclusively, but further required the trans-

ference of the testamentary records of all existing courts to the

Registry concerned—Principal or District as the case might be.

The University Wills of Cambridge and Oxford were to be

transferred to the Registries at Peterborough and Oxford

respectively.

The Cambridge Registrary, Romilly, received a formal

demand to surrender his documents on March 6, 1860 ; in

letters from the Peterborough Registrar dated March 8 and 15

he was informed that the registered copies and inventories as

well as the original wills must go, and remonstrances at head-

quarters evoked only a sympathetic offer of a respite to

facilitate transcription. On March 20 the arrival of the docu-

ments at Peterborough was duly acknowledged

\

The Oxford authorities made a firmer stand. On March 15

Dr Griffiths, keeper of the Archives, wrote to the Cambridge

Registrary suggesting joint action by the two Universities to

secure exemption from the operation of the Act, and heard

in reply (March 17) that Cambridge had agreed to the transfer,

and that everything was packed up in readiness for removal.

On the 24th he wrote again suggesting an Act for permitting

the Universities to retain their testamentary records on con-

dition that they should be accessible to the public on the

same terms as those in the District-Registries, without any

fee to the Universities or their officials. Two days later he

enclosed a draft bill drawn by Mr Goldwin Smith, and invited

the cooperation of the Cambridge representatives in Parliament

1 They comprised (i) twenty-six bundles of wills, mainly originals, of

1540-1765; (ii) Administration Bonds in six or seven packages; (iii) a vast

mass of Inventories ;
(iv) a few bundles of miscellaneous documents

;
(v) five

volumes containing registered copies of most wills proved in 1501-1765, and

certain other matter.
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witli Sir William licathcoto, (jne of the Morribcrs for the Uni-

versity of Oxford, wlio was negotiating with the Govenirrient.

And on June 5 Sir William himself eiiclosed a draft,

requesting the Registrary to insert such details as would

make it applicable to both the Urjiversities. Mr Komilly

apparently complied
; but there all record of the matter ceases.

The Bill was duly passed as | 2 of ' An Act for removing

Doubts respecting the Craven Scholarships in the Univ(irsity

of Oxford, and for enabling the University to retain the custody

of certain testamentary documents' (23 and 24 Vic. c. 91).

But it dealt with Oxford alone. The Vice-Cliancellor was

required by tlie Act to have the wills &c. calendared as soon

as might be, and to allow the public to inspect them on the

terms above mentioned, and on these conditions they were

permitted to continue in the custody of the University. The

Cambridge documents remained, and still remain, at Peter-

borough. The reason is unknown. Perhaps the actual

surrender was the fatal step ; but the Keeper of the Archives

at Oxford and the Cambridge Registrary can throw no light

on the problem.

Attempts have since been made to obtain leave from the

Court of Probate to borrow the records from Peterborough for

purposes of transcription. But hitherto they have proved vain
;

and it must be admitted that the labour and expense of

transcribing the wills and administrations of some 1550 persons

registered in the Chancellor's Court between 1501 and 1765

(the extreme dates of the documents at Peterborough) would

be very serious. But if an Act on the lines of the Oxford Act

could be procured there would seem to be no objection to the

University's undertaking to issue within a reasonable time a

Calendar giving genealogical and topographical abstracts of all

the documents.

A copy of such a Calendar, placed at Peterborough, would

be far more valuable to a pedigree hunter or other species of

antiquarian than the original MSS. themselves, while those

MSS. would once more be found—securely guarded from fire and

in their proper home.
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The Place-names of Huntingdonshire.

By Professor Skeat.

§ 1. Prefatory remarks.

In dealing with the place-names of Cambridgeshire, I found

it convenient to arrange them according to the suffixes which

they commonly include, such as -ham, -ton, -luorth, and the

like. Such suffixes are more than usually numerous in the

case of Huntingdonshire, notwithstanding the small size of

the county. Arranged in alphabetical order, they occur as

follows :— -herh, -hois, -hourn, -bridge, -brook, -bury, -Chester,

-cote, -den, -ditch, -don, -ey, -ford, -ground, -grove, -ham, -head,

-hithe, -hoe, -ing, -land, -ley, -low, -reach, -stead, -stone, -stow,

-thorn, -thorpe, -ton, -well, -wick, -wold, -wood, -worth. Of these,

about thirteen do not appear in Cambridgeshire as suffixes,

viz.:— -berh, -bois, -brook, -bury, -ground, -grove, -head, -hoe,

-land, -thorn, -thorpe, -wold, -ivood; whilst on the other hand,

there does not appear to be any Huntingdonshire place-name

ending in -field, like the Cambridgeshire Haslingfield, Noster-

field, and Radfield; nor any in -beacJi, -hale, -heatJi, -port, -reth,

or -wade.

A few descriptive names appear as complete words, either

by themselves or preceded by another epithet ; and it will be

convenient to treat these along with the rest. Such names are

Colne, Hill (as in Round Hill), The Hirne, Holme (as in Port

Holme), Hurst, Mere, Moor, Perry, and Slepe.

Of many of the names containing suffixes there is but one

example in each case, as in Warde-bois, Godman-chester, and

the like. The commonest suffixes are -ford, -ham, -ley, -ton,

and -worth ; and it is worth while noticing that there are but

five examples of -ham as against twenty-four examples in

Cambridgeshire ; whilst on the other hand, the number of

examples of -ton is greater, amounting to at least thirty-six.

Besides the various descriptive names, we must include some

saints, with which this county is well provided; viz. St Ives

and St Neots, as well as those mentioned in Sawtry All Saints,
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Sawtry St Andrew's, and Sawti-y Hi Judith, though the last of

these uaiues seems to be incorrect.

The various suffixes or similar descriptive epithets will now
be discussed separately. The names considered are nearly all

of them old, and most of th(!m are mentioned in Domesday
Book. I omit modern names of farms and lodges

; and others

of little general interest.

Abbreviations, etc.

The following is a list of the more important sources of old

names and their significations, with some abbreviations

:

Cat. A.D.—Catalogue of Ancient Deeds (Record Series).

D.B.—Domesday Book (part relating to Huntingdonshire).

E.D.D.—English Dialect Dictionary.

F. A.—Feudal Aids (Record Series); vol. ii.

H.R.—Hundred Rolls; Rotuli Hundredorum
; vols, i and ii.

Those in vol. ii are dated 1279.

Index to the Rolls and Charters in the British Museum, ed.

H. J. Ellis and F. B. Bickley (1900).

I.P.M.—Calendarium Inquisitionum post Mortem sive Es-

caetarum, ed. J. Caley ; vol. i (Record Series).

N.E.D.—New English Dictionary (Oxford).

P.F.—Select Pleas of the Forest; ed. G. J. Turner, London,

1901 (Selden Society, vol. xiii).

P.R.—Pipe Roll, 1189—1190; and Rolls of the Pipe, 1155

—8; ed. Rev. Joseph Hunter.

R.B.—Red Book of the Exchequer; ed. W. D. Selby (Rolls

Series).

R.C.—Ramsey Chartulary, ed. W. H. Hart ; 3 vols (the

third vol. has the Index).

R. Chron.—Ramsey Chronicle, ed. W. D. Macray (Rolls

Series).

I have also, of course, made constant use of Kemble's edition

of the A.S. charters, entitled Codex Diplomaticus Mvi Saxonici,

published in six volumes for the Society of Antiquaries in

1839—48; Birch's edition of selected charters, entitled Cartu-

larium Saxonicum, published in three volumes in 1885—93
;

Thorpe's Diplomatarium Anglicum ^vi Saxonici (1865);
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Earle's Handbook to the Land Charters and other Saxonic

Documents, Oxford, 1888 ; and Mr Searle's Ononaasticon

A.nglo-Saxonicum, Cambridge, 1897, which contains a very full

collection of Old English names. I have also been favoured

with some useful notes communicated by Mr Norris, of Ciren-

cester, and formerly of St Ives ; and by Mr S. Inskip Ladds, of

Huntingdon, who has taken much pains to search authorities,

and to compile notes relating to the place-names of the county.

§ 2. The old suffix -berh.

Weybridge. This name is certainly an altered one, and

did not originally end in -bridge; for which reason it must be

considered separately. There was once an extensive forest

there, the name of which is retained in Weybridge Farm, which

lies to the S. of Alconbury, and E.N.E. of Ellington. It is

frequently mentioned in P.E., the usual spelling being Wau-

berge; but we find a still older form Walberg in R.C, and the

Latinised form Walbergie (genitive) in the Rotuli Cliartarum

in Turri Londinensi, 1827, under the date 1199. It is clear

that berge is a later variant of berh, which is the A.F. [Anglo-

French] spelling of 0. Merc, berh, A.S. beorh, a hill ; and the

liill is well marked on the Ordnance Map, being over a

hundred feet above sea-level. We have an exact parallel in

the case of the M.E. scauberk, a scabbard, spelt scauberge in the

Romance of Partenay (Early Eng. Text Soc). The prefix Wal-,

as in other cases, represents the A.S. Weala, gen. pi. of Wealh,

a foreigner, a Briton. Thus the true sense is ' Britons' hill
'

;

of which the modern form gives no hint. The spelling Wa-
bridge in Bigot's Atlas (1831) is better than the present form

Weybridge.

§ 3. The suffix -bois or -boys.

This only occurs in Warboys, but is of great interest, as it

is not of English, but of Norman origin. It represents the

A.F. bois, a wood, in which the final s was not dropped as in

modern French, but was fully preserved as a voiceless consonant,

so that it rhymed with voice and choice. The surname Boyce is

still common, and answers in sense to the English Wood. We
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jilso find it; ill 'riuiydon IJois, the iuxiih; of a place in Essex near

Eppiiig Forest. Near to Warboys a considerable wo(k1 still

exists, and is called Warboys Woods.

War]}()YS. The whole name is Norman, and must have

been given in the time of William the Conqueror, for it appears

in Domesday Book, about twenty years after his accession to

the English throne. It is there spelt in a partially Latinised

form, appearing as Waj'dehusc ; the "Ramsey Chartulary has the

spellings Wardehusc, Wardehux, Wardehuscus, Wardebuche,

and Wai'debois
;
and the Ramsey Chronicle has Wardehusc and

Wardehois. We also find Wardehusc in a pretended charter

supposed to have been given by king Eadgar on Dec. 28,

974 (Birch, iii. 635); but the late spellings of all the place-

nam^s that occur in it are quite sufficient to condemn it. At

the same time, such spellings are of some value as being

archaic, and the same charter will again be quoted below for

what its spellings are worth.

Warde-bois is a singular compound, because the former

syllable (as in ward-robe) has a verbal force. It has been said

that such compounds never occur in Anglo-Saxon. But they

were common in Norman ; the Norman minstrel Taillefer had

a name signifying ' one who cuts iron
'

; and the modern name

Talboys means ' one who cuts wood.' We have no means of

determining whether the sense of Warde-bois was ' a place

guarding the wood,' such as a forester's hut, or denoted the

forester himself ; but the idea is sufficiently clear, and we

know that there were official foresters in the county, which is

said to have been largely occupied by forests in early times.

The idea that Wai^dehois originally denoted the forester

himself is favoured by Cotgrave's explanation of Garde de bois

by ' the warden of, or keeper in, a wood or forrest.' The

English name was woodward \ see P.F., p. Ixvii.

§ 4. The suffix -bouen.

HoLBOKN ; between Elton and Stibbington. Lit. ' bourn in

a hollow
'

; from A.S. hoi, a hollow, or hola, a hole. Cf. Hol-

brook from Holanbrdc in Kemble's index.
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MoRBORN ; to the W. of Yaxley. D.B. Morburne ; H.R.

Morhimi (56 Henry III). From A.S. mor, a raoor; and A.S.

hum, a small stream.

§ 5. The suffix -bridge.

BoTOLPH Bridge. The name of a manor near Orton

Longueville. Named perhaps from St Botolph, a Norman
travesty of the A.S. name Botwidf. D.B. Botidvesbrige ; R.B.

Botulfesbruge.

§ 6. The suffix -brook.

Brook needs no explanation. The A.S. form was 6roc, as

given in my Place-names of Cambridgeshire ; to which I refer

the reader both in the present case and many others. There

are two examples.

Gallow Brook. We now only use the plural form gallows
;

bat the Catholicon Anglicum, in 1483, has :
' a Galowe, furca!

See the N.E.D. (New English Dictionary).

Hinchingbrook. Hinchingbrook House is near Huntingdon.

As Hinxworth (Cambs.) is known to be derived from the A.S.

Hengestes, gen. case of Hengest, I offer the guess that Hinching-

brook is from Hengestinga, gen. pi. of Hengesting ; the sense

being ' brook of the sons (or family) of Hengest.'

Tillbrook. Near Catworth, and formerly in Beds.; but

now (says Mr Ladds) in the administrative county of Hunts.

Spelt Tilebroc in H.R. ii. For A.S. Tilaii broc, i.e. Tila's brook.

Tila would be a pet-name for names beginning with Til-, as

Til-beorht, Til-brand, &c. Of. Tillington (Sussex).

Westbrook
; N. of Abbotsley. Spelt Westbroc in Kemble,

iii. 217 ; but with reference to another stream.

§ 7. The suffix -bury.

Bury occurs alone, as well as in composition ; the place so

called is near Ramsey. Many A.S. names occur in the dative

case, the prep, cat (at) being understood. The A.S. byrig is the

dat. case of burh ; so that the form bury represents the dative

of burh, a borough. (Distinct from A.S. beorh, a hill.)
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At.conijuiiy. U.C. AUc(muiiideher{a, A Ucenwndesburi/; ll.Jl

Almnundebyry
\

D.Jl li;is AcumeHherie (corruptly); cf. H.R.

Acandberi (7 Edw. II); I P.M. Aucmundebir (42 Hen. Ill);

F.A. vol. ii. Alcmondebury (a.ix LSI 6). It i.s therefore short for

Alkmimd's-bury. Allanuml is a Norman travesty of the A.S.

name EaUmiund, Old Mercian Alhmund. St Ealhmund's day

is March 19. In The British Gazetteer by B. Clarke (London,

1852) this place is called 'Alconbury or Alkmundbury'; so that

its origin is well known.

Eynp:sbury; near St Neots. D.B. Einulvesberie. This

shews that the name has been remarkably contracted. Eynes-

represents the D.B. form Eimdves; and this obviously repre-

sents, in its turn, the gen. case of A.S. JEinulf, as it is spelt in

a signature to Charter no. 1257 in Birch, Cart. Saxon, iii. 541.

Further, this JEinulf a late form of jEgenwulf, The reduction

of the suffix -wulf to -ulf is extremely common.

§ 8. The suffix -Chester.

It is well known that -chester corresponds to A.S. -ceaster,

the Wessex adaptation of L. castra, a camp. It only occurs

in one instance.

GoDMANCHESTER. A History of Godmanchester was written

by R. Fox in 1831, in which it was assumed, quite wrongly and

wholly without evidence, that Godman- represents the Godrum
(so spelt in the A.S. Chronicle) who made peace with king

Alfred at Wed more. But the spellings Guthmuncestria and

Oudmuncestre in the Ramsey Chronicle (p. 47) make it quite

certain that the town was named after one of the numerous

Giithmunds. The missing d appears in I.P.M. (29 Edw. I),

in the form Gurmwidecestre, and even in D.B., which has

Godmundcestre. The reduction of th to d, and the substitution

of 0 for u, are both common characteristics of the Anglo-French

habits introduced by Norman scribes.

§ 9. COLNE.

CoLNE lies to the S. of Somersham, and near Earith. Spelt

Colne also in D.B. and R.C. There are several other places,
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and two rivers, with the same name. Colchester was formerly

Colnchester, and appears in Kemble's Charters as Golenceaster
;

he also has Golen-ea for Colney. Here Coin- seems to represent

an A.S. Golan, dative or gen. of Golci, a name which occurs

several times.

But we find in Birch's Cartularium Saxonicum, vol. i. p. 240,

a charter (numbered 166) of extremely early date, belonging

to the former half of the eighth century, in which the river

Colne, in Gloucestershire, appears in the remarkable form

Cunuglae, with a genitive case Gunuglan ; and if this really

represents the same name, we may perhaps conclude that the

name of the river was originally Celtic ; and I am by no means

prepared to explain it further. It is possible, however, that the

place-name and the river-name are distinct.

§ 10. The suffix -cote.

Caldecote ; to the S. of Folksworth. D.B. Galdecote.

From the O. Mercian formula cet tham caldaii cotan, 'at the

cold cot'; see the explanation in PI.-names of Cambs., p. 28.

§ 11. Cross.

Norman Cross. The name of the northern hundred of

the four into which the county is divided. D.B. Normanecros.

We find in the spurious Charter of Eadgar (dated 972), the

expression—'quod iacet ad hundred de Normannes G^^oss'—
so that the literal sense is ' the cross of the Norman.' This is

quite enough to decide the spuriousuess of the charter. See

Kemble, Cod. Dipl. iii. 94. The D.B. form Normanecros is

the earliest known certain example of the use of the word cros.

It was usual to set up crosses at the junction of four roads

;

and in this instance it may have been set up at the spot where

a road from Yaxley to Folksworth crosses the Old North Boad

to the N. of Stilton.

§ 12. The suffix -den.

From A.S. denu, a vale ; see Pl.-names of Cambs., p. 47.

Agden. Spelt Akeden in H.R. vol. ii. (1279); and in

Rotuli Chartarum in Turri Londinensi (1205). It answers to
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A.S. Acden, of wliich Koinblc has two oxarn[)I(3s. Th(3 prefix is

A.S. (10, sbortoiicd form of dc, an oak, the long a being shortened

before cd; of. Ac-ton. The sense is ' oak- valley.' Agden Wood
lies to the N. of Great Staughton.

BuCKDEN. D.B. has Bugedene ;
R.C. Bukedene ; R. Chron.

Buccendeii. For A.S. Buccan derm, lit. ' valley of tlie he-goat/

or 'valley of Bucca.' The A.S. bucca means properly 'a he-goat';

but it also occurs as a personal name.

Great Gransden. Little Gransden is in Cambridgeshire.

D.B. Grantesdene ; but a more correct form is Grantendene, as

in the older Inquisitio Comitatus Cantabrigiensis ; and the

sense is 'vale of the Gianta.' See the explanation in Pl.-names

of Cambs., p. 48.

§ 13. The suffix -ditch.

WoRNDiTCH ; to the N.W. of Kimbolton. For Worm-ditch,

as shown by the old form Wormedik in H.R. ii. (1279). For

A.S. Wurman die, i.e. ' Wurma's dike.' Compare Wurma with

Wurm-beald, Wurm-beorht, Wurm-gser, Wurm-here ; and with

the Norse Ormr, as in Orms-by, Orms-kirk.

§ 14. The suffix -don.

The suffix -don is the imemphatic or unstressed form of the

E. down, A.S. dun, a hill ; a word ultimately of Celtic origin,

but borrowed at a very early period. It occurs in two instances.

Haddon. D.B. has Adone (with loss of H)] R.C. and R.B.

Haddone. We find a fuller form in Kemble, in the compound

Headdandune slced, 'valley of Haddon'; Cod. Dipl. iii. 25;

where dune is the gen. of dun. Hence the sense is ' Headda's

down'; or, in 0. Mercian spelling, ' Hadda's down.' The A.S.

Headda, 0. Merc. Hadda, is a known personal name. A Hadda

was abbot of Peterborough ; see Birch, Cart. Saxon, i. 127.

Huntingdon. D.B. Runtedun. This is one of the rather

numerous cases in which the syllable -ing- has been corruptly

substituted for the A.S. gen. suffix -an. The true spelling was

Huntandun, as in the A.S. Chron., MS. A., an. 921. It means
' Hunta's down'; where Hunta is probably a personal name,
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though its literal sense is ' hunter.' The suffix -a denotes

the agent ; aud huntan is the genitive siugular. Henry of

Huntingdon (ed. Arnold, p. 178) wrongly explains it to mean
* mons venatorum

' ;
shewing that he was not strong in A.S.

grammar. At the same time, he was well aware of the fact

that the name did not cotitaiD the syllable -ing.

One spelling in R.C. is Huntendoiie ; but in D.B. Hnntedun

(an ?? being dropped).

The county was named from the town, and appears in R.C.

as Himtenddnescira. Compare ' in comitatu Huntendune
'

;

Cod. Dipl. iv. 246; and D.B. Huntedim scire.

§ 15. The suffix -ey.

The -ey represents O. Merc, eg, A.S. ig, an island.

Higney. Higney Wood lies to the E. of Sawtry. H.R.

vol. ii. has Hygeneye, Hyggemeye (1279). The g must have been

double, or it would not have been preserved. The A.S. form

would appear to be *Hycgcin, gen. case of *Hycga, a form not

found, but closely related to names beginning with Hyge-,

such as Hyge-heald and others. If this be right, the original

sense was ' Hycga's island
'

; see R. Chron. It has been

explained (Pl.-names of Cambs., p. 50) that ' island ' merely

refers to a place nearly surrounded by water. It is close to

Sawtry Fen.

Horsey Hill ; to the N.E. of Farcet. It is close to the

old course of the river Nene, and the hill no doubt was once

nearly or quite surrounded by water. R.B. has the spelling

Horseye
;
answering to an A.S. form liors-lg, i.e. ' horse-island.'

Ramsey. R.C. Rameseye; but the dative appears as

Hrames-ege in iElfhelm's Will; Kemble, Cod. Dipl. iv. 300.

Hence, as already shewn in Pl.-names of Cambs., p. 53, there

has been a loss of initial h, and the original sense was ' Raven's

isle'; where Raven (A.S. lircem, hrcemn) was probably a

personal name. No doubt the name was, at a somewhat early

date, popularly believed to refer to a ram.

RowEY. To the E. of Warboys, near Pidley Fen. H.R.

vol. ii. has Rueye and Rueye Mere. Kemble's index has Rugan-

beorh, Ruwan-beorh, Ruan-heorh, Ruwan cnol, Rugan die, &c.

C. A. S. Comm. Vol. X. 23
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Thus tlio prefix 7^//- re])r(\s(!nts A.S. Huan, RuwaUy Rugan, gaw.

of Rua, Ruwa, Ruga, the dcfiriito masc. rjoin. of the adj. ruJi,

rough. No doubt Rtiga, ' the rough,' was a pc^rsonal name.

The sense is ' Ruga's island.' Chaucer has the spelling row for

' rough.'

§ 16. The suffix -ford.

COPPINGFORD, or Copmanford ; to the E. of Hamerton
;

on an insignificant tributary of Alconbury Brook. The former

name is corrupt ; D.B. has Copemaneforde ; R.C Cojymanforde

;

F.A. ii. Gopmaneford (a.d. 1285). Gopman appears in Mr Searle's

list as the name of a moneyer. Gopmaneford represents O. Norse

kaupmanna, gen. pi. of kaujmia'Sr, a chapman; followed by

A.S.^ford, a ford; so that the sense is 'chapmen's ford.' The

A.S. word for ' chapman ' was ceapman ; but the Norse form

is still in use at Whitby, and is spelt coupman in the Whitby

Glossary.

Hartford ; on the Ouse, near Huntingdon. It corresponds

to A.S. Heart-ford (in Kemble) ; lit. ' hart-ford.' The oldest

form is Heorutford, in the record of a council which took place

at Hertford in 673 ;
Birch, Cart. Saxon, i. 49. Heorut is an

older form of Heart.

Hemingford ; situate on the Ouse, near Godmanchester.

The same prefix occurs in Hemington (Nhants.). D.B. has

Emingeforde (with loss of H); R.C. Heimmingeforde, Hcemminge-

forde, Hemmingforde ; R.B. Hemmingeforde. These forms

answer to A.S. Hemminga ford, or ' ford of the Hemmings.'

Hemming is a patronymic form, from A.S. Hemmi or Hemma,
both of which occur in the Liber Vitse of Durham. The

Hemmings were the ' sons of Hemmi.' We also find Heming

(with one m).

Offord; near the Ouse. D.B. has Vpeforde, Opeforde; R.C.

Oppeforde, Offorde ; R. Chron. Oppeforde, Uppeforde. Here

Oppe- answers to A.S. Oppan-, as in Oppanhroc, 'Oppa's brook';

Kemble, Cod. Dipl. iii. 343. The sense is ' Oppa's ford.' The

change to Offord was probably due to the substitution of the

well-known name Offa for the less known Oppa.
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With regard to the names Offord D'Arcy and Offord Cluny,

it is merely necessary to observe that the added epithets, as in

other instances, were of Norman or French origin. The family

name of D'Arcy is derived from the village of Arcy, not far

from Auxerre, in the modern French department of Yonne

;

and appears not to have been applied to Offord much before

the fourteenth century. Before that date, the same place is

invariably called Offord Daneys or Danays, as, e.g. in P.F. p. 23.

Daneys is simply the A.F. (Anglo-French) spelling of the word
' Danish

'
; but it may have been also used as a family name,

with the original sense of ' the Dane.'

Offord Cluny was named from a Cluniac abbey. Cluny, in

Burgundy, is situate 11 miles to the N.W. of Macon.

§ 17. The suffix -ground.

Standground ; near Peterborough. The former d is

excrescent. J).B. Stangrun (with loss of final d) ; R.C. Stan-

grunde. From A.S. stan, stone ; and grund, ground ; so that

the sense is 'stony soil.'

§ 18. The suffix -grove.

Heighmangrove ; in the parish of Bury. This name

seems to have disappeared. Mr Ladds notes the old spellings

Hethmangrove (error for Hechmangrove), Heighmangrove, Hec-

mundegrave; see R. Chron. The suffix is the mod. E. grove;

and the prefix obviously represents the A.S. personal name

Heahmund ; cf. A.S. Chron. an. 871.

§ 19. The suffix -ham.

It occurs in Barham, Bluntisham, Graffham, and Somersham.

Barham. R.B. Bereham, Berkham. From A.S. heorli-ham,

' hill-enclosure.' The ' hill ' is more than 100 feet above the

sea-level. See PI.-names of Cambs., p. 20.

Bluntisham. D.B. and R.C. Bkmtesham. So also in

Kemble, Cod. Dipl. iv. 246. Lit. ' Blunt's enclosure.' The

name Blunt occurs again in i?/i/??^m^, 'Blunt's island'; Kemble,

Cod. Dipl. iii. 241. It is still in use.

23—2
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Chafkiiam, or GiiAFHAM. SpoK, (jlnifharn; D.B., R.C., R.B.,

R. Chron. Also Grapham, with ph for*/ F.A. ii. (1285). Of.

Graf-ton, in Nhants. Tlio prefix is the A.S. grmf, a trench,

whence the nuxhirn E. grave. The sense is ' trench-enchjsure,'

or enclosure surrounded with a trench.

SoMERSHAM. 13.B. Svmmersham ; R.C SumeresJiam, So-

meresham. Lit. 'sunamer's enclosure,' or enclosure for the

summer. The A.S. gen. sumeres is sometimes used adverbially,

meaning 'in the summer.'

Wintringham; near St Neots. Mentioned SiS Wyntringham

in H.R. vol. ii. (1279). The suffix -ing shews that it is derived

from a patronymic. The sense is ' enclosure of the sons of

Winter.' Winter is a somewhat curious personal name, but it

occurs (according to Mr Searle) as early as in the eighth

century ; and is still in use as a surname.

§ 20. The suffix -head.

The word head is here used in a literal sense in the two

instances which occur; but we may also take it to apply,

figuratively, to local circumstances. It is applied, for instance,

to the upper end of a valley or a rising ground.

Farcet. a disguised form, standing for fars head ; where

far is a form long obsolete, answering to A.S. fearr, a bull

;

so that the lit. sense is 'bull's head.' R.C. has the spelling

Faresheved; and Kemble has the dative form Fearreshefde in

a charter dated 956 ; Cod. Dipl. v. 342. The same charter

mentions Yaxley, which is not far off. From A.S. fearres

heafod, 'bull's head.' The application is somewhat fanciful.

Cf. Pen-arth, in S. Wales, lit. 'bear's head'; Hartshead (Yks.).

SwiNESEEAD. Swineshead is situate in a small detached

portion of the county surrounded entirely by Bedfordshire, to

which it has lately been added ; it is not far from Kimbolton.

D.B. has Suineshefet ; R.C. Swinesheved
;

answering to A.S.

swmes heafod, ' swine's head.' There is another Swineshead

in Lincolnshire, which possesses a celebrated abbey.

§ 21. Hill.

Round Hill, near Sawtry, requires no explanation.
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§ 22. HlRNE.

The Hirne. The name of a district near Whittlesea

Mere. R.C. mentions a 'Robert in le HyrneJ The A.S. hyrne,

later him, means 'a corner, a nook, a hiding-place'; and occurs

in Guy-hirn, Cambs. See PI.-names of Cambs., p. 42.

§ 23. HiTHE.

Earith. The sense is 'mud-hithe'; as explained in Pl.-

names of Cambs., p. 34. It is on the very border of the county,

and the railway-station is in Cambridgeshire.

§ 24. The suffix -hoe.

The modern E. hoe, meaniug a projecting ridge of land, or

a spur of a hill, is from the A.S. hoh, a heel ; but is frequently

confused with the dialectal E. hotv, a hill, from the 0. Norse

haugr, an eminence. See lioe, sb, (1), in the New Eng.

Dictionary.

Baldwinshoe. H.R. ii. has Baldwinho, Baldwineho.

Mentioned (according to Mr Ladds) in the Calendar of the

Patent Rolls ; 1338—40 ;
spelt Baudeweneho, Baldeiuynesho.

The derivation is obvious ; viz. from the genitive case of

0. Merc. Baldiuine, A.S. Bealdiuiue. See the Liber Vitse of

Durham and the A.S. Chronicle. It was situate in or near

Huntingdon.

MiDLOE ; a parish to the W. of Southoe. On somewhat

high ground to the N. of the river Kim. There is a Midloe

Grange, a Midloe Farm, and a Midloe Wood. The old name

was Midel-ho, as in ' Midelho parcus,' I.P.M. (30 Hen. Ill)

;

R.C. Midelho, Middelho. Thus the prefix is ' middle
'

; and the

suffix is -hoe, not -lotu.

Southoe, to the S.W. of Diddington, is near a spur of

some rising ground which slopes southward, according to the

ordnance map. The sense is ' south spur ' or ' southern pro-

jecting ridge.' Carelessly spelt Sulio in R.B. ; but Sutho in

F.A. ii. (a.d. 1303) and in I.P.M. vol. i. (2 Edw. I). Compare

Ivinghoe in Bucks., with regard to which the Eng. Dial. Diet.
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(s.v. How) ([uotes tlic! tbllovving froin Notes and Queries, 4 Ser.

X. 172:—"A range of eminences.. . .Two spurs of these are

termed respectively Ivinghoe and Tottemhoe."

§ 25. Holm.

The A.S. holm means not only an island in a river, but also

a peninsula formed by a loop in a river. There is a place

called Holme, near Denton Fen.

Poet Holm ; a peninsula so formed near Huntingdon ; now

occupied by a race-course. The A.S. ^jori frequently occurs in

the sense of ' town.'

§ 26. Hurst.

The A.S. hyrst means ' a copse ' or ' wood.'

Old Hurst and Woodhurst are not far apart, to the S. of

Warboys. It is known that Old Hurst was formerly Wold

Hurst ; the same change has occurred in Wold Weston ; see

Weston; p. 347. Of. Wodehurst, Cat. A. Deeds (10 Edw. II);

Woldhyrst, id. (33 Edw. I).

§ 27. The suffix -ing.

This occurs in four examples, viz. Billing, Gidding, Thurning,

and Yelling. I also here discuss Lymage.

Billing. This only occurs in Billing Brook, the name of a

tributary of the Nene; but we find a Great and Little Billing

in Northamptonshire ; and such place-names elsewhere as

Billingborough, Billingford, Billingham, Billinghurst, Billing-

ton, &c. It represents a tribal or family name, the Billings or

sons of Billa, which is a known personal name.

Gidding ; as in Great Gidding, Little Gidding, and Steeple

Gidding. Very near the end of iElflged's Will, dated about 972,

there is mention of a place called Giddingford. As the g is

hard, it must have been originally followed by a y, not an i
;

otherwise, it would have become Yidding. Hence Gidding

denotes a settlement of the Gyddings, or sons of Gydda. The

personal name Gydda occurs in Oyddayi-den
;
Kemble, Cod.

Dipl. V. 289. For Giddingford, see the same, iii. 275.
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Lymage. The old suffix looks at first like -inge ; but is

really -in + ga. Lymage Wood lies between Grafham and

Kimbolton. The older name was Liminge. It is spelt

Lvminge and Lijnminge in H.R. vol. ii. (1279). Even this is a

contracted form. Another, and perhaps a more original form

was Liniining, as in P.F., p. 22. Perhaps it is the same name
as Lyminge in Kent, which is mentioned in very early charters;

for example, it is spelt Liiningae in a charter dated by Birch

in 697 ; see Birch, Cart. Saxon, i. 142. The same place is spelt

Liniining and Linnninge in two endorsements on the charter,

made at a later date. As the river Limen (or Lymne) is

mentioned immediately below in the same charter, there can

be little doubt that Lymin-ge is closely allied to Limen, which

was an old river-name. Again, in a charter dated 741, we

likewise have a mention of Limin cea, i.e. 'river Limin,' and of

the place-name Limin-iaeae, in the dative or locative case.

This difficult word is discussed by Mr Chadwick, Studies in

Old English, § 5 (Camb. Phil. Trans, vol. iv. pt. 2, p. 147), who
shows that it is compounded of the river-name Limin and the

O.E. equivalent (Anglian ge) of the G. gau, a district. It is not,

therefore, from a patronymic, but signifies ' Limin district,' or

place through which the Limin flows. This is probably why
the n-i-g became nj. See the account of Ely in PI.-names of

Cambs., p. 51.

Thurning. There is another Thurning in Norfolk, and a

Thurnby near Leicester. Spelt Torninge (for Thorning) in D.B.

;

R.C. has Therninge, Thgrninge, Tliirninge. The spelling in

D.B. is not without significance, especially when we note that

the place is also called Thoniynge in I.P.M. vol. i. (8 Edw. II)

;

for the form depends upon the A.S. ]>ijr)ie, a thorn-bush, derived

by mutation from ])07'n, a thorn. Thurning denotes a settle-

ment of Thyrnings, so called from some connexion with the

word thorn. There is a place called Thirne in Norfolk, near

Repps. A large number of place-names contain the word

tho7'n. Kemble also has ^orninga-byra, Cod. Dipl. i. 261, with

reference to a family of Thornings; since '6orninga is in the

genitive phiral. Compare Bythorn (below).

Yelling. D.B. has Gelling, Ghellinge, Gelinge ;
B.C. Gill-
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ituje, Gilliii(j(je. I t i.s sonietimos conruscMl vvilli (Jidding. Kemble
has (JiUiiKj in a laLc3 charier; Cod, Dipl. iv. 145. The reference

appeai.s to be to a tribe ol' Oiliings; but I can find no further

trace of them. In the spurious Charter of Eadgar (a.D. 974),

Yelling seems to be alluded to in the phrase "Dillington,

Stoctou, et Gillioger, cum omnibus sibi pertinentibus " ; Cod.

Dipl. iii. 107. The final r in this form is certainly needless

;

or perhaps it stands for 6', so that Gillinges is a plural form.

The late A.S. r much resembles s,

§ 28. The suffix -land (for -lund).

TosELAND ; not far from St Neots. The Southern hundred

of Huntingdonshire is called Toseland hundred. In this form

an I has been lost, as the old spellings prove. R.C. has

Thoideslonde (for Touleslonde), Toidesloimd ; the Pipe-Roll has

Tolesland hdr (1 Rich. I); H.R. Touleslond; I.P.M. Totdes-

land (10 Edw. II). D.B. Toleslvnd (with v = u). Toles is the

gen. case of Toli. A man named Toli was sheriff of Norfolk

and Suffolk, ab. 1053, according to the Ramsey Chronicle ; but

the reference is probably to the earlier Toli^ a Danish jarl,

who is mentioned in the A.S. Chronicle, an. 921, as having been

connected with a Danish army that came from Huntingdon,

and w^as slain in the same year at Tempsford (Thames ford) in

Bedfordshire. The river here alluded to is, however, not the

London river, but the Ouse, which would appear to have been

called Tcemese by the English. Mr Ladds kindly sends me a

note which is much to the point, "^thelwold, bp. of Win-

chester, bought Bluntishara of Wlnoth [A.S. Wulfnoth] in the

time of king Edgar (958—975) and of Brihtnoth abbot of Ely

(970—981), and presented it to the abbey of Ely, probably in

975. After Edgar's death, the sons of Topae claimed the land,

saying that their great grandfather joined king Edward the elder

(901—925) at the time when Toli, the earl, had obtained the

province of Huntingdon by force against the king. But the

wise men and elders of the province, who well remembered the

time when Toli the earl was slain at a river Thames [i.e. the

Ouse], pronounced the claim frivolous. Toli being slain in open

rebellion, his estates would be forfeited to the crown, and this
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fact seems to point to him as the owner of Toseland ; for

Domesday Book says that (as a hamlet of Paxton) it belonged

to king Edward, and was then the property, doubtless by gift of

William I, of the Countess Judith." For original authorities,

see the A.S. Chronicle, an. 921 ; the Liber Eliensis, ii. 25 ; and

the charter of Edward printed by Kemble, Cod. Dipl. iv. 244,

which mentions iEthelwold, Ely, and Bluntisham.

There is yet one more point to be noted, which is of some

interest. So far, I have assumed the suffix to be the E. land,

as it certainly is at the present day. But it is clear that this

is really a popular substitution for a Norse suffix that was not

understood. The spellings Toidesloimd in R.C., Toleslvnd, i.e.

Toleslund, in D.B., are highly significant, as they cannot possibly

represent the A.S. land. On the contrary, they obviously

represent the Norse liuid (Icel. lundr, Dan. and Swed. land), a

grove; as to which Vigfusson remarks that it is very common
in Dan. and Swed. local names (cf. Lund in Sweden) ; and he

adds that it also occur in local names in Northern England,

and is a mark of Norse or Danish colonisation. He gives only

one example, viz. Gilsland (which he does not prove), but the

remark can be verified. In Streatfield's Lincolnshire and the

Danes, 1884, p. 80, the author gives three good examples, viz.

Londonthorpe, formerly Lundarthorp (D.B. Limdertorp, Test,

de Nev. Landerthorp), wdiere hmdar is the gen. case of O.N.

liuidr; also Timberland (D.B. Tiniberliint), and Snelland (D.B.

Sneleslunt). He also mentions Lound and Craiselound in the

Isle of Axholme. In Timberland and Snelland the very same

substitution has been made as in Toseland. Hence we learn,

finally, that Toseland was originally ' Toli's lund,' the grove or

forest-land belonging to the Danish earl Toli.

§ 29. The suffix -ley.

I have already explained that -ley represents the A.S. leage,

dat. case of leali, a lea or field. Examples occur in Abbotsley,

Aversley, Pidley, Raveley, Sapley, Stoneley, Stukeley, Waresley,

Washiugley, Wooley, and Yaxley.

Abbotsley is a corrupted and disguised form. In 1303, it

was Abbodesle; F.A. ii. Fuller forms occur in the Ramsey
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Chai tuhiry, whicli has Addeboldesleye, AUebofdesleye, Aylholdelle,

Alboldesle; where Addebold, AlleboLd, Ay/Mold, Albold are all

various corruptions ol' yEtkelbold, a late Mercian form corre-

sponding bo A.S. /Etiielbeald; sec; A.S. Clironicle, MS. E. (an. 656).

The reduction of j^tkel- to Ayl- is common. Hence the sense

is 'iEthelbold's lea.'

AvERSLEY. Aversley Wood lies to the 8. of Sawtry.

There can be little doubt that it is a mere variant of Eversley

;

for we find from Kemble's index that ^ferwic was written for

Eoforwlc even in Anglo-Saxon ; and again, Eversden in Cambs.

is spelt Auresden (= Avi^esden) in D.B. ; see PL-names of

Cambs., p. 47. As in the case of Eversley in Hants., the A.S.

form is Eofores leak, lit. 'Boar's lea'; where Eofor was a

personal name, as in Beowulf, 1. 2486. Even in ancient Rome,

Aper was known as a cognomen.

PiDLEY. R.C. has Pidele. Kemble has a place-name

Pide-wcella, which would answer to a modern form Pid-well.

The forms suggest, as the prefix, an A.S. *Pidan, gen. of *Pida,

a name not found elsewhere. But there is a closely related

strong form Pidd, occurring not only in Piddes mere (Pidd's

mere) in Kemble (Cod. Dipl. iii. 77), but also in Piddington

(Nhants.), and in Piddinghoe (Sussex).

Raveley. Great and Little Raveley lie to the W. of

Warboys. R.C. has Ravele, Raveleya, Rafflea, Rceflea, Reflea ;

R. Chron. Rafiea, Reveley. Thorpe has Rceflea and the Latinised

forms Rcefjieya, Raaelega
;
Diplomatarium, p. 382 ; and Kemble

has Ratceleia in the spurious Charter of Eadgar; Cod. Dipl.

iii. 107. From an A.S. Rcefan, gen. sing, of Rodfa\ a personal

name which may be inferred (as a pet-name) from such names

as Rcefcytel (or Rauechetel), Rcefmwr (or Rauemeras), Rwfiidth

(or Rauenod), Rcefweald, Rcefwine, and Rcefwidf.

Sapley. Sapley is the name of a Heath and of a farm to

the E. of Great Stukeley ; it appears to have been an important

locality in the old time when forest-land occupied much of the

county. In P.F. we find the spellings Sappele, SappeV, SappeW,

Sapple, of which the first form is the best. Sappe represents

an A.S. sceppan, gen. case of steppe, a spruce fir, used to
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translate Lat. abies. Otherwise preserved in Sapcote, Leic,

and in the late A.8. Sctp-cumh (Sap-combe) in Kemble's Index.

Stoneley. Stoneley adjoins Kimbolton. Its origin is

obvious ; from A.S. stcln, a stone.

Stukeley. D.B. Stivede ; R.C. Styveclee, Stiveclea
;

R. Chron. Stivecleia, Stticle
;
Thorpe has Styveclea, Diplomat.,

p. 382. Later spellings are Stivekley, Steucley ; I.P.M. (50

Hen. Ill, 5 Edw. I). All from A.S. Styfecan-Uali^ where Styfecan

is the gen. case of the name Styfeca, a weak form allied to the

strong form Styjic, which appears in Stetchiuorth (Cambs.)

;

as already explained in my former essay, at 27. Compare

Styvicing and Stybba, both in Kemble's index.

Waresley; on the S. border of the county. D.B. Wedreslei,

Wederesle, Wedresleie ; R.C. Weresle, Werysleye ; R. Chron.

Weresle. Hence Waresley is for Weresley, contracted fmm the

Domesday Book form Wedj^eslei ; and the dropped letter must

have been, originally, a voiced S, which the Norman scribe

would render by d. Compare M.E. wher, for whether, and the

E. or, nor, formerly other, nother. Similarly the Cambs.

Wetherley appears in D.B. as Wederlai; as already shewn in

my former essay, p. 66. The sense is 'Wether's lea'; parallel

to Wethersfield in Essex.

Washingley. Washingley is the name of a small parish

united to that of Button in Northamptonshire ; and Washingley

Hall lies to the W. of Stilton. D.B. has Wasingelei] R.C.

Wassinglee. The same prefix occurs in Washington (Sussex),

spelt Wassingatun in Kemble, Cod, Dipl. v, 312. Thus

Washing- represents the A.S. Wassinga, gen. pi. of Wassing,

so that the sense is ' lea of the Wassings.' Wassing is a

patronymic formed from the personal name Wassa, which

appears in the old spelling of the place-name Washbourn. Of

course, there is no reference, in any of these names, to the verb

to LuasJi. The spelling Wassingley, with double s, appears as

late as 1256 ; In. p. m. (41 Hen. III).

WOOLEY. R.B. has Wolfiega; I.P.M. Wolveley (8 Edw. II);

I.P.M. Wolveleye (47 Hen. III). The sense is 'wolf-lea';

just as we have also Foocley, Horsley, and Cowley. The form
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Wlfley in P.F. i.s (juite decisive, as wlf is the A.F. spelling of

A.S. widf. Tlie A.S. form ijceiirs as Wulf-lea] Kemble, Cod.

Dipl. V. 173.

Yaxley. D.B. lacheslei; K.C. laJcesle. Kemble has

Geakeslea, Cod. Dipl. v. 342. The sense is ' cuckoo's lea
'

;

from A.S. geaces, gen. of geac, a cuckoo. This A.S. geac is

cognate with the Norse gaiikr, a cuckoo, whence the well-

known prov. E. gowk, signifying (1) a cuckoo; (2) a simpleton.

(The A.S. ea invariably answers to Norse au.) The Y in

Yaxley results from the A.S. ge, and the x from the c and .v

;

the development being regular, with a shortening of the

diphthong before csl. The use of / for A.S. ge is Norman.

Geac, i.e. gowk, may have been a nickname.

§ 30. The suffix -low.

A low (A.S. hlaw) is a mound or rising ground. I find

only one example in Hunts.

Stirtlow. Stirtlow House and Park lie to the S. of Buck-

den. I do not know the old spelling, but it seems reasonable

to compare it with A.S. Steortan-leah, in Kemble, Cod. Dipl. v.

234. If this be right, we may take Steortan to be the gen.

case of a personal name Steorta. Such a name might have

meant ' one who holds a ploughtail,' or ' a ploughman,' as the

M.E, stert certainly meant a ploughtail or plough-handle. See

A.S. steort in Bosworth. But this should have given Startlow.

§31. Mere.

The mod. E. mere, a lake, is well known. The meres have

now disappeared, but an old map, dated 1831, shews Whittlesea

Mere, Ramsey Mere, Brick Mere, Trundle Mere, and Ugg Mere,

near the N.E. border of the county. Whittlesea mere is a

mistaken form of Whittles mere, as already explained in my
former essay, p. 56.

Trundle Mere. This probably refers to its somewhat

rounded shape, it being represented as being as broad as it

is long. It must be a late name of French origin, connected

with the E. Friesic trund, round. See the verb to trundle in
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my Etymological Dictionary. However, the true old name was

Trendelniare, H,R. ii. ; also called T^^evdmere (Kemble, Cod.

Dipl. iv. 12), i.e. 'round mere'; cf. A.S. trendel, a circle, a

ring ; from the same root as the E. Fries, trund. Hence the

later name is a mere adaptation of the older one.

Ugg Mere. This singular name is certainly an altered

form, substituted for Uhh mere. E-.C. has Ubbemere, and we

find the later form Uhmere piscaria, in I.P.M. (28 Edw. I);

also in Kemble, Cod. Dipl. vi. 217. Ubbe- represents the A.S.

Ubban, gen. of Ubba, a known personal name. Cf. Ubbemerelad,

Ubban-leah, and Ubban-tun in Kemble's Index.

§ 32. Moor.

Middle Moor, to the N. of Ramsey, needs no explanation.

The name middle may refer to the fact that it lies between

Ramsey Mere and Whittlesea Mere.

§ 33. Perry.

Perry lies on the road from Stoughton to Graffham.

D.B. Pwie ; R.C. Perye ; from the A.S. pirige, a pear-tree.

§ 34. Reach.

Sawtry. D.B. Saltrede ; R.C. Saltreche, Scdtrethe, Saltreye,

Sautreia ; R. Chron. Scdti^etha. Here Saltreche seems to be the

original form, which is perhaps confirmed by the occurrence of

Saltreche m Birch, Cart. Saxon, iii. 643 ; but owing to the stress

on the former syllable, the latter part of the word became in-

distinct and was misunderstood. Hence, by the usual confusion

between c and t in written forms, the scribes turned it into

Saltrethe ; whence also, by the usual Norman substitution of d

for th in a medial position, we obtain the D.B. form Saltrede.

The sense is ' salt-reach,' as marking the great distance to

which the sea penetrated inland in early times. It is now

some eight miles to the S. of the Nene. See PI.-names of

Cambs., p. 72. This is the best explanation I can give. But it

is not wholly satisfactory.

With respect to Sawtry All Saints, Sawtry St Andrew, and

Sawtry St (?) Judith, Mr Ladds observes :
—

" These three
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places ar(3 propoily Sn,wiiy Moi^ik;, Sawtry Ijeaimies, and the

(leincsiK^ l;ui(l of Savvl.j'y abbey.

Sawt.ry Moigne is pT-obal)ly the seven and a lialf hides and

one virgate held (see ]).B.) by Ramsey abbey, and enfeoffed to

the Moigne family.

Sawtry Beaumes is the property lield by Kustace the sheriff,

and from him by Walter (de Beumes).

When these two families had died out and were forgotten,

the villages gradually came to be called by the names of the

saints to whom the churches were dedicated. I have never

found them so called before the Reformation.

Sawtry Judith (as it should be) is not named from a saint,

but from the Countess Judith, wife of Earl Waltheof, whose

land it was. W^hen given to Sawtry Abbey, it became their

demesne land, and extra-parochial."

As to Moigne, I find mention of le Moyne in P.F. and in

H.R. ii. The O.F. moyne, moine meant both a monk and a

sparrow (said to be from its colour resembling that of a monk's

robe) ; and is derived from the acc. case of L. monachus. Sautre

Beumes is mentioned in H.R. i. (1276), and is obviously of

French origin ; there is a place named les Beaumes very near

Marseilles. The O.F. beau mes (L, Bellus mansus) meant ' a

fine country-house.'

§ 35. Slepe.

Slepe. Said to be the old name of St Ives. According to

Mr N orris, one part of St Ives was formerly called The Slepe,

and another part The Green; and, in fact, "Green End" is

still marked on the Ordnance map, being at the Western end of

the town. There is no difficulty as to the derivation, as it

phonetically represents the A.S. sleep, a slippery or miry place,

closely allied to the Icel. sleipr, slippery, whence the Northern

E, slape, slippery. There is a good example of it in Kemble,

Cod. Dipl. vi. 112:—'of San ealdan slaepe,' from the old slepe.

The spelling of the place-name is given as Slepe in Birch, Cart.

Saxon, iii. 643, and in the Latinised form Slepam in the same,

638; also Slepe in D.B., and in H.R. ii. (1279).
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§ 36. The suffix -stead.

Beechamstead; in the parish of Great Staughton. Formerly

Bichamsted, as in P.F. : Bychamstede in H.R. i. (1276). The
prefix Bicham represents the A.S. Blcan, gen. of Blca, a very

old personal name. This appears from the curious fact that a

place named Bwaii die in Kemble, Cod. Dipl. v. 332, appears

as Bicen dick in the same, iii. 415 ; and finally as Bicham dich

in the same, iv. 210. Lit. ' Bica's stead ' or ' place.'

§ 37. Stone.

This sufiix occurs in Hirstingstone, the name of the Eastern,

and in Leightonstone, that of the Western of the four hundreds

into which the county is divided. Also in Keystone (Keston)

and Oggerston.

Hirstingstone
; also found as Hirsting Stone and Hursting

Stone. D.B. Hyrstingestan, Herstingestan. Spelt Hurstyngston

in 1803 ; F.A. vol. ii. The stone probably marked the place of

the hundred-gemot, or meeting-place of the men of the hundred.

According to the Laws of Eadgar, the hundred-men were to

meet continually about every four weeks; see Thorpe, Ancient

Laws, i. 259.

The spellings in Domesday Book, in which y and e are both

frequently used to represent the A.S. y, point to an A.S. form

Hyrstinga stan; for the e after the ng can hardly be interpreted

otherwise than as representing the final -a of the A.S. genitive

plural. If this be so, the sense is 'stone of the Hyrstings,'

though we have no other example of the occurrence of

Hyrsting. Yet it may very well be understood as meaning

'men of the hurst' or wood, just as we find Centingas for 'the

men of Kent'; y being the usual mutated form of u. The suffix

'ing can be taken in the sense of ' belonging to,' as well as

in that of ' son of.'

Keystone, or Keston. Spelt Kestone, Kestan in RC.

;

but D.B. has Chetelestan, Ketelestan ; R.B. Ketelestone. Keteles

represents the gen. case of the Norse name Ketill ;
and the

sense is ' Ketill's stone.' Cf. Kettlestone, Norf., Kettleburgh,

Suff., Kettlethorpe, Lines., and Kettlewell, Yks.
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Lkkjiitonstonk. Sjx^lt /jdoctonestan in the Pipe Roll

(1 Rich. I); Leytonestone, K.A. vol. ii. (a.d. \ \\{Y.\). D.B. Lectune-

stan, Lectone; R.C. Leyf/htoue, Leytone. All from A.S. leac-tun,

Imh-tiln, leh-ttm, a garden, lit. ' l(!(ik-onolo.suro
'

; \.(\ a garden

for herbs. See Leighton in the New Eng. Dictionary.

This is the native word which was supersed(3d by the word

garden, whicli we borrowed from Old Northern French. No
wonder that Leighton is common as a place-name.

Oggerston. Of this place, only ruins remain ; the maps

give 'Oggerston Ruins' or ' Ogerston Ruins' to the S.W. of

Morburne. In H.R. vol. ii. we find Og'ston for Ogerston (1279),

but in vol. i. the spelling is Oggerstan (1276); so that the

suffix is the unaccented form of A.S. stan, a stone. Ogger{s)

answers to an A.S. *Ocglieres, gen. of ^Ocghere, a name not

otherwise known ; but the prefix Ocg- is well authenticated

(Sweet, O.E. Texts, p. 583), and the suffix -here is common
enough ; so that the name is quite satisfactory. The name of

Oht-here, the Norseman who related his adventures to king

Alfred, is somewhat similar.

§ 38. Stow.

Long Stow; on the W. border, to the S.W. of Spaldwick.

From A.S. stow, ' a place ' or site ; a name of common oc-

currence.

WiSTOW ; to the W. of Warbojs. D.B. Wistov (for Wistou)
;

R.C. Wicstone (misprint for Wicstoue), Wystowe. From A.S.

luw-stdw, a dwelling-place
;

also, an encampment.

The A.S. wic, an abode, dwelling-place, village, is not a

native word, but borrowed from the Latin ulcus,

§39. Thorn.

Bythorn ; on the W. border. D.B. Bierne (with loss of th)\

R.C. Bitherne, Bytherne, Bitherna, Bierne; R. Chron. Bitherna.

Kemble has :
" Witton, Riptonam, Clinton [for Elinton], et

Bi'Sernam," in the spurious charter of Eadgar; Cod. Dipl. iii.

107 ; where the suffix -am is a Latinised accusative.

It is obvious that thorn has been substituted for the obsolete
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A.S. ]>i/rne (thyme), a thorn-bush or thorn-tree, because thorn

still bears the latter sense even in modern English
;

as, e.g.

when Goldsmith speaks of " yonder thorn, that lifts its head on

high." Bythorn must mean 'by (or beside) the thorn-bush';

A.S. hi ]>yrnan. The coalescence of by and thorn into one

word is rather curious ; but compare Byfleet in Surrey (A.S.

Blfleot in Kemble), Byford in Herefordshire, Bygrave in Hert-

fordshire, and Bywell in Northumberland. Kemble has Biggra-

fan, dative. Cod. Dipl. iii. 863; which would answer to a modern

form Bygrove. Here the prefix Big- is the A.S. h%g, by. See

By- in the New Eng. Dictionary.

§ 40. The suffix -thorpe.

The A.S. \orp {thorp), a village, is cognate with the well-

known G. dorf and the W. tref. It occurs in Eastthorpe, Sib-

thorpe, and Upthorpe.

Eastthorpe. Formerly Estthorp ; Mr Ladds notes that, in

MS. Lansdowne 921, it is said to have been "formerly an end-

slip in Abbot's Ripton." The derivation is obvious.

SiBTHORPE. Better spelt Sibthorp in H.R. ii. (1279). Sib-

represents the A.S. Sibban, gen. of the weak masculine Sibba.

The sense is ' Sibba's village.' It is now called Ellington

Thorpe, and is so marked on the Ordnance map, a mile to the

S. of Ellington. In P.F. it is Elinton Sihetorp.

Upthorpe. Half a mile to the S. of Spaldwick, and above

it. Spelt Up\orp {Upthorp) in H.R. ii. (1279). The prefix is

the A.S. lip, up, upwards ; with reference to its higher position.

Cf. Upwell (Cambs.), and the numerous Uptons.

§ 41. The suffix -ton.

This is the unstressed form due to the A.S. tun, ' an en-

closure '
; whence E. town. See my former essay, p. 6. The

names with this suffix are very numerous, and may be divided

into two sets : (1) names in which -ing does not precede it ; and

(2) names ending in -ing-ton.

In the former list, we have Boughton, Brampton, Broughton,

Chesterton, Denton, Easton, Everton, Fen Stanton, Fenton,

C.A.S. Comm. Vol. X. 24
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Fh^ttoii, (ilattoii, Hail Weston, 1 lanicrtori, Hilton, Houghton,

Kiinbolton, Leighton, Orton, Paxton, Ripton, Sibson, Stanton,

Staughton, Stilton, Upton, Walton, Water Newton, Weston,

Witton, Woodstone, Wyboston.

In the latter: Alwalton, Brington (for Brinington), Con-

ningtoii, Covington, Diddington, Dillington, Ellington, Elton,

Stibbington, Wennington.

BouGHTON. An insignificant place, to the E. of Southoe.

Spelt Bouton in H.R. i (1276). There are at least eight more

places with the same name. Bough ton in Kent is spelt Boctun

in a charter of Earl Godwine, dated about 1020 ; see Kemble,

Cod. Dipl. vi. 178. The prefix is therefore the A.S. hoc, a book,

charter, deed, conveyance ; and the name must have been

applied to a farm that had been formally conveyed from one

owner to another. The change from -dot- to -dht-, -ought-, is

regular ; and occurs again in Broughton (below).

Brampton ; to the S.W. of Huntingdon. D.B. Brantune
;

B.C. Bramptone (temp. Hen. I); R.B. Bramtone, Brantone.

The dat. Bramtune occurs in the A.S. Chronicle, an. 1121. The

origin of this name is very doubtful; if Brantun is an older

spelling, perhaps it represents an A.S. Brandan tun, where

Branda is a weak form allied to the fairly common name of

Brand. But this is no better than a guess.

Broughton; to the N.E. of Huntingdon ; a common name.

D.B. Broctvne ; B.C. Broucthone (with th for t), Broctune. The

A.S. form is Broc-tun
;
Kemble, Cod. Dipl. i. 268. The sense

is ' brook-town ' or ' brook-enclosure.' The spelling with gh is

due to the fact that the A.S. c usually passed into h (M.E. gh)

before a t. Other examples occur in Leighton and Boughton

(above) and Staughton (p. 346). At the same time the M.E. ght

altered the quality of the preceding vowel. Hence R. Chron.

has Brouctone, Bi^owton. The brook on which Broughton is

situate is called Bury Brook, because it also passes by Bury.

Chesterton. D.B. Gestretune; lit. * camp-enclosure'; already

explained as a Cambridgeshire name.

Denton; near Coldecote. D.B. Dentone; R.B. Dentuna.

There are many places of this name. The prefix may either
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represent denu, a valley, or the gen. pi. Lena, of the Danes,

of which the nom. pi. was Dene. The place lies in a deep

hollow. Denby (Derbyshire) may mean ' Danes' town/ as is

almost certainly the case with Danby in Yorkshire. There

is no doubt as to the Den- in Denmark. I may note here that

this prefix has nothing to do with the Celtic Den- in Denbigh
(Welsh Dinhych) ; in which Din- represents the Welsh d%n,

a hill-fort, from the same Celtic original as the A.S. dun,

E. doiun. The spelling Dene-tun occurs, with reference to

Denton in Kent, in a charter of the latter half of the tenth

century; see Kemble, Cod. Dipl. ii. 380. There are many
Dentons ; and the sense of the prefix may vary.

Easton
; to the E. of Long Stow, and N.E. of Kimbolton.

From A.S. east, east.

EvERTON. Everton is in Bedfordshire ; but the church,

according to the ordnance map, is in a detached portion of

Huntingdonshire, and Everton manor was formerly accounted

for as being in the hundred of Toseland. D.B. Evretune;

RC. Evertone. The prefix is the A.S. eofor, a boar; as in

Eversden, Cambs. Cf. Aversley (p. 334).

Fen Stanton. Lit. 'stone-inclosure in the fen-land.' Cf.

Long Stanton, Cambs.

Fenton. a hamlet near Warboys. R.C. Fentone. From
A.S. fenn, a fen.

Fletton ; to the S. of Peterborough. Fletton manor was

in the hundred of Norman Cross. D.B. Fletun. Kemble has

:

'in Huntingdonneschira uillam de Flettonne'; Cod. Dipl. v. 8.

This is in a late copy of a spurious charter. Elsewhere we

have Flectune, Cod. Dipl. iv. 247 ; but the spelling cannot be

trusted, and c is often miswritten for t* Fletton is probably

right, and the prefix may well be the A.S. fleot, a brook, a

stream. The word fleet still survives, and is fully illustrated

in the New English Dictionary and the English Dialect

Dictionary. It is a common dialect word, and occurs in

Northfleet, Southfleet, and Fleet-ditch.

Besides, ct is scarce in late A.S., which often turns ct into ht.

24—2
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(Jlatton; in U.(! N.N.W. of S;«,wtry. D.B. Ghdnne \ R.C.

Gldttoiie; \i.\>. Gl(t.W)ne, Glaptone. TIk; last form shews thai

(Jlation st;ui(ls for ({l;if)ton, witli the s;irne pr(!fix as in Glap-

thorne, Nhants. Tliis prefix is further illustrated by the form

Glceppan-feld, Cod. Dipl. ii. 411. Hence the prefix represents

Glappan, gen. case of Glappa, a name of the most respectable

anticpiity, as it occurs in an early eighth century MS. ; see

Sweet, Oldest Eng. Texts, p. 148.

Hail Weston ; see Weston (p. 847).

Hamerton, or Hammerton. D.B. Hambertune (with in-

trusive h) ; R.B. and RC. Hamertone. Spelt Hamirton ; Cat.

of Ancient Deeds (26 Edw. I). The same prefix occurs in

Hamer-dene geat, Kemble, Cod. Dipl. v. 40. The A.S. hamer,

a hammer, occurs in composition in two plant-names, hamer-

secg, i.e. hammer-sedge, hamer-wyrt, hammer-wort or black

hellebore. Perhaps Hamer (or Hamera) was a man's name,

since we find a Hammeringham in Lincolnshire, in which

Hammering indicates a patronymic form. There is another

Hammerton in Yorkshire; also a Hammersmith and a Hammer-
wich. In the last, it is hardly possible that Hammer can

represent the gen. of Hama, as has been suggested.

Hilton ; to the S.E. of Huntingdon, on the very border of

Cambs. F.A. ii. Hilton. From hill and town.

Houghton ; to the N.W. of St Ives. A common name

;

there are more than a dozen of them. D.B. Hoctune (with c

for A.S. guttural h); R.C. Hohtune, Houctone, Hoctone; R. Chron.

Hoctune, Houcton, Howtton. Kemble has Hohtuninga mearc
;

Cod. Dipl. iii. 189. The prefix is the A.S. hoh, a heel, also a

hoe or spur of a hill ; see SouTHOE (p. 329).

The pronunciation is variable, but as the A.S. 6 usually

answers to E. oo, the normal pronunciation would seem to be

Hooton ; but it is usually called Hoton by the inhabitants, the

preservation of the d being due to the guttural, as in hoe above.

And some call it Howton, with the ow in cow. Houghton Hill

is over 100 feet above the sea-level.

KiMBOLTON. D.B. Kenehaltove ; also Chenebaltone (with Gh

for K)\ R.C. Kynehautone \ R.B. Keneholtone ; I.P.M. Kinehauton
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(56 Hen. III). Thus the prefix represents the A.S. Gynehealdes

or Cyneholdes, gen. of Cyneheald or Gynebold, a common
name ; and the sense is * Cynebold's enclosure.' It may con-

fidently be asserted that Kimbolton does not take its name from

the river Kim ; but conversely, the river Kim took its name
from the place, as in other instances ; and notably, in the case

of the Cam.

Leighton; to the N. of Spaldwick. Already explained;

see Leightonstone (p. 340).

Orton, or Overton ; near Peterborough. Orton Waterville

is to the W. of Orton Longueville. The surnames are of later

date, and of obvious origin ; from the A.F. ville, a town. R.C.

notes the name Longeville, Lovgevilla. D.B. Ouretune ; we find

also Overtonlongvile, Cat. of Ancient Deeds (19 Edw. IV); Over-

ton Watervill, Overton Longevill, Feudal Aids, vol. ii. (a.d. 1303).

Hence Orton is short for Overton. The A.S. form is Ofertun,

Kemble, Cod. Dipl. ii. 349. Also the o is long, and the prefix

is the A.S. dfer, a river-bank, as in Over (Cambs.). The river

is the None, above Peterborough.

Paxton. Great and Little Paxton lie to the N. of St Neots.

D.B. Pachstone; KC. Paxtone. For the prefix, compare Pacce-

lade; Kemble, Cod. Dipl. v. 5, in a spurious charter. Better

evidence is afforded by the tribal or family name Pceccingas, in

Kemble, Cod. Dipl. iii. 347, from which we may infer a personal

name Pwcc, which is otherwise known as explaining the place-

name Packington. The genitive Pcecces would then account

for the modern form. Hence also the spelling Pacsto7i in P.F.

RiPTON. Abbot's Bipton and King's Bipton are near the

centre of the county. D.B. Riptune ; B.C. Ripptime, Riptune
;

R. Chron. Riptone. Compare Rip-ley, of which there are three

examples in England. The latter answers to the A.S. form

Rippan-leah
;
Kemble, Cod. Dipl. vi. 216. The sense is 'Rippa's

enclosure'; and Bippa is a pet-name; probably for Rip-wine,

as this is the only recorded example with the prefix Rip-.

SiBSON. Near Stibbington. D.B. Sihestvne ; H.B. Sibeston
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(1276). Kemble lias Sibbes-lm, Sihhes-weg; and Sihhes is the

gen. oi Sibbi. The meaiiiiig is ' Sibbi's enclosure.'

Stanton ; see Fen Stanton (p. :]4:3).

Staughton. Great Staiightoii is near the border of the

county ; and Little Staughton is in Bedfordshire. It is the

same name as Stoughton (in Leicestershire and Sussex) ; and

the latter spelling is nearer to the original. The A.S. form is

Stoc-tun; Cod. Dipl. iii. 107; the A.S. c becoming M.E. gh

before the following t; cf. Houghton, Leighton. The prefix is

the A.S. stoc or stoc (the vowel-length is uncertain), of which

the original sense seems to have been "a place fenced in."

Compare Tavistock, Basingstoke. In Napier's Glosses, we find

:

"oppidum, .i. ciuitas, stocllf" \ and "oppidanis, stocweardum"

;

nos.' 3993, 5272. The place-name Stockton is probably merely

a later variant of the same original.

The D.B. spelling is Tochestone, with che for ke (or rather k,

for e is intrusive) and T for St. It amusingly illustrates the

Norman's difficulty in pronouncing an English name. Toches =
TokSy with the s at the wrong end of the syllable.

Stilton; to the S.W. of Yaxley; once famous for its cheese.

This is certainly a contracted form. D.B. Sticiltone (with c as

k); R.C. Stiltone. The prefix corresponds to A.S. sticol, which

means both steep and rough. It is used once as a gloss to the

Lat. asper, and iElfric (Homilies, ed. Thorpe, i. 162) speaks of

the way that leads to heaven as being nearu and sticol, i.e.

narrow and steep. Stilton is on the great old road known as

the Ermin Street, and lies in a hollow, so as to be entered from

either end down a steep incline. Compare the expression "on

sticelan paS," i.e. to the steep path; Kemble, Cod. Dipl. iii. 403.

Upton ; near Alconbury. From the A.S. up, used in com-

position with the sense of 'upper.' In fact, it lies higher up

the brook. Compare Upwell (Cambs.) and Upwood (below).

Watee Newton, On the Nene. The sense is obvious.

WoODV\^ALTON ; near the Great Northern Railway, to the

N.W. of Abbot's Ripton. Compounded of Wood and Walton,

and formerly known as Walton. D.B. Waltune; R.C. and R.B.

Waltone; R.C. mentions the 'wood of Walton'; i. 86. Another
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Walton is spelt Wealtun in Kemble, Cod. Dipl. iii. 369 ; and

may mean Weala-tun, 'the town of the Britons'; just as

Walden (Herts.) was certainly Weala-demi\ Kemble, vi. 212.

It might also mean * wall-town,' from the A.S. weall, 'a wall,'

borrowed from the Latin uallum. But obvious as this seems,

I doubt if it is right ; and the spelling Waleton (in KB.) for

other Waltons is highly significant, as the e represents an

A.S. a.

Weston. There are two Westons; Hail Weston, between

Staughton and St Neots, and Old Weston, formerly Wold
Weston, near Brington. Both are near the western border of

the county, and are derived from the A.S. west, west. The

prefix Hail is of uncertain meaning, and might refer to a family

name. If not, we can only identify it with the Norse heill,

hale, sound, in good health
; see Hail, obs. adj., in N.E.D.,

which is cognate with, yet distinct from both the Northern

E. hale, and the Southern whole. Mr Ladds notes that there

are two distinct medicinal springs within the parish. R.C. has

Haliwestone once, by error, but Hayhuestone four times. Quite

distinct from the name Hale, as in Lancashire, for which

see Hale, sb. (2) in the New Eng. Dictionary. In I.P.M.

(35 Hen. Ill) we find a mention of Wolchueston, and again

Wolde Westone in F. A. ii. (a.d. 1816). In the same (a.d. 1285)

we find Weston de Waldis; so that Old Weston is certainly

a corruption of Wold Weston, i.e. Weston in the Wold. Cf.

H.R. Weston de Wold.

WiTTON or Wyton ; between Huntingdon and St Ives.

D.B. Witune. This Witton occurs as Witton, but only in late

or spurious charters; see Cod. Dipl. iii. 107; iv. 145. The

spelling in D.B. (and even in modern books) with one t suggests

as the prefix the gen. Wlgan rather than Wittan; both Wlga

and Witta are known names; see Sweet, Oldest Eng. Texts,

pp. 514, 631. If so, the sense is ' Wiga's town.' But this is

a guess.

WOODSTONE. Woodstone manor is mentioned in D.B., spelt

Wodestun; Woodstone Lodge is about half-way between Yaxley

and Peterborough. The D.B. spelling shews that the sufiix is
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-tun; not 'stone,' which would be represented by -stan. The

A.S. wudu, a wood, makes the gen. wuda, but it is of the

masc. gender, and hence it also acquired the gen. vmdes ; as in

"anlanges wudes" along the wood; Kenrible, Cod. Dipl. iii. 172;

&c. Hence the A.S. equivalent is Wudes tun. The sense is

'enclosure of (or by) the wood'; and it was probably of rather

late formation. The older method was to compound the words,

as in Wudo-tun (for Wudu-tun) in an early charter (about

A.D. 840) ; see Sweet, Oldest Eng. Texts, p. 454 (48. 2). Hence

the modern Wooton, or Wootton, of each of which there are

a dozen examples. In the same way, we find one example of

Woodsford (Dorset), but five of Woodford.

Wyboston. There is a Wyboston farm to the S. of God-

manchester ; and the name is obviously old. I have no instances

of older spellings, but Wybos- results so regularly from the form

Wyboldes, late form of Wigbealdes, the gen. case of the known

name W%gheald, that we can hardly be wrong in accepting this.

Mr Duignan, in his Staffordshire Place-names, notes that

Rodbaston is spelt Redhaldestone in D.B. ; and what is more to

the purpose, he shows that Wobaston, 3 miles N. of Wolver-

hampton, is spelt in 1227 as Wibaldestun, and in 1327 as

Wybaston, adding (quite correctly) that Wibald is a shorter

form of Wigbeald. It only remains to add that Wyboston is

more correct than Wobaston, as regards the prefix ; i.e. it is a

form that has been better preserved.

Names ending in -ington.

AlwALTON ; near the Nene. An abbreviated form. D.B.

Alwoltune; but the Pipe Roll has A'Selwoltun (4 Hen. II).

Kemble hsis Alwaltun ; Cod. Dipl. iv. 247 ; but the spelling is

late. It is clear, from the form in the Pipe Roll, that the

original form contained the name iEthelwold ; but we find a

still fuller form in Birch's Cartularium, iii. 71, and in Kemble,

Cod. Dipl. ii. 304, viz. iEthelwoldingtun. The sense is 'the

enclosure of the sons of iEthelwold.'

Bkington; to the E. of Bythorn. There is also a Great

Biington in Northamptonshire, but it is on the more remote
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border of that county. D.B. Breninctune ; R.C. Brinintune
;

Briningthone (with th for t), Bringtone. Thus Brington is

short for Brinington. The A.S. form is Brynwgtun
; Cod. Dipl.

V. 300: short for Bryninga-tun, or 'enclosure of the Brynings.'

Bryning is a patronymic form, from the personal name Bryni\

see Sweet, Oldest Eng. Texts, p. 568. Compare the name

Briningham (Norfolk).

Conninoton; to the N. of Sawtry St Andrew's. D.B,

Coninctune; R.C. Conyngtone, Guningtone, Cuninctune ; R. Chron.

Cumnctune. The same name as Conington, Cambs. Se6 Pl.-

names of Cambs., p. 18.

Covington; to the N.W. of Kimbolton. D.B. Covintune

(with n for 7ig); Govintone, F.A. vol. ii. (a.d. 1285). The prefix

answers to the A.S. Gufinga, gen. pi. of Gufing, a patronymic

formed from Cufa; giving 'enclosure of the sons of Cufa.' See

CovENEY in PL-names of Cambs., p. 51.

Diddington; to the N. of St Neots. About three and a

half miles to the W. of this place there is a place called

Dillington, where there was a manor which is duly noticed in

Domesday-Book ; and the two places have been confused both

by editors and others, so that one name has affected the other.

The original name of Diddington was certainly Doddington.

D.B. Dodintone, Dodincton ;
I.P.M. Dodington and Eynishr

[Eynesbury] ; an. 55 Hen. III. For A.S. Doddinga tun, or

'town of the Doddings,' i.e. of the sons of Dodda, which is a

common personal name. The Doddington in Cambs. has already

been similarly explained.

Dillington. D.B. Dellinctiine; B.C. Dilingtone, DilUng-

tone; R. Chron. Dilington. Also Dylington, F.A. ii. (a.d. 1303).

For A.S. Dyllinga tun, or 'town of the Dyllings'; see the

explanation of Dullingham, Cambs.

Elton (for Ellington). The old forms of Elton and

Ellington are not always easy to separate; but fortunately these

places are situate in different hundreds. Elton is in the

hundred of Norman Cross, on the N.W. border of the county;

but Ellington is in the hundred of Leightonstone, near Spald-
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wick, Grafhiun, Brampton, and Woolloy. As to the etymology

of Elton, there can be no doubt; it appears in ll.C. as Adelyng-

tona, Athelintone, /Ktlielingto'ne, Ailirigtona ; R. Chron. Adeling-

tone, Adtlielingione, jEtfieiingtone \ D.B. Adelintune. Tliese

spellings obviously represent the A.S. form J£thelinga tun,

' town of the yfCthelings ' or princes. The same prefix occurs in

^tlielinga Ig (Kcmble), now Athelney in Somersetshiie. The
reduction of the prefix jEthel- to Ayl- or Ail- is found in other

instances ; but the loss of the syllable -ing- is unusual and

remarkable. It can only be explained by the heavy stress on

the first syllable, so that Aylington would become, successively,

Aylinton, AyVton, Elton, with the same loss of the middle

syllable as is elsewhere common, viz. in Hunst'on for Hunstanton,

Gicester for Cirencester, Daintry for Ddventry, Leinster for

Ldoininster, and the like.

Ellington. The origin of Ellington is more doubtful

;

but the most likely explanation is that the original form was

the same as in the last instance. We find: D.B. Elintune\

R.C. Ellingtune, Ellingtone, Elintone. But in P.F. we have not

only Elington, Elyngton (pp. 21, 23), but also Etlyngton,

Elinton (both on p. 19), and Edelmton (p. 21); all with reference

to Ellington, as appears from the context. The forms Etlyngton,

Edelmton, are highly significant, and point to Jllthelinga tun as

the most likely original. Why these names should have been

developed differently, is not an easy question to answer; but

the most likely solution is that Ellington was the older place,

the name of which suffered an earlier corruption, and was

afterwards less affected by JNorman influence. But whatever

the solution of this puzzle may be, it is difficult to dispute the

probability that the names were once identical. That names

of different dates give different modern forms is well known.

Acton is an older name than Oakley, and Staughton than

Stockton.

Stibbington; on the river Nene. D.B. Stebintune; R.B.

Stebintone; I.P.M. Stibynton (32 Edw. I). We find also:

"Newton cum Sibestone et Stibington" ;
F.A. vol. ii. (a.d. 1316).

For A.S. Stybbinga tun, or ' town of the Stybbings or sons of
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Stybba.' Styhba is only known from the local name Styhhan

snad
;
Kemble, Cod. Dipl. vi. 26.

Wennington. This is a hamlet not far from Ripton Abbot's.

The name appears as Wenintona (Lat. ablative) in a late Ramsey
charter; in Kemble, Cod. Dipl. iv. 301. Here Wenin is a late

and inferior spelling of Weiminga, gen. pi. of Wenning, a

patronymic noted in Mr Searle's Supplement, at p. 582. This

patronymic is formed from Wenna, found in the local name
Wennan start ; in Kemble, Cod. Dipl. v. 103. The allied prefix

Wen- occurs in Wen-heard, Wen-sige, Wen-stan, and other

compounds. The sense is ' the enclosure of the sons of Wenna.'

§ 42. Weald, Wold.

Weald. The name of a hamlet on the road from St Neots

to Eltisley. Spelt Welde in Pigot's map ; the Mid. E. spelling

would be Weld] from A.S. weald, a wood. The modern spelling

weald is pseudo-archaic. Owing to the influence of w on the

following vowel, or else to a direct development of the 0. Merc.

wald, the usual modern form is wold. This appears in WoLD
Weston, as explained above under Weston. It occurs again

in Leighton Bromswold or Bromeswold, discussed below.

Leighton Bromswold. I.e. Leighton super Bromswold,

as being situate on a wold so called. It may be noted here

that a "wold" was often entirely destitute of trees, and signified

the site of an ancient wood in many instances, long after the

wood had been cleared away. Mr Ladds has sent me the

following excellent collection of dated examples.

1249. Lecton in Brunneswold (MS. Harl. 6950).

1262. Lehton supe?- Brunneswold (ib.).

1294. Leyctun super Brumeswold (MS. Harl. 6951).

1296. Leyctun super Brunneswold (ib.).

1800. Lecton Manor super Brounneswold (ib.).

1301. Lectun supe?^ Bruneswold (ib.).

1311. Leyghton super Bruneswold (ib.).

1311. Leyghton Brounswold (ib.).

1543. Leighton Bromeswold (MS. Harl. 6953).

In Harl. MS. 88 (38 Henry III) it is Lechton in Brumes-

wold.
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It is (|uit(' (;l(!iir that the A.8. form was Jhunes, gen. case of

Brun, whicli is tlie tnoderM Brown; a name of great antiquity.

Hence the sense is ' Leighton (garden) on the site of Brown's

wood.' The development of the name from Lehton to Leighton

is well seen. The spellings Lectori, Jjeycton are less correct, and

due to the usual substitution of the A.F. c for the A.S. h.

§ 43. The suffix -well.

Holywell. D.B. Haliewelle; R.C. Haliwelle. Lit. 'holy

well.'

§ 44. The suffix -wick.

Hardwick. a hamlet between St Neots and Toseland.

H.B. ii. Herdewik (1279); A.S. Heorde-ww, Kemble, Cod.

Dipl. iv. 288. From A.S. heorde, gen. of heord, a herd or flock
;

and ivic, a dwelling. See Pl.-names of Cambs., p. 28.

Spaldwick. D.B. Spaldvice. Kemble has Spaldwic ; Cod.

Dipl. iv. 246 ; but this is a late form. He also has Spaldelyng

in his index, as an alternative form for Spaldyng. There is

a Spalding-ton in Yorkshire. The suffix -wick represents A.S.

w%c, a dwelling ; borrowed from the Lat. ulcus, a village. The

sense is therefore 'the dw^elling of Spald/ or of Spalda, or of

the Spalds. In Birch, Cartul. Anglosaxonicum, i. 414, we

have a list of territorial names, amongst which is a mention of

" Spalda syx hund hyda," i.e. six hundred hides belonging to

the Spalds. Here Spalda is the gen. pi. of Spald.

WiNWiCK; near Little Gidding. D.B. Wineuuiche; RC.
Winewic ; F.A. ii. Winewik. Kemble has Wineiuwan, in a

Latin charter with late spellings; Cod. Dipl. iv. 254. Also

Winan-beorh (index), which shews the full form of the prefix.

For A.S. Winan mc, i.e. 'dw^elling of Wina.' The same prefix

occurs in Wimpole, Cambs.

§ 45. The suffix -wood.

Besides Woodwalton, Monk's Wood, and Woodhurst, we

have -wood as a suffix, viz. in Upwood.

Upwood ; to the S.W. of Ramsey. D.B. Upehude (with h

for w) ; R.C. Upwude, Upwoda ; Kemble has Upwode, Cod.
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Dipl. iii. 107, but the spelling is late. From the A.S. up, which

in composition has the sense of 'upper.' Compare Upwell in

Cambs., and Upton (p. 346).

§ 46. The suffix -worth.

From the A.S. weorth, a holding or farm. See Pl.-names

of Cambs., p. 25.

Buckworth; near Alconbury. D.B. Bmhesworde (with

ch = k, and d for th). Better spelt Bokesworth, Cat. of Ancient

Deeds (a.d. 1267). Hence the gen, suffix -es has been lost.

For A.S. Buces wear's, i.e. 'Buc's farm'; from the A.S. buc.bucc,

a buck, also a personal name. Compare the account of

Boxworth, Cambs.

Catworth; to the W. of Spaldwick. D.B. Gateuuorde

(with d for th) ; R.C. Gateworthe, Gatteworthe ; also Gatteworth,

F.A. vol. ii. (a.d. 1285). The prefix represents 0. Merc. Gattan,

A.S. Geattan, gen. of O. Merc. Gatta, A.S. Geatta, a known

personal name. Kemble has Gattan-ege, Cod. Dipl. iii. 465.

FoLKSWORTH; near Norman Cross. D.B. Folcliesworde

(with ch = k, and d for th) ; R.C. Folkeswrthe (with lu for v^o).

For A.S. Folces weor^, lit. * folk's farm,' or ' people's farm.'

Compare Folkstone (Kent), where the old form Folces stan

shews that the sense was ' folk's stone,' not ' folk's town.'

Molesworth; to the N.W. of Catworth. D.B. Molesiuorde

(with d for th) ; R.C. Mtdlesworth ; also Muleswrth, F.A. vol. ii.

(a.d. 1285). The prefix is the same as in Moidsey (Surrey);

A.S. Mules-eg (in Kemble's index). From A.S. Mules, gen. of

Mul, a known personal name. The A.S. mul also means a

mule ; from Lat. mulus. This A.S. mul would have produced

a mod. £. inoid or mowl, but is obsolete. The mod. E. mide is

not derived from the A.S. form, but from the O.F. mul, which

represented the Lat. acc. mulum.

Needingworth; to the E. of St Ives. R.C. Nidingworthe,

Niddingworht (with ht for th) ; R. Chron. Nidingewrthe (with

w for wo); also Nidingworth, Cat. Ancient Deeds (15 Edw. II);

Nedyngiuorth, ib. (34 Hen. VI). I am unable to explain the

exact form of this word ; it seems as if the modern ee were a
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survival of" an old ^, which was formci'ly pronounced in the

same way. Neediin/ is probably, how(;ver, a patronymic f'oi-m.

Perhaps it is illiistiatcid by Nciodham (Norfolk).

Papwoutii. Papworth St Agn(;s iw partly in Hunts., but

Papworth St Everard is in (Jambs. The sense is ' Pappa's

farm/ as already explained. See PI.-names of Cambs., p. 27.

Tetworth. The vicar of Everton is also vicar of Tetworth,

though the latter place, according to Bacon's Atlas, is in Cambs.,

to the W. N. W. of Gamlingay. The prefix may represent the

A.S. Tettan, gen. of the personal name Tetta. See the name
Tettan-hurn in Charter no. 2, 1. 8 of the Crawford Charters, ed.

Napier and Stevenson, Oxford, 1995
; p. 3. If so, the sense is

* Tetta's farm.' This solution is confirmed by some old forms

of the name noted by Mr Ladds, viz. Tettewrda (Harl. Charter

88, B. 5 ; ab. 1150); and Thetteworde (Harl. Charter 83, B. 9;

12th century). Distinct from Teota (A.S. Chron.).

There still remain the names St Ives and St Neots, both

from the names of Saints. Both names occur in the genitive

case. St Ive's day is April 25. Alban Butler gives a short

account of him under the name Ivia or Ivo. He is said to

have been a Persian, who died and was buried at St Ives

;

but his body was afterwards translated to Ramsey abbey.

St Ives in Cornwall is named from the same saint, a church

having been built there in his honour by a license from Pope

Alexander V. in the fifteenth century. St Neot's day is

Oct. 28. The accounts of him are legendary; see Wright's

Biographia Britannica, vol. i. p. 381, who refers us particularly

to the Rev. G. C. Gorham's History and Antiquities of

Eynesbury and St Neots. St Neot was an anchorite, who

in his latter days retired to Cornwall, where there is a place

called St Neot, without the s. The account of him in Alban

Butler is extremely curious, from another point of view. He
accepts as perfectly true the early foundation of the university

of Oxford, saying :
*' To this holy hermit is generally ascribed

the glorious project of our first and most noble university, in

which he was king Alfred's first adviser." And he adds in a

footnote this remarkable comment. "Nothing more sensibly
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betrays the weakness of human nature than the folly of seeking

a false imaginary glory, especially in those who incontestably

possess every most illustrious title of true greatness. Some
weak and lying impostors pretended to raise the reputation

of the university of Cambridge by forgeries which it is a disgrace

not to despise and most severely censure." I am afraid that

the Oxford legend will not stand the test of careful enquiry

any better than our own. But I accept his definition of

Cambridge students, which seems worth repeating. They are

men " who incontestably possess every most illustrious title of

true greatness."

I think it is worth while adding a note that, in general,

the original vowel-sounds are remaikably well preserved in the

older forms of place-names ; and usually, even in the modern

ones. It is further worth noting, in particular, that Domesday

Book certainly has two values for the letter e, when repre-

senting a short vowel. Of course, it properly represents the

A.S. short e, as in Dentone, the modern Denton ; but it also

denotes the A.S. short y, the mutated form of short u, for

which the scribe had no proper symbol, the French y being

significant rather of a short i. Observation of this fact helps

us in the etymology. Examples appear in D.B. Breninctmie,

Brington, from A.S. Bryning ; D.B. Dellinctwne, Dillington, from

A.S. Dylling ; D.B. Herstingestan, Hirstingstone, from A.S.

Hyrsting\ D.B. Kenehaltone, Kimbolton, from A.S. Gynebald;

and D.B. Stebintune, Stibbington, from A.S. Styhhing.

In the appendix to my "Notes on English Et3mology,"

I enumerate sixteen cases in which Anglo-Norman scribes

usually fail to represent the sounds of Anglo-Sax(m consonants.

Many such failures occur in the Domesday spellings of the

place-names here considered. Examples may perhaps be useful.

I number the cases as in my "Notes," omitting such numbers

as are not well exemplified

:

1. Norman scribes drop initial h. Hence we have Adone

for Haddon, and Eniingeforde for Hemingford.

3. They write t for initial th ;
as in Torninge, Thurning.

5. They write u for wu; as in Botulf for A.S. Botwulf.
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And, owing to Norman influence, we have dropped our own w
in the same. Of. Upeh/ude, Upwood.

6. They had no way of clearly denoting the English sound

of y in yoiL Hence we find both Gelinge and Ghellinge for

Yelling ; and lacJieslei for Yaxley.

11. They disliked Ik. Hence, in Acumesberie for Alkmund's

bury, the I has disappeared.

12. They disliked a final nd. Hence we find Stangrun

for Stanground.

13. They disliked the A.S. ng, which was sounded like the

ng in stronger. Sometimes they substituted n, but in con-

scientious moments they wrote nc for it. Exx. Stebintune,

Stibbington
;

Dodintone, Doddington
;

Adelintone, Elton;

Coninctune, Connington
;
Dodinctone, Doddington

;
Breninctune,

Brinington, now Brington.

15. Final th became a d for them. The suffix -worth often

appears as -worde or -orde.

16. They wrote ce (pronounced as tse) for the Eng. che.

Hence we find Cestretune, Chesterton
;

Godmundcestre, God-

manchester. On the other hand, we find the D.B. spelling

che to express ke; as in Buchesworde, Buckworth; Folchesworde,

Folksworth
;
Chenebaltone, Kimbolton. Cf. Pachstone, Paxton.

They further declined to use the A.S. symbol for lu ; for

which they substituted not only their own w, but sometimes

also uu or v. Hence we find Cateuuorde, Catworth
;
Spaldvice,

Spaldwick
;

Wistov, Wistow. And they further sometimes

wrote V for the vowel u. Very characteristic of French is the

substitution of a voiceless final consonant for a voiced one.

Hence Suineshefet = Swinesheved, the old form of Swineshead.

Conversely, the difficult combination of a voiceless k with a

voiced d in Buckden was avoided by saying Bugeden (with

hard g).

The medial e in D.B. often represents the A.S. -a, as in

Emingeforde for Heminga ford, where -a is the suffix of the

gen. plural. It also takes the place of the A.S. -an, the sign

of the gen. singular, as in Cateuuorde for Gattan weorth.
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The names in D.B. are almost always preceded by the

Latin prep, in, and hence they nearly always appear in the

dative case, with a final -e. The English dative had to serve

for an ablative as well.

Conclusion. When we consider these place-names as a

whole, we cannot but be struck with the fact that they are,

almost without exception, intensely English, and very free

from foreign influence. The sole traces of Roman occupation

are in the names Chesterton and Godmanchester, to which

we may add, by way of note, that the name Perry, A.S. pirige,

i.e. a pear-tree, is a word of Latin origin ; from L. pirum.

Traces of the Norman Conquest (exclusive of the remarkable

influence of Norman on spellings and sounds) occur only in

Warboys and Norman Cross. With the probable exception of

river-names, which I am unable to elucidate, the sole traces

of Celtic inhabitants are in the names Weybridge (Walberge),

the hill of the Welsh or Britons, and Walton, the town of the

strangers or Welsh men. If, as has been said, the occurrence

of the suffix -ham is a sign of Friesian occupation, we may
note, as has already been said, that there are but five examples

of -ham as against twenty-four examples in Cambridgeshire

;

which shows a startling difference. Even still more remarkable

is the almost total absence of Scandinavian, which is repre-

sented only by Toseland, originally Toll's lund or grove, an

interesting example
;
by Keston or Ketill's stone

;
possibly by

Denton, or town of the Danes, who seem to have been, like

the Welshmen, quite foreign to the county
;

and, lastly, by

Copman-ford, the ford of the Danish traders. The chief stock

of the early inhabitants was wholly English in regard of speech,

though certainly with much admixture of Celtic blood. And
their speech was probably that of the early Mercian Angles

who first settled in the Eastern part of our islands. Moreover,

Huntingdonshire is certainly to be included amongst the

counties which have helped to form the standard literary

language of the British empire and of the United States of

America.

C. A. S. Comm. Vol. X. 25



INDEX

In the following Index the reference is to the preceding pages.

I have taken the opportunity of giving at the same time (within marks of

parenthesis) the spellings which occur in Domesday Book, with references to

the pages and columns as numbered in the Facsimile of the Part relating

to Huntingdonshire, as published separately.

Thus Alconbury is spelt Acumesberie in the Facsimile, on page ii, col. 1;

as denoted by 2 a.

Abbotsley, 333

Agden, 323

Alconbury {Acumesberie 2 a), 322

Alwalton [Alwoltune 5 b), 348

Aversley, 334

Baldwinshoe, 329

Barham, 327

Beechamstead, 339

-berh, 819

Billing, 330

Bluntisham {Bluntesham 3 a), 327

-bois, 319

Botulph Bridge {Botulvesbrige 2 a), 321

Boughton, 342

-bourn, 320

Brampton {Brantune 2 a), 342

-bridge, 321

Brington [Breninctune 4 b), 348

Bromswold, Leighton, 351

-brook, 321

Broughton {Broctvne 3 b), 342

Buckden {Bugedene 2 b), 324

Buckworth {Bvchesworde 6 a), 353

Bury, 321

Bythorn {Bierne 4 b), 340

Caldecote {Galdecote 7 a), 323

Catworth {Cateuuorde 3 a, 6 b), 353

-Chester, 322

Chesterton [Cestretune 5 b), 342

Colne {Golne 3 a), 322

Connington {Coninctvne 8 b), 349

Coppingford, Copmanford {Gopemane-

forde 6 a), 326

-cote, 323

Covington {Govintvne 6 b), 349

Cross, Norman, 323

-den, 323

Denton {Dentone 2 b), 342

Diddington {Dodintone 2 b, Dodincton

9 a), 349

Dillington {Dellinctvne 4 b), 349

-ditch, 324

-don, 324

Earith, 329

Easton, 343

Eastthorpe, 341
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Ellington {Elintvne 4 b), 350

Elton {Adelintvne 4 a), 349

Everton {Evretune 9 b), 343

-ey, 325

Eynesbury {Einulvesberie 8 b), 322

Farcet, 328

Fen Stanton, 343

Fenton, 343

Fletton {Fletone 12 a, Fletvn 5 b), 343

Folksworth {Folchesivorde 6 a), 353

-ford, 326

Gallow Brook, 321

Gidding, 330

Glatton {Glatvne 5 b), 344

Godmanchester {Godmimdcestre 2 a),

322

Graffham [Grafham 2 a), 328

Gransden, Great {Grantesdene 2 a),

324

-ground, 327

-grove, 327

Haddon [Adone 5 a), 324

Hail Weston, 344

-ham, 327

Hamerton (Hambertvne 6 b), 344

Hardwick, 352

Hartford, 326

-head, 328

Heighmangrove, 327

Hemingford {Eviingeforde 4 a), 326

Higney, 325

Hilton, 344

Hinchingbrook, 321

Hirne, The, 329

Hirstingstone {Hyrstingestan 1 b,

Herstingestan lb), 339

-hithe, 329

-hoe, 329

Holborn, 320

Holme, 330

Holywell {Haliewelle 3 b), 352

Horsey, 325

Houghton {Hoctvne 4 a), 344

Huntingdon (Huntedun 1 b), 324

Hurst, Old, 330

-ing, 330

-ington, 348

Keystone, Keston {Chetelestan 2 a,

Ketelestan 11a), 339

Kimbolton [Chenehaltone 6 a, Kene-

baltone 8 b), 344

-land, 332

Leighton, 345

Leighton Bromswold, 351

Leightonstone {Lectone 2 b, Lectune-

stan 3 a), 340

-ley, 333

Long Stow, 340

-low, 336

-lund, 332, 333

Lymage, 331

Mere, Trundle, 336; Ugg, 337

Middle Moor, 337

Midloe, 329

Molesworth {Molesworde 8 b), 353

Monk's Wood, 352

Moor, Middle, 337

Morborn {Morhurne 3 a), 321

Needingworth, 353

Norman Cross {Normanecros 2 a, 2 b),

323

Offord {Vpeforde 4b, Opeforde 8a), 326

Oggerston, 340

Old Hurst, 330

Orton, Overton [Ouretune 5b, 7a), 345

Papworth {Papeuuorde 8 a), 354

Paxton {Pachstone 9 a), 345

Perry {Pirie 8 a), 337

Pidley, 334

Port Holm, 330

Eamsey, 325

Eaveley, 334

-reach, 337

Ripton {Riptvne 3 b),

Round Hill, 328

Rowey, 325

25—2
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St Ives, 354

St Neots, 354

Saploy, 334

Sawtry {Saltrede 4 a, 7 a), 337

Sibson {Sihrstvne 5 a, 5 b), 345

Sibthorpe, 341

Slepe {Shqye 3 b), 338

Somersham {Sviuinersham 3 a), 328

Southoe, 329

Spaldwick {Spaldvice 3 a), 352

Standground (Staiigrun 5 a), 327

Stanton {Stantone 9 a), 346 ;
Fen, 343

Staughton {Tochestone 2 b), 346

-stead, 339

Stibbington {Stebintone 5 a, Stebintune

5 b), 350

Stilton {Sticiltone 2 b, 7 a), 346

Stirtlow, 336

-stonfe, 339

Stoneley, 335

-stow, 340

Stukeley (Stivecle 3 b), 335

Swineshead (Suineshefet 7 a), 328

Tetworth, 354

-thorn, 340

thorpe, 341

Thurning (Torninge 3 a), 331

Tillbrook, 321

Tolesland {Toleslvnd 2 b), 332

-ton, 341

Trundle Mere, 336

Ugg Mere, 337

Upthorpe, 841

Upton {Opetvne 6 a), 346

Upwood {Vpc.hude 3 b), 352

Warbois, Warboys {Wardebusc 4 a),

319, 320

Waresley {Wedredei 6b, Wederesle 8a,

Wedresleie 9 a), 335

Wasliingley {WaHingelei 10a, Wasinge-

leia 7 a), 335

Water Newton, 346

Weald, Wold, 351

-well, 352

Wennington, 351

Westbrook, 321

Weston {Westune 7 b), 347

Weybridge, 319

-wick, 352

Wintringham, 328

Winwick {Wineuuiche 7b), 352

Wistow {Wistov 3b), 340

Witton {Witvne 4 a), 347

Wold, 351

-wood, 352

Woodhurst, 330

Woodstone {Wodestvn 5 a), 347

Woodwalton {Waltvne 6 b), 346

Wooley, 335

Wornditch, 324

-worth, 353

Wyboston, 348

Wyton, 347

Yaxley {lacheslei 5 a), 336

Yelling {Ghellinge 4 a, Gelinge 9 a),

331
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Monday, 1 December 1902.

Mr Gray, President, in the Chair.

The Rev. R. A. Gatty made a eommunication On Pigmy
Flint Implements, illustrated by lantern slides and by an

exhibition of a large number of specimens.

This communication had been previously made to a meeting of the

Anthropological Institute of Great Britain and Ireland, and an abridged

report of it appeared in Man in February 1902.

Monday, 9 February 1903.

Mr Gray, President, in the Chair.

The Rev. W. O'F. Hughes and Mr J. E. Foster exhibited

A Pre-Eeformation Paten.

The paten now exhibited belongs to the parish of Farcet

near Peterborough, and makes a notable addition to the

number of mediaeval patens now extant in England. It belongs

to the type D of such objects as settled by Messrs Fallows and

St John Hope in their description of mediaeval chalices and

patens (published in Vol. XLii. of the Archceological Journal)

which range in date from 1450 to 1520, and which contain in

the centre a head of our Lord in a circle of short rays. As it

is not hall-marked the date cannot be accurately fixed, but

Mr Cripps says that it is probably about 1500.

It has preserved unaltered its primitive form, viz. that of

a shallow bowl. Most patens are shallow dishes with flat

bottoms and sloping sides, such as the well-known one at Stow

Longa, also in Huntingdonshire, the earliest hall-marked piece

of English Plate. Mr St John Hope considers that this paten

has retained its original shape and that such pieces as that at

Stow have been altered since they were made.

Nothing at present is known of the history of the paten.

The returns of church plate in Huntingdonshire, preserved at

the Record Office and made in 1549, are very incomplete and

do not contain any return from Farcet or Stanground, with

which it seems to have been united at that time.
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There is a joint return from the two parishes of certain

articles sold and of tlie disposition of the money. The second

item accounts for the proceeds of sale of certain candlesticks,

old painted cloths and censers, with other old implements, which

sold for £4. The amount was placed in the poor-man's box

and stolen therefrom.

Searches at Lincoln, of which diocese Huntingdonshire

formed part till a very recent period, and in the parish chest

might lead to the discovery which would enable us to say when
the paten came into possession of the parish, and it is hoped

that searches will be made in both places shortly.

A Wooden Knife-Handle of the Fourteenth

Century.

By the Rev. A. C. Yorke.

The little wooden figure, once the handle

of a 'dagar knyffe,' was dug up in the bed of

the great moor of Fowlmere in May, 1902.

Dr M. K James allocates it to the fourteenth

century : and as the moor was only drained

in 1848, it must have lain for centuries in

the chalky ooze.

It is about four inches long, of boxwood,

and represents a begging friar, with jug in

one hand, and wallet over the shoulder. The

hole where the crossbar of the ' dagar ' passed

is in evidence ; and as there is no rust it is

evident that the blade did not fall with it.

The hood is brought up to the chin so

like a wimple that a friend suggested the

figure might represent a poor Clare. But

a comparison with cotemporary pictures and

illuminations shows that the artists of that

day were accustomed to represent the hood

close up in this manner.

All antiquaries who have seen it agree

that it is an unique specimen of its kind.
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A Bone Crucifix.

By the Rev. A. C. Yorke.

The Crucifix was found in 1882 in a barn at St Valery de

Somme, France. The barn had been closed about 100 years

;

consequently the wood of the Cross was decayed, and has been

replaced with modern work.

The figure is of bone, presumably the shank bone of some

large animal—horse or ox. It is 7J inches long, and, at the

hands, 2 inches wide. This narrowness, due to the material,

gives a drawn and agonised appearance to the figure, which is

well modelled, though attenuated. There is no clue to its

antiquity.

Mr W. B. Redfern exhibited (from his Collection) :

No. 1. An Italian hanging-lamp and suspender of iron,

closely resembling the crusie of the Scottish Highlands, but

without the lower, or catch-oil, boat-shaped dish of the ordinary

crusie, at the same time partaking of the character of the

Roman lamps of pottery and bronze.

No. 2. An axe-head of iron, probably fourteenth or

fifteenth century. From Mildenhall, Suffolk.

No. 3. A bronze bell of mediaeval workmanship, con-

sisting of a bronze Dutch-like figure of a lady in mediaeval

costume, whose skirt answers the purpose of the bell. The

clapper has disappeared, but the ring or eye for its suspension

remains ; the lady's head-dress consists of a close fitting cap or

bonnet tied with ribbons under the chin, the hair is rolled back

from the forehead and a double pig- tail escapes from the cap

and hangs down the back, the bodice is long and is fastened

down the front by four large bows, at the waist at the back it

is cut into four points and ornamented by a couple of buttons

:

the left hand rests easily on the skirt of the dress, while the

right holds a fan of some length and divided into three parts.

The height of the figure is four inches. It was dug up, many
years ago, in a field in the parish of Aylsham, Norfolk.
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No. 4. A bronze socket or handle, probably used for a fan

of feathery. There are two small holes for rivets at the lower

part for retaining the fan and a ring at the top, by which it

could be suspended by a chain from the girdle ; on the flat

surface of an oblong square panel is an incised mediaeval capital

E,. The length is 3^ inches: it was found at Fordham in

Cambridgeshire. There is a very similar one in the Museum
at Saffron Walden, and in the London Guildhall Museum
(described as a girdle-end).

No. 3. No. 4.

No. 5. Three early bone knife-handles, representing the

figures of a Lady, a King, and a Noble. The Lady, as are the

other two, is clad in a long, plain robe, her only headgear is her

flowing hair, she holds to her breast a five-leafed rose ; the

King wears long hair and is crowned, a cloak fastened at the

throat hangs from his shoulders, in his right hand he holds a

sceptre, in his left he holds the Orb and Cross. The Noble

wears a plain coronet, has hair dressed in the same style as the

previous figures, and clasps to his breast a circular dish or

trencher which is ornamented round the border with small

incised leaves. The probable date of these articles is late

thirteenth or early fourteenth century, and as they appear never

to have held the tang of a blade they may have formed part of

the stock-in-trade of a cutler of the period.
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On a Chaeter relating to Anglesey Abbey.

By J. E. Foster, M.A.

In his history of Bottisham and the Priory of Anglesey

published by the Society in 1873, Mr Hailstone refers at p. 260

to the letters patent granted in 1336 to Elizabeth de Burgh,

Lady Clare (Foundress of Clare College), authorizing her to

give to the Prior and Convent of Anglesey certain houses and

lands at Great and Little Walsingham in Norfolk on condition

that they found two secular chaplains to celebrate mass every

day in the chapel of the Blessed Mary the Virgin recently built

by the said Elizabeth within the priory.

In an inquisition held on the 9th July 1356 by the

escheator for the County of Norfolk, the jurors declared that it

would not damage the King's interests if the prior and convent

of Anglesey should give the said messuages, &c., to the prior

and convent of Walsingham, the latter rendering a rent of

twelve marcs (£8) therefor, and licenses were granted accord-

ingly.

Mr Hailstone states that this rent was paid up to the time

of the dissolution, but I think this was not the case, as when

the valor ecclesiasticus was made in the reign of Henry VIII

the rent had been reduced to £3. 135. 4d
The document now brought to the notice of the Society

explains this diminution.

It is a letter, No. 92 in Vol. 51 of Ancient Correspondence

now preserved at the Record Office, and is an award by the

Duke of York upon the question submitted to him as arbitrator

between the Convents of Anglesey and Walsingham as to the

amount of rent to be paid by the latter for the property

conveyed to them in 1356, and also as to the amount to be

paid in settlement of the arrears of the rent.

Two points arise on the document, viz. who was the Duke
of York the arbitrator, and what is its date?

The first question can be immediately answered.
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The only poison who used the title of Duke of York and

was owner of Ludlow Castle between 1356, when the property

was sold to the Priory of Walsingham, and 1535 the date of the

dissolution of the monasteries, was Richard Plantagenet, whose

claim to the Crown caused the Wars of the Roses, and led his

son to the throne as Edward IV.

He became owner of Ludlow through his mother, the

daughter of Roger Mortimer, Earl of iMarch.

The exact date of the document I am unable to fix but a

probable approximation to it can be made.

The Duke was born in 1411 and was killed at the battle

of Wakefield in 1460. He was absent in France from 1434

till 1437, and from June 1441 till 1445 ; and in Ireland from

June 1449 till the end of 1450. As he was only 23 when he

went on his first journey to France it is not probable that he

would have acted as arbitrator between such important bodies

previously to that date, and we are therefore limited to the

periods from 1437 to June 1441, from 1445 to 1449, and from

1450 to 1460.

A letter numbered 212 in the first volume of Gairdner's

edition of the Paston Letters may be referred to in connection

with this question. It is a letter of thanks from the Duke
of York to John Paston for the ' benevolence, aide, and tendre

love ' shewn by him at the instance of the Duke to what the

Duke describes as 'our right trusty and well-beloved in God
the prior and convent of the house of Our Lady of Walsingham

of our patronage ' in connection with the sale of certain Manors

to the Earl of Warwick. The year when this letter was written

is not inserted, but Mr Gairdner in his headnote states that

it could hardly have been written in any year except 1454

or 1455, when the Duke was in power as Protector of the

realm.

The Paston letter is interesting in connection with the

present one as shewing that the Duke had close relations with

the Convent at Walsingham. A statement in the Monasticon

seems to shew that he may have had equally close relations

with that at Anglesey; for Dugdale states that Edmund
Mortimer Earl of March was patron in the time of Henry IV.
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This nobleman was uncle of the Duke, who became entitled to

the Mortimer Estates on his death without issue in 1424, and

who may have taken his position as patron of Anglesey. This

may explain the acceptance by the Duke of the position of

arbitrator between the two convents, which would have been a

fitting arrangement if he was patron of both.

The reference to Thomas Gray as Esquire to the Duke may
also assist in approximating the date. The Grays were closely

connected with and supporters of the Duke, and a manuscript

in the Phillips collection, printed by Mr Gairdner as No. 671

of the Paston Letters, states that a Thomas Gray was knighted

on the field by Edward IV after the battle of Tewkesbury in

1471. But I cannot trace a connection between him and the

Esquire of the Duke of York, though they may have been the

same person.

It is however equally probable that this Thomas Gray was

really attached to the Bishop of Ely's household.

In the list of Judges of Assize appointed by the Bishop

of Ely under his Palatine Jurisdiction appears the name of

Thomas Gray as appointed in 1454. The list is in the supple-

ment to Bentham's History of Ely, and it states that the Judge

was the grandson of Bishop William Gray. His judicial office

would have made him a proper person to be charged with this

matter, and he may have been appointed Esquire to the Duke
ad hoc or the Duke may have called him his Esquire in order

to give him an official standing in the communications carried

on in this matter,

The Christian name of the Bishop of Ely is not mentioned.

This would have been an assistance, as Thomas Bourchier was

translated to the Archbishopric of Canterbury and William

Gray appointed to the Bishopric in 1454.

The following fact proves that a Thomas Gray was appointed

to office in the Ely Diocese by Bishop Gray and not by Bishop

Bourchier. On referring to the Court Rolls of the Manors of

Elm and Wisbech preserved in the Bishops' Registry at Ely,

I find that Andrew Qoard Knight was Constable till the ac-

cession of Bishop Gray in 1454, when Thomas Gray took his

place.
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As tlu?' messenger cairic from tlie Bishop of Ely it seems

probable that he was the Thomas Gray above referred to, and

that the arbitration took place after the appointment of

William Cray to the Bishopric in September 1454.

Copy of letter numbered 92 in Volume 51 of Ancient

Correspondence at the Record Office.

The due of York

Right tnifly and welbeloued in god We grete yow hertily wel And
wol ye wite jj*' We haiie but

||
late agoo received Ires from the ReiPend

fadre in god our Righte worfhipful Coufm The Biffhop of Ely
||
And vnder-

flande afwel by K fame as by credence to vs declared on his behalfe by our

Right trufly &
||

welbeloued fervant Thonis Gray Squier the amyable

tretye betwix yow & the prio"^ & Conuent of our hows
||
of Walfyngham

upon, fuche variance as depende
|| not de?mined as for the payement

of y annuitee of
||

viij Y\ by the faid prio^ and Conuent of Walfyngham

and their predeceffours heretofore given to thexibicion
||

of a prefl to

Doo Diuin feruice & to pray for vs & our progenitor in our howfe of

Angiefey of
||
whiche tretye & of yo'^ towarde difpoficion to the good

conclufion of the fame we bee right glad Leting
||
yow wite as for \>e

de?minacion of f^e anuuitie of viij Yi & of the arrerages of the fame Whiche

by yo^"
II
iigreement are put to our ordonnance & awarde We confidering

the decays & ruyne of the landes and ten]tes
||

the paiement of the

faid annuitee fhuld growe of haue ordeigned the fame prio^" & Conuent

of
II
Walfynghm & their fucceffours fhal bynde thann to paye & doo paye

yerely for ei?more at the fefle of
||
Seint michel tharchangell fome of

Lxxiij & iiij*^ to thexibicion of a Chanoigne profeffed & to bee
||
profeffed

in Y faid hows of Angiefey forto miniflre Divin f^uice & to pray in

fame for vs & for
||

all our progenitos And as for the mitigacion of

tharrerages of b® faid annuitee behinde for v yeres
||
as we been credibly

enfomed We haue awarded & ordeigned the faid prio^" and Conuent

of Walfynghm
||

fhal paye vnto yow betwix this & michelmas next

cornyng the foiiie of x li f?Iing in ful paiement
||
of the faid arrerages for

y V yeres abouefoid The whiche our awarde we wol ye parfohae on
||

yorn* part w^'^oute any obflacle Leting yow wite we Sende vnto yow

confirmacion by our
||
faid fquier aftre the copie to vs by him deliured w*^

addicion of vjs viijd according vnto o^" awarde
||
aboue fpecified Geven

undre our fignet at our Cartel of Ludlowe
J?^

xxij day of May

Endorsement

To our Right trufly and Welbeloued
||
in god the prio^' & Conuent of

our hows of Angiefey
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Tuesday, 3 March 1903.

Mr Gray, President, in the Chair.

Sibyl Fresco at Cortina d' Ampezzo.

By F. M. Cornford, M.A.

The fresco of five Sibyls here drawn from a photograph is

on the wall of a room now nsed as a smoking-room at the sign

of the Stella d' oro in Cortina. It was discovered when altera-

tions were made some years ago, and the plaster, to receive

which the surface has been chipped all over, was removed.

The photograph represents all that is now to be seen. The

original is about 5 feet high, and the bottom is about 5 feet

from the floor of the present room. The grouping of the

figures in pairs shows that at least one other figure is lost on

the right. The proprietor of the hotel could give me no infor-

mation about any older building to which this wall belonged.

The left-hand figure in each group (1, 3 and o from the

left) is dressed in an orange robe ; the second and fourth figures

are in crimson and green respectively. The seat on which they

rest is a pale orange-yellow ; the same colour is used for the

lions at the feet of the third figure. The background is dark

olive-green. Each Sibyl holds a scroll. The names of the first,

second and fifth are painted in white on the background near

their heads : the names of the other two are at the ends of their

scrolls. All the figures are crowned : the first (as Mr Edwin

Wilson pointed out to me) holds a steelyard, the second has a

palm-branch.

I transcribed the inscriptions from the original with the aid

of a magnifying-glass. I give them below, marking expanded

contractions by round brackets ( ),
conjectural or doubtful

letters by square brackets [ ]. The five figures are taken in

order from the left.

la [b]alU£(n)Sl'S. Presumably the topographical title of

this Sibyl (cf. no. Ill Sibilia pontuensis). But who is she ? It

is obvious to connect the steelyard in her hand with the name
' Justice ' on her scroll.
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lb (scroll) ^rube(n)ci'a c£l..a(m) caligtnosa nube ob=

scurabit(ur), co(n)stati'a
|

..Ittra(m) .t [t)i]t(ur) {usti'ci'a(m)

cantittra(m) t'(m)p(er)iale(m) [b]est . . et(ur). Prudence shall ob-

scure (?) . . . with a dark cloud, Constancy shall , Justice

shall (put on ?) a white imperial (robe ?). The stroke over the

a of iusticia is plainly an error ; so is the omission of the stroke

over the first a in constantia.

II a sibi'li'a [n]i'cauli'a q[mt ?]
|

regi'na s[aba0 ?] |
. . a . . ta

est. The Sibyl Nicaulia who queen of Sheba {?) was . .

.

Piper (Myth. u. Symb. der Christl. Ktmst, I p. 479) cites a

German Volksbuch entitled ' Zwdlf Sibyllen Weissagungen vil

wunderbarer Zukunft von Anfang bis zu End der Welt besa-

gende. Der Kilnginn von Saba Kung Salomeh gethane Pro-

pheceien. Frankf 1531.' The Queen of Sheba is called

Nichaula in this book, which contains woodcuts of all the

Sibyls with inscriptions not quoted by Piper. I can find no

other trace of the name Nichaida.

For the identification of the Queen of Sheba with ' the

Sibyl,' Maass (de Sibyllarum indicibus, pp. 14, 16) cites Michael

Glyca (Bekk. Annal. p. 343): So/3a \=%a^a] 66vo<; AlOLOirtKov

TOVTcov i^aaiXevaev rj Oavfjuaarrj eKeivr) ^i/SvWa' /nijre yap

vofJLOV elBvta fjLtjre irpocprjrMv a/covcracra Blu tov %a\o/jLwvo'^ rov

rrj'i (ro(f>La<; v/jlv7](T6 x^PVy^v; and Georgius Cedrenus I p. 166

Bekk. : Kal jSaa-LXicrcra '%a^a, 7]ti<; eXeyero Si/SyXXa irap'

"KXXrjaLv. The identification is probably due to a confusion

of Saba with Sambetha (or Sabbe, as she is called by Pausanias),

the Judaean Sibyl ; see Maass, I. c. The scholiast on Plato,

Phaedr. 244, says Sambetha, the Chaldaean Sibyl, married one

of Noah's sons, and prophesied of Babel and Alexander the

Great. Schreiber (Oracula Sibyllina, Heitz, Strassburg 1903,

Einleitung, p. 15) mentions Nichaula as the Queen of Sheba's

name and alludes to a legend of her prophesying to Solomon,

which is contained in the Saga of the Holy Cross.

lib (scroll over Nicaulia's head) ^Ul C£lu(m) mctltur

palmo [£t?] [aqu]a(m) pugillo i(n) I'sto
|

mo(r)tet(ur),

(£t) p(jr) boc r£g[n;um?] Isrl(?) arx(cbi[Iab]i't(ur). He who

measureth the heaven with a span and the waters in the hollow
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of his hand m that

.

. . shall die, and through this the

kingdom of Israel shall be annihilated.

The first clause can be restored from Is. xl. 12 (Vulg.) Quis

mensus est pugillo aquas et caelos pahno ponderavit ? The loss

of eight or nine letters after pugillo makes the next words

unintelligible. The reference to Israel (if this be the word) is

interesting in Sheba's prophecy.

III (scroll) Bsti quatuor kones udi'ssuni's cjatuh's (con=)

(b£r)te(n)t(ur) (sctr)
j

r£g(um ?) . eb£(n)t(em ?) a(n)i(m)a(m) (et)

sapi£nt([a or am?] atiorabit etmie. sibilta po(n)tue(n)si's.

Those four lions shall he changed into (?) very vile dogs, hut of

kings (?) mind, and wisdom shall adore for ever. The

Sibyl of Pontus.

The inscription refers to the four lions depicted at the

Sibyl's feet. Mrs W. C. D. Whetham kindly drew ray attention

to the fact that lions at the feet of a figure commonly denote

death by wild beasts in the arena. She also informs me that

Saint Thecla was exposed to lions at Antioch, but that the

lions fell at her feet and would not eat her. Thecla afterwards

lived in a cave (like the Sibyl) in a mountain near Seleucia,

healed and preached, and was called by the ignorant a priestess

of Diana. Some analogous legend, in which the wild beasts

were changed into dogs to save the martyr, might conceivably

have been told of some virgin, like Thecla, who was identified,

owing to cave-dwelling habits, with the typical wise woman of

the cave. The meaning of the rest of the inscription must be

left to conjecture.

IV (scroll) ^ur(o)ra lucfs rutilat celu(m) lautn'b(us) i(n)=

tonat mu(n)ti[us]
i
nulta(n)s fubilat g£m£(tt)s i'nfer[nus] ululat.

stbtUa a[gn'p ?]a»

This inscription is of a totally different character from the

rest. It is not a prophecy, but the first verse of a well-known

paschal hymn ascribed to St Ambrose (Daniel, Thes. Hymn. i.

83
;
Julian, Diet of Hymnol. p. 94). The name of the Sibyl is

illegible. The compendium used for ro in Aurora is remark-

able—unless the o is accidentally omitted.
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Va Sl'bl'Il'a ... t
I

a The Sibyl's name is illegible.

V b (scroll) Bealto [b ?]c(n)t[t ?] %t[n ?] . .
|
nube teg£[t(ur)]

(£t) auro[ra . . .] .... TAei-e cometh from on high shall be

covered luith a cloud, and dawn

The words de alto venit recall Botticelli's engraving of the

Phrygian Sibyl inscribed, Veniet de super filius etc., and the

legend of Santa Maria Ara Coeli. Augustus sent for the

Tiburtine Sibyl, who said to him, " There shall come from
heaven a king who shall live for ever." Heaven opened and

Augustus saw the Virgin and Child standing on an altar. The

vision happened on the site of the church of S. Maria in

Capitolio (Piper, Myth. u. Sy7nh. d. Ghr. Kunst, i. p. 482).

Attention may be drawn to the illustrations of the Sibyls

by B. Baldini issued by the International Chalcographical

Society in 1886.

A SMALL BRONZE OBJECT FOUND NEAR
GUILDEN MORDEN.

By Herbert George Fordham.

The small bronze object now exhibited, having the form of

a pig somewhat elongated and flattened, but sufficiently clearly

indicated, and being 2J inches in length, was found, probably

about 1864 or 1865, in the extensive workings for coprolites in

the parishes of Guilden Morden and Steeple Morden carried

on at that time by my father. It has been in his possession,

or in mine since his death, ever since. I have always under-

stood that it was found in the subsoil, or at no great depth,

associated with some other objects, including (at all events) a

small earthenware bead bearing incised pattern, the whole

group occurring in what was, no doubt, a grave, and so placed

with regard to remains of human bones as to suggest that the

various objects were originally hung round the neck of the

person buried.

No further information as to the date of the find, its site

(even approximately), or the particular objects found, is now,

unfortunately, available. The eye formed by the curled tail

C. A. S. Comm. Vol. X. 26
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of the pig was perfect at the time it came into my father's

possession. It has been accidentally broken quite recently.

The presence of this eye suggests that the pig was used as a

pendent ornament, but from this point of view it is difficult

to find any use for the two pins and sockets which replace tlie

leg of the animal, and the existence of which would be con-

sistent with its being mounted or fixed on some other object.

This latter suggestion is borne out by a " Bronze Plate,

with figures of Northern Warriors'" figured in Green's SJiort

History of the English People at p. 84 of the Illustrated

Edition of 1898 (London, Macmillan, 3 vols., large 8vo.). The

illustration is taken from Montelius' Civilization of Sweden,

and shows two figures wearing similar helmets or head-dresses,

with, in each case, a figure of a pig forming a ridge or crown^

These pigs are, so far as can be judged from the engraving,

extremely like that now exhibited, and they appear as if they

might be fixed to the helmets by two pins like the one still

remaining in the Guilden Morden find. It would be interesting,

and probably go far towards solving the problem of the use

of the latter, if it could be compared with the original plates

of which one is figured by Montelius.

For illustration see page 404.

Monday, 9 March 1908

Mr Gray, President, in the Chair.

Dr C. S, Myers made a Communication on some early

Christian paintings at the Great Oasis, illustrated by lantern

slides^

Baron von Hugel and Mr F. C. Burkitt contributed

observations on the paper by Dr Myers.

1 The note to this illustration in the Short History (p. xxxv) is:—"Four
" of these plates, with figures in relief, were found in 1870 in a cairn at

"Bjornhofda in Oland (Sweden); they furnish a curious illustration of a

" Swedish warrior's accoutrements in the early Wiking days."

2 These paintings have been described in W. de Bock's Materiaux pour servir

a VArcheologie de VEgypte Chretienne. St Petersburg. 1901.
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Monday, 27 April 1903.

Mr Gray, President, in the Chair.

Professor Ridgeway made a communication upon the origin

of the Socket in North Europe. No report has been received

of this paper.

The Chapel of the Hospital of St John,

DuxFORD (Whittlesford Bridge).

By C. E. Sayle, M.A.

I wish to draw attention to a neglected piece of history.

No connected account, so far as I am aware, has ever been

printed of this chapel, and my object in printing these notes

is to form a peg on to which any future information, which

may be discovered, may be more easily hung,

Mr W. J. Corbett, in a letter which he has kindly addressed

to me, doubts if it was fashionable to found hospitals before the

thirteenth century. But Mr Yorke points out to me that

Lanfranc founded one at Canterbury in 1080, and that

St Bartholomew's, in London, was founded in 1102. Be that

as it may, my earliest reference is to the year 1286, when in

the Hundred Rolls we get a full account of the then state of

the Hospital, when it is stated to have existed de antiquo

tempore.

Now, who was the founder of this Hospital ? Lysons, on

what authority he does not say, states that it appears to have

been founded by Sir William Colville, who gave the patronage

to the Bishop of Ely.

As I could make nothing of the statement, nor find any

further facts about the person, I applied to Mr Corbett, who, in

the letter to which I have already alluded, points out that

there were no less than four Sir William Colvilles to whom the

remark might apply. The first attested a charter granted by

the Earl of Lincoln in 1141 when he went to meet King

26—2
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Stephen at Stamford. The second, twenty-five years later, was

under-tenant of the D'Eyncourts at Sornerby and of the Wakes

at Creaton, while the third appears on tlie same estate in 1212,

and the fourth, in 1242, was at Muston near Bel voir.

Tlie connecting link is an escheat of 1316, which enumerates

the estates of Edmund de Coleville as follows :

In Cambridgeshire, Duxford and Weston Colville.

In Lincolnshire, Auburn and Wytham.

In Leicestershire, Muston and Normanton.

Finally Mr Corbett selects William de Colville, the third De
Bytham, who died in 1230, as the most likely aspirant for the

honour. He was considerably mixed up with the fighting after

the signing of Magna Charta. King John appears to have

attacked his property, seized it, and had him excommunicated

by the Pope. His name appears in the list of the King's

special enemies. He was on the side of the French prince

after John's death. He was besieged in Lincoln in 1217, and

one of the prisoners taken when the castle surrendered. He
appears to have been reinstated by Henry III, and was, at any

rate, in possession of his property in 1230 when he died.

Another Colville, Sir John Colville, was patron of a free

chapel at Fulbourn in 1389 (G.A.S. i. 2U)\
The building is, I am told, pure decorated of about 1320,

so that if founded in 1230 it must have been rebuilt within

the first hundred years. Hone's Year Book mentions a stone

said to possess the date of A.D. 1006, which is presumably a

misreading. Mr Yorke thinks that the original building was
" Norman, dark and small," so it is evident that he is for a

much earlier foundation of the building. Hone mentions a

font which I think has gone, and I hear from him first of a

cellar. The building up to the present has been used as a

barn, but I am informed that Mr Binney, of Pampisford Hall,

the present owner, refuses to allow it to be used as such any

1 The Eev. A. C. Yorke writes to me : 'I find in Close Rolls, 16 Ed. Ill

(1342), that a writ of seisin was authorized for William de Dokesworth, son and
heir of John de Dokesworth. If these De Dokesworths were Colvilles, this

William may have rebuilt the Chapel in memory of his father. The archi-

tecture accords with the date.'
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longer. Mr Binney draws my attention to the fact that the

graveyard is clearly defined. A porch on the north side has

disappeared during the last century.

t

The Hospital in the thirteenth century was under a prior,

and it possessed an estate of about 30 acres of land, some

meadows in Duxford, a water-mill, a free chapel and a fair.

It is this fair which is said to date de antiquo tempore.

My next reference is to the year 1337, when William de

Craisothin, prebendary of Achethur, in the Cathedral of

St Canice, Kilkenny, effects an exchange with Hervey de

Stanton, Master of the Chapel of St John at Whittlesford

Bridge. This last-named person must not be confused with

the famous possessor of the name who was the founder of

Michael House, though I had at first hoped that it was. But

Harvey de Staunton, the founder of Michael House, died in

1327, ten years earlier. This one lived on till 1353.

In 1374 the then Warden of the Chapel, as he was now

called, effected an exchange with the Warden of the free

Chapel of TothuU, under the patronage of the Abbot of

Westminster.

My next entry is under the date of 1401, when we read

of an indulgence for Whittlesford Bridge Chapel and John

Lucas, hermit, there. I luckily showed this entry recently to

Mr Yorke, who points out to me that the reference is to an
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entirely different chapel across the ford, served by a hermit,

who received a toll for the safe conduct of wayfarers over

Widoford. His chapelry stood in Hinxton parish, the Vicar

of which demanded a share, tithe or otherwise, of the toll.

The dispute was referred to the Bishop, who composed it by

ordering the hermit to pay yearly £2 to the Vicar, and to assist

the Vicar at the Altar on Christmas Day; the Vicar to give

the hermit in return a good Christmas dinner. The Ecclesi-

astical Commissioners pay every Christmas to the Vicar of

Hinxton the sum of £2 on this account, and it was paid last

Christmas. Anyhow the reference does not apply to Duxford.

From 1453 to 1460 we find Robert Woodlark, the Provost

of King's, and founder of St Catharine's Hall, as Warden, but

after him no famous name appears as that of the tenant of

the office.

There is a puzzling reference in the time of Queen Mary.

In 1492 a certain Leonard Cotton was appointed, and in 1524

one John Rutland ; but in 1553 appears the entry :

To Leonard Cotton incumbent a pension of £1. 10. 0.

This, I suppose, was Queen Mary's compensation money.

In the following year in the entry of Church goods, all

that the Chapel seems to have possessed was one bell valued

at 6s. 8d., as I gather from an account of the King's Remem-
brancer in the Record Office.

Here the ecclesiastical account closes. But the curtain

draws up again on James I, who tarrying too late at a horse-

race at Newmarket, was forced to put up here at the inn (as

it had now become late), by reason of his being indisposed,

and came very late in the night to Royston.

I have very little more to add, except to draw attention

to the heraldic carving in what is now the parlour of the

Red Lion. The device completely puzzles me, and in fact

is what set me working, seven years ago, at an investigation

of the subject. The arms are a fesse between three cinque-

foils and in addition there is a badge of an arm, a cubit arm

appaume (heraldic) with the palm pierced. There is also the

badge of an arrow and the letter G. These arms are not the
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arms of the Colvilles. But in a manuscript in the University

Library (Add. 3427) arms allied to these are to be found.

I append a list of the incumbents of the Chapel, which

list has now been compiled for the first time. I ought to add

that I owe a very great deal of it to the indefatigable zeal of

my friend Mr J. E. Foster. The drawings have been kindly

supplied by Mr Maynard, of Saffron Walden.

MEMORANDA.

Chapel of St John the Baptist, Whittlesford Bridge.

[Dugdale vi. 756. Tanner, Not. Mon. Camb. xxx. Lysons, p. 182.]

(The Red Lion, Whittlesford Bridge.)

Whittlesford (Domesday : Witelesford, Witelesforde. Literal

meaning : the Ford of H\vitel)\

' At Whittlesford bridge, in the parish of Duxford St. John, are the

remains of an ancient hospital, the chapel of which ia now used as a barn.

This hospital, which was under the government of a prior, appears to have

been founded by Sir William Colville, who gave the patronage of it to the

Bishops of Ely. There were belonging to this hospital an estate of about

30 acres 2 of arable land, and some meads in Duxford, a water-mill, a free

chapel, and a fair, which, in the reign of Edward I. 1277-1307, is stated to

have been kept de aiitiquo tempore. The hospital estate is now the

property of Mrs. Crop.' (1810.)

^

' Now of Wm Long,Esq. : The rafters of the inn are fancifully carved,

and a carved table of great weight is here exhibited^.'

In 1832 the property belonged to Lord Farnborough^.

' The county possessed no fewer than eleven endowed hospitals, four at

Cambridge (including that for the lepers at Stourbridge), and others at

Ely, Leverington, Longstowe, Thorney, Wisbech, and Whittlesford. These

hospitals were institutions not only for the care of the sick, but also for

the aged and infirm, thus fulfilling the functions not only of modern

hospitals, but of almshouses and convalescent homes as well^.'

1 W. W. Skeat, Place Names (Cambridge Antiquarian Society, xxxvi).

2 Rev. E. Conybeare, History of Cambridgeshire, p. 144, says 'sixty.'

3 D. and S. Lysons, Magna Britannia, London, 1810, 4°, Vol. ii, p. 182.

^ History of Cambridgeshire, Peterborough, 1851, 8", p. 260.

5 MS note in S. Sandars' copy of Lysons. V. L, G. p. 279.

6 Rev. E. Conybeare, op. cit.
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1240 Ab. Prior do Wttlesford t} 1 virg' tree feod. W'i de Oolevill,

et d) sect' et pout'.

1286 'Prior de Ponte de Wytlisford ten' de dno Rog'o de Colevile

in purii &, ppetua & li'bain etam unu mesuag' gtines ij ac^s

& di' & una virgata ?re cii una di' ac* p'^ti nicliil ei3

reddend & ten' dcm ten' de dono dni Elyeiis' Epi in cuj^

donacione est p carta diii Witti de Colevile & id dns Rog'us

ten' de Com' Aut)marlie & id Com' ten' de dno Rege.

Item idem P^or tenet ibide unu molendin' aq^ticu de eod

dno Rog* & ht ibid una libam captlam & ten' de eodem

dno Rog'o p donacom dci Elyens' Epi & idem dns Rog'us

ten' ut s^ & id P'or lit nundinas ibide & de antiq" tempe

usus est & de ve?i feofamto.

Lib'e Ten.

Agnes Moslard Witts Wallic^ Humfridus de Stonte-

neya & Jolis Page tenent de pdco Priore in q^tuor mesuag'

una rodam ?re p sviciu iij s. p annu & id P'or ten' de pdco

dno Rog'o p donu dni Elyens' Epi «fe id dns Rog* de

Comit' Aubmarlie & id dns Com' ten' de dno Rege''.

1337 May 2 Exchange between William de Craisothin prebendary of

Achethur in the Cathedral of St Canice, Kilkenny and

Hervey de Stanton, Master of the Chapel of St John

at Whittlesford Bridge^.

1353 April 12 Collation of John Michel on death of Hervey de Stanton*.

1364 June 5 William Wenlock Chaplain 5.

1374 Dec. 5 Exchange of Will, de Wenlock Warden of the Chapel and

Laurence de Radford, warden of free chapel of Tothull.

Patrons Bp of Ely and Abbot of Westminster®.

1375 Aug. 15 Collation of Robert Frevyll cleric''.

1383 May 27 Nicholas Myls^.

1387 July 31 Rob. Wade, res^ of N. Myls^.

1400 June 16 John Lownde, death of R. Wade^o.

1401 Indulgence for Whittlesford brigge chapel, and John Lucas

hermit there

1 The History ...of Barnwell Abbey, p. 60 (Bibl. Top. Britannica v. 1790).

2 Rotuli Hundredorum, London, 1818, Vol. ii, p. 582.

3 Patent Rolls, 1334-8, p. 427, § 5. 1337 May 2.

* Ely Episcopal Registers. ^ Petition from Papal Registers (R. S.), p. 503.

^ Bishop ArundelVs Register (Ely Diocesan Remembrancer, 1894, p. 329).

7 lb. 1895, p. 19. 8 lb. 1895, p. 182.

9 lb. 1896, p. 105. 10 lb. 1897, p. 90.

11 Bishop Fordhani's Register. A. Gibbon, Calendar of Documents, p. 401.
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1453 March 22 Robert Woodlarki.

1460 April 3 Resigned. E. Lockton.

1466 Oct. 5. Robert Oswetre.

John Warde.

1492 July 10^ Appointment^ Leon. Cotton.

1524 John Rutland.

1553 Pension to Leonard Cotton. 30s.*

1554 Inventory in the Record Office. Church Goods. Q. R.^ip.

1619 March 19 'There was a horse-race at Newmarket, at which the

King tarrying too long, in his return from Newmarket

was forced to put in at an inn at Wichford bridge^ by

reason of his being indisposed, and came very late in

the night to Royston^.

Sir William Colville.

Mr W. J. Corbett has addressed to me the following note:

King's College.

Dec. 11, 1902.

The Hundred Rolls clearly show that the founders of the hospital

were the owners of that part of Duxford, which in 1086 had belonged to

Robert de Todeni, and which had descended with his other estates to the

De Albini's or D'Aubeny's of Belvoir Castle in Leicestershire. The Colvilles in

question then must be looked for among the undertenants of the Belvoir

Barony, and as the major part of that Honour lay in S. Lincolnshire and

Leicestershire, it is to the records connected with this part of England that

our attention must be directed.

As a matter of fact Colvilles are plentiful in this district. The first I have

come across is (I) Will, de Colville who attests a charter granted by the Earl

of Lincoln in 1141 when he went to meet King Stephen at Stamford (see

Round's Geoffrey de Mandeville, p. 159).

Twenty-five years later the Black Book of the Exchequer records the

existence of another (11) Will, de Colville as undertenant in 1166 (a) of the

D'Eyncourt's at Somerby near Grantham, and (b) of the Wakes at Creaton a

few miles west of Bourne (Lib. Rub. 379).

In 1212, the Testa de Neville (p. 341) shows this latter estate as the

property of yet a third (111) William de Coleville, and on the same page the

^ Founder of Catharine Hall, see D. N. B.

2 Penes Mr G. N. Maynard, Saffron Walden.

^ Bishop AlcocWs Register (Cole).

^ Cardinal Pole's Pension Book. Q. R. Miscellaneous Book No. 31. (Infor-

mation kindly supplied by Mr W. M. Palmer of Linton.)

5 Camden, Britannia, ed. 1806. The map gives 'Widford or Whittlesford '.

^ John Nichols. The Progresses dx. of King James I., London, 1828, A",

Vol. Ill, p. 532. Nichols quotes Camden, Annals, but I cannot discover the

passage.
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Ramc man is ontercd a few lines further down an holding Rytham and its soke

(it is spelt Wyham in error, but other entries give Bytham) of the Earl of

Albermarle. Turning next to the Belvoir fees we again find Will, de Coleville

(Testa 343) as undertenant at Auburn, south-west of Lincoln, while the Close

Kolls of 1230 contain a writ addressed to the Sheriff of Lincoln stating that

Will, de Coleville de Bytham was dead and ordering that his heir Roger de

Coleville be put in seisin of his estates.

The Testa has returns for 1242 as well as 1212, and turning to these we find

Matilda de Coleville (p. 323) as tenant of Somerby, Walter de Colville of

Bytham (p. 327), an undertenant of Walter de Colville's at Creaton (p. 327),

and finally Walter de Coleville as an undertenant of Roger de Coleville at

Auburn (p. 326).

The Testa has no Leicestershire returns for 1212 but it shows in 1242 a

(IV) William de Coleville as undertenant of Walter de Coleville at Muston and

Normanton near Belvoir.

The Hundred Rolls of 1282 speak of Duxford as owned by Roger de

Coleville, a descendant of Will, de Coleville.

The connecting link is an escheat of 1316 (9 Ed. II) which returns Edmund
de Colville as then dead and enumerates his estates as follows :

—

In Cambridgeshire Duxford and Weston Colville,

In Lincolnshire Auburn and Bytham,

In Leicestershire Muston and Normanton,

besides other property in Rutland and elsewhere.

We thus have plenty of material for a pedigree of the Colvilles of Duxford,

and we see that, though they were not tenants in chief, still they were wealthy

men, and held lands of several baronies, viz. Belvoir, Albermarle, D'Eyncourt,

Wake of Bourn, and, at Weston Colville, of Warrenne.

The question is, which Will, de Coleville are we to select ? I do not think

it can be the earlier ones, as I doubt whether it was fashionable to found

Hospitals before the 13th century. The Ely records ought to solve the problem,

as W. de C. gave the Bishop the patronage. As a guess I should select Will,

de Colville III, who died 1230, as he seems the most considerable of the

Williams met with.

The Colvilles do not seem to have been benefactors of either Bytham or

Belvoir Priory. I have gleaned a few facts however about William de Coleville

de Bytham from the Chronica Majora of Matthew Paris, as he took no small

part in the fighting after the signing of Magna Carta. He was on the side of

the Barons and supported the French prince Louis, whom they summoned to

their assistance. John accordingly in 1216 attacked his property and to secure

Bytham delivered it into the custody of the Earl of Albemarle, together with

Belvoir, which only surrendered after a siege.

John also got the Pope to excommunicate him, and his name appears in

the list of John's special enemies in the Roll quoted by Paris (Rolls Edit,

vol. II, 644).

On John's death he still supported the French, and was with the Count of

Perche when he was besieged at Lincoln in 1217—being in the list of prisoners

taken when the Castle surrendered.
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For some time after this Bytham seems to have remained in the hands of

the Earl of Albemarle, but in 1220 he revolted and was besieged by Henry III

at Bytham. The Castle however surrendered on Feb. 3, 1221 ; and according

to Murray's Guide to Lincolnshire (though Paris says nothing) Henry III

reinstated Will, de Colville. Anyhow he was in possession at his death in 1230.

Postscript. Mr Corbett points out to me that a William

de Colville gave land at Duxford to Tiltey Abbey. This must

have been subsequent to 1198 as it is not mentioned in

Richard's Charter of Confirmation. See Monasticon v. 625.

It was continued by Henry III in a charter dated 13 March

1251 (Charter Roll, Rolls Series).

The Mortuary Roll of the Abbess of

Ltllechurch, Kent.

By C. E. Sayle, M.A.

This roll was exhibited at a meeting of this Society in

1869 by the then President of the Society, who is also our

oldest living member, Professor Mayor. The roll is now in

one of the show-cases of St John's College Library ; and the

property of Lillechurch is also now in the possession of that

College, It was presented to the College through the good

offices of Bishop Fisher. Tanner says that the College possesses

about 200 documents relating to the priory. A short account

of the literature of these rolls may be of some assistance.

In 1690 Martene first published his volume on this and

cognate subjects. It became by 1700 his big book, De Antiquae

Ecclesiae Ritihus, the second and fuller edition of which was

printed in 1736. A good deal of evidence is there given

which calls here for little remark in our own country. In

1825, in a catalogue of the MSS. in Durham Cathedral Library,

Canon Raine drew attention to the existence of a mortuary

roll in that collection. In 1847 J. G. Nichols, at a meeting of

the Archaeological Institute at Norwich, read a paper on a

portion of an obituary roll of an abbot of West Dereham, and

in 1855 Albert Way, one of our own forgotten worthies, read

a paper before our own Society on a portion of a mortuary roll

of John Hotham, Bishop of Ely, which found its way somehow

to the archives of Canterbury Cathedral. In 1856 Canon
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Raine published through the Surtecjs Society the mortuary roll in

eootenso which he had catalogued twenty-six years before. His

preface is the best account of mortuary rolls which we have in

the language. The paper by Nichols is however still worth

reading. Eleven years later, in 1866, M. Leopold de Lisle

published a volume of over 500 pages relating to the subject

of mortuary rolls in France, Rouleaux des Morts^.

These rolls, I should perhaps add, consist of hmg narrow

pieces of parchment stitched together. The present one is

37 ft. 3 in. long, and on the average about 7 in. wide. It

consists of nineteen membranes, some of which are written on

both sides. There are 372 entries in all in the document, that

is, entries of the ecclesiastical houses visited by the roll-bearer

for the purpose of gaining prayers for the soul of Abbess

Amphelissa.

Such rolls are rare. There is not one in the University

Library, and Dr James (who has kindly been through my
transcript with me and corrected the grosser errors) assures me
that, but for two fragments in a binding in the library of Jesus

College, he does not know of any other in the University.

Nichols, in 1847, stated there was not a single one in the

British Museum I

In length the present roll takes a position midway. The
Durham roll contains mention of 639 houses (Raine, p. xvi).

The Ely roll, fragment only, contains only 27 (Way, p. 127).

As to date we are more fortunate. Prior Burnaby, who is

commemorated in the Durham roll, died in 1456 (xiv.), and

Prior Ebchester in 1464. Bishop Hotham, of Ely, died in

1337. Prioress Amphelissa is said, in Dugdale's Monasticon

(iv. 378), to have been flourishing in 1298. Browne Willis says

that she died in the following year. The first roll mentioned

by Nichols is that of Matilda, abbess of Caen, in the year 1112,

with 254 tituli^; and the second of 1122 with 250 ^

The first English mortuary roll is that for Lucy, prioress

and foundress of the Church of the Holy Cross and St Mary, at

Headingham, in Essex. This is dated 1190. A facsimile of

^ I wish to thank the Eev. W. G. Searle for calling my attention to this

book. 2 Arch. Inst. Proc. Norwich, p. 99.

3 Jb. p. 102. 4 jft. p. 100.
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this has been reproduced iu the current year (1903) in the first

part of the publication of the New Palaeographical Society.

Ours, which Nichols does not mention, must come next, for his

second roll is that of William Bateman, Bishop of Norwich,

and founder of Trinity Hall, who died in 1354\ He mentions

others of 1416, 1453, 1456, and 1464, and 1492 for the abbot

of Bury St Edmunds^ and also one for the year 1502, a prior

of Coventry ; and finally, one for Westminster in 1522. They

were often ornate, as may be seen from the Dereham roll. Ours

is plain.

It is of considerable and lasting interest to know what

those 372 houses were which were visited by the roll-bearer

about the year 1300; how far they can all be identified; and

further, what relation those 372 houses bear to the 639 houses

visited in 1456 and 1464. Finally, I Mqsh to emphasize the

importance of a dated document which contains well over

300 different and widely varying styles of handwriting. This

palaeographical side of the question is by no means the least

interesting one. At some future time it will be the obvious

duty of some Palaeographical Society or individual student to

examine the document from this point of view.

The transcript here printed consists of these 372 names

arranged in the order of the roll, and now for the first time

numbered. Following the name of the place is the name of

the Dedication of the house, which is invariably given. In a

third column I have given the name of the modern locality;

and in a fourth column the county. In a fifth column I have

given the name of the particular religious order to which

the house belonged—Augustinian, Benedictine, Cistercian,

Gilbertine, Premonstratensian or Alien. And lastly, by means

of an asterisk I have indicated whether the name of the house

occurs in the Durham List. I have added an alphabetical

index of places, and a table of the places mentioned arranged

under counties.

The giant's share of the work, as in the preceding

communication, has again been generously undertaken by

Mr J. E. Foster.

Arch. hist. Proc. Norwich, p. 103. 2 lb. p. 100.
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Membrane

III

b
1—

1

Order

*********** *)|» an <^"** ***
a B ^ a

-tl m O <| pq O <1 <! <1 pq <1 ^pqpqpqpqo

County

Essex
Suffolk

Norfolk

Yorks

Leicester

Derby

Warwick Leicester

Scotland

Lines.

Middlesex

Hants Wilts
Dorset

Modern

Locality

Saffron

Walden

Ixworth

Thetford

N.

Bromehill

W.

Dereham

Pentney

Blackborough

N.

Bolton

Gerondon

Breedon-on-the-Hill

Calke

Repton

Pollesworth

N.

?

Monks

Kirby

Lande

St

Andrews

Dunfermline Sempringham

London
Romsey

Motisfont
Amesbury

N.

Sherborne

A.

Cerne

Middleton

A.

Holme

Dedication

Mary

and

James

Mary
George

Sepulchre

Mary

Thomas

Mart.

MaryMary

Magd.

Katherine

Mary Mary

and

Hardulf

Giles
Holy

Trinity

Mary

and

Edith

Mary

and

Nicolas

John

Bapt.

Andrew

Margaret

MaryPaul Mary

and

Ethelfleth

Trinity

Mary

and

Melor

Mary
Peter

and

Eduuold

Mary

and

Sampson

Mary

House

Waleden

Ixeworh' Uefford

Thetford
Bromhill

Derham

Panteneye

Blakeberke

Boultona

Geroud'
Bredona

Kale

Rapend'
PoUeswk

T7"

1

KyrkLanda
Scochia

Dunfermline

Simplingham

Rumesiensis

Motesfunte

Ambrebr

Shirebur

Cerneliensis

Mideltonensis

Holna

Schedule Number OCOt^Q0050r-iCNCO^»0;Dr-00050'-H(>ieCTt<iOCDJ>-QOOJOrHG<J
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Membrane

Order

County

Devon

Somerset It Warwick Somerset 55

Wilts

Cheshire

55

Yorks

Cheshire 55

Lanes 55 Yorks Wilts 55 55 Glouc.

Worcester

Modern

Locality

Bideford

1

Taunton
Michelney

Bristol

%
Montacute

Glastonbury

Mereval

Bristol

Keynsham

A.

Bath
Farley

P.

Chester 55
Esholt Stanlaw

A.

Norton

P.

Cokersand Conishead

Furness

A.

Kirkstall

Salley

Bredenstok

A.

Malmesbury

A.

Cirencester

Little

Malvern

Dedication

'Titulus

scolarum

de

Bede-

ford'

Peter

and

Paul

Peter
Mary

K'ml

Peter

and

Paul

Mary 55
James

Mary
Peter

and

Paul

Mary

Magd.

Werburg

John Mary

Leonard

Mary
55 55 55 55 55 55 55 55 55

Mary

and

Aldhelm

MaryGiles

the

Less

0)
CO

53
O
w

Bedeford

Tanton

Muchelnensis

[Bristol]
Montisac

Glast'

Mireualle

Bristoll

Keynesham

Bathon

Ferleg'Cestr'
Essold

Stanlawe

'

Norton

Cokersand

Cunigheued

Furnesio

-

Kirkestal

Sallehya

Bradenestok

Stanleg

MalmesburyCirencester
Maluernie

Schedule Number
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Membrane

Order

^ ^ ^ ^

County

Yorks
Durham

Northumbld

Berwickshire

Haddington-

shire Edinburgh- shire

Essex

Northants

?

Roxburgh- shire

Berwickshire

Roxburgh- shire

Lancashire

Berwickshire

Roxburgh- shire

Cumberland

Din-hain

Yorks 55 55 55

Modern

Locality

Gisburn Durham
Finchale

Hexham

Brinkburn

Alnwick

Coldingham

Haddington

N.

Edinburgh

Coggeshall
Newbottle

?

Melrose

Dryburgh

Kelso

or

Chalk-Heugh

Eccles

Coldstream

N.

Jedburgh Carlisle

Egglestone

Richmond

Jervaulx

Fountains

York

Dedication

Mary

Cuthbert

Godric
Andrew

Mary
Peter

MaryMary

and

Ebba

Mary Holy

Cross

Mary
'5 55 55 55

Mary

and

Cuthbert

Mary
55 35

John

Bapt.

Agatha

Mary
55 55

House

Giseburg

Dunelmo

Fincal

Hextildith

Novo

Monasterio

Brinkeburt

Alnewic

Coldingham

Hadingtona

Ednbf

Cogeshal
Neubotl

Melros

Driburch

Kalch Eccles

Kaldestrem

Jeddeuord

Karleoli Eglestun

Richemd

Jorevalle Fontibus

Ebor'

Schedule
Number
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Membrane

i

1

1—t t—

1

> H

Order

County

Oxford
Berks

Salop
Staffs

Hereford

Derby
Staffs 11 11

Northants

^

Leics Oxon Berks Bucks Berks

Hereford

Bucks Herts 11 Cambs
Essex 11 Bucks Surrey Kent

Modern

Locality

Osiiey
Oxford

San

ford
Abingdon Lilleshall

Stone

Hereford

P.

Dale

Abbey

Burton

-on-Trent

Tutbury

Rocester Trentham

Mary

de

Pre

A.

Owston

P.

Dorchester

Reading

Medmenham

Hurley

P.

Leominster

2

Missenden

Wymondley

P.

Royston
Barnwell

Tiltey

Latton

Ankerwyke

N.

Chertsey
Merton

Sheppey

Dedication

Mary

Frideswide

Nicholas

Mary
11

Ulphadus

Guthlac

MaryMary

and

Magd.

Mary Mary

and

All

Saints

Mary

Andrew

Peter

and

Paul

and

Birin

Mary
55 11 Peter

Mary
55

Thomas Andrew

and

Giles

MaryJohn

Bapt.

Mary

Magd.

Peter
MaryMary

and

Sexburga

House

S
<v o a>

-,

o O ^ ^ u ^ ^ a CO o '11 -—^ ^ u ^

Schedule Number
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INDEX.

Abbeydore 372 Bradwell 13

Abbotsbury 84 Bredenstoke 133

Abergavenny 370 Bredon 66

Abingdon 341 Bridlington 274

Alcester 162 Brinkburn 292

Alnwick 293 Bristol (Aug) 30

Alvingham '251 „ (Carm) 113

Amesbury 78 „ (James) 117

Ankerwycke 363 Bromehill 60

Appleton 311 Bromere 204

Ashby, Canons 140 Bromfield 36

Athelney 109 Bromham 212

Bromley 17

Bardney 257 Bruerne 47

Barking 14 Bruton 207

Barnstaple 105 Buckenham (Norf) 19

Barnwell (Cambs) 360 Buckland 95

Bath 119 Bullington? 236

Battle 189 Burton on Trent 346

Bayham 185 Bury St Edmunds 46

Beauvais 141 Butley 229

Bedeford 110 Byland 283

Bermondsey 26 Byndon 83

Bikenacre 51

Bildwas 38 Caldwell 147

?Birma 83 Cambridge 237

Blakeborough 63 Campsey 227

Blida? 319 Canons Ashby 140

Blythborough 223 Canterbury (St Augustine's) 2

Booking 43 (St Gregory) 3

Bodmin 102 ,,
(Christchurch) 4

Bolton 64 Careswell 89

Bordesley 163 Carlisle 305

Bourne (Lines) 328 Carrow 218

Boxgrave 194 Castleacre 209

Boxley 8 Cerne 80
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Chacombe 139

Chalk-Heugh 302

Chertsey 364

Cheshimt 28

Chester (Werburg) 121

(John) 122

(Mary) 123

Chicksand 331

Chone 369

Cirencester 136

Coggeshall 297

Colchester 44

45

Coldingham 294

Coldstream 304

Colne 42

Combe 153

Combwell 186

Conishead 128

Cornwall 98

Cotham 265

Coventry 152

Cresswell 89

Croyland 244

Cumberraere 41

Darley 35

Daventon 179

Daventry 152

Dene? 176

Dereham, W. 61

Dodford 164

Dorchester (Oxon) 352

Dover 181

„ 367

Drax 313

Dryburgh 300

Dunelbor 107

Dunfermline 73

Dunkswell 86

Dunmow 53

Dunstable 332

Dunster 107

Dureford 11)5

Durham 288

Eccles 303

Edenhara 327

Edinburgh 296

Egglestone 306

Ellesham 268

Elme 108

Elstow 148

Ely 238

Esseby 140

Esseholt 124

Eton (see Nuneaton)

Evesham 169

Ewias 178

Exeter 90

„ 91

„ 92

Eye 219

Eynsham 336

Farley 120

Faversham 5

Felixstowe 230

Finchale 289

Folkestone 182

Ford 103

Fordham 48

Fountains 309

Freston 247

Frethelstoke 104

Furness 129

130

Gerondon 65

Gisburne 287

Glastonbury 115

Gloucester (St Oswald) 173

(St Peter) 175

Godstow 337

Greenfield 249

Grimsby 264

Haddington 295

Hageman 40

Hales Owen 33

Haliwell 18

Hampole 317

Hartland 103

Hastings 188

Hatfield Regis 54

Heigham 32
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Hcroford 344

Heringham 192

Herst? 221

Hexham 290

,, (NewminHtor) 291

Hexley? 170

Hickling 213

Holme 82

Horsham 216

Horton 188

Hulme, St Benets 214

Humberstone 2G3

Huntingdon 240

Hurley 355

Hyde 197

Ipswich 15

231

Ivychurch 203

Ixworth 56

Jedburgh 304

Jervaulx 308

Kale 67

Karswll 89

Keldun 285

Kelso 301

Kenilworth 158

Keynsham 118

Kirk 70

Kirkham 233

Kirkstall 131

Kirkstead 254

Landa 71

Langdon 180

Langley 215

Latton 362

Launceston 103

Lavenden 145

Le Dale 345

Ledes or Leedes 10, 368 (Kent)

Lega 52

„ 88

Leiston 224

Lenton 324

Leominster 356

Lesnes 12

LeweH 190

Lilleshall 342

Llanthony i)rima 371

., secunda 172

London (St Paul) 75

(Holy CroHS and St Helen) 20

(Clorkenwell) 22

(Shoreditch) 18

(see Southwark)

{see Westminster)

Louth (Likeburn) 250

„ Park 252

Luffield 142

Maiden 50

Mailing 9

Malmesbury 135

Maltby 258

Malvern 168

Little 137

Markby 248

Marton 280

Meaux 271

Medmenham 354

Melrose 299

Mereval 116

Merton 365

Michelney 112

Middleton 82

Missenden 357

Molesby 281

Monk Bretton 316

Monks Kirby? 70

Monmouth 177

Montacute 114

Motisfont 77

Newbottle? 298

Newbourne 228

Newburgh 282

Newham 146

Newhouse 269

Newport Pagnell 144

Newsham 266

Newstead 323

Northampton 149

150
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Northampton 151

152

Norton 126

„ Cold 138

' Norwich 217

Nostell 315

Nun Appleton 311

NvTneaton 87

Nunkeeling 273

Ormsby 262

Osney 338

Owston 351

Oxeney 260

Oxford 339

Panteneye 62

Parco? 345

Pershore 167

Peterborough 242

Pilton 106

Pinley 161

Pipewell 34

Plympton 96

Pollesworth 69

Pontefract 314

?Pratis 193

? „ 350

Ramsey 241

Reading? 276

353

Redhngfield 220

Repton 68

Revesby 253

Richmond (Yorks) 307

Rievaulx 284

Robertsbridge 187

Rocester 348

Roche 318

Rochester 1

Romney 29

Romsey 76

Routon 156

Royston? 359

Rudham 210

Rufford 322

St Andrews 72

Benets Hulme 214

Cyriac 99

Germans 98

Ives 239

Osyth 234

?? 235

Saffron Walden 55

Salley 132

Sanford 340

Sawtrey 7

Selby 312

Sele 191

Sempringham 74

Shaftesbury 206

Shelford (Notts) 326

Sheppey 366

Sherborne 79

Shoreditch {see London)

Shouldham 6

Shrewsbury 39

Sibton 225

Sixle 261

Snape 226

Snelshall 143

Southampton 200

Southwark 22

Southwick 196

Spalding 245

Stamford 329

Stanfeld 259

Stanlawe 143

Stanley 134, 345

Stoke Curcey 31

Stone 343

Stoneleigh 157

Stratford (S. Mary) 16

,, (S. Leonard) 17

Studley 155

335

Stykeswold 255

Swaffham Bulbeck 49

Swine 272

Swineshead 246

Taunton 111

Tavistock 97

Tewkesbury 171
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Tliamo HHl Weedon 141

Thotford (Ht Georgo) 57 Welbcck 821

(Sepulcliro) 58 Wenlock 37

,, (Mary) 55) WeHtacre 208

Thorney 24:} WestminBtor (Peter) 23

Thoriiholm 270 ,, (Thomas de pratin) 24

Thornton Curtois 2(57 ,,
(Trinity) 25

Thurgaton 825 Westwood 165

Tiltey 361 Wherwell 201

Tintern 174 Whitby 286

Tonbridge 184 ?Wickbam 232

Torre 93 ? „ 275

Totnes 94 Wigmore 160

Trentham 349 Wilton 202

Tupholm 256 Winchecombe 170

Tutbury 347 Winchester (Mary and Edburga) 198

Twinham 205
,, (Peter, Paul and Swithin

Tywardreath 100 199

Woburn 279

Valle Dei 827 Wodecherche? 333

Worcester 166

Walden 55 Worksop 320

Walsingham 211 Wroxhall 159

Waltham 27 Wymondley 358

Wangford 222

Warden 330 York 310

Wartre 278 ??? 235

Watton 277

Bbonze Object found near Guilden Mobden.

See page 373.



^^ORTUARY ROTJv

SCHEDULE OF COUNTIES.

(Given in the order of the roll.)

Bedfordshire

Newnbam 14G

Caldwell 147

Elston 148

Woburn 270

Warden 380

Cbicksand 331

Dunstable 332

Bei'kshire

Reading, St Mary, 270, 353

Sanford 340

Abingdon 341

Hurley 355

Buckinghamshire

Bradewell 13

Snailshall 143

Newport Pagnell 144

Lavenden 145

Medmenham 354

Missenden 357

Ankerwick 303

Cambridgeshire

Fordham 48

Swaft'ham Bulbeck 49

Cambridge 237

Ely 238

Thorney 243

Barnwell 300

Cheshire

Combermere 41

Chester, S. Werburgh 121

S. John 122

S. Mary 123

Stanmore 125

Norton 120

Cornwall

St Germans 98

St Cyriae 99

Tyrwardreath 100

Bodmin 101

Launceston 102

Cumberland

Carlisle 305

Derbyshire

Darley 35

Calke 07

Repton 08

Dale 345

Devon

Ford 85

Dunkiswell 80

Lygh 88

Exeter S. James 90

S. Nicolas 91

Cowick 92

Torre 93

Totnes 94

Bnckfastleigh 95

Plympton 90

Tavistock 97

Hartland 103

Frith elstock 104

Barnstaple 105

Pilton 100

Bideford 110

Dorset

Sherborne 79

Cerne 80

Middleton 81

Holme 82

C. A. S. Com) Yoh, X.
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DorRot {continued)

Bindoii H-i

Abbotsbury

Sbaftesbuvy

Durham
Durliam 288

Finchale 289

Eggleston 300

Essex

Barking 14

West Ham IG

Waltham 27

Castle Hedingham 32

Earls Colne 42

Booking 43

Colchester S. John 44

S. Botolf 45

Maiden 50

Bikenaere 51

Bileigh 52

Dunmow 53

Hatfield Regis 54

Saffron Walden 55

S. Osyth 234

235

Coggeshall 297

Tiltey 301

Latton 362

Gloucestershire

Cirencester 136

Winehcombe 170

Tewkesbury 171

Llanthony Secunda 172

Gloucester S. Oswald 173

S. Peter 175

Tintern 174

Flexeley or Dean 176

Hants

Eomsey 76

Motisfont 77

Southwick 196

Hyde 197

Winchester SS. Mary and Ed-

burga 198

Winchester SS. Peter, Paul,

Swithin, 199

Southampton 200

Wherwell 201

Hants {continnc.d)

Wilton 202

Ivychurch 203

Bromero 201

Christchurch 205

Hereford

Cresswell 89

Wigmorc 160

Ewias 178

Hereford 344

Leominster 356

Abbeydore 372

Herts

Cheshunt 28

Wymondley 358

Eoyston 359

Hunts

Sawtrey 7

St Ives 239

Huntingdon 240

Ramsey 241

Kent

Rochester 1

Canterbury S. Aug. 2

S. Gregory 3

Ch. Ch. 4

Faversham 5

Boxley 8

Mailing 9

Leedes 10, 368

Crokald 11

Lesnes 12

New Romney 29

Daventon 179

W. Langdon 180

Dover 181, 367

Folkestone 182

Horton 183

Tonbridge 184

Comberwell 186

Sheppey 366

? Sutton at Hone 369

Lancashire

Cockersand 127

Conishead 128

Furness 129, 130

Eccles 302
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Leicestershire

Gerondon 65

Bredon on the Hill G6

Lands 71

Owston 851

Lincolnshire .

Sempringham 74

Bullington 230

Croyland 244

Spalding 245

Swineshead 246

Freeston 247

Marksby 248

Greenfield 249

Lighbourne 250

Alvingham 251

Louth Park 252

Revesby 253

Kirkstead 254

Stykeswold 255

Tripholme 256

Bardney 257

Maltby 258

Stanfeld 259

Oxney 260

Sixle 261

Ormsby 262

Humberstone 263

Grimsby 264

Gotham 265

Newesham 266

Thornton Curtois 267

Ellesham 268

Newhouse 269

Thornholme 270

Edenham 327

Bourne 328

Stamford 329

Middlesex

Bromley 17

Shoreditch 18

London Holy Cross and S. Helen 20

S. Mary 21

„ S. Paul 75

Westminster 23

Monmouthshire

Monmouth 177

Abergavenny 370

Monmouthshire {continued)

Llanthony Prima 371

Norfolk

Shouldham 6

Old Buckenham 19

Thetford 57

,, S. Sepulchre 58

,, S. Mary 59

Bromhill 60

W. Dereham 61

Pentney 62

Blackburgh 63

Westacre 208

Castleaere 209

Rudham 210

Walsingham 211

Bromham 212

Hickling 213

S. Benets Hulme 214

Langley 215

Horsham 216

Norwich 217

Carrow 218

Horstede 221

Northamptonshire

Pipewell 34

Canons Ashby 140

Weedon 141

Luffield 142

Northampton S. Mary 149

,, S. James 150

S. Andrew 151

Peterborough 242

Newbottle 298

Northumberland

Hexham S. Andrew 290

S. Mary 291

Brinkburn 292

Alnwick 293

De Pre 350

Nottinghamshire

Worksop 320

Welbeck 321

Rufl'ord 322

Newstead 323

Lenton 324

Thurgaton 325

Shelford 326

28—2
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Ox lord

Brucino 47

Cold Norton i:JH

Sluicombe 139

Tliame 884

Stodley 8Hr)

Eynsham 83G

Cxodstow 337

Osney 338

Oxford 331)

Dorchester 352

Shropshire

Bromfield 3G

Wenlock 37

Bildwas 38

Shrewsbury 39

Haughmond 40

Lilleshall 342

Somerset

Bristol S. Augustine 30

S. Mary 113

S. James 117

Stoke 31

Hales Owen 83

Dunster 107

Athelney 109

Taunton 111

Michelney 112

Montacute 114

Glastonbury 115

Keynsham 118

Bath 119

Bruton 207

Staffordshire

Eouton 156

Stone 343

Burton on Trent 346

Tutbury 347

Eocester 348

Trentham 849

Suffolk

Ipswich 15

Bury S. Edmunds 40

Ixworth 50

Eye 219

Redhngfield 220

Suffoll( {roiit.invcd)

Wang lord 222

Bliburgh 223

Leystone 224

Sibton 225

Suape 22(5

Campsey 227

? Newbourne 228 '

liutley '^'-^f

Felixstowe 230

Ipswich 231

Wickharn 232

Surrey

Southwark 22

S, Thomas Hospital

?Holy Trinity 25

Bermondsey 20

Chertsey 364

Merton 365

Sussex

Hastings 188

Bayham 185

Robertsbridge 187

Battle 189

Lewes 190

Sele 191

Heringham 192

Boxgrove 194

Dureford 195

Warwick

Pollesworth 09

Nuneaton 87

Mereval 110

Daventry 152

Combe 153

Coventry 154

Monks Kirby ? 70

Studley 155

Stoneleigh 157

Kenilworth 158

Wroxhall 159

Pinley 161

Alcester 102

Wilts

Amesbury 78

Farley 120

1 Not in Tanner.
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Wills {coiiHinwil)

Biedeiistokt! 133

Stanley 134

Malmesbury 135

"Worcestershire

Little Malvern 137

liordesley 1(33

Dodford 1()4

Westwood 165

Worcester 166

Pershore l(i7

Great Malvern 168

Evesham 169

Yorkshire

Bolton 64

Esholt 124

Kirkstall 131

Salley 132

Kirkham 283

Meaux 271

Swine 272

Nuukeeling 273

Bridlington 274

Wyckham 275

Walton 277

Wartre 278

Malton 280

Molesby 281

Newburgh 282

Byland 283

Rievaulx 284

Keldun 285

Whitby 286

Gisburne 287

Yorkshire {continued)

Richmond 307

Jervaulx 308

Fountains 309

York S. Mary 310

Appleton 311

Selby 312

Drax 313

Pontefract 314

Nostell 315

Monk Bretton 316

Hampole 317

Roche 318

?Blyth 319

Scotland

St Andrews 72

Dunfermline 73

Coldingham 294

Haddington 295

Edinburgh 296

Melrose 299

Dryburgh 300

Kelso 301

Coldstream 303

Jedburgh 304

Not identified

Holy Trinity (Surrey) 25

Herst 221

Woodkirk 333

Birma 83 (qu. Bindon or Wim-

borne ?)

Elme 108

De Pratis 193

Chone 369
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SIXTY-THTRl) ANNUAL (lENERAL MEETING.

Monday, May 11, 1903.

Mr Gray, President, in the Chair.

The Officers of the Society were elected for the ensuing

year.

President: Alfred Cort Haddon, Sc.D., F.R.S., Christ's

College.

Vice-President : John Willis Clark, M.A., F.S.A., Trinity

College, Registrary.

Ordinary Members of Council : Cecil Bendall, M.A.,

Gonville and Gains College, Professor of Sanskrit. The Rev.

David Herbert Somerset Cranage, M.A., F.S.A., King's

College. James Whitbread Lee Glaisher, Sc.D., F.R.S.,

Trinity College. Arthur Gray, M.A., Jesus College. John

Venn, Sc.D., F.R.S., F.S.A., Gonville and Caius College.

Treasurer: Robert Bowes.

Secretary : Thomas Dinham Atkinson.

Auditor's: Alderman George Kett.

James Bennet Peace, M.A., Emmanuel College.

The Annual Report was read (p. 440) and the Treasurer's

Statement received (p. 443).

The President delivered his farewell address

:

Custom has prescribed that the President of your Society should

deliver an Address when he quits the office which you have committed

to his keeping. In recent years the practice has been in abeyance.

It would be regrettable if it were forgotten, and for that reason,

if for no better, I ask your indulgence in the few remarks which

I wish to make.
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What I have to say relates to the domestic concerns of our

Society—a brief retrospect of past performance, a few words about

its present aiins and the position which it has taken in recent years

in the advancement of archaeological science in the University and

in the neighbouring district.

The Society was founded in 1840. The first meeting of the

Council on Feb. 29 in that year was attended, among others, by the

Vice-Chancellor, Dr Tatham, Master of St John's, who was our lirst

President, by the Rev. H. W. Cookson, afterwards Master of Peter-

liouse, the Rev. Professor Corrie, afterwards Master of Jesus,

Sir Henry Dryden, and the Rev. J. Lodge, University Librarian.

The Secretary was Mr J. O. Halliwell, better known afterwards as

Halliwell-Phillips, the Shakespearian scholar, who was then an

undergraduate of Jesus College, and to whose suggestion the Society

owes its origin. The subscription was ten shillings per term, and

membership was not restricted to the University, though until 1893

none but members of the University could hold office or serve on the

Council.

The Society was prolitic in publication in its earliest years.

Besides ten numbers of Reports and Communications it produced

eighteen Publications in the Quarto and Octavo Series between 1840

and 1853. This energy was not sustained in the years which followed,

for between 1853 and 1859 the Society issued no Publications, and

only nine numbers, forming one volume, of Reports. Between 1860

and 1870 the Publications were seven. Since then the activity of

the Society, measured by its literary output, has been greatly

quickened. In the years from 1890 its separate Publications have

been fifteen, besides occasional and extra issues; and fifteen numbers

of the Proceedings have been brought out. And an increased and

increasing vitality has been shown in other directions—in the

Excursions, first organized in 1881, when Professor Bendall, whose

accession to the Council of the Society we welcome to-day, was

Excursion Secretary ; in the excavations recently begun under the

direction of Professor Hughes, and attended already with valuable

and unexpected results ; in the Exhibitions organized in connection

with the Society, notably that of Old Plate in 1895 and that of the

Murray Collection of Irish Antiquities in 1900. And the Society

may claim to have bestowed benefits on the public and the University

by the devotion of large sums to such purposes as the preservation

of the relics of Barnwell Priory, and to the support of the Museum
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of A ccIifKujIoj^y, U) Uic. Accessions h'uiid of \vlii(;l) it Ikis given sums

aiiiountiug in tli(3 aggregate dni-ing last t(!n years to not less

than £b:\7.

The Society has achiov(Ml much in rec(;iit ycai's, hut much more

remains to achieve. It l)as occupied many new fields, hut the

horizon still r(;cedes hefore its advance. I mention only a few of

the tasks which lie immediately before us, and those only in the

arena of Local Archaeology. Our excavations have only made a

beginning ; the mystery of the Cambridgeshire dykes remains un-

solved ; at this moment a Koman villa at Burwell, of a large and

evidently well-preserved area, invites our exploration ; and the site

of the Priory of Swaffham may be turned over as soon as the crops

are off the ground. Of records contained in the muniment rooms of

Cambridge and Ely many of the most interesting and historically

important have as yet found no editor. I need only specify the

great series of Account Rolls of the Obedientiaries of the monastic

Church of Ely, the Accounts of the Treasurers of the Town of

Cambridge, the latter half of the Liber Eliensis and the University

Wills at present exiled to Peterborough.

If the Society is to undertake even a portion of the lai ge scheme

of work which T have outlined with any prospect of completing it

within a reasonably near future it will require some considerable

increase of income. It is a fact to be regretted that the increase in

the numbers of the Society has not kept pace with the recent

widening of its field of operations. The ordinary members were 197

in 1880 and had increased only to 246 last year. As the parting

words which I address to you from the President's chair I should

like to impress on every member of the Society the desirability of

attracting to it as many recruits as he or she can. To one class in

particular I should like to see the doors of the Society more hospitably

open than they have been hitherto. I mean the undergraduates of

the University. Antiquarian interests no longer appeal only to

the class immortalized in Mr Oldbuck of Monkbarns. Classical

archaeology has a recognized place in the studies of the University.

That British archaeology has not yet won such recognition is some

reproach to Cambridge and its Historical School. By the more

general admission of undergraduates to our meetings, excursions,

and especially to our diggings our Society will do an important

service in spreading an educated interest in antiquities in local

societies throughout the kingdom.
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In conclusion I must beartily congratulate the Society on the

choice which it has made for President in the coming year, and

must add the wish, in which I am sure that you all share, that he

may find the duties of President compatible with what I take to be

not less his duty—that of instructing, interesting, and entertaining

lis with the admirable exhibitions and communications which from

the storehouse of his knowledge he has always been so ready to give

us at recent meetings.

Professor Hughes and Baron Von Hugel spoke upon the

proposed New Museum of Archaeology and of Ethnology.

On two Wheel-desks: the one in the Church
OF S. Nicholas, Great Yarmouth ; the other

IN THE BiBLIOTHEQUE DE l'ArSENAL, PaRIS.

By J. W. Clark, M.A.

In the accounts for fitting up the library of the King of

France in 1367 and 1368, when it was removed from the lie

de la Cite' to the Louvre, the carpenters are paid, among

other things, for " having taken to pieces all the cases (bancs)

and two wheels (roes) which were in the King's library in the

palace, and transported them to the Louvre, with the desks

{lettrins) to the aforesaid wheels, each made smaller by a foot

all round
^"

I shewed in The Care of Books that these " wheels " were

revolving desks, which could be raised or depressed by means

of a central screw ; and I illustrated the passage quoted above

by a miniature executed in Flanders for King Henry the

Seventh, and now in the British Museum, representing two

gentlemen in a library, studying at such a desk". The principle,

once adopted, became exceedingly popular, and desks of a

similar character, but of different forms and ornament, are

among the commonest pieces of library-furniture depicted in

miniatures.

1 The Care of Books, ed. ii, p. 294.

- Ibid. p. 295.
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In my pr(3sciil paper I propose io dusciiho auoUiur I'onii of"

wlicicl, also used tor- library-purposes, which seems to have

been invented at the beginning ol" the seventeenth, or end u{'

the sixteenth, century. It is described aijd figured in a work

by Heinrich Zeising, called Theatrwni Macldnarum'^, the first

edition of which was published at Leipzig in six parts between

1614 and 1622. The twelfth plate (fig. 1), which illustrates

the contrivance and its mechanism, is accompanied by the

following letterpress :

Ein kuiistlicher Studier-Piilt, darauff man auff cinnial ciii grosscn

Hautfen Biicher kan halten imd gebrauchen.

Dieses ist eiiie schone und kunstliche Macliina, welche den Studiereiideii

Personen gar nlitzlich ist und wol bekommt, sonderlich aber denen so auft"

einmahl viel Biicher uud Authores miissen fiir sich haben, und abcr

Podag'risch oder sonst scliwach seyn dass sie nicht viel hin und wieder

mogen gehen. Denn mit dieser Machina kan der Mann eine grosse Anzahl

Biicher durchblattern und umwenden und darfF nicht einmal auifstehen

von seinem Stuel. Zu dem hat es auch diese gute bequemhgkeit, dass

dieses Instrument gar wenig raum bedarff an dem ort da mans hinstellet

wie ein jeder vernunfstiger Mensch aus der Figur wol kan mercken. Man
muss ein Bad also zurichten dass wenn man Biicher auff seine bretlein

legt, und treibt das Bad herumber, so sollen doch die Bliclier steifi" an

ihrer Stelle bleiben, Iceins herabfallen oder die Blatter umkehren, sondern

stets also bleiben wie sie auff die Radbretter oder tafelein gelegt worden.

Dieses Bad kan man nun gross oder klein machen wie es einem jeden

gefellig, oder das losament darinnen es stehen soli erleiden mag. Doch wird

der Werckmeister so solche zurichtet achtung geben auff die proportion

aller theil dieser unser kleinen Badlein und anderer Klinsten so in solcher

Machina sie gesehn werden. Dann dieselben stlick alle mit mass und

proportion gemachet seind ; und darmit ein jeder der diese Machina wil

lassen zurichten solche desto besser mog verstehen hab ich hineben alle

Subtiliteten sondarinn seind in der Figur entdeckt zu besser jedermen-

nigHchs gebrauch.

This passage may be translated as follows

:

An. ingenious desk for study, on which a large number of books can be

laid and used at one and the same time.

1 The book was published by Henniug Gross the younger in six parts dated

as follows: Pt. i. 1621; Pt. ii. 1614; Pt. iii. 1618; Pt. iv. 1622; Pt. v. 1614;

Pt. VI. 1614. These parts formed two volumes. The whole was reissued at

Leipzig in 1673, and 1708. My attention was first directed to this book in 1894

by Mr F. G. Teggart, chief cataloguer in the library of the Leland Stanford

junior University, U.S.A.
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This is a beautiful and ingenious machine, which is very useful and

convenient for persons studying, especially for those who must have by

them many books and authors at once, and are gouty or otherwise infirm,

so that they cannot easily move backwards or forwards. With this

machine a man can turn over and consult a large number of books, and
need not even rise from his chair. It has further this great convenience

!
that the instrument requires very little space on the spot where it has

been put up, as every reasonable man can see by this figure.

A wheel must be so arranged that when books are laid on the little

shelves, and the wheel is turned round, the books may remain steady in

their places, and none may fall down or their leaves be turned over, but

; remain as they were laid on the shelves or tablets.

This wheel can be made large or small according to pleasure, or as the

space in Avhicli it is to stand will allow. The mechanic who puts it

;

together must pay attention to the proportion of all parts of our little

wheels and other contrivances which are required in such a machine, for

! all these pieces are made according to measure and proportion ; and in

order that everyone who wishes to have these machines made may the

better understand them, I have in this figure shewn all the delicate

contrivances, for the better information of everybody.

I

Let us now examine the figure. The wheel hangs free

within a stout wooden frame ; and as the artist has drawn

a seated figure reading at it, it is easy to calculate that

j

the diameter of the wheel was about 5 feet. There were

eight shelves. The width of the wheel was not greater than

that of the reader's chair—that is, about 2 feet; and, as the

! woodwork on which the shelves hang is of considerable thickness,

but little space is left for the shelf itself. In consequence a

single volume only is shewn upon each shelf, that is to say,

!
only eight volumes could be consulted at once, a number which

hardly bears out the statement in the description that " with

this machine a man can turn over and consult a large number
of books."

The drawing further gives a rough sketch of the machinery

by which the shelves are kept steady when the wheel is set in

motion—what the text calls " the delicate contrivances." The

general scheme of a number of cog-wheels is perfectly correct

;

j

but they are drawn so roughly that I will say no more upon

;
this subject at present.

; A desk constructed on this principle has been preserved for

many years in the church of S. Nicholas, Great Yarmouth.
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I am sorry lo say thai nothing is known of its date, or of the

phice whence it caujo. The figure of" it wliich I am able to

give (fig. 2) renders a description ahiiost unnecessary. TJie

material is oak. The wheel is supported on a stout frame, so

as to ensure complete steadiness. The diameter of the wheel

is ft. 9 in. The heig'ht, from the m ound to the axis of the

wheel, is 4 ft. ; and the shelves, of which there are six, are

4 feet long, and 11J inches broad. They will contain about

50 volumes at once.

A second example (fig. 3) is in the Bibliotheque de I'Arsenal,

Paris. In detail it differs a good deal from that at Yarmouth,

but the principle is the same. The stand is highly orna-

mented, with wreaths of flowers and fruit on the central

support and on the lateral wings ; and the lower of the two

bars connecting the ends of the stand, together with the edges

of the shelves, is carved. The w-heel is reduced to a cross,

each arm of which carries one of the four shelves. The heighto

is 3 ft. 5 in. from the ground to the axis (slightly less than at

Yarmouth) ; each arm of the cross is 3 ft. 2 in. long by 8 in.

wide ; and each shelf is 3 ft. 9 in. long, by 17 in. wide.

Nothing is known about the history of this desk except

that when the library was being arranged after the Revolution,

the librarian asked for leave to annex " Un grand pulpitre a

ressort de la Bibliotheque des Capucins." This request was

made "7 Primaire an VI " = 28 November, 1798. My friend

M. Henri Martin, the present librarian, decides that the library

in question belonged to the Capucins de la Rue St Honore

—

a convent of vast extent, with a fine library, containing in 1790

a collection of books numbering from 18,000 to 24,000 volumes^

Two other examples are to be met with in Germany : the

one at Wolfenblittel, the other at Wernigerode in the Hartz.

The former, in the library of the Grand Dukes of Brunswick,

was constructed in the middle of the seventeenth century by

order of Duke Augustus (1634-1666). It is of wood, and

closely resembles the Yarmouth example, but the frame is so

constructed as to leave a very small interval between the wheel

^ Franklin, Anciennes Bibliotlieqaea de Paris, ii. 238.
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Fig, 3. Wheel-desk in the Bibliotheque de I'Arsenal, Paris.
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and the ground. The wheel is hexagonal, and is fitted with

six shelves. The whole works by a system of cogwheels

evidently identical with that which I figure below. The

example at Wernigerode is in the library of the Prince of

Stolberg-Woniigerode. It is wholly of iron, and the system of

Pig. 4, One end of the wheel-desk at Great Yarmouth, with the outer covering

removed to shew the mechanism.

cogwheels by which it is worked, similar to the former, is ex-

posed to view. This desk is known to have been in the library

in 1751, but no record of its provenance has been preserved.

Both these desks are now used, and presumably have always
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been used, lo acconiino(Jat(i the catalogue of tlieir resp(;etivo

libraries \

I now come to the machinery by which these desks are

worked ; and I consider myself fortunate in being able to

exhibit a photograph of the whole system in the Yarmouth

example (fig. 4)^. In this example there are wheels at one end

only, but, if I mistake not, in the French example both ends

are fitted with them. No iron is used : the wheels, the central

axis, and the axis of each shelf, are all of wood. The central

axis is concealed in a wooden cylinder (fig. 2) ; and the axis of

each shelf is attached to the under side of the shelf to which it

belongs in such a position that the shelf balances exactly. To

each of these axes a cogwheel is attached (fig. 4); and the six

cogwheels of the outer system are brought into relation with

the central cogwheel by means of three intermediate cogwheels.

All the cogwheels are of the same size.

In the Paris example the system is slightly modified,

having regard to the peculiar shape, and the presence of four

shelves only. The desk was not taken to pieces in my presence,

but the machinery was kindly explained to me by M. Miiller,

keeper of the printed books in the Arsenal Library, who had

seen it when it was under repair a few years since. There is,

of course, a central cogwheel, and a cogwheel attached to the

axis of each shelf. Between these four cogwheels and the

central cogwheel four others are interposed, making a total of

nine.

1 I have to thank my friend Dr James, Fellow of King's College, for this

information, and for a photograph of the desk at Wolfenbiittel which was taken

under his direction expressly for my use.

2 I have to thank my friend the Eev. the Earl of Chichester, Vicar of Great

Yarmouth, for kindly allowing me to have the desk opened; and Messrs Norman,

cabinet-makers, of Great Yarmouth, for doing the work and obtaining a photo-

graph of the machinery for my use.
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A DESCRIPTION OF THE EaST EoOM OF THE UNIVERSITY

Library, Cambridge, as built by Bishop

ROTHERAM, written BY WiLLTAM COLE, M.A.,

IN 1759.

Communicated by J. W. Clark, M.A.

The history of the east side of the Schools Quadrangle has

been narrated at length in The Architectural History'^, and its

appearance has been preserved for us in Loggan's print, taken

about 1688 (fig. 1). It will therefore be sufficient to mention

in this place that by the " east side " I mean the building

which extended from the tower-staircase on the south, to the

Divinity School on the north. This was begun in 1470 and

completed in 1474 or 1475, the ground-floor at the charge of

the University ; but the gate of entrance and the library which

occupied the whole of the first floor at that of Thomas Rotheram,

then Chancellor of the University and Bishop of Lincoln. A
Grace however, which passed the Senate 13 May, 1475, pro-

viding special recognition for Rotheram on account of his

manifold benefactions to the University, says that he

has completed certain schools and a new library above tliem, built of

dressed stone, costl}^, dignified, and of suitable design, and when it was

fully provided with all suitable furniture, has enriched it with books

neither few in number nor cheap in price

These words, written in the very j^ear that the building was

finished, when we may imagine the University exulting over

the unexpected completion of its educational buildings, the

tardy progress of which had extended over more than 70 years,

are, I think, more likely to be accurate than the account given

above, which, as explained in the History, rests in the main on

the authority of Archbishop Parker.

^ Arch. Hist, iii. 15.

2 The original words, of which I have given a paraphrase rather than a

translation, are : scholas novamque superius librariam polito lapide sumptuosa

pompa, ac dignis sedificiis, perfecerit, eamqne omnibus ut decuit rebus exornatam

non pancis vel vilibns libris opulentam reddidit. Commiss. Docts, i. 414.
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The library was a long, narrow room, about 57 feet long

I

and 11 feet broad between walls, lighted by nine windows, each

I

of two lights, in the east and west walls. Nothing is known
of its fittings, but, as the distance between each pair of windows

could not have been more than two feet or two feet and a half,

it is probable that they may be referred to what I have called

1 the lectern-system. The room was called at first the Chan-

I

cellor's library {lihraria domini cancellarii) ; but afterwards

" the private library " or " the new library." Dr Caius, writing

in 1574, tells us that the more valuable books were kept in it,

and that only a few privileged persons were admitted

K

The description which I am about to lay before you was

written by Cole in 1759^ five years after the building in

question had been pulled down to make way for the existing

east room and fagade, begun in 1754. I regret that neither

Professor Willis nor I discovered it before the history of the

library was written, for it contains several interesting par-

ticulars which would have rendered our work more complete

than it is at present.

While he [Thomas Rotheram] was Bishop of Lincoln and our Chancellor,

at his own Expence, and that no inconsiderable one, except a small matter

contributed by the University and King Ric. 3«^, he finished that beautiful

' Gate and 2 Courts on the Sides of it, the one for the Vice- Chancellor, and

I the other for the Commissary of the University, to hold their Courts of

Justice in : the one of them now used as an Entrance for the Vice-

Chancellor and Doctors to their Gallery in the Divinity Schole.

Over all which Buildings runs a long Gallery, made use of as a Library,

1
and making the East Front of the present Scholes, fronting S* Mary's

Tower in the Regent Walk. His Arms to this Day (I copy this Part of my

j

Account from one wrote in my History of Kings College in 1746)^ are on

I

: the said Portal in Stone ; and in the old Library, as it is called, above,

I

I

built by him, and furnished with 200 volumes, some of which remain there

to this Time 1759, are to this Day [viz. 1746] in the Windows his Devise

I
j

in almost every Pane of Glass, being a Buck trippant, in almost every

Posture and Attitude you can conceive, being Part of his Arms
;
together

^ Arch. Hist. ill. 25.

^ 2 Msg_ Colg ^j^^ j^gg_ j^^g_ 5320, pp. 177—193. My extract

! begins on p. 185. I have to thank the Eev. H. L. Bennett for my knowledge

!

of this description. See his Archbishop Rotherham, 8o. Lincoln, 1901, p. 60.

3 Ibid. Vol. XIII= MSS. Add. Mus. Brit, 5814, pp. 20, 21.

C.A.S. Comm. Vol. X. 29
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with tho whito or Vork Koho, wliich .shows his Affection to his great

Patron King Edward tlic fourth. There has been some old Writing also

mixed among them 2 or 3 Times in every Window, in curious Letters,

whereof some are composed of Serpents, and is Da te Deo'^. ]3ut in

September 1748, during my Absence on some Occasion from the University,

in the Vice-Chancellorship of Dr Paris 2, the Front of these Scholes were

thought to want Repair, at which Time all the old painted Windows were

taken down to make Room for Crown Glass, and all those curious Paintings,

tho' perfect and compleat, were taken away by the Glazier, to the no small

Reproach of the University in thus defrauding the pious Benefactors and

Founders amongst us of their just and grateful Memorials. There were

also many other antient Coats in the open Work at the Tops of each

Window ; all which were taken away : and tho' I used all means I could

think of to recover them, yet they were broken, dispersed or mislaid in a

month after they were removed in such a Manner as I could not find them.

One large Pane I had of the Gift of the Vice-Chancellor : Part of which

composes 2 Gothic Windows I made in the Parsonage at Blecheley in

Buckinghamshire^, one in the House itself, another in the Hermitage in

the Garden : besides some which I put into the East Window of that

Parish Church*. Since which Time the whole of Archbishop Rotheram's

Building is pulled down, and about the year 1756 an elegant new Structure

erected upon the same Spot under the Auspices of the Duke of Newcastle,

the present Chancellor of the University^.

I can't help adding, that besides the Ingratitude of taking away painted

Arms or other Memorials of Benefactors out of Windows, it is very

injudicious in such Buildings as Churches and other Gothic Edifices
;

where the Largeness and Number of Windows would occasion too much
Light, was it not obfuscated and obscured by the grateful Gloom of painted

Glass : this was remarkably the Case of the old library of Archbp.

Rotheram, before it was pulled down ; and is as obvious in the magnificent

1 After the description of Eotheram's arms in vol. xiii, which ends at

" trippant," Cole proceeds as follows : "He also opened the Walks on each side

of this School and library : and this he did between the years 1470 and 1476.

That he also contributed handsomely towards the rebuilding of Great S. Mary's

Church in this University is plain from his Arms being carved in Stone on the

West Front of the fine Tower. The Arms of the See of York are carved also on

the same Steeple which makes me conclude he contributed to that work while

Archbishop of that Province." For the motto see Bennett's Rotherham, p. 60,

note.

2 Fra. Sawyer Parris, B.D., Master of Sidney Sussex College 1746—60.

Proto-bibliothecarius, 1750. Vice-Chancellor 1747—48.

3 Cole was rector of Bletchley from 1753 to 1767.

4 The Kector of Bletchley writes (7 Oct. 1902) that he is "unable to give

any information respecting the old glass of which you make mention."

5 Arch. Hist. iii. pp. 62—69, 96.
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Chapel of King's College, where, was it not for the beautiful Windows of

painted Glass, too much Light would be uneasy to the Eye.

In 1484, I suppose, it was, that he furnished the Library with

Books ; for on 3 noble Volumes, still there, on the large folio Covers of

Speculum Historiale by Vincentius, printed in 1473, is fixed a Peice of

Vellum with this Note on each, wrote in the Hand of that Time : Prima

Pars [or Secunda and Tertia'] Viiicentii in Speculo naturali ex Dono

reverendissimi in Christo Patris ac Dhi Dni Thomce Dei Gratia Ehor

:

Archiepi, Anno Dhi 11^8]^.

* * *

I have nothing to add further relating to this Prelate...except mention-

ing his Arms, which are thus blasoned on the Tower of S* Mary's Church

and on the Schole Doors at Cambridge, viz. : Vert, 3 Roe Bucks trippant

Argent, attired, Or^

This story is repeated, with a few fresh particulars, in a

description of " Arms and Painted Glass in the Windows of

my House at Milton, near Cambridge, 1778."

I remember Dr Paris suffered all the painted Glass in the old library

of the University to be taken away, and white Glass to be put in the Place

of it. He gave me one whole light composed of Abp. Rotheram's Device,

a Buck, in a hundred different Attitudes, with the White Rose of Lancaster

[York]. I have them in many of my Windows at Milton : but some in

Blecheley Chancel, and one in Burnham^ Chancel, for a MemoriaP.

In the same volume^ but in a different description, written

in 1765, of the fragments of stained glass and other curiosities

in his house, Cole gives coloured sketches of some of the

quarries from Rotheram's library, with the following notes :

13. On a Pane of white Glass, a neat white Rose, seeded Or, with

leaves and Stalk Or. This I had by Order of Dr Paris, Master of Sidney

College, when he was Vice-Chancellor, wlien 1 begged a whole Window of

the Old painted Glass in the Old Scholes fronting the Regent Walk, every

Pane of which was White Roses and Bucks in all the various Postures and

Attitudes that can be conceived, and were put there by Abp. Rotheram, in

memory of his Patron Edward 4th of the Houses of York, whose Device

was the white Rose, together with Part of his own Arms, being 3 Bucks

trippant.... I have still by me unused a great Part of this old Window of

^ This paragraph occurs at the end of Cole's account of Rotheram, p. 291.

^ Cole became vicar of Burnham, on the presentation of Eton College, in

1774.

3 MSS. Cole XXXIII. = MSS. Add. Mus. Brit. 5834, p. 199.

Ibid. p. 355.

29—2
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Archb]). Kotheram, which T koop out of Rcapoct to hin Memory, tho' so

littlo regarded in a Place that owch ho much to him.

14, 15, 1(5, 17 are Panes of white (»laHH, already mentioned, representing

Bucks in various Postures, painted in brown C()lour with their short double

Horns all gilt.

The noble Stone Door going into the Scholes and fronting the Regent

Walk, on which were painted Archbp. Rotheram's Arms, with those of all

the several Colleges in the University, in several Niches and other Parts,

when it was pulled down about 10 Years ago to make way for the new

library which now stands in its place, was carried to Madingley, the Seat

of Sir John Cotton, where I saw it rebuilt, and makes a very handsome

Gateway near the principal Part of the House, in 1763.

The glass of which Cole has given this summary description

was evidently not library-glass; I mean it did not represent

a series of subjects, or figures, or inscriptions, having reference

to the books which reposed on the neighbouring shelves. It

was what may be called commemorative glass, a type not

uncommon in libraries, where it sometimes took the form of

portraits, sometimes of coat-armour\ Rotheram seems to

have commemorated himself and his patron King Edward IV.

by the quarries in the lights, while the arms of other bene-

factors adorned the quatrefoils in the heads of the windows.

Cole's account of the gateway adds an important fact to our

knowledge of the details of its ornamentation. Loggan's print

shews 18 blank shields ; three at the back of each of the four

canopied niches ; two flanking each side of the upper part

of the central panel ; and one under each corbel of the weather-

molding of the door. It is obviously impossible to determine

what colleges were represented, or how the eighteen shields

were filled ; but we now know that at least Rotheram's own

arms and those of the colleges were tinctured. This mode of

treatment may have been employed more generally than we

imagine ; and increased study of college account-books will

probably reveal important particulars. For instance at S. John's

College also some of the heraldic achievements on the great

gate were gilt 2.

^ The Care of Books, ed. ii. p. 238.

2 Arch. Hist. ii. 317, 772,
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P.S. Since writing this paper I have met with another

fact respecting the use to which Rotheram's Library was put

in after years. In the deed drawn up in 1574 respecting

Archbishop Parker's gift of University Street and other matters,

it is provided that the Master and Fellows of Corpus Christi

College shall, among other things,

from tyme to tyme repaire and mayneteyne all such books as the said

most reverende father hath alreadie given or shall hereafter give to

the Universitie Librarie there, with elapses and byndinge necessarie and

convenient, whiche saide bookes are or be to be placed at the north ende

of the said Universitie Librarie in certen lockers appointed for the same

And shall also maynteyne and repaire the chaines of so many of the same

bookes as be alreadie chained there ^.

No room in the library at that day had a " north end

"

except that built by Archbishop Rotheram. To it therefore,

the books given by Archbishop Parker must have been con-

signed ; and it is possibly to these that Dr Caius is alluding

when he records, in the very same year, that only the more

valuable books were placed in that room.

Dr M. R. James remarked that during the process of

re-leading windows in King's College Chapel a good many
fragments of glass used to patch the windows by the glaziers

of the eighteenth century have turned up. Some of these

bear names of benefactors of colleges and one set in particular

seems to have come from the windows in the Chapel or

Hall of Gonville and Caius College. As yet no fragment of

Rotheram's glass has been detected : but it is quite possible

that some may be discovered in the course of future restoration.

Mr F. Jenkinson said that in examining the titles of books

presented by the Archbishop to the College at Rotherham, the

list of which is in Dr James' Descriptive Catalogue of the MSS
in the Library of Sidney Sussex College Cambridge, he had

been curious to enquire which, if any, related to printed books

rather than to manuscripts. He had found that a considerable

number were printed books. It is always of interest to note

how soon printed books arrived in this country from abroad.

1 Endowments of the University, ed. 1904, p. 23.
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The Rev. Dr H. P. Stokes referred to the long period

during which Rotlierarn's gifts of books extended. That such

donations commenced sometime before May 1475, when the

University enrolled his name among its benefactors, is shewn

by the fact that the book-plate long used by the University

Library had on it the Rotheram arms impaled with those of

the see of Rochester^ The prelate had in 1472 been translated

to Lincoln from the bishopric of Rochester (to which he had

been consecrated in 1468). Grace Book A contains several

references to Rotheram's donations of books to the University.

Such gifts continued after he had been made Archbishop of

York (1480); see, for instance, entries under date 1483-4.

Grace Book B would also show that the Archbishop continued

his ^ifts at least as late as the year 1492-3.

Apostle Spoons.

By H. D. Catling, B.A.

All authorities are agreed that apostle spoons were

initially designed as christening presents, though it is im-

possible to say exactly how and when the custom originated.

But certain it is that the practice extended over a period of

nearly two hundred years, a fact proved by existing specimens,

the oldest of which bears the hall-mark of 1493, while the

most modern dates from the year 1665. Opulent sponsors

seem to have given a complete set ; those of more moderate

circumstances, four spoons, while the poorer sort contented

themselves with the gift of one, bearing the figure of their own

patron saint, or of the saint after whom the child was named,

or to whom the child was dedicated.

It was, no doubt, with this custom in mind that Shakespeare

wrote the following passage in King Henry VIII, v. 2 :

'''King Henry. My lord of Canterbury,

I have a suit which you must not deny me
;

This is a fair young maid that yet wants baptism,

You must be godfather, and answer for her.

^ The Kotheram book-plate was only discontinued in the middle of the

nineteenth century.
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Granmer. The greatest monarch now alive may glory

In such an honour ; how may I deserve it,

That am a poor and humble subject to you?

King Henry. Come, come, my lord, you'd spare your spoons."

and again in the same play, v, 3 :

—

^'Porter. On my Christian conscience, this one Christening will beget

a thousand ; here will be father, godfather, and all together.

Man. The spoons will be the bigger. Sir."

Hone, too, in his Everyday Book, I. 179, writes: 'An
anecdote is related of Shakespeare and Ben Jonson which bears

upon the usage
;
Shakespeare was godfather to one of Jonson's

children, and after the christening, being in a deep study,

Jonson cheeringly asked him why he was so melancholy?
" Ben," said he, " I have been considering a great while what

should be the fittest gift for me to bestow upon my godchild,

and I have resolved it at last." "I prithee what?" said Ben.

"I' faith Ben," answered Shakespeare, "I'll give him a dozen

good latten spoons and thou shalt translate them."

'The word latten, intended as a play upon Latin, is the name
for thin iron tinned, of which spoons and similar small articles

of household use are sometimes made.'

Ben Jonson himself, in his Bartholomew Fair also mentions

the custom, and moreover particularises the fashioning of the

spoons:—**And all this for the hope of a couple of Apostle

spoons, and a cup to eat caudle in."

So Middleton, in his Comedy of a Chaste Maid of Cheap-

side :

Second Gossip. What has he given her? what is it. Gossip ?

Third Gossip. A faire high standing cup, two great 'postle spoons, one

of them gilt."

Again, in Beaumont and Fletcher's Noble Gentleman we

find :—

"I'll be a gossip, Bewford,

I have an odd Apostle spoon."

Lastly, and important as showing that the custom was then
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on the decline, we have fche fulUjwing passage in Shipman's

Gossips, published in 16()G :

—

"Especially since gossips now

Eat more at christenings, than bestow.

Formerly when they used to troul

Gilt bowls of sack, they gave the bowl,

Two spoons at least ; an use ill kept

;

'Tis well if now our own be left."

We now pass to a consideration of the spoons themselves.

Their name is, of course, derived from the figures of the

Apostles which they bear on the handles, and the emblems are

in strict accordance with primitive Christian tradition, being

probably taken from the Byzantine Manual, though it must be

admitted that this work omits St James the Less, St Jude,

and St Matthias, their places being taken by St Paul, St Luke,

and St Mark. In the emblems, as depicted on the spoons,

there is not much variation to be noted, but the saw is some-

times given to St Jude as well as to St Simon Zelotes. No
rule seems to have existed with respect to the position of the

emblems, since they are found on either side of the figure. In

length the spoons vary as much as an inch, the shortest known

to the writer being 6| ins., the longest 7f ins.; these latter

being at Christ's College, and presumably of foreign manu-

facture. In weight, too, a considerable difference is to be found,

but this is easily explained on the score of age, and according

as the spoons have been much or little used. In point of

rarity, the figure of the Saviour (or "Master" as it is always

designated) takes the foremost place, and was probably only

included in complete sets, a circumstance which is easily under-

stood when we consider the object of the spoons. The hat, or

nimbus, was, it is suggested, affixed to save the features of the

saint from effacement.

The rarity of the " Master" spoon has just been noted, but

how much more so is a complete set can best be illustrated by

the statement that only one^ such is believed to exist, viz. that

^ Since the above was written another set has made its appearance in a

London auction room where it realised the remarkable sum of £4900. The

existence of these spoons was unknown until a few weeks before the sale (vide
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which was sold early in 1901, and is known to collectors as the
' Swettenham ' set, from the Cheshire family to which it for-

merly belonged. These spoons bear the hall-mark of 1616.

One other so-called set is in the possession of the Gold-

smiths' Company, a gift from the late Mr George Lambert,

F.S.A., but the figures on these spoons are said by a leading

London expert to have been added at a date subsequent to the

hall-mark, and are therefore spurious.

Mention must also be made of the set in the possession of

Corpus Christi College
; but here again a difficulty presents

itself; for, while comprising the entire 13 spoons, they are

not all of the same year; one, supposed to represent St Paul,

being 50 years older than the others. These are doubtless the

13 spoons alluded to in the inscription on Archbishop Parker's

Standing Salt—"Salinum hoc cum pixide pro pipere in oper-

culo cum 13 coclearibus deauratis quae hent (habent) Chriim

(Christum) et aplos (apostolos)," more especially as his will

names " one spoon and twelve others." But this distinction

taken in conjunction with the hall-mark on the one spoon

(1515-16) suggests the theory that it may represent the sole

survivor of the set given by Dr Cosyn (Master 1487-1515):

—

"twelve new 'Master' and 'Apostles" spoons"—as the term
" new " would be correctly applied to an article made in the

year in which he died. Moreover, Archbishop Parker is known
to have recovered a salt given to the College by Dr Cosyn, and

Times, 17 July, 1903), in which they were catalogued as being " The property

of a gentleman in whose family they have descended as heirlooms for many
generations past." Each is 7^ ins. in length and bears the hall-mark of 1536,

the total weight of the set being 32 ozs. 19 dwts. They were thus described by

the auctioneers: "A complete set of 13 Henry the Eighth Silver Apostle

Spoons, the figures gilt, finely modelled and chased, the inside of the bowls

bearing the Sacred Monogram in black-letter contemporary engraved on hatched

ground in a circle."

The appearance of the Sacred Monogram suggests the theory that the set

was made for presentation to some abbey, as it is evident from the workmanship

that the engraving was executed before the spoons received the hall-mark.

Apart from the early date, the massive character and fine preservation of each

spoon makes the set of the highest importance, and it is also worthy of notice

that one of the Apostles represented is Judas Iscariot—a most unusual circum-

stance.
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this fact strongly supports the tlioory, although no mention is

anywhere made of the spoon beyond th.'it already given.

. Of the six aposthi spoons b(;longing to Christ's College

there is little to add beyond the fact that they form a part of

the Founder's bequest, and that on the division of Lady Mar-

garet's plate the remainder of the set went to St John's, where

all trace of them was lost.

The most noticeable features of the spoons now on exhibi-

tion^ is the period of time they cover, ranging as they do from

1561 to 1650—about half the period during which the custom

of presenting them prevailed. The figures of the apostles are

of the usual type, with the exception of the two specimens

representing St Peter. These are much larger than the ordi-

nary ones, especially the nimbus, and possibly represent a later

fashion, though it is impossible to be certain on the point, as

the date letter is wanting on each.

Taking them in the order of the hall-marks, we have :

—

(1) StJude. 1561-2. Black letter " D," small. Weight,

1 oz. ISdwts. Length, 7|in. The figure of the apostle is very

heavy, and the weight, together with the fresh appearance of

the engraving, induce the belief that the apostle is of later

date than the stem and bowl of the spoon, and possibly belongs

to the next century. The symbol is of unusual shape. The

rim of the nimbus is fluted, as is also the pedestal. The

maker's mark is a trefoil leaf in circle, which approximates

somewhat to that found on a tazza at Christ's College bearing

the date letter of 1572-3, and may correspond with a mark of

this description catalogued by Chaffers as found on apostle

spoons under the years 1562 and 1564.

(2) St James the Less. 1575-6. Black letter S," small.

Weight, loz, ISdwts. Length, 6| in. The nimbus and pedestal

are both plain. The maker's mark is undistinguishable, in

shaped shield.

(3) St James the Greater. 1589-0. Roman letter "M,"

capital. Weight, 1 oz. 11 dwts. Length, 7 in. The pedestal

is plain, and the nimbus of the variety known as " St Esprit,"

with eight rays. The maker's mark is a "W " in " C," or

1 May 11, 1903.
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crescent, contained in a shaped shield, and resembles that first

given by Cripps on a seal-headed spoon under date 1585-6,

and occurring on seal-headed spoons of 1590, 1596, 1602, 1603,

1609, 1611, and 1612.

(4) St Matthias. 1594-5. "Roman letter R," capital.

Weight, 1 oz. lOdwts. Length, 7J in. The figure is without

beard and carries, in addition to an axe, an emblem closely

resembling that borne by St James the Less—presumably a

cockle-shell. St Esprit nimbus, with eight rays. Plain pedestal.

The maker's mark is a " T " in crescent, in plain shield, which

is catalogued by Chaffers under the years 1602 and 1613, though

Cripps gives a somewhat similar mark under the year 1586-7.

Here it may be of interest to remark that only 11 speci-

mens of Elizabethan apostle spoons are catalogued by Cripps

and Chaffers, but as no two of them bear the same hall-mark

they may be included simply for the sake of the date letters

;

but in any case, the circumstance would point to a scarcity of

spoons of this period.

(5) St Matthew. 1610-11. Lombardic letter ''N," with

external cusps. Weight, 1 oz. 12dwts. Length, 7y3g in. The

figure carries a bag, and not the wallet illustrated by Cripps,

and found on this apostle in the Corpus set. St Esprit nimbus,

with eight rays. Pedestal engraved. The maker's mark is a

billet in a crescent similar to that first given by Cripps on a

seal-headed spoon of the year 1607-8, and occurring on similar

spoons of 1609, 1611 and 1612.

(6) St Philip. 1618-9. Italic letter "A," small. This

date letter cannot be guaranteed, but it certainly comes within

the period 1613-1638, and is most probably the one given.

Weight, 2 oz. 1 dwt. Length, 7 in. Plain nimbus and pedestal.

The maker's name is practically obliterated, but the remaining

traces seem to suggest that given on the preceding spoon.

(7) St Philip. 1629-0. Italic letter " M," small. Weight,

1 oz. 16dwts. Length, 7^ in. St Esprit nimbus, with seven

rays. Pedestal engraved. The maker's mark is apparently

E. 1. with pellet above and below, in shaped shield. No such

mark is given by Cripps, but Chaffers chronicles it under the

year 1640.
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(8) St James t,ho Greater. 1650-1. Court hand " N."

Weigl)t, 1 oz. 11 (Iwts. Length, 7 in. Plain nimbus and pedes-

tal. The maker's mark is 1. I., in plain shield, similar to that

given by Cripps under dates 1640- L and 1642-8, but without

the pellet below. Chaffers, however, records the mark as exist-

ing with the pellets variously placed on specimens of 1628,

1688, 1689, 1640, 1651, 1654, 1663, and 1665, which seems to

point to a maker (or family) of distinction in the trade.

This is a fine and rare specimen of the Commonwealth

period, when the silversmith's art suffered from the distractions

of the Civil War, and when but little trade was done, to judge

from the few specimens that have come down to us. Of Com-
monwealth spoons, indeed, but seven specimens are catalogued

;

of the years 1651 (4), 1654, 1655, and 1657, which justifies us

in assuming that this is, perhaps, the earliest apostle spoon of

the period now extant.

(9) St Jude. 1638 (?). Weight, 1 oz. 12 dwts. Length,

7 in. The emblem of the Apostle corresponds with that on the

spoon of 1561-2. St Esprit nimbus, with nine rays. Pedestal

plain.

This spoon bears the mark of Exeter (a crowned letter X)

in the bowl, in the place of the usual leopard's head. The

date can only be surmised, or, at best, approximated, as no

date letter appears to have been stamped on pieces made in

this city previous to the year 1701. The crowned X is the

earliest mark known, being subsequently changed to a tower of

three castles. Specimens of Exeter make are comparatively

common, 11 being catalogued by Chaffers, no less than seven

of which were formerly in the collection of the late Dr Ashford,

of Torquay. All have a date pounced on the back of the bowl,

though many are undoubtedly of earlier manufacture than the

figures inscribed. The one under notice bears the date 1638,

together with initials " I. M." which probably denote the name

of the child to whom the spoon was given. The maker's mark

is "E" over "A" surrounded by four pellets, and is thrice re-

peated on the stem, presumably to mark the standard of silver

employed. This mark also occurs on a spoon in the possession

of Mr Cripps, which came from Dr Ashford's collection.
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(10) St John. 1640 (?). Weight, 1 oz. 12dwts. Length,

7|in. Plain nimbus and pedestal. The date on this spoon is

pounced on the nimbus, with the initials " W. H." above, and
"R. C." below. The date letter is obliterated. The maker's

mark is apparently a six-rayed star, in shaped shield, but is

very indistinct. No such mark occurs in either Cripps or

Chaffers, but a five-rayed star is given under the year 1596.

As this is the second spoon exhibited with pounced initials

it may be as well to mention a specimen which seems to solve

all doubts as to their meaning: "A. H. Nata Ano Dni 1578.

Octob. 10. Inter Hor. 12 et Pri. in Aurora. Susceptore Gual.

Moyse," wherein it is certain that the initials denote the name
of the child, as suggested in the case of the previous spoon.

When a double set of initials occur it is probable that the

former denote the child ; the latter the sponsor.

(11) St Peter. Seventeenth century. Date letter oblite-

rated. Weight, 2 oz. 1 dwt. Length, 7 in. Nimbus plain, but

very large, with notched edge. Pedestal engraved. Key turned

outwards. The maker's mark is " I. I." with a pellet between,

in plain shield, which suggests that the maker was the same

(or of the same family) as that of the spoon of 1650-1, and

almost certainly fixes the date of the specimen as about the

middle of the seventeenth century.

(12) St Peter. (?) Weight, 2 oz. 1 dwt. Length, 7iin.

Date letter and maker's mark obliterated. St Esprit nimbus

large, with eight rays. Rim notched. Pedestal plain. Key
turned inwards. Only mark, the leopard's head on the stem

—

a most unusual position. The bowl is modern, with a rat-tail

pattern, and from the traces of elaborate ornament may prob-

ably be assigned to the early Georgian period.
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18 May, 1903.

At a Special Meeting, Mr Gray, President, in the Chair.

Exhibition of Objects found in or near
Barrington.

By the Rev. J. W. E. Conybeare, M.A.

These were derived, for the most part, from my own old

parish, Barrington, and with scarcely a single exception from

my own Rural Deanery of Barton, comprising the twenty

parishes lying immediately to the south of Cambridge.

These objects were all collected between 1873 and 1898,

and form part of a much larger store of similar, but less inter-

esting, finds; I may add that at least as many objects, almost

or quite as good, escaped me, some of which are now in our

Museum, others in the Library of Trinity College and elsewhere.

They were nearly all found during the process of coprolite

digging, which turned over many thousands of acres and un-

earthed the relics of bygone centuries, ranging from the earliest

prehistoric developments to the present day.

First in chronological order is the base of the antler of a

red deer, found in the gravel terrace which at Barrington lies

along the western bank of the Cam, some twelve feet above the

present water level, and is full of the bones of hippopotamus,

elephant, bison, and other mammals. Associated with these

are found such fragments as this one, of which the tines and

the brow antler have been cut or sawn off, or in another case,

broken oft', by human agency. They are fairly numerous. I

myself have got at least a dozen specimens, some from shed

horns, some broken from the skull. But what purpose they

served is unknown. In the Glastonbury museum may be seen

one used as an axe-head, the flint taking the place of the brow

antler, and the shaft that of the main antler. But none found
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in our neighbourhood show any signs of having ever been thus

adapted. Nor have I ever come across any of the missing

antlers, except, possibly, one solitary brow tine.

To the same period may be referred a burnt pebble, also

one of many showing the action of fire, which Vv^ere presumably

heated by the River-bed men to boil the water in their skin

vessels, a device known amongst savages not yet come to the

possession of fireproof caldrons.

Passing on to the neolithic period Barrington gives us a

few flint implements, none calling for any special remark,

except an axe-head, which is in the same half- finished state as

that to be seen in the Woodwardian Museum embedded in a

skull of Bos primigenius. From a tumulus in the neighbour-

ing parish of Triplow comes a jadite axe ; a fine specimen of

the weapons which, having their first origin in Central Asia

(where alone the material is found), spread all over Europe and

even to North America in prehistoric days.

The weapons of the bronze age are represented only by one

arrow-head, which, however, is interesting from the extreme

rarity of such finds in Northern Europe, though on the Mediter-

iranean shores they are fairly common.

There is not much undoubtedly British work. One small

pot (which contained incinerated fragments of bone when found)

looks like it ; and one green glass bead exactly corresponds to

the description (given in Gough's Camden 1789) of the "Druid

Glass Rings " or " Adder Beads "
:

"They are glass amulets, commonly about half as wide as our finger

rings, but much thicker, usually of a green colour...curiously waved...with

furrows on the outside.... Of these the vulgar opinion in Cornwall and

Wales is that they are produced by snakes joining their heads together and

hissing, which forms a kind of bubble like a ring.... Whoever found it was

to prosper in all his undertakings.... It seems very likely that these

Adder-beads were used as charms...amongst the Druids of Britain upon

the same occasion as the Snake-eggs amongst the Gaulish Druids i."

One little bronze swan brooch may, also, perhaps be of

1 One of these Gallic snake-eggs is described by Pliny, who had seen it, in

his chapter on the use of eggs, as a rough round object about the size of an

apple, used as a druidical amulet.
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British workmanship. An almost exact replica is in the British

Museum, labelled as having been found in the Thames when

the bed of the river was dug for the foundations of the present

London Bridge. But my own opinion is that it is more pro-

bably Roman. The spring shows that it is not Anglo-Saxon,

for those fibulae are never so constructed.

The district has furnished many examples of British coinage,

of which the best are in the possession of Sir John Evans. I

have only a few of quite ordinary type and in poor condition, all

from Barrington itself.

Roman coins, on the other hand, I got by the hundred,

never from hoards, but scattered singly all over the face of

the land. These too are almost all from Barrington, and of

little moment, though of interest as completely covering the

whole Roman occupation. One Judcea Capta is worth notice,

for tbese coins are not often found in Britain, and two of them

were found at Barrington ; also a Nerva, with its inscription

Vehiculatione Italice remissa and its device of horses loosed

from a chariot ; and yet more a Valentinian III, which came

from somewhat higher up the river, and which, so far as I know,

is the latest Roman coin yet found in Britain.

The coprolite diggers turned up scores of Roman ashpits,

from which endless fragments of pottery were procured, the

vessels in some cases being restorable (as in that of the big am-

phorae to be seen in Trinity College Library), Most were of coarse

and common character, with a little Samian, (one piece here

shown bearing the inscription of Cistio Titi, not otherwise

known), and a solitary bit of highly and most remarkably glazed

ware. From these ashpits were also obtained two thimbles,

obviously intended to be worn upon the thumb, and two or

three horse-shoes. In spite of the distrust expressed last year

by Professor Hughes, I see no reason whatever to doubt that

these articles were actually found in the ashpits, nor for dis-

puting the conclusion arrived at by Gesner that this method of

shoeing horses was introduced by Vegetius under Valentinian II.

The earlier shoes mentioned by Catullus and other classical

writers seem to have been such coverings for the hoof as are

worn by horses drawing mowing machines on College lawns.
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But these are nailed on in modern fashion. Millstones of

grit, puddingstone, and Niedermendig lava from the Rhine

occur with the Roman remains.

It is not however in Roman but in Anglo-Saxon remains

that Barrington and its district have proved most fertile. A
paper was read before the Society on 15 November 1880 by

Mr W. K. Foster, describing his systematic excavation of an

Anglo-Saxon cemetery there (presumably of the sixth century)^

For lack of some proper place to put it in this interesting

collection became dispersed ; some of the objects are in our

Museum, more in the Trinity Library, some were kept by

Mr Foster, and a few I have

:

(1) Cruciform fibula and one of the two pair of clasps found in the

same grave, all bronze gilt.

(2) A pair of clasps, bronze tinned.

(3) Necklet of beads with bronze ring ends.

These were all together under the head of a skeleton.

Hundreds of other beads were found, both in this cemetery and

throughout the district, but in no other case was it possible

to associate them.

By far the greater number of these beads are of amber,

which, at least in pre-Roman Britain, was the commonest of

all material for ornament, much more so than in any other

country.

From the same cemetery come some curious bronze articles,

which I take to have been connected with a lady's chatelaine.

At first sight they appear to be keys, but this can scarcely be,

first from their fragility and secondly because they obviously

were originally united by an iron pin at the top. They came

from a woman's grave, along with a spindle-whorl. Every such

grave contained at least one spindle-whorl, which acted as a

fiy-wheel for the bone or wooden spindle in daily use by every

respectable woman, (and continued to be so used, as a passage

by Sir Thomas More tells us, even to the sixteenth century),

with, occasionally, a bone needle, but very seldom any orna-

ment whatever. Such vanities were reserved for the men.

1 This paper will be found in Vol. v., No. ii. of our Reports, together with

twelve plates of objects found.

C.A.S.Covim. Vol. X. 30
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Aliriost every man's grave also contained some kind of

weapon, spear-head, or broadsword,—never any form of axe.

Such of these as I procured I gave to our museum, along with

the many bosses of the shields which formed the only trace of

defensive armour. Some of these bosses still bore traces of the

wooden bucklers of which they formed the centre. These

bucklers must have been quite small, for they were carried by

an iron handle across the boss itself (which thus protected the

hand), as shown in the figure on the summit of Mount St Michel.

I have one, and also an exceptionally good specimen of the seaxe,

the peculiarly national weapon from which the Saxons derived

their name and which chroniclers specially connect with the

acquisition both of their insular and their continental dominions.

The Historia Britonum tells us that the first fray between the

men of Hengist and their British hosts was begun by the cry

' Take your seaxes,' and Florence of Worcester says that the

German Saxony derives its name from ' the long and victorious

knives' with which savage invaders from the North exter-

minated the earlier inhabitants.

Very few Anglo-Saxon coins have been found in my
district, the best being the silver penny of Offa now in the

possession of Sir John Evans, and of which a facsimile may be

seen in Trinity Library. This was dug up in Barrington

parish. I have a sccetta ; it is a rude copy of Roman mintage,

the device on the reverse being intended for the Capitoline

wolf represented on the local coins of Rome. The bronze rings

used for money in the Anglo-Saxon period are however fairly

plenteous. Amongst them one heavily gilt specimen is worth

notice, as it was obviously intended to pass for gold ; the fraud

having been detected by breaking it.

Worthy, too, of notice is this bronze bracteate, the only

specimen found hereabouts of that form of ornament so common
amongst the Norsemen \ It is a sham curio, stamped with quasi-

Arabic characters, and was presumably passed off by some

Constantinopolitan dealer on one of the Varangian guard as a

genuine Saracen article. Similar sham curios, stamped with

quasi-hieroglyphics, are frequently to be seen in museums,

1 See Du Chaillu, The Viking Age, p. 332.
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and were presumably passed off on Greek travellers as ancient

Egyptian.

Passing on to mediaeval and later times my most interesting

finds have been two bullae. One of them, found near the site

of the ancient chapel of Our Lady of Whitehill, between Bar-

rington and Haslingfield, bears the name of Pope Martin Y.

The other bulla is the seal of Guerin de Montaigu, Grand

Master of the Hospitallers in 1232. It bears his name; and

on the reverse a highly conventional representation of the

shrine of the Holy Sepulchre. The Order had a house at

Wendy, the accounts of which for the year 1338 are still extant

and will be found in my History of Cambridgeshire.

Two armorial badges are presumably connected with the

Barons' War. One bears the royal arms, the three lions, the

other a butterfly
;
perhaps the device of the Papillon family.

MeditEval coins are, as might be expected, abundaot. My
series includes a few rare specimens ; a penny of John, and

another of Alexander King of Scots. I have also a jetton of

Mary Queen of Scots, which seems to be unique. It bears on

one side the arms of Scotland and France impaled, only the

latter being dimidiated, and on the other the device now borne

by the Earls of Galloway. The Divine hand pruning a barren

vine, with the motto * Virescit vulnere virtus.' Among the

remaining coins is one of the gun-metal shillings struck by

James II in 1689.

Nuremberg and Abbey tokens by the score, and a good

show of the later local tradesmen's tokens complete my list;

the result obtained by a single collector in one small area of

Cambridgeshire, an area which there is no reason whatever to

suppose specially fruitful from an archaeological point of view.

It is a measure of that fertility of the whole district insisted

on by Professor Hughes, and a measure of our need for a new
Museum,

Professor Eidgeway spoke upon the rarity of the bronzed arrow-head

in Northern Europe.

Professor Hughes spoke upon the geological conditions which had

determined the occupation of the district through successive ages.

30—2
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Baroii von IIugkl roriiarkcd on the jadito stone.

Professor Ridgeway drew attention to the frequeiicy witli which papal

bulls were found buried in walls.

Mr H. D, CJatIjINO exhibited a mediaeval ring which had been dis-

covered at Much Hadham in Essex.

ANNUAL REPORT.

The Council record with regret the deaths of the following

Members of the Society: The Reverend Charles Lawford Acland,

M.A., F.S.A., Member of Council; The Rt Hon. The Lord

Acton, LL.D., F.S.A. ; The Reverend Norman Macleod Ferrers,

D.D., F.R.S., Master of Gonville and Caius College ; John Lewis

ffytche, M.A. (Oxon.), F.S.A, ; Edmund John Mortlock, M.A.

;

The Reverend John William Pieters, B.D.

The Members of the Society now number 234 and the

Honorary Members 13.

During the past session ten meetings have been held, at

which the average attendance has been 31.

Eighteen communications have been made, namely : By
Mr C. P. AUix : On trances of an early settlement at Swaffham

Prior (read at a meeting on the site). By Mr J. W. Clark

:

(a) On the work done to the library of Eoceter Cathedral in the

year 1412; with a transcript and translation of the fabric-roll

in which the receipts and expenses are recorded, (b) On two

pieces offurniture in the same Cathedral which were probably

intended for the protection of books, (c) On some French and

Belgian libraries, (d) On the wheel desk in the Church of

St Nicholas, Great Yarmouth. By the Rev. J. W. E. Conybeare

:

Exhibition of objects collected in the neighbourhood of Barrington.

By Mr F. M. Cornford : On a fresco at Cortina. By Mr H. G.

Fordham : Exhibition of a small bronze ornament in the form of

a hog found in the neighbourhood of Guilden Morden. By Mr

J. E. Foster: On a charter relating to Anglesey Priory. By
Mr C. J. B. Gaskoin : On the University Wills in the Probate

Registry at Peterborough. By the Rev. R. A. Gatty : On
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Pigmy Flint Implements. By the Rev. W. O'F. Hughes and

Mr J. E. Foster : Exhibition of a pre-Reformation Paten from
Farcet, Hunts. By Dr C. S. Myers : On some early Christian

paintings at the Qreat Oasis. By Professor Ridgeway : On the

Origin of the Socket in North Europe. By Mr C. E. Sayle

:

(a) A Note on the Chapel of St John, Duocford (Whittlesford

Bridge), (h) On the Mortuary Roll of the Abbess of Lillechurch,

Kent. By Professor Skeat : On the Place-names of Huntingdon-

shire. By the Rev. A. C. Yorke : Exhibition of a wooden

knife-handle of the 14<th century, carved as a Franciscan.

Two Lectures have been given, namely : By Professor

W. Gowland, F.S.A.: On Stonehenge. By Dr W. H. Furness

:

On the Naga Hill Tribes, North-east India.

During tlie year the following works have been issued :

Proceedings No. XLiii.

Christ Church, Canterbury. I. The Chronicle of John Stone,

monk of Christ ChurcJi 1415-1471. II. List of the Deans,

Pi'iors, and Monks of Christ Church Monastery. Edited and

compiled by W. G. Searle, M.A. (Octavo Series, No. xxxiN^.

1902. )

Cambridge Gild Records. Edited by Mary Bateson with a

preface by W. Cunningham, D.D. (Octavo Series, No. xxxix.

1903. )

The following works are practically completed, and will, it is

hoped, be issued shortly :

The Feet of Fines for Huntingdonshire. Edited by J. C.

Tingey, M.A. and G. I. Turner.

The Accounts of the Churchwardens of Saint Mary the Great.

Edited by J. E. Foster, M.A.

The following have also been undertaken

:

f
Books of the Esquire Bedells. Edited by J. W. Clark, M.A.

f Pictor in Carmine. Edited by M. R. James, Litt.D.

1

J

Miss Mary Bateson has undertaken the task of editing

Grace Book B. It has been decided to issue the work in two
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parts tliG first of wliicli will bo ready in the course of the

present month. The work of editing Grace Book T is in the

hands of the Kev. W. G. Searle. The Council have issued an

appeal for contributions towards a general Editorial Fund to

meet the heavy expenses involved in the production of the

Series.

Excavations have been continued at Cherry Hinton, and a

report will be communicated to the Society.

An excursion was made to Fleam Dyke, Via Devana, and

Pampisford Ditch on the l7th of July. On the 7th of August

an excursion was made to Bottisham and Anglesey Abbey.

Bottisham Church was first visited and the party then pro-

ceeded to the Hall
;
they were conducted over the grounds,

including the moated site of the old house, and were shewn

the objects of antiquarian interest by Mr R. B. Jenyns. Thence

they drove to Anglesey Abbey, where they were entertained

by the Eev. J. G. Clark and Mrs Clark.

The Council have decided to revive the visits to Colleges

which were so successful in 1886, 1887, and 1888. On the

12th of February a visit was paid to Peterhouse under the

guidance of Mr J. W. Clark, and the party was subsequently

entertained by the Master.

On the 19th of March an excursion was made to Swaffham

Prior, to see the traces of an early settlement discovered by

Mr AUix. Mr Allix read a paper on the subject, and after-

wards exhibited the objects which had been found.

As will be seen by reference to the Treasurer's Statement,

the Society has this year again been called upon to meet heavy

demands in connexion with the making and draining of the

roads at Barnwell on which the ground of the Priory abuts.

The building and site, generously presented to the Society by

Mr Sturton, being entirely un remunerative, the whole of this

charge falls upon the revenue of the Society.

An exchange of publications has been arranged with the

Finnish Archaeological Society and with the University of

Upsala, Sweden.
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NEW MEMBERS ELECTED 1902-8.

1902. Oct. 20. Professor Sir Robert Stawell Ball, M.A., RRS.
Miss Gertrude Gwendolen Bevan Crewdson.

James Binney, M.A.

Herbert Edward Gray, M.A.

Miss Mary Charlotte Greene.

Charles Henry Hawes, B.A.

Ernest Lloyd Jones, M.D.

Charles Samuel Myers, M.D.

Miss Emma Smith.

Mrs Catherine Burning Whetham.

Rev. Alexander Campbell Yorke, M.A.

Nov. 10. Arthur Barrett.

1903. March 30. Herbert Flack Bird.

William Henry St John Hope, M.A. (Honorary

Member).

May 4. Edward Joseph Dent, M.A., Mus.B.
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ADDITIONS TO THE LIBRAEY

DURING THE YEAR ENDING 12 MAY 1903.
'

A. From Societies, etc. in union for the exchange of publications :

Great Britain, etc.

Society of Antiquaries of London

:

Proceedings, Vol. xix. Part 1.

Royal Society of Antiquaries of Scotland

:

Proceedings, Vol. xxxvi.

Koyal Society of Antiquaries of Ireland :

Journal, Fifth Series, Vol. xii, pp. 113—end ; Vol. xiii, pp. 1—112.

55th Yearly Session Report, &c.

Cambrian Archaeological Association :

Archaeologia Cambrensis (Sixth Series), Vol. ii, Parts 2—4 ; Vol. iii,

Parts 1, 2.

Royal Archaeological Institute of Great Britain and Ireland

:

Journal, Nos. 232, 234—236.

British Archaeological Association :

Journal, New Series, Vol. viii. Vol. ix. Part 1.

Society of Architects

:

The Architect's Magazine, Nos. 21—25, 27—32.

Year Book, 1903.

Chester, Architectural, &c.. Society of

:

Journal, New Series, Vol. ix.

Clifton' Antiquarian Club

:

Proceedings, Vol. v, Part 2.
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Essex Arcliaeological Society

:

Tr;ins<acti()iis, Vol. vni, Part 4; Vol. ix, Part 1.

Glasgow Archaeological Society:

Transactions, New Series, Vol. i; Vol. ii, Parts 1, 2 ; Vol. iii, Parts

1, 2 ; Vol. IV, Parts 1, 2, 3.

Herts. East Hertfordshire Archaeological Society

:

Transactions, Vol. ii, Part 1.

Jersey. Societe Jersiaise

:

Bulletin Annuel, 1903.

Actes des Etats, &c. 1902.

"Ancient Petitions of the Chancery and the Exchequer." Publication

speciale, 1902.

Kent Archaeological Society :

Archaeologia Cantiana, Vol. xxv.

Lancashire and Yorkshire Antiquarian Society :

Transactions. Vols, xvii, xviii.

London and Middlesex Archaeological Society :

Transactions, Vol. i, Part 4.

Newcastle-upon-Tyne, Society of Antiquaries of

:

Archaeologia Aeliana, Vol. xxiv, Part 2.

Proceedings, Vol. x, Nos. 19—30.

Parish Registers of Elsdon, pp. 201—248.

Norfolk and Norwich Archaeological Society

:

Original Papers, Vol, xv, No. 1.

Marriages recorded in the Cathedral Church of Norwich 1697—1754,

1902.

Powys-Land Club :

Montgomeryshire Collections, Vol. xxxii, Parts 2, 3.

St Paul's Ecclesiological Society.

Transactions, Vol. v, Part 2.

Shropshire Archaeological and Natural History Society

:

Transactions, 3rd Series, Vol. ii, Parts 2, 3 ;
iii, Parts 1, 2.

Somersetshire Archaeological and Natural History Society

:

Proceedings, Vol. xlviii.
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Suffolk Institute of Archaeology and Natural History

:

Proceedings, Vol. xi, Part 2.

Surrey Archaeological Society :

Collections of the Society, Vol. xvii.

Sussex Archaeological Society :

Collections, Vol. xlv.

Yorkshire. Thoresby Society, Leeds :

Calverley Charters, Vol. vi, Part 2.

The Coucher Book of Kirkstall Abbey, Vol. viii, Part 2.

Archaeological Society :

Journal, Vol. xvii. Parts 1, 2.

France.

Societe Archeologique du Midi de la France

:

Les etablissements Gallo-Komains, &c. Par M. L. Joulin, 1901.

Societe Nationale des Antiquaires de France :

Bulletin. 1902, ii—iv
; 1903, i.

Bulletin et Memoires (Memoires), Vol. lxi.

Mettensia, iii.

Constantine (Algeria), Societe Archeologique de :

Recueil des Notices et Memoires, Ser. 4, Vol. iv. (1901).

Morbihan, Society Polymathique du :

Bulletin, 1901.

Touraine, Societe Archeologique de

:

Bulletin, 1901, iv; 1902, i—iv.

Table des Bulletins et Memoires 1864 h 1900.

Germany.

Altona, the Museum

;

Mitteilungen, 1902. Heft 1, 2.

Jena. Der Verein fur Thiiringische Geschichte und Altertumskunde

Thiiringische Geschichtsquellen, N. F., v.

Zeitschrift, N. F., xi, Heft 3 ;
xii. Heft 3, 4 ;

xiii, Heft 1, 2.

Posen, Historische Gesellschaft fur die Provinz :

Zeitschrift, xvii, 1, 2.

Historische Monatsblatter, iii, 1— 12.
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Italy.

Rome, Iji-itisli and American Archaeological Society of

:

Journal, Vol. iii, Part 4.

Finland.

Helsingfors. Soci^td Finlandaise d'Archeologic :

Firiska FornminnesforeningenH tidnkrift. Vol. xxii.

Finskt museum. Publ. Vol, ix.

Suomen Museo. Vol. ix.

From the Finnische Altertumsgesellschaft :

Zeitschrift. xxi. 1901.

Sweden.

Stockholm. Kongl. Vitterhets Historie och Antiqvitets Akademien :

Manadsblad, 1897.

Antiqvarisk tidskrift. xvii, 1, 2.

Upsala, University of

:

Kongl. Humanistiska Vetenskapssamfundet. Skrifter, Vols, iv—vii.

Arsskrift. 1870, No. 2; 1877, Nos. 1, 4; 1880, No. 6; 1881, No. 1;

Program, 1900—2.

Almgren, 0. Nordeuropaische Fibelformen. i. Text ; ii. Tafeln. 1897.

Annerstadt, C. Om samhallsklasser och lefnadssatt. 8vo. 1896.

Bjorkander, A. Visby stads aldsta historia. 8vo. 1898.

Bjorkman. Scandmavian Loan-words, i. 8vo. 1900.

Brate, E. Nordische Lehnworter. 8vo. 1884.

Bugge. Euneskriften. 4to. 1877.

Celsius. Bibliothecae Upsaliensis Historia. 8vo. 1745.

Dahlstedt, A. Ehythm and word-order in Anglo-Saxon. 8vo. Lund.

1901.

Dieterich, U. W. Eunen-Worterbuch. 8vo. Stockholm. 1844.

Falk, J. Etude sociale sur les Chansons de Geste. 8vo. 1899.

Forsgren, G. Bidrag till svenska gref- och friherreskapens Hist. i. 8vo.

1885.

Gotlandska kyrkor. Ser. 1. 4to. 1897.

Gummerus, J. Synodalstatuter. 8vo. 1902.

Hall, F. Cistercienserordens historia. 8vo. 1898.

Hall, F. Vreta Kloster. 4to. 1902.

Hellsing, G. The Turfmoor Stormur in Gestrikland. 8vo. 1896.

Kallas, 0. Die Wiederholungslieder d. estnischen Volkspoesie. i. 8vo.

1901.

Kempff, H. Harmsol. 8vo. 1867.
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Ljuuggren, S. A, De gente patricia Claudiorum nonnulla. i. 8vo. 1898.

Logdberg, L. E. Animadversiones de actione IIAPANOMfiN. 8vo. 1898.

Lonborg, S. Adam of Bremen. 8vo. 1897.

Mahnatrom, C. G. Bidrag till Sverges medeltidshistoria. 8vo. 1902.
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History of Discovery and Development of Work.

This earthwork was brought to light in the course of some

excavations made in the spring of 1893 by Messrs Crawley and

Louis Tebbutt with a view to opening up a quarry on the east side

of the road above the great Cherryhinton chalk-pit. They kindly

informed me of the discovery, and offered every facility for carrying

on the investigations. The first published notice of the discovery

appeared anonymously in the Cambridgeshire Weekly News of May 5,

1893. This I afterwards learned was by Mr W. E,. Brown, whose

pencil and pen have preserved the record of so many other interesting

local facts and objects for us\ In the same year I drew the attention

of the Society to the discovery. The name War Ditches was given

on the authority of Mr Brown, who said that he had heard it applied

to the ancient ditch of which the older inhabitants informed him

that they recollected traces still in existence near the Reservoir. I

also learned by enquiry that the name was known by the older

people, but my information was not of much value as the discovery

and the name had been a good deal talked about before I began to

make enquiries as to what the place was called.

The names Quarry Field and Quarry Hill were probably derived

from one or more of the now disused chalk-pits which occur along

either side of the road above the great quarry. The picturesque

hummocky ground at the foot of the hill is an ancient pit just

touching the Burwell Rock at the bottom, where a good well marks

that waterbearing stratum. It is therefore on the same horizon as

the great pit now worked by Messrs Swan close by. Near the top

of the hill on the east of the road from the village to the Reservoir,

in that higher part of the chalk which is geologically distinguished

as the zone of Rhynchonella Cuvieri, there is another old quarry

from which I was told material for building the new part of

Caius College was procured. I presume that what was meant was

that they burnt lime here and perhaps carted some clunch for

internal work, but whether this was for the alterations and extension

carried out in 1853-4 or those of 1868-70', or for other smaller

works of reconstruction, I have not been able to ascertain. This pit is

of considerable interest for our present enquiry, as the ancient earth-

^ Mems and Gems of Old Cambridge Lore. Leaflets of Local Lore. Cam-

bridgeshire Cameos.

2 Venn, Gains College, Vol. iii. p. 146.

C. A. S. Comm. Vol. X. 31
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work known ixh tlio War Ditclies runs through it for about 100 yards.

The pit opened by Messrs Crawley and Tebbutt is on the same geo-

logical horizon. '^I'wo other old quarries occur close to the Jleservoir

a little further along the road to the south. At the present time

there is nowhere any indication of the War Ditches on the surface

of the ground, and we must consider the possibility that the local

traditions and names were suggested by what was observed during

the construction of the Reservoir and the opening of Oaius College

Chalk-pit. A careful examination of the surface soil and of the

upper layers of the infilling of the ditch makes it apparent that

there was, at a comparatively recent time, a levelling of the ground

during which a good deal of broken chalk was strewn about on the

surface. I shall refer to this again in the detailed description of

the sections. Moreover the ground is now quite level around the

Reservoir where the chalk must have been excavated to a depth of

many feet. Also near the Caius Chalk-pit, around which the

" callow " and useless superficial rubble must at one time have been

lying in irregular heaps and banks, the ground is now quite even. All

this looks as if there had been on the completion of the Reservoir a

great levelling of the ground, after which agricultural operations

kept filling up any inequalities that w^ere caused by the settling down

of the unconsolidated debris in the ditch. I learned from Mr William

Beales, who farmed the land near the Reservoir, that the ditch ran

through the north side of the Reservoir. I also heard incidentally that

" Christians' bones " were found when the pipes were being laid along-

side the farm roadway from the Waterworks to the Reservoir, but as

the exact spot was not known, the workmen may have crossed some

of the graves, which as we shall see are not uncommon here, or may
have found human bones in the great ditch, I think we may be

satisfied in this case that they must have seen skulls or enough to

justify them in determining these to be human remains as all the

ground is full of the bones of domestic animals.

Thus it is possible that the local traditions and names may be

traced no further back than the construction of the Reservoir or the

opening of the Oaius College pit.

It might have seemed curious that no record should have been

kept of such a remarkable structure as the War Ditches, or of the

curious relics that must have been found in it, had we not many
more recent examples of important historical records having been

accidentally unearthed, but no information given to anybody ac-
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quainted with such matters, except where perhaps an intelligent

workman had found somebody sufficiently interested in them to

repay him for his trouble in carrying the news.

The fences on that part of the hill are all new and cannot

therefore by themselves be accepted as indicating the original

boundaries. It would be worth while for anyone, who had the time

and opportunity, to hunt up any early documents in which the

divisions of property are recorded and ancient names mentioned.

The deeds in the possession of the Waterworks Company, which

by the kindness of Mr W. W. Gray I have had an opportunity of

examining, although they furnish much interesting information

respecting the common land and proprietors at different times, do

not throw any light upon the War Ditches.

^ffl Upper Portion only Removed.

Fig. 1. Plan showing progress of work.

The human remains were submitted to Prof. Macalister and

Mr Duckworth, and on Feb. 12, 1894, Professor Macalister and I

communicated to the Society^ the results of our various observations.

During all this earlier time we were dependent upon the progress of

excavations which were being carried on for other purposes than

those of archaeological research, and although by the courtesy of Mr
Louis Tebbutt every facility was offered and his work often delayed,

we could not watch the relative position of everything in the way

1 R. xxxvi. 24.

31—2
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which was possible when we were directing the operations entirely

with a view to obtaining historical evidence. We were therefore

not always sure of the mode of occurrence of the objects found in

the first part of the work, namely from the fence (which divides the

" Caius pit " field from what we will call Tebbutt's field ") as far as

the kiln constructed by Messrs Crawley and Tebbutt,—that is, from

A to B on the plan. (Fig. 1.)

The roadway into the quarry passed nearly at right angles through

the ditch which was soon traversed. The pit moreover did not

answer the expectations of its owners and was given up, so that for

eight years no further excavations were carried on either along the

ditch or to the east over the area included within it. In the spring

of 1901 it was proposed that the Society should undertake systematic

excavations on the site, and again by the kindness of Mr Tebbutt

efficient workmen were secured and the work was commenced in the

autumn. The arrangements and the superintendence of the work

were left to me, and I have to acknowledge the co-operation of many

friends in watching the excavations, and in many cases giving very

effective assistance in the digging.

Among those who helped I must especially mention Mr S. C.

Kaines Smith of Magdalene College, Mr Barker and party from

Bourn, the Rev. T. D. Gray from Babraham, Mr C. P. Allix of

Swaffham Prior, and the Rev. A. C. Yorke of Fowlmere, while, with

the luck that undergraduates always have, to discount a little from

the effect of youthful vigour and enthusiasm, some of the best

results were obtained after the work of this Society was finished by

a party who did the whole of the work themselves under my direction

in the spring of 1903. The original party consisted of Mr M. S.

Cockin of Caius, Mr A. A. McC. Mitchell, Mr A. Blackie, Mr J.

Clague and Mr T. P. Wood of Peterhouse, Mr Schon of Trinity

and Mr Fletcher of St John's, who were afterwards joined by

several others.

A very small part of the site has been explored, as may be seen

by reference to the plan (Fig. 1), therefore this report cannot be

considered final. It merely gives as accurate an account as may
be of what has so far been actually seen, with a statement here

and there of impressions, and hearsay information, gained during

the progress of the work, which may help future explorers.



Fig. 2. Map of District.
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The Site.

By reforenco to tlio Ordnance inap.s it will b(; scon at once tliat this

is a very important site and one on which some defensive work might

be expected to occur. A spur of tlie Gogmagog Hills runs out from

the plateau on which stands Wandlebury and numerous other ancient

works, and the high ground suddenly ends here above Cherryhinton

in a steep slope, at the foot of which strong, never-failing springs feed

an arm of the Fens. Of course we must restore the slope as indi-

cated by the existing shape of the ground to the north and south of

the great quarries. It is certain that the Romans quarried the

lower part of the chalk in this district, at Reach for example,

but the extensive excavations that form such a marked feature on

the hillside near Cherryhinton are of much more recent date.

Before Roman times w^e do not know that the chalk was quarried

at all for building purposes. It was dug out only in the con-

struction of ramparts or similar works, when it appears to have

been broken up into small fragments such as could easily be carried

away in baskets.

The great earthwork which runs by Worsted Lodge, north-west

to the end of the Worts' causeway, leaving Wandlebury half a mile

to the south-west, would if produced nearly touch the Reservoir.

Whether or not this bank and fosse represent an ancient road or,

as is most probable, was one of our East Anglian dykes afterwards

modified somewhat and used as a road, its occurrence increases the

importance of the earthwork recently discovered on the top of the

blufi" above Cherryhinton.

A workman informed us that his father had spoken to him of a

narrow belt upon which the crops indicated a deeper moister soil

running from the south side of the Reservoir across the fields

in the direction of the Worsted Lodge earthwork. He added that

in certain conditions of crops and seasons he had himself frequently

seen it clearly marked across the hollow, pointing out to us the exact

line. I have thought it might be useful to show this upon the map
in case it should some day be possible to enquire whether there was

any connection between the War Ditches and the Worsted Lodge

earthwork.

The length of ditch opened by Messrs Crawley and Tebbutt,

between the north fence of the roadway into the quarry and the new

lime-kiln, Segment I. of Plan (Fig. 1), was not sufficient to indicate
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the form and extent of the earthwork, but the investigation entered

upon a new phase when in 1901 it was proposed that the Society-

should undertake systematic excavations in the district and the War
Ditches were selected as one of the first sites to be explored.

I decided to open the fosse to the very bottom on the south side

of the kiln Segment II. and to keep a clear face in front of us as we
proceeded, so as to be able at any rate to settle some of the difficult

questions raised in the more hurried excavations previously carried

on.

For instance, we wanted to find out whether or not the layers

were continuous above the skeletons and whether from that or other

evidence we could make out that the bodies had been buried or only

thrown into the ditch ; whether the infilling of the ditch was due to

the crumbling down of the sides, the growth of vegetation, and the

gradual accumulation of soil by wind, rain, and other accidents, or

whether the material appeared to have been deliberately thrown in

with a view to filling it up ; whether the various groups of objects

which from previous experience we were inclined to assign to

difierent ages occurred in distinct layers or were mixed up all

through. In fact we wanted not only to make a collection of in-

teresting objects but to learn what episodes of our early history were

illustrated here.

We found that the fosse curved steadily round as if to pass under

the Reservoir, and this worked up the slow memories of some of

the oldest inhabitants and produced further information more or less

trustworthy. It also enabled us to estimate the size and position of

our earthwork on the assumption that it was circular, like Ring

Hill, Wandlebury, and Arbury. This assumption proved to be

correct, and even with my spud I verified the line of the fosse

through the Caius Chalk-pit. This point was settled by one more

deep section, which we call " Kirkpatrick's Pit" because in it the

Master of Selwyn in one short afternoon's dig collected all the best

specimens that have been obtained from the east side of the earth-

work. The diameter of this circle measured from the outside of the

fosse is 500 feet. That of Belsar's Hill is 880' x 750', of Arbury is

900', Wandlebury 1000', Ring Hill 1700' x 1300', Wallbury Camp
1970' X 1450'.
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The Fosse.

First Segment.

I have called each continuously excavated portion, with un-

explored ground between, a segment ; other suVjdivisions I have

referred to by capital letters. On the plan (Fig. 1) I have indicated

in black the portions entirely cleared out to the bottom, and by

cross-hatching the portions over which only the upper layers have

been removed.

The section first seen in May and June 1893 varied from day to

day in some small details but in general character and contents there

Fig. 3. Section across fosse in First Segment.

was not much difference between one part and another, from the

north fence of the roadway into the quarry as far as the kiln, i.e.

in the first segment A to B, which is all that was then opened. The

section Figure 3 gives the general sequence and the position of the

skeletons.

The surface soil passed quite evenly over the fosse. The chalk

was somewhat rubbly on top but soon became solid and hard, though

strongly jointed. It was of such a character as would be quite easy

to remove with rude appliances. The fosse was about 15 feet broad

across the top. The sides curved downwards so as to be nearly

vertical for the last 4 feet, which indicated that they had been

long exposed to the action of the weather, the part which was
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covered from time to time by the talus being protected and the part

above the talus being longest exposed and therefore most cut back.

The lowest 4 feet consisted of chalk rubble such as might

have crumbled down from the sides when the fosse was first made

and the sides of bare chalk were exposed to frost and sun and rain.

In this division a few bones of ox, sheep, and pig were found but no

pottery nor worked flints. This part however was not carefully

examined and the negative evidence is not of much value. At
about 9 or 10 feet from the surface there were layers of humus

and of pieces of chalk so arranged as to indicate that there had

been a growth of vegetation, a washing down of the surface soil

alternating with an artificial throwing in of broken chalk chiefly

from the east side. It looked as if the chalk which had been dug

out of the fosse had been heaped up on the east side to form a

vallum and that some of this had every now and then been thrown

back into the fosse.

Here and there were scattered fragments or layers of charcoal.

The explanation of this became more clear in later excavations,

for the pieces of charcoal became larger as we followed the fosse

towards the Reservoir, being sometimes 6 inches long and 2J inches

in diameter. They were also more distinctly associated with burnt

earth and stones and more or less carefully constructed fireplaces.

At a depth of about 8 feet a number of skeletons were

found lying stretched out in the length of the fosse. Our first

impression was that they had been laid out at the bottom of the

ditch and covered by throwing debris over them from above. By
and by we had reasons for questioning this inference. In the earth

associated with these skeletons there were many fragments of

common domestic ware such as I have referred to as a survival of

Roman types through post-Roman times. Below the skeletons there

was no pottery fovmd here, but only a few bones of domestic animals.

In all this part of the excavation there was no essential diS'erence

in the character of the fosse or of the materials with which it was

filled or of the objects found in the deposit.

Second Segment.

In the next segment (see section, Fig. 4), which extended from the

kiln to within 30 feet of the hedge of the farm road which runs along

the north side of the Reservoir, the general appearance of the section

was much the same ; but the details varied a good deal and several
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(lonbts and dillicultie,s wliicli had proH(3nted themselves to ns in the

eaili(;r part of the excavations were cleared up. The form and

depth of the fosse in the second segment grew slightly shallower as

we advanc(;d. The various layers were still quite distinct: The

chalk rubble evenly crumbled from either side filled the bottom
;

the middle part consisted of alternations of humus and fragments of

chalk which looked as if they were the material thrown out when

the fosse was originally made ; and above this came a layer of frag-

ments of chalk often resting on an old surface soil and apparently

the result of levelling the ground at some time quite recent compared

with that of the underlying deposits. Over all came the modern

surface soil.

Fia. 4. Section across fosse in Second Segment.

Now we began to find in the lowest deposit, besides the bones

of domestic animals^ dressed flints and fragments of a coarse rough

ware made of a clay full of calcined flint chips which showed as

white angular specks throughout.

The middle deposits were however the most interesting, as they now
showed distinct traces of fire, not merely scattered charcoal or even

layers of charcoal, but pits dug in the layers of earth and chalk at

the bottom of the half-filled ditch, and evidence of fires having been

lighted at the bottom of these pits as if in a sunk fireplace. There

were also great quantities of burnt earth, burnt stones, and sometimes

large stones built into a kind of oven with the charcoal at the bottom

and the soot in the interstices. Sometimes the fire appears to have

been lighted all along the bottom of the fosse for 12 feet or more, a
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custom which we were told by Mv Barker of Bourn, who greatly

helped us in all this part of the excavation, was still common when

troops are camping out, as it is easier to keep the fire alight in this

way and more convenient to make use of it for cooking purposes.

At any rate here we had come upon the contemporary fires which

furnished the charcoal which we found in layers or scattered along

the bottom of the fosse elsewhere. These fires were not all at one

level but evidence of successive fires one above the other was often

seen. These point to either continuous or intermittent occupations

throughout a long period. In one case we found the large stones

laid out to form a floor. These stones consist of large nodules and

slabs of light grey mottled tuberous flint, boulders of quartzite,

such as occur in the drift, and, occasionally, of such exceptional

fragments as the broken pieces of a quern of Niedermendig lava.

Fig. 5. Another section across fosse in Second Segment.

A little further on the fireplaces were modified by having a

wall built of single stones, chiefly flint, placed one above the other

on either side, but in one case not extending as far as the fire in the

original pit, so that the wall of stones on the inner side rose out of

the ashes of the older fireplace. The layer or pavement of stones

which came up to the older fireplace in the former section now

extended right across the top of the new walled fireplace in a manner

that would have been impossible when it was in use. Some of the

flat slabs of flint were as much as 10 inches across. The thick

masses of burnt earth and stones often appeared to be rather of the

nature of ash-pits into which the sweepings of the fireplaces were

thrown from time to time, because the earth was uniformly burnt all
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tlirough and had no stones in it. Where the fire had been lighted

on the earthen floor the soil and included fragments showed less and

less niai'ks of fii-e at increasing depths from the fire, and its efiect

did not penetrate far downward.

Skeletons were not so numerous here as they were in the first

segment, nor did they show that general regularity of deposition

which appeared to prevail there. But as we did not see them all

taken out in the earlier excavations we cannot lay too much stress

on this point, but we certainly did remark that there were missing

portions there the absence of which we were unable to explain.

Now however where we were able to carry on operations our own

way we clearly established the fact that some of the bodies had been

dismembered before the ligaments had so far perished as to allow

the separate bones to get scattered. They also occurred somewhat

nearer the bottom of the fosse in this segment than where first

found. This may only mean that the fosse had not been filled up to

the same extent here, and the skeletons may still belong to the same

time. About the middle of this segment in the part of the section

marked X (Fig. 4) the bones of a baby were found just below the fire-

place described above, and one fire deeper down had been lighted imme-

diately above where a body had been previously thrown in so that the

upper part of the skull was charred. A little further on the bones

of a child perhaps 7 or 8 years old were found at about the same

depth as those of the baby. The skeletons of adults were all much

deeper down, and the occupation of the fosse by the people who

lighted the fires and threw in such large quantities of broken pottery

was later, and must have lasted over a considerable period, as there

were successive accumulations of humus, burnt earth, charcoal, and

layers of chalk fragments thrown in, here as everywhere chiefly

from the inner side of the fosse.

The quantity of pottery in the top layers increased considerably

as we followed the fosse round in the direction of the Reservoir.

In this part of the fosse the fine biscuit ware with slip ornament

(Figs. 8 to 20), of which a few fragments occurred everywhere in the

upper layers, became much more common, and in one of our latest

diggings between C and D in the Second Segment the large earthen

grain-pan (Fig. 43) was found so close to the original surface that it

could hardly have escaped deep cultivators. As it was it was found

broken in pieces, the upper part lying near the lower as if it had

been caught and torn out by a plough and been reburied to get
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it out of the way. Pieces of at least one other similar vessel were

also found close by.

For the last 10 feet of the Second Segment we dug out only

the upper half of the deposits and verified the continuation of the

fosse up to the farm road by a trench E which we cut across it close

under the hedge. See plan, Fig. 1. The rest of this part of the

fosse from D to E and the part which is under the road is untouched
;

we also left 10 feet on the south side of the road, as we were

informed that pipes connected with the waterworks ran alongside

this hedge.

Third Segment.

In this Segment (F to H) we cleared out the fosse to the bottom

as we had done on the north side of the road, and turned over the

lowest deposits, which yielded very little, to about half way to the

Reservoir (F to G)
;
beyond that (G to H) we removed only the

upper deposits, which were of the same general character as in the

previous parts of the excavation but far more rich both in the

quantity and quality of the remains found. The fireplaces were

constructed with bricks in clay-lined cavities with brick supports

for cooking utensils. There was a large proportion of the fine ware

with slip ornament, and here the bronze fibula was found.

Fig. 6. Section across fosse in Third Segment.

If the fosse was filled up by throwing back the material which

had been dug out of it and that material had been heaped up to

form a vallum on the inner side, then it is clear that the deepest part

would as time went on work out towards the outer margin, and we

did find that the fireplaces, which appear to have been constructed

in what was from time to time the lowest part, were nearer the
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oiitsid(> edgo of the foHS(i. The character of the deposits in this

segment is shown in Figure 6.

Our excavation was here stopped by the Reservoir and the only

knowledge we have at present as to the extension of the fosse in

that direction is that obtained from the late Mr Wm. Beales, who

informed us that when the reservoir was being made a ditch similar

to that which we had been following had been traced right across it

and that the impression of those who saw it was that it was striking

for and had something to do with the great Balsham Dyke. We
cut a trench close to the palings in the east side of the Reservoir and

found some pottery.

We now returned to follow it northwards from A where it was

first touched in the entrance to Tebbutt's Pit. Here there was a

slight but very suggestive feature running in the direction of

Cherryhinton. This however proved to have nothing to do with the

fosse, being entirely superficial and due to agricultural operations.

The line of the fosse was made out by calculating where it was

likely to be found from the segments which we had opened. We
first traced it into the Caius Pit at the point marked L on the

plan. It then appeared to have run entirely within the area

excavated for the quarry, but we hit it ofi" at the first trial close to

the bush marked. K on the plan. There was no longer any doubt

as to its form and position and we completed the evidence by a

small excavation close to the farm road north-east of the Reservoir

in what we have named Kirkpatrick's Pit.

The "War Ditches" are thus proved to be a circular entrenchment

1666 feet in circumference, constructed upon the flat top of the spur

of the Gogmagogs above Oherryhinton. There is evidence that the

whole hill top was occupied by settlements the household refuse from

which is scattered through the soil all over the ground and occurs

also in the debris which fills the fosse.

We must now make a more detailed comparative study of the

objects found in order to attempt an historical correlation of these

with other discoveries in the district.

The objects found in the lowest strata.

When first a great work such as the War Ditches was constructed

the bare chalk on either side would crumble down under the influence

of weather, and the talus so produced would fill the bottom of the

fosse. A few common instruments such as flint scrapers or strike-
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a-lights would occasionally fall in and be lost; a few bones when

picked might be thrown away into it or carried there by dogs and other

animals, and a few potsherds on the surface of the ground might

finally come to rest at the bottom of the ditch. But there would be

no deliberate shooting of rubbish on a large scale into it as long as

it was looked upon as a protection against sudden attack. Thus we

might expect to find in the lower strata but few traces of the domestic

appliances of the people who made it and were of course interested

in keeping it deep and steep.

That agrees exactly with what we find to be the case in the lowest

division of this fosse (Figs. 4 &, 6). There are a few flint chips and

occasionally a more finished instrument, such as one of those disc-

oidal flakes evenly dressed along one edge, either with a view to

make a more efiicient scraper or for use as a strike-a-light, or for

both purposes.

There were bones, evidently by their condition and mode of

fracture the remains of cooked food as the limbs were always

separated at the joints and no gristle or cartilage remained to hold

them together. Many of the bones were broken as if to get at the

marrow. They must have been cooked elsewhere for there were in

this part no signs of fires except some isolated bits of charcoal, nor

any other traces of organic matter or growth of vegetation except

where some of the surface soil had crumbled down with the chalk

rubble. The animals of which bones were found were ox, pig, sheep.

One would infer from their condition as indicated by their remains

that they were roughly kept and poorly fed.

The pottery was all of a coarse kind, fired on the inside and

on the outside and of a black or red colour with white chips of

calcined flint all through, but the red colour seemed sometimes to

have been produced by the fire on which the vessel was used for

cooking purposes and not in the original manufacture. It was not

clear whether it was made upon a lathe or not. This kind of ware

occurs, but is not common, in the overlying deposits. It was not

uncommon at Horningsea^ and is found down to mediaeval times in

the Cambridge ditches and elsewhere^ The texture is therefore not

a sufiicient indication of its age and unfortunately we have not found

enough to make out the form of any of the vessels.

On the whole however the probability is that we have here relics

1 C. A. S., Vol. X. Horningsea, p. 174.

2 G. A. S., 'C. Ditches,' Vol. viii. pp. 32, 255.
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of the same age as those found by Mr AUix near West Hill Plantation

on the hill east of Swaffham Prior, when flint flakes were still used

for many purposes, but polish(3d celts were no longer made or used to

any great extent. We have no evidence as to the race to which

the constructors of the War Ditches belonged unless it was the same

as that of the skeletons next to be described.

The objects found in the upper strata.

The objects found in the upper part of the fosse are of extraordinary

interest. I know of no other recorded find in which the fades of the

remains is the same as here.

d
Fig. 7. Bronze fibula and pin.

Metal. Metal was very scarce. A few nails and fragments of

iron were found, generally in connection with the burnt wood. One

bronze fibula (see Fig. 7) with an iron pin were found in the Third

Segment, i.e. the most southerly part of the fosse. This is un-

fortunately not whole, the piece found is 3 inches long but the

portion below the bow, which must have measured about IJ inches

more, is lost, having been apparently cut oflf, while the edge of the

bow shows a rough fractured surface. The lunette-shaped front of
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the broad upper end and the two strong bands of metal to hold the

end of the pin are peculiar.

It is curious in the course of such extensive diggings that if

we found one we should find only one example of an object so

common in Roman and Saxon times and that the only one found

should be of unusual type.

Not a single coin has been picked up over the whole of the area,

a remarkable circumstance considering how common they are in the

district associated with early and late Roman remains. I learned

from labourers that a great number had been found on a field a short

distance to the east.

Pottery. Throughout all the earlier diggings the greater part

of the pottery was of the common black type which is found with

Roman remains everywhere, whether we are examining the household

refuse round a camp or town or villa, or cemetery (PI. xxi. figs. 27

to 30). I have elsewhere^ shown that although this ware can be

distinguished from British pottery or Saxon urns or from most of the

mediaeval ware, it occurs in all Roman, Romano-English and early

mediaeval refuse heaps, and is therefore by itself no indication of

the age of the deposit within those limits. The criss-cross burnished

ornament and the various wavy incised lines (PL xxi. figs. 31 & 32)

are common, but here and there we find a less usual ornamentation

such as concentric semicircles described on a central dot. This

pattern we found also in the earth covering the grave west of

Tebbutt's pit and therefore outside the fosse, and fragments similarly

ornamented occur in the waste heaps of the kilns at Horningsea,

our one local potter's field still available for reference. Pieces of

colanders occurred here and there, and one fragment of black ware

had a hole bored through it near the rim after firing, as if to pass a

cord through. A sort of brush ornament such as might be produced

with a stick broken so as to give a feather edge, was common here

as at Horningsea. And many pieces of vessels occurred on which

banded ornamentation was produced by a burnisher either on the

lathe or with a free hand. Various flat handles with unsymmetrical

flutings (Figs, 34 a, b, c, d, e) and the strong ring-like handle as if

for a cord (f), illustrate the passage from Roman to Mediaeval patterns.

The flat-bottomed vessels tell the same tale.

In the earlier part of the diggings, that is at the northern end of

1 Archceol. Journ. Vol. lix. p. 219.

2 Camb. Ant. Soc. Vol. x. (Oct. 28, 1901), p. 174.

C.A.S. Gomvi. Vol. X. 32
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the First Segment in Tebbutt'H pit (A^ to B), there were a few scattered

bits of an entirely different kind of ware—a fine thin biscuit ware of

a white or yellow or red colour with patterns put on with a pipette

(see Pis. XX. & xxi. figs. 8 to 20) or painted on PI. xxi. figs. 21 &
22, These vessels were small cups or pots with a rim and swelling

sides, or bottles with or without handles. The patterns were

sometimes produced by dots arranged in triangular groups quincunx

fashion, or loops or circles with central dots in slip, or all combined.

From the nipple-like swelling in the centre of some of the dots, e.g.

PI. XXI. fig. 20, and the way in which the colour is often blotted and

smeared it would appear that the slip was very liquid when put

on. We found more and more of this highly ornamented pottery

Fig. 34. Various handles.

as we followed the fosse to the south, and in the Third Segment

from G to H it formed a large proportion of all the pottery found.

Elsewhere in this district it is exceedingly rare. A few fragments

of similar ware were found at a depth of 42 feet below the Royal

Exchange in London, and Miln^ describes and figures portions of a

vase of similar ware found by him in the mounds of the Bosseno in

Brittany.

There were also some pieces of coloured ware with fine lines put

on with a pointed instrument when the clay was soft (PI. xxi. figs.

23 & 24). The drinking cup of thin ware with pinched sides and

1 James Miln, Excavations at Carnac [Brittany), Edinb. 1877, pp. 22, 67,

PI. I. A, PI. IV.
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brown metallic lustre on the surface (PI. xxi. figs. 25 & 26) was

here very rare.

Later on in the present year 1903 I organized the digging party

of undergraduates mentioned above p. 456. We met with great

success and very largely increased the collection of pottery, bones, &c.

which had been found when the fosse was first discovered and during

the later excavations carried on by the Society. The most notable

addition was the large earthen vessel (Fig. 35) which was found lying

on its side very near what was the surface before the last levelling

of the ground described above p. 454. Indeed the upper half appeared

to have been broken ofi" and laid close by at right angles to its

former position. It rested upon a mass of puddled clay in which it

may have been originally set to prevent damp from getting in or

Fig. 35. Large earthenware vessel.

liquid from getting out. It has been admirably restored by Mr
Cowles of our Museum of Archaeology, so that the form and size

can be observed. It stands 2 feet 3^ inches in height and measures

7 feet 4 inches round the body of the vessel and 1 foot 8 inches

across the rim which is 3 inches broad and well recurved so as to

give a good hold, thus adapting it for being low^ered into or lifted out

of the ground. It was marked by groups of parallel scorings such

as might have been made by a toothed instrument used to reduce

the thickness by scraping the surface, now in one direction now in

another, all over both the outside and the inside of the vessel.

There were fragments of at least two other similar vessels close by,

and the exact counterpart of all of these was common among the

32—2
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fragments abundantly strown about in tha waste heaps of the

potter's Held at Horning.s(?a.

Scattered fragments of Samian ware occurred throughout, but

very rarely, and larger pieces of an inferior kind of Samian were

found which shows on the fiactured surface an irregularity of

colouring and a dragged structure in the material very unlike the

clean and uniform red paste of the best Samian, which more resembles

sealing-wax.

Samian was not made in Britain but was imported by the

Romans. These fragments therefore show that the deposit is later

than the commencement of the Roman occupation. Its scarcity

cannot be explained by the poverty of the people who then lived

here seeing that they had an abundance of the highly decorated slip

ware described above, but must mean that Samian was no longer in

the inarket. This is quite consistent with the view that at the

period of the later occupation of the fosse the Roman troops had

been withdrawn and commercial relations with southern Europe had

practically ceased.

A spindle whorl fashioned in earthenware was found in the

upper strata in the Third Segment.

Millstones. Among the various instruments and appliances

in common use at all times there are perhaps none more important

for the archaeologist than querns or handmills. The oblong slab of

grit or basic igneous rock found in the Cyttiau'r Gweddelod in North

Wales, with the rubbing stone flattened on one side, has its exact

counterpart in the blocks of lava of which I have seen four side by

side in the dwelling of a Pueblo-Indian. In both cases they are

made of rocks which can be procured near by. The Roman circular

handmill survived till the present generation in the pot quern of

Ireland or the breuan melin of a few generations ago in Wales.

The stone required for grinding should either have included

fragments of harder material which will stand out and give a rough

surface as the softer matrix is worn away or it must be a stone with

cavities of which new ones continue to be exposed as the surface is

worn down.

The millstone grit, puddingstone and granite are common

examples of the first kind and vesicular lava of the second. Now
these rocks cannot be obtained everywhere, and therefore their use

for millstones at any time or place gives a hint as to trade routes or

lines of migration.
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Millstone grit is found in places far north and west of our

district, but in East Anglia occurs only in the drift. Granite

also and rocks of a granitic character are not found near. Boulders

of either may occur in the drift. I have a large quern from Ireland

made out of a granite boulder in quite recent times.

Puddingstone is not found in the north and west but is a

Tertiary rock found in Hertfordshire and the north of France.

Vesicular lavas occur nowhere near our district, but have been

carried since Roman times and are still largely exported from

Niedermendig near Andernach on the Rhine.

At various places along the fosse we came upon broken querns of

puddingstone and of lava which indicate a southern origin while every

here and there we found flattened pieces of quartzite or grit which

might be procured from the drift of the neighbourhood. The best

preserved fragments of a lava quern were found in our latest ex-

cavation near the large earthenware vessels described above p. 471,

Fig. 35.

Bone. There were very few objects in bone. No combs or

whorls, or any highly finished instrument. There were a few rough

bone skewers such as are found in all rubbish heaps from British to

Mediaeval times \ Two pieces of limb bone appear to have been

worked into a sort of shuttle or stump for winding thread on or

perhaps for netting. Net making is not improbable as the bones of

a large pike were found in one of the small trenches.

Animals. The bones of domestic animals were chiefly the

remains of food. Those of ox were the most common, and these

were shown by the teeth and unanchylosed sutures to be mostly

those of young animals. The remains of horse occurred in exactly

the same circumstances and condition and indicated that the horse

too was used for food. Sheep appear to have been more common

than goats but it has not yet been clearly made out when sheep were

first introduced into this country. The pig also was common. We
found no traces of poultry, nor of wild animals, except those of

burrowing animals such as fox, rabbit, mice, which may have got in

at any subsequent period. Bones of dog occurred here and there.

Wolves must have existed in the neighbourhood, but we saw no

remains that we could definitely refer to them^ In the shallow

^ Archceol. Joiirn. Vol. lviii. p. 201, PI. i.

- Camh. Ant. Soc. Proceedings, Ap. 28, 1902, p. 245.
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trcncli at tlio N.E. coruer of the Cains Pit the jaws of a piko were

found, but this was altogether outside the fosse.

Shells. A few siiigh; shells of oyster were turned out here and

there which niiglit have been carri(}d there from some early deposit,

but no layers of oyster shells occurred such as are always found

round Roman stations with both right and left valves and all the

usual evidence that they were opened and eaten on the spot.

The shells of Helix aspersa and //. nemoralis which are both

commonly used as food in the south of Europe seem to have got in

among the loose fragments to feed on the organic matter or hibernate,

and did not occur as if they had been thrown out with the other

kitchen refuse.

The Fireplaces. In describing the sections seen at successive

stages in our work I have had to notice the occurrence of charcoal,

layers of ash and traces of fireplaces roughly constructed by digging

holes and building up walls of stone. The more finished structures

which we found in the last segment call for more detailed descrip-

tion. We first came upon a large quantity of whole and broken

bricks, some apparently only sun-dried, some partially burnt, many

of them were remarkable for their green colour.' In form they

varied from rectangular blocks 11 x 5| x 1| inches to roughly squared

pyramids 10" in height on a base 5" x 5" with a top 3" x 3". The

brick-shaped ones were found scattered through the deposit down to

a depth of 6 or 7 feet. They occurred also quite irregularly in the

clay packing of the fireplaces ; not laid to form a floor or built into

the sides, but as if rammed in with the clay. Some of them were

perforated with holes ^" across. These seemed as if intended to let

heat pass through rather than to let water pass away. Some of the

tapering bricks were flat instead of square.

Circular lumps of clay about 7 inches in diameter and IJ to 2

inches thick, round on one side and slightly hollowed out on the

other, occurred throughout the upper layers in this segment. There

were also discs of baked clay about half an inch thick, and, as well as

we could infer from the fragments of the irregular outside margin,

some 10 or 12 inches in diameter. These seem to have been made

up with grass to hold the clay together when wet, that is previous

to being fired. Many fragments of a similar kind were found at

Horningsea'.

i Proc. Camh. Ant. Soc. Vol. x. PI. xi. Fig. 8.
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Sometimes we found a large lump of clay up to 8 inches in

diameter black on the inside and burnt red and yellow on the out-

side to a depth of from to 2 inches.

Everything pointed to some connection between all these clay

objects and the tires ; and in the two or three instances in which we

came upon the remains of the broken-down fireplaces we found them

in such association as to indicate that they had been used there.

In the best preserved fireplace four of the pyramidal blocks were

found apparently almost in their original relative position (Fig. 36,

p. 475). Two were standing, the other two thrown inward. On
top of one of the standing ones, and close by each of the others, was

one of the bun-shaped lumps of baked clay, and broken up in the

debris were the remains of a large black cooking-pot covered, as was

much of the interior of the fireplace, with soot. Fragments of one

Fig. 36. Brandretb and griddle.

or more of the large flat earthen discs also were found in the debris.

When we examine the various objects found in that ancient

fireplace we can see a reason for the use of many of them, but others

are hard to explain. The sunken hearth would keep together the

hot embers when the flame had died down, and the addition of a

little fresh fuel now and then would keep up the fire. It would

not however do to put the cooking-pot upon the fire, for fear that,

as the smouldering wood got consumed and sunk the vessel might

topple over. Therefore bricks were placed in the fire-pit and the

fire lighted between and all round them, as on a larger scale had

been done in the Roman hypocaust. A large flat plank or girdle or

griddle of earthenware (not as nowadays of iron) was when required

placed on the top of these four clay pedestals, which therefore
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C()iT(;.spoiul(i(l to the hrandrcth of niccsrit tiniow, and cakes were baked

on it oi- pei'liaps var-iou.s Ht(3ws wei'o cooked in earthen vesselB placed

on it or on the pedestals. If it should be desired to cook more

slowly, to leave the pots to sirnnier, or merely to keej) the food

warm, the griddle could be raised higher above the fire by placing

one of the clay cushions on each pedestal.

It did occur to us that some of the delicate ware was made here

and that the lumps of clay were the material brought from a

distance to be worked up, and that the fireplaces were the kilns

in which the vessels were fired. But this is a very improbable

explanation, because the other evidence of cooking is so clear in the

large soot-covered pot left broken in the fireplace and the remains

of food lying about. The lumps of clay also are invariably dried

and generally burnt. Lumps of baked clay similar to our bun-

shaped capstones and pieces of thin flat earthen discs like our

griddles are found commonly at Horningsea in association with

other rubbish from the potters' dwelling houses rather than with

the wasters and debris from the kilns.

What an immense help it would be if the relics of this interesting

locality, where we find remains of interesting and exceptional objects

where they were used, could be exhibited alongside of the collections

from Horningsea, where we find the remains of similar objects vjhere

they were made.

A piece of hard chalk had a tapering perforation on each side

such as would be made by boring into it with a roughly pointed

instrument. The holes were about half an inch across and half an

inch deep. They were not exactly opposite, but reminded one of the

mode of drilling a hole for the haft of perforated stone implements,

which often show that the workers in stone found it difficult to hit

off and continue to bore from exactly opposite points on either

surface of the stone, or maybe as the hole had to be considerably

enlarged afterwards they did not think it necessary to obtain great

accuracy at first.

There has been much evidence accumulated of late years to show

that toys and imitations were manufactured by such primaeval races;

perhaps the implements in soft stone and our perforated chalk were

intended to teach children the methods by which the real instruments

were manufactured.

There were several pieces of earthenware with a hole about

^ inch across bored into the bottom, the object of which is a matter
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of conjecture. It may be that in the absence of a spout this was a

method of dealing out small quantities of water. I have seen in

Mr Ransom's collection at Hitchin large earthen vessels of late

mediaeval date about the size and form of a magnum with the bottom

perforated like the rose of a watering-pot.

The Graves.

So far I have not seen any grave in the fosse. I do not

consider that the two infants at 4 feet from the surface or the

skeletons at about 8 or 9 feet were buried in graves. But there

were a good many graves found both inside and outside the earthwork.

There was one skeleton found lying north and south on the west of

the road above the great quarry. It was placed in a shallow grave

sunk some 8 inches or so into the chalk aiid covered with 8 or

9 inches of soil. The skull was crushed and the bones much

decomposed. I am not aware that any objects which would fix

the date were found with it. The grave discovered by Messrs

Crawley and Tebbutt also lay north and south about 20 yards east

of the road but outside the earthwork. It was six feet long and

three feet deep, one foot of which was in solid chalk. With

this skeleton there were found, but in what manner associated I

do not know, fragments of a number of basins about six inches in

diameter and three and a half inches in height, in a lead-coloured

ware, light and porous inside but outside darker grey burnished, and

apparently baked in a not very hot smother kiln.

The best preserved specimen was ornamented on the outside

with sets of dots and half rings, which look as if they had been

described with a pair of compasses on the dot as a centre and a

radius of about half an inch.

Another grave was found close to the east entrance to the kiln,

but this seems to have been disturbed.

Another occurred within the fosse on the east of the new quarry

(Tebbutt's Pit). It was sunk some 10 inches into the chalk which

was covered by about 18 inches of soil. It lay north-west and

south-east. I found a considerable quantity of Roman pottery

in the adjacent soil but I do not know that anything occurred

distinctly associated with the body.

Another skeleton was found close to the north edge of Gains Pit.

It lay north and south but nothing was found associated with it.
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Tins .skull was removed to the Arclutological Museujn and the rest

of the bones left in the grave.

Very little of the surface soil beyond the ditch or the quarry has

been recently removed so that the number of skeletons is large in

proportion to the area exposed, and their distribution suggests that

there may be a considerable cemetery spread over the top of the hill.

The SHALLOW Trenches.

It is clear, from the great quantity of household rubbish, of

potsherds, and other traces of every-day life, that this area was

long occupied and therefore we might expect to find remains of

dwellings, but our excavations have been confined almost entirely

to the line of the fosse. Here and there, however, previous to the

determination of the position of the circular entrenchment some

small tentative excavations were made along the north and north-

east side of the Caius Pit, and here we found shallow ditches sunk

to a depth of 3 feet 8 inches below the existing surface, 10 inches

being in the chalk. One ran nearly parallel to the north side

of the pit ; another was traced for some distance at the north-east

corner where a ditch running west was cut off at its east end by

another ditch running north-east and south-west. We always came

upon bones of domestic animals and fragments of pottery of Roman
type in connection with them. In one we found the jaw of a pike.

There were several such ditches cut across during the earlier exca-

vations along the sides of the road to Mr Tebbutt's chalk-pit and

near the kiln. See X, Fig. 3.

These are like the ditches found round the several dwellings in

all the rude agricultural settlements of this district, from the bronze

age to that of the Romanized Britons and Teutons, who frequently

seem to have followed their ancient habits of life long after they had

adopted all the domestic appliances of the Romans.

The Skeletons.

We have three distinct groups of skeletons to deal with.

1. The skeletons found low down in the fosse below the layers

with the traces of late Roman or Romano-English occupation.

2. The skeletons in the shallow graves all over the area within

and without the fosse.
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3. The skeletons of young children in the upper part of the

fosse.

When it was announced by Professor Macalister and Mr Duck-

worth that the skeletons found just on top of the lower layers in the

fosse were Anglian, we had already seen enough to assure us that

the deposit full of pottery which we assigned to Roman type distinctly

overlay the stratum in which the skeletons occurred, and we started

a working hypothesis that these skeletons though of post-Roman

date were covered with earth which was already full of Romano-

English refuse and the contents of Roman or Romano-Englisho is

graves, before it was carried to till the fosse, and with this working

hypothesis in our minds we prosecuted the later w^ork. But the

distribution of the overlying deposits and mode of occurrence of the

successive fires associated with them entirely convinced us that this

theory would not hold—and so we have now to fall back on the far

more interesting hypothesis that these Anglians are pre-Roman

Teutonic settlers, whether more Scandinavian or more German must

be left for further enquiry. It is known from ancient history that

there were many tribes in Britain when the Romans arrived, that

they differed in physical character and origin, and that some of them

were of Teutonic race. Suspicions have been raised by the remains

found at Hauxton and elsewhere that this district was occupied by

some of them, but this is the first time as far as I know that we have

anything amounting to a proof of pre-Roman Teutonic settlements

in East Anglia.

The only doubt that remains arises from the peculiar character of

the overlying Romano-English remains, to which we are at present

unable to assign an exact date.

To return to the character and mode of occurrence of the skeletons

found at the lower level No. 1. They may be seen in the Museum
of Human Anatomy and a full description of them by Mr Duckworth

is given in the Society's Proceedings^. Dr Macalister and Mr Duck-

worth agree that they are of Anglian type. They occurred in

considerable numbers in the earlier part of the excavations, that

is in the north half of Tebbutt's pit. But it was difficult to make

out their exact mode of occurrence there. In the southern part of

the same field the remains were taken out by our own w^orkmen, as

I have said, under more constant supervision, and it was quite clearly

proved that the parts of the body were separated before the ligaments

^ Op. cit. E. xxxvi. 24.
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li!ul uIt()«^otli(!r porislicd ; tliut tli(! hodios w(!r(i not buried in graves

dug to receive tlieni ; that g(!ner'ally if not always the material lying

on tiu! fidjoining ground was thrown over them ; and that the fosse

was after that periodically if not continuously occupied.

The next group of skeletons occurred in graves all over the area.

These were shallow excavations dug some 8 inches to a foot into the

chalk and covered by surface soil which varied from one to three

feet in deptli. The bodies were not oriented but carefully laid out

at full length in the grave. There were almost always fragments of

Roman or Komano- English pottery in or near the graves but no

relics of any kind so associated with the interment as to furnish

a clue to its age. They probably belonged to the Settlement of

Romanized British of which we found traces in the shallow trenches

here and there over the top of the hill, and the character of the

skulls is not inconsistent with this view.

The third group of skeletons belonged to quite young children,

and occurred in the fosse at a much higher level than that at which

the skeletons of the first group were found. They were clearly

disposed of during the period of the occupation of the fosse, as the

fireplaces occurred above and below them. They were placed without

much care in shallow depressions and covered over with the soil and

chalk debris.

Genekal Conclusions.

It would appear therefore that we had a deep circular fosse

excavated in the chalk by a pre-Roman people who had little

pottery, and that of a coarse quality and no great variety ; who

had hardly any other domestic appliances and left only a few flint

scrapers and flakes, bones of domestic animals and perhaps some

results of the chase. The material thrown out of the fosse was

heaped up on the inside to form a vallum. The crumble from the

sides of the neglected ditch filled the bottom to a depth of four feet

more or less.

Then followed an episode during which bodies of young and old

of both sexes were thrown into the fosse and not sufficiently covered

to prevent the bodies from being dragged about and disintegrated,

the head and legs being sometimes separated from the trunk. No
relics indicate the age, race or condition of these people, and whether

we have traces of a massacre or of a time when the residents used the

neglected fosse to throw their dead into, we have no evidence. The
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skeletons are pronounced to be of Anglian type, which may well be

explained by referring them to the pre-Roman Teutonic invaders of

Britain.

After this the fosse was gradually filled up by the accumulation

of vegetable mould, by debris purposely thrown in and accidentally

crumbling down the sides, by the refuse of people who occupied the

fosse from time to time, constructed fireplaces in it, cooked food, and

left a great quantity of pottery and kitchen remains in successive

layers, which there is reason to believe it took a long time to

accumulate.

When we try to assign any date to this part of the history of the

earthwork we find that almost every group of objects is in some

respect exceptional. The one fibula is of a type that cannot be

identified with anything found elsewhere in our district. The

fragments of Samian do not point to use of that foreign ware by

people who lived here but look as if samples had sunk into the soil

or been brought from some Roman station where it may have been

common. So also the single oyster-shells which turned up here and

there must have had some accidental origin. The thin biscuit ware

with red and yellow ornament in slip which is abundant here is

hardly known elsewhere except in the Gallo-Roman mounds of the

Bosseno and in London, in both which localities it is rare and of

doubtful age. The coarse pottery is identical with that made at

Horningsea, where we have reason to believe the work was carried

on down to Romano-English times. The last occupation of the War
Ditches seems therefore to be later than the distinctively Roman
period, but earlier than anything we can refer to the Saxon or the

Dane, that is to say we should refer it to the Romanized natives

who were in this district largely of Teutonic origin.

/
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Documents relating to the Dissolution of the
Monastery of Thornton Curtis in the
COUNTY OF Lincoln left by the Eev. Charles
Parkyn to Pembroke College, Cambridge,
AND WRITTEN OUT AND ABSTRACTED BY ElLIS

H. Minns.

[Presented 25 May, 1898.]

Deed of Surrender made out in the name of Willelmus

Hobson prior et presidens capituli monasterij beate Marie de

Thorneton courteis ordinis diui Augnstini in comitatu Lincoln

nunc per obitum vltimi Abbatis ibidem vacantis et eiusdem

loci conventus. It follows the usual formula but was written

specially as there is no change of hand or ink where e.g. name
and county are filled in. It is dated in their chapterhouse

Dec. 12, 31 Hen. VIII.

The convent seal with secretum is annexed. The main seal

represents rudely Our Lady and the Infant with inscr. sigillvm:

SCE m[arie de thorneJton. The secretum is a late gem with

a nude figure of a warrior (?) within a border with + SECRETVM.

The names of the following monks are written in the left-

hand margin.

Per me Wylhn hobson p'orem. Per me Johannem yorke. Per me thoma

appyllto. Per me Wiilm Shawe. Per me Jofeem store alias Lunber'.

Per me Robartt' Williamson. Per me Edmundu Sothybe. Per me
Thoma Epworth. Per me Johem Barcar. Per me Johem bacar.

Per me Rob^t" pasm'. Per me nicolaii pynnynge. Per me Robarttu

Hewett. Per me Wyllm lyn. Per me thomam Jenson. Per me
stephanu toson. Per me Edwardu houdsu. Per me xpoferu smyth.

Per me Jacobu Hewytt. Per me Thom thornton alia cook. Per me
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Rob^tu Renelay. Per me Edwardu Edna. Per me Joliem hilton. Per

me Roberta cocks. Per me Joliem Butler. Per me Wyitm Rowthe.

Per me Jacobum Booge. Per me Joliem fryston.

This list agrees with those assigned pensions except in order

and spelling.

The signatures of Hobson and Williamson agree with those

on the inventory.

Letters Patent under privy seal of Henry VIII. made out to

" Philip Parys and escuyers John Tregonwel and John

Hewes doctors of the Lawe and to our welbiloved seruants

John ffreeman and John Wiseman to visit the Monasteries of

Thorneton Crowland Spaldyng in o"" countie of Lincoln,"

They are dated at Westminster Nov. 6th, 31 Hen. VIII. and

signed by
Thomas Crumwell.

A fragment of the privy seal remains attached.

The Inventory written in a paper book 12 in. x 8J in.

containing three sheets and a half or seven folios, numbered

j ij iij iiij v v (sic) vij. Folio v bis is put in with a guard.

Pages V bis h, vij a and vij b are blank except that vij b is en-

dorsed " An inventory of Thorneton Abbey."

It is all written in one hand except

a. The superscription (j a) Thorneton Curtees.

b. The account of the lead on p. v bis a.

which is in a more elaborate legal hand.

On this page the note as to the no. of pages and the last

Item in the column are in the general hand.

c. The signatures of the " gardeins."

With the Inventory is folded an imperfect sheet in bad

condition endorsed :

Pencyons out of Thornton

Abbey at y® dissolution.

and
Pencyons'

for thortonn.

It is written in the general hand of the Inventory on the

first two pages of the sheet.
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Inventory of" the ^oods of the monastery of" Tliornton

Curtis, Lincolnshire, transcribed from the copy made by the

Rev. Charles Parkin and compared with the original in the

possession of Pembroke College, (Jambridge.

Thys Inventory made the xiij*'' day of dcceinbre in the xxxi^^ yere (j)

of the roignc of our Houereigne lorde kinge henry the viij''^

CuTtees.^*°" conteynythe all the goodes, jewels, plate, vewtmentes, stuffe

of houshokl, grayne, brewinge vessels, neat, Shejje, leade

belles and other thinges belonging to the late monastery of thorneton

curteis in the Countie of lincolh, left by the kinges Commissioners

the day and yere above wreteh in the handes and custody of Sir

Wilham Hobson and Sir Robert Williamsoii gardeins of the said

house of thorneton, savely to be kept to the kinges maiesties vse,

wherof parcell was yeven by the said Commissioners to the forsaid

gardeins as hereafter amonge other thinges is declared.

In the Vestrie.

In primis viij chahces with patentes of siluer weinge unc' ... clvij

Item ij litle altar basons of silver weinge unc' xvj

Item a texte closed with siluer not weid

Item a litle avitte for frankencense a peir of censors and ij cruett^** weinge

unc' Ixvij

Item ij litle altar basons gilt weinge vnc' xvij

Item ij cruetts with couers gilt weing vnc' xiiij

Item a mitre sett with stones and perles, with ij hanging labels and ij

belles of siluer not weid

Item a bagle staffe plated with siluer apon woode with the hedde parcel

gilt not weid

Item a maser with bandes and crosebandes and the knappe of siluer

not weid

Item a crose of siluer with a staffe plated not weid

Item a crosse of siluer gilted without a staffe plated not weid

Item a crosclothe of grene sarcenet and another of blewe (j b)

Item an alter front of velvet with starres of gold

Item ij linen alter clothes apon the altar

Item a cope of blewe tissewe with vines of gold

Item a sute of white tissewe with ij copes sutable

Item a sute of grene tissewe with ij copes sutable

Item a sute of rede tissewe with ij copes sutable

Item a cope of rede tissewe perled with gold

Item iij sengle copes of old course yelowe silk

Item a sute of white rede and grene damask with ij copes

Item iiij copes of rede saten imbrodered with floer de luces

Item ij copes of old blake caffa
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Item a cope of rede damask nedle werk with gold

Item a cope of rede velvet imbrodered with Jessey

Item iiij copes of rode velvet with angels and flowers

Item ij copes of crymson velvet with Egles

Item ij copes of course rede bawdkyn
Item an old cope of rede turky sateyn

Item a cope of blewe sarcenet

Item a sute of grene bawdkyn with iij copes

Item iij copes of blewe sateyn of briges

Item a cope of rede and grene velvet wdth rosemary branches

Item a cope of red silk with traffle

Item an old cope of silk with Imagery

Item a sute of grene damask powdered with gold with one cope sutable

Item a sute of grene velvet imbrodered with flowers with one cope sutable

Item a cope of grene sateyn of briges with flowers

Item a cope of blewe veluet with flowerdeluce

Item a sute of blewe veluet with borders of red veluet and iij copes sutable

Item a sute of black veluet with flowers with one cope

Item a sute of white bawdkyn damask powdred with gold in thoffers

with one cope sutable

Item a cope of white fustian with roses (ij)

Item iij copes of old white bawdkyn

Item a cope of white chamlet with flowers

Item ij copes of white sateyn of briges with scripture

Item viij copes of white dammaske with offers of rede veluet

Item iij copes of white bawdkyn damaske with gold

Item a sute of rede bawdkyn with gold without a cope

Item a sute of cruel bawdkyn without a cope

Item a sute of purple sateyn with flowers without a cope

Item an old sute of white bawdkyn without a cope

Item a sute of old yelowe veluet without a cope

Item a sute of old rede veluet without a cope with a chesable of rede

bawdkyn

Item a sute of red sateyn without a cope

Item a sute of old rede damask without a cope

Item a sute of old rede bawdkyn without a cope

Item an old pall of grene bawdkyn

Item a sute of sateyn of briges without a cope

Item a chesable of white veluet with Egles

Item a pilowe of blewe veluet and a crosclothe of sarcenet

Item ij grete chestes, one longe settle, an almery

Item a rowndell to put copes in, ij long chestes and a plumpe of leade

Item iij almeries in the churche to put copes in

Item the hole churche and chapels furnyshed with, seates chestes and

almeries without defacinge any parte of the same

C. A. S. Comm. Vol. X. 33
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Til the Qider.

lt(Mii llui (]uici' with Arrcis with garters tunucs iiiid hushos of

thorno ;U1 about(5

Item ij peir of organes good and baddc

Item iiij litle candlesticke.s of tyiine with a staiiderd of the same and iiij

woodden stoles for I'ectours

Item ij litlo branches of Iren

Item a cradle of Ireii about the founders tombe

(ij b)

In Thus cJuqjell ahoue tlie rode.

Item a vestment of l)lewe wolstcde with silke and gold

In 0U7' lady chapell.

Item ij alter frontes of stayned clothe, ij alterclothes of lynefi and a

frontlet of rede wolsted old

Iteni ij sengle vestmentes, one of white bustian and thother of white

bawdkyn

Item a corporase with a case of rede taffeta

Item ij peir of organes good and badde

In thabbates chapell ther.

Item an alter front of stayned clothe with lily pottes

Item ij alterclothes of lyneii and a frontlet of saten of briges yelow^e

and rede

In saint Jotin Baptist chapell.

Item an alterfronte of steyned clothe, ij alterclothes of lyneii, a frontlet

of old blewe veluet

Item ij vestmentes one of dornipe and thother of bustian

In saynt Wlhn chapell.

Item ij altarfrontes of white steyned clothe

Item ij alterclothes one of diaper and thother playne with ij old frontletts,

iiij small old pilowes ij sengle vestmentes one of red bawdkyn and

thother of white bustian

In saynt Jamys chapell.

Item ij old peynted altar frontes, and one lynen altar clothe, iij small

pilowes and an old vestment of grene bawdkyn

In Saynt laurence chapell.

Item an old peinted alterfronte, one linen alterclothe ij sengle vestmentes

one of white bustian and thother of blewe wolstede and iij old pilowes
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In saint Mihels Ghapell.

(iij)

Item ij alterfi'ontes of steyned clothe a frontlet of old rede wolsted, ij

senglc vestmentes one off Dornipe and thother of white fnstian

In saynt Katherins Ghapell.

Item a front of Ijnen Cawlewise, one playne lynen clothe, ij playne

towels ij sengle vestmentes, one of yelowe wolsted and thother of

white bustian

In the nexte chapelt the7\

Item an aulterfronte, of white steyned clothe ij alterclothes of lynen, an

old frontlett, ij sengle vestementes of fustian and thother of bawdkyn
Item ij other vestmentes one of rede bawdkyn with swannes and thother

of white bustian with garters, a corporase, an alterclothe of diaper

a vestment of rede bawdekyn with offers of Diuerse armes

In saynt peters chapell.

Item an alterfronte of steyned clothe a frontlet of bustian white and rede

Item a sengle vestment of white bustian straked

Item a vestment of white saten of briges

In Saint Nicolas chapell.

Item iij sengle vestmentes one of dornipe another of wolsted the thirde of

bustian

Item ij frontes with ij frontletes of white and rede bustian

(iij b)

. Item a bason and Ewer gilt weinge vnc' ... xlviij

Item a bason and Ewer parcell gilt weinge vnc' ... Ixxxvj

Plate gilt Item a standinere cuijpe with a couer gilt with a,

and parcell
, • ,

gilt. mihel apon the toppe wenige vnc xhij

Item a standinge cupe with a couer gilt with

scripture soli deo honor et gloria vnc' xlvj

Item ij saltes with one couer gilte weinge vnc' Ixij

Item ij saltes with a couer parcell gilte vnc' xlv

Item ij flatt belles without couers gilt vnc' xxxv

Item iij holies with one couer white weinge vnc' Ixxxxiij

Item ij goblets with one couer gilt weinge vnc' liiij

Item a drinkinge pott with a couer gilt weing xij

Item ij drinkinge pottes without couer white vnc' xiiij di

Item fyve gilt spoiies with swannes vnc' ... ... ... v di

Item xiiij spones white weinge vnc' xxj

33—2
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lyi thahhates chamber.

Mom ;i trnssiiiL!,- IxmIo, a fot.hci'l)cde, a matms a Ijol.stcr, ij couorlotcs,

a i)reHHG cupbord of Joyners woi-ls, a cownter, ii formes.
Implements. '

i i

a chayer a chest t]io tester a)id curtciyiis of j^rGiic sayo the

chambre hanged with rede and yclowc sayc

In thinner cJiarnhre ther.

Item a trussingbcde, a fetherbede, a matres a bolster a couorlot a

cownter a chayer a chest the tester and curteyns of rode and yolow

say, the chambre hanged with tapessery

/?? the Cheffe chambre.

Item a bedde of doune, a bolster ij fustians a coueringe of satcn of

briges, the tester and curteyns of straked chamlet, ij quishins of

grene saten of briges, one of black and red chamlet, a cownter with

a carpet, ij chayers ij aundierns the chambre hanged with rede and

blacke saye

In the back chambre ther.

(iiij)

Item ij fetherbedes ij couerings ij bolsters a tester of steyned clothe, a

longe settle, the chambre hanged with steyned clothe

In the bell chambre.

Item the chambre hanged with white peynted clothes j fetherbede one

bolster ij coueringes of Arres ij fustians, a tester of the salutation of

our lady with curteyns of white fustian a chayer, a table a bedstede

an aundiern a bason and Ewer

In the iij bedde chambre.

Item iij bedstedes iij fetherbedes iij bolsters iij coueringes of Arres iij

curteyns of blewe buckram and ij chestes bownd with Iren

l7i the boron chambre on highe.

Item iiij fetherbeds iiij couerletes and iiij old bolsters

In the white chamber ther.

Item fyve fetherbedes v bolsters and fyve coueringes old and worne

In the lowe hostrie.

Item ij old fetherbedes ij coueringes and a bolster
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In the nexte chainher titer.

Item ij old fetherbedes ij matres ij couerletes ij bolsters and ij bedstedes

The hole somme of couerletes within the above specified chambrs is in

nombrc ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... xx

The hole nombre of pilowes ther xxvj

Item peir of shetes is in nombre ... ... ... ... ... xvj

In tJie great hall.

(iiijb)

Item iiij longc tables iij benches, one settle iiij formes a portall of

weinscott, a lavatory of leade, the hall hanged with Arres

In the Parlure.

Item a longe table ij cownters iij benches a chaier iij formes, ij joyned

stoles, a rownde table ij carpettes and a branche of brasse

In the pantrie and hiitt7ie.

Item ij gret arckes ij chcstes, an almerye a table ij formes and fyve

Cannes for drink

Item ij table clothes of diaper, iiij plaine clothes too towels of diaper

^ and one playne towell vj diaper napkins, vj playne and

fyve Candlestickes

In tlie larder house.

Item a brasse panne, an axe, ij powdring tubbes and a chopping borde

In the ketcheJi.

Item ij boyling leades of brasse, vi brase pottes ij pannes of boleyne metall

viij spittes a chaffer ij gredierns, a peir of duble cobberdes a clener ij

brandierns, a brassen morter, a peir of tonges a skewer, a cesterne

of leade with other trashe

Item a garnyshe and a halfe of pewter vessell with ij gret
Pewter ther.

.

chargers

In the ffrater.

Item vij longe tables with benches, iij formes an old cownter a cupbord,

vi platers vij dishes, x potengers viij sawcers vj litle caustickes of

tyne ij saltes of tynne a bell ij playn^ table clothes and vj towels

In the cloyster.

Item a lavatory of tynne, a frater bell, and certayn old seates ther
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hi the Naiu liall.

(V)

Item ;i loiigo tabic with a l)Oiiclio, a rornic, iij rowiulo sutlcs, a whorto table

a poir of toiigOH, a ficrforkc, a portall and a coiidiatc of tyiino

In, the 'parkire titer.

Item ij loiigo tables apoii two frames of wciiiscott, ij benches backed with

joyncrs werke, a cowntcr iij forms a cupborde a portall Item

pewter.*^^
'^"^

pl^tcrs vj dishes vij potengers v sawcers a salt a bason

and ewer of pewter, ij chaffers, ij table clothes iiij tcnvels

ij napkyns Item the parhire hanged with stayned clothe

In the hreioehoiise.

Item one grot vessell of copper and an other of brassc ij mashinge fattes, a

keler, an old mashe fatt a troughe x kelcrs of leade, iiij yele ftittcs

iij gret boUes ij stopettes and certeyne pece of leade

In the bakehouse.

Item a mouldinge borde, ij knedinge troiighes, a brake a kemmell, a

scaldinge leade, iij boltinge arckes and ij sifting arckes

In the Covent Celler.

Item xxx^* hogshedes with iiij gutters of leade, ij troughes leaded and a

cowntertable

III the garnet.

Item in Eie by estimacion quarters v

Item mastlyn by estimacion quarters v

Item wheate by estimacion quarters xx"

In the maltehoiisse.

Item malte by estimacion quarters xx^^

Item a cesterne of leade ther

In the killhousae.

Item malte apon the kyll by estimacion quarters viij

Item beanes by estimacion quarter j

Item in the same howse malte by estimacion quarters ... xl^^

In tlie Barne.

Item wheate in the mowe quarters ' xl^i

Item barly by estimacion quarters xl^*

Item pease by estimacion quarters xvj

Item hey by estimacion loodes xl**
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Catall about the housse.

(vb)
Item iij kync, iiij sowes, v hogges, xij yeriiiges and xx«iij fatt oxen and

one fatt cowe

Item more hey by estimacion loodes xxx"

Item pease in the cowhoiLse gertlie quarters x

To the Cellerers office.

Item ij draught oxen, too draught horses

Item a shode carte with iiij horses and ther apparels

Item ij plowes with x horses cXiid ther apparels

Item lyme by estimacion quarters... ... ... ... ... Ixxx

Belles.

Item vij belles in the steple gret and small

Burntham ferme.

Item xxj horses good and badde, vj kyne, vj steres ij oxen, xxvi hogges,

one thousande shepe or theraboute and ij hundrethe quarters barlie

Item a fether bedde, a coueringe with ij couerlettes iiij matres, iiij peir of

shetes a cupbord ij chestes ij tables, ij formes, iij bolsters ij pilowes

ij brasse pottes, a ketle, a panne, a spitt and ij Iron cobberdes

Of whiche gooddes plate, stulfe of household and other the premisses these

parcels folowing were assigned by the said Commissioners to the

forsaid gardeins for ther owne vse

In primis a litle bason and ewer gilte

Item a standinge cuppe with a couer gilte

Item ij saltes with one couer parcell gilt

Item ij drinking pottes without couers white

Item fyve gilt spones with swannes

Item all the stufFe in tliabbates chambre and the Inner chamber of the same

Item all the stuff in the ij belle chamber in the lowe hostrie

Item the gret maser before specified

Leade.

Item on the Rouffe of the maltc garnard there in (v*)
Thornton.

, , , . . ••• ,v
leade by estimacion ... ... ... xviij iiother

Item on the Rooffe of the barne by estimacion ... , . . x tfother

Item on the Whete garnard in ffothers by estimacion ... x et d

Item on the brewhowse in ffothers ... ... ... ... xl

Item on the Rooffe on the body of the churche in ffothers ... xliij

Item on the Steple in ffothers by estimacion v

Item on the Crosse yles of the churche in ffothers xxxij

Item on the quyre Rooffe with ij yles there in ffothers ... xliij
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Itoui on the (Jli;4)t(',i' lloolle in flbtlierH ... ... ... ... iij

Item on the ncwc halle llooflb in Hotlicrs ... xviii
Continetur 1^,1 • •

istud Invetariu Itcni on tlie CloyHtci* llooife by cistnnacion ... xxvnj
in quinq' pa-

j^^.j^j ^^^^^ ffravter Rooffc? in ftbtlici-H hy estiniacion xx ft"

ginis p ceden-
_ \

tibz et ista Itciu on our lady (Jhappell Ilooff'e in ftbthors ... xij

semi pagina.
j^^^^^ ^^^^ Thomas bekctt Chappell llooftc in ftbtlier.s x

Item on the pynnacles of tlie ohurclie and in dyuers otlier ])lace.s abowto

the churche in ffbtliers ... v

Item on the ftennary Roofte in ftbtluii's xiij

Item on the Abbottew chamber Roofte in ftbthers viij

Item on the Dorter Rooffc in ftbtherw xxxvj

Item on the halle liooffe in ffoother« x

Item on the newe Parler Roofte in ftbthers vj

Item on the Kechyn Roofte and other places aljowte the Kechen in

ftbthers -^ij

Item lefte in the custody of the said gardeins all the indent' of the said

house

Sum of the Leade

Per me WySm hobson

Per me Robarttum Willyamson

[Pe7isio7is.]

Pensions ass[igned k comi]ssioners to the gardeins and [

...] late monastery oft" thorneton in the [countie of lincojhi

CurteiT^*°" to be paid vnto them during ther [lyvejs at ij termes of the

yere that is to say at the feast of thanunciacion of our lady

and sairite Michael tharchangell by euen portions with proviso that

in case any of the said late chanons shalbe takeii at thestablishement

the colleage ther to be of the company therof then his portion here

after lymited to cease and be void from that tyme forwarde and he so

taken to stand to thordinace of the said colleage in all thinges

accordingly

In primis to Wm Hobsoii late priour and now one of the gardeins

ther xlii

Item to Robert Williamson one of the gardeyns ther xlii

Item to John Yorke yii vjs viij^i

Item to thomas appleton

Item to Willm Shawe my^
Item to John Store iiiji^

Item to Edmonde Sothebie

Item to John Barker iiij"

Item to John Baker iiij'*

Item to Robert Pasmer iiij"

Item to thomas Jhenson .. iiijii xiijs iiij'i



Item to Nicolas pynnyiig ... ... iiii^i

Item to Stephen thomson iiij^^

Item to Xpofer Smythe ... iiij

Item to James Hewet iiii^^

Item to John Coke student VJ

Item to Robert Ryneley student VJ

Item to Robert Coke ... iiii^^

Item to John Butler ... iiii^i

XLt31il uvj O clLLlj G KJKJ^^Sj »«• ... ••• ... iiij

Item to Willm lyme iiij"

Sum
late chanons of thorneton

W out of the said late monastery

W s as herafter ensuithe the

xiijth day of [decemjbre a°. rr. h. viij' xxxj'

Item to Willm Rowthe ...
vjii

Item to John flreston iiij"

Item to Thomas Epsorthe ... vj"

Item to Edwarde Hudson vjii

Item to John Hilton... vjii

Item to Edward Edname Vjli

Item to Robert Hewett vjli

Item to the same Robert Hewett for seruing the cure at twaite with the

parsonage of welton v^^, And for the reparacions to be kepte bankes

to be defended and other charges to be borne ther in the discharging

of the kinges highnes iiij^', All thes to be taken of the fermer ther,

accordinge to thindentures made betwene the late Abbat and covent

of thorneton of thonne party, and Mr Richard Crumwell esquier of

thother partie

Names of Monks on

Peterborough.

John Abbat.

John WalpoolL Prior.

John Alnewyke.

Wm Dastre.

Wm Bristowe. Chaunter.

Rt Burne.

Rt Kyrktoii.

Wm Thornton.

is of surrender

:

Christopher lyncolln.

Edward Bardeney.

Rt London.

Wm ClyfF.

Wm Hertford.

Richard Glynton.

John Holdebyche.

Roger Byrde.

Wm Ramsey.

33—5
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Jolm Morton.

Rd Notyngham.

John l\)infrctt.

John llyall.

Jolm Pcterburgh.

Ambrose Ccaster.

Rt Couentre.

Rd Grantarn.

Humfrey Naturus.

Henry Sutton.

Christopher Croyland.

Rd Depong.

Gryffin Glocester.

John Overton.

Rt Netlam.

Thomas Keteryng'.

Wm Excyter.

Wm Wysebyche.

John Lesyngham.

Geoffrey Lynne.

John Croyla.nd.

St Neots.

John Raundes. Prior.

Dom. Rye. Starton.

Richardus Carnake.

Roberte Hatley.

Wm Barford.

Wm London.

John Wyesman.

Robert Necolas.

Dunstable.

Gervase Mercham. Prior.

Thomas Claybroke.

Richard Kent.

George Edwards.

Edmund Gren.

John Nyx.

Peter Whippe?

John Stalworth.

Rychard Bowstred.

Augustine Curteys.

Robert Fomer.

Nycholas Claybroke.

John Persewall.

II. MINNS

Launde.

John Lancaster.

Wylyam Stafford.

John Ijodyngton.

Thomas Trewman.

William Howghtun.

William Alderwas.

William Leti.

Hugh Halsted.

Robert Lydntfi.

Thomas Borow.

Radulphus Ostu.

Thornton Curtis.

William Hobson. Prior.

John Yorke.

Thomas Appylton.

Wm Shawe.

John Store alias Lanbert.

Robartt Williamson.

Edmund Sothybe.

Thomas Epworth.

John Barcar.

John Bacar.

Rt Pasmer.

Nicolas Pynnynge.

Rt Hewytt.

Wm Lyn.

Thos. Jonson.

Stephen Tomson.

Edward Houdsun.

Christopher Smyth.

James Hewytt.

John Thornton alias Cook.

Rt Renelay.

Edward Ednam.

John Hilton.

Rt Cockes.

John Butler.

Wylliam Rowthe.

James Booge.

John Fryston.
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Croivland.

John Westis Abbat.

Win Pyiichbeke Prior.

Antony Overton.

Ric. Whatlad.

Ric. Slefurth?

Ric. Coventre.

John London.

John Boston.

Rt Uft'urth.

John Ramsey.

Wm Toftl.

Wm Gedney?

Thomas Stoke.

Nicholas Holbych.

Commissioners.

Thornton, Crowland and Spalding.

Lines.

PhiHp Parys, Esq., John Tregonwel,

John Hewes, LLDD.
John Freeman, John Wiseman.

Lmmde. Leicester.

PheHpe Parris, Esq., John Tregonell,

John Hewis, LLD.

John Beamond, George Gifforde,

Robert Burgoyn, Briane Caye.

Peterborough. Northants.

PheHpp Parris, Esq., Sir Willm Parr,

knight.

John Tregonwell and John Hewes,

LLD.
George GifForde, Robert Burgoyn.

Wm Bardena.

Thos. Croylande.

John Halyntene 1

Wm Bucknell.

John Ufford.

John Roderam.

Thos. Grantham.

Rt Stamford.

Peter Freston.

Wm Bougham ?

Thom. Cotnam.

Wm Chesterton.

Rt Portyngter?

Wm Dentun.

Newenham and Dunstable. Beds.

Philhpp Parrys, John Gostwike,

Esqs.

John Tregonell, John Hewes, LLD.
William Candishe and ffrancis Job-

son.

Ely and Thorney. Cambs.

Phelip Paris, Esq.

John Tregonwell, John Hewes, LLD.
Thomas Megges, WilHam Lee,

Thomas Mildemaye.

Ramsey and St Neots. Hunts.

Phelipe Parris, Esq.

John Tregonell, John Hewes, LLD.
Thomas Myldemay, Thomas Miggis.

Willm Lee.
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EoMAN Vessels found at Hauxton Mill.

At the Annual General Meeting held on the 28rd of May,

1900, Mr Henry Hurrell exhibited several Roman Vessels

found, near Hauxton Mill between 1870 and 1874. Illustrations

of four of these are here given (Pis. xxii, xxiii).

The vessels were found rather near the surface, some four

or five hundred yards above the mill, between the mill stream

and the rivulet which carries off the water when the mill is

not working.

Plate XXII: n delicate glass bottle nine inches high, quite

uninjured.

Plate XXIII : three bronze jugs, measuring respectively,

A, six inches, B, ten inches, and C, six inches in height. The

handles of these have been broken off.

Besides those illustrated here, several other objects, including

glass and pottery, were found. All are now preserved at

Madingley Hall.



Camb. Ant. 8oc. Vol. x, p. 496, PI. xxi

ROMAN GLASS BOTTLE (Hauxtoii Mill).
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ERRATA IN No. XLIII.

Vol. X. PI. xii. read Figs. 1—2 Jesus Lane, Cambridge.

,, 3—6 Late Celtic pottery after Evans.

,, 7 Roman urn. Chesterford.

p. 256, 1. 8, for Fig. 1 read Fig. 2.

end of 6th par. after toe read (Figs. 3 and 4) with a clip on the side

instead.

in paragraph 9 after sometimes read the ends of the shoe were joined by

a plate (Fig. 5) or.

in par. U for Fig. 2 is from Stuntney read Fig. 6 is from Stuntney.

PI. xvii. p. 256 at bottom of plate for Ancient Horseshoes read

1. Old ox-shoe from Boroughbridge, near Tebay, Westmorland. Given

to Rev. Canon Weston by Mr Day.

2. Shoe said to have been found with Saxon remains at Haslinglield.

3 and 4. Shoes found at Brigsteer in Westmorland.

5. Found at Beetham Green in Westmorland, probably pathological.

6. Found on Stuntney Island near Ely, probably pathological,

p. 257, 1. 10. for Fig. 3 read Fig. 1.

ib. 1. 24. for Fig. 4 read Fig. 7.

Carving at Duxford (p. 378).
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Carving at Duxford (p. 378).

INDEX.

AUix (C. P.), St Mary's Church,

Swaffham Trior, 274

America. See Washington, 2G0

Anglesey Abbey, 28o

Charter, 865

Annual Report, 1899, G6 ; 1900, 84;

1901, 153; 1902, 2G3 ; 1903, 440

Arbury Camp, 277

Astbury (J.), Potter, 64

Atkinson (T. D.), Seals of Cambridge

Town, 123

Axe-head (Iron), 363

Baldrey (F.), Objects from Transvaal,

86

Barrington, Objects found, 434

Bartlow Hills, 83

Bell (Bronze), 363

Book-desks at Cesena, 50; Florence,

48, 50

Books, 425

Borgovicus (R. C. Bosanquet), 9

Bosauquet (R. C), Excavations at

Borgovicus, 9

Bottisham, 285

Boxworth, Earthworks, 237

Brass (Sepulchral), Exhibit, 10

St Henry of Finland, 215

Bullock-Hall (W. H.), Icknield Way,

69

Bulls (Papal), 440

Cambridge Town Seals, 123

Market-place, Excavations, 261

Cambridge Neighbourhood, Ditches, 10

Dog (Prehistoric), 245

Cambridge University Wills at Peter-

borough, 314

—— Library, East Room, 419

Cambridge (Jesus College), Potter's

Field near, 194

(St John's College), Mortuary

Roll, 383

Cambridgeshire Place-Names, 117

Cart, Evolution of, 244

Catling (H. D.), Apostle Spoons, 426

Mediaeval Ring, 440

Cesena, Book-desks at, 50

Cherryhinton War-Ditches (First Re-

port), 234

Excursions (1901-2), 277

(Final Report), 452

Chesterford, 10

Chesterford, Kiln at, 178—9
Chesterton, Romanized Britons, 240

Chittlehampton, St Urith, 230

Clark (J. G.), Denarius of Plotina, 9

Anglesea Abbey, 285

Clark (J. W.), Vatican Library of

Sixtus IV, 11, 82

Library of Merton College,

Oxford, 82

Exeter Cathedral, Library, 294-

306; Furniture, 307

Wheel-Desks, 413

Cole's description of Cam-

bridge University Library (East

Room), 419
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Cloth, Indian, 241

Coins, Denarius of Plotiiia, '.) ; Oni-

durman, 10

lloman (Arhur.y), 280

Hcotch j(;tton, 4'M

Cole (W.), Cambridge University Li-

brary, 419

Colvile (Sir W.), .'581

Conybeare (J. W. E.), Barrington,

434

Coptic Monasteries of Egypt, 210

Corbett (W. J.), Letter on Sir W.
Colvile, 381

Corner (William), Kemains at Mitla,

Oaxaca, Mexico, 62

Cornford (F. M.), Sibyl Fresco, 369

Cortina, Sibyl Fresco, 369

Council (C. A. S.), 1899-1900, 97 ;

1900-1, 98; 1901-2, 168; 1902-3,

292 ;
1903-4, 497

« County History Report (1901), 156;

(Final), 269

Cross (Pre-Christian) from N. Ireland,

259

Crucifix (Bone), 363

Delft Pharmaceutical Ware, 202

Denarius of Plotina, 9

Dickie (A.), Exhibit, 9

Dog, Prehistoric etc., near Cam-

bridge, 245

Duxford (Hospital of St John), 375,

497, 499

Dwellings, Underground (British

Isles), 118

Egypt, Coptic Monasteries, 210

(Great Oasis), Paintings, 374

Essex, Bartlow Hills, 83

Eton College, MS. at, 106

Excursions (1898), 68

Excursions, Sawston Hall (1901),

273 ; Swaffham Prior (1901), 273
;

Cherryhinton (1901-2), 277

Excursions to Arbury Camp and

Histon, 277 ; Fleam Dyke etc., 285

Excursions, Bottisham and Anglesey

Abbey (1902), 285

Exeter Cathedral Library, 294—306
;

Furniture, 307

Fan -holder, ;564

Farcet, Pre-lieformation Paten, 361

Finland, St Henry of, 215

Fleam Dyke J'iXcursion (1902), 285

Flint Implements (Libyan Desert), 244

(Pigmy), 361

Florence, Book-desks at, 48, 50

Fordham (H. G.), liomano-British

Settlement at Odsey, 169

Bronze Object from Guilden

Morden, 373, 404

Foster (J. E.), Objects found in the

Transvaal, 86

Pre-Reformation Paten, 118, 361

Anglesey Abbey Charter, 365

Freeman (S. J.), Local Ware, 10

Exhibition of pottery (Cam-

bridge), 263

Potter's Mould, 364

Fresco at Cortina, 369

Fulbourn, Remains at, 177

Furness (W. H.), Naga Hill Tribes,

293

Gardens (Sieveking), 11

Gaselee (S.), Emendation of text, 232

Gaskoin (C. J. B.), Wilis at Peter-

borough, 314

Gatty (R. A.), Pigmy Flint Imple-

ments, 361

Gibson, Mrs, On two Hebrew Docu-

ments, 1

Glaisher (J. W. L.), Astbury the

Potter, and Voyez the Modeller, 64

Exhibit of English Pottery 1500-

1750, 116

~—
- Dated Nottingham Stone Ware

and Sgraffiato Ware, 199

Glass (Stained), 425

Gowland (W. ), Stonehenge Excava-

tions, 264

Gray (A.), County History Report,

270

President's Address, 410

Greece, Marathon, 83
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Guilden Morden, Bronze object, 373,

404

Haddon (A. C), Pottery making etc.

in New Guinea, 83

Stone Implements from Rho-

desia and Sarawak, 152

Evolution of the Cart, 244

Pre-Christian Cross from N.

Ireland, 259

Stages and Rejects of Stone

Implements, 260

Harding (W. A.), Delft Pharmaceutical

Ware, 202

Histon, 2G3

Hauxton Mill, Roman objects found,

86, 496

Hebrew Documents (Mrs Gibson), 1

Henry (St) of Finland, 215

Histon, Notes on (Harding), 263

Excursion (1902), 277

Horningsea, Potter's Field, 174

Horseshoes, Ancient (Hughes), 249

Hose (C), Stone Implements at

Sarawak, 152

Housesteads (R. C. Bosanquet), 9

Hiigel (A. von), Flint Implements in

the Libyan Desert, 244

Remarks on Jadite, 440

Hughes (T. McK.), Ditches near Cam-
bridge, 10 ;

Chesterford, 10 ; Local

Ware, 10

Soros of Marathon, and Bartlow

Hills, 83

Potter's Field at Horningsea

etc., 174

Roman Potter's Field near Jesus

College, 194; Box of Weights, 197

Kaffir Pillow, 199

War Ditches near Cherryliinton

(First Report), 234

Earthworks at Boxworth and

Knapwell, 237

Romanized Britons near Ches-

terton, 240

Modifications of an Indian Cloth,

241

Remains of the Dog, 245

Hughes (T. McK.), Ancient Horse-

shoes, 249

Turf-parer from Westmoreland,

258

Excavations in Cambridge Mar-

ket-place, 261

Arbury Camp, 277

Fleam Dyke, 285

War Ditches, Cherryhinton

(Final Report), 452

Hughes (W. O'F.), Pre-Reformation

Paten, 361

Huntingdonshire Place-Names, 317

Hurrell (H.), Roman objects found

at Hauxton, 86, 496

Icknield Way (Bullock-Hall), 69

India (N, W.), Naga Hill Tribes, 293

Indian Cloth, 241

Ireland (North), Pre-Christian Cross,

259

Jackson (E. McD. H.), Pre-Reforma-

tion Paten, 118

Jackson (T. G.), Plans of New Mu-

seum, 86

Jadite, 440

James (M. R.), MSS. at Lambeth,

82
;
Paintings at Worcester Priory,

99

Sculptures at Malmesbury, 136

;

at Lincoln, 148

Sepulchral Brass of St Henry

of Finland, 215

Legend of St Stephen, 222, 264

St Urith of Chittlehampton, 230

St Stephen, 264

Remarks on Stained Glass, 425

Jenkinson (F.), Remarks on Rother-

am's books, 425

Justinian I, Medal, 129

Kaffir Pillow, 199

Knapwell, Earthworks, 237

Knife-handles, 362, 364

Lambeth MSS., 82

Lamp (Italian), 363
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LowiK (Mrs), Coptic MonastorioK of

Egypt, 210

Library, Presents received (11)00), M7

PresentH (1!)01), 100

Additions (1002), 2H0
;

(lOOH),

445

Libraries, Vatican of Sixtus IV, 82
;

Oxford, Merton College, H2; Ro-

theram Library, 410

Libyan Desert, Flint Implements, 244

Lillechurch Mortuary lioll, 88B

Lincoln Cathedral, Sculptures, 148

Lowestoft Pottery, 304

MacRitehie (D.), Underground Dwell-

ings in the British Isles, 118

Madingley Hall, Vessels at, 49G

Malmesbury Abbey, Sculpture, 136

Marathon, 83

Medal, Justinian I, 129

Members elected (1901-2), 271 ;
(1902-

3), 444

Metal-work (W. B. Redfern), 159

Mexico, Remains in, 62

Milton, Village, Romanized Britons

at, 240

Minns (E. H.), Thornton Curtis, 82, 482

Mitla, Remains at, 62

Moidores, Testing of, 197

Mortuary Roll (Lillechurch), 383

Museum of Archaeology (New), Site

allotted, 68

Plans, 86

Myers (C. S.), Christian Paintings in

Egypt, 374

Naga Hill Tribes, 293

New Guinea, 83

Nottingham Stone Ware, 199

Oaxaca, Remains at, 62

Odsey, Romano-British Settlement,

109

Omdurman Coins, 10

Oxford, Merton College Library, 82

Palestine Exploration Fund, 262

Pampisford Ditch, 285

Paper, Composition of, 6

I'aris, l>il)lioth('!(jU(j de rArsonal,

Wheel -desk, 413

Parson Drove, Pat(;ii, llH

I'aten, Pre-Reformation, 118, 361

Peterborough, Wills at, 314

Pigmy Flint Implements, 361

Place-Names (Cambridgeshire), 117

(Huntingdonshire), 317

Plate, ace Paten, Spoo)is

Plotina, Denarius of, 9

Porcelain, Lowestoft Potter's Mould,

364

Potter's Field (Horningsea), 174

(Jesus College), 194

Pottery (English), Exhibit, 116

(Nottingham), 199

(Sgraffiato), 199

Delft Pharmaceutical, 202

Pottery making (New Guinea), 83

Pre-Christian Cross, 259

Purchases (1902-3), 451

Redfern (W. B.), Remarks on Tinder-

box, 123

Metal-work, 159

Italian Hanging-lamp, 363

Axe-head, 363

Bronze Bell, 363

Bronze Socket, 364

Knife-handle, 364

Reports, see Annual Report, County

History Report

Rhodesia, Stone Implements, 152

Ridgeway (W.), The Socket in N.

Europe, 375

Remarks on Papal Bulls, 440

Ring (Mediaeval), 440

Roman-British Settlement (Odsey), 169

near Chesterton, 240

Roman Potter's Field (Jesus College),

194

Roman Roads (Icknield Way), 69

Roman Vessels (Hauxton Mill), 496

Rome, Vatican Library of Sixtus IV,

82

Rotheram (Abp), Cambridge Uni-

versity Library, 419
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Sarawak, Stone Implements, 152

Sawston Hall Excursion, 273

Sayle (C. E.), Tinder-box attributed

to Shakespeare, 119

Report on County History, 159

Hospital of St John, Duxford,

375, 497, 499

Mortuary Roll of Lillechurch,

383

Sculpture, Malmesbury Abbey, 136

Lincoln Cathedral, 148

Seals, Cambridge Town, 128

Searle (W. G.), Coins of Omdurman,

10

Monumental Brasses, 10

Medal of Justinian I, 129

Sgraffiato Ware, 199

Shakespeare (W.), Tinder-box, at-

tributed, 119

Sibyl Fresco (Cortina), 369

Sieveking (A. Forbes), Gardens, 11

Skeat (W. W.), Cambridgeshire Place-

Names, 117

Place-Names of Huntingdon-

shire, 317

Socket in N. Europe, 375

Spoons (Apostle), 426

Stephen, St, Legend of, 222, 264

Stokes (H. P.), Remarks on Tinder-

box, 123

Remarks on Rotheram's gifts,

426

Stone Implements from Rhodesia and

Sarawak, 152

Washington, Stages and rejects,

260

Stonehenge Excavations (Gowland),

264

Swaffham Prior Excursion and Paper,

273

Thornton Curtis, Dissolution, 482

Tinder-box (Shakespeare), 119

Transvaal, Objects from, 86

Turf-parer from Westmoreland, 258

Underground Dwellings (British Isles),

118

Urith, St, of Chittlehampton, 230

Via Devana, 285

Voyez, Modeller, 64

War-Ditches at Cherryhinton (First

Report), 234

Excursions (1901-2), 277

(Full Report), 452

Ward, Marshall, On Paper, 6

Washington, U.S.A., Piny Branch,
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